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Fasting Day: Thanksgiving Day 

Let us be grateful 
Let us gather to gi ve thanks 
and as we celebrate earth' s bounty 
let us give thanks for all good things 

Let us remember those who labored 
and those who sacrificed for us 
but let u s  remember especially 
those deprived and those we deprived 
and resolve to make amends: 

to those who were robbed or slaughtered 
Let us make reparations 
Let us be giving to those 
from whom much was taken away 
Let us, in this, truly give thanks. 

by Dennis Brutus 

for Ward Churchill 
November 25,1993 





Preface 

Since Genocide Began 

Ward Churchill-indigenist activist, spokesperson, professor, and inter
nationally recognized scholar of the American Indian-has achieved a 
reputation for publishing and speaking on Native issues unparalleled in North 
America. His well-deserved public stature grows partly out of his large and 
varied publishing record: ten books on subjects ranging from M arxism and 
Native Americans to FBI wars against the Black Panthers and the American 
Indian Movement to cultural criticism on American literature and film. All this 
in 15 years .  

But Ward Churchill ' s  reputation also stems from his tireless  travels on 
behalf of Native peoples to testify before international tribunals, to teach young 
Native people about their history and contemporary rights,  to support Native 
nations engaged in land and resource disputes, even to aid besieged Native 
colleagues in their various conflicts with Western institutions. 

By combining research and engagement, teaching and activism, Chur
chill has achieved what few authors ever achieve: analysis that predicts as well 
as describes .  Thus, in the fast-<:hanging world of indigenous issues, Ward 
Churchill demonstrated, in 1 983, how conflicts between indigenous peoples 
and Marxists are the result of vastly different cultural views rather than 
opposing analytic interpretations .  In Marxism and Native Americans, he con
cluded that Native people as land-based people would always be at odds with 
Marxists, for whom land is a resource, not the mother of all beings. Later, in 
his 1 992 best-seller, Fantasies of the Master Race: Literature, Cinema and the 
Colonization of American Indians, Churchill interpreted the cultural neuroses 
that drive Westerners to adopt a false identity as Natives .  Having taken nearly 
everything by murder and theft from American Indians, Westerners are now 
stealing Nati ve spirituality. These "spirit vultures" include American poets, like 
Robert Bly, and German "fake" Indians who appear at the United Nations 
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Working Group on Indigenous Populations demanding recognition as Native 
people. 

A year following his book on cultural criticism, Churchill published in 
1993 what some believed, at that point, to be his finest work: Struggle for the 

Land: Indian Resistance to Genocide, Ecocide and Expropriation in Contem
porary North America, a compendium of Native American land thefts from the 
Iroquois in New York to the Navajo-Hopi peoples in Arizona. 

Now, Ward Churchill has once again surprised and pleased his indige
nous as well as scholarly public with yet another amazing effort, appropriately 
titled in this post-Columbus era, Since Predator Came. 

Although this new work spans enormous historical ground-from the 
arrival of Columbus to the insurrection in Chiapas , Mexico--contemporary 
pol itics, literature, and intellectual issues are covered in detai l .  In what has come 
to be characteristic Churchill style, cavalier humor is blended with unrelenting 
analysis to render a fresh perspective on subjects ranging from "White Studies" 
to Nicaraguan Indian resistance to North American Indian poetry. 

But for those of us  familiar with the increasing international attention 
now being given to indigenous human rights ,  it is the incisive discussion of 
genocide in legal as well as cultural terms that makes this a truly peerless work. 
As a Native scholar and nationalist myself, I salute Churchill ' s  c larity in his 
detailed rendering of the issue of genocide, particularly since the denial of the 
Indian holocaust in the Americas continues unabated. 

Those who tlinch from the application of the terms "holocaust" and 
"genocide" to any hut the Nazi holocaust and to any but its Jewish victims wil l  
be s tunned by Churchill ' s  marshaling of evidence-juridical, historical, socio
logical-in support of his argument that "genocide" is precisely what has been 
occurring against Indians of the Americas since the arrival of Columbus.  

Fmally, ChurchIll's section on a "[ypology ot Genocide is the finest 
distillation of legal and political thinking on the problem of the definition of 
genocide. Churchill ' s solution-to identify genocide by degrees following the 
gradient statutory code pertaining to individual murder-is not only brilliant 
but workable at the international, national, and local levels. 

All of us in the indigenous world who have been fol lowing Churchill ' s  
career as activist and academic rejoice yet again.  Another superb work has been 
given to us from the best in the field. 

Haunani-Kay Trask 



Introduction 

Only Indians Help Indians 

If necessary, I will fight alone. 

Geronimo, 1881 

During a conversation in the early 1980s about the relationship of AIM 
to a variety of other oppositional groups and tendencies, American Indian 
Movement leader Russell Means said to me, "Indians just don't fit in anywhere. 
We aren't part of anybody' s agenda except our own." A few years later, in 1985, 
he demonstrated the pervasiveness of this viewpoint among those who struggle 
for indigenous rights, this time in a talk delivered at the Uni versity of Colorado 
on the resistance of the Miskito, Sumu, and Rama peoples of the Nicaraguan 
Atlantic Coast region to being subordinated to that country's leftist Sandinista 
regime. Quoting a slogan carved into the stock of an AK-47 assault rifle carried 
by a Miskito fighter, Means announced his belief that "only Indians help 
Indians." 

This book is about the situation underlying such sentiments, endeavoring 
as it does not only to explain in some part what has happened to Native America 
since commencement of the hemispheric invasion inaugurated by the Colum
bian landfall of October 12, 1492, but how and why such realities have been 
masked or hidden by the increasingly smug and triumphalist descendants of 
those original waves of invaders. The resulting panorama is exceedingly ugly. 
It will prove, or at least it s hould, to be disquieting to anyone who encounters 
it. This, to be sure, is the hoped-for outcome of any reading, because, as C. 
Wright Mills once observed, it is precisely and perhaps only in such disquie
tude-or "cognitive dissonance," as he termed it-that the potential for positive 
change may be said to rest. 

The approach to assembling the collection of essays which follows may 
be less than readily apparent. They begin with a brief homage to the late 
Cherokee anthropologist Robert K. Thomas, not only as a much deserved 
tribute to his memory, but as a way of offering a preliminary glimpse of the 
analytical principles which will be deployed throughout the remainder of the 
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volume. From there, I move, in a piece entitled "Deconstructing the Columbus 
Myth," to an examination of the Spanish devastation of the native population 
of the Caribbean Basin at the outset of Europe's process of transatlantic 
conquest and colonization, and the manner in which subsequent eurocentric 
academics have sought to suppress the facts of the onslaught, at time even 
inverting the historical record with the goal of thus "naturalizing" eurosupre
macist domination in the Americas. 

The hegemony at issue is then explored with respect to what followed in 
the wake of the Columbian adventure, both in North America ("Since Predator 
Came") and in South/Central portions of the hemisphere ("Genocide in the 
Americas"). With this laid out, it seems appropriate that conventional utiliza
tion of the concept of genocide itself be explored with an eye towards 
discovering why it is not usually applied to either the historical or contemporary 
experiences of American Indians and other indigenous peoples, and why it 
should be. This is done in an essay entitled "Genocide: Toward a Functional 
Definition." 

It is important to understand that the physically and culturally debilitating 
impact upon Native America ushered in by the invasion of 1492 are an ongoing 
phenomena, not mere historical curiosities. Although it is intended that this 
point will already have been made in several of the preceding essays, it is 
amplified and expanded through examinations of contemporary conditions 
suffered by the indigenous peoples of the United States in "The Earth Is Our 
Mother" and "Like Sand in the Wind." Relatedly, "The Bloody Wake of 
Aicalraz" discus'>es the kinds of treatment to which native people within the 
United States are subjected whenever they urganize them"elves to alter the 
abysmal conditions under which they are presently forced to live. 

From these empirical investigations of current circumstance, the focus 
shifts to a greater emphasis upon �he scj-loJ:;lrly subterfuge through which such 
things have not only been hidden, but often converted into an Illusion oftci;;.g 
the opposite of what they are. "White Studies: The Intellectual Imperialism of 
U.S. Higher Education" begins with an overview of the entire edifice of 
eurosupremacism in American academia. This is followed, as a more specific 
illustration of how the "Other" is negated by America's modern eurocentric 
orthodoxy, with a piece entitled "About That Bering Strait Land Bridge .... " 

It is of course necessary to discuss how such rarefied deformities of 
reality as are perfected among the intelligentsia of the status quo come to be 
translated into something more practical and meaningful: the policy pronounce
ments of American political leaders, for example, articulations which directly 
shape our everyday lives at the level of life and death. Selected for this purpose, 
in an essay entitled "On Gaining 'Moral High Ground'," are certain postulations 
advanced by former President George Bush during the 1990-91 Gulf War. 
These are dissected under the light of U.S. posturing concerning the indigenous 
nations it holds internal to itself and revealed in all their stunning hypocrisy. 
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While such a squalid stance might simply be anticipated from those, such 
as Bush, representing the i nterests of America' s imperial elite, better-or at 
least radically different-might be equally expected of those ostensibly most 
committed to imperialism' s utter and complete eradication: the purveyors of 
marxian ideology. "False Promises," however, shows that many of marxism' s 
most central tenets bind it squarely to the same sort of attitudes and behaviors 
concerning indigenous peoples as capitalism. More explicitly , in a piece 
entitled "Between a Rock and a Hard Place," co-authored with Glenn T. Morris ,  
the records of  the Vietnamese Communist Party concerning the h '  Mong of Laos 
during the 1 960s ,  and that of the aforementioned Nicaraguan Sandinistas 
vis-a-vis the Miskito, S umu, and Rama during the 1 9 80s , are inspected and 
found to be no better than that of the capitalist order both marxian entities 
propose to oppose. 

This leads almost unerringly to the conclusion announced by Means 
toward the end of his University of Colorado lecture: 

Capitalism and communism are simply the opposite signs of the 
same eurocentric coin. Both are part and parcel of the European 
tradition. Both are intellectually and materially imperialist, leading 
inevitably and by design to the subordination of anything and 
everything non-European to their own white supremacist order. 
What we need-what the world needs-is not a choice between 
capitalism and communism, between one aspect of eurocentrism, or 
eurosupremacism, and another. What we need is a genuine revolu
tionary alternative, an alternative to the European tradition as a 
whole. I believe the struggle of the Sumu, Rama, and Miskito Indians 
in Nicaragua represents that kind of alternative. That' s why I support 
not only the Indian resistance in Nicaragua, but the liberation strug
gles of indigenous peoples everywhere on this planet. 

I concurred then, and I concur now. Hence, the inclusion of my brief 1 9 86 
statement of position and principle entitled "On Support of the Indian Resis
tance in Nicaragua." Hence also the volume ' s  next essay, "The Meaning of 
Chiapas," a piece which seeks to show what I take to be the validity of the 
alternative to eurosupremacist colonialism' s business as usual extended by the 
much more recent revolt of the indigenous Mayan populace in that Mexican 
province. It seems worth noting before closing that the Mayas of Chiapas, as 
do I and others, refer to the alternative they pose as being "indigenist." In the 
simplest terms, this means the taking of the rights, interests, and insights of 
native people as the essential premise for viable and sustainable social, eco
nomic, and political transformation of the existing order whenever and 
wherever it is  to be confronted. 

To contextualize the conflicts in South Dakota, Nicaragua, Chiapas , and 
elsewhere, and to conclude on a note of what I consider to be the profound 
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promise these phenomena imply, I end with a sequence of three short essays
"Generations of Resistance," "From a Warrior Woman," and "Another Vision 
of America"-conceming the embodiment of contemporary native thought and 
sensibility in poetic form. Herein ,  I believe, lies the most essential articulation of 
indigenist sensibility, and readers would do well to understand and appreciate it. 

Since Predator Came is not meant to serve, by any definition, as a 
guidebook to the thought and action of indigenism. Nonetheless, it does contain 
at least some of the informational ingredients and analytical tools needed for 
readers to begin to develop an indigenist apprehension of the world around 
them. It follows, in my view, that to the extent that this is true, the book 
contributes to the prospect that Indians, instead of fitting into no one else ' s  
agenda, will necessarily begin t o  be central to everyone' s  agenda i n  the years 
ahead; that Indians, instead of being constrained to finding help only among 
themselves-to "fight alone," as Geronimo put it-will find assistance increas
ingly accruing from all quarters ; that, rather than interacting in ways which 
serve only to perpetually reproduce the legacy of Columbus, Indians and 
non-Indians will at last be able to begin collaborating in such fashion as to 
begin undoing the damage done since 1 492.  

Put another way,  what is desired is  that we, al l  of us, native and 
non-native alike, are eventually imbued with the consciousness to initiate the 
project of restoring the relational balance and harmony required to make the 
coming five centuries a thoroughgoing reversal of the past five centuries of 
global genocide, settler state colonialism, and imperialism, both economic and 
intellectual. If this book proves itself in any way successful in inculcating such 
sensibilities among even a small fraction of those who acquire it, it will have 
accomplished its author' s  objectives quite admirably. 

Ward Churchill 
Boulder, Colorado 

January 1995 



Remembering 
Bob Thomas 

His In fluence on the American Indian 
Liberation Struggle* 

The Indian picture isn't any blacker than it always was. It is just that 
American Indians are trying to do something about their problems and 
injustices. They are speaking out more and making their wishes known. 
Maybe a new day is dawning for the Indian. 

Robert K. Thomas, Indian Voices, 1966 

Although Robert K. Thomas was known primarily as an ethnographer and 
cultural anthropologist of considerable stature, his interests and activities 
transcended all boundaries conventionally associated with those fields . S tan 
Steiner, for one, went to some lengths in recording B ob's  involvement with 
organizations like the National Indian Youth Council during the 1960s, 1 and 
careful students will discover not a few explicitly political treati ses published 
under his by-line, most! y appearing in the American Indian acti vist pulp venues 
of the day, papers like Indian Voices and ABC: Americans Before Columbus. 
On the scholarly side of things, too, he was known to make such excursions 
into what has today come to be known as "applied" anthropology. His essay 
"Powerless Politics," for example, published in the Winter 1966-67 edition of 
New University Thought, a small-circulation academic journal produced at the 
University of Chicago, is known to have had a significant impact upon the 

*This essay originally appeared in Dark Night. Vol. I ,  No. 2 (Fall 1994). 
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leadership of the fish-in protests of the Pacific Northwest in 1967, the occupa
tion of Alcatraz Island in 1969, and the 1972 Trail of Broken Treaties. 

It is  one of the latter cluster of writings, also published in the 1966-67 
issue of New University Thought, that I believe may tum out in the end to have 
been the most influential of all his many endeavors . The essay, entitled 
"Colonial ism: Internal and Classic," was short, more a tentative probing of 
ideas than a finished piece of scholarship. Yet for me, and for many of those 
with whom I ' ve worked over the past two decades, it has assumed a decisive 
conceptual importance in terms of our understandings of  ourselves and what it 
i s  we are about. Perhaps predictably, perhaps ironically, many of those most 
affected by it at thi s  point have forgotten-or were never really aware of-the 
artic le itself. By the same token, it is certain that Bob himself was, by the end 
of his life, both amazed and to a large extent perplexed by the directions in 
which some of us have taken his seminal perspective on the nature of the 
American Indian relationship to the United States .  Most likely, he was also a 
bit frightened by certain of our prescriptions as to what should be done about it. 

The Concept 
What Bob Thomas accomplished in this one brief excursus was to redeem 

an entire classification of socioeconomic and political relations seemingly 
denied to analyses of the Indian condition in the United States, one which 
appeared to haVe been permanently [uleduseJ by passage of the United 
Nations ' General Assembly Resolution 1541 (XV)-or "Blue Water Thesis," 
as iUs often called-in 1960. According to the U.N. definition, a situation of 
colonialism can be properly (and legally) said to �xist if flno nnly if onp m.ti!)!} 
directly and as a matter of policy dominates the social, economic,  and political 
life of another from which it is physically separated by at least 30 miles of open 
water. In such instances,  the dominated nations are construed as being abso
lutely entitled to relief from their circumstances under international law, and, 
whenever their colonizers prove reluctant to comply with legal requirements in 
this regard, the colonized are accorded the right of pursuing decolonization and 
self-determination by any and all means available to them. Conversely, nations 
dominated by others to which they are contiguous, or within which they are 
encapsulated, are cast by Resolution 1541 not as colonies per se, but as 
"minorities" domestic to the dominating power. While such minorities are 
guaranteed (or conceded) a certain range of rights under international law , both 
the type and extent of these rights, and the means by which they may be lawfully 
pursued, are very much constricted when compared to those acknowledged as 
being inherent to colonies.2 

Indirectly, and in the somewhat homey style which was his trademark, 
Bob pointed to the obvious. In effect, he argued that while the definition of 
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colonialism at is sue might be adequate to describe the tradi tional form marked 
by historical empires such as those of France, Spain, and Great B ritain-most 
of which had passed into oblivion by the late I 960s-it plainly failed to address 
the realities underlying a number of other readily observable phenomena. 
Following the reasoning imbedded in Resolution 1 5 4 1  would, for instance, 
force one to conclude that the Poles and the French had been somehow 
transformed into "German minority groups" by virtue of the World War II nazi 
conquest and occupation of Poland and France, both of which were/are con
tiguous to Germany . Clearly, any such conclusion would be absurd, and is  
universally recognized as such; no one questions that France remained France, 
and Poland Poland, after the German invasion of each c ountry ; hence, no one 
questions the rights of the Poles and the French to liberate themselves from 
German rule. Why then, Thomas asked by implication, should the situation be 
perceived as different for a host of other nations-those of American Indians, 
for example-which can be readily shown to have suffered entirely similar 
processes of conquest and occupation of their homelands at the hands of 
contiguous aggressors? 

"If it walks like a duck, and talks like a duck," goes the old adage, "it' s 
probably a duck." All evidence, Blue Water notwithstanding, combining to 
suggest that American Indians suffer exactly the same kinds of domination and 
exploitation as, say, the Algerians under French rule, or the Congolese under 
the Belgians,  and for most of the same reasons, B ob conc luded that the concept 
of colonization is as appropriate to describing the circumstances of indigenous 
nations within the United States as it is to describing those of the country ' s  
more easily recognizable colonies abroad (for example ,  Hawai'i, Guam, the 
Philippines, Puerto Rico, the "U.S." Virgin Islands, "American" Samoa, and 
the Marshall Islands, among others). To make his concept immediately com
prehensible, he offered a formulation in which colonialism might be viewed as 
a system divided into two overarching types or categories :  "classic" would be 
the descriptor used to designate those colonies separated from their colonizer 
by open water; and "internal," the term used to define colonies appended to or 
incorporated directly into the territory claimed by the colonizing power as 
constituting its own home turf. 

Bob ' s  notion of internal colonialism, applied as i t  was to the specific  
context of American Indians in the late twentieth century, has yielded a 
powerful analytical utility to those of us seeking to decipher the peculiarly 
convoluted relationship of the federal government to North America' s native 
peoples, and how this relationship has caused Indians in "the land of the 
free"--despite our nominal retention of land and resources sufficient to make 
us the wealthiest single racial/ethnic population aggregate on the continent-to 
experience literal Third W orId levels of impoverishment .3 By the mid- 1 970s , 
the idea of Indians as colonies had taken firm hold among a number of scholars 
exploring questions of Indian rights . Even elements within the government 
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i tself had to some extent admitted the validity of the premise, with the U .S. 
Civil  Rights Commission publishing a major s tudy of conditions among the 
Navajos entitled The Navajo Nation: An American Colony.4 A whole new 
understanding of the Native North American context was beginning to evolve. 

Applications 
A perhaps even more significant effect could be found within the milieu 

of Indian political activism, of which Bob was himself a part, that had emerged 
in the wake of Afroamerican initiatives in the Deep South during the 1 9505 and 
1960s .  Jolted by the implication of his arguments,  many turned away from their 
tendency to struggle only for civil rights within the federal system, which 
inadvertently reinforced U.S. contentions that Indians and Indian Affairs should 
be properly understood as integral parts of the U.S. itself .5 By 1 971, there was 
an i ncreasingly mil itant trend-manifested mainly but not exclusively through 
the American Indian Movement (AIM)-to concentrate on rights obtained 
under the proliferation of treaties with indigenous peoples by which the United 
S tates had acquired possession of the bulk of its continental land base between 
1778 and 1 87 1 .  Through their de-emphasizin g  of ci vii rights i n  favor of treaty 
rights-which by both U.S. constitutional and international legal definition 
pertain only to nations,  never to minority groups-AIM and like-minded 
activist organizations, in common with many reservation traditionals ,  adopted 
a vision of Indian prerogatives failing well wilhin [he rubric of decolonization 
(or "national liberation" as it is  often called) inherent to Bob's position .6 

In substance, AIM, sometimes called "the shock troops of Indian sover
eignty," demanded that the United States respect the tff'My-implied rights of 
American Indian peoples as having the status of nations completely separate 
and distinct from the United States.  This status ,  in tum, legally entitles native 
nations to reassert full control over their lands and other resources, determining 
for themselves the forms of their own political organization as well as the nature 
of their relationships with other nations, in a manner free from restriction or 
coercion by the United States. To the extent that exercise of these prerogatives 
by Indians was/is hampered or denied, AIM insists, the United States stands in 
violation of international laws requiring decolonization as a universal norm, 
and provides native people with a legal footing upon which to pursue extraor
dinary methods of compelling U.S .  compliance.7 

AIM ' s  stance, punctuated during the early to mid-seventies by instances 
of armed resistance to federal authority, quickly linked American Indian rights 
issues to the well-recognized decolonization struggles of other peoples around 
the world. Consequently, 1974 saw the founding of the International Indian 
Treaty Council (IITC) , often referred to as AIM's "international diplomatic 
arm," created to handle liaisons with other national liberation movements and 
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supportive governments on a global basis ,  and to  take the matter of Indian 
treaties before the United Nations. 8 The latter objective was attained in 1 977 ,  
when lITC was  able to bring about a conference on native rights attended by 
representatives of some 98 indigenous nations throughout the Americas and 
conducted at U.N. facilities in Geneva, Switzerland. By 198 1 ,  the results of this 
initial hearing had been translated into the establishment of a formal U.N. 
Working Group on Indigenous Populations ,  lodged under the U.N. Economic 
and Social Council (ECOSOC), charged with conductin g  annual hearings and 
a comprehensive s tudy of the conditions in which native peoples exist. The 
Working Group' s  ultimate mandate was from the outset  to collect the informa
tion necessary to predicate a "Universal Declaration of the Rights ofIndigenous 
Peoples" to be incorporated for the first time as a �rinciple of "black letter" 
international law by the General Assembly in 1 993 . 

Tn turn, all of this practical political ferment stimulated, rather naturally, 
a rapid expansion of the theoretical beachhead Bob had achieved by being the 
first to openly and coherently apply the concept of colonization to American 
Indians. In short order, other radical Indian scholars-people like John Mo
hawk, Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz, Russel Barsh, and Jimmie DurhamlO-began to 
explore ways of adapting the work of such major anti-colonialist thinkers as 
Frantz Fanon and Albert Memrni to the Native American setting. I I The door 
was thereby opened to utilization of related concepts like the dependency theory 
articulated by Eduardo Galeano, and theories of underdevelopment deployed 
by Andre Gunder Frank, Immanual Wallerstein, and others. 12 One particularly 
fruitful avenue of investigation turned out to be that of the internally colonizing 
process-analyzed particularly well by Michael Hector in his 1 975 book, 
Internal Colonialism-by which modern Europe had originally created itself. 13 

This last has led to the forging of an understanding that the notion of 
internal colonialism must itself be subcategorized into two discrete domains or 
spheres if it i s  to adequately reflect the realities experienced by Indians and 
other indigenous peoples. One domain involves the subordination of many of 
the smaller nations within Europe itself-the Euskadis (Basques), Scots , 
Welsh, Freislanders , Magyars, and others-as part of a process of consolidating 
s tatist  structures desired by the European subcontinent's dominant peoples. The 
other sphere consists of a "settler state" variety of colonialism in which 
populations exported from Europe first subordinate native nations elsewhere, 
occupying the natives ' land on behalf of one or another European state, then 
wrest their own national independence from that state (decolonizing them
selves) ,  a matter anchored in the continuing colonization of the native people 
whose land they occupy.14 

It is, of course, the latter type of colonialism which afflicts Indians and 
other indigenous peoples such as the Inuits and native Hawaiians in the United 
States and Canada, as well as in much of Latin Americ a. Literal settler state 
colonization is ,  moreover, the presiding form of domination suffered by numer-
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ous indigenous peoples elsewhere, notably in Northern Ireland, South Africa, 
Australia, New Zealand, and Israel.IS Alternatively-as in China and Viet
nam-the substance of settler s tate colonial i sm is  vis ited upon smaller 
ind igenous nations by large and thoroughly Europeanized local peoples stri ving 
to replicate the forms of Western-style statist consolidation (usually in the name 
of "socialism"), after the departure of the European colonists themselves.  16 

Apprehension of this typology of colonialism, one which seems peculiar 
to the ongoing rather than historical exploitation and oppression of non-West
ern indigenous nations,  has done much to foster a w orldwide sense of 
commonality and incipient unity among native peoples . Simultaneously, it has 
done quite a lot to erode potential reliance among indigenous rights activists 
upon traditional Eurocentric "solutions," embodied mainly in the tenets of 
marxism-leninism, to the colonialist order. 17 Rather, as was demonstrated 
during the 1 9 80s by the struggle of the Miskito, S umu, and Rama Indians of 
eastern Nicaragua against forcible subordination to the dictates of that country ' s  
leftist S andinista regime, marxism has come to b e  seen as constitutinl as great 
a threat to native sovereignty and self-determination as capitalism. 1 Increas
ingly , the national liberation movements pursuing native interests, both in 
North America and elsewhere, have taken to defining themselves as repre
senting a "third way," aligned with neither capitalism nor s ocialism, but rather 
with the explicitly non-Western heritage from which they s pring. This outlook 
has come to be referred to most frequently as "indigenism" or "Fourth 
W orldism." 1 9 

A Legacy 
Altogether, it could seem a bit much to s uggest, as I may appear to have 

done, that alterations in thought and action as profound as those sketched above 
should have accrued from a single abbreviated essay published in an obscure 
journal in the United States.  Indeed, any such "explanation" of what i s  described 
herein would be grotesquely simplistic. My point, then,  is not that everything 
that has happened since is somehow directly attributable to a few pages of text 
produced by Robert K. Thomas. Instead,  my thinking is that "Colonialism: 
Classic and Internal" represents what Herbert Marcuse once described as a 
"breach of false consciousness," an insight, the appropriatenes s  and explana
tory power of which "can provide the Archimedian point for a more 
comprehensive emancipation" of thought and action. S uch breaches typically 
occur "on an infinitely small space," Marcuse concluded, "but the chance for 
change depends upon the widening of such small s paces .

, ,20 

It is self-evident that, before Bob wrote his l ittle essay ,  Indians were by 
and large groping about for ways to make sense of what it was that had been 
happening to us throughout the twentieth century. After New University 
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Thought published his piece, enough of us could put a name to it to find our 
voices, and thereby to begin moving together in a constructive direction. A 
dynamic was unleashed which undoubtedly surpassed anything he might in his 
wildest imaginings have envisioned when he sat down to write what was on his 
mind in 1 966. The small Archimedian space he crafted has , by this point, been 
expanded beyond all recognition. Change has certainly occurred because of it, 
for better or worse, and it will inevitably continue to occur for some time. Quite 
possibly, things have gone in a direction very different from whatever it was 
he originally desired to see come of his work. That is often the fate of those 
who give birth to a new and different approach to understanding. 

Indication that Thomas may not have been entirely comfortable with the 
conclusions reached by some of his politico-intellectual progeny was brought 
home to me one night in the mid-eighties when we sat together in a San Diego 
bar during a lull in the annual Western Social Science Association conference. 
Ever the senior scholar, he promptly broke the ice by inquiring into the nature 
of my research. My response, and mention of the fact that his essay on 
colonialism had had an especially deep influence on me, provoked an outright 
interrogation. As I summed up, as succinctly as I could, what I had been thinking 
and why, and what it was I was doing to try and put the ideas into practice, he 
fixed me with a somewhat baleful eye. "You' d  have to dismantle the enti re 
goddamn United States of America to make that work," he grumbled. I 
conceded that this was true . "Well then," he said, glaring ferociously, "you' re 
just about the most dismal son-of-a-bitch I ever met." Startled, I inquired as to 
why that might be. "Because," he replied, "if that's what it takes to win this 
thing, then we' re beat before we start, aren' t  we? You'd better think about what 
you're saying." With that, he abruptly left me alone to do j ust that. 

Still, as I was leaving for the airport the next morning, I saw him making 
a beeline for me across the hotel lobby. "I just wanted to say good-bye," he 
informed me, eyes now twinkling, "Take care of yourself. And, whatever else 
you do, give ' em hell for me." I told him he could count on it, and he laughed. 
"That' s the spirit," he said, moving off to finish his breakfast. Whatever the 
depth of his tension with his conceptual offspring, it i s  thus plain that he was 
ultimately unprepared to disavow them entirely. More likely, with the sharpness 
to which his rank as elder statesman entitled him, he remained committed to 
the end to pushing us all  to ponder our propositions, to clarify and hone our 
postulations to the point that they might see service in the way he knew we 
meant them. He could see that we were engaged in what he would call "serious 
business," an involvement appropriate only if we took it seriously.  And, 
figurative father of us all, he bothered himself whenever possible to see that we 
did. 

So much has happened since Bob died that bears on his ideas, or at least 
what it  is that has been done with them. One can only wonder how the recent 
disintegration of the world' s other great super-state, the Soviet Union, and the 
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re-emergence of a host of long-suppressed nationalities as self-determining 
entities with in its former territoriality, might have affected his skepticism that 
the United S tates, too, might be ultimately dismembered, replaced in part by 
an archipelago of decolonized American Indian nations .  Similarly, one would 
l ike to know his views on the ethnic strife which has broken out amidst the 
rubble of what was once Yugoslavia. Would he see hope for the actualization 
of an independent Kurdistan? Nagaland? A Karin Free State in what used to be 
Burma? What would he think of the home rule arrangement achieved by the 
Inuits of Greenland vis-a-vis Denmark, or the prospect of a self-governing 
territory to be carved out of northern Canada by those same circumpolar people? 
Would he see potential in the creation of an autonomous zone for the Maoris 
in New Zealand? The Kooris and other "aboriginals" of Australia? There are 
scores of such queries one would wish to pose. 

One can wish, but the man is gone. We must answer such questions for 
oursel ves , now. That he was instrumental, whatever his personal hesitancies  or 
ultimate misg ivings about where it was all going to end up, in providing us the 
analytical tools with which to do so is no small legacy . In the end, it is fair to 
say that Bob Thomas achieved a genuine breakthrough for American Indian 
people, setting out a much-needed conceptual beacon in the depths of a very 
dark night of ignorance and confusion. That is quite a lot for any one person to 
accomplish. It is now up to each of us to honor his accomplishment, using his 
beacon as a guide with which to s teer our liberatory project home, keeping in 
mind that only when we find ourselves in a Native America freed from every 
vestige of the plague of colonization, intf'mill ;JOG otherwise, will we be able to 
say truthfully that we've at last arrived. Let that be our legacy to those who 
come after us. 
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Decon stru ct i n g  th e 
Co l u m bu s  Myth 
Was the " G reat D i scovere r" I ta l i a n  or  

Span i s h ,  N az i  o r  Jew?*  

C h r i stopher Columbus  was a gen u i ne t itan, a hero o f  h i story and o f  the 
human spi r i t .  . . .  To den igrate Col u mbus is to den igrate what is worthy i n  
human h i story a n d  in u s  a l l .  

Jeffrey Hart, N at ional  Review, October 1 5, 1 990 

It is perhaps fair to say that our story opens at Alfred University, where, during 
the fall of 1990, I served as distinguished scholar of Americ an Indian Studies 
for a program funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities. Insofar 
as I was something of a curiosity in that primarily Euroamerican staffed and 
attended institution, situated as it is within an area populated primarily by white 
folk, it followed naturally that I quickly became a magnet for local journalists 
seeking to inject a bit of color into their otherwise uniformly blanched columns 
and commentaries. Given our temporal proximity to the much-heralded quin
centennial celebration of Christopher Columbus ' late fifteenth-century 
"discovery" of a "New World" and its inhabitants, and that I am construed as 
being in some p art a direct descendant of those inhabitants,  they were wont to 
query me as to my sentiments concerning the accomplishments of the Admiral 
of the Ocean Sea. 

*This essay originally appeared in Indigenous Thought, Vol. 1, Nos .  2-3 (March-June 
1 99 1  ) . 
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My response, at least in its short version , was (and remains) that celebrat
ing Columbus and the European conquest of the Western Hemisphere that he 
set off is greatly analogous to celebrating the glories of naz ism and Heinrich 
Himmler. Publ ication of this remark in local newspapers around Rochester, 
New York, caused me to receive, among other things , a deluge of lengthy and 
vociferously framed letters of protest, two of which I found worthy of remark. 

The first of these was sent by a colleague at the univers i ty ,  an exchange 
faculty member from Germany, who informed me that whi le the human costs 
begat by Columbus '  navigational experiment were "tragic and quite regretta
ble," comparisons between him and the Reichsflihrer SS were nonetheless 
unfounded. The distinction between Himmler and Columbus, his argument 
went, resided not only in differences in "the magnitude of the genocidal events 
in  which each was involved," but the ways in which they were invol ved. 
H immler, he said, was enmeshed as "a high-ranking and responsible official 
in the l iquidation of entire human groups" as "a matter of formal state policy" 
guided by an expl icitly "racialist" ideology . Furthermore, he said, the enterpri se 
H i mmler created as the instrument of his genocidal ambitions i ncorporated, 
del iberately and intentionally, considerable economic benefit to the state in 
whose service he acted . None of this pertained to Columbus, the good professor 
concluded, because the "Great Discoverer" was ultimately " little more than a 
gifted seaman," an individual who unwittingly set in motion processes over 
wh ich he had little or no control, in which he played no direct part, and which 
might well have been beyond his imagination. My j uxtaposition of the two men, 
he mntended , therefore tended to "dilT'inish understanding of the unique degree: 
of evil" which should be associated with Himmler, and ultimately precluded 
"proper historical understandings of the Nazi phenomenon. " 

The second letter came from a member of the Jewish Defense Lea!lue in 
Rochester. His argument ran that, unlike Columbus (whom he described as 
"little more than a bit player, without genuine authority or even much of a role, 
in the actual process of European civilization in the New World which his 
discovery made possible"), Himmler was a "responsible official in a formal 
s tate policy of exterminating an entire human group for both racial and 
economic reasons," and on a scale "unparalleled in all history." My analogy 
between the two, he said, served to "diminish public respect for the singular 
nature of the Jewish experience at the hands of the Nazis ," as well as popular 
understanding of "the unique historical significance of the Holocaust." Finally, 
he added, undoubtedly as a crushing capstone to his position, "It is a measure 
of your anti-semitism that you compare Himmler to Columbus" because 
"Columbus was, of course, himself a Jew." 

I must confess the last assertion struck me first, and only partly because 
I ' d  never before heard claims that Christopher Columbus was of Jewish 
ethnicity. "What possible difference could this make?" I asked in my letter of 
reply.  "If Himmler himself were shown to have been of Jewish extraction, 
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would it then suddenly become anti-semitic to condemn him for the genocide 
he perpetrated against Jews, Gypsies, Slavs, and others? Would hi s historical 
crimes then suddenly be unmentionable or even ' okay ' ?" To put it another way, 
I continued, "Simply because Meyer Lansky,  Dutch Schultz, B ugsey Siegel 
and Lepke were all Jewish 'by blood' , is it a gesture of anti-semiti sm to refer 
to them as gangsters? Is it your contention that an individual ' s  Jewish ethnicity 
somehow confers exemption from negative classification or criticism of hislher 
conduct? What are you saying?" The question of Columbus'  possible Jewish
ness nonetheless remained intriguing, not because I held it to be e specially 
important in its own right, but because I was (and am still) mystified as to why 
any ethnic group, especially one which has suffered genocide, might be avid to 
lay claim either to the man or to his legacy. I promised myself to investigate 
the matter further. 

A Mythic Symbiosis 
Meanwhile, I was captivated by certain commonalities of argument 

inherent to the positions advanced by my correspondents. Both men exhibited 
a near-total ignorance of the actualities of Columbus ' career. Nor did they 
demonstrate any particular desire to correct the situation. Indeed, in their mutual 
need to separate the topic of their preoccupation from rational scrutiny, they 
appeared to have conceptually j oined hands in a function composed more of 
faith than fact. The whole notion of the "uniqueness of the Holocaust" s erves 
both psychic and political purposes for Jew and German alike, or so it seems. 
The two groups are bound to one another in a truly symbiotic relationship 
grounded in the mythic exclusivity of their experience: one half of the equation 
simply completes the other in a perverse sort of collaboration, with the result 
that each enjoys a tangible benefit. 

For Jews,  at least those  who have adopted the zionist perspective, a 
"unique historical suffering" under nazism translates into fulfillment of a 
biblical prophecy that they are "the chosen," entitled by virtue of the destiny of 
a special persecution to assume a rarified status among-and to consequently 
enjoy preferential treatment from-the remainder of humanity. In essence, this 
translates into a demand that the Jewish segment of the Holocaust' s victims 
must now be allowed to participate equally in the very system which once 
victimized them, and to receive an equitable share of the spoils accruing 
therefrom. To this end, zionist  scholars such as Irving Louis Horowitz and Elie 
Wiesel have labored long and mightily, defining genocide in terms exclusively 
related to the forms it assumed under nazism. In their version of  "truth," one 
must literally see smoke pouring from the chimneys of Auschwitz in  order to 
apprehend that a genocide, per se, is occurring. l Conversely, they have coined 
terms such as "ethnocide" to encompass the fates inflicted upon other peoples 
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throughout history.2 Such semantics have served, not as tools of understanding, 
but as an expedient means of arbitrarily differentiating the experience of their 
people-both qualitatively and quantitatively-from that of any other. To 
approach things in any other fashion would, it must be admitted, tend to 
undercut ideas like the "moral right" of the Israeli settler s tate to impose itself 
directly atop the Palestinian Arab homeland. 

For Germans to embrace a corresponding "unique historical guilt" be
cause of what was done to the Jews during the 1 940s is to permanently absolve 
themselves of guilt concerning what they may be doing now. No matter how 
ugly things may become in contemporary German society, or so the reasoning 
goes,  it can always be (and is) argued that there has been a marked improvement 
over the "singular evil which was nazism." Anything other than outright 
nazification is, by definition, "different," "better," and therefore "acceptable" 
CBad as they are, things could always be worse.") .  Business as usual-which 
is to say assertions of racial supremacy, domination, and exploitation of 
"inferior" groups, and most of the rest of the nazi agenda-is thereby free to 
continue in a manner essentially unhampered by serious stirrings of guilt among 
the German public so long as it does not adopt the literal trappings oJnazism. 
Participating for profit and with gusto in the deliberate starvation of much of 
the Third W orId is no particular problem if one is careful not to goose step while 
doing it. 

By extension, insofar as Germany is often seen (and usually sees itself) 
as exemplifying the crowning achievements of "Western Civilization," the 
s ame principle covers all European and Rur().....{j�rived societies.  No matter what 
they do, it is never "really" what it seems unless it was done in precisely the 
fashion the nazis did it. Consequently, the nazi master plan of displacing or 
reducing by extermination the population of the western USS R  and replacing 
it willi SeIders of " bIOlogIcally superIor German breeding stock" is roundly (and 
rightly) condemned as ghastly and inhuman. Meanwhile, people holding this 
view of nazi ambitions tend overwhelmingly to see consolidation and mainte
nance of Euro-dominated settler states in places like Australia, New Zealand, 
S outh Africa, Argentina, the United States, and Canada as "basically okay," or 
even as "progress." The "distinction" allowing this psychological phenomenon 
i s  that each of these states went about the intentional displacement and exter
mination of native populations ,  and their replacement, in a manner slightly 
different in its particulars from that employed by nazis attempting to accomplish 
exactly the same thing. Such technical differentiation is then magnified and 
used as a sort of all-purpose veil, behind which almost anything can be hidden, 
so long as it i s  not openly adorned with a swastika. 

Given the psychological, socio--cultural , and political imperatives in
volved, neither correspondent, whether German or Jew, felt constrained to 
examine the factual basis of my analogy between Himmler and Columbus 
before denying the plausibility or appropriateness of the comparison. To the 
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contrary, since the paradigm of their mutual understanding embodies the a 
priori presumption that there must be no such analogy, factual investigation is 
precluded from their posturing. It follows that any dissent on the "methods" 
involved in their arriving at their conclusions, never mind introduction of 
countervailing evidence, must be denied out of hand with accusations of 
"overstatement," "shoddy scholarship," "stridency" and/or "anti-semitism."  
To this litany have lately been added such new variations as "white bashing,"  
"ethnic McCarthyism," "purveyor of political correctitude," and any other 
epithet deemed helpful in keeping a "canon of knowledge" fraught with 
distortion, deception, and outright fraud from being "diluted.

,,3 

Columbus as Proto-Nazi 
It is time to delve into the substance of my remark that Columbus and 

Himmler, nazi lebensraumpolitik, along with the "settlement of the New 
World" bear more than casual resemblance to one another. It is not, as my two 
correspondents wished to believe, because of his "discovery."  This does not 
mean that if this were "all" he had done he would be somehow innocent of what 
resulted from his find, no more than is the scientist who makes a career of 
accepting military funding to develop weapons in any way "blameless" when 
they are subsequently used against human targets. Columbus did not sally forth 
upon the Atlantic for reasons of "neutral science" or altruism. He went, as his 
own diaries, reports, and letters make clear, fully expecting to encounter wealth 
belonging to others . It was his stated purpose to seize this wealth, by whatever 
means necessary and available, in order to enrich both his sponsors and 
himself.4 Plainly, he prefigured, both in design and by intent, what came next. 
To this extent, he not only symbolizes the process of conquest and genocide 
which eventually consumed the indigenous peoples of America, but bears the 
personal responsibility of having participated in it. Still, if this were all there 
was to it, I might be inclined to dismiss him as a mere thug rather than branding 
him a counterpart to Himmler. 

The 1492 "voyage of discovery" is, however, hardly all that is at issue. 
In 1493 Columbus returned with an invasion force of 17 ships, appointed at his 
own request by the Spanish Crown to install himself as "viceroy and governor 
of [the Caribbean islands] and the mainland" of America, a position he held 
until 1 500.5 Setting up shop on the large island he called Espanola (today Haiti 
and the Dominican Republic), he promptly instituted policies of slavery (en

comiendo) and systematic extermination of the native Taino population.6 

Columbus' programs reduced Taino numbers from as many as 8 million at the 
outset of his regime to about 3 million in 1496.7 Perhaps 1 00,000 were left by 
the time the governor departed. His policies, however, remained, with the result 
that by 1 5 1 4  the Spanish census of the island showed barely 22,000 Indians 
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remammg alive. In 1 542, only 200 were recorded.8 Thereafter, they were 
considered extinct, as were Indians throughout the Caribbean Basin, an aggre
gate population which totaled more than 1 5  million at the point of first contact 
with the Admiral of the Ocean Sea, as Columbus was known.9 

This ,  to be sure, constitutes an attrition of popUlation in real  numbers 
every bit as great as the toll of 1 2  to 1 5  million-about half of them lewish
most commonly attributed to Himmler' s slaughter mills . Moreover, the 
proportion of indigenous Caribbean population destroyed by the Spanish in a 
single generation is ,  no matter how the figures are twisted, far greater than the 
75 percent of European Jews usually said to have been exterminated by the 
nazis . 1 0  Worst of all, these data apply only to the Caribbean Basin ;  the process 
of genocide in  the Americas was only just beginning at the point such stati stics 
become operant, not ending, as they did upon the fall of the Third Reich. All 
told, it is  probable that more than 1 00 million native people were "eliminated" 
in the course of Europe's  ongoing "civilization" of the Wes tern Hemisphere . I I  

It has long been asserted by "responsible scholars" that this decimation 
of American Indians which accompanied the European invasion resulted pri
marily from disease rather than direct killing or conscious policy . 1 2  There is a 
certain truth to this ,  although starvation may have proven just as lethal in the 
end. It must be borne in mind when considering such facts that a considerable 
portion of those who perished i n  the nazi death camps died, not as the victims 
of bullets and gas , but from starvation, as well as epidemics of typhus ,  dysentery 
and the like. Their keepers, who could not be said to have killed these people 
directly. were nonethelf'ss found to have been culpable in their deaths by way 
of deliberately imposing the conditions which led to the proliferation of 
starvation and disease among them. 1 3  Certainly, the same can be said of 
Columbus' regime, under which the original residents were, as a first order of 
business, permanently dispossessed of their abundant cultivated fields while 
being converted into chattel, ultimately to be worked to death for the wealth 
and "glory" of Spain. 1 4  

N or  should more direct means of extermination be  relegated to  incidental 
status .  As the matter is framed by Kirkpatrick Sale in his book, The Conquest 

of Paradise: 

The tribute system, insti tuted by the Governor sometime in 1 495, 
was a simple and brutal way of fulfilling the Spanish lust for gold 
while acknowledging the Spanish distaste for labor. Every Taino 
over the age of fourteen had to supply the rulers with a hawk' s bell 
of gold every three months (or, in  gold-deficient areas , twenty-five 
pounds of spun cotton) ;  those who did were given a token to wear 
around their necks as proof that they had made their payment; those 
who did not were, as [Columbus' brother, Fernando] says discreetly, 
"punished"-by having their hands cut off, as (the priest, Bartolome 
de] Las Casas says less discreetly, and left to bleed to death. 15  
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It i s  entirely likely that more than 10,000 Indians were killed i n  this 
fashion, on Espanola alone, as a matter of policy, during Columbus ' tenure as 
governor. Las Casas' Brevisima relaci6n, among other contemporaneous 
sources, i s  also replete with accounts of Spanish colonists (hidalgos) hanging 
Tainos en mass, roasting them on spits or burning them at the s take (often a 
dozen or more at a time), hacking their children into pieces to be used as dog 
feed and so forth, all of it to instill in the natives a "proper attitude of respect" 
toward their Spanish "superiors ." 

[The Spaniards] made bets as to who would slit a man in two, or cut 
off his head at one blow; or they opened up his bowels. They tore 
the babes from their mother's breast by their feet and dashed their 
heads against the rocks . . . .  They spitted the bodies of other babes, 
together with their mothers and all who were before them, on their 
swords. 1 6  

No S S  trooper could be  expected to  comport himself with a more 
unrelenting viciousness .  And there is more. All of this was coupled to wholesale 
and persistent massacres:  

A Spaniard . . .  suddenly drew his sword. Then the whole hundred 
drew theirs and began to rip open the bellies, to cut and kill [a group 
of Tainos assembled for this purpose ]-men, women, children and 
old folk, all of whom were seated, off guard and frightened . . . .  And 
within two credos, not a man of them there remain led] alive. The 
Spaniards enter[ed] the large house nearby. for this was happening 
at its door, and in the same way, with cuts and stabs , began to kill as 
many as were found there, so that a stream of blood was running, as 
if a great number of cows had perished. 1 7  

Elsewhere, Las Casas went on to recount: 

In this time, the greatest outrages and slaughterings of people were 
perpetrated, whole villages being depopulated . . . .  The Indians saw 
that without any offense on their part they were despoiled of their 
kingdoms, their lands and liberties and of their Ii yes, their wi ves, and 
homes. As they saw themselves each day perishing by the cruel and 
inhuman treatment of the Spaniards, crushed to earth by the horses, 
cut in pieces by swords, eaten and tom by dogs, many buried alive 
and suffering all kinds of exquisite tortures . . .  [many surrendered to 
their fate, while the survivors] fled to the mountains [to starve] . 1 8  

The butchery continued until there were no Tainos left to  butcher. One 
might well ask how a group of human beings, even those  like the Spaniards of 
Columbus '  day ,  maddened in a collective lust for wealth and prestige, might 
come to treat another with such unrestrained ferocity over a sustained period. 
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The answer, or some substantial portion of it, must lie in the fact that the Indians 
were considered by the Spanish to be untermenschen, subhumans.  That this 
was the conventional view is borne out beyond all question in the recorded 
debates between Las Casas and the nobleman, Francisco de Sepulveda, who 
argued for the maj ority of Spaniards that American Indians, like African blacks 
and other "lower animals," lacked "souls ."  The Spaniards ,  consequently, bore 
in Sepulveda' s estimation a holy obligation to enslave and destroy them 
wherever they might be encountered. 19 The eugenics theories of nazi "philoso
pher" Alfred Rosenberg, to which Heinrich Himmler more or less subscribed, 
e laborated the mission of the SS in very much the same terms. 20 It was upon 
such profoundly racist ideas that Christopher Columbus grounded his policies 
as initial governor of the new Spanish empire in America.2 1 

In the end, all practical distinctions between Columbus and Himmler-at 
least those not accounted for by differences in available technology and extent 
of socio-military organization--evaporate upon close inspection . They are cut 
of the same cloth, fulfilling precisely the same function and for exactly the same 
reasons, each in his own time and place. If there is one differentiation which 
may be valid, it is that while the specific enterprise Himmler represented 
ultimately failed and is now universally condemned, that represented by Co
lumbus did not and is not. Instead, as Sale has observed, the model for 
coloniali sm and concomitant genocide Columbus pioneered during his reign as 
governor of Espanola was to prove his "most enduring legacy," carried as it 
was "by the conquistadors on their invasions of Mexico, Peru, and La Flor-
'r! , ,22 Th C l  h'  ,",rn00 � � ; � � � � �; � �  � " ; "  . . .  : . .  _ _ _ _ _ J '  . ,  [ . •  l_a. ....e 0 Uffivlan 1-' .I. V,"", V.:» ..., .1 ..., VU5VH15, a..:".I 1;) W 1111l,;.�;)C:U uy tllt: ac t lnat, 

today, his legacy is celebrated far and wide. 

The Emblematic European 
This leaves open the question as to whom, exactly, the horror which was 

Columbus rightly "belongs." There are, as it turns out, no shortage of contend
ers for the mantle of the man and his "accomplishments ." It would be well to 
examine the nature of at least the major claims in order to appreciate the extent 
of the mad scramble which has been undertaken by various peoples to associate 
themselves with what was delineated in the preceding section. One cannot avoid 
the suspicion that the spectacle bespeaks much of the Eurocentric character. 

Was Columbus Italian? 
The popular wisdom has always maintained that Christopher Columbus 

was born in Genoa, a city-state which is  incorporated into what is now called 
Italy.  Were this simply an historical truth, it might be accepted as just one more 
uncomfortable fact of life for the Italian people, who are-or should be-still 
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trying to live down what their country did to the Libyans and Ethiopians during 
the prelude to World War II. However, there is much evidence that draws 
Columbus '  supposed Genoese origin into question. For instance, although such 
records were kept at the time, there is no record of his b irth in that locale . Nor 
is  there reference to his having been born or raised there in any of his own 
written work, including his personal correspondence. For that matter, there is 
no indication that he either wrote or spoke any dialect which might be associated 
with Genoa, nor even the Tuscan language which forms the basis of modern 
Italian. His own writings-not excluding letters penned to Genoese friends and 
the Banco di San Grigorio, one of his financiers in that city-were uniformly 
articulated in Castilian, with a bit of Portuguese and Latin mixed in.23 More
over, while several variations of his name were popularly applied to him during 
his lifetime, none of them was drawn from a dialect which might be considered 
Italian. He himself, in the only known instance in which he rendered his own 
full name, utilized the Greek Xpoual de Colon.24 Still, Genoa, Italy, and those 
of Italian descent elsewhere in the world (Italo-Americans , most loudly of all) 
have mounted an unceasing clamor during the twentieth century, insisting he 
must be theirs . Genoa itself invested considerable resources into "resolving" 
the question during the 1 920s, ultimately printing a 288-page book assembling 
an array of depositions and other documents-all of them authenticated-at
testing that Colu'lnbus was indeed Genoese. Published in 1 93 1 ,  the volume, 
entitled Christopher Columbus: Documents and Proofs of His Genoese Origin, 
presents what i s  still the best circumstantial case as to Columbus ' ethnic 
identity .25 

Spanish? 
Counterclaims concerning Columbus '  supposed Iberian origin are also 

long-standing and have at times been pressed rather vociferously. These center 
primarily on the established facts that he spent the bulk of his adult life in service 
to Spain, was fluent in both written and spoken Castilian, and that his mistress, 
Beatriz Enriquez de Arana, was Spanish. 26 During the 1 920s, these elements 
of the case were bolstered by an assortment of "archival documents" allegedly 
proving conclusively that Columbus was a Spaniard from cradle to grave. In 
1 928, however, the Spanish Academy determined that these documents had 
been forged by parties overly eager to establish Spain' s exclusive claim to the 
Columbian legacy. Since then, Spanish chauvinists have had to content them
selves with arguments that The Discoverer is theirs by virtue of employment 
and nationality, if not by birth. An excellent summary of the various Spanish 
contentions may be found in Enrique de Gandia' s Historia de Cristobal Colon: 
analisis critico, first published in 1 942.27 
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Portuguese? 
Portuguese participation in the fray has been less pronounced, but follows 

basically the same course-sans forged documents-as that of the Spanish. 
Columbus, the argument goes, was plainly conversant in the language and his 
wife, Felipa Moniz Perestrello, is known to have been Portuguese. Further, the 
first point at which his whereabouts can be accurately determined was in service 
to Portugal, plying that country ' s  slave trade along Africa' s  west coast for a 
period of four years . Reputedly, he was also co-proprietor of a book and map 
shop in Lisbon andlor Madiera for a time, and once sailed to Iceland on a voyage 
commissioned by the Portuguese Crown. Portugal ' s desire to extend a serious 
claim to Spain ' s  Admiral of the Ocean Sea seems to be gathering at least some 
momentum, as is witnessed in Manuel Luciano de Sil va' s 1 989 book, Columbus 
Was 100% Portuguese.28 

Jewish? 
The idea that Columbus might have been a Spanish Jew is perhaps best 

known for having appeared in Simon Weisenthal ' s  Sails of Hope in 1973.29 

Therein, Weisenthal contends that the future governor of Espanola hid his 
ethnicity because of the mass expulsion of Jews from Spain ordered by King 
Ferdinand of Aragon on March 30, 1492 (the decree was executed on August 
2 of the same year) . The logic goes that because of this rampant anti-semitism, 
the Great Navigator' s  true identity has remained shrouded in mystery, lost to 
the historical record. Interestingly, given the tenacity with which at least some 
sectors of the Jewish community have latched on to it, this notion is not at all 
Jewish in origin. Rather, it was initially developed as a speculation in a 1 9 13 

article, "Columbus a Spaniard and a Jew?", published by Henry Vignaud in the 
�1incrican llistory .l�€-v'ieYV.30 It \va:) theIi ddvanced uy Salvadur de IvIadariaga 
in his unsympathetic 1939 biography, Christopher Columbus. Madariaga' s 
most persuasive argument, at least to himself, seems to have been that Colum
bus '  "great love of gold" proved his "Jewishnes s .  , ,3 1  This theme was 
resuscitated in Brother Nectario Maria' s Juan Colon Was a Spanish Jew in 
197 1 .32 Next, we will probably be told that The Merchant of Venice was an 
accurate depiction of medieval Jewish life, after all .  And, from there, that the 
International Jewish Bolshevik Banking Conspiracy really exists, and has since 
the days of the Illuminati takeover of the Masonic Orders . One hopes the Jewish 
Defense League doesn' t  rally to defend these "interpretations" of history as 
readily as it jumped aboard the "Columbus as Jew" bandwagon.33 

Other Contenders 
By conservati ve count, there are presently 253 books and articles devoted 

specifically to the question of Columbus ' origin and national/ethnic identity . 
Another 300-odd essays or full volumes address the same questions to some 
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extent while pursuing other matters .34 Claims to his character, and some 
imagined luster therefrom, have been extended not only by the four peoples 
already discussed, but by Corsica, Greece, Chios, Maj orca, Aragon, Galicia, 
France, and Poland.35 One can only wait with baited breath to see whether or 
not the English might not weigh in with a quincentennial assertion that he was 
actually a Britain born and bred, sent to spy on behalf of Their Royal British 
Majesties .  Perhaps the Swedes,  Danes ,  and Norwegians will advance the case 
that Columbus was actually the descendant of a refugee Viking king, or the 
Irish that he was a pure Gaelic adherent to the teachings of Saint Brendan. And 
then there are, of course, the Germans . . .  

I n  the final analysis, it  i s  patently clear that w e  really have no idea who 
Columbus was, where he came from, or where he spent his formative years . It 
may be that he was indeed born in Genoa, perhaps of some "degree of Jewish 
blood," brought up in  Portugal, and ultimately nationalized as a citizen of  S pain, 
Province of Aragon. Perhaps he also spent portions of his childhood being 
educated in Greek and Latin while residing in Corsica, Majorca, Chios,  or all 
three. Maybe he had grandparents who had immigrated from what is now 
Poland and France. It is possible that each of the parties now vying for a "piece 
of the action" in his regard are to some extent correct in their claims. And, to 
the same extent, it is  true that he was actually af none of them in the sense that 
they mean it. He stands, by this definition, not as an Italian, Spaniard, Portu
guese, or Jew, but as the quintessential European of his age, the emblematic 
personality of all that Europe was, had been, and would become in the course 
of its subsequent expansion across the face of the earth. 

As a symbol, then, Christopher Columbus vastly transcends himself. He 
stands before the bar of history and humanity ,  culpable not only for his literal 
deeds on Espanola, but, in spirit at least, for the carnage and cultural obliteration 
which attended the conquests of Mexico and Peru during the 1500s. He stands 
as exemplar of the massacre of Pequots at Mystic in 1637, and of Lord Jeffrey 
Amherst' s c alculated distribution of smallpox-laden blankets to the members 
of Pontiac ' s  confederacy a century and a half later. His spirit informed the 
policies of John Evans and John Chivington as they set out to exterminate the 
Cheyennes in Colorado during 1 864, and it road with the 7th U.S . Cavalry to 
Wounded Knee in December of 1890. It guided Alfredo Stroessner' s machete
wielding butchers as they strove to eradicate the Ache people of Paraguay 
during the 1970s ,  and applauds the policies of Brazil toward the Jivaro, 
Yanomami, and other Amazon Basin peoples at the present moment. 

Too ,  the ghost of Columbus stood with the British in their wars against 
the Zulus and various Arab nations ,  with the United States against the "Moros" 
of the Philippines,  the French against the peoples of Algeria and Indochina, the 
Belgians in the Congo, the Dutch in Indonesia. He was there for the Opium 
Wars and the "secret" bombing of Cambodia, for the systematic slaughter of 
the indigenous peoples of California during the nineteenth century and of the 
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Mayans in Guatemala during the 1 980s.  And, yes, he was very much present 
in  the corridors of nazi power, present among the guards and commandants at 
Sobibor and Treblinka, and within the ranks of the ein.wtzgruppen on the 
Eastern Front. The Third Reich was, after all ,  never so much a deviation from 
as it was a crystal lization of the dominant themes-racial supremacism, con
quest, and genocide-of the European culture Columbus so ably exemplifies. 
Nazism was never unique: it was instead only one of an endless success ion of 
" New World Orders" set in motion by "The Discovery ."  It was neither more 
nor less detes table than the order imposed by Christopher Columbus upon 
Espanola; 1 493 or 1943, they are part of the same irreducible whole. 

The Specter of Hannibal Lecter 
At this juncture, the entire planet is locked, figuratively, in a room with 

lhe socio--cultural equivalent of Hannibal Lecter. An individual of consummate 
taste and refinement, imbued with indelible grace and charm, he distracts his 
victims with the bril liance of his intellect, even while honing his blade . He is 
thus able to dine alone upon their livers, his feast invariably  candlelit, accom
panied by lofty music and a fine wine. Over and over the ritual is repeated, 
always hidden, always denied in order that it may be continued. So perfect is 
Lecter' s pathology that, from the depths of his scorn for the inferiors upon 
whom he feeds, he advances himself as their sage and therapist, he who is 
incomparably endowed with the ability to explain their innermost meanings, 
he professes to be their savior. His success depends upon being embraced and 
exalted by those upon whom he preys .  Ultimately, so long as Lecter is able to 
ret�i� his m�sk of omnipotent gentility, he c�n never be stopped. The s0�iu-
cultural equivalent of Hannibal Lecter is the core of an expansionist European 
"civilization" which has reached out to engulf the planet. 

In coming to grips with Lecter, it is  of no useful purpose to engage in 
sympathetic biography, to chronicle the nuances of his childhood, and cata
logue his many and varied achievements,  whether real or imagined. The 
recounting of such information is at best diversionary, allowing him to remain 
at large just that much longer. More often, it inadvertently serves to perfect his 
mask, enabling him not only to maintain his enterprise, but to pursue i t  with 
ever more arrogance and efficiency . At worst, the biographer is aware of the 
intrinsic evil lurking beneath the subject' s veneer of civility, but-because of 
morbid fascination and a desire to participate vicariously-deliberately obfus
cates the truth in order that his homicidal activities may continue unchecked. 
The biographer thus reveals not only a willing complicity in the subject ' s  
crimes, but a virulent pathology o f  his or her own. Such i s  and has always  been 
the relationship of "responsible scholarship" to expansionist Europe and its 
derivative societies . 
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The sole legitimate function of information compiled about Lecter is  that 
which will serve to unmask him and thereby lead to his apprehension. The 
purpose of apprehension is not to visit retribution upon the psychopath-he is ,  
after all, by definition mentally ill and consequently not in  control of his more 
lethal impulses-but to put an end to his activities. It is even theoretically 
possible that, once he is disempowered, he can be cured. The point ,  however, 
is to understand what he is and what he does well enough to stop him from 
doing it. This is the role which must be assumed by scholarship vis-a-vis 
Eurosupremacy,  if scholarship itself is to have any positive and constructive 
meaning. Scho larship is never "neutral" or "objective" ; it always works either 
for the psychopath or against him, to mystify soci<H:ultural reality or to decode 
it, to make corrective action possible or to prevent it . 

It may well be that there are better points of departure for intellectual 
endeavors to capture the real form and meaning of Eurocentrism than the life, 
times, and legacy of Christopher Columbus .  Still, since Eurocentrists the world 
over have so evidently clasped hands in utilizing him as a (perhaps the) 

preeminent signifier of their collective heritage, and are doing so with such an 
apparent sense of collective jubilation, the point has been rendered effectively 
moot . Those who seek to devote their scholarship to apprehending the psycho
path who sits in  our room thus have no alternative but to use him as a primary 
vehicle of articulation. In order to do so, we must approach him through 
deployment of the analytical tools which allow him to be utilized as a medium 
of explanation, a lens by which to sbed light upon phenomena such as the mass 
psychologies of fascism and racism, a means by which to  shear Eurocentrism 
of its camouflage,  exposing its true contours, revealing the enduring coherence 
of the dynamics which forged its evolution . 

Perhaps through such efforts we can begin to genuinely comprehend the 
seemingly incomprehensible fact that so many groups are presently queuing up 
to associate themselves with a man from whose very memory wafts the cloying 
stench of tyranny and genocide . From there, it may be possible to at last crack 
the real codes of meaning underlying the sentiments of the Nuremberg rallies, 
those spectacles on  the plazas of Rome during which fealty was pledged to 
Mussolini, and that amazing red-white-and-blue, tie-a-yellow-ribbon frenzy 
gripping the U.S .  public much more lately. If we force ourselves to see things 
clearly, we can understand. If we can understand, we can apprehend. If we can 
apprehend, perhaps we can stop the psychopath before he kills again. We are 
obligated to try, from a sense of sheer self-preservation, if nothing else. Who 
knows, we may even succeed. But first we must stop lying to ourselves,  or 
allowing others to do the lying for us, about who it is with whom we now share 
our room. 
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S i n ce P red ator Came 
A S u rvey of N at ive North America S i nce 1 492 * 

H i story, h i story ! We fool s, what d o  we know or care? H i story beg ins  for 
u s  with murder and ens lavem ent, not w ith d iscovery. No, we are n ot 
I n d ians ,  but we are men of the i r  world.  The blood means n ot h i ng; the 
sp i r it ,  the ghost of the l a n d  moves in the blood, moves the blood. I t  i s  we 
who ran to the shore naked, we who cr ied " Heaven ly  Man !"  These are 
the i n hab itants of ou r sou l s, ou r m u rdered sou ls that l ie . . .  agh. 

William Carlos Williams 

Before October 1 2, 1 492, the day Christopher Columbus first washed up on 
a Caribbean beach, North America had been long endowed with an abundant 
and exceedingly complex cluster of civilizations .  Having continuously occu
pied the continent for at least 50,000 years , the native inhabitants evidenced a 
total population of perhaps 1 5  million, cities as large as the 40,OOO-resident 
urban center at Cahokia (in present�ay Illinois), highly advanced conceptions 
of architecture and engineering, spiritual traditions embodying equivalents to 
modern eco-science, refined knowledge of pharmacology and holistic medi
cine, and highly sophisticated systems of governance, trade, and diplomacy. l 

The traditional economies of the continent were primarily agricultural, based 
in environmentally sound farming procedures which originated well over half 
the vegetal foodstuffs now consumed by peoples the world over.2 By and large, 
the indigenous societies demonstrating such attainments were organized along 
extremely egalitarian lines ,  with real property held collectively, and matrifo
cality a normative standard.3 War, at least in the Euro--derived sense the term 
has today, was virtually unknown.4 

* An earlier version of this essay first appeared in the Covert Action Information Bulletin, 
No. 40 (Spring 1 992). 
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The "Columbian Encounter," of course, unleashed a predatory, five---cen
tury-long cycle of European conquest, genocide, and colonization i n  the "New 
World," a process which changed the face of Native America beyond all 
recognition. Indeed, over the first decade of Spanish presen ce in the Caribbean, 
the period in which Columbus himself served as governor, the mold was set for 
all that would follow. By 1 496, the policies of slavery (encomiendo) and wanton 
slaughter i mplemented by the "Great Discoverer" had, in combination with the 
introduction of Old World pathogens to which they had no immunity, reduced 
the native Taino population of just one i sland, Espanola (presently the Domin i
can Republic and Haiti ) ,  from as many as 8 mill ion to less than 3 million. Six 
years later, the Tainos had been diminished to fewer than 100,000, and, in 1 542, 
only 200 could be found by Spanish census-takers .5 Thereafter, the "Indians" 
of Espanola were declared extinct, along with the remainder of the indigenous 
peoples of the Caribbean Basin, an overall body which had numbered upwards 
of 14 mill ion only a generation before.6 

In North America, a simi lar dynamic was set in motion by the 1 5 1 3  
expedition of Ponce de Leon into Florida. The resulting smallpox pandemic 
spanned the continent, and before i t  had run its course in 1 524, i t  had destroyed 
about three-quarters of all indigenous people north of the Rio Grande. This  was 
only the beginning. Between 1 520 and 1 890, no fewer than 4 1  smallpox 
epidemics and pandemics  were induced among North American Indians. To 
this must be added dozens of lethal outbreaks of measles ,  whooping cough, 
tuberculosi s ,  bubonic  plague, typhus ,  cholera, typhoid, diphtheria, scarlet fever, 
pleurisy, mumps,  venereal disease, and the common cold? The corresponding 
attrition of native population by disease has usually been treated as a tragic but 
wholly inadvertent and unintended by-product of contact between Indians and 
Europeans .  Such was certainly not the case in all instances, however, as i s  
attested by the fact that the so-called Ki n g  Philip ' s  War of 1 675-76, fought 
between the Wampanoag and Narragansett nations and English colonists, 
resulted largely from the Indians '  belief that the latter had deliberately incul
cated smallpox among them.8 

That such perceptions of British tactics and intentions were hardly 
far-fetched is amply borne out by written orders issuing from Lord Jeffrey 
Amherst in 1 763, instructing a subordinate named Bouquet to infect the 
members of Pontiac' s Algonquin confederacy "by means of [smallpox con
taminated] blankets as well as . . .  every other means to extirpate this execrable 
race." A few days later, it was reported to Amherst that " [W]e gave them two 
blankets and a handkerchief out of the smallpox hospital. I hope it will have the 
desired effect." It did. At a minimum, 1 00,000 Indians died in the epidemic 
brought on by Amherst ' s  resort to b iological warfare.9 In a similar instance, 
occurring in 1 836, the U.S .  Army knowingly distributed smallpox-laden 
blankets among the Missouri River Mandans ;  the resulting pandemic c laimed 
as many as a quarter-million native lives.  1 0 
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Beginning in the early seventeenth century, with the establishment of 
England' s Plymouth and Virginia colonies, and the Dutch toehold at New 
Amsterdam, the eradication of North America' s  indigenous population as
sumed much cruder forms. A classic example occurred on the night of May 26, 
1637, when the Briti sh surrounded the Pequot town of Mystic (Pennsylvania) ,  
set it ablaze, and then s laughtered some 800 fleeing men ,  women, and children, 
hacking them to pieces with axes and swords. I I Such "incidents" occurred with 
ever greater frequency throughout most of the eighteenth century, a period 
which found B ri tain and France engaged in the "French and Indian Wars," a 
protracted series of s truggles in North America to determine which country 
would wield ultimate hegemony over the continent. While the outcome of these 
contests eventually proved all but irrelevant to the European colonial powers, 
given the subsequent revolt and decolonization of the initial l 3  U.S .  states ,  the 
nature of the fighting created a context in which indigenous nations were 
increasingly compelled to battle one another to the death. The reduction of the 
indigenous population was thereby accelerated dramatically. 1 2 

Enter the United States 
For its part, the fledgling United S tates embarked almost immediately 

upon a course of territorial acquisition far more ambitious than any exhibited 
by its Euro-colonial precursors . Although it renounced rights of conquest and 
pledged to conduct its affairs with Indians in "utmost good faith" via the 1 789 
Northwest  Ordinance, the United States comported itself otherwise from the 
outsetP From 1 8 1 0  to 1 8 14, a succession of extremely brutal military cam
paigns were conducted against the followers of the Shawnee leader, Tecumseh, 
in the Ohio River Valley, and against the Creek Confederacy farther south. 14 
With native military capacity east of the Mississippi thus eliminated, the 
government launched, during the 1 820s and 1 830s, a policy of forced relocation 
of entire indigenous nations to points west of that river, "clearing" the eastern 
United S tates more or less en toto for repopulation by white "settlers., , 1 5 
Attrition among the affected popUlations was quite severe;  more than half of 
all Cherokees, for example, died along the 1 ,500-mile ''Trail of Tears ," over 
which they were marched at bayonet-point. 1 6 This federal "removal policy" 
was to find echoes,  of course, in the articulation of "lebensraumpolitik" by 
Adolf Hitler a century later. 1 7 

To cast a veneer of legality over his government' s  conduct, Chief Justice 
John Marshall penned a series of high court opinions during the 1 820s and 
1 830s, based in large part upon the medieval Doctrine of Discovery. He 
remained on firm juridical ground long enough to contend that the doctrine 
imparted a right to the United States to acquire Indian territory by treaty, a 
matter which led to  ratification of at  least 37 1 such nation-ta-nation agreements 
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over the next four decades. In a bizarre departure from established principles 
of international law, however, Marshall als o  argued that the United States 
possessed an inherently "higher" sovereignty than the nations with which it was 
treating: Indians held no right not to sell their  land to the United States , in his 
view, at whatever price the United States cared to offer. Within this formulation, 
any resistance by "the savages" to the taking of their territories could thus be 
cast as an "act of war" theoretically "j ustifying" a U . S .  "re sponse" predicated 
in armed force. 1 8 By 1 903 the "Marshall Doctrine" had evolved-and the 
indigenous abi lity to offer physical resistance had been sufficiently crushed-to 
the point that the Supreme Court was confident in asserting an "intrinsic" 
federal "plenary" (full) power over all Indians within its borders, releasing the 
United States from any treaty obligations it found inconvenient while leaving 
the land title it purported to have gained through the various treaty instruments 
i ntact. In conjunction with this novel notion of international jurisprudence, the 
high court s imultaneously expressed the view that the government enjoyed 
"natural" and permanent "trust" prerogati ves over all residual native property. 1 9 

Meanwhile, having consolidated its grip on the eastern portion of its 
claimed territoriality during the 1 840s-and having militarily seized "rights" 
to the northern half of Mexico as well-the United States proclaimed itself to 
be imbued with a "Manifest Destiny" to expand westward to the Pacific.20 

There being essentially no land available within thi s  conception for Indian use 
and occupancy, a rhetoric of outright extermination was quickly adopted both 
by federal policy makers and by a sizable segment of the public at large. 2 1 These 
sentIments led unerringly to a iengthy chain uf hl1gt:-1>�dlc l11assacres of Indians 
in the Great Plains and Basin regions by U.S .  troops .  Among the worst were 
the slaughters perpetrated at the Blue River (Nebraska, 1 854), Bear River 
(Idaho, 1 863), S?'10 Crl"f'k (('nlorado 1 R64), Wilshita RivedOklahoma. 1 868), 
S appa Creek (Kansas, 1 875),  Camp Robinson (Nebraska, 1 878), and Wounded 
Knee (South Dakota, 1 890) .22 In 1 894, the U.S . Census Bureau observed that 
the United S tates had waged "more than 40" separate wars against native people 
in barely a century, inflicting some number of fatalities "very much greater" 
than its minimum estimate of 30,000 in the process .23 

The indigenous death toll generated by "private actions" during U.S .  
continental expansion was also, the Census B ureau admitted, "quite substan
tial ."  In all probability, it was far higher than that stemming from formal 
military involvement, given that the native population of the State of California 
alone was reduced from approximately 300,000 in 1 800 to less than 20,000 in  
1 890, "chiefly [because of] the cruelties and wholesale massacres perpetrated 
by . . .  miners and the early settlers .

, ,24 In Texas, to take another prominent 
example, a bounty was paid for the scalp of any Indian brought to a government 
office, no questions asked: "The facts of history are plain.  Most Texas Indians 
[once the most diverse population in North America] were exterminated or 
brought to the brink of extinction by [Euroamerican civilians] who often had 
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no more regard for the life of an Indian than they had for that of a dog, sometimes 
less .

, ,25 The story in other sectors of the western United States, while sometimes 
less spectacular, reveals very much the same pattern. As the indigenous 
population was liquidated-along with the buffalo and other animal species 
consciously exterminated in order to deny Indians a "commissary" once their 
agricultural economies had been obliterated by the invaders-white settlers 
replaced them on the vast bulk of their Iand.26 

By 1 890, fewer than 250,000 Indians remained alive within the United 
States,  a degree of decimation extending into the upper 90th percentile .27 The 
survivors were lodged on a patchwork of "reservations" even then being 
dismantled through application of what was called the "General Allotment 
Act. 

, ,28 Under provision of this s tatute, effected in 1 887, a formal eugenics  code 
was utilized to define who was (and who was not) "Indian" by U.S .  "stand
ards . ,,29 Those who could, and were willing to, prove to federal sati sfaction that 
they were "of one-half or more degree of Indian blood," and to accept U.S.  
citizenship into the bargain, received a deed to an individual land parcel, 
typically of 1 60 acres or less .3D Once each person with sufficient "blood 
quantum" had received his or her allotment of land, the remaining reservation 
land was declared "surplus" and opened up to non-Indian homesteading, 
corporate acquisition, or conversion into national parks and forests . Through 
this mechanism, the best 1 00 million acres of the reserved native land base was 
stripped away by 1 930, the Indians ever more concentrated within the 50 
million arid or semi-arid acres-about 2.5 percent of their original holdings
left to them.3 I The model was later borrowed by the apartheid government of 
S outh Africa in developing its "racial homeland" system of territorial appor
tionment. 32 

The Contemporary Era 
Culmination of this trajectory in U.S.  colonial administration of Indian 

Country occurred during the mid-l 950s, with the enactment of a series of 
"termination" statutes by which the federal government unilaterally dissol ved 
more than 1 00 indigenous nations and their reservation areas. 33 Concomitantly , 
legislation was effected to "encourage" the relocation of large numbers of 
Indians from the remaining reservations to selected urban centers, a strategy 
designed to preclude reemergence of social cohesion within most  land-based 
native communities .34 Although it was suspended in the late 1 970s, the federal 
relocation program had by 1 990 fostered a native diaspora which found more 
than half of all indigenous people in the United States ,  a total of about 880,000 
persons,  scattered in the ghettoes of cities . 35 

The government' s  termination and relocation policies coupled quite well 
with other techniques employed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to 
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undermi ne the socio-cultural integrity of nati ve existence. S alient in this regard 
is a generations-long program of "blind adoptions" in which Indian babies are 
placed for adoption with non-Indian families, their birth records permanently 
sealed so they can never know their true heritage. 36 Similarly, beginning in the 
1 870s and continuing into the present moment, the BIA administered a system 
of boarding school s  to which indigenous children were sent, often for a decade 
or more, without being al lowed to return home, speak their native languages, 
practice their rel igions, or otherwise manifest their identity as IndiansY En
compassed under the benign-sounding rubric of "assimilation," both of these 
youth-oriented undertakings were and are blatant violations of the provision 
of the 1 948 Convention on Punishment and Prevention of the Crime of 
Genocide, which makes it a crime against humanity for a government to engage 
in the systematic forced transfer of the children of a targeted racial or ethnic 
group to another group .38  Contemporary violation of another provision of the 
Genocide Convention may be found in a program of involuntary sterilization 
imposed by the BIA's  " Indian Health Service" upon approximately 40 percent 
of the female population of childbearing age during the 1 970s . 39 

Ironically, the final and complete dissolution of Native North America 
seems to have been averted mainly by the fact that the barren areas left to native 
habitation after allotment turned out to be inordinately rich in mineral resources .  
Current estimates suggest that about two-thirds of  all U .S .  domestic uranium 
deposits, a quarter of the readily accessible low sulphur coal, a fifth of the oil 
and natural gas , and substantial deposits of copper and o ther ores lie within 
reservatiun buuI1Ji1fie� .40 Guvernment planners discovered by 1920 that certair! 
advantages could be maintained in terms of their ability to control the pace and 
nature of resource extraction, royalty rates,  and the like, through exercise of 
fedenl l "trust responsibilities" over indigenous assets .4 !  The same principle was 
seen to pertain to manipulations of water policy throughout the arid West.4L 
Such options being unavailable to them should Indian Country as a whole be 
converted into private property under state and local jurisdiction, it was found 
to be in the U.S .  interest to maintain the majority of reservations as discrete 
internal colonies. 

To thi s  end, the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) was passed in 1 934 to 
create a federally designed regulatory or "governing" body on most reserva
tions.43 Although the IRA boards were and are composed exclusively of native 
people, their authority stems from-and thus their primary allegiance adheres 
to-the United States rather than their ostensible indigenous constituents ; their 
major function during the half-century of their existence has been to sow 
confusion, providing an illusion of Indian consent to the systematic Euroameri
can expropriation of native resources, and to vociferously denounce any Indian 
audacious enough to object to the theft. They serve, in effect, as American 
Indian Movement (AIM) leader Russell Means once put it, as "Vichy Indi
ans ., ,44 For this reason, their position in Indian Country has been steadily 
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reinforced over the years by passage of additional federal s tatutes, among them 
the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1 968 and the Indian "Self-Determination" and 
Educational Assistance Act of 1 975 .45 

The results have embodied themselves in situations l ike the "Hopi
Navajo Land Dispute" in northeastern Arizona, a scenario in which the Uni ted 
States has been able to utilize the carefully tailored pronouncements of two of 
its puppet governments to create the impression of an inter-Indian conflict 
requiring federal intervention/resolution as a means of "avoiding bloodshed." 
Behind thi s  humanitarian facade resides a U.S .  governmental/corporate desire 
to bring about the compulsory relocation of more than 1 0 ,000 traditional 
Navajos from the contested area, a matter which will serve to clear the way for 
the real objective: the strip mining of more than 20 billion tons of high-quality 
coa1 .46 Comparable circumstances have prevailed with regard to the conversion 
of the Western Shoshone homeland (Newe Segobia) in Nevada into a U .S .  
nuclear weapons testing area, removal of more than 90 percent of  the 1 868 Fort 
Laramie Treaty Territory from Lakota control, upcoming implementation of 
the "Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act," and other examples.47 

Coherent efforts by native people to oppose such manipulations-AIM ' s  
resistance during the mid-70s to IRA government collaboration in a plan to 
transfer title over one-eighth of the Pine Ridge Reservation to the National 
Forest  Service, for example-have been put down by the use of outright 
counterinsurgency warfare techniques (such as death squads) s imilar in many 
respects to the methods employed by U.S. agencies in Asia, Africa, and Latin 
America.48 During the Pine Ridge "reign of terror" alone, the body count came 
to about 70 fatalities and nearly 350 serious physical assaults on AIM members 
and supporters over a bare three-year period.49 This was correlated with an 
outright military-style occupation of the reservation by federal forces, a com
prehensive g o vernment propag anda c ampaign d i recte d  agai n s t  the 
"insurgents ," and an extensive series of show trials such as those of the 
so-called Wounded Knee Leadership during 1 974-75, and of the "RESMURS 
Defendants" (including AIM security leader Leonard Peltier) in 1 976-77.50 

For grassroots Indian people, the broader human costs of ongoing U.S .  
domination are abundantly clear. The 1 .6 million American Indians within the 
United States remain, nOIninally at least, the largest per capita land owners in  
North America.5 1  Given the extent of  the resources within their land base, 
Indians should by logical extension comprise the wealthiest "ethnic group" in 
North American society. Instead, according to the federal government' s own 
statis tics ,  they are the poorest, demonstrating far and away the lowest annual 
and lifetime incomes, the highest rate of unemployment, lowest rate of pay 
when employed, and lowest level of educational attainment of any North 
American population aggregate . Correspondingly, they suffer, by decisive 
margins, the greatest incidence of malnutrition and diabetes, death by exposure, 
tuberculosis ,  infant mortality, plague, and similar maladies . 52 These conditions ,  
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in combination with the general disempowerment which spawns them, breed 
an unremitting sense of rage, frustration, and despair which is reflected in the 
spiraling rates of domestic and other forms of intragroup violence, alcoholis m  
and resulting death b y  accident o r  fetal alcohol syndrome.53 Consequently, the 
average life expectancy of a reservation-based Native American male in 1 980 
was a mere 44.6 years , that of hi s female counterpart less than three years 
longer.54 Such a statistical portrait is obviously more indicative of a Third 
World environment than that expected of people living within one of the 
world' s most advanced industrial states .  

Moving Forward 
Plainly, all official polemics to the contrary notwithstanding, the agony 

induced by 500 years of EuropeaniEuroamerican predation in North America 
has done anything but diminish at this juncture . For the indigenous people of 
the continent it has become obvious there are no real alternatives except either 
to renew their commitment to struggle for survival or to finally pass into the 
realm of extinction which has been relentlessly projected for them since the 
predator' s  arrival on their shores.  For everyone else, the situation is rapidly 
becoming-or in some cases has already become-much the same. The time 
has arrived when a choice must be made : Non-Indians,  in both the New World 
and the Old, must decide whether they wish to be a willing part of the final 
gnawing on the bones of their native victims, or whether they are at last prepared 
to j oin hands with Native North America, ending the wanton consumption of 
indigenous lands and lives which has marked the nature of our relationship to 
date . 

The sort of alliance at issue no longer represents , as it did in the past, an 
exercise in altruism for non-Indians .  Anti-imperialism and opposition to 
racism, colonialism, and genocide, while worthy enough stances · in and of 
themselves,  are no longer the fundamental issues at hand. Ultimately, the same 
system of predatory goals and values which has so busily and mercilessly 
consumed the people of the land these past  five centuries has increasingly set 
about consuming the land itself. Not only indigenous peoples, but the lands to 
which they are irrevocably linked, are now dying. When the land itself dies, it 
is a certainty that no humans can survive. The struggle which confronts us--all 
of us-is thus a struggle to save our collective habitat, to maintain it as a 
"survivable" environment, not only for ourselves, but for the generations to 
come. Self--evidently, this cannot be approached either from the posture of the 
predator, or any other position which allows the predator to continue with 
business as usual. At long last, we have arrived at the point where there is a 
tangible, even overriding, confluence of interes t  between natives and non-na
tives .  
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The crux of the matter rests, not merely in  resistance to  the predatory 
nature of the present Eurocentric status quo, but in conceiving viable socio
cultural alternatives .  Here, the bodies of indigenous knowledge evidenced in 
the context of Native America at the point of the European invasion-large
scale societies which had perfected ways of organizing themselves into 
psychologically fulfilling wholes, experiencing very high standards of material 
life, and still maintaining environmental harmony-shine like a beacon in the 
night. The information required to recreate this reality is still in place in many 
indigenous cultures .  The liberation of significant sectors of Native America 
stands to allow this knowledge to once again be actualized in the "real world, "  
not to recreate indigenous societies a s  they once were, but t o  recreate them
selves as they can be in the future. Therein lies the model-the l aboratory, if 
you will-from which a genuinely liberatory and sustainable alternative can be 
cast for all humanity. In a very real sense, then, the fate of Native America 
signifies the fate of the planet. It follows that it is incumbent upon every 
conscious human-red, white, black, brown, or yellow, old or young, male or 
female-to do w hatever is within their power to ensure the next half-millen
nium heralds an antithesis to the last. 
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Genocide 

in the Americas 
Landmarks from "Latin" America Since 1492 

I become death, the scatterer of worlds. 

Bhagavad-Cita 

On October 12, 1492, the day Christopher Columbus first set foot in what 
came to be called the "New World," the Western Hemisphere was inhabited by 
a population of well over 100 million people.l Two centuries later, it is 
estimated that the indigenous population of the Americas had been diminished 
by some 90 percent and was continuing to fall steadily.2 In the United States, 
the native population bottomed out during the 1890s at slightly over 237,OOO-a 
98 percent reduction from its original size.3 Such an extreme demographic 
catastrophe as that evidenced in the United States-indicative of a population 
"collapse" or "obliteration" rather than of a mere "decline"-is not atypica1.4 

In fact, the average nadir population for surviving indigenous peoples 
everywhere in the Americas is about 5 percent (meaning we experienced a 
reduction of 97-98 percent during the years of invasion, conquest, and coloni
zation which have afflicted us all).5 Moreover, the processes at issue cannot be 
relegated to some "tragic and regrettable" -but unalterable-past. Instead, they 
are very much ongoing as this is written, imbedded in the policies of the various 
settler-states of North, South, and Central America, and in the attitudes of the 
immigrant citizenry of these states.6 

As I have noted often in my writing and public lectures, the genocide 
inflicted upon American Indians over the past five centuries is unparalleled in 
human history, both in terms of its sheer magnitude and in terms of its duration. 
For the most part, with the exception of occasional forays into describing the 
real nature of the Columbian endeavor in the Caribbean,7 J have focused my 
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attention, and that of my readers/listeners, on the genocide perpetrated on my 
own home ground of North America, mostly by Angloamericans.In this essay, 
I would like to break with that tradition to some extent, laying out what I take 
to be a few of the landmarks of the post-Columbian record of genocide 
perpetrated to the south, in what is presumptuously termed "Latin" America, 
mostly by those of Iberian origin or descent. 

Invasion and Conquest 
Into this sheepfold ... there came some Spaniards who immediately 
behaved like ravening beasts .... And Spaniards have behaved in no other 
way during the past 40 years down to the present time, for they are still 
acting like ravening beasts, killing, terrorizing, afflicting, torturing and 
destroying the native peoples, doing all this with the strangest and most 
varied new methods of cruelty, never seen or heard of before. 

Bartolome de Las Casas, 1550 

In 1519, when the Spanish conquistador Hernan Cortes captured the 
Mexica (Aztec) capital of Tenochtithin-a huge metropolis constructed in the 
midst of a volcanic lake-he first laid siege and allowed a smallpox epidemic 
to run its course, weakening the city's defenses.8 Then, after a series of assaults 
which resulted in the Indians being reduced to the point of almost complete 
defenselessness- as his letters recount, "They no longer had nor could find 
any arrows, javelins or stones" with which to respond-he initiated the whole
sale slaughter of those who surrendered, were captured, or who were simply 
trapped by his troops. Twelve thousand people, many of them noncombatants, 
were butchered in a single afternoon, another 40,000 the foliowing day, before 
Cortes withdrew because he and his men "could no longer endure the stench of 
the dead bodies" that lay in the streets.9 

When the Spaniards returned the next day, their commander surveyed his 
"starving, dehydrated, and disease-wracked" opponents, already decimated 
durin§ the previous assaults, and announced his intent to "attack and slay them 
all." I By the time it was over, perhaps two-thirds of Tenochtithin's population 
of about 350,000 was dead. I I 

The people ofthe city had to walk upon their dead while others swam 
or drowned in the waters of that wide lake where they had their 
canoes; indeed, so great was their suffering that it was beyond our 
understanding how they came to endure it. Countless numbers of 
men, women and children came out towards us, and in their eager
ness to escape many were pushed into the water where they drowned 
amidst that multitude of corpses; and it seemed that more than fifty 
thousand of them had perished from the salt water they had drunk, 
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their hunger and the vile stench .... And so in the streets where they 

were we came across such piles of the dead that we were forced to 
walk on them. 12 

By 1525, with the conquest of.the Mexicas complete, one of Cortes' 
lieutenants, Pedro de Alvardo, mounted a campaign to the south, against the 
Mayas and other peoples of what are now the far southern portion of Mexico, 
as well as Guatemala, Belize, western Honduras and Nicaragua, and Panama. 
As Las Casas described it at the time, they "advanced killing, ravaging, burning, 
robbing and destroying all the country" as they went.13 

By massacres and murders ... they have destroyed and devastated a 
kingdom more than a hundred leagues square, one of the happiest in 
the way of fertility and population in the world. This same tyrant 
[Alvardo] wrote that it was more populous than the kingdom of 
Mexico; and he told the truth. He and his brothers, together with the 

others, have killed more than four or five million people in fifteen 
or sixteen years, from the year 1525 until 1540, and they continue 
to kill and destroy those who are still left; and so they will kill the 

remainder. 14 

North of the former Mexica empire, things were much the same, or 
perhaps worse, during the period of conquest. 

NUllO Beltran de Guzman was one of those who led armies to the 

north, torturing or burning at the stake native leaders, such as the 
Tarascan king, while seizing or destroying enormous native stores 
of food. Guzman later was followed by Alvar Nunez Cabazza de 
Baca, by Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, by Francisco de Ibarra, 
and countless other conquerors and murderers. As elsewhere, dis

ease, depredation, enslavement, and outright massacres combined to 
extinguish entire Indian cultures in Mexico's northwest. 15 

Meanwhile, Francisco Pizarro's "Conquest of the Incas" in what are now 
called Peru and ChiIe evidenced far less direct killing.16 In no small part, this 
was because the conquistadors in this region managed to capture much of the 
Incan leadership very early on in their campaign, and developed certain 
methods of "convincing" them to betray their people. 

One ingenious European technique of getting what they wanted 

involved burying Indian leaders in earth up to their waists .... In that 
helpless position, they were beaten with whips and [given instruc
tions] .... When they did not comply ... more earth was piled about 
them and the whippings continued. Then more earth. And more 

beating. At last, says the Spanish informant on this particular matter, 
"they covered them to the shoulders and finally to the mouths." He 
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then adds as an afterthought, "1 even believe that a great number of 
natives were burned to death." 17  

By M arch of 1 549, the Portuguese had j oined in ,  with Pedro Alvars 
Cabral ' s  establishment of his first base of operations at the Bay of Bahia, on 
the coast of what is now Brazil .  For the next decade, Cabral and his colleagues 
waged a brand of attritional warfare "which destroyed (the natives] little by 
l ittle ,"  the survi vors fleeing into the Amazonian interior. 1 8  As an unnamed 
priest explained in a s ubsequent report to the Church,  it was a complete 
mismatch, the Portuguese, armed with swords and muskets, riding down 
thousands of unmounted Tupi and Tapuya warriors equipped only with bows 
and spears . Then "they razed and burned entire vil lages," the priest said, "which 
are generally made of dry palm leaves, roasting alive in them those that refused 
to s urrender as s laves." 1 9  And so it went, area by area, region by region, until 
the preferred portions of America' s southern hemisphere had been "sub
dued. , ,20 

Colonization 
Some of the indias even as late as the 1 580s were be i ng broken 
physically, the i r  ins ides l iterally burst ing under the heavy loads they had 
to carry. Unable to endure more, some of them comm itted suic ide by 
hanging, starv i ng themselves, or eati ng po i

.
sonous herbs. Encomenderos 

forced {hem £0 work In open tie Ids where they t ried to care for the i r  
children . . . .  Mothers occasionally killed the i r  offspr ing at b i rth  t o  spare 
them future agonies . . . .  [Others returned] home after weeks or months of 
separat i on from the i r  children only to f ind that thev had died or h<ld 
been taken away. 

William L. Sherman, Native Forced Labor 

Horrific as the processes of invasion and conquest must have been to 
those who suffered them, what came after was far more so,  and vastly more 
consequential in terms of its impact on indigenous populations .  In central 
Mexico, Cortes followed up his "triumph" at Tenochtitlan by establishing a 
colony dubbed "New Spain" that was based on the most brutal use of Indians 
as slave labor.2 1  The methods o f  pacification and conscription are instructive. 
As contemporary historian David Stannard explains: 

Numerous reports, from numerous reporters, tell of Indians being 
led to the mines in columns, chained together at the neck, and 
decapitated if they faltered. Of children trapped and burned alive in 
their houses , or stabbed to death because they walked too slowly. Of 
the routine cutting off of women' s  breasts, and the tying of heavy 
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gourds to their feet before tossing them to drown in lakes and 
lagoons. Of babies taken from their mothers ' breasts , killed, and left 
as roadside markers. Of "stray" Indians dismembered and sent back 
to their villages with their chopped off hands and noses strung 
around their necks. Of "pregnant and confined women, children, old 
men,  as many as they could capture," thrown into pits in which stakes 
had been imbedded and "left stuck on the stakes, until the pits were 
filled." And much, much more.22 

Within the area of the former Mexica kingdom, the people, who num
bered more than 25,000,000 at the time of the conquistadors ' arrival, were 
literally worked to death, mainly in mining and plantation enterprises.23 Ac
cording to the Spanish census of that year, barely 1 .3  million Indios remained 
alive in the entire region by 1 595.24 To the north, where Beltran de Guzman 
and his ilk had ventured, it was no better. 

Among the region ' s  Serrano culture groups, in barely more than a 
century the Tepehuan people were reduced in number by 90 percent; 
the Irritilla people by 93 percent;  the Acaxee peopl e  by 95 percent. 
It took a little longer for the various Yaqui peoples to reach this level 
of devastation, but they too saw nearly 90 percent of their number 
perish, while for the varied Maya peoples the collapse was 94 
percent. Scores of other examples from this enormous area followed 
the same deadly pattem.25 

To the south, the handiwork of Alvardo and his cohorts was equally 
evident. Overall, the population of southern Mexico, numbering about 1 .7 
million at the point of the invasion. dropped to less than a quarter-million over 
the next century and a half.26 In Cordoba, on the Gulf of Mexico, the population 
fell by 97 percent during the century after Tenochtitlan was sacked. Off the 
coast, on the island of Cozumel, 96 percent of the population was eradicated. 
Inland, in the province of Jalapa, the decimation reached 97 percent.27 In the 
Yucatan. "the Spaniards pacified [the Indians of Cochua and Chetumall in such 
a way that these provinces,  which were formerly the thickest settled and most 
populous, remained the most desolate in the country," recounted Bishop Diego 
de Landa.28 Another observer, Alonso de Zorita, added that there were "certain 
birds that, when an Indian falls ,  pick out his eyes and kill and eat him; it is well 
known that these birds appear whenever the Spaniards make an incursion or 
discover a mine. , ,29 The litany goes on in Central America. 

By 1542 Nicaragua alone had seen the export of as many as half a 
million of its people for slave labor (in effect, a death sentence) in 
distant areas whose populations had been destroyed. In Panama, it  
is s aid, between the years 1 514 and 1530 up to 2,000,000 Indians 
were killed . . . .  In the Cuchumatan Highlands of Guatemala the 
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popu lation fel l  by 82 percent within the first half-century following 
European contact, and by 94 percent-from 260,000 to 1 6,000-in 
less than a century and a half. In western Nicaragua, 99 percent of 
the people were dead (falling in number from more than 1 ,000,000 
to less than 1 0,000) before sixty years had passed from the time of 
the Spaniards ' initial appearance .  In western and central Honduras 
95 percent of the people were exterminated in l ittle more than a 
century.30 

S till farther south, in the Ande s ,  where Pizarro ' s  minions wielded the 
whips and s words,  the population dropped from as many as 1 4,000,000 before 
the invasion to barely a million by the end of the sixteenth century .3 1 The 
manner of their dying was essentially the same as that of their cousins in Mexico 
and Central America. As one Spanish observer in  Peru put it  as early as 1 539: 

The Indians are being totally destroyed and lost. . . .  They [plead] with 
a cross to be given food for the love of God. [But the soldiers are] 
ki lling all the llamas they want for no greater need than to make 
tallow candles . . . .  The Indians are left with nothing to plant, and si nce 
they have no cattle and can never obtain any, they cannot fail to die 
of hunger.32 

Simultaneously, massive numbers of the sick and starving people were 
i mpressed into slave labor on Spanish cocoa plantations,  and in silver mines 
like that at Potosi, in Peru.33 As Spanish officials estimated, "between a third 
amI a half uf lhe allllual yuula uf (;u(;ua wurker:s JieJ a:s a result uf their fi ve 
month service.,

,
34 Those who survived were s imply subjected to another stint, 

the cycle repeated again and again ,  until, a s  Spain' s King Philip remarked in 
1 'i 'i  I .  "an i n finite numher of Indians peri sh[ed] .,,35 Both the scale and rate of 
death were in some ways as bound up in the attitudes of the colonizers towards 
native people as it was in  the physical conditions they imposed upon them. 
Consider the following assessment by conquistador Pedro de Ciez de Leon : 

I would not condemn the employment of Indian [slaves] . . . but if a 
[Spaniard] had need of one pig, he killed twenty; if four Indians were 
wanted, he took a dozen . . .  and there were many who made the poor 
Indians carry their whores on hammocks borne upon their shoulders. 
Were one ordered to enumerate the great evils ,  injuries, robberies, 
oppression, and ill treatment inflicted upon the natives during these 
operations . . .  there would be no end of it . . .  for they thought no more 
of killing Indians than if they were useless beasts .36 

The silver mines were even worse-the very "mouth of hell,"  to quote 
Spanish chronicler Domingo de Santo Tomas .3? "If twenty healthy Indians 
enter [a  mine] on Monday," wrote Rodrigo de Loaisa in another firsthand 
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account, "half may emerge crippled on  Saturday.
,,38 More often,  they did not 

emerge at all .  

Dropped down a shaft bored as far as 750 feet into the earth, taking 
with them only "some bags of roasted maize for their sustenance," 
observed [Loaisa] , the miners remained below ground for a week at 
a time. There, in addition to the dangers of falling rocks, poor 
ventilation, and the violence of brutal overseers, as the Indian 
laborers chipped away at the rock faces of the mines they released 
and inhaled the poisonous vapors of cinnabar, arsenic,  arsenic anhy
dride, and mercury . . . .  For as long as there appeared to be an unending 
suppl y of brute labor it was cheaper to work an Indian to death, and 
replace him or her with another native, than it was to feed and care 
for either of them properly. It is probable, in fact, that the life 
expectancy of an Indian engaged in forced labor in a mine or on a . 
plantation during these early years of Spanish terror in Peru was not 
much more than three or four months-about the s ame as that of 
someone working at slave labor in the synthetic rubber manufactur
ing plant at Auschwitz in the 1 940s .39 

The Portuguese, for their part, were proceeding apace in Brazil, primarily 
through the development of the vast plantations which, by 1 600, supplied the 
great bulk of Europe' s  sugar.40 Such endeavors entailed equally vast applica
tions of forced labor-over a third of a million Indians were held in bondage 
at the peak-obtained by slaving expeditions up the Amazon.4 1  

For the Indians brought to the slave markets of the coast, life was 
frightful .  Families were broken up during the raids,  and a large 
proportion of the men were killed. The women and children were 
taken down river in chains and sold. On the sugar plantations, they 
were forced to work seven days a week. The work was punis hing. I t  
required clearing and irrigating huge tracts o f  land, building mills ,  
houses and roads,  and cutting and pressing cane. Like the Indians 
who were s ubjected to the Spanish, the Indians of Brazil, by virtue 
of enforced labor and the onslaught of disease, suffered greatly. Not 
many survived.42 

In fact, less than 10 percent of Brazil ' s  preinvasion indigenous population 
of approximately 2.5 million lived into the seventeenth century.43 "In the end," 
says one account, "things grew so bad that there was no one to make graves 
and some were buried in dunghills and around huts , but s o  badly that the pigs 
routed them.

, ,44 By then, however, the Portuguese had begun the importation 
of the more than 3 .5 million African slaves with which they not only expanded 
the plantation system, but diversified into timbering and large-scale cattle 
ranching.45 
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Notes on Genocide as Art and Recreation 
So that the i r f lowers shou l d  l ive, they m a i med a n d  destroyed the flower 
of others . . . .  Marauders by day, offenders by n i ght, mu rderers of t h e  
wor l d .  

Chi/am Ba/am 

I t  would be inaccurate and unfair to s uggest that l i fe revol ved exclusively 
around matters of commerce and industry for the Iberian colonists .  They were, 
after al l ,  res ourceful people, capable of devising forms of entertainment for 
themselves, even in the midst of the wildernes s  they ' d  so recently invaded and 
conquered. One of the favorites ,  as was the case with Columbus ' hidalgos on 
Espanola a bit earlier, had to do with wagering on the amount of damage which 
might be inflicted upon an unarmed Indian, often a child, with a single sword 
stroke.46 Another s i milar entertainment between the earliest  S panish colonists 
in the Caribbean and their later mainland counterparts was that of massacring 
ent i re vil lages,  apparently for the sheer "sport" of it .47 

In Central America, a new innovation, "dogging," shortly made its 
appearance. This  had to do with setting vicious mastiffs and wolfhounds
raised on a diet of human flesh, trained to disembowel upon command, and 
often equipped with special armor-loose on haples s  natives. This was some
times done to captives in a betting situation, sometimes as a form of "hunting," 
sometimes in conj unction with pacification efforts,  or u sually in some combi
nation of the three.48 

A properly fleshed dog could pursue a 'savage' as zealously and 
effectively as a deer or a boar . . . .  To many of the c onquerors, the 
Indian was merely another savage animal, and the dogs were trained 
... . _ __ � __ _ _ _  • • • ...L 1 1  _ _ _ = __ 1 _ _ _ __ _ _ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _  = !-L " L  _ _  . . . .  _ _  . _ . _ . .  � . . . .  � 1._ . _ _  . 1' . .  1 .  _ _  .,_ .. . _ lV HiJ aiJ<U l lHen H U I Hau y'uau y W l UI lHe �alHe L.eM a� ule y lell W Heu 

hunting wild beasts.49 

In one account, the favorite dog of the noted conqui stador Vasco Nunez 
de B alboa ripped the head completely off the body of a Cuna leader in Panama, 
much to the glee of the entourage accompanying the owner of the "pet."SO At 
another point, Balboa is recorded as having ordered the bodies of 40 of his 
v ictims fed to his dogs.S l  In Peru, this practice was so common that Cieza de 
Leon found it not particularly remarkable that "a Portuguese named Roque 
Martin [regularly] had quarters of Indians hanging on his porch to feed his dogs 
with. "S2 

Then there was the matter of sex. For all their s upposedly devout 
Catholicism, the Iberians,  Spanish, and Portuguese alike, excelled at rape, 
forced concubinage, and compulsory prostitution. In part, this seems to have 
been a grotesque psychological stratagem to effect the final degradation and 
disempowerment of indigenous men as well as women ; as a group of Domini
can friars reported rather early on, when an enslaved n ative man emerged from 
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the mines o f  Mexico at the end o f  a day, "not only was h e  beaten o r  whipped 
because he had not brought up enough gold, but further, most often, he was 
bound hand and foot and flung under the bed like a dog, before [a S panish 
overseer] lay down, directly over him, with his  wife."S3 

These were just ladjuncts, however,] to the open trade in enslaved 
women that the Spanish delighted in as the decades wore on. Native 
women--or indias-were gambled away in card games and traded 
for objects of small value, while stables of them were rented out to 
sailors who desired sexual accompaniment during their travels up 
and down the coast. If an india attempted to resist, she was whipped 
or tortured or burned alive. Even when laws were passed to curb the 
more extreme of such atrocities, the penalties were a joke. When, for 
example, an uncooperative Nicaraguan Indian woman was burned 
to death in her hut by a Spaniard who tried to rape her, he was 
prosecuted by the governor-and fined five pesos.54 

Nor was travel neglected, especially of the adventurous and potentially 
profitable sort. For a long while, expeditions set with a certain regularity from 
Peru in search of a fabled El Dorado (City of Gold) believed by the Spanish to 
lie somewhere along the upper Amazon. "Some two or three hundred S paniards 
go on these expeditions," S anto Tomas recorded, "[taking] two or three thou
sand Indians to serve them and carry their food and fodder. . . .  Few or no Indians 
survive, because of lack of food, the immense hardships of the long j ourneys 
through wastelands, and from the loads themselves. "S5 Francisco Pizzaro 
himself was more direct in such matters : "When the Indians grew exhausted, 
they cut off their heads without untying them from their chains, leaving the 
roads full of bodies."56 

In sum, Iberian colonization on the American mainland equated to a 
complete dehumanization and devaluation of indigenous people in the minds 
of their conquerors . From that sprang the processes by which the n ative 
population was consumed, for reasons both systematically calculated and 
utterly sadistic, in numbers which are truly stupefying. All told, it is reasonably 
estimated that, from the Rio Grande southward into Chile, as many as 
80,000,000 human beings were killed in the SpanishIPortuguese drive for 
wealth and imperial grandeur by the year 1 700 .51 

Artistically, the holocaust attending the first two centuries of Iberian rule 
is still celebrated as a source of tremendous national/cultural pride throughout 
the "Hispanic" portion of America; paintings , murals, sculpture, and public 
statuary, much of it officially commissioned, continue to abound in commemo
ration of the immense "achievement" this "rich Spanish heritage" of rape, 
pillage, and slaughter invoked. Perhaps exemplary in this regard is the Montejo 
House in the city of Merida, on the Yucatan peninsula, near the ancient Mayan 
centers at Uxmal and Chichen Itza, the locale of some of the worst atrocities of 
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the mid-sixteenth century . There, one may stare in awe and admiration at a 
facade depicting in lavishly bold relief a pair of noble conquistadors, each of 
them casually resting a foot atop the severed head of a fallen Indian.58 

The Maintenance and Expansion of Empire 
This  man born in degradati on, thi s  stranger brought by slavery i nto our 
m i dst, i s  hardly recogni zed as shar i ng the common features of humanity. 
His face appears to us h i deous, h i s  intell igence l i m i ted, and his tastes 
low; we almost take h im to be some i ntermediary between m an and 
beast. 

A lexis de Tocqueville 

As the native popUlations under Iberian sway eroded like snow beneath 
an August sun, the intensity of killing necessarily abated. By and large, colonial 
regimes throughout South and Central America, as well as Mexico and the 
southwestern portion of the present-day United States, settled in  to consolidat
ing the New Order within their domains in accordance with rigid and often 
elaborate racial codes. 

Every mixture possible, starting from the three pure original racial 
types [ostensibly Caucasian, B lack African, and Indian] , recei ved its 

individual name. The terms mestizo, mulato, and zambo were of long 
standing, and need no further clarification. Tercer6n, cuarteron 

(quadroon),  and quinteron (quintroon) are self-explanatory . Peru
vian Spanish still retains the terms cholo and chino. But who 
nO\X/;:tcf�y'3- r�members the significance of such narne� dS (·u�iii..u, 
morisco, lobo, jibaro, albarazado, cambujo, barcino, puchel, coy

ote, chamiso, ga/farro, genizaro, grifo, jarocho, and sambiago, or 
the more picturesque salta atras, tente en aire, no te entiendo, aM 
estes, and so forth?s9 

The point is amplified by a portion of one such code, effective in 
eighteenth-century New Spain ,  which is  illustrative of all  such lists compiled 
in Iberian-occupied America: 

1 .  Spaniard and Indian beget mestizo 
2. Mestizo and Spanish woman beget castizo 
3.  Castizo woman and Spaniard beget Spani ard 
4. Spanish woman and Negro beget mulatto. 
5 .  Spaniard and mulatto woman beget morisco 
6. Morisco woman and Spaniard beget albino 
7. Spaniard and albino woman beget tom a atras 
8. Indian and torna atnis woman beget lobo 
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9. Lobo and Indian woman beget zambiago 
10 .  Zambiago and Indian woman beget cambujo 
1 1 .  Cambujo  and mulatto woman beget albarazado 
12 .  Albarazdo and mulatto woman beget barcino 
1 3 .  B arcino and mulatto beget coyote 
14 .  Coyote woman and Indian beget chamiso 
1 5 .  Chamiso woman and mestizo beget coyote mestizo 
16 .  Coyote mestiso and mulatto woman beget ahf te estas60 

Indians were placed on the very bottom rung of these hierarchies , and 
were in many cases defined virtually out of existence .6 1  Hence, the race codes 
were coupled directly to an ongoing process of dispossessing native people of 
their residual land base, a matter more often accomplished throughout the 
eighteenth century b� legalistic sleight of hand than by armed assault and 
physical eradication. 2 The two were never mutually exclusive propositions, 
however. 

A prime example is that of the reduccione program inaugurated by the 
Chilean government in 1 866, designed to constrict the Mapuche people of that 
country ' s  southern region to certain specified tracts while opening up the 
remainder of their holdings to acquisition by members of the ruling Latino 
oligarchy . This led to the h�d-fought Mapuche Revolt of 1 880- 1 882, quelled 
by Chilean troo�s with such extreme violence that rebellion has never again 
been attempted. 3 

After the final defeat of the Mapuches, the reducciones indigena . . .  
were further reduced i n  size, the expropriated land being used to 
expand the haciendas . The Mapuches . . .  retained less than 500,000 
hectares of the 10 million hectares they had held before . . . .  Unable to 
support themselves on their now diminished lands, the Mapuches 
became a migrant labour force on the haciendas ; the reservations 
became a reservoir of land and labour for the great landowners.64 

There were, of course, occasional requirements to put down other native 
insurrections-for instance, the Mayas in Guatemala during the 1 630s and 
1 640s, the 1 680 Pueblo Revolt in New Mexico, the insurgency led by the Manau 
leader Ajuricaba in Brazil during the mid-1700s, another headed by Tupac 
Amam II in Peru in 1780, and several others-but these were mostly transient 
phenomena, quickly and bloodily suppressed.65 Mexico also continued right 
into the twentieth century with its harsh campaigns to subdue the Yaquis and, 
to a somewhat lesser extent, the Apaches,  but these concerned areas considered 
to be of such marginal value by ruling elites that, while ferocious in their own 
right, they were not pursued with the vigor marking the Conquest proper.66 

Sometimes, however, it was deemed important to expand the reach of 
empire into localities which had been previously ignored altogether. Then, the 
genocidal fury that had marked the performances of conquistadors like Cortes 
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and Alvardo was again unleashed in full force,  albeit on a smaller scale. Such 
was the case in Argentina when, in 1 879,  General Julio Roca set out to seize 
the sprawling pampas south of Buenos Aires ,  and eventually all of Patagonia 
below the Rio Negro.67 The idea was to incorporate territory, much of it ideal 
for ranching, into the country ' s  dominant estanchieros system, controlled by a 
handful of caudillos to whom Roca owed his position.  The only obstacle was 
the existence of the Arallcafio Indians,  perhaps one-half million of them, who 
occupied the coveted terrain.68 

Roca' s  campaign, he said, was a civilizing mission, intended to bring 
scientists and engineers to the frontier. Indeed, Roca' s army of 6,000 
troops was to have the most modern technology available, including 
four pieces of heavy artil lery . In addition, Roca ordered the construc� 
tion of the first telegraph lines into the countryside, so that his orders 
could be carried immediately to the front . . . .  [Then he directed] 
lightening raids against unsuspecting villages, killing or imprisoning 
the inhabitants, seeking to sow terror through the tribes of the 
pampas . The battles were bloody . Often the Indians realized that 
their lances were no match for the soldiers ' rifles and "they threw 
their lances to the ground and began to fight with us hand-ta-hand, 
to grab the rifles out of our grasp." Many of the hand-ta-hand battles 
ended with soldiers on horseback trampling fleeing Indians . . . .  Roca 
systematically exterminated the Indians. Vast  estancias were estab
lished on what novelist V. S. NaipaJ has called the "stolen, bloody 
laud." MallY of the eSIancias were allotted to the victorious generals. 
Roca himself was rewarded with the presidency.69 

In the aftermath, surviving Araucanos were interned in concentration 
call1ps where many thousands more dIed of a measles epidemic. What remained 
were then placed on tiny colonias where starvation and disease continued to 
take a huge toll. In less than a generation these tiny reserves of Indian land were 
also dissolved, the pitifully small numbers by the Araucafios-fewer than 
25,000 by some estimates--dispersed as subsistence labor in urban sweatshops 
or on the estancias'?O As Naipal has observed, although Argentines tend to be 
pompous in their pride over an imagined martial prowess, theirs is really only 
"a simple history of Indian genocide and European takeover. 'm Thus, the 
Iberian tradition of inflicting the utmost lethal savagery upon the indigenous 
peoples of America has been maintained up until the present era. 

Contemporary Latino Savagery 
I d i d n 't k now. But i s  it on ly  an excu se? I can't th i n k  of any other. I d idn 't 
know that t h i s  ev i l  was goi n g  on-was sti l l  goi n g  on .  I d i dn't know that 
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th i rty years after the col lapse of the Nazi  reg i me, men and women were 
sti l l  l i v i n g  u n d e r  its i n h u m a n  spe l l  in a so-ca l l ed free cou ntry . . . .  I am 
com p e l led to m a ke th i s  comparison, even though re l u ctant ly .  I t  i s  
beca u se, u nt i l  now, I a l ways forbade mysel f  to compare t h e  Holoc a u st 
of Eu ropea n j u d a i s m  to events which are foreign to i t . .  . .  There are here 
i n d i cat ions,  facts which cannot be den ied: i t  is  i ndeed a m atter of a F i n a l  
Solu t ion .  

Elie Wiesel, 7 976 

These words were written by one of the best-known philosophers of the 
nazi-induced holocaust during World War II, a long-time proponent of the 
"uniqueness  of the Jewish experience" of genocide, after he finally consented 
to review documents concerning the ongoing extermination of the Ache Indians 
in Paraguay during the 1 960s and 1 970s. After reviewing irrefutable evidence 
that perhaps 85 percent of the estimated 25,000 Aches still alive in 1 959  had 
been systematically hunted down and killed by teams of executioners operating 
under the sanction of Paraguayan President Alfredo Stroessner-often dis
patched with machetes to "save the expense of bullets"-Wiesel was moved to 
write that he "read and reread these documents, these tes timonies , with a mixed 
feeling of horror, disgust, and shame.'m 

These men, hunted, humiliated, murdered for the sake of pleasure; 
these young girls, raped and sold; these children, killed in front of 
their parents reduced to silence by pain. . . .  [The killers] aim at 
exterminating this tribe. Morally and physically. So that nothing will 
remain, not even a cry or a tear. Efficient technique, tested elsewhere. 
The individual is dragged away from his tribe, from his family, from 
his past. He is deprived of his strength, his dignity. And of his 
memory, too. He is diminished. He is forced to look at himself 
through the eyes of his enemy in order to become his own enemy, 
and thus wish his own death . . . .  Deculturation, ghettos, collective 
murders, and agonies : that in a country so near ours humans can still 
be locked with impunity inside stifling camps, can still be tracked 
down like wild beasts before being reduced to slavery, that husbands 
can be separated from their wives, children from their mothers, 
individuals from their language, their religion, their rituals, their 
songs and litanies, their tales, and their speech, that such torments 
can be inflicted on a free [people] which thirsts for poetry, torments 
which, in the past, were inflicted upon another people, this ought to 
baffle anyone who still believes in Man, in his conscience, and his 
possibility of surviva1.73 

Unfortunately, the commentator, for all his eloquence of outrage, under
stated the reality almost entirely .  Not only did he overlook the entire genocidal 
sweep of history in Ibero-America-a process of which the Ache slaughter is 
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only the tiniest of recent parts-he managed to  miss many contemporaneous 
examples as well .  In 1 979, the Fourth International Russell Tribunal was 
convened in Rotterdam to consider State crimes committed against the indige
nous peoples of the Western Hemisphere. It concluded that in Columbia, for 
example, genocide was proceeding inexorably as the government, representing 
the perceived interests of 23 million Spanish-speaking c i tizens, sought to clear 
the country ' s  remaining 1 79,000 Indians from what was left of their territory 
in the area of the Amazon headwaters.?4 

The Russell Tribunal found the Columbian government gui lty of 
violating international and [its] own laws in the expropriation of 
Purace land, and they found the multinational mining company 
Ceanese and its subsidiary Industrias Purace guilty of violating trade 
union, pollution , and safety agreem.ents which they had signed in 
their occupation and .exploitation of Purace land. The Tribunal 
collected evidence of forty-five resistance leaders murdered since 
1 97 1  in the Purace area alone. These crimes, however, were only 
indicative of a much larger government program to "deindianize" 
Colombia.75 

The residue of Columbia' s native popUlation was being "virtually exter
minated," as evidenced in the actions of both the public and private sectors of 
the dominant Latino society. The former is implicated by repeated reports of 
"Columbian navy riverboats [which] cruise the rivers, machine-gunning Indi
ans on the hank ., ,76 As concerns the private sector, one illU1>tl£diuIl is [hat of 
Anselmo Aguirre and Marceline;> Jiminez, a pair of white ranchers, who, in 
concert with a local policeman named Luis Enrique Morin, invited a group of 
Cui bas Indians to a "Christmas Feast" in  1 967. They then used guns. machetf'� ,  
dubs, and hatchets to s laughter 1 6  of the 19 Indians present, including an infant 
and five small children. In this case, there was actually a trial, at which it was 
admitted that the mass murder had occurred because the perpetrators desired 
their victims' land. The j udge then ordered charges dismissed against the 
accused because "they did not know it was wrong to kill Indians" in Colum
bia.77 

The systematic extermination of indigenous populations in Colum
bia has [also] paralleled, predictably, the development plans of 
energy corporations and other corporate interests in the area. In 
1960, a Texaco-Gulf oil consortium began exploration in southern 
Columbia; by 1 968 they operated forty-seven productive wells and 
a I 93-mile pipeline from the region to an oil terminal on the Pacific 
Coast. In 1 970 the World Bank began a loan program to Columbia 
for development of the remote Amazon region. In March of 1 979 
the Columbian government under Julio Cesar Tabay signed a $500 
million contract with the National Uranium Company of Spain for 
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the exploration of uranium in the southeastern province of Vaupes 
where the Guahibo Indians had been continuously hunted and 
slaughtered. In the southern province of Cauca, home of the Purace 
Indians . . .  5 1 ,000 acres of the Indians subsistence bean crop was 
reduced to 7,200 acres in the 1 960s . During that same time, the 
multi-billion--dollar international farm feeding company, Ralston 
Purina, had gained control of some 200,000 acres in the province for 
the production of chicken feed.78 

In Brazil' s Amazon Basin-where a 1 972 U.S. News and World Report 
outline of development opportunities listed "soil deficiencies, tropical diseases,  
insects, and hostile Indian tribes" as being the major barriers to "progress"-the 
Russell Tribunal found solid evidence of ongoing genocide,79 Spurred on by 
the profit incentives embodied in the region' s  deposits of uranium, bauxite, oil ,  
gold, zinc, copper, nickel, titanium, coal, tin, and other minerals, as well as lush 
timber potentials ,  the government had entered into "development" relationships 
with a host of transnational corporations, including Bethlehem Steel, Georgia 
Pacific, Royal Dutch Shell, Texaco, Gulf Oil, Corninco, Litton Industries, U.S .  
Steel, Komatsu, Caterpillar, Alcan, Rio Tinto Zinc, Westinghouse, Gulf & 
Western, and the W. R. Grace Company. The upshot was the beginning of a 
serious onslaught against the vast Amazon rainforest, vital to planetary ecology, 
and systematic eradication of the area' s  1 00,000 remaining Indians.SO 

The most isolated of the Amazon indigenous nations had been the 
Yanomami Indians until gold, diamonds, and uranium were discov
ered in their land in 1974. The Yanomarni had already been pushed 
north by early [Portuguese] settlement and the rubber industry, and 
had established their home in the Branco River Valley, a remote 
Amazon tributary in the northernmost  Brazilian province of 
Roriama. After the discovery of uranium in the area, the Brazilian 
government began cutting a road through 225 kilometers of 
Yanomami land. Fourteen of the southern villages were soon deci
mated by highway workers, vigilante raids, and disease. Population 
in the villages was reduced from 400 to 79 by 1 975. In 1975 
Fernando Ramos Peri era, governor of Roraima Province, told the 
press that the area "is not able to afford the lUXUry of conserving a 
half-a--dozen Indian tribes who are holding back development." A 
1 972 report from the Reuter news service detailed the existence of 
hunting parties in the Amazon jungles which "murdered and raided 
the peaceful Indian tribes" . . . .  "On other occasions," reported Reuter, 
"planes bombarded the Indian villages with dynamite or dropped 
poisoned food into the villages.

,,
8 1  

Even as the Yanomarni, Jivaro, and other Amazonian peoples were being 
butchered or shunted into tiny reservations, or "parks" as they. are called in 
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B razil, Chilean military dictator Augusto Pinochet was completing the reduc
cione process imposed upon the Mapuches by his predecessors . On September 
1 2 , 1 978,  he announced "the promulgation in the near future of an act relating 
to indigenous property. Thi s  act . . .  will enable those descendants [of the 
Mapuche "race"j voluntarily and freely to opt for private land ownership in 
those cases where they prefer this formula to the present s y stem of community 

h ·  
, ,8') owners lp.  � 

In 1 979 Pinochet' s  government introduced a law designed to divide 
the Mapuches' communally-held lands and turn them into small 
holdings . The law facilitated the breakup by providing that any one 
member of an Indian community could require that the land be 
di vided . . . .  The draft version of the 1 979 law provided that once the 
land was divided among the Indians, the Indian landholders would 
no longer be considered to be Indians . . . .  Today , only twenty 
Mapuche reservations remain intact. The new civilian government 
has agreed to enact a law to stop further division, but given the drastic 
loss of land already incurred, this i s  more symbolism than anything 
else.83 

In 1 977, Antonio Millape, a Mapuche, testified before the United Nations 
on the methods by which the regime ' s  objectives were already being achieved: 
"Go to any Mapuche home today, and you will find the dog outside will not 
bark, because it is too weak .  If you go inside you will find one or more children 
lying sick, dying of starvation . There may he more children out:;idc, and they 
will tell you their parents are not at home. Do not believe them. If you go inside 
you will find them, too, dying of starvation and extreme malnutrition. This is 
the form of extermination today, under Pinochet.

, ,84 Millape also spoke of 
"tol tun:, U1uruer and the terror of . . .  military death squads .  Juan Condori Urichi, 
a Minkaia Indian from Bolivia, spoke of similar atrocities against  his people.

, ,85 

Delegates representing various indigenous peoples of S ou th America have been 
testifying to the same effect-and usually providing extensive documentation 
to substantiate their statements-before the UN' s  Working Group on Indige
nous Populations every y ear since.86 

The stories of other Latin American Indian populations are similar, 
with local variations. Argentina, like Paraguay , has been ruled by 
the mil itary, and has systematically exterminated most of the indige
nous popUlation; 200,000 survive in a population of 23 million. 
Uruguay has virtually eliminated all Indians within i ts borders . . . .  In 
Peru, Quechua-Aymara Andean Indians make up about half of the 
1 1  million population; their land has been continually eroded by 
forest, oil, and mining industries. Development pressures in Ecua
dor, Venezuela, Guyana, and Surinam have, likewise, driven the 
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indigenous populations from their traditional lands. The same is true 
in Central America, from Panama to Mexico.87 

Actually, in Central America, things may be even worse. It has been 
reliably estimated that, since the overthrow of democratic President Jacobo 
Arbenz in a CIA-backed coup in 1 954, a succession of military governments 
headed by men like Fernando Lucas Garcia, Efrafn Rios Mott, and Mej ia 
Victores have slaughtered somewhere between 1 00,000 and 1 50,000 highland 
Mayas in the country ' s  northern provinces . Another quarter-million have been 
driven into exile in southern Mexico and Belize . 88 Although the slaughter began 
in the wake of the coup-about 8,000 Indians being killed over a two-year 
period-and was sustained during much of the 1 9605, the process began in 
earnest in 1 976, when "the Guatemalan army occupied EI Quiche province; a 
wave of terror followed. Indians were kidnafped, tortured, assassinated, raped 
and burned out of their homes and fields. ,,8 

In northern Guatemala, a development corridor, the Franja Trans
versal del Norte, was carved out of an isolated territory that is the 
homeland of the Kekchi and Ixil Indians. Many of the agribusinesses 
along the corridor are owned by senior members of the armed forces ; 
these estates together are known as the "Zone of the Generals." In 
May 1978, the Indians who were displaced by the generals staged a 
march on the city of Panzos . . . .  As they reached the town square, 
government forces and local vigilantes positioned on the roofs of 
buildings around the square fired into the throng. More than a 
hundred Indians were killed within minutes, and more died trying to 
escape the massacre. Their bodies were buried in mas s  graves that 
had been prepared by bulldozers the day before.90 

From there, the military essentially went berserk, butchering Indians with 
a bestial fury reminiscent of the worst the conquistadors--or the SS-had to 
offer: "The [soldiers] searched the houses and pulled people out and took us to 
a churchyard. The Lieutenant walked up and down, pointing at people, saying, 
'These will go to hell, these will go to heaven' .  The ones he said would go to 
hell he took . . .  to the cemetery with their hands tied behind their backs .  They 
dug a big ditch and lined them up at the edge. We all had to come and watch . . . .  
They shot each one with a bullet i n  the face from about a meter away. ,,9 1 

The people were surrounded and could not leave the church. Then 
the soldiers called out people's names, including children, and took 
them to the clinic nearby. All the names were of people who had 
learned to read and write . . . .  The women were raped before the eyes 
of the men and the children in the clinic . The men and the boys had 
their testicles cut off. Everybody' s  tongues were cut out. Their eyes 
were gouged out with nails. Their arms were twisted off. Their legs 
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were cut off. The little girls were raped and tortured. The women had 
their breasts cut off. 92 

In nearby El Salvador, dispossession of indigenous people by the ruling 
Latino elite-the so-called Fourteen Fami lies (actually, about 200)-has fol
lowed a comparable trajectory?3 In 1 96 1 ,  the number of landless Indians in the 
country came to 1 2  percent of the native population .  By 1 97 1 ,  the figure had 
risen to 30 percent; by 1 975, 4 1  percent; in 1 980 it was estimated that two-thirds 
of El Salvador' s Indians had been rendered landles s  as the oligarchy consoli
dated its latifundia system.94 Those who were evicted were thrown into total 
destitution and increasingly constricted upon tiny infertile  plots . 

Predictably, these expropriations were accomplished through the whole
sale application of violence from both the Salvadoran army and "private civic 
organizations" like ORDEN. 95 The following account of a November 29, 1 974, 
massacre in  the hamlet of La Cayetana in San Vicente Province, carried out 
j ointly by ORDEN and the army, is indicative: 

I saw the plaza covered with people ' s  hair. The National Guard had 
cut off their hair with machetes, taking part of the skin with it . . . .  The 
National Guard arrived in Cayetana with 60 machine guns, tear gas, 
a cannon . . . .  When the [Indians 1 came, they grabbed their machine 
guns and sprayed them with gunfire . . . .  Those they killed, they cut 
their faces in pieces and chopped up the bodies with machetes. If 
you like, I will show you where they buried the brains .96 

Specially trained and cyuippeu "counterinsurgency UOltS," such as the 
Atlacatl Battalion, were also raised during the late 1 970s to work in conjunction 
with the Salvadoran air force in  driving Indians from preferred areas. White 
phosphorous,  napalm. and fragmentation orommr", were specifically airr...:;d at 
native villages during air strikes, driving into the open those who were not killed 
outright.97 Concomitantly, the Atlacatl, ORDEN, and cooperation forces would 
comb targeted areas on foot, often killing whomever they encountered, driving 
the population before them. 

In the Guazapa area . . .  regular air attacks against ci vilian targets 
continued [into the mid-80s] .  The scattered remnants of the popu
lation hid from ground sweeps following the shelling and bombard
ment by helicopters and jet aircraft, watching their children die of 
starvation and thirst. . .. "If they find somebody, they kill, they even 
kill the poor dogs and other animals," [a] refugee testified, reporting 
night bombing and ambushing of people fleeing in October 1 984. 
The soldiers also destroyed crops and houses, "even pans one uses 
to cook in . . .  in order to leave one without anything." Fleeing women 
and children were killed by bullets and grenades, or sliced to pieces 
and decapitated with machetes.98 
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By 1 980, at least 30,000 Indians had been exterminated, another 
600,000- 1 3  percent of EI Salvador' s  total population-made refugees .99 

Thousands of people, many of them defined as "opposition leaders," were being 
killed more "surgically" by ORDEN death squads, their bodies dumped at night 
at locations such as EI Play6n. 1OO Large-scale massacres were also occurring 
at places like Los Llanitos, the Rio Gualsinga, Las Vueltas , and EI Mozote. I O I  

The first major massacre was at the Rio Sampul o n  May 1 4  [ 1 980] , 
when thousands of peasants fled to Honduras to escape a military 
operation. As they were crossing the river, they were attacked by 
helicopters, members of ORDEN and troops. According to eyewit
ness testimony reported by Amnesty International and the Honduran 
clergy, women were tortured, nursing babies were thrown into the 
air for target practice, children were drowned by soldiers or decapi
tated or slashed to death with machetes, pieces of their bodies were 
thrown to dogs . . . .  At least 600 unburied corpses were prey for dogs 
and buzzards while others were lost in the waters of the river, which 
was contaminated by their dead bodies . \02 

In all of Central America today, only Costa Rica is reputedly free of such 
treatment of indigenous people. Like Uruguay on the southern continent, 
however, Costa Rica also claims at this point to have no surviving native 
population to exterminate.  103 This perhaps is the key to an understanding of the 
entire phenomenon of genocide in Ibero---America: left to run its course, the 
process of liquidating American Indians, begun the moment the first Spaniard 
set foot in this hemisphere, will end only when there are no more Indians left 
to kill. The question thus becomes how to prevent it from running its course. 

Denying the Holocaust 
The truth i s a weapon more potent than any rifle o r  bomb.  

John Trudell, National Chair, American Indian Movement, 1 979 

For constructive alteration of any process to occur, i t  is  plainly essential 
that it be recognized for what it is .  As concerns the continuing genocide of the 
indigenous people of South and Central America, denial rather than recognition 
has been the norm almost from the moment of inception. As early as the 
sixteenth century, the Spanish began an endless series of attempts to pass off 
accounts of their anti-Indian atrocities submitted by their own officials and 
historians as no more than a "Black Legend," a smear campaign mounted by 
their Protestant European enemies to discredit them. Despite its patent falsity
comparable to assertions by a certain school of "historical revisionism" that 
depicts the nazi extermination of the Jews as merely "Zionist  propaganda"-the 
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B l ack Legend theme persists through the present day, especially among self
de scribed "Hispanic" polemicists, and is afforded much c u rrency in the mass 
media. 1 04 

Closely tied to such outright denial has been the efforts of " minimizers ," 
usually "responsible scholars ," who have sought to diminish the magnitude of 
genocide in America by making i t  appear that the native population at the outset 
of the invasion was vastly smaller than it actually was.  Preeminent in this regard 
was the "Dean of American Anthropology" Alfred L. Kroeber, who in 1 939 
establi shed as canonical "truth" the proposition that the hemispheric total of 
American Indians in 1 49 2-which may have been as high a s  1 25 million-was 
actually only 8.4 million. l OS Instructively, the technique is identical to that 
deployed by those who would rehabilitate the reputation of nazism; it would 
appear they learned the method from " reputable" types like Kroeber rather than 
the other way around. 1 06 

In any event, having scaled the American genocide down to more or less 
manageable proportions ,  deniers have consistently moved to dismiss its signifi
cance altogether, conceding that the conquistadors were "perhaps not saints" 
before arguing that their victims were "as bad or worse," therefore "deserved 
what they got," and that the "world is a better place" for their demise. 1 07 A 
salient theme in this  respect, first advanced by Cortes himself in 1 522, and 
establi shed as another modern academic Truth despite a complete absence of 
tangible evidence to support it, is  the myth that the Mexicas-described in every 
standard text as having been a "warlike" and "bloodthirsty" people-were 
given to ritual l y  sacrificing as many as 20,000 human bcings each yt:ar. !(l8 The 
fac t  is ,  as Peter Hassler has explained: 

Bernal Dfaz del Castillo is  the classic source of information about 
OlB�� �qcrifice by the .. ,1,..ztccs.  J.\ literate soldier in CU[lt:S a company, 
Dfaz claimed to have witnessed such a ritual. . . .  The observers, 
however, were watching from their camp . . .  three or four miles away. 
From that point, Dfaz could neither have seen nor heard anything . . . .  
The only concrete evidence comes t o  u s  not from the Aztecs but from 
the Mayan ci vilization of the Yucat<in. These depictions are found 
in the records of trials conducted during the Inquisition, between 
1 5 6 1  and 1 565. These supposed testimonies about human sacrifice, 
however, were coerced from the Indians under torture and have been 
judged worthless as ethnographic evidence . . . .  After careful and 
systematic study of the sources, I find no evidence of institutional
ized mass human sacrifice among the Aztecs . 109 

Although one might well be reminded of certain Germanic fables about 
"Jewish ritual murder" offered as justification of the nazis '  treatment of semitic 
untermensch during the 1 9305 and 1 940s, 1 1 0 such tales of "Aztec sacrifice" are 
seldom treated with skepticism by the scholarly community, much less classi-
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fied as being among the rationalizations of mass murderers . To the contrary, 
such contrived denigration of American Indians-and there are a multitude of 
variations on the theme l 1 1-are typically embraced in such a way as to 
culminate in a note of hearty self-congratulations among the heirs of those who 
came along to end such savagery once and for all : " [Euroamericans] might as 
well celebrate the mammoth achievement of the past five centuries . . . .  Let' s hear 
it for Columbu5 . ,, 1 1 2 

On balance, eurocentrism and its counterpart, eurosupremacism-the 
racist fundaments which have always fueled the genocidal process in Amer
i c a- h a v e  p r o v e n  t h e m s e l v e s  i d e o l o g i c a l l y  t r an s c e n d e n t  a m o n g  
Euroamericans .  The preceding mythologies are a s  rampant i n  radical dissident 
circles as they are among conservatives:  the Revolutionary Communist  Party, 
USA, has been j ust as prone to accept Kroeber' s low-counting of precolumbian 
indigenous popUlations as the Smithsonian Institution ever was ; I 3 a leftist like 
Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz has been as quick to repeat the conquistadors ' propa
ganda about human sacrifice in Mesoamerica as any court historian; 1 1 4 
self-proclaimed "eco-anarchists" such as George Weurthner can hold their 
own with the most arcane and reactionary anthropologist in decrying imagined 
"rava�es" inflicted by native people upon the environment long before Colum
bus ; 1 5 Christopher Hitchens has shown himself as apt to applaud the 
Columbian legacy in the pages of The Nation as Jeffrey Hart has been in the 
pages of National Review. 1 1 6  

In Peru, the Quechua leader Hugo B lanco, once a hero o f  the Left, learned 
such lessons well : "When he turned his support towards Quechua land rights , 
the Communist Party of Peru dropped him. The rightist government already 
had a price on his head, so he became a hunted, isolated [indigenistJ roaming 
the hills with three hundred Quechua guerrillas . "  1 1 7 Today in Peru, a far more 
extreme leftist formation, the Sendero Luminoso ("Shining Path"), conducts a 
new requerimiento, methodically murdering Andean Quechuas in a grotesque 
effort to compel them to adopt its peculiar "principles of revolutionary Marx
ism." 1 1 8 In the revolutionary Nicaragua of the 19805, the marxian Sandinista 
regime employed somewhat gentler methods to the same end, selectively 
imprisoning and imposing mass relocation upon the Sumu, Miskito, and Rama 
Indians of the country ' s  Atlantic Coast region to facilitate incorporation of these 
reluctant people into its Latino-oriented statist structure. 1 1 9 In Mexico and 
other Latin American countries, "indigenista" is a term surpas sing even "capi
talist" as an expression of revulsion and contempt among marxists. 1 20 

Even among intellectuals who have devoted themselves explicitly to the 
task of apprehending the implications of the nazi extermination of the J ews
and of rejoining neo-nazi attempts to deny , minimize, or negate the meaning 
of that holocaust-there has been a thundering silence with regard to the 
genocide, both historical and contemporary, of American Indian s. Not only Elie 
Wiesel, but figures as prominent as Hannah Arendt and Irving Louis Horowitz 
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have consistently turned a blind eye, refusing to address the matter when it has 
been laid squarely before them. 1 2 1 Most recently, holocaust scholars like 
Deborah Lipstadt and Pierre Vidal-Naquet have come forth with entire books 
dissecting and refuting in great detail the arguments of "the Holocaust didn ' t  
happen school of  historical revision" ; Lipstadt closes with a survey of  other 
genocidal proce:;ses-apparently offered only as "proof' that her own people 
had i t  worse than any people ever had it-without so much as mentioning the 
fate of the indigenous people in the Western Hemisphere . 1 22 

The place of figures like Lipstadt and Vidal-Naquet among the ranks of 
those denying the historical genocide of American Indians, and its contempo
rary implication of ongoing holocaust, demonstrates as perhaps nothing else 
can the degree to which the denial in which they participate is more entrenched, 
insidious, and effective than the feculiar and virulent form of neonazi apolo
getic s  they' ve elected to confront. 23 Indeed, it appears that there is so pervasive 
a connuence of interest, both real and perceived, underlying denial of the 
American Holocaust that it has assumed the posture of Truth, transcending all 
ideological boundaries defining Left and Right within the presently dominant 
society .  

On balance, the performance of those American institutions devoted to 
conditioning public consciousness  with regard to American Indians-these 
extend from academia through the mass media to popular literature and the 
entertainment industry-is about the same as might have been expected of their 
German counterparts with regard to Jews ,  Gypsies, Slavs ,  and others in the 
aftermath of a nazi victory in World War TT The overall intent of thi:; c�tab
lishmentarian endeavor is  plainly to put a lid on the possibility of any genuinely 
popular consideration of the genocidal dimensions of the post-1492 "American 
Experience," thus precluding the emergence of the sort of broad cognitive 
diS"ui1dilCe wiJidl might serve eventually to undermine the smooth functioning 
of business as usual. 

Out of the Maze 
Ou r sense of h i story works th i s  way: everyt h i ng is connected. In order to 
u nderstand where you 're going and how to get there, you m u st k now 
where you a re now; in order  to u nderstand that, you must know where it 
i s  that you 've bee n .  

Matthew King, Ogla la Lakota elder, 7 98 7  

Certainly, there have been Euroamerican scholars ,  intellectuals ,  and 
activists who have deviated from the mainstream in these respects .  Some, like 
Woodrow Borah, Sherburn Cook, Henry Dobyns, and Carl O. S auer, seem to 
have been motivated by the more or less "pure" academic desire to see the 
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record at last set straight on questions such as the size of precolumbian native 
populations in America and the manner in which it was reduced. 1 24 Others , 
such as David Stannard, Kirkpatrick Sale, and Eduardo Galeano, have evi
denced a more consciously political agenda, seeking to use honest depictions 
of the extermination of American Indians as a lever with which to uncover in 
its entirety the eurosupremacist hegemony necessary to sustain the ordained 
order of things in "the modem world." 1 25 

In this,  they have at least figuratively joined hands with a growing number 
of indigenous scholars, like Vine Deloria, Jr. , Don Grinde, and Robert A.  
Williams, Jr . ,  1 26 who have begun the laborious task of reinterpreting the record 
of interaction between natives and invaders in such a way as to conform to 
reality rather than the ideological prescriptions of domination. 1 27 In the case of 
the indigenous scholars, the motivation is one undoubtedly born of an ernie 
knowledge (i.e . ,  knowledge from within a group' s  cultural context) of their 
people ' s  victimization and marginalization. For the Euroamericans, the process 
is,  to borrow from Edward Said, more one of achieving a hermeneutic under
standing of the circumstances experienced by the indigenous, and then acting 
in way s  which at once reveal an unqualified commitment to the pursuit of truth 
and a bona fide solidarity with the oppressed embodied in that truth. 1 28 This ,  
in turn, and taken in combination with similar undertakings in related 
spheres, 1 29 creates the basis for what may ultimately prove to be a general 
supplanting of the prevailing hegemony in favor of a new and liberatory one. 1 30 

This places us at something of a socio-political and cultural/intellectual 
crossroads. As material offering a more accurate and insightful appreciation of 
the actual process by which the Americas were taken from the conditions which 
prevailed before the Columbian landfall to the point at which we find ourselves 
today becomes increasingly available, those purporting to desire fundamental 
change in the way in which our lives have been orchestrated confront, many 
for the first time, the alternative of opting out of eurosupremacis t  orthodoxy 
altogether. Therein lie the intellectual tools for creating not only a whole new 
vision of our collective past, present, and future, but a practical  means of 
implementing it. 

The status quo has been quick to recognize the subversive nature of this 
project, particularly as regards individuals like Stannard and Sale . 1 3 1 Efforts 
by the champions of orthodoxy to "debunk" their work-mainly by way of 
personal attacks designed to discredit them as being no more than "academi
cal ly  irrespons ib le  purveyors of political correc titude"-have been 
widespread . 1 32 Meanwhile, hack historians like James Axtell, whose self-as
signed task appears primarily to be a repackaging of the usual mythology in 
somewhat more sophisticated wrapping advanced as being the new luminaries 
of "responsible" scholarship. 1 33 

The choice, ultimately, is ours . If we elect, sheep-like, to accept the 
definitions of entities like Harvard University, the Smithsonian Institution, and 
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Newsweek as to what comprises "proper" or "appropriate" recountings of 
historical fact and meaning, we will merely have consigned ourselves to more 
of what has already transpired. If, on the other hand, we move to embrace, 
absorb, and extend the kind of work pioneered by Deloria, Grinde, Williams, 
Stannard, and Sale, we equip ourselves to change it in a profoundly positive 
fashion . 

It is of course true that nothing can undo what has been done. Coming to 
grips  with the significance of the relentless butchery marking the European 
conquest of America no more changes its nature than does recognition of the 
horror that was embodied in Auschwitz and the operations  of  the einsatzgrup
pen in the western USSR serve to alter what transpired during the nazi 
perpetration of genocide. The point in either case, however, is not to try and 
make the past go away-that undertaking may be left to the Axtells of the 
world-but to utilize the insights gained from it in such a way as to intervene 
constructively in its outcomes, to put an end to the ongoing slaughter of 
indigenous people in Guatemala, for e xample, or the obliteration of native 
environments in Amazonia. 

In the end it is a matter of redefining our understandings in such a way 
as to rearrange our values and priorities .  This allows for a thoroughgoing and 
vitally necessary reconstitution of the relationship between ourselves as indi
viduals, as peoples ,  and, in the aggregate, as human beings.  In its tum, any such 
reconstitution sets the stage for the forging of a future which is radically 
different from our past and present. Together, we have the self-evident capacity 
to accomplish this. And we h:wl" the obligation to do so, not only for 0ur�dv�s 
and one another, but for our children, our children ' s  children, and their children 
on through the coming generations. 
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Genoc i de 
Toward a F u ncti ona l  Defi n i t i o n * 

Genoc ide is a l ways a n d  everywhere an essent i a l l y  pol i t ica l  dec i s ion .  

Irving Louis Horowitz 

One of the more perplexing problems confronting contemporary socio-po
litical theorists  concerns the persistence of genocide, both as an overt 
instrument of s tate policy and as an almost incidental by-product of the 
functioning of advanced industrial society .  While it can be said with virtual 
certainty that genocide today exists on a widespread and possibly growing 
basis ,  it cannot be correspondingly contended that the phenomenon i s  under
stood. 

At the most fundamental level, it may be asserted that we presently lack 
even a coherent and viab le description of the processes and circumstances 
implied by the term "genocide." A host of theses attempt to offer sociological 
definitions, variously holding that the essence of the genocidal proces s  may be 
discerned in the physical liquidation of indi vidual members of targeted groups, 
and that meaning should be associated with the scale of annihilation or the 
specific nature of the state apparatus established to effect the lethal process.  
Among the more juridically minded, definitional questions seem to center upon 
the literal intent of the perpetrators of specific mass murders and the locus of 
conceptual lines differentiating genocide from the related crimes of war and 
crimes against humanity; The aggregate result, however, provides not so much 
for clarity and understanding of the subject discussed, but for a confusing and 
highly volatile welter of definitional contradictions .  

"'This essay originally appeared i n  A lternatives, Vol. XI, No. 3 (July 1 986). 
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In such a context, i t  is clear that effective analytical endeavors and 
resultant bodies of law and policy cannot emerge. To be sure, without the latter 
we cannot hope to stop the cancer of genocide, a disease that everyone seems 
to agree must be expunged. Indeed, as things now stand, we cannot even 
rationally hope to bring its consumptive proliferation under control. 

The purpose of this essay, then, is  to make some small contribution to a 
better understanding of genocidal occurrences, at least to the extent that it may 
be readily understood and agreed when a genocide is taking place. To this end, 
a number of the prevailing notions of the phenomenon, both legal and socio
logical , will be discussed in passing as a means to arrive at a single typology. 
Such a synthesis should yield a greater utility for j udicial , political, and 
scholarly work on genocide than is currently possible. The reader is cautioned 
that no single study of this sort can lay claim to being either an exhaustive or 
definitive examination of the subject matter. Rather, it is intended to spark 
further consideration of the topic at hand and, hopefully, to bring about a 
refocusing of research. 

An Elemental Confusion 
All too often, otherwise sensitive and thoughtful individuals are reduced 

to defensive simplisms and mechanistic formulations when the word "geno
cide" is discussed. Many, of whom Likud-oriented zionists are perhaps the 
1110",t Pl UiluulH:eu exampie, are wont to restrIct the definition to the narrow (and 
perhaps marginal) arena of the Hitlerian slaughter mills .  While the political 
reasons for this zionist posture may be somewhat nebulous, the emotional 
reasons are not. As Rohprt n�vis and Mark Z::mnis, C�nudian !"t;ScdUJH:TS imo 
the question of genocide, have noted: "The argument is sometimes made that 
to define genocide in terms other than mass homicide is to cheapen its currency 
and make a mockery of the memory of the millions who died in Hitler ' s  
holocaust." ! However, a s  the authors g o  o n  t o  observe, the situation is really 
rather more complex. 

No one would deny the unspeakable horror of the Nazi mass murder. 
[But] the quality that made these deeds truly monstrous is the 
realization that . . .  man has attained the capacity to systematically 
wipe out an entire race . . . .  To destroy a people and their shared life 
is the crime, and it can be accomplished as efficiently by means other 
than mass homicide.2 (emphasis  added) 

Such a view is in accord with the expressed opinions of Adolph Hitler 
himself, as when he stated that "[tJhere are many ways,  systematical and 
comparatively painless, or at any rate bloodless ,  of causing undesirable races 
to die out.

,,3 Elsewhere, in  discussing the planned destruction of Europe' s  Jews, 
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Gypsies, Slavs, and Poles,  he explained that "I don ' t  necessarily mean destroy ; 
I will simply take systematic measures to dam their great fertility . , ,4 Of course, 
actual circumstances forced the compression of Hitler' s agenda for the elimi
nation of "undesirables," with results that are far too well known to bear 
recounting here. What is important to recall is that until the so-called Wannsee 
Conference of January 20, 1 942, nazi policy was formally committed to 
relocation/deportation as the "solution of the race question," and that this earlier 
phase held precisely the same goal as "the final solution" (that is, eradication 
of the targeted groups in Europe) .5 

Among the most common ideologically motivated misinterpretations of 
the meaning (real or potential) of genocide are those evident in the posturings 
of subscribers on one side or the other of the Cold War. Among orthodox 
marxists it  is commonly held that the phenomenon is specifically linked to 
machinations of "late capitalism," a matter to be overcome through appropriate 
application of socialist principles.  While there is undoubtedly a certain merit 
to the marxian analysis,  it is an obviously skewed perspective, opting as it does 
to ignore numerous s ituations-and their causes-within the socialist world 
itself. 

Instances which bring up the question of genocide abound in China, 
Vietnam, and other socialist s tates. However, the example of the USSR, as the 
first and ostensibly most developed socialist country, seems particularly in
structive. Here, Nikolai K. Deker and Andrei Lebed have compiled a survey of 
what they believe would be traditionally posited as cases of Soviet genocide. 
The list includes the complete destruction of such peoples as the Crimean Turks, 
Kalmyks, various nationalities of the north Caucasus, and the Volga Germans. 
Also at issue for Deker and Lebed is the partial destruction of other peoples 
such as the Armenians ,  Azerbaidzhanis, Byelorussians,  Georgians, Jews, 
(Great) Russians, Turkestanis,  and Ukrainians, as well as the complete or partial 
destruction of religious groups, including Moslems, Buddhists, Catholics, and 
Autocephelics .6 

For what may be politically obvious reasons, marxist polemicists on the 
subject of genocide tend to remain silent on such matters, regardless of the clear 
theoretical significance involved. The marxian analysis of genocide (either as 
to its meaning or its causes) cannot therefore be said to be particularly more 
helpful than that of zionism in contributing substantially to the evolution of a 
coherent definition or causal theory of the phenomenon .7 

Similarly , proponents of anti-communist "Free World" ideology , 
whether in its corporate-liberal or conservative variants, tend to focus exclu
sively on examples drawn from the socialist bloc, ignoring even the most 
obvious circumstances and practices of countries comprising their "sphere of 
influence ." A salient example of this is represented by a Time magazine article 
by David Aikman, published on July 3 1 ,  1 978, and entitled "Cambodia :  An 
Experiment in Genocide ." According to Aikman, the Khmer Rouge regime in 
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Kampuchea (revolutionary Cambodi a) had by the time of his writing extermi
nated more than a million people from its total population of 7 million . He went 
on to note that "somehow the enormity of the Cambodian tragedy-even 
leaving aside the grim question of how many or how few actually died in the 
[Khmer Rouge] experiment in genocide-has failed to e voke an appropriate 
response of outrage in the West." Yet as Noam Chomsky and Edward S .  
Herman observed, "Figures apart, what i s  striking about this claim i s  that 
nowhere in the article is there reference to any US responsibility ,  no indication 
that deaths from starvation or disease may be something other than a ' blood
bath' by the Khmer Rouge.' ,8 After all, the extent and e ffects of l ong-term U.S .  
saturation bombing of  Kampuchea' s  maj or food producing areas-a factor 
which could hardly have avoided engendering mass ive starvation and accom
panying disease-'-was well known Y 

With the postulations on genocide extended by anti-communists as 
tainted in those of their marxist opponents, and for quite identical reasons 
(albeit, in mirror image) ,  it  follows that so-called free world analyses will yield 
no more utility in arriving at adequate definitions of either the fact or function 
of genocide than do marxist or zionist models .  No matter in which direction we 
turn for guidance at present, conventional perceptions of genocide are so 
politicized and circumscribed as to be useless or worse .  Rather than fostering 
clarity and understanding of the phenomenon so as to lead to an effective means 
of combating it, they induce an elemental confusion that forestalls remedy. To 
unravel and move beyond this current impasse, it is necessary to trace the 
historical contours of the evolution u[ gt:lIu�iJe. 

·l'he Evoiution of a Concept 
The period following W orId War I saw a good deal of concern and debate 

in the international circles about the level of casualties  inflicted through the 
application of Karl von Clausewitz ' s  famous formulation that "war is politics 
pursued by other means ." Perhaps the maj or i mpetus leading to such consid
erations was the scale and sheer barbarity evident in  the conduct of the First 
World War itself. Nonetheless,  special attention was focused on the policies of 
the Turkish Ottoman Empire toward its Armenian minority popUlation from 
19 1 5  onward. As Vakahn N. Dadrian summarized the situation : 

In 1 9 1 5, the leaders of the Turkish Empire put into action a plan to 
remove and exterminate its Armenian population of approximately 
1 , 800,000 persons . The Turks were not particular about the methods 
they employed to this end: of at least a million and a half Armenians 
forced to leave their homes, supposedly to be deported, from 600,000 
to 800,000 were murdered before ever reaching their destinations.  
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Descriptions of this massacre clearly indicate an attempt to deliber
ately, systematically exterminate all or most of this group. \ 0  

Attempts to come to grips with the ramifications of the Turkish horror 
fell somewhat naturally upon the League of Nations. The League, not unlike 
the academic organizations from which it drew expertise and guidance, lacked 
any sort of formal conceptualization that could accommodate what had tran
spired. Casting about for a basis in extant law from which to develop a legalistic 
proscription of conduct such as that visited on the Armenians, the League' s  
scholars were forced to make do with Article 22 of the 1 907 (Fourth) Hague 
Convention: "The right of belligerents to adopt means of injuring the enemy is 
not unlimited . . . .  " Consequently. intellectualization of the destruction of the 
Armenians was made to run in channels describing the Turks as being on one 
side of the war (aligned with Germany), while the Armenians, being of 
"Russian" descent, were consigned to being on the other (allied) side. 

If the description thus tendered failed to match the circumstances that 
occurred, neither did the corrective legislation produced at the 1 929 Geneva 
Convention on the Rules of War. Although an entire battery of international 
law was created to protect civilians in time of war, its provisions were designed 
essentially to accommodate the civilian population of one country when in
vaded by another, or the civilians of one nation trapped by a sudden declaration 
of war within the territory of another (hostile) power. Not much was said 
concerning the possibility that a given country might unleash its armed power 
upon its own citizenry, or that civilians might well be liquidated en masse by 
military or other means during periods not typically understood as constituting 
"times of war." 

The Geneva Convention was, of course, following an honorable tradition 
dating back at least to the third century AD, with the famous pronouncement 
of St. Augustine of Hippo that war might be divided into two types: just and 
unjust. While it was the duty of moral men to pursue just warfare, it was equally 
their duty to refuse participation in unjust wars, and to punish those who 
nonetheless chose to pursue them. The intent of the Convention, at least in part, 
was to define actions such as those undertaken by the Turks as clearly consti
tuting "unjust war," and therefore to be illegal. Nevertheless, it was apparent 
almost from the outset that the supposed remedy was a failure. 

The rise and consolidation of Hitlerian Germany ultimately crystallized 
what was bothersome and lacking in the League' s  appreciation of what had 
occurred in Turkey. By 1 944, Professor Raphael Lemkin had coined a new 
word to describe the phenomenon and had provided a remarkably lucid and 
sensitive definition (for a first effort) : 

Generally speaking, genocide does not necessarily mean the imme
diate destruction of a nation, except when accomplished by mass 
killings of all members of a nation . It is rather intended to signify a 
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coordinated plan of different actions aimed at the essential founda

tions of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the 
groups themselves . The objectives of such a plan would be the 
disintegration of the political and social institutions of culture, 
language, national groups,  and the destruction of the personal secu
rity, liberty, health, dignity and even the lives of the individuals 
belonging to such groups. Genocide is directed against individuals, 

not in  their individual capacity,  but as members of the national 

group. 1 1  

Elsewhere in his seminal treatise, Lernkin noted that "Genocide has two 
phases :  one, destruction of the national pattern of the oppressed group ; the 
other, the imposition of the national pattern of the oppressor." 1 2  He also called 
for the establishment of "[p]rocedural machinery for the extradition of [war] 
criminals '" [and] an adequate machinery for the international protection of 
national and ethnic groups. "  1 3 

In light of the dimensions of the Holocaust accompanying the Second 
World War, Lemkin' s pioneering analysis and suggestions began to bear fruit 
within two years . On December 1 1 , 1 946, the newly founded United Nations 
General Assembly passed Resolution 96(1), which stated in part: 

Genocide is  a denial of the right of existence of entire human groups 
as homicide is the denial of the right to life of individual human 
beings; such a denial of the right of existence shocks the conscience 
of mankind, results in great losses to humanity ill the furm of cuiturat 

and other contributions represented by these human groups, and is 
contrary to moral law and to the spirit and aim of the United Nations . 

And lest anyone misunderstand thal lilt: Generai Assembly was con
cerned only with the particular formes) of genocide visited upon Europe ' s  
"untermenschen" b y  the nazis, the Resolution continued: 

Many instances of such crimes of genocide have occurred when 

racial, religious , political and other groups have been destroyed, 

entirely or in part. (emphasis added) 

Finally, the Resolution concluded that " [t]he punishment of genocide is 
a matter of international concern." This language was endorsed by every nation 
participating in the formation of the United Nations, and no exception has been 
entered by any nation joining since. 

To be sure, the preoccupation of the international community during this 
period was with the punishment of the perpetrators of genocidal criminality 
inside the vanquished Third Reich. Accordingly, the first-and, to date, only
precedent of the desired international punishment for the crime of genocide was 
a series of trials, executions, and imprisonments of the nazi hierarchy at 
Nuremberg, Germany.  
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Ultimately, the "Nuremberg Doctrine" under which nazi and other World 
War II defendants were prosecuted encompassed three discrete areas of crimi
nality: 

• Crimes Against the Peace encompassed a range of acts broadly construed 
as indicating the planning or otherwise preparing for an unprovoked war 
(such as a war of conquest; generally termed "aggressive war"). 

• War Crimes included the actual waging of an aggressive war as well as 
violation of  specific tenets of codified international law such as focusing 
military attacks upon civilian targets , utilizing proscribed weapons, mis
treating prisoners of war, and so forth. 

• Crimes Against Humanity was taken to include actions directed against 
noncombatant populations for other than strictly military reasons .  These 
included imposing conditions of slave labor, massive forced relocation, 
deprivation of fundamental human rights, and the like. 

As Telford Taylor, U.S. Chief Counsel at Nuremberg tells  us ,  the third category 
was created specifically "to get at" the notion of genocide. 1 4 

Twenty-three nations adhered to the formal treaty instrument under 
which the Nuremberg trials were conducted, a proces s  which opened with 
Justice Robert H. Jackson stating that "if it is to serve any useful purpose it 
must condemn aggression by any other nations, including those who now sit 
here in jUdgement." Upon completion of the trials,  the U.N. General Assembly 
affirmed "the principles of international law" embodied in their administra
tion . I 5  When the Nuremberg criminal proceedings ended in 1 950, Taylor 
estimated conservatively that some 10,000 persons, two-thirds of them in 
Europe, had been tried. 1 6 

Even as the Nuremberg trials proceeded, the United Nations was ener
getically considering measures to provide a fuller and more precise codification 
of the crime of genocide under international law than that provided by the 
aforementioned Crimes Against Humanity category which was felt to overlap 
too much with war crimes and to deal inadequately with group destruction 
rather than group abuse as a crime. On March 28, 1947, the U.N. Economic 
and Social Council passed Resolution 47 (IV), calling upon the Secretary 
General to draw up a draft convention on genocide. The secretariat' s draft 
document (U.N. Document N362) was duly generated, pushed through the 
organization ' s  various review and revision processes, and, in 1 948, became the 
United Nations Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide. 

Although the Convention was severely weakened in its passage from 
draft to final form by the political necessity of accommodating an array of 
objections to various provisions from a number of actions (most notably from 
the United S tates), 1 7  i t  still offered sufficient latitude for thoughtful interpreters 
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to begin to systematically recognize genocide when it occurred, at least in 
particular major contours . Genocide was specified to be those actions that affect 
an identifiable racial, ethnic, or religious group, whether in whole or in part, in 
the following ways :  

A) Killing members of the group. 
B)  Causing serious bodily and mental harm to members of the group. 
C) Del iberately inflicting on the group conditions of l ife calculated to 
bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part. 
D) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group. 
E) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. 

In addition, not only was the actual execution of these actions considered 
criminal within the meaning of the Convention, conspiracy to commit such acts 
and incitement of others to commit such acts were also held to be crimes. 

The Convention provides that "[ aJny contracting party may call  upon the 
competent organs of the United Nations to take such action under the Charter 
of the United Nations as they consider appropriate for the prevention and 
suppression of acts of genocide." It also  binds the contracting parties to "pledge 
themselves in such cases to grant extradition in accordance with their laws and 
treaties in force." Further: 

Persons charged with genocide or any other acts enumerated [in the 
Convention] shall be tried by competent tribunal of the State i n  the 
territory of which the act was committpn . or by s!.!ch 1�tem:lti8 .. a! 
tribunal as may have jurisdiction with respect to those Contracting 
Parties which shall have accepted its jurisdiction. 

With overwhelming intem�tionp-l ratif!c:!tior.. of the Corr\'-�ntioi"l eS Sei1-

tially committing most of the world to abide by its content on pain of criminal 
prosecution, and with the precedent of a full-fledged international tribunal 
similar to that posited in the Convention having just convened in Nuremberg, 1 8  

the United Nations then proceeded not t o  follow u p  with hammering out the 
precise  jurisdictional mechanism(s) through which all this might be facilitated. 
Perhaps the most compelling reason for this sudden loss of momentum was the 
flat refusal of the United States to ratify the Convention (the only major nation 
to refuse) on the grounds that it would "interfere with exercise of its national 
sovereignty ." 19  The Convention has since languished, an ineffectual and rhe
torical gesture, little more. The U.N. forum, a vehicle which should have yielded 
a significant broadening, deepening, and maturing of the general understanding 
of genocide over the past four decades ,  has proved itself barren. To date, there 
has been no further formal development of the conceptualization of genocide 
within the United Nations ; needless to say, there has been no genocide-related 
s anction applied, never mind indictment or prosecution of perpetrators of 
genocide, under U.N. auspices since the Convention went into effect. 
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. In retrospect, the minimal progress in dealing with genocide i s  perhaps 
not surprising. The same United States that had played a major role in emascu
lating the secretariat' s draft convention before scuttling it altogether was soon 
busily obtaining the early release from prison of many nazi criminals that the 
international tribunal it had been so instrumental in forming had convicted and 
sentenced. 20 As Ladislas Farago summed up the situation :  

In  the early fifties, the Allies magnanimously amnestied thousands 
of Nazi criminals, the exact circumstances of which represent a 
festering but carefully concealed scandal. As the Cold War was 
heating up, in a process begun in 1 946 by Secretary of State James 
F. Byrnes and inspired by Dean Acheson, the United States shifted 
its traditional alignment in Europe from Britain and France to the 
renascent Germany of Konrad Adenauer. The great pied piper of 
Bonn (whose own chief aide was a former Nazi official who had 
drafted the lethal anti-Jewish laws) promoted the idea, at first subtly, 
then vigorously, that the wholesale prosecution of Nazis was putting 
"a heavy psychological burden on the rearmament problem" in the 
course of West Germany' s  rehabilitation for its role i n  the "defense 
of Western Europe ."2 1  

Theoretical Forays 
With legalistic channels at least temporarily denuded of potential, con

sideration of genocide in any meaningful sense became the domain of 
academics .  Much of this work was sterile, consisting of a seemingly endless 
recapitulation of the horrors of Auschwitz and Babi Yar, perpetual dissections 
of this and that aspect of  the nazi death-delivery mechanisms, and a constant 
righteous belaboring of the obvious: the form of genocide peculiar to nazi 
Germany could never be allowed to happen again. 

Of course, there were flashes of brilliance within the gloom, as when 
Hannah Arendt remarked upon "the banality of evil" in her study of Adolf 
Eichmann, a major player in the nazi genocide. Her point was that, rather than 
being some sort of "outlaw aberration," nazidom and the individuals who by 
and large composed it were dull, ordinary, and well within a conventional 
"business as usual" status quo: 

[We] are forced to conclude that Eichmann acted fully within the 
kind of judgement required of him:  he acted in accordance with the 
rule, examined the order given to him for its "manifest" legality, 
namely regularity ; he did not fall back upon his "conscience," since 
he was not one of those who was unfamiliar with the laws of his 
country. 22 
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From this, it might be argued that the primary basis for the popular 
perception of the nazi s '  unique culpability lay, not with their patent deviation 
from the norms of civilized behavior, but with their advancement of certain 
forms of it "to excess ." To this extent, genocide would be a much more widely 
practiced activity than most people (or governments) would be comfortable in 
admitting. Such an analysis would conform well to Adolf Hitler' s own impres
sion that he was basing his racial policies upon earlier models, notably those 
of Bri tain in handling the Boers and the United States '  treatment of American 
Indian s  during the nineteenth century.23 

Having opened the intellectual door slightly toward examining genocide 
as a phenomenon possessing at least a potentially broad range of forms and 
permutations that extend across a wide array of societies ,  and having been rather 
thoroughly chastised by a number of scholars within her own Jewish commu
nity for her efforts , Arendt abruptly abandoned the field .  Scarcely a year after 
her Eichmann foray, she was at work negating the import of her own glimpse 
at the face of genocidal reality and reinforcing the conventional wi sdom that 
insi sted on the link between genocide and "totalitarianism" being absolute : 

At this point the fundamental difference between the totalitarian and 
all other concepts of law comes to light. Totalitarian policy does not 
replace one set of laws with another, does not establish its own 
consensus juris, does not create, by one revolution, a new form of 
legality. Its defiance of all ,  even its own positive laws implies that 
it believes it can do without any consensus juris whatever. . .. It can 
do without the consensus juris because it promises to release the 
fulfillment of law from all action and will of man.24 

In other words, Arendt' s final explanation of Eichmann and genocide l ay 
precisely in the very "outlaw" social characteris tics she herself had so clearly 
and firmly rejected by previously describing him as being so commonplace as 
to be b anal . Perhaps such a gross contradiction in Arendt' s  otherwise acute 
perceptions can be accounted for in what must have been the utterly terrifying 
realization that, if Eichmann could truly be said to symbolize "everyman," then 
genocide must be an integral aspect even of the society in which she found 
herself. Unable to countenance the possibility of genocide as a norm rather than 
an aberration, she beat a hasty if not altogether tenable inte llectual retreat. 

Others, however, did pick up Arendt' s  i nitial theme. Irving Louis 
Horowitz, for example, announced in  the introduction to his monograph on the 
subject (dedicated to Arendt) that "Genocide is not simply a sporadic or random 
event such as the Katyn Forest Massacre in which 1 5 ,000 Polish troops were 
presumed to have been destroyed by the Red Army during World War II. In . 
addition to its systematic character, genocide must be conducted with the 
approval of, if not direct intervention by, the state apparatus .

, ,25 Having thus 
allowed for a possible proliferation of genocidal activities well beyond the 
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definitional constraints typically applied, Horowitz proceeded to utilize illus
trative examples of what he held to be genocides as diverse as the violencia in 
Colombia, the United States' handling of its "Indian question," and Idi Amin's 
performance in Uganda, in addition to such standard fare as the 1915 Turkish 
slaughter of Armenians, the Holocaust, and the Stalinist policy of reducing 
nationalities. 

Horowitz also attempted to go beyond the definitional characteristics of 
the U.N. Convention, rendering a description of genocide which would be more 
functional in terms of perceiving and understanding when genocide occurred, 
if not to prevent or punish it: 

In addition to the legal definition of genocide, it is necessary to add 
a sociological dimension. Two points must be subsumed under such 
a heading: first, genocide represents a systematic effort over time to 
liquidate a national population, usually a minority; second, it func
tions as fundamental political policy to assure participation by the 
citizenry.26 

He goes on to note, "There are exceptions to each point. Sometimes, as 
it is in the apartheid policy of South Africa, it is the minority that practices 
forms of genocide on the majority. Also, there are many cases in which overt 
statements of a government only vaguely reflect its covert actions, for instance, 
the case of Soviet policy toward its national minorities.'>27 Additionally, "A 
formal distinction between genocide and assassination is also required. Geno
cide is ... a structural and systematic destruction of innocent people by a state 

bureaucratic apparatus" (emphasis in the original).28 

In the third, expanded, edition of his book, Horowitz added much that 
was of a purely polemical nature-that is, subscribing to the "Free W orId" 
posture inherent to the cold warrior, thereby ignoring much and elsewhere 
insisting upon driving round pegs into square holes-hence diluting the sharp
ness of its initial impact upon the mythology of genocide.29 Nonetheless, he 
did include another essay that represented a significant contribution toward 
clarifying the meaning of the term. Entitled "Genocide and Holocaust: On the 
Exclusivity of Collective Death," this short piece virtually demolished the 
major tenets advanced by Emil Fackenheim, perhaps the leading proponent of 
the zionist "exclusivity of the Jewish experience" idea.30 Again, the door to a 
broader understanding of genocide has been wedged open, if only slightly. 

Horowitz had called for the incorporation of genocide as a central issue 
of the social sciences and pointed to "the possibility of defining the state not in 
terms of communism, liberalism, or conservatism, but to what degree it permits 
the official and arbitrary termination of the lives of its citizens.

,,31 But it may 
be safely asserted that precious few scholars have followed this lead, including 
Horowitz himself (it is instructive that he deleted this phrase from later versions 
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of his own material).32 Consequently, the prevailing definition(s) of genocide 
remain lacking. 

Definitional Problems 

A central difficulty inherent to present conceptualizations of genocide 
goes to a contradiction embedded in the juridical logic applied to the initial 
[ormulation(s) of the term. Having likened genocide to murder (albeit of a group 
rather than of an individual) in its description, the United Nations promptly 
dropped this illuminating parallel, stating that, "In the present Convention, 
genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in 
whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group" (emphasis 
added). 

Following the original analogy with the crime of murder, what was 
ultimately described in the Convention as constituting the crime of genocide 
parallels only murder in the first degree (that is, murder committed with intent 
and premeditation, the worst and most severely punished type). The question 
that must be posed now is whether the United Nations was attempting to 
proscribe and penalize the actual destruction of groups, or the intentions of the 
perpetrators. Since all accounts (and U.N. records) bear out that the United 
Nations desired to achieve the former rather than the latter result, using the word 
"intent" becomes extremely problematic. 

In developed statutory codes such as that of the United States, it is clearly 
acknowledged that murder can be and is often accomplished in a range of 
degrees. Only first degree murder requires intent, a subjective and exceedingly 
difficult factor to prove in most cases. Thus, there is a second degree of murder 
covering actions where the death of the victim is not necessarily sought or 
desired by the perpetrator, but where death occurs while the perpetrator is 
engaged in some other form of suspect or illegal behavior. There is also a third 
degree of murder, often called "negligent homicide," where the death of the 
victim is not directly intended but results from the irresponsible or insensitive 
conduct of the perpetrator.33 

Finally, there is a non-murder category covering inflicted deaths, usually 
called "manslaughter," in which it is held that the perpetrator definitely does 
not seek or desire the death of the victim, but that the victim is killed through 
the poor judgment of the perpetrator. In general, all actions resulting in the death 
of another are construed as culpable (and punishable) in common law unless 
there is clear evidence that the killer acts in self-defense, forestalling a poten
tially lethal threat forthcoming from the victim. "Justifiable homicide" is then 
held to pertain. 

This formulation of the criminal code is quite consistent with the elev
enth-century strictures on universal mayhem advanced by St. Thomas Aquinas 
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in his Summa Theologiae: "It is to them that it belongs to bear the sword in 
combats for the defense of the State against external enemies ... those attacked 
must, to a fault, deserve to be attacked ... [and] those who wage wars justly have 
peace as the object of their intention." It also accords with slightly less archaic 
principles such as Francisco Suarez's observation that defensive war is always 
just because "the right of self-defense is a natural and necessary one.

,,34 

Further, the multifaceted structure of the code concerning homicide 
allows for the cognitive apprehension of victimization in a variety of forms 
rather than locking the analyst/observer into entirely subjective-or even 
conjectural--estimations of the intentions of the victimizer(s). That this more 
sensitive and rational approach to defining genocide was avoided by the United 
Nations is in many ways inexplicable. The confusion and arcane debate (How 
many angels can dance on the head of a pin?) engendered by its flawed 
formulation, on the other hand, seems beyond any doubt.35 

In pursuit of the proof of intent to establish genocide as required by the 
United Nations, quite serious analysts of the question have become obsessed 
with locating systemic instruments designed to directly and efficiently obtain 
genocidal results. Horowitz, to name a prime example, uses the word "system· 
atic" no less than 54 times in one 3 I-page effort to explain what is required to 
make "genocidal society.

,,36 All of this leads, sometimes inadvertently or even 
reluctantly, back to the flimsy premise that genocide must be identified by its 
structural correspondence to the forms exhibited in the Third Reich. It omits 
altogether the possibility (indeed, probability) that such specifically focused 
evidence may may not be present in a given instance of genocide. 

No less, it evades the fact that governments, the same as murderers, are 
quite capable of masking and/or lying about both the nature of their actions and 
the intentions underpinning them. One can hardly expect that every incidence 
of genocide will be accompanied by the clear record of intentions offered by 
nazi Germany. Even in that case, as Davis and Zannis have pointed out: 

If the genocide convention had been in force in Hitler's time, he 

almost certainly could be expected to have replied to charges of 

genocide in the following manner: "Quite the contrary, I abhor 

genocide and worked in a singular effort to punish and prevent 
dangerous elements in the Jewish community who were engaged in 

a sinister plot to wipe out the entire Aryan race. No one has worked 

harder than I to uphold the genocide convention and I wholeheart

edly subscribe to it.
,m 

Such a contentious and restrictive environment concerning what can and 
cannot rightly be viewed as truly genocidal activity has engendered consider· 
able trepidation on the part of many individuals concerned with the issue. Lord 
Bertrand Russell, who was well aware of the semantic and definitional pitfalls 
involved in deploying genocide as a charge under international law, to give but 
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one prominent example, chose to impanel his 1967 tribunal investigating U.S. 
conduct in Vietnam as a body to inquire into possible war crimes rather than 
genocide per se. This led to a lengthy examination of American bombing 
patterns, deployment of certain types of ordnances, and the like, as well as to 
an attempt to assemble a battery of charges on the waging of aggressive war 
and crimes a�ainst the peace, similar in their particulars to those brought at 
Nuremberg.3 

Insofar as the Russell Tribunal was taken seriously-and it was, as is 
evidenced by the side range of U.S. intellectual debate it sparked (or which at 
least cited it extensively), a matter that became of more than passing interest to 
the U.S. government-it was immediately drawn into a quagmire of protocol 
and stipulations within the relatively highly evolved Laws of War. This led 
Telford Taylor, an expert on the subject and rather sympathetic to the tribunal's 
aims, to conclude on a point-by-point basis that the legal logic imbedded in 
the charges was faulty or impossible under existing treaties and conventions. 
Although he never quite brought himself to employ the word genocide, Taylor 
did observe that Crimes Against Humanity seemed a more fruitful avenue of 
pursuit, and that the Russell Tribunal was missing the mark in hammering at 
the notion of war crimes.39 

It was left to Jean-Paul Sartre, the tribunal's executive president, to 
essentially concur with Taylor's assessment and to go beyond it. Altering the 
apparent thrust of the tribunal's findings, Sartre branded the nature of the U.S. 
actions in Southeast Asia as genocide, without equivocation or mitigation. In 
its essence, Sartre's thesis was as radical as it was simple. The proof of 
genocide, he asserted, lies in the results of policy, not in the intentions by which 
it may be undertaken. The fact of Vietnamese decimation in itself established 
that genocide was occurring in Indochina, regardless of the U.S. government's 
oft-stated rationale that its intent was to liberate the Vietnamese and safegmud 
their freedom. Negative intentions need not be proven, Sartre held, in order to 
observe that negative results attended given policies; and it is the results-not 
the intentions-which are at issue.4o 

Moreover, he continued, intent itself seemed sufficiently established by 
the fact that the United States was determined to fight a counter-insurgency 
war in Vietnam. It is axiomatic within military doctrine that suppression of a 
bona fide popular insurgency entails eliminating "the sea" in which the insur
gents swim, that is, the conduct of warfare on the populations rather than 
military formations per se. This, Sartre points out, is an inherently genocidal 
proposition accepted willingly by the Americans from the moment General 
William Westmoreland undertook his "strategy of massive attrition." The 
United States was clearly perpetrating genocide in Southeast Asia; whether this 
waslis a crime prosecutable under existing international law waslis another 
question.41 
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Following Sartre' s breakthrough, reference to American genocidal prac
tices in Indochina became quite common,42 as did reference to related 
categories (some of them virtually coined for the occasion), such as "eco
cide.'

,43 At the level of international law, not much was done other than the 
entering of a pair of resolutions, one on November 29, 1972, and the other on 
December 9, 1974, that might be viewed as attempts to curtail under the Laws 
of War certain military practices upon which the United States relied heavily 
in Indochina. The first of these, Resolution 2932 A (XXVII), deplores the use 
of napalm and other incendiary weapons in all conflicts. The second, Resolution 
3255 B (XXIX), condemns the use of these weapons in circumstances which 
affect human beings or may cause damage to the environment and/or natural 
resources; all states are urged to refrain from production, stockpiling, prolifera
tion, and use of such weapons.44 

In essence, the definitional problems associated with the concept of 
genocide that led to such intellectual convolutions as sketched above could be 
reasonably and easily resolved by simply following the prescriptions estab
lished through the statutory codes on murder, the crime to which genocide has 
been compared all along. We will then be able to confront the specter of group 
destruction without becoming inevitably mired in considerations of govern
ment intentions, whether they matter (other than to establish the degree of 
criminality involved), whether given actions would be more appropriately or 
fruitfully termed war crimes than genocide, and so forth. 

A Typology of Genocide 
With certain modifications, the existing U.N. Convention could be util

ized for purposes of offering a more adequate definition. Perhaps the easiest in 
this connection would be the elimination of the emphasis on demonstrating 
intent. More difficult (though possibly not, as the United States-apparently 
the major obstruction in this regard-only ratified the Convention in February 
1986, and may therefore be in less of a position to object than was the case in 
1947) would be the reinsertion of the two major deletions from the original 
secretariat's draft convention: 

1) The two aspects of cultural genocide originally broken out in their own 
right would become points f and g of the acts of genocide enumerated under 
Article III of the Convention; and 

2) Article III would conclude with the observation that genocidal proc
esses might be considered in a twofold light rather than being restricted to overt 
destruction only.45 

Finally, it seems likely that an entirely new article will need to be written 
and inserted into the Convention before it can assume true functional utility, 
either definitionally or juridically. This would be designed to articulate the 
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varying types or degrees of genocide possible, and should probably echo the 
gradient statutory code pertaining to individuated murder: 

Genocide in the First Degree would encompass instances where 
clear intent to commit genocide was evident, could be docu
mented/proven, and where the systematic/efficient focus of policy 
and resources toward accomplishment of genocide has occurred. 
Historical examples of this degree of genocide, which may serve to 
orient us to it, might be that undertaken by nazi Germany, the USSR 
under Stalin, and much of U.S. conduct towards its aboriginal 
population during the nineteenth century. 

Genocide in the Second Degree would encompass instances where 
intent to commit genocide per se is unclear, but where genocide 
occurred while its perpetrator was engaged in otherwise criminal 
activities such as the waging of aggressive war, territorial expropria
tion, etc. Historical examples of this degree of genocide would 
include the U.S. "effort" in Southeast Asia, the Turkish reduction of 
Armenians, the military strategy directed toward its Algerian colony 
by France during the late 1950s, and Japanese policies in occupied 
China before and during the Second World War.46 

Genocide in the Third Degree would encompass instances where 
genocidally specific intent is probably lacking, and where the per
petrator is not otherwise engaging in activities judged to be illegal, 
but-through recklessness, insensitivity, or some combination-the 
perpetrator allows genocide to occur as an "inevitable by-product" 
of its national activities (water diversion, mineral extraction, and 
other forms of majority group "development" come immediately to 
mind as the possible generative processes in this regard). Historical 
examples of this sort of genocide are aspects of forced collectiviza
tion in China, some elements of the Khmer Rouge "autogenocide" 
in Kampuchea, much of twentieth -century U.S. and Canadian policy 
towards their Indian populations, twentieth-century Australian and 
New Zealand policies towards their aboriginal populations, and 
Vietnamese practice regarding the so-called Montagnard population 
of the Annamese Cordillera. 

Genocide in the Fourth Degree, which should be viewed as corre
sponding to manslaughter rather than murder, would accommodate 
instances where intent, other forms of criminality, and reckless 
insensitivity are all unclear or lacking, but where genocide nonethe
less occurs. Such cases, where poor (or arrogant) judgement is at 
issue rather than overt maliciousness, might seem fewer than in the 
other three categories, but include U.S. assimilation and termination 
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programs directed at American Indians ("for their own good") in the 

twentieth century, certain Arab "development" efforts extended at 
the South Sahara Bedouins, aspects of the Soviet collectivization 

experience, and so on.47 

While such a multilayered gradient of criminality would do much to 
release the concept of genocide from its present straightjacket of definition, it 
would in itself do little to resolve the jurisdictional problems associated with 
enforcement of the convention, as with other elements of international law . This 
seems all the more true in a period when the president of the United States, for 
example, has suggested that World Court authority extends no further than the 
arbitration of trade matters between nation-states,48 and that ratification of the 
Genocide Convention itself may now be undertaken without fear of its ultimate 
enforcement. 

It is all well and good to argue, as Richard Falk has, that "[t]he President 
is bound to act in accordance with governing law, including international law. 
The customary and treaty norms of international law enjoy the status of 'the 
laws of the land' and the President has no discretion to violate these norms in 
the course of pursuing objectives of foreign policy.,

,49 The suggestion that 
violations of international standards are, or should be, accommodated within 
the domestic laws of each nation is of course accurate, and would go far toward 
solving the dilemma of jurisdiction. If accepted on its merits, it would also lead 
undoubtedly toward the consolidation of a viable World Court system in the 
future. 

We are, however, confronted with the sad fact that Nuremberg remains 
the sole instance of the effective prosecution of national policymakers (as 
opposed to occasional enlisted marines or low-ranking officers) for engaging 
in the sort of illegality really at issue. It is also self-evident that we cannot rely 
on the absolute military defeat of any government guilty of genocide as an 
expedient to seeing justice done and the crime deterred. In a formal sense, then, 
the jurisdictional question may be so problematic as to seem to thwart the 
purpose of improving upon present understanding of genocide (or crimes 
against humanity, war crimes, etc.). 

A possible way out of this apparent impasse is pointed out by Falk when 
he notes that a strictly formal application of legalism, which he terms "the 
indictment model," is hardly the only means of bringing the law to bear. To the 
contrary, he rightly contends that "a conception of crime based on a commu
nity's obligation to repudiate certain forms of governmental behavior and the 
consequent responsibility of individuals and groups to resist policies involving 
this behavior" is often more effective, especially as regards application of 
international law.50 

Indeed, while the formal prosecution of government, military, and cor
porate leaders for all manner of violations of international law has languished 
since 1950, Falk's "responsibility model" has seen considerable active service. 
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One need only examine the outcome of the political careers of Lyndon B. 
Johnson and Richard M. Nixon in the United States to acquire a glimpse of the 
potential afforded by Falk's thesis. More sharply, the assignment of individual 
responsibility to Indira Gandhi for her policies vis-a-vis India's Sikh religious 
community is also instructive. 

Viewed in this light, an improved codification of genocide, allowing for 
a more sensitive and flexible interpretation of the phenomenon as well as a far 
broader range of culpability than is presently the case in international law, 
would be an extremely hopeful sign. Augmented as it surely would be by 
elaboration from disciplines such as sociology and political science, a typologi
cal recodification of the Genocide Convention would go far toward providing 
an adequate conceptual basis for an effective global consensus juris vis-a-vis 
genocide in all its ugly manifestations. Surely such a development cannot be 
other than a positive step towards the humane world order system called for so 
eloquently by Falk and others.51 

Additional Difficulties 

Establishment of the sort of flexible and graduated schema of culpability 
in the perpetration of genocide proposed in the preceding section can achieve 
something of its full utility only when two further conceptual barriers are 
overcome. These can be viewed as associated with ideas of genocide being an 
act or process of some specific magnitude (vast numbers of bodies must be 
generated by a genocide) and employing a specific methodology (killing people 
outright). Each assumption will be examined in tum so that it may be responded 
to and be useful to those who would challenge the "appropriateness" of certain 
of the illustrations accompanying the typology. Although there is nothing in 
present legal language or in serious theoretical studies concerning genocide that 
posits scale of destruction as a criterion, popular conception seems to hold that 
without vast numbers of bodies whatever has occurred cannot appropriately be 
considered as constituting that particular crime. No doubt this situation derives 
from an understandable (and perhaps subconscious) association of the term 
itself specifically with the Holocaust. Nonetheless, as was noted earlier, how
ever understandable such associations may be, they tend to muddle rather than 
clarify the issue. 

If an effective model of community responsibility is ever to emerge, the 
circumstances involved in the genocidal context must be understood as that an 
identifiable group of people as such is being or has been destroyed, regardless 
of the size of that group. The literal number of individual people slaughtered 
in a given process is not in itself indicative of genocide; there is no magical 
"body count" below which genocide cannot rightly be said to exist. While the 
scale of destruction will necessarily run into millions when a large group such 
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as the Khmers or Jews is targeted, the numbers of victims involved in the 
genocide of smaller peoples such as culturally distinct indigenous tribal peoples 
around the world may amount to only a few thousand or, in some cases, even 
a few hundred. 

Thus it does not make sense to argue that the destruction of approximatel y 
one-third of the total Jewish population in the 1940s is somehow a "greater 
crime" or "worse" than the destruction of perhaps 80 percent of the total 
Cheyenne population during the 1860s and 1870s. Granted, in the former case, 
upwards of 6 million individuals were killed while in the latter instance the 
figure may well be less than 3,000. But in terms of group destruction, the 
subsequent ability of the Jewish people to recover and sustain itself as a group 

was obviously much greater than that of the Cheyennes. This is not a calculation 
to be taken lightly if genocide is to be comprehended in its rightful sense as 
group destruction, rather than as merely a fancy-labeled version of the rather 
clearer-cut crime of mass murder. 

From this perspective, historical examples of genocide begin to prolifer
ate. Horowitz mentions the British destruction of the Zulus during the 
nineteenth century, as well as Belgian policies toward the tribal people of 
present-day Zaire which were implemented during the same period.52 The 
holocaust perpetrated by the Spanish in the Caribbean, in which the Tainos, for 
example, were obliterated, also comes to mind. Similarly, there is the utter and 
complete Spanish destruction of Aztec and other tribal societies flourishing in 
sixteenth-century Mexico, as well as the British demolition of native Hawaiian 
culture, the "conquest" of the Maoris of New Zealand, and the "settlement" of 
Australia's aboriginal interior. U.S. history is also replete with instances other 
than the example of the Cheyenne: the "removal" of the so-called Five 
Civilized Tribes from the southeast during the 1830s is a salient example, as 
are the Round Valley Wars in California and the Kit Carson Campaign against 
the Navajo later in the century. Clearly, the list could go on and on.53 

It is important to bear in mind when engaging in such considerations that 
we are by no means restricted to the arena of historical inquiry. Entirely similar 
processes are at work in the contemporary setting. Norman Lewis has this 
example of Brazil during the 1970s: 

The huge losses sustained by the Indian tribes in this tragic decade 
were catalogued. Of 19,000 Munducurus believed to have existed in 
the thirties, only 1,200 were left. The strength of the Guaranis had 
been reduced from 5,000 to 300. There were 400 Carajas left out of 
4,000. Of the Cintas Largas, who had been attacked from the air and 
driven into the mountains, possibly 500 survived out of 10,000. The 
proud and noble nation of the Kadiweus-the Indian Cavaliers-had 
shrunk to a pitiful scrounging band of about 200. A few hundred 
only remained of the formidable Chavantes, who prowled in the 
background of Peter Fleming's Brazilian journey, but they had been 
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reduced to mission fodder-the same melancholy fate which had 

overtaken the Bororos, who had helped change Levi Strauss's views 

on the nature of human evolution. Many tribes were now represented 
by a single family, a few by one or two individuals. Some, like the 

Tapiunas-in this case from a gift of sugar laced with arsenic-had 
disappeared altogether. It is estimated that between 50,000 and 

100,000 Indians survive today. Brazil's leading social historian 

believes that not a single one will be alive by 1980.54 

The Brazilian social historian referred to by Lewis was somewhat off on 
his timetable, though not in the spirit of his projection, as is evidenced by the 
fact that the Brazilian government is still quite busy killing Indians today. 55 
Nor is Brazil alone in its lethal policies towards Indians-as Indians-in the 
topical context. Richard Arens has compiled a volume detailing the slaughter 
of the Ache people of Paraguay in which a contributor notes that: 

I can state that at least 343 persons have been killed outright or 

enslaved and induced to die between September 1968 and June 

1973 .... Turning from these minimum figures '" one must note that 

at least three Northern Ache tribes have disappeared between 1968 
and 1972, either through killing or kidnapping, by private or official 

hunts .... In my judgment, it is reasonable to say that approximately 
50 percent of Northern Ache men, women and children have been 

wiped out by disease, despair and murder between 1962 and 1972. 
All these figures refer exclusively to the Northern Ache. I have no 

exact data about the Ache living further to the south. It seems highly 

probable, however, that they too have been the victims of massacre 

and enslavement.56 

Elsewhere in the same volume, Elie Wiesel, one of the great students of 
the Holocaust, having first acknowledged that he had always resisted any sort 
of comparison to the genocide of European Jewry, professed that the record in 
Paraguay was sufficient to alter his assessment and that "our society prefers not 
to know anything about all that. Silence everywhere. Hardly a few words in the 
press. Nothing is discussed at the United Nations, or among the politicized 
intellectuals or the moralists. The great conscience kept quiet."S7 Well inten
tioned though he undoubtedly was, Wiesel dramatically underestimated the 
legacy of confusion concerning the meaning of genocide created by 30-odd 
years of insistence upon "the uniqueness of the Jewish experience" he himself 
had done so much to create. "The great consciences," by-and-Iarge, preferred 
to debate whether the Ache example was significant enough, or monumental 
enough even to warrant "proper" identification as a genocide. 

The situation is hardly unique. Noam Chomsky, to name but one exam
ple, has consistently encountered such seman tical polemics, beginning with his 
efforts to expose the decimation of h'Mong tribesmen in Laos during the 
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mid- 1960s.58 This has continued up through his attempts to alert people to the 
impact of the Indonesian invasion and occupation of East Timor during the late 
1970s.59 Even the Public Broadcasting System has been accused of "termino
logical overkill" when, in a 1984 documentary film, it described the wanton 
destruction of Guatemalan Indians as being "a hidden holocaust." 

The Americas, of course, are not the only--or even necessarily the 
primary-locale in which "small scale" exterminations have occurred, are 
occurring, or will occur in the future. There is every indication that similarly 
horrible events occur in virtually every corner of the planet. This is all the more 
reason why it should be unequivocally asserted that, simply because a group 
may be small and "marginal," its physical eradication is no less genocidal than 
on the rare occasions when larger groups are targeted for extinction. 

Cultural Genocide 

Not only must juridical appreciations of genocide be steered clear of 
confinement to the concept of specific intent, popular conceptions of the 
phenomenon itself must also be guided away from butchery per se, regardless 
of scale. Here, a formulation offered by Richard Arens seems especially 
helpful: 

Genocide can take the form of what anthropologists have called 
deculturation, and it can involve the disintegration of some or all of 
the following: political and social institutions, culture, language, 
national feelings, religion, economic stability, personal security, 
liberty, health and dignity. It does not take much imagination to see 
death in the destruction of a population's health or economic stabil
ity. We need not, however, depend on imagination and empathy 
alone. Deculturation has been studied for decades, and its lethal 
effects have been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt.6o 

What Arens is describing is sometimes disparagingly referred to as 
"cultural genocide" by those who insist on seeing extermination factories and 
crematoria as "proof' that genocide is actually taking place. As Davis and 
Zannis have observed in this regard: 

One should not speak lightly of "cultural genocide" as if it were a 
fanciful invention .... The cultural mode of extermination is geno
cide, a crime. Nor should "cultural genocide" be used in the game: 
"Which is more horrible, to kill and torture; or, to remove the reason 
and will to live?" Both are horrible.61 

Actually, this case was well presented in 1948 by the Lebanese repre
sentative to the ad hoc committee revising the U.N. draft instrument on 
genocide. Commenting on the "actual and intentional destruction of a human 
group as such," he concluded that it was necessary to acknowledge that each 
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human group, definable as such, has a right to be considered as "an absolute 
entity which it would be criminal to attack." He also noted that world conscience 
was revolted by-or should be revolted by-"the thought of  the destruction of 
a group, even though the individual members survived,,62 (emphasis  added) .  

The key to the problem lies in  the use  of the term "destruction ." All too 
often this has been interpreted in the narrowest poss ible sense (that is ,  in the 
more or less immediate physical death of group members) a lthough thi s  i s  qui te 
i l logical even under existing descriptive language . The fi rst point of the 1948 
Convention that enumerated genocidal activities concerns the ki l ling of group 
members ; it would of course be redundant to proscribe it a second time, never 
mind five times over. Yet something other than sheer physical death has always 
been impl ied within the notion of group destruction. Davis and Zannis pose 
these questions : 

What constitutes the "death" of a group, which may disintegrate 
while the lives of its i ndividual members may proceed more or less 
i ntact?  Under what conditions may a group be "killed" or "de
stroyed"? Is there a "group existence," separate from the l ives of its 
members, which may follow a separate course unparal leled by the 
rights of its members? If so, can a "group" be defined is such a way 
as to spell out the conditions under which it can be "killed" or 
"destroyed

,,
?63 

The authors answer each question in the affirmative, c iting the original 
U.N. Secretariat' s draft convention which covered s uch "slow death measures," 
now termed "cultural genocide," as forced transfer of  children to another human 
group , forced and systematic exile of individuals representing the culture 
targeted, the prohibition on thf' ! ! <; f'  of B n Btional language, systematic destruc
tion of books printed in a national language, systematic des truction of historical 
or religious monuments (or their diversion to alien uses),  suppression of new 
publications concerning a definable group, destruction or dispersion of docu
ments or objects pertaining to the historical, artistic, and religious heritage of 
a targeted group, and the like. They then conclude that: 

A culture ' s  destruction is not a trifling matter.  . . .  If people suddenly 
lose their "prime symbol,"  the basis of their c ulture, their lives lose 
meaning . . . . A social disorganization often follows such loss ,  they are 
often unable to insure their own survival . . . .  The los s  and human 
suffering of those whose culture has been healthy and is suddenly 
attacked and disintegrated is incalculable . 64 

Since it was the United States ,  followed closely by Canada, which led 
the effort to delete such considerations from the Genocide Convention during 
the 1 947-48 draft revision process, we would do well to pay particular attention 
to possible motives for such obstructionism. Upon even superficial examina-
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tion, it is readily observable that both nations consistently engaged in what has 
been openly termed as "assimilationist policies" directed at indigenous popu
lations within their borders .  Aspects of these policies have and in many 
instances still include the legal suppression of indigenous religions and lan
guages ,  the unilateral supplanting of indigenous governmental forms, the 
compulsory "education" of indigenous  youth (often entailing their forced 
transfer to "boarding schools") in accordance with cultural and religious mores 
antithetical to their own, the unilateral imposition of definitions of group 
membership based upon "blood quantum" (eugenics) formulas rather than 
nationality, and the unilateral extension of "trust responsibility" (under the 
transparently neocolonial concept of plenary power) over the entire range of 
their affairs . Such policies make perfect sense when it is understood that the 
stated objective offorced assimilation is to bring about the complete dissolution 
of the targeted groups as such, causing their disappearance ("death") as 
individual members are absorbed into "mainstream society"; they are but 
clinical descriptions of the process  of cultural genocide.65 

Occasionally, such policies jell into a more blatantly physical form, as 
when the Canadian government drowns the homeland of the James Bay Cree 
in the world' s  largest hydroelectric project, the U.S.  government announces 
plans to forcibly relocate and disperse some 1 3 ,500 traditional Navajos from 
their homeland in Arizona in order to mine coal there, or  when either govern
ment announces the "termination" (the ending of legal existence) of an 
identified indigenous people.66 Again, cultural if not physical genocide is 
implicit in the Untied States having done 80 percent of its uranium production 
on Indian land since 1 960, thereby rendering the land base itself uninhabitable 
in many areas and ultimately forcing the dispersal of tribal groups .67 

More often, however, procedures of cultural genocide pioneered in North 
America seem to have become an item of export to countries sympathetic to 
such ideas of organization and development, bearing out Arendt' s thesis on the 
commonality, even banality, of genocidal evil to a degree and in ways she never 
envisioned. This is certainly the case in South Africa, as George M. Fredrickson 
has demonstrated compellingly .68 And virtually all of the Americas south of 
the Rio Grande have, to one extent or another, adopted North American 
assimilationist postures as a means of furthering the "development" of their 
indigenous populations ,  a situation clearly echoed in Australia, New Zealand, 
portions of Indonesia, and at various other points in the Pacific Basin.69 

Throughout the continent of Africa even the mos t  progressive govern
ments seem to have determined that "tribalism" is the greatest problem 
confronting the consolidation of the new nation-states . Often their boundaries 
were, ironically enough, demarcated across "problematic" tribal territories not 
by progressive Africans, but by their European colonizers in years gone by. 
Hence, "detribalization" (another word for assimilation) that was initially 
introduced by Europeans during the sixteenth century seems to have become 
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something of a continental priority, completing at an accelerated pace the 
process of emulsifying traditional African societies as such'?o 

As Richard Sklar put it ,  "tribalism is widely supposed to be the most 
formidable barrier to national unity in Africa . . .  [and] nearly every African state 
has at least one serious problem of ethnic or regional separation .

, ,7 !  One need 
only look to the writings of Ghana' s Kwame Nkrumah, in expositions intended 
not only to explain the policies of his  own government but to chart a course for 
all of progressive Africa, to fi nd S klar ' s perception val idated.72 More con
cretely, there is Julius Nyerere' s plan of village collectivization advanced under 
the Arusha Declaration. Initiated in Tanzania in 1 967 as a means of "unifying 
and developing" tribal economies,  ujamaa in 1 974-75 became a mass forced 
relocation program designed to eradicate "recalcitrant" tribal societies ,?3 

The basic thrust of the Tanzanian process of group destruction should be 
understood in  the context of Nyerere ' s  outspoken admiration for the marxist
leninist Mengista regime in Ethiopia  at the onset of its virulent policy of forcibly 
incorporating Eri trean tribal peoples "into the revolution ."74 And i t  should not 
be divorced from the rather less doctrinaire and dramatic example of Kenya, 
summed up by Colin Leys :  

Analytically speaking, the peasantry [tribal peoples] in Africa may 
be best seen as a transitional class ,  in between the period of primitive 
cultivators living in independent communities and that of capitalis t  
development in  which peasants are restratified into capitalists and 
proletarians;  but under the conditions of growth of neocolonialism 
it seems clear that in Kenya at  least the stage during which the 
peasantry itself goes through the process of development [is occur
ring] .75 

In a single collection of essay s  concerning revolutionary Africa, John S .  
S aul identifies s imilar thinking and processes o f  compulsory tribal group 
dissolution as occurring in Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Angola, Uganda, and 
elsewhere.76 

In South and Southeast Asia, the same principles apply as the virulence 
of India' s policies suppressing ethnic  and religious minorities are rivaled only 
by those of Bangladesh and Thailand. Likewise, the Burmese attempt to force 
incorporation of the Karin into their "developing state," the Vietnamese pursue 
the same course with respect to the Rhade and other Montagnard peoples of the 
highlands region, and the Manila government proceeds in the same direction 
against the Moros of the southern Philippines. Nor, on their part, do the Kurds 
of Persia, the Sammis of northern Scandinavia, or the Inuits of the Arctic 
circumpolar region fare better. 77 

As was previously noted, the compulsory homogenization of various 
"national minorities" within the so-called socialist  bloc of nations has been 
endemic since the 1 920s . Left or right, regardless of geographical location or 
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variations of  practice and intent, the problem-which is so pervasi ve as to ha ve 
entered social science terminology as the principle of "cultural leveling"-re
mains essentially the same. This is true whether it assumes the form of Israeli 
treatment of Palestinian Arabs or the present Sandanista effort to compel the 
effective absorption of Miskito, Sumu, and Rama Indians into the overall 
structure of Nicaragua' s  "revolutionary state." 

The point at issue is that whole cultures, whole peoples, are being forced 
to cease to exist as such. The result is genocide, whether such elimination is 
accomplished in the name of raciaVcultural superiority on the one hand, or on 
the basis of technologicaVeconomic development on the other. Until the prin
ciple is accepted that the essence of genocide is to be discovered in the coercive 
elimination of human groups per se, by whatever means and under any rubric, 
the term will likely not only remain ill-defined, but largely devoid of any 
practical meaning at all. 

Conclusion 
If this  essay has accomplished anything, it is hoped that i t  has com

pellingly demonstrated the i nadequacy of current definitional criteria 
describing genocide, and pointed out that viable conceptual alternatives to the 
present muddle exist. This is in conformity with the objective, s tated in the 
introduction,  of (re)opening fundamental questions rather than sealing them 
off. 

The process of tracing the evolution of the concept of genocide as a 
criminal phenomenon distinct from any other, a process which contained 
clearly critical elements of analysis, was not intended to condemn the groups 
and individuals cited. Rather, it  was utilized as a way of clarifying the kinds of 
ideological, political, and emotional factors which have served to theoretically 
constrain understanding of the phenomenon itself. Criticism is  thus offered in 
the spirit  that only in the cognizance of the nature of conceptual inadequacy 
can it be transcended, offset, or corrected, and more appropriate or functional 
understanding allowed to emerge. 

In arguing toward a broadening of the definition of genocide to include 
not only large and small group annihilation, but externally imposed group 
destruction per se, I have sought to come to grips with the central element of 
genocide as  a contemporary and historical fact, accurately detected by Raphael 
Lemkin and others but somehow lost within the polemics of codification and 
application. Hopefully, this "return to basics" will prove useful in establishing 
a more generalized understanding of when and where genocide has occurred 
and is occurring, in fact  if not codified in law. 

The posited "typology of genocide," on the other hand, represents a 
suggestion as to how law might seek to follow sound appreciations of genocide 
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as a socio-political real ity, rather than attempting to restrict understanding to 
some narrower theoretical paradigm. In extending the analogy of genocide to 
murder in what r take to be its logical dimensions, the typology should be 
viewed not as a "plan," but as a model through which-if it were appropriately 
developed-juridical apprehensions of genocide might be made to conform 
more c losely to the nature of the phenomenon. Such a development in law could 
hardly help but benefit  the emergence of a more j us t  and humane world order. 

While attempti ng to articulate the basis for a more functional definition 
of genocide, one which takes into account the ful l  range of gradients and 
nuances marking the phenomenon, I have sought to avoid the pitfalls  of 
ideological posturing, drawing examples from both communist and non-com
muni st nations, as well as from both contemporary and historical events . I will ,  
however. confess to the exercise of a certain "bias"-no doubt already noticed 
by the di scerning reader-believing as I do that traditional indigenous cultures 
and societies possess every right to their  continued existence as do their 
industrialized, "developing" or at any rate "modern" counterparts .  

Thi s "indigenist" notion that genocide permeates trans-ideological sci
entism' s obliteration of indigenous peoples in  the name of technology and order 
is one that I hope to see considered and discussed in many quarters . And I will 
readily admit a firm desire to see "progress" tempered, both socially and legally, 
by formal acknowledgment of the absolute right of all peoples to the conditions 
necessary to the perpetuation of themsel ves as peoples. 
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The Earth 

I s  O u r Moth er  
Stru gg les  for American I nd i an  Land a n d  

L i berat ion i n  t h e  Co ntemporary U n ited States* 

The i nh ab itants o f  you r  cou ntry d i str icts regard-wrongfu l ly,  i t  i s  
true-I ndians  a n d  forests a s  natura l enem ies w h i c h  m u st be 
exterm i nated by fi re a n d  sword and brandy, in order that  they m ay seize 
thei r  terr itory.  They regard themselves, a n d  the i r  poste r ity, a s  co l l atera l  
h e i rs to a l l  the  magn i ficent port ion of  land which God has c reated from 
C u m berland and O h i o  to the Pac if ic Ocean . 

Pierre Samuel Du Pont de Nemours, letter to 
Thomas jefferson, December 1 7, 1 80 1  

Of course ou r whole nat iona l  h istory has been one of expan s i o n  . . . .  Th at 
the barbar ians  recede or  are conq uered, with the attendant fact that 
peace fo l lows t he i r  retrogress ion or conquest, is d u e  so le ly  to the power 
of the m i g hty c i v i l ized races wh i c h  h ave not lost the i r  fight ing  i n st i nct, 
and w h i c h  by the i r  expans ion  are gradua l ly br ing i n g  peace i nto the red 
wastes where the barba r i a n  peoples of the worl d  h o l d  sway. 

Theodore Roosevelt, The Stre n u o u s  L i fe, 1 9 0 1  

S ince the inception of  the U.S .  republic, and before, control of land and the 
resources within it has been the essential source of conflict between the 
Euroarnerican settler population and indigenous nations . In effect, contentions 

*This essay originally appeared in  The State of Native America, M. Annette Jaimes, ed. 
(Boston: South End Press, 1 992) .  
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over land usage and ownership have served to define the totality of U.S .-Indian 
relationships from the fi rst moment onward to the present day, shaping not only 
the historical flow of interactions between invader and invaded, but the nature 
of ongoing domination of native people i n  areas such as governance and 
jurisdiction, identification, recognition, and education . The i ssue of a proprie
tary interest of non-Indians in the American Indian land base has also been and 
remains the fundamental princ iple of popular (mis)conceptions of who and 
what Indians were and are, whether they continue to exist ,  and even whether 
they ever "really" existed. All indications are that these circumstances wil l  
continue to prevail over the foreseeable future. 

The s i tuation has been prefigured from the period of planning which went 
into Columbus' first voyage, which-according to the "Great Discoverer' s" 
own journals-was never about discovery or scientific inquisitiveness as such, 
but rather about seizing wealth belonging to others for his s ponsors and 
himself. I But this is  not to imply that Columbus enjoyed an enti rely free hand. 
Contrary to contemporary orthodoxy, there were even then laws concerning 
how such wealth, especially land, might be legitimately acquired by mercenary 
adventurers like Columbus, and the various European Crowns which fielded 
them. Primary among these were the so-called Doctrine of Discovery and 
pursuant Rights of Conquest. Such elements of the "Laws of Nations" are much 
misunderstood in North America today, largely as a result of their systematic 
misinterpretation over the past century by Eurocentric academics and the U.S .  
S upreme Court. In i t s  actual formulation, however, the Discovery Doctrine 
Hevel wllVeyeJ ti tle tu Ji:swven:rs uver any lands already occupied at the tIme 
of the discovery.2 

[The doctrine' s I basic tenet-that the European nation which first 
discovered- and settleo lanOS preVIOusly unknown to Europeans 

thereby gained the right to acquire those lands from their inhabi
tants-became part of the early body of international law dealing 
with aboriginal peoples . . . .  [B ] y  the time Europeans settled in North 
America, it was well-established international law that natives had 
property rights which could not be lawfully denied by the discover
ing European nation . . . .  The right of discovery served mainly to 
regulate the relations between European nations .  It did not limit the 
powers or rights of Indian nations in their homelands;  its major 
limitation was to prohibit Indians from diplomatic dealings with all 
but the "discovering" European nation . . . .  Moreover, the right of 
discovery gave a European nation the right to extinguish Indian land 
title only when the Indians consented to it by treaty.3 

Conquest rights were also quite restrictive, pertaining only to the results 
of "Just Wars," conflicts fought as the result of unprovoked Indian aggression 
against their supposed discoverers.4 Hence, although the Laws of Nations 
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were-as was certainly the case with Columbus-plainly broken from time to 
time: S 

As a matter of both legal principle and practical i ty, European nati ons 
dealt with Indian nations as they did other nations in the world. In 
general, Indian lands were acquired by agreement, through the use 
of international diplomacy-specifically, through formal treaties of 
cession. Indian lands were seldom acquired by military conquest or 
fiat, and the practices of Spain, France [England, Portugal] and the 
Netherlands did not differ in this regard.6 

The reality of colonial North America was that indigenous nations tended 
to be militarily superior to their would-be colonizers, or at least held the balance 
of military power between European states such as England and France. 7 The 
matter was of such concern in London that, in 1 763 , King George III-specifi
cally to retain the allegiance of the powerful Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) and 
Muscogee (Creek) Confederacies vis-a.-vis England' s  French rivals-i ssued a 
proclamation prohibiting acquisition of lands west of a line drawn along the 
Allegheny and Appalachian mountain chains .  8 This ,  probably more than "taxa
tion without representation," was a maj or contributing fac tor in sparking the 
extended decolonization struggle which resulted in the independence of the 
original 1 3  U.S .  s tates .9 George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, 
James Madison, Anthony Wayne, and numerous others among the "Founding 
Fathers" all had considerable speculative investments in westerly Indian lands 
at the time the 1 763 edict was handed down. The rank and file soldiers who 
fought in their "revolutionary" army arguably did so not for abstract ideals of 
"freedom" and "equality," but because of promises made by their leaders that 
their services would be rewarded with grants of Indian land "in the West" after 
victory had been secured. 1 0  

U.S. Theory and Practice 
As Vine Deloria, Jr. ,  has observed, the United States emerged from its 

successful war against the British Crown (perhaps the most serious offense 
imaginable under prevailing law) as a pariah, an outlaw state which was 
considered utterly illegitimate by almost  all other countries and therefore 
shunned by them, both politically and economically. Survival of the new nation 
was entirely dependent upon the ability of its initial government to change such 
perceptions and thereby end its isolation. Desperate to establish i tself as a 
respectable entity, and lacking other alternatives with which to demonstrate its 
sense of international legality, the government was virtually compelled to 
present the ap�earance of adhering to the strictest of protocols in its dealings 
with Indians .  I Indeed, what the Continental Congress needed more than 
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anything at the time was for indigenous nations-many of whose formal 
Ilational integrity and legitimacy had already been recognized by the European 
powers through treaties-to convey a comparable recognition upon the fledg
l i ng United States by entering into treaty relationships with it. 

Consequently , both the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution of 
the United States contain clauses reserving interactions with Indian peoples , as 
recognized "foreign powers ," to the federal government. The United States also 
ollicial l y  renounced, in the 1 7 89 Northwest Ordinance and elsewhere, any 
aggress ive intent vis-a-vis these nations, especially with regard to their land 
base. As it was put in the Ordinance:  

The utmost good faith shall always be observed towards the Indian ; 
their land property shall never be taken from them w ithout their 
consent; and in their property , rights, and liberty, they shall never be 
invaded or disturbed . . .  but laws fou nded in j ustice and humanity 
shall from time to time be made,  for wrongs being done to them, and 
for preserving peace and friendship with them . 1 2  

Such lofty-sounding (and legally correct) rhetoric was, of course, belied 
by the actualities of U .S .  performance. As the first Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court, John Marshall, pointed out rather early on, almost every white-held land 
title in "our whole country"-New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl
vania. Maryland, and parts of the Carolinas-would have been clouded had the 
s tandards of international law truly been applied. ! 3 More, title to the pre-revo
lutionary acquisitions made �'cst of the 1763 denlarcatioii line iuaue by lhe new 
North American politico-economic elite would have been negated, along with 
all the thousands of grants of land in that region bestowed by Congress upon 
those who' d fought against the Crown. Not coincidental to Marshall ' s con cern 
in the matter was the fact that he and his father had each received 1O ,OOO-acre 
grants of such land in what is now West Virginia. 1 4 Obviously,  a country which 
had been founded largely on the basis  of a lust to possess native lands was not 
about to relinquish its pretensions to "ownership" of them, no matter what the 
law said. Moreover, the balance of military power between Indians and whites 
east of the Mississippi River began to change rapidly in favor of the latter during 
the post-revolutionary period. It was becoming technically possible for the 
United States to simply seize native lands at will . I S  

Still, the requirements of international diplomacy dictated that things 
seem otherwise. Marshall ' s  singular task, then, was to forge ajuridical doctrine 
which preserved the image of enlightened U.S .  furtherance of accepted inter
national legality in its relations with Indians on the one hand, while 
accommodating a pattern of illegally aggressive federal expropriations of 
Indian land on the other. This he did in opinions rendered in a series of cases 
beginning with Fletcher v. Peck ( 1 8 1 0) and extending through Johnson v. 
McIntosh ( 1 822) to Cherokee Nation v. Georgia ( 1 83 1 )  and Worcester v. 
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Georgia ( 1 832) . 1 6  By the end o f  this sequence of decis ions, Marshall had 
completely inverted international law, custom, and convention, finding that the 
Doctrine of Discovery imparted "preeminent title" over North America to 
Europeans ,  the mantle of which implicitly passed to the United States when 
England quitclaimed its 1 3  dissident Atlantic colonies, mainly because Indian
held lands were effectively "vacant" when Europeans "found" them. The Chief 
Justice was forced to coin a whole new politico-legal expression-that of 
"domestic,  dependent nations"-to encompass the unrrecedented status, nei
ther fish nor fowl,  he needed native people to occupy . 7 

Within this convoluted and falsely premised reasoning, Indian nations 
were entitled to keep their land, but only so long as the intrinsically superior 
U.S . sovereignty agreed to their doing so. Given this,  Indians could be legally 
construed as committing "aggression" whenever they resisted invasion by the 
United States ,  a matter which literally rendered any military action the United 
States chose to pursue against native people, no matter how unprovoked, a "J ust 
War." With all this worked out, Marshall argued that the United States should 
nonetheless  follow accepted European practice wherever possible, obtaining 
by formal treaty negotiations involving purchase and other considerations,  
native "consent" to land cessions .  This ,  he felt, would complete the veneer of 
"reason and moderation" attending international perceptions of federal expro
priations of Indian land. Ultimately, Marshall' s position reduces to the notion 
that indigenous nations inherently possess sufficient sovereign rights "for 
purposes of treating" to hand over legal title to their territories ,  but never enough 
to retain any tract of land the United States wants as its own. 

The carefully balanced logical contradictions imbedded in the "Marshall 
Doctrine," which allowed the United States to pursue one course of action with 
regard to Indian land while purporting to do the exact opposite, formed the 
theoretical basis for the entire 5,OOO-plus statute body of what is now called 
"Indian Law" in this country. Through a lengthy series of subsequent "inter
pretive" decisions--especially Ex Parte Crow Dog ( 1 8 83), U. S. v. Kagama 
( 1 886), Lonewo(f v. Hitchcock ( 1 903) ,  Tee-Hit-Ton v. United States ( 1 955) ,  
and Dann v .  United States ( 1 985)-the Supreme Court extended Marshall ' s  
unfounded concept of native nations occupying a status of subordinate or 
"limited" sovereignty to include the idea that the United States enjoyed an 
inherent "plenary" (full and absolute) power over them in such crucial domains 
as governance and jurisdiction. IS  An aspect of this self-assigned power, 
articulated most c learly in Lonewolf, is that Congress has the prerogative to 
unilaterally abrogate aspects of U.S.  treaties with Indian nations which it found 
inconvenient or burdensome while continuing to hold the Indians to those 
provisions of the treaties by which they agreed to cede land. 1 9  

In  these decisions, the high court also extended Marshall ' s baseless  
notion that self-sufficient indigenous nations were somehow "dependent" upon 
the United States to include the idea that the federal government thereby 
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inherited a "trust responsibility" to Indians-actually control over their remain
ing property-in the "management of their affairs ." While the 'Trust Doctrine" 
has been used as a device to offset and soften the impressions created by 
exercise of the "Rights of Plenary Power" over indigenous people, it has in 
reality served as an instrument through which that power is administered: 

[UJ nder United States law, the government has no legal trusteeship 
duties toward Indians except those it i mposes upon i tself. Stripped 
of its legal trappings, the Indian trust relationship becomes si mply 
an assertion of unrestrained political power over Indians, power that 
may be exercised without Indian consent and without substantial 
legal restraint .  An early twentieth century critic of the European 
colonial "trusteeship for civil ization" [ in  Africa and Asia] , which is 
closely related to the American model , summed it up as "an i mpu
dent act of self assertion."2o 

While the U.S .  judiciary was thus busily collaborating with the federal 
legislature in creating a body of " settled law" to serve as "the perfect instrument 
of empire," the federal government was also consistently engaged in creating 
the physical fact of that empire, all the while declaring itself in the most 
vociferous terms possible to be devoutly anti-imperial.2 1  This was done by the 
waging of at least 40 "Indian Wars

, ,22---e ac h  of which was packaged as a 
campaign to defend U.S .  citizens from the "depredations" of "savage natives" 
resisting the invasion of their homelands or comparable abuse-and negotiation 
uf severai hundred lrealies and agreements with native nations. 23 Together with 
an assortment of unilateral executive and congressional actions,  these wars and 
negotiated arrangements resulted in Native America  being constricted to about 
? . S  nercent of its ori p"i nal  ? hillion-acrl" l ilnd hase within thp LlR mnti crnrm <:  
st�t�s of

-
the union

-b-;-th�- ;�ly t�enti�th century (see Map 1) . 24 And f'�d;;�l 
control over even this remnant was virtually complete . Under such circum
stances, it is not difficult to see why Indians were viewed, often hopefully,  as 
a "vanishing race" during this period.25 

The Indian Claims Commission 
At the turn of the century, Indian efforts to maintain what little real 

property was left to them, or to receive compensation for lands which were still 
being arbitrarily seized by the government, were ridiculed and largely dis
mis sed out of hand .26 Although native people were supposedly entitled to due 
process through U.S .  law after a District Court in Nebras ka recognized them 
as "persons "  during the 1 879 Standing Bear v. Crook case, the s ignificance was 
largely meaningles s .27 From 1 88 1  to 1 9 1 8 , only 3 1  claims involving the illegal 
taking of native land were accepted by federal courts ; 1 4  resulted in recoveries 
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of land adding up to less than 1 0,000 acres .28 In 1 928, a government commis
sion termed even this degree of judicial recourse to be "burdensome and unfair" 
to non-Indians. 29 Meanwhile, some 1 00 million acres-about two-thirds of all 
land native people had left at the conclusion of the period of their mi litary 
resistance-was stripped away under provision of the 1 8 87 General Allotment 
Act.30 Power and possession, the rule of thugs as it were, c onstituted all of the 
law in North America where Indian land rights were concerned. 

Throughout most of the first half of the twentieth century , the United 
States devoted itself to perfecting the mechanisms through which it would 
administer the tiny residual fragments of Indian Country for its own purposes. 
Nothing beyond the most pro forma gesture was made to address the fact that 
a considerable proportion of the land which was said to have passed from nati ve 
ownership during the previous I SO years had been transferred i n  direct contra
vention of every known form of legal i ty ,  including even the patently 
self-serving theories of U.S  .lInd ian property relations developed by the United 
States itself. In 1 924, federal courts accepted a mere five native land claims 
cases ; in 1 925 , there were seven; in 1 926, there were 1 0; i n  1 927 , the total was 
I S .  Most of these were dismissed in  the early stages ;  none resulted in land 
recovery or payment of s ignificant compensation .3 1  Things might have re
mained locked firmly in this mode were it not for geopolitical considerations 
emerging in the context of World War II. 

As part of an overall strategy to advance U.S. i nterests in  its planned 
post-war role as a hegemonic global power, the United States set out to project 
an enhanced image of itself as it "while KnighC LO [he worid' s oppressed 
peoples. At least temporarily, until its own preferred style of neocolonial ism 
could become entrenched as the dominant force in international affairs , the 
United States needed to be widely percei ved as a hf'neficf"nt ?nd stat!!1chly 
democratic alternative, not only to the "totali tarian impulse" represented by 
fascism and communism, but to the classic colonial orders maintained in  Third 
World locales by France, Great Britain, and other American allies .  A part of 
this ploy resided within President Franklin  D. Roosevelt ' s wartime opposition 
to reconstitution of the old European empires of the French and Dutch in Africa 
and Asia after the conclusi on of hostilities (this trend was shortly reversed by 
Roosevelt ' s  successor, Harry Truman, as part of his Cold War policy of 
prioritizing "containment of communism" above all else). 32 

The centerpiece of the entire international public relations gambit, how
ever, rested in the U.S .  assumption of the deci sive role in formulating and 
implementing the "Nuremberg Doctrine" under which the surviving leadership 
of nazi Germany was accused, tried, convicted, and in most cases executed or 
imprisoned, for having engaged in "Crimes Against the Peace," "Aggressive 
War," and "Crimes Against  Humanity.

, ,33 The primary messages intended for 
popular consumption i n  the U.S.  performance against the nazi defendants were 
that behavior such as that displayed by the nazis was considered criminal and 
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intolerable by all "civilized peoples," and that the Uni ted States-first and 
foremost-would stand as the guarantor that all governments would be held 
accountable to the standards of comportment establi shed at Nuremberg. The 
nazi leaders were to stand forever as the symbol of the principle that interna
tional aggression would be punished, not rewarded (this i s ,  of course, precisely 
the same line trotted out by George Bush in explaining the rather interesting 
U.S . behavior against Iraq during 1990-9 1 ) .34 

A primary flaw in this otherwise noble-seeming U.S . posture on inter
national human rights law was (and is) that no less prominent a nazi than Adolf 
Hitler had long since made it quite clear that he had based many of his more 
repugnant policies directly on earlier U.S.  conduct against Native America. 
Hitler' s conception of lebensraumpolitik-the idea that Germans were innately 
enti tled by virtue of their racial and cultural superiority to land belonging to 
others, and that they were thus morally free to take it by aggressive military 
action-obviously had much in common with the nineteenth-century Ameri
can sense of "Manifest Destiny.

, ,35 Further, his notion of how to attain thi s 
"living room"-the "clearing of inferior racial stock" from its land base in order 
that vacated areas might be "settled by ethnic Germans"-followed closely 
from such U.S .  precedents as the 1 830 Indian Removal Act and subsequent 
military campaigns against the indigenous nations of the Great Plains, Great 
Basin, and Senora Desert Regions. Even the nazi tactic of concentrating 
"undesirables" prior to their forced "relocation or reduction" was drawn from 
actual U.S.  examples ,  including internment of the Cherokees and other "Civi
lized Tribes"  during the 1 830s, before the devastatingly lethal Trail of Tears 
was forced upon them, and the comparable experience of the Navajo people at 
the Bosque Redondo from 1 864 to 1 868. 36 

This potential embarrassment to U.S .  pretensions abroad precipitated 
something of a sea change in the country ' s  approach to indigenous issues. 
Seeking to distance its own history from comparison to that of the Germans it 
was even then prosecuting-and thus to stand ' accused of conducting an 
exercise in mere "victor' s justice" at Nuremberg-the federal government was 
for the first time prepared to admit openly that "unfortunate and sometimes 
tragic errors" had been made in the process of its continental expansion. Unlike 
nazi Germany,  federal s pokespersons intoned, the United States had never held 
aggressive territorial intentions against Indians or anyone else; the Indian Wars 
notwithstanding, the United States had always bought, rather than conquered, 
the land it occupied. As  proof of this thesis, it was announced that a formal 
mechanism was being created for purposes of "resolving any lingering issues" 
amon� Native Americans concerning the legitimacy of U.S .  title to its terri
tory.3 The book, which had been closed on Indian land claims for a full 
generation and more, was suddenly opened again. 

What was ultimately established, on August 1 3 , 1 946, was a quasi-judi
cial entity, dubbed the "Indian Claims Commission," of the sort long desired 
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by those who had fol lowed the wisdom of Chief Justice Marshall ' s  enjoinder 
that appearances demanded a veneer of legal ity, even one applied post hoc, be 
affixed to al l  U .S .  expropriations of native territory . As early as 1 9 1 0, Indian 
Commiss ioner Francis E. Leupp had suggested "a special court, or the addition 
of a branch to the present United States Court of Claims, to be charged with the 
adjudication of Indian claims exclusively.

, ,38  He was fol lowed by Assi stant 
Commis sioner Edgar B. Merritt, who recommended in 1 9 1 3  that a special 
commiss ion be impaneled to investigate the extent to which native land had 
been taken without legal justification/rational ization, and what would be nec
essary to attain retroactive legitimation in  such instances.19 In 1 928, the Meriam 
Commission had recommended a s imilar expedient.4o Congress had persist
ently balked at the ideas of acknowledging that the United S tates had effectively 
stolen much of its territoriality. and/or of belatedly making even token pay
ments for what had heen taken.4 1  

The new commission was charged with investigating all native c laims 
contesting U.S. title, to define precisely the territory involved in each case, and 
to determine whether legal procedures not devolving from outright conquest 
had ever been appl ied to its transfer out of Indian hands.  In instances where i t  
was concluded that there was no existing legal basis  for non-Indian ownership 
of contested lands, or where the price originally paid for such lands was deemed 
"unconscionably low," the commi ssion was responsible for fixing what might 
have been a "fair market price" (according to the buyers . not the sellers ) at the 
time the land was taken. Corresponding sums were then paid by Congress
'!;7Q 1 mi Ilion (about 47 rt per acre) for the entire st:1te af California in the 1 9G4 
"Pit River Land Claim Settlement," for example-as "j ust compensation" to 
indigenous nations for their loss of property.42 At the point such payment was 
accepted by an Indian people, the title at i ssue in its land claim was said to be 
"quieted" and "justice served." 

In reality, as Jack Forbes and others have pointed out, non-Indian titles 
were being created where none had existed before .43 As even the Chair of the 
Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Henry M .  Jackson, put it at the t ime : 
" [Any other course of action WOUld] perpetuate clouds upon white men ' s  title 
that interfere with development of our public domain .

,,44 The stated presump
tions underlying the commi ssion ' s  mandate were s imply a continuation of the 
Marshall Doctrine that preeminent rights over Indian Country were inherently 
vested i n  the United States, and that native nations had in any event always 
wished to sell their land to the federal government. The unstated premise,  of 
course, was that Indians had no choice in  the matter anyway .  Even i f  they had 

desired to convert their property into cash by the late 1 940s ,  the commiss ion 
was not authorized other than in a very narrow range of circumstances to award 
payment interest in retroactive land "sales ,"  although the "bills" owed by the 
government were in many instances more than a century overdue.45 In no event 
was the commission authorized to return land to native c laimants, no matter 
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how it had been taken from them.46 Hence, during the 1 950s, the commission 
served as a perfect "liberal" counterpart to the more extremist ("conservative") 
federal termination policies. 

Nonetheless ,  the existence of the Claims Commission afforded native 
people a forum in which they might clarify the factual nature of their grievances 
for the firs t time. Consequently, by the end of 1 95 1 ,  more than 600 cases (only 
26 of which were adj udicated at that point) had been docketed.47 Things 
continued to move grudgingly, a matter which caused the process  to be 
extended.48 During the first 1 5  years of its operations, the commission com
pleted only 80 cases, dismissing 30 outright, and finding "validity" in only 1 5 .  
Its awards o f  monetary compensation totaled only $ 1 7 . 1  million b y  1 959 .  The 
"civil rights era" of the early ' 60s saw something of a surge in performance, 
with 250 cases completed (another $ 1 1 1  million in awards) and 347 pending 
(of which 42 had still seen no action at a11).49 During the early ' 70s, Indians 
began increasingly to appeal the commission ' s  rulings to federal courts ; of 206 
such appeals filed by 1 975 ,  the commission was affirmed in 96 instances, 
partially affirmed in  3 1 ,  and overruled in 79 .

50 At the end of its l ife on 
September 30, 1 978,  the Claims Commission still had 68 docketed cases (plus 
an indeterminate number of emerging appeals) still pending. These were turned 
over to the U.S .  Court of Claims.5 1  

Cracks i n  the Empire 
While it is  c lear that the Indian Claims Commission functioned mainly 

as a subterfuge designed and intended to cast an undeserved mantle of humani
tariani sm and legi timacy over U .S .  internal terri torial in tegri ty ,  52  i t  
inadvertently served indigenous interests as well. As a result of its lengthy 
exploration of the factual record, necessary to its miss ion of nailing down 
federal land title in every area of the country, the commiss ion revealed the full 
extent to which the United States had occupied areas to which it had no lawful 
title (even under its own rules of the game). Indeed, one cumulative result of 
the commission ' s  endeavor was to catalogue the fact that, according to the last 
known U.S .  judicial rulings and legislative actions in each respective instance, 
legal title to more than 35 percent of the continental United States remained in 
the hands of native nations (see Map II). 

The fact is that about half the land area of the country was purchased 
by treaty or agreement at an average price of less than a dollar an 
acre; another third of a [billion] acres, mainly in the West, were 
confiscated without compensation; another two-thirds of a [billion] 
acres were claimed by the United States without pretense of a 
unilateral action extinguishing native title.53 
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Indians were quick to seize upon the implications of this ,  arguing that the 
commission process had no bearing at all on land title other than to resolve 
questions concerning who held title to precisely which parts of the United 
States,  and providing a means  by which the government could provide native 
owners with "back rent" on lands which had been "borrowed" by the United 
States for generations . The "underbrus h  of confusion as to who owns what" 
having been finally cleared away, it is  appropriate in this v iew for Indians  inside 
the United S tates to begin reasserting their national property rights over the 
approximately 750 million acres of North America which remain theirs by 
accepted legal definition. 54 S uch knowledge has fueled a res urgent indigenous 
national "militancy" which, beginning in the early 1 970s with the emergence 
of the American Indian Movement (AIM),  has led to a series of spectacular 
extralegal confrontations over land and liberty (several of which are covered 
in "The B loody Wake of Alcatraz" in this volume) with federal authorities .  
These, i n  turn, have commanded the very sort o f  international attention t o  U . S .  
territorial claims, and Indian policy more generally, that the Claims Commis
sion was supposed to avert. 

Beginning in the late ' 70s,  the Native North Americans-spearheaded 
by AIM ' s  "diplomatic arm,"  the International Indian Treaty Council-were 
able to escalate this trend by e stablishing a place for themselves within the 
United Nations s tructure, and entering annual reports concerning the conduct 
of both the U.S . and Canadian governments vis-a-vis native peoples and their 
lands . In this changing context, the federal government has once again begun 
to engage in "damage control ," allowing a calculated range of concessions in 
order to preserve what it seeks to project as its image abroad. Notably, in  1 974, 
the U.S. Supreme Court announced for the first time that Indians had a right to 
pursue actual recovery of s tolen land through the federal j udiciary.  5 5  Although 
resort to the courts of the conqueror is hardly an ideal solution to the issues 
raised by Indian nations,  i t  does place another tool in the inventory of means 
by which they c an now pursue their rights. And it has resulted in measurable 
gains for some of them over the past 1 5  years. 

Probably the best example of this i s  that of the suit, first entered in 1 972 
under auspices of a sponsoring organization, of the basically landless Pas
samaquoddy and Pennobscot Nations in present-day Maine to some 12 million 
acres acknowledged as being theirs in a series of letters dating from the 1 790s 
and s igned by George Washington .56 S ince it was demons trated that no ratified 
treaty existed by which the Indians had ceded their land, U.S .  District Judge 
Edward T. Gignoux ordered a settlement acceptable to the majority of the native 
people involved. 57 This res ulted in the recovery, in 1 980, of some 300,000 acres 
of land, and f:ayment of $27 million in compensatory damages by the federal 
government.  8 In a similarly argued case, the Narragansetts of Rhode Island
who were not previously recognized by the government as s till existing-were 
in 1 97 8  able to win not only recognition of themselves, but to recover 1 ,800 
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acres of  the remaining 3,200 s tripped from it in 1 880 by unilateral action of the 
s tate .59 In another example, the Mashantucket Pequot people of Connecticut 
fi led suit in 1 976 to recover 800 of the 2,000 acres compris ing their original 
reservation, created by the Connecticut Colony in 1 686 but reduced to 184 acres 
by the State of Connecticut after the American Revolution .60 Pursuant to a 
settlement agreement arrived at with the state in 1 982, Congress passed an act 
providing funds to acquire the desired acreage. It was promptly vetoed by 
Ronald Reagan on April 1 1 , 1 983 .6 1 The Senate Select C ommittee on Indian 
Affairs then convened hearings on the matter, which gave Reagan an excuse to 
give in to the pressure, so after agreeing to a slight revis ion of the statute, he 
finally affixed his s ignature on October 1 8  the same year.62 

Other nations ,  however, have not fared as well, even in an atmosphere in 
which the United States has sometimes proven more than usually willing to 
compromise as a means to contain questions of native land rights . The Wam
panoags of the Mashpee area of Cape Cod, for instance, fi led suit in 1974 in an 
attempt to recover about 1 7 ,OOO-later reduced to 1 1  ,OOO-of the 23,000 acres 
which were historically acknowledged as being theirs (the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts having unilaterally declared their reservation a "township" in 
1 870). At trial , the all-white jury, all of whom had property interests in the 
Mashpee area, were asked to determine whether the Wampanoag plaintiffs were 
"a tribe within the meaning of the law."  After deliberating for 2 1  hours, the jury 
returned with the absurd finding that they were not such an entity in 1 790, 1 869, 
and 1 870 (the years which were key to the Indians '  case), but that they were in 
1 �jL and 1 834 tyears which if was impunanl. tht:y havt: bt:t:1 l "a li ilJt:" [Ul 
purposes of alienating land to the U.S .  government. Their claim was then denied 
by District Judge Walter J. Skinner.63 An appeal to the U.S.  First Circuit Court 
f:liled, and the u." SHprf'me Conrt refused to review the case.64 

Still pending land claims cases include those of the presently landless 
Schaghticoke and Mohegan peoples of Connecticut, each of which is attempt
ing to recover approximately 1 ,000 acres lost to unilateral state actions during 
the nineteenth century.65 Another is that of the Catawbas of South Carolina, 
who filed suit in 1 980 for recovery of their original 1 44,OOO-acre reservation, 
created by George III in 1 760 and 1 763,  and acknowledged by the fledgling 
United States before being dissolved in a fraudulent treaty negotiated by the 
state and ratified by the Senate.66 In 1 98 1 ,  the state, arguing that federal 
termination of the Catawbas in 1 959  invalidated their right to sue, asked for 
and received a dismissal of the case. On appeal in 1 983 ,  however, the Fourth 
Circuit reinstated the case.67 

Given such mixed results, i t  is plain that justice in native land claims cases 
in the United States cannot really be expected to accrue through the federal 
court system. Eventual resolution must inevitably reside within bodies such as 
the U. N. Working Group on Indigenous Populations (a subpart of the Com
mission on Human Rights) ,  which is even now engaged in drafting a new 
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element of international law entitled "The Universal Declaration of the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples," and the World Court, which must interpret and render 
opinions based on such law.6S From there, it can be expected that international 
scrutiny and pressure, as well as changed sentiments in a growing portion of 
the U.S .  body politic,  will serve to force the United States to edge ever c loser 
to a fair and equitable handling of indigenous rights .  

In the meantime, nearly every litigation of land claims within the federal 
system adds to the weight of evidence supporting the international case pre
sented by native people: when they win, it proves they were entitled to the land 
all along; when they lose, it proves that the "due process rights" the United 
States insists protect their interests are, at most, inconsistently available to them. 
Either way, these legalistic endeavors force cracks in the ideological matrix of 
the American empire. In combination with extralegal efforts such as refusal to 
leave their homes by Indian traditionals and physical occupations of contested 
areas by groups such as AIM, as well as the increasing extent of international 
work by indigenous delegations ,  these legal endeavors comprise the core of the 
ongoing land struggles which represent the future survival of Native North 
America. 

Current Land Struggles 
Aside from those already mentioned, there i s  no shortage of ongoing 

struggles for their land rights undertaken by native people within the United 
States today, any or all of which are admirably suited to illustrate various 
aspects of the phenomenon. In Florida, the descendants of a group of Seminole 
(Miccosukee) "recalcitrants, "  who had managed to avoid forced relocation to 
Oklahoma during the 1 830s by taking refuge in the Everglades, simply "squat
ted" in their homeland for more than 1 30 years, never agreeing to a "peace 
accord" with the United States until the mid-60s . Because of their unswerving 
resistance to moving, the state finally agreed to create a small reservation for 
these people in 1 982,  and the Congress concurred by statute in 1982.69 In 
Minnesota, there is the struggle of the Anishinabe Akeeng (People ' s  Land 
Organization) to reassert i ndigenous control over the remaining 20 percent-
250,000 acres-of the White Earth Chippewa Reservation, and to recover some 
portion of the additional 1 million acres reserved as part of White Earth under 
an 1 854 treaty with the United States but that was declared "surplus" through 
the General Allotment Act in 1 906.70 

In southern Arizona, the Tohono O' Odham (Papago) Nation continues 
its efforts to secure the entirety of its sacred Baboquivari Mountain Range, 
acknowledged by the government to be part of the Papago Reservation in 1 9 1 6, 
but opened to non-Indian "mineral development interests---especially those 
concerned with mining copper-both before and since.

, ,7 l  In the northern 
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portion of the same state, there are ongoing struggles by both the Hopis and 
Dine (Navaj os) to block the U . S .  Forest Service ' s  scheme to convert S an 
Francisco Peaks, a site sacred to both peoples,  into a ski resort complex. 72 And, 
of course, there is the grueling and government-instigated land struggle occur
ring between the tribal councils of these same two peoples within what was 
cal led the "Navajo-Hopi Joint Use Area." The matter is  bound up in energy 
development issues-primari ly the strip mining of an esti mated 24 billion tons 
of readily accessible low sulfur coal-and entails a program to forcibly relocate 
as many as 1 3,500 traditional Dine who have refused to leave their  land. 73 

In Massachusetts, the Gayhead Wampanoags,  proceeding slowly and 
carefully so as to avoid the pitfalls encountered by their cousins at Mashpee, 
are preparing litigation to regain control over ancestral lands ,?4 In Alaska, 
struggles to preserve some measure of sovereign indigenous (Indian, Aleut, and 
Inuit) control over some 40 million oil-rich acres corporatized by the 1 97 1  
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act are intensifying steadily.75 In Hawai ' i, 
the native owners of the islands, having rejected a proffered cash settlement for 
relinquishment of their historic land rights in 1 974,76 are pursuing a legis lati ve 
remedy which would both pay moneta?: compensation for loss of use of their 
territory while restoring a portion of it. 7 The fact of the matter is that, wherever 
there are indigenous people within the United States,  land claims s truggles are 
occurring w ith increasing frequency and intensity . 

In order to convey a sense of the texture of these ongoing battles over 
l and, it will be useful to consider a small selection of examples in  a depth not 
possible, given constraints upon essay length, in every case whidl hd� l.;CCi! 
cited. For this purpose, the claims of the Iroquois Confederacy in upstate New 
York, the Lakota B lack Hills Land C laim in  South Dakota, and the Western 
S hoshone c laims, primarily in Nevada, should serve quite well . Although they 
are hardly unique in many of their characteristics-and are thus able to 
represent the generalities of a broad range of comparable struggles-they are 
among the most sustained and intensively pursued of such efforts .  

The Iroquois Land Claims 
One of the longest fought and more complicated l and c laims struggles in 

the United States is that of the Haudenosaunee, or Iroquois Six Nations 
Confederacy .  While the 1 782 Treaty of Paris ended hostilities between the 
B ritish Crown and its secessionis t  s ubjects i n  the 1 3  colonies, it had no direct 
effect upon the state of war existing between those subjects and indigenous 
nations allied with the Crown. Similarly, while by the treaty George III 
quitclaimed his property rights under the Doctrine of Discovery to the affected 
portion of North America, it was the opinion of Thomas Jefferson and others 
that this had done nothing to vest title to these lands in the newly born United 
States,?8  On both counts, the Conti nental Congress found it imperative to enter 
into treaty arrangements with Indian n ations as expeditiously as possible . A 
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very high priority in this regard was accorded the Iroquois Confederacy, four 
members of which-the Mohawks ,  Senecas, Cayugas, and Onondagas-had 
fought with the British (the remaining two, the Oneidas and Tuscaroras, having 
remained largely  neutral but occasionally providing assistance to the colo
nists) .79 

During October 1 784, the government conducted extensive negotiations 
with representatives of the Six Nations at Fort Stanwix, the result being a treaty 
by which the Indians relinquished claim to all lands lying west of a north-south 
line running from Niagara to the border of Pennsylvania-territory within the 
Ohio Valley (this was a provision reinforced in the 1789 Treaty of Fort Harmar) 
-and the land on which Fort Oswego had been built. In exchange, the United 
States guaranteed three of the four hostile nations the bulk of their traditional 
homelands. The Oneida and Tuscarora were also "secured in the possession of 
the lands on which they are now settled." Altogether, the area in question came 
to about 6 million acres ,  or half of the present state of New York (see Map III) . 
The agreement, while meeting most of the Indians' needs, was quite useful to 
the U .S .  central government: 

First . . .  in order to sell [land in the Ohio River area] and settle it, the 
Continental Congress needed to extinguish Indian title, including 
any c laims by the Iroquois [nations] of New York. Second, the 
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commissioners wanted to punish the . . .  Senecas . Thus they forced 
the Senecas to surrender most of their land in  New York [and 
Pennsyl vania1 to the United States . . . .  Third, the United States . . .  
wanted to secure peace by confirming to the [nations] their remain
ing lands. Fourth, the United States was anxious to protect its frontier 
from the British in Canada by securing land for forts and roads along 
lakes Erie and Ontario.8o 

New York state, needless to say, was rather less enthusiastic about the 
terms of the treaty, and had already attempted, unsuccessfully, to obtain 
additional land cessions from the Iroquois during meetings conducted prior to 
arrival of the federal delegation at Fort Stanwix.8 1  Further such efforts by the 
state were barred by Article IX of the Articles of Confederation-and sub
sequently by Article I (Section 1 0) and the commerce c lause of the 
Constitution-all of which combined to render treaty-making and outright 
purchases of Indian land by states i llegal. New York then resorted to subterfuge, 
securing a series of 26 "leases," many of them for 999 years , on almost all native 
territory within its boundaries. The Haudenosaunee initially agreed to these 
transactions because of Governor Clinton ' s  duplicitous assurances that leases 
represented a way for them to keep their land, and for his government to "extend 
its protection over their property against the dealings of unscrupulous white 
land speculators" in the private sector. The first such arrangement was forged 
with the Oneidas . In a meeting begun at Fort S chuyler on August 28,  1 788 :  

Thp N�w Y Qrk comrojssioners . . . led them t o  believe that they haJ 
[already] lost all their land to the New York Genesee Company ,  and 
that the commissioners were there to restore title. The Oneidas 
expressed confusion over this since they had never signed any 
instruments to that effect, but Governor Clinton just waved that 
aside . . . .  Thus the Oneidas agreed to the lease arrangement with the 
state because it seemed the only way they could get back their land. 
The state received some five million acres for $2,000 in cash, $2,000 
in clothing, $ 1 ,000 in provisions, and $600 in annual rental. So 
complete was the deception that Good Peter [an Oneida leader] 
thanked the governor for his efforts .82 

Leasing of the Tuscaroras ' l and occurred the same day, by a parallel 
instrument. 83 On September 1 2, the Onondagas leased almost all their land to 
New York under v irtually identical conditions. 84 The Cayugas followed suit 
on February 25 , 1 789, in exchange for "payment of $500 in s i lver, plus an 
additional $ 1 ,625 the next June and a $500 annuity.

, ,85 New York ' s  flagrant 
c ircumvention of constitutional restrictions on non-federal acquisitions of 
Indian land was a major factor in congressional tightening of its mechanisms 
of control over such acti vities in the first so-called Indian Trade and Intercourse 
Act of 1 790 ( 1  Stat. 37). 86 Clinton, however, s imply shifted to a different ruse, 
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back-dating his maneuvers by announcing in 179 1  that the state would honor 
a 999 year lease negotiated in 1 787 by a private speculator named John 
Livingston. The lease covered 800,000 acres of mainly Mohawk land, but had 
been declared null and void by the state legislature in 1788.87 

Concerned that such dealings by New York might push the Iroquois ,  the 
largely landless Senecas in particular, into joining the Shawnee leader Tecum
seh ' s  alliance resisting further U .S .  expansion into the Ohio Valley, the federal 
government sent a new commission to meet with the Haudenosaunee leadership 
at the principle Seneca town of Canandaigua in 1794. In exchange for the 
Indians' pledge not to bear arms against the United States , their ownership of 
the lands guaranteed them at Fort Stanwix was reaffirmed, the state ' s  leases 
notwithstanding, and the bulk of the Seneca territory in Pennsylvania was 
restored.88 Nonetheless, New Y Ofk began parceling out sections of the leased 
lands in subleases to the very "unscrupulous whites" it had pledged to guard 
against. On September 1 5 ,  1 797 , the Holland Land Company-in which many 
members of the state government had invested-assumed control over all but 
1 0  tracts of land, totaling 3 97 square miles, of the Fort Stanwix Treaty area. 
The leasing instrument purportedly "extinguished" nati ve title to the land89 (see 
Map IV) . 
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Given the diminishing military importance of the S ix  Nations after 
Tecumseh' s  1 794 defeat at Fallen Timbers, Washington did nothing to correct 
the si tuation despite Iroquois protests . New York was thus emboldened to 
proceed with its appropriations of native land. In 1 8 1 0, the Holland Company 
sold some 200,000 acres of its holdings in Seneca and Tuscarora land to its 
accountant, David A .  Ogden, at a price of 50¢ per acre . Ogden then issued 
shares against development of this land, many of them to Albany politicians . 
Thus capitalized, he was able to push through a deal in  1 826 to buy a further 
8 1 ,000 acres of previously unleased reservation land at 53¢  per acre . A federal 
investigation into the affair was quashed by Secretary of War Peter B. Porter, 
himself a maj or stockholder in the Ogden Land Company, in 1 828 .90 Under 
such circumstances, most of the Oneidas requested in 1 83 1  that what was left 
of their New York holdings, which they were sure they would lose anyway, be 
exchanged for a 500,000-acre parcel purchased from the Menominees in 
Wisconsin. President Andrew Jackson, at the time pursuing his policy of 
general Indian removal to points west of the Mississippi,  readily agreed.9 1  

I n  the climate of removal , Washington officials actively colluded with 
the speculators. On January 1 5 , 1 838, federal commissioners oversaw the 
signing of the Treaty of Buffalo Creek, wherein 1 02,069 acres of Seneca land 
was "ceded" directly to the Ogden Company. The $202,000 purchase price was 
divided almost evenly between the government (to be held "in trust" for the 
Indians), and individual non-Indians seeking to buy and "improve" plots in the 
former reservation area. At the same time, what was left of the Cayuga, Oneida, 
Onondaga, and TUlSl:alUra huldin�s were wiped out, at an aggregate cost of 
$400,000 to the Ogden Company.9 The Iroquois were told they should relocate 
en masse to Missouri . Although the Six Nations never consented to the treaty, 
and it was never nrooerlv ratified hv the Sen '1tto> , President Martin Van Buren 
proclain1ed it to be the l�w of the la�d on April 4, 1 840.93 

By 1 84 1 ,  Iroquois complaints about the Buffalo Creek Treaty were being 
reinforced by increasing numbers of non-Indians outraged not so much by the 
loss of Indian land as by the obvious corruption involved in its terms.94 

Consequently, in 1 842, a second Treaty of Buffalo Creek was negotiated. Under 
its provisions, the United States again acknowledged the H audenosaunee right 
to reside in New York and restored small areas as the Allegany and Cattaraugus ' 
Seneca reservations.  The Onondaga Reservation was also reconstituted on a 
7,300 acre land base, the Tuscarora Reservation on about 2,500 acres.  The 
Ogden Company was allowed to keep the rest. 95 The Tonawanda Seneca Band 
immediately filed a formal protest of these terms with the Senate,96 and, in 
1 857,  received a $256,000 "award" of their own money with which to "buy 
back" a minor portion of its former territory from Ogden.97 

Beginning in 1 855 ,  the Erie Railway Company entered the picture, setting 
out to lease significant portions of both Cattaraugus and Allegany . Sensing the 
depth of the then-prevailing federal support for railroad construction, the state 
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j udiciary seized the opportunity to cast an aura of legitimacy upon all of New 
York' s other illicit leasing arrangements : 

Though the leases were rati fied by New York, the state ' s  supreme 
court in 1 875 invalidated them. In recognition of this action, the New 
York legislature passed a concurrent resolution [a century after the 
fact] that state action was not sufficient to ratify leases because 
"Congress alone possesses the power to deal with and for the 
Indians ." Instead of setting aside the leases, Congress in 1 875 passed 
an act authorizing [them] . The state now made leases renewable for 
twelve years, and by an amendment in 1 890 the years were extended 
to ninety-nine. Later the S upreme Court of New York deemed them 
perpetual. 98 

As a result, by 1 889, 80 percent of all Iroquois reservation land in New 
York was under lease to non-Indian interests and individuals .  The same year, 
a commis sion was appointed by Albany to examine the state ' s  "Indian Prob
lem." Rather than "suggesting that the leasing of four-fifths of their land had 
deterred Indian welfare, the commission criticized the Indians for not growing 
enough to feed themselves," thereby placing an "undue burden" on those 
profiting from their land. Chancellor C. N. Sims of Syracuse Uni versity, a 
commission member, argued strongly that only "obliteration of the tribes, 
conferral of citizenship, and allotment of lands" would set things right.99 

Washington duly set out to undertake allotment, but was stunned to discover it  
was stymied by the "underlying title" to much of the reserved Iroquois land it 
had allowed the Ogden Company to obtain over the years . In 1 895,  Congress 
passed a bill authorizing a buy--{)ut of the Ogden interest (again at taxpayer 
expense), but the company upped its asking price for the desired acreage from 
$50,000 to $270,000. Negotiations thereupon collapsed, and the Six Nations 
were spared the trauma (and further land loss) of the allotment process.  1 00 

Not that the state didn ' t  keep trying. In 1 900, Governor Theodore 
Roosevelt created a commission to reexamine the matter. Thi s  led to the 
introduction of another bill (HR 1 2270) in 1 902 aimed at allotting the Seneca 
reservations (with 50,000 in all, they were by far the largest remaining Iroquois 
land areas) by paying the Ogden Company $200,000 of the Indians ' "trust 
funds" to abandon its claims on Allegany and Cattaraugus. I O I  The Senecas 
retained attorney John VanVoorhis to argue that the Ogden claim was invalid 
because, for more than 1 00 years, the company had not been compelled to pay 
so much as a nickel of tax on the acreage it professed to "own."  By this ,  
Van Voorhis contended, both the Ogden Company and the government had all 
along admitted-for purposes of federal law-that the land was really still the 
property of "Indians not taxed."  The new bill was withdrawn in some confusion 
at this point, and allotment was again averted. 1 02 In 1 905 ,  the Senecas carried 
the tax issue into court in an attempt to clear their land title, but the case was 
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dismissed under the premise that they had "no legal standing to sue" non-In
dians. 1 03 

A third attempt to allot the Six Nations reservations (HR 1 8735) foun
dered in 1 9 1 4, as did a New York s tate constitutional amendment, proposed in  
1 9 1 5 .  to effectively abolish the reservations .  Even worse,  from New York' s 
viewpoint, in 1 9 1 9  the U.S. Justice Department for the first time acted on behalf 
of the Iroquois ,  fi ling a suit which (re)establi shed a 32-acre "reservation" in 
the state for the Oneidas. 1 04 The s tate legis lature responded by creating yet 
another commission, thi s one headed by attorney Edward A.  Everett, to conduct 
a comprehensive study of land title questions in New York and to make 
recommendations as to how they might be c leared up across-Ihe-board, once 
and for all . l OS After more than two years of hearings and intensive research, 
Everett handed in  a totally unantic ipated conclusion : The Six Nations st i l l  
possessed legal title to all 6 million acres of the Fort Stanwix  treaty area. 

He cited international law to the effect that there are only two ways 
to take a country away from a people possess ing it-purchase or 

conquest. The Europeans who came here did recognize that the 

Indians were in possession and so, i n  his opinion, thus recogni zed 
their status as nations . . . .  If then,  the Indians did hold fee to the land, 
how did they lose it? .. [T] he Indians were [again] recognized by 
George Washington as a nation at the Treaty of 1 784. Hence, they 

were as of 1 922 owners of all the land [reserved by] them in that 
treaty unless they had ceded it by a treaty equally valid and bind

ing. 106 

Everett reinforced his basic finding with reference to the Treaties of Fort 
Harmar and Canandaigua, discounted both Buffalo Creek Treaties ;JS fraudu
lent, and rejected both the leases of the state and those taken by entities such as  
the Holland and Ogden Companies as having no legal validity a t  all . 1 07 The 
Albany government quickly shelved the report rather than publishing it, but i t  
couldn' t prevent the implications from being discussed throughout the Six 
Nations . On August 2 1 ,  1 922, a council meeting was held at  Onondaga for 
purposes of retaining Mrs. Lulu G. S ti llman ,  Everett ' s  secretary, to do research 
on the exact boundaries of the Fort S tanwix treaty area. 1 08 The Iroquois  land 
claim s truggle had shifted from dogged resistance to dispossession to the 
offensive strategy of land recovery, and the first test  case, James Deere v. St. 

Lawrence River Power Company (32  F.2d 550), was filed on June 26, 1 925 in  
an attempt to  regain a portion of  the St .  Regis  Mohawk Reservation taken by 
New York. The federal government declined to  intervene on the Mohawks'  
behalf-as it was i ts "trust responsibility" to do-and the suit was dismi s sed 
by a district court jud§.e on October 1 0, 1 927. The dismissal was upheld on 
appeal in April 1 929 . 1 9 
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Things remained quiet on the land claims front during the 1 930s, as the 
Haudenosaunee were mainly preoccupied with preventing the supplanting of 
their traditional Longhouse form of government by "tribal councils" sponsored 
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs via the Indian Reorganization Act of 1 934. 
Probably as a means of coaxing them into a more favorable view of federal 
intentions under the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA), Indian Commissioner 
John Collier agreed towards the end of the decade that his agency would finally 
provide at least l imited support to Iroquois c laims litigation. This  resulted, in 
1 94 1 ,  in the Justice Department' s filing of u.s. v. Forness ( 1 25 F.2d 928) on 
behalf of the Allegany S enecas . The suit-ostensibly aimed at eviction of an 
individual who had refused to pay his $4-per-year rent to the Indians for eight 
years-actually sought to enforce a resolution of the Seneca Nation canceling 
hundreds of low-cost 99-year leases taken in the City of Salamanca, on the 
reservation, in 1 892. Intervening for the defendants was the Salamanca Trust 
Corporation, a mortgage institution holding much of the paper at i ssue. Al
though the case was ultimately unsuccessful  in its primary objective, it did 
clarify that New York law had no bearing on Indian leasing arrangements . 1 1 D 

This was partly "corrected," in the state view, on July 2, 1 948 ,  and 
September 1 3, 1 950, when Congress passed bills placing the Six Nations under 
New York jurisdiction in first criminal and then civil matters. I I  I Federal 
responsibility to assist Indians in pursuing treaty-based land claims was none
theless explicitly preserved. 1 1 2  Washington, of course, elected to treat this 
obligation in its usual cavalier fashion, plunging ahead during the 1 95 0s
while the Indians were mired in efforts to prevent termination of their federal 
recognition altogether-with the flooding of 1 30 acres of the St. Regis Reser
vation near Messena (and about 1 ,300 acres of the Caughnawaga Mohawk 
Reserve in Canada) as part of the St. Lawrence Seaway Project . 1 1 3 The 
government also proceeded with plans to flood more than 9,000 acres of the 
Allegany Reservation as a by-product of constructing the Kinzua Dam. Al
though studies revealed an alternative siting of the dam would not only spare 
the Seneca land from flooding but better serve "the greater public good" for 
which it was supposedly intended, Congress pushed ahead. 1 14 The Senecas 
protested the project as a clear violation of the Fort Stanwix guarantees, a 
position with which lower federal courts agreed, but the Supreme Court 
declined to review the question, and the Army Corps of Engineers completed 
the dam in 1 967. 1 1 5 

Meanwhile, the New York State Power Authority was attempting to seize 
more than half ( 1 ,383 acres) of the Tuscarora Reservation, near Buffalo ,  as a 
reservoir for the Niagara Power Project. In April 1 958, the Tuscaroras physi
cally blocked access by construction workers to the s ite, and several were 
arrested (charges were later dropped). A federal district j udge entered a tempo
rary restraining order against the state, but the appellate court ruled that the 
congressional issuance of a license to the Federal Power Commission consti-
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tuted sufficient grounds for the state to "exercise e minent domain" over native 
property . I 1 6 The S upreme Court again refused to hear the resulting Haude
nosaunee appeal .  A "compromise" was then implemented in which the state 
flooded "only" 560 acres, or about one-fifth of the remaining Tuscarora 
land. I 1 7 

B y  the early ' 60s ,  it had become apparent that the Iroquois ,  because their 
territory fell  "within the boundaries of one of the original thi rteen states ," would 
be disallowed from seeking redress through the Indian Claims Commi ss ion . I I  g 

The decade was largely devoted to a protracted series of discussions between 
s tate officials and various sectors of the Iroquois leadership . Agreements were 
reached in areas related to education,  housing,  and revenue shari ng, but on the 
i ssues  of land c laims and j urisdiction, the position of Longhouse traditionals 
was unflinchin% . In their view, the state holds no ri ghts over the Iroquoi s in 
either s phere .  I I Their  point was punctuated on May 1 3 , 1 974, when Mohawks 
from St .  Regis  and Caughnawaga occupied an area at Gan iekeh (Moss Lake), 
in the Adirondack Mountains.  They proc laimed the site to be sovereign Mo
hawk terri tory under the Fort Stanwix Treaty-" [We] represent a cloud of title 
not only to [this ]  6 1 2 .7 acres in Herkimer C ounty but to all of northeastern 
N . Y . "-and set out to defend it (and themselves) by force of arms.  1 20 

After a pair of local vigilantes engaged in harassing the I ndians were 
wounded by return gunfire in October, the state filed for eviction in federal 
court. The matter was bounced back on the premise that it was not a federal 
i ssue, and the New York attorney general-undoubtedly discomfited at the 
pUblicity prospects entailed in an armed confrontation on the scale of the 1 973  
Wounded Knee siege-let the case die. 1 2 1 Alternatively, the state dispatched a 
negotiating team headed by future governor Mario Cuomo . In May 1 977,  the 
"Moss  Lake Agreement" was reached, and the Mohawks assumed permanent 
pos session or a land parcel at Miner Lake, in the (Own ot Alrona, and another 
in the McComb Reforestation Area. 1 22 Mohawk possession of the sites  remains 
ongoing in 1 995,  a circumstance which has prompted others among the Six 
Nations to pursue land recovery through a broader range of tactics and, perhaps, 
with greater vigor than they might otherwise  (e .g . ,  Mohawk actions taken in 
Canada, concerning a land dispute at  the Oka Reserve, near Montreal, during 
1 990). 

A s  all this was going on, the Oneidas had, in 1 970, filed the first of the 
really significant Iroquois land claims suits .  The case, Oneida Indian Nation of 
New York v. County of Oneida (7O-CV-35 [N.D.N. Y . ] ) ,  charged that the 
transfer of 1 00,000 acres of Oneida land to New York via a 1 795 lease 
engineered by Governor Clinton was fraudulent and invalid on both constitu
tional grounds and because the government violated the 1 7 90 Trade and 
Intercourse Act. It was dismissed because of  the usual "Indians lack legal 
standing" argument, but reinstated by the S upreme Court in 1 974. 1 23 Com
pelled to actually examine the merits of the case for the first time, the U.S .  
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District Court agreed with the Indians (and the Everett Report) that title still 
rested with the Oneidas . 

The plai ntiffs have established a claim for the violation of the 

Nonintercourse Act. Unless the Act is to be considered nugatory, it  
must be concluded that the plaintiff' s right of occupancy and pos
session of the land i n  question was not alienated. B y  the deed of 

1 795 , the State acquired no rights against the plai ntiffs ; conse

quently, its successors , the defendant counties, are i n  no better 

position. 1 24 

Terming the Oneidas a "legal fiction," and the lower courts ' rulings 
"racist," attorney Allan Van Gestel appealed to the Supreme Court. 1 25 On 
October I ,  1 984, the high court ruled against Van Gestel and ordered his clients 
to work out an accommodation, indemnified by the state, including land 
restoration, compensation, and rent on unrecovered areas. 1 26 Van Gestel con
tinued to howl that "the common people" of Oneida and Madison Counties 
were being "held hostage," but as the Oneidas ' attorney, Arlinda Locklear, put 
it in 1 986: 

One final word about responsibility for the Oneida claims. It  is true 

that the original sin here was committed by the United States and the 
state of New York. It is also no doubt true that there are a number of 

innocent landowners i n  the area, i .e . ,  individuals who acquired their 

land with no knowledge of the Oneida claim to it. But those facts 

alone do not end the inquiry respecting ultimate responsibility . 

Whatever the knowledge of the claims before then, the landowners 
have certainly been aware of the Oneida claims since 1 970 when the 

first suit was filed. Since that time, the landowners have done 
nothing to seek a speedy and just resolution of the claims. Instead, 

they have as a point of principle denied the validity of the claims and 
pursued the litigation, detennined to prove the claims to be frivolous .  

Now that the landowners have fai led in  that effort, they loudly 

protest their innocence in the entire matter. The Oneidas, on the other 
hand, have since 1 970 repeatedly expressed their preference for an 

out-of-court resolution of their claims. Had the landowners joined 
with the Oneidas sixteen years ago in seeking a j ust resolution, the 

claims would no doubt be resolved today . For that reason, the 

landowners share in  the responsibility for the situation in which they 

find themsel ves today. 1 27 

Others would do well to heed these words because, as Locklear pointed 
out, the Oneida case "paved the legal way for other Indian land claims.

, , 1 28 Not 
least of these are other suits by the Oneidas themselves . In 1978 ,  the New York 
Oneidas filed for adjudication of title to the entirety of their Fort S tanwix 
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claim-about 4.5  mill ion acres-a case affecting not only Oneida and Madison 
Counties ,  but Broome, Chenango, Cortland, Herki mer, Jefferson , Lewis,  Onon
daga, Oswego, St. Lawrence, and Tiago Counties as well (this matter was 
shelved, pending final resolution of the first Oneida claims litigation) . 1 29 In 
December 1 979, the Oneida Nation of Wisconsin and the Thames Band of 
Southgold, Ontario ,  joined in an action pursuing rights in the same claim area, 
but naming the state rather than individual counties as defendant. 1 30 The 
Cayuga Nation, landless throughout the twentieth century , has also filed suit 
against Cayuga and Seneca Counties for recovery of 64,0 1 5  acres taken during 
Clinton' s leasing foray of 1 789 (the Cayuga claim may develop into an action 
overlapping with those of the Oneida; see Map V) . 1 3 1 

The latter case, filed on November 19 ,  1 980, resulted from attempts by 
the Cayugas to negotiate some sort of land base and compensation for them
selves with federal, state, and county officials from the mid-70s onward. By 
August 1 979,  they had worked out a tentative agreement that would have 
provided them with the 1 ,852-acre Sampson Park area in southern Seneca 
County, the 3 ,629-acre Hector Land Use Area in the same county, and an $8 
mill ion trust account established by the Secretary of the Interior (up to $2 .5  
mil l ion of which would be used to buy additional land) . 1 32 Although not one 
square inch of their holdings was threatened by the arrangement, the response 
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of the local non-Indian population was rabid. To quote Paul D .  Moonan, Sr . ,  
president of  the local Monroe Title and Abstract Company: 'The Cayugas ha ve 
no moral or  legal justification for their claim." Wisner Kinne, a farmer near the 
town of Ovid, immediately founded the Seneca County Liberation Organiza
tion, premised on a virulent anti-Indianism. SCLO attracted several hundred 
highly vocal members from the sparsely populated county . 

A bill to authorize the settlement subsequently failed due to this "white 
backlash," and so the Cayugas went to court to obtain a much larger area, 
eviction of 7 ,000 county residents, and $350 million in trespass damages .  
Attempts by attorneys for SCLO to  have the suit dismissed failed in 1 982 ,  as  
did a 1 984 compromise offer initiated by Representative Frank Horton.  The 
latter, which might have well been accepted by the Cayugas, would have 
provided them the 3 ,200-acre Howland Game Management Reserve along the 
Seneca River, a 2,850-acre parcel on Lake Ontario (owned by the Rochester 
Gas and Electric Company), and a 2,000-acre parcel adj oining Sampson Stale 
Park. Additionally, the Cayugas would have received "well in excess" of the 
$8 million they' d  originally sought. While SCLO appears to have decided 
acquiescence was by this point the better part of valor, the proposal came under 
heavy attack from non-Indian environmentalists "concerned about the animals 
in the Howland Reserve."  Ultimately, it was nixed by Ronald Reagan in 1 987 ,  
not  because he was concerned with area fauna, but because he was an�ry with 
Horton for voting against contra-aid. The suit is therefore ongoing. 1 3 

At the town of S alamanca, to which the leases expired at the end of 1 99 1 , 
the Allegany Senecas also undertook decisive action during the second half of 
the ' 80s . Beginning as early as 1 986, they stipulated the intent not to renew,  
and to  begin eviction proceedings against non-Indian lease and mortgage 
holders in the area, unless the terms of a new arrangement were considerably 
recast in their favor (i .e . ,  clarification of Seneca title, shorter leasing period, 
fair rates for property rental, and "preeminent j urisdiction" over both the land 
and cash income derived from it). 134 A further precondition to lease renewal 
was that compensation be made for all non-payment and under-payment of 
fair rental values of Seneca property accruing from the last lease. Although 
these demands unleashed a storm of protest from local whites-who, as usual, 
argued vociferously that the Indian owners of the land held no rights to it-they 
were unsuccessful in both court and Congress . 1 35 At this j uncture, all essential 
Seneca terms have been met, and Congress has passed the Seneca Nation 
Settlement Act of 1 990, including a settlement award of $60 million (the cost 
of which is to be shared by federal, state, and local non-Indian governments) 
for rental monies they should have received over the past 99 years, but didn ' t . 1 36 

The Black Hills Land Claim 
A much more harshly fought struggle, at least in terms of physical 

combat, has been the battle waged by the Lakota Nation ("Western S ioux") to 
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retain their spiritual heartland, the B lack Hills. In 1 85 1 ,  in exchange for right 
of way to California and Oregon along what was called the Platte River Road, 
the government entered into the first Fort Laramie Treaty with the Lakota. The 
treaty recognized Lakota ownership of and sovereignty within a vast area 
amounting to approximately 5 percent of the continental United States (see Map 
VI)J37 By 1 864, however, silver had been discovered in Montana, and the 
United States,  seeking the shortest route to the mines, violated the treaty by 
attempting to establish the "Bozeman Trail" directly through Lakota territory . 

This led to the so---<:alled Red Cloud War of 1 866-68,  in which the Lakota 
formed a politico-military alliance with the Cheyenne and Arapaho Nations, 
laid siege to U.S . military posts along the trail ,  and defeated the Army several 
times in the field. For the first time in its history, the government sued for peace. 
All Lakota terms were agreed to in a second Fort Laramie Treaty, signed during 
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the spring of 1 868, in exchange for the United States being allowed to withdraw 
its remaining soldiers without further damage. 1 3 8  

The provisions of the 1 868 Fort Laramie Treaty were c lear and unequivo
cal . All land from the east bank of the Missouri River westward within the 
present boundaries of the State of South Dakota was recognized by the United 
States as a "Great Sioux Reservation," exclusively for Indian use and occu
pancy .  Contiguous portions of North Dakota and Montana,  and about a third 
of Wyoming were also recognized as being "Unceded Indian Territory" be
longing to the "Greater S ioux Nation," and all of Nebraska north of the North 
Platte River was perpetually reserved as hunting territory. A stipulation in the 
1 868 treaty acknow ledged that its terms would not impair any Lakota land 
rights reserved under any earlier treaties ,  and the United States pledged to use 
its military to prevent its citizens from trespassing again in Lakota territory. 1 39 

Finally, the way in which any future transfer of Lakota title might occur was 
spelled out: 

No [subsequent] treaty for cession of any portion of the reservation 
herein described which may be held in common shall be of any 
validity or force as against said Indians, unless executed and signed 
by at least three-fourths of all adult male Indians, occupying or 
interested in the same. 1 40 

In 1 863 ,  a Catholic priest named Jean de Smet, after soj ourning illegally 
in the Black Hills, reported the presence of gold there . In short order, this 
incentive proved sufficient to cause Washington to violate the new treaty, 
sending Lt. Colonel George Armstrong Custer and his elite 7th Cavalry 
Regiment (heavily reinforced) to explore the Hills. When Custer, during the 
summer of 1 874, reported that he too had found gold, the government dis
patched a commis sion to purchase the region from the Lakotas while 
developing contingency plan s  for a military seizure in the event negotiations 
were unsuccessful. 1 4 1  During the fall of 1 875, the commission reported failure, 
and "Sioux Affairs" were shifted to the War Department. 1 42 The latter an
nounced that all Lakotas who failed to congregate by mid-January at Army 
posts-where they could be taken under military command-would be hence
forth considered "hostile" and subject to "punishment" the following summer. 
In Washington, the refusal of most Lakotas to comply with this presumption 
was publicized as an "Act of War" against the United States .  1 43 

Seeking to compensate for its earlier humiliation at the hands of these 
same Indians ,  the Army launched a huge three-pronged invasion, involving 
several thousand troops, of the Powder River sector of Unceded Indian Terri
tory during  the spring of 1 876 .  The idea was to c atch all the "Sioux 
recalcitrants" in a giant vise, overwhelm them, and then-with the Lakota 
military capacity destroyed-simply take whatever land area the United States 
desired. Things did not work out so quickly or so easily . First, on June 1 7 , the 
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southern command (a force of about 1 ,500 under General George Crook) was 
met and decisively defeated along the Rosebud Creek by several hundred 
warriors led by the Oglala Lakota, Crazy Horse. 1 44 Then, on June 25 . Custer 
and a portion of his 7th Cavalry (part of the eastern command) were annihilated 
in the valley of the Little Big Horn River by a combined force of perhaps 1 ,000 
led by Crazy Horse and Gall. a Hunkpapa Lakota. 1 45 The balance of the U.S .  
troops spent the rest of the summer and fal l  chasing Indians they could never 
quite catch.  1 46 

In the end, the Army was forced to resort to "total war" expedients. 
pursuing a winter campaign of the type developed on the s outhern plains with 
the 1 864 Sand Creek Massacre and Custer ' s massacre at the Washita River in 
1 868 . An expert in such operations, Colonel Ranald McKenzie, was imported 
for this purpose and spent the snowy months of 1 87 6-77 tracking down one 
vi l lage after another, killing women, children, and ponies a s  he went. 147 By the 
spring of 1 877 , all Lakota groups other than a portion of the Hunkpapas led by 
Sitting Bull  and Gall, and a segment of the Oglalas led by  Crazy Horse, had 
surrendered. The Hunkpapas sought asylum i n  Canada, while U.S .  negotiators 
tricked Crazy Horse into standing down in May .  1 48 The great Oglala leader was 
assassinated on September 5, 1 877 . 1 49 

With the Lakotas increasingly disarmed, dismounted, and under guard. 
Congress  felt confident in taking possession of the western-most portion of the 
Great S ioux Reservation, in which the Black Hills were located. On August 1 5 , 
1 876,  it had passed an act (Ch. 289, 1 9  Stat. 1 76, 1 92) announcing the Lakota 
Nation had given up its c laim to the desired geography. Concerned that this 
appear to be a legitimate transfer of title rather than outright conquest, however, 
it was written so as not to take effect until such time as Lakota "consent" was 
obtained. Another commission, this one headed by George Manypenny, was 
dispatched for lhis purpose. When even noncombatant Lakota men refused to 
cooperate, rations for the captive people as a whole were suspended. Ultimately, 
some 10 percent of all "adult Lakota males" signed the cession instrument in 
order to feed their families . Although this was a far cry from the 75 percent 
express written consent required by the 1 868 treaty to make the matter legal, 
Congress  decided the gesture was sufficient. Meanwhile, on February 28, 1 877, 
the legislators followed up with another law ( 1 9  Stat. 254) , stripping away the 
Unceded Indian Territory. Since the 1 85 1  treaty boundaries were simply 
ignored, the Great Sioux Nation had shrunk, almost overnight, from approxi
mately 1 34 million acres to less than 1 5  million. 1 50 

Beginning in 1 882, the United States began to impose an "Assimilation 
Policy" upon the Lakota Nation, outlawing key spiritual practices such as the 
Sun Dance, extending its jurisdiction over Lakota territory through the 1 8 85 
Major Crimes Act, and systematically removing children to remote boarding 
schools at which their language and cultural practices were not only prohibited, 
but replaced with those of their conquerors . 15 1  A s  part of this concerted drive 
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to destroy the socia-cultural integrity of the Lakotas, allotment of the Great 
Sioux Reservation was undertaken, starting in 1 8 89, with the consequence that 
some 80 percent of the remaining Lakota land base was declared surplus by 
unilateral action of the federal government over the next 20 years .  Resulting 
land losses-about 7 million acres-caused separation of the various Lakota 
bands from one another for the first time, through emergence of a "complex" 
of much smaller reservations (i .e . ,  Pine Ridge for the Oglala, Rosebud for the 
Sicangu ["Brule"] ,  Standing Rock for the Hunkpapa and Minneconju, and 
Cheyenne River for the Itazipco ["Sans Arcs"] , Sihasapa l"B lackfeet"] and 
Oohinunpa ["Two Kettles" ] .  (See Map VI, p. 1 34) . 1 52 

By 1 890; despair at such circumstances among the Indians was so high 
that there was widespread adoption of the Ghost Dance religion, a phenomenon 
entailing belief among its adherents that performance of specified rituals would 
cause a return of the buffalo and people killed by the Army, as well as 
disappearance of the invaders themselves.  Deliberately misconstruing the 
Ghost Dance as evidence of "an incipient uprising," local Indian agents seized 
the opportunity to rid themselves of those most resistant to the new order they 
were seeking to install . A special police unit was used to murder Sitting 
Bull-who had returned from Canada in 1 8 8 1 -at his home on December 1 5 .  
On December 28 ,  four companies of the reconstituted 7th Cavalry were used 
to massacre some 350 followers of Big Foot, a Minneconjou leader, along 
Wounded Knee Creek. In Washington, it was generally believed "the recalci
trant Sioux" and other "Indian troublemakers" had finally "gotten the message" 
concerning the permanent and unconditional nature of their subordination .  1 5 3  

The government felt free t o  consolidate its grip over even the last residue o f  
land left nominally in native hands :  

In  1 89 1  an amendment was made t o  the General Allotment Act (26 
Stat. 794) that allowed the secretary of interior to lease the lands of 
any allottee who, in the secretary ' s  opinion, "by reason o f  age or 
other disability," could not "personally and with benefit to himself 
occupy or improve his allotment or any part thereof. " In effect this 
amendment gave almost dictatorial powers over the use of allot
ments since, if the local agent disagreed with the use to which lands 
were being put, he could intervene and lease the land to whomsoever 
he pleased. 1 54 

During the early part of the twentieth century, virtually every useful 
parcel of land on the Lakota lands had been let in this fashion on long-term and 
at extremely low-costs ($ 1 per acre, per year for 99 years being the typical 
arrangement) . 1 55 At the same time, however, Sioux resistance surfaced in 
another form. A young Santee D akota named Charles Eastman began to publish 
books, including, among other things, accounts of the means by which the Black 
Hills had been expropriated and of his own experiences as part of a burial detail 
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at Wounded Knee. These were widely read in Europe . 1 56 Hence, questions on 
such topics were posed to U . S .  observers at the Geneva convention of the newly 
founded League of Nations i n  1 9 1 9  ( there i s  a school of thought holding that 
Congres s  refused to allow formal U.S .  participation in the League because, at 
least in part, it  was aware that federal Indian policy would never s tand up to 
international scrutiny) .  Alway s i nclined to paste a patina of fairness  and legality 
over even its most murderous misdeeds,  the United States responded to this 
embarrassment with an act (4 1 Stat. 738)  authorizing the Lakota to file suit in 
federal court if they felt they ' d  been dealt with "les s  than honorably." The 
thinking was apparently that an "equitable settlement"---consisting of a rela
ti ve ly minor amount of cash-would end the matter.  

No consideration at all seems to have been given to the possibility that 
the Lakotas might have other ideas as to what "equity" mi gh t look like. In 1 923 
they pitched a curve, entering the first Black Hills  case with the U.S . Court of 
Claims,  premised on land restoration rather than monetary compensation. 
Bewildered by this unexpected tum of events , the claims c ourt simply stalled 
for 1 9  years, endlessly entertaining motions and counter-motions while pro
fes sing to "study" the matter. Finally, in 1 942, when it  became absolutely clear 
the Lakota Nation would not accept cash in lieu of land, the court simply 
dismissed the case, asserting the situation was a "moral i ssue" rather than a 
consti tutional question over which it held jurisdiction.  1 57 In 1 943 , the U.S.  
Supreme Court refused to review the claims court decision. 1 58  

Although the litigational route appeared stalemated at  this point, passage 
of the Indian Claims Commission A('t in 1 946 revived the Lakotas' judicial 
strategy . A case was filed with the commission in 1 950, but was deemed by the 
commissioners to have been "retired" by the earlier claims court dismissal and 
S upreme Court denial of certiorari. Thus,  the commission also dismissed the 
case in 1 954. 1:i9 Undeterred, the Lakota entered an appeal w hich was denied 
and refiled. In 1 95 8 ,  the B lack Hills claim was reinstated on the basis  of a ruling 
that they had been represented by "inadequate counsel" during the 1 920s and 
1 930s . The Justice Department then attempted to have the whole issue simply 
set aside, submitting a writ of mandamus in 1 96 1  which requested "extraordi
nary relief' from continued Lakota litigation. The government' s  argument was 
rej ected by the court of claims later in the same year. 1 60 Hence, the claims 
commission was compelled to actually consider the case. 1 6 1 

After another long hiatus, the commission entered an opinion in 1 974 that 
Congres s  had been merely exercising its "power of eminent domain" in taking 
the Lakota land, and that such action was therefore "justified." On the other 
hand, the commission held, it was constitutionally required that the Indians be 
"justly compensated" for their  loss . 162 The Justice Department responded 
i mmediately by filing an appeal to minimize any cash award. This resulted, in 
1 975, in the government' s  securing of a res judicata prohibition against 
payment of public funds "in excess of the value of s aid property at the time it 
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was taken:, J63 B y  official estimation, this came to exactly $ 1 7 . 1  million, 
against which the Department of the Interior levied an "offset" of $3 ,484 for 
rations issued to its captives in 1 877. 1 64 The Lakota attempted an appeal to the 
Supreme Court, but once again the justices declined to review the matter. 1 65 

As all this was going on, the frustrations of grassroots Lakotas finally 
boiled over in such a way as to radically alter the extralegal context in which 
their Black Hills claim was situated. Early in 1 973 ,  traditionals on the Pine 
Ridge Reservation requested assistance from AIM in confronting the corrupt 
(and federally-installed) tribal government, in part to block another illegal land 
transfer. At issue was the uranium-rich northwestern one-eighth of Pine 
Ridge-known as the Sheep Mountain Gunnery Range-which the Depart
ment of the Interior wished to incorporate into the adjoining Badlands National 
Monument. AIM ' s  physical intervention resulted in its being besieged for 7 1  
days i n  the symbolic hamlet of Wounded Knee by massive federal forces . By 
the time the spectacular armed confrontation had ended, international attention 
was riveted on U.S .  Indian affairs as never before. In an attempt to contain the 
situation, the government fought a veritable counterinsurgency war against 
AIM and the traditional Oglalas of Pine Ridge during the three years following 
Pine Ridge. 1 66 

By the time the gunnery range was finally transferred in 1 976, the 
Oglalas-who had sustained at least 69 fatalities and nearly 350 serious 
physical assaults on their reservation durin� the period of federal repression
were in no mood to accept further abuse. 1 6 They not only mounted a storm of 
protest which caused a partial reversal of the transfer instrument, but also rallied 
the rest of their nation to demand that the three-fourths express consent clause 
of the 1 868 treaty (now including adult women as well as men) be applied to 
the claims commission award. Organizing a referendum on the matter under 
the slogan "The Black Hills Are Not For Sale," the United Sioux Tribes of South 
Dakota voted overwhelmingly in 1 977 to refuse the settlement. 1 68 Meanwhile, 
AIM had created the International Indian Treaty Council (TITC) and managed 
to have Lakota treaty issues (as well as other indigenous rights �uestions) 
docketed with the United Nations Commission on Human Rights . 1 6 

Under these circumstances, Congress once again backpedaled, passing 
an act in 1 978 which set aside aU judicial decisions leading up to the J 977 award 
amount, and ordering pro novo review by the claims court on the question of 
how much the Lakota compensation package should add up to. 1 70 The follow
ing year, the court determined that 5 percent simple annual interest should 
pertain to the claims commission' s  award of principal, a factor which upped 
the amount offered the Lakota to $ 1 22.5 million. 1 7 1 The Justice Department 
appealed this outcome to the Supreme Court, a circumstance which prompted 
the high court-after denying Indian requests to do the same thing for nearly 
40 years-to finally examine the Black Hills case: 
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In 1 980, the Supreme Court, on writ of certiorari from the Court of 
Claims, held that the 1 877 act did not effect a "mere change of form 
in investment in Indian tribal property," but, rather, effected a taking 
of tribal property which had been set aside by the treaty of Fort 
Laramie for the Sioux ' s  exclusive occupation, which taking implied 
an obligation on the government ' s  part to make j ust compensation, 
including an award of interest, to the Sioux . Justice Rchnquist filed 
a blistering dissenting opinion in which he charged the majority had 
been led astray by "revisionist historians .

,
, 1 72 

The Lakota remained entirely unsatisfied. Opponents to monetary settle
ment pointed out that Homestake Corporation alone had removed about $ 1 8  
billion i n  gold from one site near the Black Hills towns of Lead and Deadwood 
since 1 877 . They also noted that a 1 979 poll of the reservations showed that 
the great bulk of residents, although being among the most i mpoveris hed people 
in North America, were no more will ing to accept the new offer than they were 
the old one. 1 73 1n July 1 980-while a week-long "S urvival Gathering" attended 
by 1 0,000 people was occurring j us t  across the fence from the S trategic Air 
Command ' s  Ellsworth Air Force B ase,  ten miles from the Hills-the Oglalas 
fi led a new suit demanding the return of significant acreage and $ 1 1  billion in 
damages .  1 74 Although the case was dismissed by a federal district  j udge in 
September of the same year on the premise that "the matter has already been 
resolved," and subsequently denied on appeal, the point had been made. 1 75 

It was reinforced in April 1 9 8 1 when AIM leader Russell Means led a 
group to an � �U-acre site in the B lack Hills about 1 3  miles outside Rapid City, 
named i t  "Yellow Thunder Camp," and announced it was the first step in the 
physical reoccupation of "Paha S apa," as the Hills are known in the Lakota 
l�nguage. The U.S . Forest Service, \vhich claimed the l�nd on \:vhich Yellov.� 
Thunder Camp was s ituated, fi led suit  for eviction and requested the federal 
marshal ' s  service to carry it out. When it became apparent that AIM was 
prepared to offer physical resistance a l a  Wounded Knee, a federal j Udge in  the 
s tate capitol of Pierre issued a restraining order on federal authorities .  1 7  During 
the following summer, several other occupation camp s  sprang up, some of them 
sponsored by usually more timid tribal council governments. 1 77 Although they 
were mostly short-lived, the AIM occupation was continuous for nearly five 
years . 

While it was going on, the Forest  Service eviction suit was litigated before 
U.S .  District Judge Robert O ' B rien, with AIM countersuing on the basis that 
the federal government was in violation of the 1 868 treaty ,  the 1 97 8  American 
Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA), and several of its own anti-discrimi
nation s tatutes . In 1 985,  the government was stunned w hen O ' B rien upheld 
AIM' s contentions, entering a potential landmark opinion that whole geo
graphical areas rather than specific locations might be considered "sacred 
lands" within the meaning of AIRFA, and enjoining the Forest Service from 
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further harassing Yellow Thunder occupants . 1 78 The decision was reversed by 
the Eighth Circuit Court in 1 988,  however, in the wake of the Supreme Court' s 
decision in the Lyng case. ! 79 By that time, the government had deposited the 
Lakota settlement monies in an escrow account at an Albuquerque bank, where 
it continues to draw interest (reportedly, it now totals slightl� more than $200 
million, no Lakota having accepted a disbursement check) . ! 0 

Throughout the first half of the ' 80s, IITC reported developments in the 
Black Hills struggle annually to the U.N. Working Group on Indigenous 
Populations, formed by the Human Rights Commission in 1 982. 1 8 1 The U.S . 
United Nations delegation was forced to file formal responses to information 
provided through this medium, a circumstance causing greater international 
exposure of the inner workings of federal Indian policy than ever before. This ,  
in combination with the persistence of Lakota litigation efforts and physical 
confrontations, precipitated an unprecedented governmental initiative to re
solve the B lack Hills issue during the late ' 80s. It took the form of a bill, S . 1 453 ,  
first introduced by New Jersey Senator Bill Bradley in  1 987 , to  "reconvey 
title"-including water and mineral rights-over 750,000 acres of forest land 
within the Paha Sapa to the Lakota Nation. Additionally, specified sacred sites 
adding up to several thousand acres, and a 50,000 acre "Sioux Park," would be 
retitled without mineral rights .  A "Sioux National Council ," drawn from all 
Lakota reservations ,  would share jurisdictional and policy-making preroga
tives-as well as revenues from leasing, royalties, etc .-over the balance of the 
original Great Sioux Reservation with federal and state authorities .  Finally, the 
1 980 claims court award, plus subsequently accrued interest, would be con
verted into compensation for damages rather than payment for land per se. 1 82 

Although the Bradley Bill hardly afforded a full measure of Lakota rights 
to land and sovereignty, it was the sort of substantive compromise arrangement 
which the bulk of Lakotas might have accepted as workable. Certainly, Lakota 
support for the bill had become pronounced by 1 988,  even as a local white 
backlash-whipped up in part by South Dakota Senator Larry Pressler and 
former governor William Janklow-mounted steadily . If enacted in some form, 
it might have created a viable model for eventual indigenous land rights 
resolutions throughout North America. Unfortunately, the bill was withdrawn 
by its sponsor in 1 990, after a two-year period of highly publicized anti
Bradley agitation by an individual named Phil Stevens ,  previously unknown to 
the Indians but purporting to be "Great Chief of all the S ioux ." (At present, 
Lakota land--clai m  efforts are primari� devoted to resuscitating the bill, or 
developing a reasonable variant of it.) ! 3 

The Western Shoshone Land Claims 
A differently waged, and lesser known, struggle for land has been 

undertaken by the Western Shoshone, mainly in the Nevada desert region. In 
1 863 , the United States entered into the Treaty of Ruby Valley ( 1 3  Stat. 663) 
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with the Newe (Western Shoshone) Nation, agreeing-in exchange for Indian 
commitments of peace and friendship, willingness to provide right-of-way 
through their lands, and the granting of assorted trade licenses-to recognize 
the boundaries encompassing the approximately 24.5 million acres of the 
traditional Western Shoshone homeland, known in their language as Newe 
Segobia (see Map VII) . 1 84 The United States also agreed to pay the Newe 
$ 1 00,000 in restitution for environmental disruptions anticipated as a result of 
Euroamerican "commerce" in the area. As researcher Rudolph C. Ryser has 
observed: 

Nothing in the Treaty of Ruby Valley ever sold, traded or gave away 

any part of the Newe Country to the United S tates of America. 

Nothing in this treaty said that the United States could establish 

counties or smaller states within Newe Country . Nothing in this 
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treaty said the United States could establish settlements of U.S .  
citizens who would be engaged in any activity other than mining, 
agriCUlture, milling and ranching. 1 8s 

From the signing of the treaty until the mid-twentieth century, no action 
was taken by either Congress or federal courts to extinguish native title to Newe 
Segobia. 1 86 Essentially,  the land was an area in which the United States was 
not much interested. Still , relatively small but steadily growing numbers of 
non-Indians did move into Newe territory, a situation which was generally 
accommodated by the Indians so  long as the newcomers did not become overly 
presumptuous. By the late 1 920s, however, conflicts over land use had begun 
to sharpen. Thing s  worsened after 1 934, when the federal government installed 
a tribal council form of government-desired by Washington but rejected by 
traditional Newes-under provision of the IRA. 1 87 It was to the IRA council 
heading one of the Western Shoshone bands, the Temoak, that attorney Ernest 
Wilkinson went with a proposal in early 1 946. 

Wilkinson was a senior partner in the Washington-based law firm 
Wilkinson, Cragun, and B arker, commissioned by Congress toward the end of 
World War II  to draft legislation creating the Indian Claims Commission. The 
idea he presented to the Temoak council was that his firm be retained to 
"represent their interests" before the claims commission. 1 88 Ostensibly, his 
objective was to secure the band' s title to its portion of the 1 863 treaty area. 
Much more likely, given subsequent events, his purpose was to secure title for 
non-Indian interests in Nevada, and to collect the 10-percent attorney' s  fee he 
and his colleagues had written into the Claims Commission Act as pertaining 
to any compensation awarded to native clients . 1 89 In any event, the Temoaks 
agreed, and a contract between Wilkinson and the council was approved by the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1 947 . 190 Wilkinson followed up, in 1 95 1 ,  with a 
petition to the claims commission that his representation of the Temoaks be 
construed as representing the interests of the entire N ewe Nation. The commis
sion concurred, despite protests from the bulk of the people involved. 1 9 1 

From the outset, Wilkinson ' s  pleadings led directly away from Newe 
rights over the Ruby Valley Treaty Territory. As Morris has framed the matter 
in what is probably the best article on the Western Shoshone land struggle to 
date: 

In 1 962, the commission conceded that it "was unable to discover 
any formal extinguishment" of Western Shoshone to lands in Ne
vada, and could not establish a date of taking, but nonetheless ruled 
that the lands were taken at some point in the past. It did rule that 
approximately two million acres of Newe land in California was 
taken on March 3, 1 853 [contrary to the Treaty of Ruby Valley, 
which would have supplanted any such taking] , but without docu
menting what specific Act of Congress extinguished the title. With-
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out the consent of the Western Shoshone Nation, on February I I , 
1 966, Wilkinson and the U.S .  lawyers arbitrarily stipulated that the 
date of valuation for government extinguishment of Western 
Shoshone title to over 22 million acres of land in Nevada occurred 
on July I ,  1 872. This lawyers ' agreement, entered without the 
knowledge or consent of the Shoshone people, served as the ultimate 
loophole through which the United States would allege that the 
Newe had lost their land. 1 92 

By 1 872 prices, the award of compensation to the Newe for the "historic 
loss" of their territory was calculated, in 1 972, at $2 1 ,350,000, an amount 
revised upwards to $26, 1 54,600 (against which the government levied an offset 
of $9,4 1 0 . 1 1 for "goods" delivered in the 1 870s) and certified on December 1 9, 
1 979. 1 93 In the interim, by 1 976, even the Temoaks had j oined the other Newe 
bands in maintain ing that Wilkinson did not represent their interests ; they fired 
him, but the BIA (Bureau of Indian Affairs) continued to renew his contract "in 
their  behalf' until the claims commission itself was concluded in 1 980. 1 94 

Meanwhile, the Newe had retained other counsel and filed a motion to suspend 
commis sion proceedings with regard to their case . This was denied on August 
1 5 ,  1 977,  appealed, but upheld by the U.S .  Court of Claims on the basis that if 
the Newe desired "to avert extinguishment of their land claims, they should go 
to Congress" rather than the courts for redress.  The amount of $26, 145,  1 89 .89 
was then placed in a trust  account with the U.S.  Treasury Department in order 
to absolve the United S tates of further responsibility in the matter. 1 95 

One analyst of the case suggests that if the United States were honest 
in its valuation date of the taking of Newe land, the date would be 
December 1 9, 1 979-the date of the ICC award-since the [com
rmsslOnJ could pomt to no other extmgUlshment date. The U nited 
States should thus compensate the Shoshone in 1 979 land values and 
not those of 1 872.  Consequently, the value of the land "that would 
be more realistic, assuming the Western Shoshone were prepared to 
ignore violations of the Ruby Valley Treaty, would be in the neigh
borhood of $40 billion. On a per capita basis of distribution, the 
United States would be paying each Shoshone roughly $20 mil
lion . . . .  The [U.S . ]  has already received billions of dollars in re
sources and use from Newe territory in the past 1 25 years. Despite 
this obvious benefit, the U.S .  government is only prepared to pay the 
Shoshone less than a penny of actual value for each acre of Newe 
territory . 1 96 

The Newe as a whole have refused to accept p ay ment for their land, under 
the premise articulated by Raymond Yowell, Chair  of the Western Shoshoni 
Sacred Lands Association, that: "We entered into the Treaty of Ruby Valley as 
co-equal sovereig n  n ations . . .  The land to the traditional Sho shone is  sacred. It 
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is the basis of our lives .  To take away the land is to take away the lives of the 
people. ,, 1 97 Giving form to this sentiment, two sisters-Mary and Carrie Dann, 
refused eviction from their homes by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 
which claimed by that point to own the property that had been in their family  
for generations-and challenged all U.S .  title contentions within the Newe 
treaty area when the B ureau attempted to enforce its position in court. The 
litigation has caused federal courts to flounder about in disarray ever since. 

In 1 977,  the federal district court for Nevada ruled that they were 
"trespassers" because the claims commission had resolved all title questions.  
This decision was reversed on appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court in  1 978 
because, in its view, the question of land title "had not been litigated, and has 
not been decided." 1 98 On remand, the district court waited until the claims 
commission award had been paid into the Treasury, and then ruled against the 
Danns in 1 980. The court, however, in attempting to rationalize both its present 
decision and its past reversal, observed that, "Western Shoshone Indians 
retained unextinguished title to their aboriginal lands until Decembe r of 1979, 
when the Indian Claims Commission judgment became final" (emphasis 
added) . 1 99 This ,  of course, demolished the basis for the commission' s  award 
amount. It also pointed to the fact that the commission had comported itself 
illegally in the Western Shoshone case insofar as the Indian Claims Commis
s ion Act explicitly disallowed the commissioners (never mind attorneys 
representing the Indians) from extinguishing previously unextinguished land 
titles. Thus armed, the Danns went back to the Ninth Circuit and obtained 
another reversal. 200 

The government appealed the circuit court' s ruling to the Supreme Court 
and, entering yet another official (and exceedingly ambiguous) estimation of 
when Newe title was supposed to have been extinguished, the justices reversed 
the circuit court' s reversal of the district court ' s last ruling. Having thus served 
the government' s  interest on appeal, the high court declined in 1 990 to hear an 
appeal from the Danns concerning the question of whether they might retain 
individual aboriginal property rights based on continuous occupancy even if 
the collective rights of the Newe were denied.20 l As of 1 995, despite their 
adverse experiences with the federal judiciary, the Dann sisters remain on their 
land in defiance of federal authority. Their physical resistance, directly sup
ported by most Newes, forms the core of whatever will come next. 

One route to them-and undoubtedly the locus of much of the intensity 
with which the government has rejected their land claims-rests in the fact that 
U.S. nuclear weapons testing facilities lie squarely in the heart of Newe 
territory . According to geographer Bernard Nietschmann, the U.S .  detonation 
of 65 1 atomic weapons there since 1 963 makes Newe Segobia "the most 
bombed country in the world.

, ,202 The Newe portion of Nevada was also the 
area specified for siting of the MX missile system, and, currently, the govern
ment is  planning to store a variety of nuclear wastes in repositories bored into 
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Yucca Mountain, in the southwestern sector of Newe treaty land. For obvious 
reasons, the Newe oppose both testing and the dumping of such wastes in their 
homeland. Given this,  it  may be possible that their land rights can be fruitfully 
pursued through emergence of a broad coalition with non-Indian environ
mental, anti-war and anti-nuclear organizations .  That such a potential i s  not 
furthest from the minds of Newe strategists is witnessed by the wording of a 
permit i ssued to al l protesters arriving to oppose nuclear experiments at mili tary 
bases in the area: "The Western Shoshone Nation is calling upon citizens of the 
United States, as well as the world community of nations ,  to demand that the 
United States terminate its invasion of our lands for the evil purpose of testing 
nuclear bombs and other weapons of war.

, ,203 

Where Do We Go from Here? 
The question which inevitably arises with regard to indigenous land 

claims, especially in the United States ,  is whether they are "realistic ." The 
answer, of course, is "no they aren' t." Further, no form of decolonization has 
ever been realistic when viewed within the construct of a colonialist paradigm. 
It wasn ' t  realistic at the time to expect George Washington ' s  rag-tag militia to 
defeat the B ritish military during the American Revolution . Just ask the British. 
It wasn ' t  realistic, as the French could tell you, that the Vietnamese should be 
able to defeat U.S .-backed France in 1 954, or that the Algerians would shortly 
be .ible to fulluw lll lhc:il fuublt;�:,. Surdy , i l  wasIl ' i  rc:asunable to predict that 
Fidel Castro ' s  pitiful handful of guerrillas would overcome Batista ' s regime in 
Cuba, another U.S .  client, after only a few years in the mountains .  And the 
Sandinistas. to be sure. had no prayer of atta in ing virtory over Somm:'! ')() )'1"'11'" 
later. Henry Kissinger, among others, knew that for a fact. 

The point is that in each case, in order to begin their struggles at all, 
anti-colonial fighters around the world have had to abandon orthodox realism 
in favor of what they knew (and their opponents knew) to be right. To 
paraphrase Daniel Cohn-Bendit, they accepted as their agenda-the goals ,  
objectives and demands which guided them-a redefinition of reality in terms 
deemed quite impossible within the conventional wisdom of their oppressors . 
And, in each case, they succeeded in their immediate quest for liberation.204 

The fact that all but one (Cuba) of the examples used subsequently turned out 
to hold colonizing pretensions of its own does not alter the truth of this-or 
alter the appropriateness of their efforts to decolonize themselves-in the least. 
It simply means that decolonization has yet to run its course, that much remains 
to be done. 

The battles waged by native nations in North America to free themselves , 
and the lands upon which they depend for ongoing existence as discernible 
peoples, from the grip of U.S .  (and Canadian) internal colonialism is plainly 
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part o f  this process o f  liberation. Given that their very s urvival depends upon 
their perseverance in the face of all apparent odds, American Indians have no 
real alternative but to carry on. They must struggle, and where there is struggle 
there is always hope. Moreover, the unrealistic or "romantic" dimensions of 
our aspiration to quite literally dismantle the territorial corpus of the U.S . state 
begins to erode when one considers that federal domination of Native America 
is utterly contingent upon maintenance of a perceived confluence of interest 
between prevailing governmental/corporate elites and common non-Indian 
citizens .  Herein lies the prospect of long-term success .  It is entirely possible 
that the consensus of opinion concerning non-Indian "rights" to exploit the land 
and resources of indigenous nations can be eroded, and that large numbers of 
non-Indians will j oin in the s truggle to decolonize Native North America. 

Few non-Indians wish to identify with or defend the naziesque charac
teristics of U .S .  history.  To the contrary, most seek to deny it in a rather 
vociferous fashion . All things being equal, they are uncomfortable with many 
of the resulting attributes of federal posture and-in substantial numbers-ac
tively oppose one or more of these, so long as such politics do not intrude into 
a certain range of closely guarded self-interest. This is where the crunch comes 
in the realm of Indian rights issues. Most non-Indians (of all races and 
ethnicities, and both genders) have been indoctrinated to believe the officially 
contrived notion that, in the event "the Indians get their land back," or even if 
the extent of present federal domination is relaxed, native people will do unto 
their occupiers exactly as has been done to them; mass dispossession and 
eviction of non-Indians, especially Euroamericans, is expected to ensue . 

Hence, even those progressives who are most  eloquently inclined to 
condemn U.S . imperialism abroad and/or the functions of racism and sexism 
at home tend to deliver a blank stare or profess open "disinterest" when 
indigenous land rights are mentioned. Instead of attempting to come to grips 
with this most fundamental of all issues on the continent upon which they 
reside, the more sophisticated among them seek to divert discussion into 
"higher priority" or "more important" topics like "issues of class and gender 
equity" in which "justice" becomes synonymous with a redistribution of power 
and loot deriving from the occupation of Native North America even while the 
occupation continues (presumably permanently) .  Sometimes, Indians are even 
slated to receive "their fair share" in the division of spoils accruing from 
expropriation of their resources.  Always, such things are couched-and typi
cally seen-in terms of some "greater good" than decolonizing the .6 percent 
of the U.S.  population which is indigenous .205 Some marxis t  and environmen
talist groups have taken the argument so far as to deny that Indians possess any 
rights distinguishable from those of their conquerors .206 AIM leader Russell 
Means snapped the picture into sharp focus when he observed in 1 987 that: 

So-called progressives in the United States claiming that Indians are 
obligated to give up their rights because a much larger group of 
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non-Indians "need" their resources is exactly the same as Ronald 

Reagan and Elliot Abrams asserting that the rights of 250 million 
North Americans outweighs the rights of a couple million Nicara
guan s .  Colonialist attitudes are colonialist attitudes, and it does n ' t  

make one damn b i t  o f  difference whether they come from the left or 

the right . 207 

Leavi ng aside the pronounced and pervasive hypocri sy permeating their 
positions, which add up to a phenomenon elsewhere descri bed as "settler state 

colonialism,
, ,208 the fact is that the specter driving even the most radical 

non-Indians into lockstep with the federal government on questions of native 
land rights is largely i llusory. The alternative reality posed by native liberation 
s truggles is  actually much different: 

• While government propagandists are wont to trumpet-as they did 
during the Maine and Black Hills land disputes of the ' 70s-that an 
Indian win would mean individual non-Indian property owners losing 
everything, the native position has always been the exact opposite .  
Overwhelmingly, the lands sought for actual recovery have been govern
mentally and corporately held. Eviction of small land owners has been 
pursued only in instances where they have banded together-as they have 
during certain of the Iroquoi s  claims cases-to prevent Indians from 
recovering any land at all, and to otherwise deny native rights . 

• Official sources contend this is inconsistent with the fact that all non-In
dian tItle to any portlOn ot N orth AmerIca could be c alled into question. 
Once "the dike is breached," they argue, i t ' s  just  a matter of time until 
"every'body has to start swimming back to Europe, or Africa, or wher
e1/er.,,209 .. A ... lthough there is considerable technical aCCUf:lcy to adrnissions 
that all non-Indian title to North Americ a  is i l legitimate, Indians have by 
and large indicated they would be content to honor the cession agree
ments entered into by their ancestors even though the United States has 
long since defaulted. This would leave somewhere around two-thirds of 
the continental United States in non-Indian hands, with the real rather 
than pretended consent of native people. The remaining one-third, the 
areas delineated in Map II to which the United States never acquired title 
at all, would be recovered by its rightful owners . 

• The government holds that, even at that, there is no longer sufficient land 
available for unceded lands, or their equivalent, to be returned. In fact, 
the government itself still directly controls more than one-third of the 
total U.S.  land area, about 770 million acre s .  Each of the stqtes also 
"owns" large tracts,  totaling about 78 million acres . It is  thus qui te 
possible-and always has been-for all n ati ve claims to be met in full  
without the loss to non-Indians of a single acre of privately held land. 
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When it is considered that 250 million-odd acres  of the total land 
"privately" held are now in the hands of major corporate entities ,  the real 
dimension of the "threat" to small landholders (or, more accurately, lack 
of it) stands revealed.2 1 0  

• Government spokespersons have pointed out that the disposition of 
public lands does not always conform to treaty areas . While this is true, 
it in no way precludes some process of negotiated land exchange wherein 
the boundaries of indigenous nations are redrawn by mutual consent to 
an exact, or at least a much closer, conformity. All that i s  needed is an 
honest, open, and binding forum-such as a new bilateral treaty proc
ess-with which to proceed. In fact, numerous native peoples have, for 
a long time, repeatedly and in a variety of ways, expressed a desire to do 
. 

h 2 1 1  Just t at. 

• Nonetheless,  it is argued, there will still be at least some non-Indians 
"trapped" within such restored areas. Actually, they would not be trapped 
at all .  The federally imposed genetic criteria of "Indian-ness" discussed 
elsewhere in this book not withstanding, indigenous nations have the 
same rights as any other to define citizenry by allegiance (naturalization) 
rather than by race . Non-Indians could apply for citizenship, or for some 
form of landed alien s tatus which would allow them to retain their 
property until they die. In the event they could not reconcile themselves 
to living under any jurisdiction other than that of the United States,  they 
would obviously have the right to leave, and they should have the right 
to compensation from their own government (which got them into the 
mess in the first place).2 1 2  

• Finally, and one suspects this i s  the real crux o f  things from the govern
ment/corporate perspective, any such restoration of land and attendant 
sovereign prerogatives to native nations would result in a truly massive 
loss of "domestic" resources to the United States, thereby impairing the 

, " d ' 1 "  . .  2 1 3 F h d country s economic an nu ltary capaCItIes. or everyone w 0 queue 
up to wave flags and tie yellow ribbons during America' s recent imperial 
adventure in the Persian Gulf, this prospect may induce a certain psychic 
trauma. But, for progressives at least, it should be precisely the point. 

When you think about it like this, the great mass  of non-Indians in North 
America really have much to gain, and almost nothing to lose, from native 
people succeeding in struggles to reclaim the land which is rightfully ours.  The 
tangible diminishment of U.S .  material power which is integral to our victories 
in this sphere stands to pave the way for the realization of most other agendas
from anti-imperialism to environmentalism, from Afroamerican liberation to 
feminism, from gay rights to the ending of class privilege-pursued by pro
gressives on this continent. Conversely, succeeding with any or even all these 
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other agendas would still represent an inherently oppressive situation if  their 
real ization is contingent upon an ongoing occupation of Native North America 
without the consent of Indian people. Any North American revolution which 
fai led to free indigenous territory from non-Indian domination would be simply 
a continuation of colonialism in another form. 

Regardless of the angle from which you view the matter, the liberation 
of Native North America, liberation of the land first and foremost, is the key to 
fundamental and positive social changes of many other sorts . One thing, as they 
say, leads to another. The question has always been, of course, which "thing" 
is to be first in the sequence . A preliminary formulation for those serious about 
achieving (rather than merely theorizing and endlessly debating) radical change 
i n  the United States might be "First Priority to First Americans . "  Put another 
way , this would mean, "U.S .  Out of Indian Country."  Inevitably, the logic leads 
to what we' ve all been so desperately seeking: The United States-at least as 
we ' ve come to know it-Dut of North America altogether. From there, it can 
be permanently banished from the planet. In its stead, surely we can j oin hands 
to create something new and infinitely better. That ' s  our vision of "impossible 
realism."  I sn ' t  i t  time we all went to work on attaining it? 
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Carol ina: A Question of Ethnic Survival," in L. Will iam Walter, ed. ,  Southeastern Indians 
Since the Removal Era (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1 979), pp. 1 10--20. 

67. Catawba Indian Tribe of South Carolina v. State of South Carolina ( I I Oct. 1 983) .  

68 .  For an assessment of  the progress made in this arena, see S .  James Anaya, "The Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples and International Law in Historical and Contemporary Perspecti ve," 
in American Indian Law: Cases and Materials, Robert N.  Cl inton, Nell Jessup Newton, and 
Monroe E. Price, eds . (Charlottesvil le, Virginia: The Michie Co ., Law Publ i shers , 1 99 1 ) , 
pp. 1 257-276. For the principles involved in resolving issues of this sort through such means, 
see Richard B. Lil lich, International Claims: Their Adjudication by National Commission 
(New York: Syracuse University Press, 1 962). 

69 . Florida Indian Land Claim Settlement Act, 96 Stat. 20 1 2  ( 1 982) .  For background, see 
Robert T. Coulter et a! . ,  "Seminole Land Rights in Florida and the Award of the Indian 
Claims Commission," American Indian Journal, Vol. 4, No. 3 (Aug. 1 978) ,  pp.  2-27 . 

70. See Winona LaDuke, "The White Earth Land Struggle," in Critical Issues in Native 
North America, Ward Churchil l ,  ed. (Doc. 63, International Work GrollI' on IndigenC'u� 
Attmrs, Copenhagen, 1 989), pp. 55-7 1 ,  and "White Earth : The S truggle Continues," in  
Critical Issues i n  Native North America, Vol. fl, Ward Churchi ll ,  ed. (Doc. 68, International 
Work Group on Indigenous Affairs, Copenhagen, 1 99 1 ) , pp. 99-103 .  See also E .  M .  
Peterson, Jr. ,  "The So-Called Warranty Deed: Clouded Land Titles  o n  the White F3rth 
Reservation In MInnesota," North Dakota Law Review, No. 59 ( 1 983) ,  pp. 1 59-8 1 .  

7 1 .  See Daniel McCool, "Federal Indian Policy and the Sacred Mountains of the Papago 
Indians," Journal o.f Ethnic Studies, Vol. 9, No. 3 ( 1 98 1 ), pp. 57-69. 

72.  See Richard A. Lovett, "The Role of the Forest Service i n  Ski Resort Development: An 
Economic Approach to Public Lands Management," Ecology Law Review, No. 1 0  ( 1 983) ,  
pp. 507-78.  See also George Lubick, "Sacred Mountains,  Kachinas, and Skiers : The 
Controversy O ver the San Francisco Peaks," in  The American West: Essays in Honor of W. 
Eugene Hollan, R. Lora, ed. (Ohio: University of Toledo Press, 1980),  pp. 1 33-53 .  

73 .  See Ward Churchill ,  "Genocide i n  Arizona? The Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute in  Perspec
tive," in Critical Issues in Native North America, Vol. ll, op. cit . ,  pp. 1 04-46. 

74. See Jack Campisi ,  "The Trade and Intercourse Acts : Indian Land Claims on the Eastern 
Seaboard," in Imre Sutton, ed. ,  Irredeemable America, op. cit. , pp. 337-62 .  

75 . For the basis of  thi s  struggle, see M .  C .  B erry, The A laska Pipeline: The Politics of Oil 
and Native Land Claims (Bloomington/Indianapolis: Indiana University Press ,  1 975) .  See 
also John Berger, Report from the Frontier: The State of the World 's Indigenous Peoples 
(London: Zed Press, 1 987).  
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76.  On the rejection, see U.S .  House of Representatives, House Report 1 5066, 94th Cong. ,  
1 st Sess .  (Washington, DC: U.S .  Government Printing Office, 1 974).  In 1 980, Congress 
passed an act (94 Stat. 332 1 )  mandating formation of a Native Hawaiians Study Commission 
(six federal officials and three Hawaiians) to find out "what the natives really want." The 
answer, predictably, was land. 

77 .  For the basis of the native argument here, see L. Cannelora, The Origin of Hawaiian 
Land Titles and the Rights of Native Tenants (Honolulu: Security Title Corporation, 1 974) . 

7 8 .  Jefferson and other "radicals" held U.S .  sovereignty accrued from the country itself and 
did not "devol ve" from the B ritish Crown. Hence, U .S .  land title could not devol ve from the 
Crown.  Put another way, Jefferson-in contrast to John Marshall-held that B ritai n ' s  
asserted discovery rights in North America had n o  bearing o n  U.S .  rights t o  occupancy on 
the continent. See Gordon Wood, op. cit . ,  pp. 1 62-96. 

79 .  See generally,  B arbara Graymont, The Iroquois in the American Revolution (Syracuse, 
New York: Syracuse University Press, 1 975).  The concern felt by Congress with regard to 
the Iroquois as a military threat, and the consequent need to reach an accommodatio n  with 
them, is expressed often in early official correspondence. See Washington C. Ford et aI . ,  
eds. and comps . ,  Journals of the Continental Congress, 1 774-1 789, 3 4  Vols .  (Washington, 
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1 904- 1 937) .  

80. Jack Campisi, "From Fort Stanwix to Canandaigua: National Policy, States ' Rights and 
Indian Land," in Iroquois Land Claims, Christopher Vescey and William A.  Starn a, eds . 
(New York: Syracuse University Press, 1 988),  pp. 49-65: quote from p .  55 .  See also Henry 
M. Manley, The Treaty of Fort Stanwix, 1 784 (RomelNew York: Rome Sentinel Publica
tions ,  1 932) .  

8 1 .  For an account of these meetings, conducted by New York's  Governor Clinton during 
August and September 1 7 84, see Franklin B. Hough, ed., Proceedings of the Comm issioners 
of Indian Affairs, Appointed by Law for Extinguishment of Indian Titles in the State of New 
York, 2 Vols .  (Albany, New York: John Munsell Publishers, 1 86 1 ) , pp. 4 1 -63 . 

82 .  Jack Campisi, op. cit . ,  p. 59 .  Clinton lied, bald-faced. New York 's  references to the 
Genesee Company concerned a bid by that group of land speculators to lease Oneida land 
which the Indians had not only rejected, but which the state legislature had refused to 
approve. In effect, the Oneidas had lost no land, were unlikely to, and the governor knew it. 

8 3 .  See George Clinton, Public Papers of George Clinton: First Governor of New York, Vol. 
8 (Albany : State of New York, 1 904) .  

84 .  The price paid by New York for the Onondaga lease was " 1 ,000 French Crowns,  200 
pounds in clothing, plus a $500 annuity." See Helen M .  Upton, The Everett Report in 
Historical Perspective: The Indians of New York (Albany: New York State Bicentennial 
Commission, 1 980), p .  35 .  

85 .  Ibid. ,  p .  3 8 .  

86.  The relevant portion of the statute' s  text reads : [N]o sale of  lands made by any  Indians, 
or any nation or tribe of Indians within the United States, shall be valid to any person or 
persons, or to any state ,  whether having the right of pre-emption to such lands or not, unless 
the same shall be made and duly executed at some public treaty, held under the authority of 
the United States .  

87 .  Helen M. Upton, op. cit . ,  p .  40. 

8 8 .  For ratification discussion on the meaning of the Treaty of Canandaigua, see American 
State Papers: Documents, Legislative and Executive of the Congress of the United States, 
from the First Session to the Third Session of the Thirteenth Congress, Inclusive, Vol. 4 
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( Washington, DC: Gales and Seaton Publishers, 1 832), pp. 545-70. O n  Tecumseh' s alliance, 
\'ce R. David Edmunds, Tecumseh and the Quest for Indian Leadership (Boston: Little, 
Brown & Co., Inc . ,  1 984). 

89. See Paul D. Edwards, The Hoiland Company (Buffalo, New York: Buffalo Historical 
Society, 1 924). 

YO. See Georgiana C. Nammack, Fraud, Politics, and the Dispossession olthe Indians: The 
lrolillois Frontier and the Colonial Period (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1 969) . 
See a lso Henry S. Manley, "Red Jacket' s Last Campaign," New York History, No. 2 1  (Apr. 
1 950) .  

<) I .  See Henry S .  Manley, "Buying Buffalo from the Indians," New York History, No. 28 
(July 1 947) .  

<)2.  Charles 1 .  Kappler, op .  cit. , pp .  374-78 .  See also Society of Friend (Hicksite), The Case 
of' Ihe Seneca Indians in the State of New York (Stanfordville, New York: Earl E. Coleman 
Publisher [reprint of 1 840 ed.J , 1 979). 

<)3 . Most principle leaders of the S ix Nations never signed the Buffalo Creek Treaty. Each 
uJ the three consecutive votes taken in the Senate on ratification (requiring two-thirds 
affi rmation to be lawful) resulted in a tie, broken only by the "aye" vote of Vice President 
Richard Johnson. See Henry S. Manley, "Buying Buffalo from the Indians," op. cit. 

94. U.S .  House of Representatives, H. Doc. 66, 26th Cong. ,  2d Sess . ,  6 Jan . 1 84 1 .  

9 5 .  Charles J .  Kappler, op. cit . ,  p .  397. 

<)6. The Tonawanda protest appears as U.S. Senate, S .  Doc . 273, 29th Cong. ,  2d Sess . ,  2 
Apr. 1 842.  

97 . On the award, made on 5 Nov. 1 857, see Documents of the Assembly of the State of New 
Yo rk, 1 1 2th Sess. ,  Doc.  5 1 ,  Albany ( 1 889),  pp. 1 67-70. 

o s<  Hde!! M .  L'ptcn, cpo cit. , p .  53. Th" New YUI ll. Supreme Coun' s mvalidatJOn 01 the 
leases is  covered in U.S. v. Forness, 1 25 F.2d 928 ( 1 942).  On the court ' s  deeming of the 
leases to be perpetual, see U.S .  House of Representatives, Committee on Indian Affairs, 
Hearings in Favor of House Bill No. 122 70, 5 7th Cong. ,  2d Sess.  (Washington, DC: U.S .  
C;ovemment Printing Office, 1 902). 
99. Assembly Doc. 5 1 ,  op. cit. , pp. 43, 408. 

100. 28 Stat. 887, 2 Mar. 1 895 . 

1 0 1 .  Hearings in Favor of House Bill No. 1 2 2 70, op. cit p. 23 .  

J 02.  Ibid., p .  66. 

1 03 .  The original case is Seneca Nation v. Appleby, 1 27 AD 770 ( 1 905) .  It was appealed as 
Seneca Nation v. Appleby, 1 96 NY 3 1 8  ( 1 906) . 

1 04. The case, United States v. Boylan, 265 Fed. 1 65 (2d Cir. 1 920), i s  important not because 
of the paltry quantity of land restored, but because i t  was the first time the federal judiciary 
formally acknowledged New York had never acquired legal title to Iroquois land. It was also 
one of the very few times in American history when non-Indians were actually evicted in 
order that Indians might recover illegally taken property . 

1 05 .  New York State Indian Commission Act, Chapter 590, Laws of New York, 1 2  May 
1 9 1 9 . 

1 06. Helen M. Upton, op. cit . ,  p. 99 .  
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J 07 . The document is Edward A. Everett, Report (!{the New York State Indian Commission 
(Albany, NY: unpublished, 1 7  Mar. 1 922),  pp. 308--09, 322-30. 

108 .  Stenographic record of 2 1  Aug. 1 922 meeting, Stillman files. 

1 09 .  Helen M. Upton, op. cit . ,  pp. 1 24-29.  

1 1 0.  The total amount to be paid the Senecas for rental of their Salamanca property was 
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federal government to have defaulted on i ts obligation to regulate s tate and private leases of 
Seneca land, and instructed it to take an active role in the future . See Laurence M. Hauptman, 
"The Historical B ackground to the Present-Day Seneca Nation-Salamanca Lease Contro
versy," in Iroquois Land Claims, op.  cit. ,  pp. 1 0 1 -22. See also Arch Merrill, "The Salamanca 
Lease Settlement," American Indian, No. 1 ( 1 944). 

I l l . These laws, which were replicated in Kansas and Iowa during 1 952 ,  predate the more 
general application of state jurisdiction to Indians embodied in Public Law 280, passed in 
August 1 953 .  U.S.  Congress, Joint Legislative Committee, Report (Leg. Doc . 74),  83rd 
Cong. ,  1 st Sess. (Washington, DC: U.S .  Government Printing Office, 1 95 3) .  

1 1 2. This was based on a finding in United States v .  Minnesota (270 U.S.  1 8 1  [ 1 926] ,  s .c .  
27 1 U.S .  648)  that state statutes of l imitations do not apply to  federal action in Indian rights 
cases. 

1 1 3 .  See Jack Campisi, "National Policy, States' Rights, and Indian Sovereignty : The Case 
of the New York Iroquois," in Extending the Rafters: Interdiscip linary Approaches to 
Iroquoian Studies, Michael K. Foster, Jack Campisi, and Marianne Mithun, eds . (Albany : 
State University of New York Press,  1 984). 

1 14 .  For the congressional position, and commentary on the independent study of altemati ve 
sites undertaken by Dr. Arthur Morgan, see U.S. Senate, Committee on the Interior and 
Insular Affairs, Hearings Before the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs: Kinzua Dam 
Project, Pennsylvania, 88th Cong. ,  1 st Sess. (Washington, DC: U.S .  Government Printing 
Office, May-Dec. 1 963) .  

1 1 5 .  For further detail on the struggle around Kinzua Dam, see Lawrence M. Hauptman, 
The Iroquois Struggle for Survival: World War JJ to Red Power (Syracuse, New York: 
Syracuse University Press, 1 986).  

1 1 6 .  Tuscarora Indians v .  New York State Power Authority, 257 F.2d 885 ( 1 958) .  

1 1 7.  On the compromise acreage, see Laurence M. Hauptman, "Iroquois Land Claims Issues: 
At Odds with the 'Family of New York' ," in Iroquois Land Claims, op. cit . ,  pp. 67-86. 

1 1 8 . It took another 10 years for this to be spelled out definitively; Oneida Indian Nation v. 
United States, 37 Ind. CI. Comm. 522  ( 1 97 1 ) . 

1 1 9 .  For a detailed account of the discussions, agreements, and v arious factions within the 
process, see Helen M. Upton, op .  cit . ,  pp. 1 39-6 1 .  

1 20 .  See Margaret Treur, "Ganiekeh:  A n  Alternative to the Reservation System and Public 
Trust," American Indian Journal, Vol. 5, No. 5 ( 1 979), pp. 22-26 .  

1 2 1 .  State of New York v. Danny White et  aI., Civ. No. 74-CV-370 (N.D.N.Y.) (Apr. 1 976); 
State of New York v .  Danny White et a!. ,  Civ.  No. 74-CV-370, Memorandum Decision and 
Order, 23 (Mar. 1 977).  

1 22.  On the Moss Lake Agreement, see Richard Kwartler, "'This  Is  OUf Land' : Mohawk 
Indians v. The State of New York," in Roundtable Justice: Case Studies in Conflict 
Resolution, Robert B .  Goldman, ed. (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1 9 80).  
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1 23 .  Oneida Indian Nation of New York v. County (�f Oneida, 1 4  U.S .  66 1 ( 1 974). 

1 24 .  Oneida Indian Nation of New York v. County of Oneida, 434 F. Supp . 527, 548 
(ND.N.Y.) ( 1 979) .  

1 25 .  Allan Van Gestel, "New York Indi an Land Claims: The Modern Landowner as 
Hostage ," in Iroquois Land Claims, op. cit . ,  pp. 1 23-39.  See also the revision publ ished as 
"When Fictions Take Hostages," in The In vented Indian: Cultural Fictions and Govemlllent 
Policies, James E. Clifton , ed. (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Transaction Books , 1 990), pp. 
29 1 -3 1 2, and "The New York Indian Land Claims: An Overview and a Warning ," New 
York State Bar Journal (Apr . 1 98 1 ) . 

1 26.  County o.f Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation of New York, 84 L.Ed.2d 1 69, 1 9 1  ( 1 984). 

1 27 .  Arlinda Locklear, "The Oneida Land Claims: A Legal Overview," in  Iroquois Land 
Claims, op. cit. ,  pp. 1 4 1 -53.  

1 28 .  Ibid., p .  1 48 .  

1 29 .  This suit was later recast to name the state rather than the counties as the primary 
defendant, and enlarged to encompass 6 million acres.  It was challenged but upheld on 
appeal ; Oneida Indian Nation of New York v. State o.f New York, 69 1 F.2d 1 070 ( 1 982) .  
Dismissed by a district judge four years later (Claire B rennan, "Oneida C laim to 6 Million 
Acres Voided," Syracuse Post-Standard, 22 Nov. 1 986), it was reinstated by the Second 
Circuit Court in 1 988  ( Oneida Indian Nation o.f New York v. State of New York, 860 F.2d 
1 1 45 ) ,  and is ongoing as of this  writing. 

1 30 .  Oneida Nation of Indians of Wisconsin v. State of New York, 85 FD.R. 70 1 ,  703 
(N.Y.D.C.)  ( 1 980) . 

1 3 1 .  New York has attempted various arguments to obtain dismissal of the Cayuga suit. In 
1 990, the state ' s  contention that it had obtained bona fide land title to the disputed area in 
leases obtained in 1 795 and 1 80 1  was overruled at the district court level (Cavuga Indian 
Naliurt of New York v. ( uomo, nu F. Supp. 485).  In 1 99 1 ,  an "interpretation" by the state 
attorney general that reservation of land by the Six Nations in the Fort Stanwix Treaty "did 
not really" invest recognizable title in them was similarly overruled (Cayuga Indian Nation 
of New York v. Cuomo, 758 F. Supp. 1 07) .  Finally, i n  1 99 1 ,  a state contention that only a 
spccial iailruad l<:ln gallization wouid have Junsdlction to litigate claims involving areas 
leased to railroads was overruled (Cayuga Indian Nation of New York v. Cuomo, 762 F. 
Supp. 30). The suit i s  ongoing. 

1 32 .  The terms of the agreement were published in Finger Lakes Times, 1 8  Aug. 1 979. 

1 33 .  For further details, see Chris Lavin, "The Cayuga Land Claims," in  Iroquois Land 
Claims, op. cit . ,  pp. 87- 1 00.  

1 34 .  The one j urisdictional exception is that the Second Circuit ruled in  1 988  that a federal 
statute passed in 1 875 empowers the City of Salamanca, rather than the Senecas, to regulate 
zoning within the leased area so long as the leases exist (John v. City of Salamanca, 845 
F.2d 37) .  

1 3 5 .  The non-Indian city government of Salamanca, a sub-part of which i s  the Salamanca 
Lease Authority, filed suit in 1 990 to block settlement of the S eneca claim as "unconstitu
tional," and to compel a new 99-year lease on its own terms (Salamanca Indian Lease 
Authority v. Seneca Indian Nation, Civ. No. 1 300, Docket 9 1 -7086). They lost and appealed. 
The lower court decision was affirmed by the Second Circuit Court on March 1 5 ,  1 99 1 ,  on 
the basis that the Senecas enjoy "sovereign immunity" from any further such suits . 

1 36 .  Public Law 1 0 1 -503, 1 04 Stat. 1 1 79.  
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1 37 .  For the treaty text, see Charles J. Kappler, op. cit., pp. 594-96. For background, see 
Remi Nadeau, Fort Laramie and the Sioux (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press ,  1 967) ; 
and LeRoy R. Hafen and Francis Marion Y oung, Fort Laramie and the Pageant of the West, 
1834-1 890 (Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, 1 938) .  

1 38 .  See Dee Brown, Fort Phil Kearny: An American Saga (Lincoln :  University of Nebraska 
Press,  1 97 1 ) . See also Grace Hebard and E. A. Brindenstool, The Bozeman Trail, 2 vols.  
(Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Publishers, 1 922). 
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out in Articles 2 and 1 6, non-abrogation of 1 85 1  treaty land provisions in Article 1 7 .  
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1 4 1 . See Donald Jackson, Custer 's Gold: The United States Cavalry Expedition of 1874 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,  1 966). See also U.S. Department of the Interior 
(William Ludlow),  Report of a Reconnaissance of the Black Hills of Dakota (Washington,  
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Department of the Interior (Walter P. Jenny), Report to Congress on the Mineral Wealth, 
Climate and Rainfall, and Natural Resources of the Black Hills of South Dakota (Exec. Doc . 
5 1 ),  44th Cong., 1 st Sess. (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1 876) .  The 
Lakota responded militarily to neither violation of the treaty. 

1 42. U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Annual Report of the 
Commissioner of 1ndian Affairs, 1875 (Washington, DC: U.S.  Government Printing Office ,  
1 87 5 ) .  

143 . U . S .  Department of War, Annual Report of the Secretary of War, 43rd Cong . ,  2 d  Sess .  
(Washington, DC: U.S.  Government Printing Office, 1 876), p. 44 1 . See also James C .  Olsen, 
Red Cloud and the Sioux Problem (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1 965 ) .  

1 44.  J.  W. Vaughn, With Crook at the Rosebud (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
1 956).  

1 45 .  On the Custer fight, see Mari S andoz, The Battle of the Little Big Horn (New York: 
Curtis Books, 1 966).  For further contextualization, see John E. Gray, Centennial Campaign: 
The Sioux War of 1876 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1 988).  Another excellent 
reading is Stephen E. Ambrose, Crazy Horse and Custer: The Parallel Lives of Two 
American Warriors (Garden City, New York: Doubleday Publishers, 1975). 

1 46 .  See John E. Gray, Centennial Campaign: The Sioux Wars of 1876 (Norman: University 
of Oklahoma Press, 1 988) .  

147 .  For a detailed account of one of these s laughters, see Jerome Greene, Slim Buttes, 1 8 77: 
An Episode in the Great Sioux War (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1 982). For 
more on Colonel McKenzie, who had made his reputation in a winter attack upon a 
Comanche village in Palo Duro Canyon (Texas) in 1 874, see T. R. Fehrenbach, Comanches: 
The Destruction ofa People (New York: Alfred A. Knopf Publishers, 1 975), pp. 5 1 6--2 1 .  

148 .  O n  the Hunkpapa evasion to Canada, see S tanley Vestal, Sitting Bull: Champion of the 
Sioux (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1 932).  On the false promises made to Crazy 
Horse (through Red Cloud), see Dee Brown, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: An Indian 
History of the American West (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc ., 1 970), pp. 
308- 1 0. 

1 49.  For first-hand accounts, see Robert A. Clark, ed. ,  The Killing of Chief Crazy Horse 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,  1 976).  
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1 50. This legi slative hi story is  covered quite well in a contribution entitled " 1 986 Black Hi l ls  
Hearing on S . 1 453 ,  Introduction," prepared by the staff of Senator Daniel Inouye, Chair of 
the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, for Wicazo Sa Review, Vol. IV, No . I (Spring 
1 988) .  Total "Sioux" treaty territory-including that of the Nakota ("Prairie Sioux") and 
Dakota ("Woodland Sioux") east of the Missouri River-'-added up to 1 60 to 1 75 mill ion 
acres according to the Indian Claims Commission Final Report, op. cit. 

1 5 1 .  See Henry E. Fritz, The Movementfor Indian Assimilation, 1860-1890 (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1 963) .  

1 52 .  See Sioux Tribe v. United States (2 Ind.  CI .  Comm. 67 1 )  for computation of acreage. 

1 5 3 .  For a good dose of the propaganda prevailing at the time, see Herbert Welsh, 'The 
Meaning of the Dakota Outbreak," Scribner 's Magazine (Apr. 1 89 1 ) , pp. 439-52. A more 
comprehensive and considered topical view, albeit one general ly conforming to ideological 
requirements , is James M. Mooney, The Ghost-Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 
1890 (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology, U.S .  
Government Printing Office, 1 896). The most balanced and accurate account may probably 
be found in Dee Brown, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, op. cit . 

1 54. Vine Deloria, Jr., and Clifford M. Lytle, American Indians, American Justice (Austin :  
University of Texas Press, 1 983) ,  p. 10 .  

1 55 .  For an  official assessment of this situation, see the memorandum of Indian Commis
sioner John Collier: U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Indian Affairs, Hearings 
on HR 7902 Before the House Committee on Indian Affairs, 73rd Cong. ,  2d Sess . (Wash
ington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1 934), pp. 1 6-- 1 8 . 

1 56 .  Eastman ' s  books include Old Indian Days (New York: McClure Publishers, 1 907), The 
Soul of the Indian: An interpretation (New York: Johnson Reprin t  Corp . ,  1 97 1 ), originally 
published in 1 9 1 1 ,  From Deep Woods to Civilization: Chapters in an Autobiography of an 
Indian (Boston:  Little, Brown & Co., Inc . ,  1 9 1 6), and Indian HPrflP< (Ina Gre[!! Chfcf:�ir.:; 
(Hoston: Little, Brown & Co.,  Inc. ,  1 9 1 8 ) .  

1 57 .  Sioux Tribe v. United States, 97 Ct .  CI .  6 1 3  ( 1 942).  

1 5 8 .  Sioux Tribe v.  United States, 3 1 8  U.S .  7 89, cert. denied ( 1 943) .  

1 59 .  Sioux Tribe v .  United States, 2 Ind. Cl .  Comm. ( 1 956). 

1 60. Wicazo Sa Review, Vol.  IV, No. 1 ,  op. cit . ,  pp. 1 0- 1 1 .  

1 6 1 .  United States v. Sioux Nation of Indians, 448 U.S . 37 1 ,  385  ( 1 968) .  The grounds, 
however, were exceedingly narrow. The commission was charged only with discovering I )  
What, i f  any, land rights vis-a-vis  the B lack Hills had been acquired in 1 877;  2 )  What 
consideration had been given by the United States in exchange for these lands; and 3) If no 
consideration had been given, had the United States made any payments which might offset 
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1 62 .  Sioux Nation v. United States, 33 Ind. Cl .  Comm. 1 5 1  ( 1 974) ; the decision was of course 
legally absurd. The United States holds "eminent domain"  powers over the property of no 
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L i ke San d  

i n  the Wi n d  
The Maki ng of an Ame r ican I nd i an D i aspora 

i n  the U n i ted States 

They a re goi n g  away! With a v i s i b le re luctance wh ich noth i n g  has  
overcome but  the stern necess i ty they fee l impel l i ng them, they h ave 
looked the i r  l a st upon the g raves of thei r  s i res-the scenes of the i r  youth,  
and h ave taken up the s low toi l some march  with their  househo ld  goods 
among them to thei r  new homes i n  a strange land.  They leave names to 
many of ou r r ivers, towns, and cou nties, and so long as o u r  State 
rema i n s  the C h octaws who once owned most of her soi l wi l l  be 
remembered . 

Vicksbu rg Dai ly Sent i ne l ,  February 25, 7 832 

We tol d  them that we wou ld rather d ie  than leave ou r l ands;  but we 
cou ld not he lp  ourse lves. They took us down . Many died on the road.  
Two of my c h i l d ren d ied. After we reached the n ew land, a l l  my h orses 
d ied.  The water was very bad. Al l ou r cattle d i ed; not one was l eft. I 
stayed ti l l  one h u n d red a n d  fi fty-eight  of my peop le had d ied. Then I ran 
away . . . .  

Standing Bear, January 7 876 

Wi thin the arena of Diaspora S tudies, the question of whether the field' s 
analytical techniques might be usefully applied to the indigenous population of 
the United States is seldom raised. In large part, this appears to be due to an 
unstated presumption on the part of diaspora scholars that because the vast bulk 
of the native people of the United States remain inside the borders of that 
nation-state, no population dispersal comparable to that experienced by 
Afroamericans ,  Asian Americans, Latinos-or, for that matter, Euroameri-
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cans-is at  i ssue .  Upon even minimal ret1ection, however, the fallacy imbedded 
at the core of any such premise is quickly revealed. 

To say that a Cherokee remains essentially "at home" so long as s/he 
resides within the continental territorial ity claimed by the United States i s  
equivalent to arguing that a Swede displaced t o  Italy o r  a Vietnamese refugee 
in Korea would be at home simply because they remain in Europe or Asia.  
Native Americans. n9 less than other peoples, can and should be understood as 
idcntified with the specific geographical settings by which they came to identify 
themselves as peoples .  Mohawks are native to the upstate New York/southern 
Quebec region. not Florida or Cal ifornia. Chiricahua Apaches are i ndigenous 
to southern Arizona and northern Sonora, not Oklahoma or Oregon.  The matter 
is not only cultural , although the dimension of culture is crucially important, 
but political and economic as wel l .  

Struggles by native peoples to retain use and occupancy rights over their  
tradit ional territories, and Euroamerican efforts to supplant them. comprise the 
v irtual entirety of U.S ./Indian relations since the inception of the republic . All 
40 of the so-called Indian Wars recorded by the federal government were 
fought over land. l On more than 370 separate occasions between 1 778 and 
1 87 1 ,  the Senate of the United States ratified treaties with one or more 
indigenous peoples by which the latter ceded portions of its l and base to the 
United States. In every instance. a fundamental quid pro quo was arrived at: 
Each indigenous nation formally recognized as such through a treaty ratifica
tion was simultaneously acknowledged as retaining a clearly demarcated 
nationul homeland within wl!jd. it  mighl maimain its soclo-pohbcai cohesion 
and from which it could draw perpetual sustenance, both spiritually and 
materially? 

At least five succeeding generati nn� nf American hdians fought, sut
fered, and died to preserve their peoples '  residency in the portions of North 
America which had been theirs since "time immemorial." In this sense, the 
fundamental importance they attached to continuing their linkages to these 
areas seems unquestionable . By the same token, the extent to which their  
descendants have been dislocated from these defined, or definable, land bases 
is the extent to which it can be observed that the conditions of diaspora have 
been imposed upon the population of Native North America. In this respect, 
the situation is so unequivocal that a mere sample of statistics deriving from 
recent census data will be sufficient to tell the tale : 

• By 1 980, nearly half of all federally recognized American Indians lived 
in off-reservation locales, mostly cities .  The largest concentration of 
indigenous Reople in the country-90,689-was in the Los Angeles 
Metro Area. 3 By 1 990, the proportion of urban-based Indians was 
estimated to have swelled to approximately 55 percent.4 
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• All federally unrecognized Indians-a figure which may run several 
times the approximately 1 .6 million that the United States officially 
admits still exist within its borders-are effectively landless and scattered 
everywhere across the country.5 

• Texas, the coast of which was once one of the more populated locales for 
indigenous people, reforted a reservation-based Native American popu
lation of 859 in 1 980. The total Indian population of Texas was reported 
as being 39,740.7 Even if this number included only members of peoples 
native to the area (which it does not) , it would still represent a reduction 
of about 1 .5 million from the point of first contact with Europeans .  8 

• A veritable vacuum in terms of American Indian reservations and popu
lation is now evidenced in most of the area east of the Mississippi River, 
another region once densely populated by indigenous people. Delaware, 
Illinois ,  Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, and 
West Virginia show no reservations at al1.9 The total Indian popUlation 
reported in Vermont in 1 980 was 968 . In New Hampshire, the figure was 
1 ,297 . In Delaware, it was 1 ,307 ; in West Virginia, 1 ,555 .  The reality is 
that a greater number of persons indigenous to the North American 
mainland now live in Hawai 'i, far out in the Pacific Ocean, than in any 
of these  easterly states.  10  

The ways in which such deformities in the distribution of indigenous 
population in the United States have come to pass have been anything but 
natural. To the contrary, the maj or causative factors have consistently derived 
from a series of official policies implemented over more than two centuries by 
the federal government of the United States .  These have ranged from forced 
removal during the 1 830s, to concentration and compulsory assimilation during 
the 1 8 80s, to coerced relocation beginning in the late 1 940s.  Interspersed 
through it all have been periods of outright liquidation and dissolution, continu
ing to the present time. The purpose of this essay is to explore these policies 
and their effects on the peoples targeted for such exercises in "social engineer
ing." 

The Post-Revolutionary Period 
During the period immediately following the American Revolution, the 

newly formed United States was in a "desperate financial plight . . .  [and] saw 
its salvation in the sale to settlers and land companies of western lands" lying 
outside the original 1 3  colonies .  I I  Indeed, the revolution had been fought in 
significant part in order to negate George Ill ' s  Proclamation of 1 763, an edict 
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restricting land acquisition by British subjects to the area east of the Appala
chiem Mountains and thereby voiding certain speculative real estate interests 
held by the U.S .  Founding Fathers . During the war, loyalty of rank and file 
soldiers, as well as major creditors, was maintained through warrants advanced 
by the Continental Congress with the promise that rebel debts would be retired 
through issuance of deeds to parcels of Indian land once the revolution had 
succeeded . 1 2  A substantial problem for the fledgling republic was that in the 
immediate aftermath, it possessed neither the legal nor the physical means to 
act on such commitments . 

In the Treaty of Paris ,  signed on September 3 ,  1 783 ,  England quitclaimed 
i t s  rights to all present U .S .  territory east of the Mississippi . Contrary to 
subsequent Americana, this action conveyed no bona fide title to any of the 
Indian lands lying within the area. 1 3  Rather, it opened the way for the United 
Statcs to replace Great Britain as the sole entity entitled under prevailing 
internat ional law to acquire Indian land in the region through negotiation and 
purchase . 1 4  The United States-already an outlaw state by virtue of its armed 
rejection of lawful Crown authority-appears to have been emotionally pre
pared to seize native property mainly through force, thereby continuing its 
initial posture of gross illegality. IS Confronted by the incipient indigenous 
alliance espoused by Tecumseh in the Ohio River Valley (known at the time as 
the "Northwest Territory") and to the south by the powerful Creek and Chero
kee confederations,  however, the United S tates found itself militarily 
stalemated all along its western frontier. 1 6  

The Indian position vvas considerably reinforced w'h�n LilglauJ W-eHl 
back on certain provisions of the Treaty of Paris ,  refusing to abandon a line of 
military installations along the Ohio until the United States showed itself 
willing to comply with minimum standards of international legalism. "acknow
ledging the Indian right in the soil" long since recognized under the Doctrine 
of Discovery. J 7  To the south, Spanish Florida also aligned itself with native 
nations as a means of holding the rapacious settler population of neighboring 
Georgia in check l 8  Frustrated, federal authorities had to content themselves 
with the final dispossession and banishment of such peoples as the Huron 
(Wyandotte) and Delaware (Lenni Lanape)-whose homelands fell within the 
original colonies, and who had been much weakened by more than a century 
of warfare-to points beyond the 1 763 demarcation line. There, these early 
victims of a U.S .-precipitated indigenous diaspora were taken in by stronger 
nations such as the Ottawa and Shawnee. 1 9 

Mean while, George Washington ' s  initial vision of a rapid and wholesale 
expulsion of all Indians east of the Mississippi, expressed in June 1783 ,20 was 
tempered to reflect a more sophisticated process of gradual encroachment 
explained by General Philip Schuyler of New York in a letter to Congress the 
following month: 
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As our settlements approach their country, [the Indians] must, from 
the scarcity of game, which that approach will induce, retire farther 
back, and dispose of their lands, unless they dwindle to nothing, as 
all savages have done . . .  when compelled to live in the vicinity of 
civilized people, and thus leave us the country without the expense 
of purchase, trifling as that will probably be.2 1 

As Washington himself was to put it a short time later: 

[P]olicy and economy point very strongly to the expediency of being 
on good terms with the Indians, and the propriety of purchasing their 
Lands in preference to attempting to drive them by force of arms out 
of their Country . . . .  The gradual extension of our Settlements will 
certainly cause the Savage as the Wolf to retire . . . .  In a word there is 
nothing to be gained by an Indian War but the Soil they live on and 
this can be had by p urchase at less expense.22 

B y  1 787,  the s trategy had become so well accepted that the United S tates 
was prepared to enact the Northwest Ordinance, codifying a formal renun
ciation of what i t  had been calling its "Rights of Conques t" with res pect to 
native peoples :  "The utmost  good faith shall always be observed towards 
the Indian ; their land shall never be taken from them without their consent;  
and in their property , rights ,  and liberty , they shall never be invaded or 
disturbed-but laws founded i n  j ustice and humanity shall from time to time 
be made, for wrongs done to them, and for preserving peace and friendship 
with them.

, ,23 

The Era of Removal 

By the early years of the nineteenth century, the balance of power in North 
America had begun to s hift. To a certain extent, this was due to a burgeoning 
of the Angloamerican population, a circumstance actively fos tered by govern
ment policy. In other respects, it  was because of an increasing consolidation of 
the U.S .  s tate and a generation-long erosion of indigenous s trength resulting 
from the factors delineated in Schuyler ' s  policy of gradual expansion.24 By 
1 8 1 0, the government was ready to resume what Congress  described as the 
"speedy provision of the extension of the territories of the United States" 
through means of outright force . 25 Already, in 1 803, provis ion had been made 
through the Louisiana Purchase for the massive displacement of all eastern 
Indian nations into what was perceived as the "vast wasteland" west of the 
Mississippi . 26 The juridical ground\york was laid by the Supreme Court with 
Chief Justice John Marshall ' s  opinion in Fletcher v. Peck, a deci sion holding 
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that the title of U.S . citizens to parcels of Indian property might be considered 
valid even though no Indian consent to cede the land had been obtained.27 

With the defeat of Great Britain in the War of 1 8 1 2, the subsequent defeat 
of Tecumseh' s  confederation in 1 8 1 3 , and General Andrew Jackson' s  defeat 
of the Creek Redsticks in 1 8 1 4, the "clearing" of the East began in earnest.2R 
By 1 8 1 9, the United States had wrested eastern Florida from Spain, consum
mating a process begun in 1 8 1 0 with assaults upon the western ("panhandle") 
portion of the territory.29 Simultaneously, the first of a pair of "Seminole Wars" 
was begun on the Florida peninsula to subdue an amalgamation of resident 
Miccosukees, " recalcitrant" Creek refugees, and runaway chattel slaves natu
ralized as free citizens of the indigenous nations.3D In 1 823,  Chief Justice John 
Marshall reinforced the embryonic position articulated in Peck with Johnson 
v. Mcintosh, an opinion inverting conventional understandings of indigenous 
status in international law by holding that U.S.  sovereignty superseded that of 
native nations, even within their own territories .  During the same year, Presi
dent James Monroe promulgated his doctrine professing a unilateral U.S .  
"right" to circumscribe the sovereignty of all other nations in the hemisphere.3 l  

I n  this environment, a tentative policy of Indian "removal" was already 
underway by 1 824, although not codified as law until the Indian Removal Act 
was passed in 1 830. This was followed by Marshall ' s  opinions, rendered in 
Cherokee v. Georgia and Worcester v. Georgia, that Indians comprised "do
mestic dependent nations," the sovereifnty of which was subject to the "higher 
authority" of the federal government. 2 At that point, the federal program of 
physically relocating entin' nations of people from their ca5tcni hUl Iu:lands ro 
what was then called the " Permanent Indian Territory of Oklahoma" west of 
the Mississippi became full-fledged and forcible. 3 3  The primary targets were 
the prosperous "Five Civilized Tribes" of the Southeast: the Cherokee, Creek , 
Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Seminole Nations. They were rounded up and 
interned by troops ,  concentrated in camps until their numbers were sufficient 
to make efficient their being force-marched at bayonet-point, typically without 
adequate food, shelter, or medical attention, often in the dead of winter, as much 
as 1 ,500 miles to their new "homelands . ' ,34 

There were, of course, still those who attempted to mount a military 
resistance to what was happening. Some, like the Sauk and Fox nations of 
Illinois, who fought what has come to be known as the "Black Hawk War" 
against those dispossessing them in 1 832, were simply slaughtered en masse.35 
Others, such as the "hard core" of Seminoles  who mounted the second war 
bearing their name in 1 835,  were forced from the terrain associated with their 
normal way of life. Once ensconced in forbidding locales like the Everglades, 
they became for all practical intents and purposes invincible-one group 
refused to make peace with the United S tates until the early 1 960s-but 
progressively smaller and more diffuse in their demography.36 In any event, by 
1 840 removal had been mostly accomplished (although it lingered as a policy 
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until 1 855), with only "the smallest, least offensive, and most thoroughly 
integrated tribes escaping the pressure to clear the eastern half of the continent 
from its original inhabitants ."37 The results of the policy were always cata
strophic for the victims. For instance, of the approximately 1 7 ,000 Cherokees 
subjected to the removal process,  about 8,000 died of disease, exposure, and 
malnutrition along what they c alled the "Trail of Tears . , ,38 In addition: 

The Choctaws are said to have lost fifteen percent of their popula
tion, 6,000 out of 40,000 ; and the Chickasaw . . .  surely suffered 
severe losses as well. By contrast the Creeks and Seminoles are said 
to have suffered about 50 percent mortality. For the Creeks, this 
came primarily in the period immediately after removal : for exam
ple, "of the 10,000 or more who were resettled in 1 836-37 . . .  an 
incredible 3 ,500 died of 'bilious fevers ' ."39 

Nor was this the only cost. Like the Seminoles, portions of each of the 
targeted peoples managed through various means to avoid removal, remaining 
in their original territories until their existence was once again recognized by 
the United States during the twentieth century . One consequence was a perma
nent socio-cultural and geographic fragmentation of formerly cohesive groups;  
while the bulk of the identified populations of these nations now live in and 
around Oklahoma, smaller segments reside on the tiny "Eastern Cherokee" 
Reservation in North Carolina ( 1 980 population 4,844) ; "Mississippi Choctaw" 
Reservation in Mississippi (pop. 2,756) ; the Miccosukee and "Big Cypress," 
"Hollywood," and "Brighton" Seminole Reservations in Florida (pops .  2 1 3, 
35 1 , 4 1 6, and 323, respectively) .40 

An unknown but significant number of Cherokees  also went beyond 
Oklahoma, following their leader, Sequoia, into Mexico in order to escape the 
reach of the United States altogether.4 1  This established something of a prece
dent for other peoples such as the Kickapoos,  a small Mexican "colony" that 
persists to this day .42 S uch dispersal was compounded by the fact that through
out the removal process  varying numbers of Indians escaped at various points 
along the route of the march, blending into the surrounding territory and later 
intermarrying with the incoming settler population. By and large, these people 
have simply slipped from the historical record, their descendants today inhab
iting a long arc of mixed-blood communities extending from northern Georgia 
and Alabama, through Tennessee and Kentucky, and into the southernmost 
areas of Illinois and Missouri .43 

Worse was yet to come. At the outset of the removal era proper, Andrew 
J ackson-a leading proponent of the policy who had ridden into the White 
House on the public acclaim deriving from his role as commander of the 1 8 14 
massacre of the Redsticks at Horseshoe Bend and a subsequent slaughter of 
noncombatants during the First Seminole War-offered a carrot as well as a 
stick to compel tribal "cooperation ., ,44 In 1 829, he promised the Creeks that: 
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Your father has provided a country large enough for all of you ,  and 
he advises you to remove to it. There your white brothers wil l  not 
trouble you; they will  have no claim to the land, and you can l ive 
upon it, you and all your children, as long as the grass grows or the 
water runs, in peace and plenty. It will be yours forever.45 

Jackson was, to put it bluntly, lying through his teeth . Even as he spoke , 

Jackson was aware that the Mississippi, that ostensible border between the 
United States and Permanent Indian Territory proclaimed by Thomas Jefferson 
and others, had already been breached by the rapidly consolidating states of 
Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri in the south, and Iowa, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota in the north .46 Nor could Jackson have been unknowing that his 
close friend, Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri , had stipulated as early 
as 1 825 that the Rocky Mountains rather than the Mississippi should serve as 
an "everlasting boundary" of the United States .47 By the time the bulk of 
removal was completed a decade later, Angloamerican settlements were reach
ing well into Kansas. Their cousins who had infiltrated the Mexican province 
of  Texas had revolted, proclaimed themselves an independent republic, and 
were negotiating for statehood. The eyes of empire had also settled on all of 
Mexico north of the Rio Grande, and the British portion of Oregon as wel 1 .48 

Peoples such as the S hawnee and Potawatomi, Lenni Lanape and Wyan
dotte, Peoria, Sac ,  Fox, and Kickapoo, already removed from their eastern 
homelands, were again compulsorily relocated as the western Indian Terri tory 
was steadily reduced in size .49 This time. they Wf'.rf' mostly shifted south'.v::ud 
into an area eventually conforming to the boundaries of the present state of 
Oklahoma. Ultimately, 67 separate nations (or parts of nations), only six of 
them truly indigenous to the land at i ssue, were forced into this relatively s mall 
-" , O:;() , . ", �. " . b· . 1 907 f h uumping groul1o . . . .  vV nen UKlanoma, too, ecame a state tn , most 0 t e 
territorial compartments reserved for the various Indian groups were simply 
dissolved. Today, although Oklahoma continues to report the second largest 
native population of any state, only the Osage retain a reserved land base which 
is nominally their own.S 1  

Subjugation in the West 
The United States '  "Winning of the West," which began around 1 850-

that is,  immediately after the northern half of Mexico was taken in a brief war 
of conquest-was, if anything, more brutal than the clearing of the East.S2 Most 
of the U.S .  wars against native people were waged during the following 35 
years under what has been termed an official "rhetoric of extermination."S3 The 
means employed in militarily subjugating the indigenous nations of California 
and southern Oregon, the Great Plains, Great B asin, and northern region of the 
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S onora Desert devolved from a lengthy series of wholesale massacres .  Repre
sentative of these are the slaughter of about 1 50 Lakotas at Blue River 
(Nebraska) in 1 854, some 500 S hoshones at Bear River ( Idaho) in 1 863,  as 
many as 250 Cheyennes and Arapahos at Sand Creek (Colorado) in 1 864, 
perhaps 300 Cheyennes on the Washita River (Oklahoma) in 1 86 8 ,  1 7 5  Piegan 
noncombatants at the Marias River (Montana) in 1 8 70 ,  and at least 1 00 
Cheyennes at Camp Robinson (Nebraska) in 1 878 .  The parade of official 
atrocities was capped off by the butchery of another 300 unarmed Lakotas at 
Wounded Knee (South Dakota) in 1 890.54 

Other means employed by the government to reduce its native opponents 
to a state of what it hoped would be abject subordination included the four-year 
internment of the entire Navaj o  (Dine) Nation in a concentration camp at the 
Bosque Redondo, outside Fort Sumner, New Mexico, beginning in 1 864. The 
Dine, after having been force-marched in what they called the "Long Walk," 
a 400-mile trek from their Arizona homeland, were then held under abysmal 
conditions,  with neither adequate food nor shelter, and died like flies .  Approxi
mately half had perished before their release in 1 868.55  Simi larly, if less 
dramatically,  food supplies were cut off to the Lakota Nation in 1 877-mili
tarily defeated the year before, the Lakotas were being held under army guard 
at the time-until s tarvation compelled its leaders to " cede" the Black Hills 
area to the United S tates .56 The assassination of resistance leaders, such as the 
Lakotas ' Crazy Horse ( 1 877) and Sitting Bull ( 1 890), was also a commonly 
used techni que.57 Other recalcitrant figures like Geronimo (Chiricahua) and 
Satanta (Kiowa) were separated from their people by being imprisoned in 
remote facilities like Fort Marion, Florida.5 8  

I n  addition t o  these official actions, which the U.S . Census B ureau 
acknowledged in an 1 894 summary as having caused a minimum of 45,000 
n ative deaths, there was an even greater attrition resulting from what were 
described as "individual affairs.  

, ,59  These took the form of at large Angloameri
can cit ize n s  ki l l ing Indian s ,  often s y s tematically,  under a variety of 
quasi-official circumstances.  In Dakota Territory, for example, a $200 bounty 
for Indian scalps was paid in the territorial capitol of Yankton during the 1 860s ; 
the local military commander, General Alfred Sully, is known to have privately 
contracted for a pair of Lakota skulls with which to adorn the city.60 In Texas , 
first as a republic and then as a state, authorities also "placed a bounty upon the 
scalp of any Indian brought in to a government office-man, woman, or child, 
no matter what ' tribe' -no questions asked.

, ,6 1  In California and Oregon, "the 
enormous decrease [in the n ative population of 1 800] from about a quarter
million to less than 20,000 [in 1 870 was] due chiefly to the cruelties and 
wholesale massacres perpetrated by the miners and early settlers ., ,62 

Much of the killing in California and southern Oregon Territory 
resulted, directly and indirectly, from the discovery of gold in 1 848 
and the subsequent influx of miners and settlers . Newspaper ac-
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counts document the atrocities,  as do oral histories of the California 

Indians today. It was not uncommon for small groups or villages to 

be attacked by immigrants . . .  and virtually wiped out overnight.63 

It has been estimated that Indian deaths resulting from this sort of direct 
violence may have run as high as one-half million by 1 890.64 All told, the 
indigenous population of the continental United States,  which may still have 
been as great as 2 million when the country was founded, had been reduced to 
well under 250,000 by 1 900.65 As the noted demographer Sherburn F. Cook 
has observed, "The record speaks for itself. No further commentary is neces
sary . ,

,66 

Under these conditions, the United States was able to shuffle native 
peoples around at will. The Northern Cheyennes and those Arapahos who were 
closely allied with them, for instance ,  were shipped from their traditional 
territory in Montana' s  Powder River watershed to the reservation of their 
southern cousins in Oklahoma in 1 877 .  After the Cheyenne remnants , more 
than one-third of whom had died in barely a year of malaria and other diseases 
endemic to this alien environment, made a desperate attempt to return home in 
1 878 ,  they were granted a reservation in the north country. But not before the 
bulk of them had been ki lled by army troops.  Moreover, they were permanently 
separated from the Arapahos, who were "temporarily" assigned to the Wind 
River Reservation of their hereditary enemies, the Shoshone, in Wyoming.67 

A faction of the Chiricahua Apaches who showed signs of continued 
"hostility" to U.S. domination into the 1 880s were yanked from their hahi tat i n  
southern Arizona and "resettled" around Fort Sill ,  Oklahoma.68 Hinmaton 
Yalatkit (Chief Joseph) of the Nez Perce and other leaders of that people' s  
legendary attempt to escape the army and flee to Canada were also deposited 
in Oklrrhoma, f;rr from the Idaho valley they ' J  fuught [0 rerain.s') Most ot the 
Santee Dakotas of Minnesota' s woodlands ended up on the windswept plains 
of Nebraska, while a handful of their relatives remained behind on tiny plots 
which are now called the "Upper S ioux" and "Lower Sioux" reservations.70 A 
portion of the Oneidas, who had fought on the side of the rebels during the 
revolution, were moved to a small reservation near Green Bay ,  Wisconsin? l 

An even smaller reserve was provided in the same area for residual elements 
of Connecticut' s Mahegans, Mohegans ,  and other peoples, all of them lumped 
together under the heading "Stockbridge-Munsee Indians."n On and on, it 
went. 

Allotment and Assimilation 
With the native ability to militaril y  resist U .S . territorial ambitions finally 

queUed, the government moved first to structurally negate any meaningful 
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residue of national status on the part of indigenous peoples, and then to dissolve 
them altogether. The opening round of this drive came in 1 87 1 ,  with the 
attachment of a rider to the annual congressional appropriati ons act suspending 
any further treaty making with Indians. This was followed, in  1 885, with 
passage of the Major Crimes Act, extending U.S.  jurisdiction directly over 
reserved Indian territories for the first time. Beginning with seven felonies 
delineated in the initial statutory language, and combined with the Supreme 
Court' s opinion in u.s. v. Kagama that Congress possessed a unilateral and 
"incontrovertible right" to exercise its authority over Indians as it saw fit, the 
1 885 act opened the door for the subsequent enactment of more than 5 ,000 
federal laws that presently regulate every aspect of reservation life and affairs . 73 

In 1 887, Congre s s  passed the General Allotment Act, a measure designed 
expressly to destroy what was left of the basic indigenous socio--economic 
cohesion by eradicating traditional systems of collective landholding. Under 
provision of the statute, each Indian identified as such by demonstrating 
"one-half or more degree of Indian blood" was to be issued an individual deed 
to a specific parcel of land- 1 60 acres per famil y head, 80 acres per orphan or 
single person over 1 8  years of age, and 40 acres per dependent child-within 
existing reservation boundaries . Each Indian was required to accept U.S.  
citizenship in order to receive his or her allotment. Those who refused, such as 
a substantial segment of the Cherokee "full-blood" population, were left 
landless.74 

Generally speaking, those of mixed ancestry whose "blood quantum" fell 
below the required level were summarily excluded from receiving allotments. 
In many cases, the requirement was construed by officials as meaning that an 
applicant' s  "blood" had to have accrued from a single people; persons whose 
cumulative blood quantum derived from intermarriage betwe�n several native 
peoples were thus often excluded as well. In other instances , arbitrary geo
graphic criteria were als o  employed ; all Cherokees, .Creeks, and Choctaws 
living in Arkansas , for example, were not only excluded from allotment, but 
permanently denied recognition as members of their respecti ve nations as 
well.15 Once all eligible Indians had been assigned their allotments within a 
given reservation-all of them from the worst land available therein-the 
remainder of the reserved territory was declared "surplus" and opened to 
non-Indian homesteaders ,  corporate acquisition, and conversion into federal 
or state parks and forests .16 

Under the various allotment programs, the most valuable land was 
the first to go. Settlers went after the rich grasslands of Kansas, 
Nebraska, and the Dakotas ; the dense black-soil forests of Minne
sota and Wisconsin;  and the wealthy oil and gas lands of Oklahoma. 
In 1 887, for example, the S isseton S ioux of South Dakota owned 
9 1 8,000 acres of rich virgin land on their reservation. But since there 
were only two thousand of them, allotment left more than 600,000 
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acres for European American settlers . . . .  The Chippewas of Mi nne
sota lost their rich timber lands ; once each member had c lai med 
[their] land, the government leased the rest  to timber corporations . 
The Colvilles of northeastern Washington lost their lands to cattle
men ,  who fraudulently claimed mineral rights there . In Montana and 
Wyoming the Crows lost more than two mill ion acres, and the Nez 
Perces had to cede communal grazing ranges in Idaho . All si xty
seven of the tribes in Indian Territory underwent allotment. . . .  On the 
Flathead Reservation [in MontanaJ-which incl uded Flatheads, 
Pend Oreil les, Kutenais, and Spokanes . . .  the federal government 
opened 1 . 1  million acres to settlers. A similar story prevailed 
throughout the country .77 

By the time the allotment process had run its course in 1 930, the residue 
of native landholdings in the United States had been reduced from approxi
mately 1 50 million acres to less than 50 million.78 Of thi s ,  more than two-thirds 
consisted of arid or semiarid terrain deemed useles s for agriculture, grazing, or 
other producti ve purposes . The remaining one-third had been leased at extraor
di narily low rates to non-Indian farmers and ranchers by local Indian agents 
exerci sing "almost dictatorial powers" over remaining reservation property. 79 

Indians across the country were left in a state of extreme destitution as a 
result of allotment and attendant leasing practices .  Worse, the situation was 
guaranteed to be exacerbated over s ucceeding generations insofar as what was 
left of the reservation land base, already insufficient to s upport its occupants M 
a level uf I Ilere subsistence, could be foreseen to become steadily more so as 
the native population recovered from the genocide perpetrated against it during 
the nineteenth century . SO A concomitant of allotment w as thus an absolute 
certainty that ever-inrreasing numbers of Indialt:'> w0uiJ ue [orcea from what 
remained nominally their own land during the twentieth century and dispersed 
into the vastly more numerous American society at large. There, it was 
predictable (and often predicted) that they would be "digested," di sappearing 
once and for all as anything distinctly Indian in terms of socio-cultural, 
political, or even racial identity. The record shows that such outcomes were 
anything but unintentional . 

The purpose of all this was "assimilation," as federal policymakers 
described their purpose, or-to put the matter more unabashedly-to 
bring about the destruction and disappearance of American Indian 
peoples as such. In the words of Francis E.  Leupp, Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs from 1 905 through 1 909, the Allotment Act in par
ticular should be viewed as a "mighty pulverizing engine for break
ing up the tribal mass" which s tood in the w ay of complete 
Euroamerican hegemony in North A merica. Or, to quote Indian 
Commissioner Charles Burke a decade later, "[Il t is not desirable or 
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consistent with the general welfare to promote tribal characteristics 
and organization."S l 

The official stance was consecrated in the Supreme Court ' s determina
tion in the 1 903 Lonewolf v. Hitchcock decision--extended from Marshall ' s 
"domestic dependent nation" thesis of the early 1 830s-that the United S tates 
possessed "plenary" (full) power over all matters involving Indian affairs .  In 
part, this meant the federal government was unilaterally assigning itself perpet
ual "trust" prerogatives to administer or dispose of native assets, whether these 
were vested in land, minerals,  cash, or any other medium, regardless of Indian 
needs or desires .82 Congress then consolidated its position with passage o f  the 
1 906 Burke Act, designating the Secretary of the Interior as permanent trustee 
over Indian Country. In 1 924, a number of loose ends were cleaned up with 
pass age of the Indian Citizenship Act imposing U.S . citizenship upon all native 
people who had not otherwise been naturalized. The law was applied across  the 
board to all Indians ,  whether they desired citizenship or not, and thus included 
those who had forgone allotments rather than accept it. 83 

Meanwhile, the more physical dimensions of assirnilationis t  policy were 
coupled to a process of ideological conditioning designed to render native 
children susceptible to dislocation and absorption by the dominant society . In 
the main, this assumed the form of a compulsory boarding school system 
administered by the Interior Department' s Bureau of Indian Affairs (BrA) 
wherein large numbers of indigenous children were taken, often forcibly, to 
facilities remote from their families and communities. Once there, the young
sters were prevented from speaking their languages, practicing their religions,  
wearing their customary clothing or wearing their hair in  traditional fashion, or 
in any other way overtly associating themselves with their own cultures and 
traditions .  Instead, they were indoctrinated-typically for a decade or more-in 
Christian doctrine and European v alues such as the "work ethic . "  During the 
summers, they were frequently "farmed out" to Euroamerican "foster homes" 
where they were further steeped in  the dominant society ' s views of their peoples 
and themselves .84 

Attendance was made compulsory [for all native children, aged five 
to eighteen] and the agent was made responsible for keeping the 
schools filled, by persuasion if possible, by withholding rations and 
annuities from the parents, and by other means if necessary . . . .  
[Students] who were guilty of  misbehavior might either receive 
corporal punishment or be imprisoned in  the guardhouse [a special 
"reform school" was established to handle "incorrigible" students 
who clung to their traditions ] . . . . A sincere effort was made to develop 
the type of school that would destroy tribal ways.S5 

The intention of this was, according to federal policy makers and many 
of its victims alike, to create generations of American Indian youth who 
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functioned intellectually as "little white people," facilitating the rapid dissolu
t ion of traditional native cultures desired by federal policy makers . 86 In 
combination with a program in which native children were put out for wholesale 
adoption by Euroameric an families, the effect upon i ndigenous peoples was 
devastating. 87 This systematic transfer of children not only served to accelerate 
the outflow of Indians from reservation and reservation-adj acent settings , but 
the return of individuals mentally conditioned to conduct themselves as non
Indians escalated the rate at which many native societies u nraveled within the 
reservation contexts themsel ves .8 8  

The effects o f  the government' s allotment and assimilation programs are 
ref1ected in the demographic shifts  evidenced throughout Indian Country from 
1 9 1 0  through 1 950. I n  the former year, only 0.4 percent of all identified Indians 
l i ved in urban locales .  By 1 930, the total had grown to 9.9 percent. As of 1 950, 
the total had grown to 1 3 .4 percent.  Simultaneously ,  the displacement of nati ve 
people from reservations to off-reservation rural areas was continuing apace. 89 

In 1 900, this involved only about 3 . 5  percent of all Indian s .  By 1 930, the total 
had swel led to around 1 2 .5  percent, and, by 1 950,  it had reached nearly 1 8  
percent.90 Hence, in the latter year, nearly one-third of the federally recognized 
Indians in the United States had been dispersed to locales other than those the 
government had defined as being "theirs ." 

Reorganization and Colonization 
It is likely, all things being equal, that the Indian policies with which the 

United States ushered in the twentieth century would have led inexorably to a 
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ance of American Indian s as distinct peoples by some point around 1 950. There 
can be no question but that such a final consolidation of its internal land base 
would have complemented the phase of transoceanic expansionism into which 
the United States entered quite unabashedly during the 1 890s .9 1 That things did 
not fol low this course seems mainly due to a pair of ironies, one geological and 
the other unwittingly imbedded in the bizarre status of "quasi-sovereignty" 
increasingly imposed upon native nations by federal jurists and policy makers 
over the next hundred years . 

As regards the first of these twin twists of fate, authorities were becoming 
increasingly aware by the late 1 920s that the "worthless" residue of territory to 
which i ndigenous people were consigned was turning out to be extraordinari ly 
endowed with mineral wealth. Already, in 1 92 1 ,  an exploratory team from 
Standard Oil had come upon what it took to be substantial fossi l  fuel  deposits 
on the Navajo Reservation.92 During the next three decades ,  i t  would be 
discovered j ust how great a proportion of U . S .  " domestic" res ources lay within 
American Indian reservations.  For example: 
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Western reservations in particular . . .  possess vast amounts o f  coal , 
oil, shale oil ,  natural gas, timber, and uranium. More than 40 percent 
of the national reserves of low sulfur, strippable coal, 80 percent of 
the nation' s  uranium reserves,  and billions of barrels of shale oil exist 
on reservation land. On the I S-minion-acre Navajo Reservation, 
there are approximately 1 00 million barrels of oil, 25 trillion cubic 
feet of natural gas , 80 million pounds of uranium, and 50 billion tons 
of coal . The 440,000-acre Northern Cheyenne Reservation in Mon
tana sits atop a 60-foot-thick layer of coal . In New Mexico, geolo
gists estimate that the licarilla Apache Reservation possesses 2 
trillion cubic feet of natural gas and as much as 1 54 million barrels 
of oil. 93 

This led directly to the second quirk. The more sophisticated federal 
officials,  even then experiencing the results of opening up Oklahoma' s lush oil 
fields to unrestrained corporate competition, realized the extent of the di sequili
briums and inefficiencies involved in this line of action when weighed against 
the longer-term needs of U.S . industrial development.94 Only by retaining its 
"trust authority" over reservation assets would the government be in a continu
ing position to dictate which resources would be exploited, in what quantities, 
by whom, at what cost,  and for what purpose, allowing the North American 
political economy to evolve in ways preferred by the country ' s  financial elite.95 

Consequently, it was quickly perceived as necessary that both Indians and 
Indian Country be preserved, at least to some extent, as a facade behind which 
the "socialistic" process  of central economic planning might occur. 

For the scenario to work in practice, it was vital that the reservations be 
made to appear "self-governing" enough for them to be exempt from the usual 
requirements of the U . S .  "free market" system whenever thi s  might be conven
ient to their federal "guardians ."  On the other hand, they could never become 
independent or autonomous enough to assume control over their own economic 
destinies,  asserting demands that equitable royalty rates be paid for the extrac
�ion of their ores,  for example, or that profiting corporations underwrite the 
expense of environmental clean-up once mining operations had been con
cluded.96 In effect, the idea was that many indigenous nations should be 
maintained as outright internal colonies of the United S tates rather than being 
liquidated out-of-hand.97 All that was needed to accomplish this was the 
creation of a mechanism through which the illusion of limited Indian self-rule 
might be extended. 

The vehicle for this purpose materialized i n  1 934, with passage of the 
Indian Reorganization Act, or "IRA," as it is commonly known. Under provi
s ion of this statute, the traditional governing bodie s  of most indigenous nations 
were supplanted by "Tribal Councils," the structure of which was devised in 
Washington, DC, functioning within parameters of formal constitutions written 
by BIA officials .98 A democratic veneer was maintained by staging a referen-
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dum on each reservation prior to its being reorganized, but federal authorities 
simply manipulated the outcomes to achieve the desired results.99 The newly 
installed IRA councils were patterned much more closely upon the model of 
corporate boards than of governments, and possessed little power other than to 
sign off on business agreements. Even at that, they were completely and 
"voluntarily" subordinated to U.S. interests: "All decisions of any consequence 
(in thirty-three separate areas of consideration) rendered by these 'tribal 
councils' were made 'subject to the approval of the Secretary of Interior or his 
delc£l:ate,' the Commissioner oflndian Affairs."IOO 

One entirely predictable result of this arrangement has been that an 
inordinate amount of mining, particularly that related to "energy development," 
has occurred on Indian reservations since the mid-to-late 1940s. All uranium 
mining and milling during the life of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's 
(AEC's) ore buying program (1954-1981) occurred on reservation land; Ana
conda's Jackpile Mine, located at the Laguna Pueblo in New Mexico, was the 
largest open-pit uranium extraction operation in the world until it was phased 
out in 1979.101 Every year, enough power is generated by Arizona's Four 
Corners Power Plant alone-every bit of it from coal mined at Black Mesa, on 
the Navajo Reservation-to light the lights of Tucson and Phoenix for two 

. 
decades, and present plans include a fourfold expansion of Navajo coal pro
duction.t02 Throughout the West, the story is the same. 

On the face of it, the sheer volume of resource "development" in Indian 
Country over the past half-century should-even under disadvantageous 
terms-have translated into some sort of "material improvement" in the lot of 
indigenous people. Yet the mining leases offered to selected corporations by 
the BIA "on behalf of' their native "wards"-and duly endorsed by the IRA 
councils-have consistently paid such a meager fraction of prevailing market 
royalty rates that no such advancement has been discernible. Probably the best 
terms were those obtained by the Navajo Nation in 1976, a contract paying a 
royalty of 55 cents per ton for coal; this amounted to 8 percent of market price 
at a time when Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus admitted the minimum rate paid 
for coal mined in off-reservation settings was 12.5 percent (more typically, it 
was upwards of 15 percent). 103 Simultaneously, a 17.5 cents per ton royalty 
was being paid for coal on the Crow Reservation in Montana, a figure which 
was raised to 40 cents-less than half the market rate-only after years of 
haggling. 104 What is at issue here is not profit, but the sort of "super-profits" 
usually associated with U.S. domination of economies elsewhere in the 
world. 105 

Nor has the federally coordinated corporate exploitation of the reserva
tions translated into wage income for Indians. As of 1989, the government's 
own data indicated that reservation unemployment nationwide still hovered in 
the mid-sixtieth percentile, with some locales running persistently in the 
ninetieth. 106 Most steady jobs involved administering or enforcing the federal 
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order, reservation by reservation. Such "business-related" employment as 
existed tended to be temporary, menial, and paid the minimum wage, a matter 
quite reflective of the sort of transient, extractive industry-which brings its 
cadre of permanent, skilled labor with it-the BIA had encouraged to set up 
shop in Indian Country. 107 Additionally, the impact of extensive mining and 
associated activities had done much to disrupt the basis for possible continu
ation of traditional self-sufficiency occupations, destroying considerable 
acreage which held potential as grazing or subsistence garden plots. 108 In this 
sense, U.S. governmental and corporate activities have "underdeveloped" 
Native North America in classic fashion. 109 

Overall, according to a federal study completed in 1988, reservation
based Indians experienced every indice of extreme impoverishment: by far the 
lowest annual and lifetime incomes of any North American popUlation group, 
highest rate of infant mortality (7.5 times the national average), highest rates 
of death from plague, malnutrition, and exposure, highest rate of teen suicide, 
and so on. The average life expectancy of a reservation-based N ati ve American 
male is 44.6 years, that of a female less than three years longer. 110 The situation 
is much more indicative of a Third World context than of rural areas in a country 
that claims to be the world's "most advanced industrial state." Indeed, the 
poignant observation of many Latinos regarding their relationship to the United 
States, that "your wealth is our poverty," is as appropriate to the archipelago of 
Indian reservations in North America itself as it is to the South American 
continent. By any estimation, the "open veins of Native America" created by 
the IRA have been an incalculable boon to the maturation of the U.S. economy, 
while Indians continue to pay the price by living in the most grinding sort of 
poverty. 1 I I 

And there is worse. One of the means used by the government to 
maximize corporate profits in Indian Country over the years-again rubber
stamped by the IRA councils-has been to omit clauses requiring corporate 
reclamation of mined lands from leasing instruments. Similarly, the cost of 
doing business on reservations has been pared to the bone (and profitability 
driven up) by simply waiving environmental protection standards in most 
instances.Il2 Such practices have spawned ecological catastrophe in many 
locales. As the impact of the Four Corners plant, one of a dozen coal-fired 
electrical generation facilities currently "on-line" on the Navajo reservation, 
has been described elsewhere: 

The five units of the 2,075 megawatt power plant have been churning 
out city-bound electricity and local pollution since 1969. The plant 
burns ten tons of coal per minute-five million tons per year-spew
ing three hundred tons of fly-ash and other waste particulates into 
the air each day. The black cloud hangs over ten thousand acres of 
the once-pristine San Juan River Valley. The deadly plume was the 
only visible evidence of human enterprise as seen from the Gemini-
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1 2  satellite which photographed the earth from 1 50 miles in space. 

Less visible,  but equally devastating is the fact that s i nce 1 968 the 

coal mining operations and power plant requirements have been 

extracting 2,700 gallons from the B l ac k  Mesa water table  each 

minute-60 mill ion gallons per year--causing extreme desertifica

tion of the area, and even the sinking of s ome ground by as much as 

twel ve feet. I I ]  

Corporations engaged i n  uranium mining and mil l ing o n  the Navajo 
Reservation and at  the Laguna site were also absolved of res ponsibi lity by the 
BIA for c leaning up upon completion of their endeavors, wi th the result that 
hundreds of tailings piles were simply abandoned durin g  the 1 970s and 
1 980s. 1 1 4 A fine sand retaining about 75 percent of the radioactive content of 
thc origi nal ore, the tai lings constitute a massive s ource of windblown carc ino
genic/mutogenic  contaminants affecting all persons and Ii vestock residing 
within a wide radi us of each pile. I I 5 Both ground and surface water have also 
becn heavily contaminated with radioactive by-products throughout the Four 
Corners region. I 1 6 In the Black Hills region, the s ituation is much the same . I I 7 

At its Hanford Nuclear Weapons Facility,  located on the Yakima Reservation 
in Washington State, the AEC i tself secretly discharged some 440 billion 
gallons of plutonium, strontium, celsium, tritium, and other h igh level radioac
tive contaminants into the local aquifer between 1 955 and 1 989. 1 1 8 

Given that the half-life of the substances involved is as long as 1 25 ,000 
years, the magnitude of the disaster inflicted upon Native North America by 
IRA culonialism should nor be underestimated. The Los Alamos National 
Scientific Laboratory observed in its February 1 978 Mini-Report that the only 
"solution" i ts s taff could conceive of for the problems presented by wind-blown 
radioactive contaminant� ,;vould be "to zone the land into uranium rnining and 
milling districts so as to forbid human habitation. "  Similarly : 

A National Academy of Sciences (NAS) report states b luntly that 

[reclamation after any sort of mining] cannot be done in areas with 

less than 1 0  inches of rainfall a year; the rainfall over most of the 

Navajo Nation [and many other western reservations] ranges from 

six to ten inches a year. The NAS suggests that such areas be spared 

development or honestly labeled "national sacrifice areas . "  I 19 

Tellingly, the two areas considered most appropriate by the NAS for 
designation as "national sacrifices"-the Four Corners and Black Hills re
gions-are those containing the Navaj o  and "Sioux Complex" of reservations, 
the largest remaining blocks of acknowledged Indian land and concentrations 
of land-based i ndigenous population in the United S tates .  For thi s reason, many 
American Indian activists have denounced both the NAS scheme and the 
process of environmental destruction which led up to it as i nvolving not only 
National Sacrifice Areas but "National Sacrifice Peoples"  as well. 1 20 At the 
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very least, having the last of their territory zoned "so as to forbid human 
habitation" would precipitate an ultimate dispersal of each impacted people, 
causing its disappearance as a "human group" per se. 1 2 1 As  A merican Indian 
Movement leader Russell Means has put it, "It' s genocide . . .  no more, no 
less.

, , 1 22 

Regardless of whether a policy of national sacrifice is ever implemented 
in the manner envisioned by the NAS, it seems fair to observe that the conditions 
of dire poverty and environmental degradation fostered on Indian reservations 
by IRA colonialism have contributed heavily to the making of the contemporary 
native diaspora in the United S tates .  In combination with the constriction of the 
indigenous land base brought about through earlier policies of removal, con
centration' allotment, and assimilation, they have created a strong and 
ever-increasing pressure upon reservation residents to "cooperate" with other 
modem federal programs meant to facilitate the outflow and dispersal of 
Indians from their residual land base. Chief among these have been termination 
and relocation. 

Termination and Relocation 
As the IRA method of  administering Indian Country took hold, the 

government returned to such tasks as "trimming the fat" from federal expendi
tures allocated to support Indians ,  largely through manipulation of the size and 
disposition of the recognized indigenous population. 

By 1 940, the . . .  system of colonial governance on American Indian 
reservations was largely in place. Only the outbreak of W orid War 
II slowed the pace of corporate exploitation, a matter that retarded 
initiation of maximal "development" activities until the early 1 950s. 
By then, the questions concerning federal and corporate planners had 
become somewhat technical: what to do with those indigenous 
nations which had refused reorganization? How to remove the 
portion of Indian population on even the reorganized reservations 
whose sheer physical presence served as a barrier to wholesale s trip 
mining and other profitable enterprises anticipated by the U.S. 
business community? 1 23 

The first means to this end was found in a partial resumption of nine
teenth--century assimilationist policies, focused this time on specific peoples,  
or parts of peoples ,  rather than upon Indians as a whole . On August 1 ,  1 953 ,  
Congress approved House Resolution 1 08 ,  a measure b y  which the federal 
legislature empowered itself to enact statutes "terminating" (that is, withdraw
ing recognition from, and thus unilaterally dissolving) selected native peoples,  
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typically those which had rejected reorganization, or who lacked the kinds of 
resources necess itating their maintenance under the IRA. 1 24 

Among the [nations] invol ved were the comparatively l arge and 
wealthy Menominee of Wisconsin and the Kl amath of Oregon
both owners of extensive timber resources . Also passed were acts to 
termi nate . . .  the Indians of western Oregon, small Paiute bands in 
Utah, and the mi xed-bloods of the Uintah and Ouray Reservations.  
Approved, too, was legislation to transfer administrati ve responsi
bil i ty for the Alabama and Coushatta Indians to the state of Texas . . . .  
Early in the first session o f  the Eighty-Fourth Congress,  bil ls  were 
submitted to [terminate the] Wyandotte, Ottawa, and Peoria [ na
tions] of Oklahoma. These w ere enacted early in August of 1 956, a 
month after passage of legislation directing the Colvi lle Confeder
ated Tribes of Washington to come up with a termination plan of 
their own . . . .  During the second administration of President Dwight 
D.  Eisenhower, Congress enacted three termination bi l l s  relating to  

. . .  the Choctaw of Oklahoma, for whom the termination process was 
never completed, the C atawba of South C arolina, and the Indian s of 
the southern California rancherias. 1 25 

It is instructive that the man chosen to implement the policy was Dillon 
S. Myer, an Indian Commissioner whose only apparent "job qualification" was 
in having headed up the internment program targeting Japanese Americans 
during the Second World War. 1 26 In tutal, 1 09 iuJigenous nations encompass
ing more than 35 ,000 people were terminated before the liquidation proces s  
had run its course during the early 1 960s . 1 27 Only a handful, like the Menomi
nee and the Siletz of Oregon, were ever "reinstatf'd , , 1 28 Smk1p'1ly bndle�s,  
mostly poor and largely unemployed, they were mostly scattered like sand in 
the wind. 1 29 Even as they went, they were j oined by a rapidly swelling exodus 
of people from unterminated reservations ,  a circumstance fostered by yet 
another federal program. 

Passed in 1 956,  the "Relocation Act" (PL. 959) was extended in the face 
of a steady diminishment throughout the first half of the decade in federal 
allocations to provide assistance to people living on reservations .  The statute 
provided funding to underwrite the expenses of any Indian agreeing to move 
to an urban area, establish a residence, and undergo a brief period of j ob training.  
The quid pro quo was that each person applying for such relocation was 
required to sign an agreement that s/he would never return to his or her 
reservation to live. It was also specified that all federal support would be 
withdrawn after relocatees had sfcent a short period-often no more than six 
weeks-"adj usting" to city life . ] 0 Under the conditions of near-starvation on 
many reservations ,  there were many takers ; nearly 35 ,000 people signed up to 
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move to places like Los Angeles,  Minneapolis, S an Francisco, Chicago, Den
ver, Phoenix,  Seattle, and B oston during the period from 1 95 7  to 1 95 9  alone. 1 3 1  

Although there was ample early indication that relocation was bearin g  
disastrous fruit  for those who underwent it-all that was happening was that 
relocatees were exchanging the familiar squalor of reservation life for that of 
the alien Indian ghettos that shortly emerged in most major cities-the govern
men t  accelerated the program during the 1 960s.  Under the i mpact of 
termination and relocation during the ' 50s, the proportion of native people who 
had been "urbanized" rose dramatically, from 1 3 . 5  percent at the beginning of 
the decade to 27.9 percent at the end. During the sixties, relocation alone drove 
the figure upwards to 44.5 percent. During the 1 970s, the program began to be 
phased out, and the rate ofIndian urbanization decreased sharply, with the result 
that the proportion had risen to "only" 49 percent by 1 980. 1 32 Even without a 
formal federal relocation effort on a national scale, the momentum of what had 
been set in motion over an entire generation carried the number into the 
mid-fiftieth percentile by 1 990, and there is no firm indication the trend is  
abating. 1 33 

Despite much protestation to the contrary, those who "migrated" to the 
cities under the auspices of termination and relocation have already begun to 
j oin the legions of others, no longer recognized as Indians e ven by other Indians, 
who were previously discarded and forgotten along the torturous route from 
1 776 to the present. 1 34 Cut off irrevocably from the centers of their socio-cul
tural existence, they have i ncreasingly adopted arbitrary and abstract methods 
to signify their "Indianness ."  Federally sanctioned "Certificates of Tribal 
Enrollment" have come to replace tangible participation in the political life of 
their nations as e mblems of membership. Federally i ssued "Certificates of 
Degree of Indian Blood" have replaced discernible commitment to Indian 
interests as the ultimate determinant of identity. 1 35 In the end, by embracing 
such "standards," Indians are left knowing no more of being Indian than do 
non-Indians .  The process is  a cultural form of what, in the physical arena, has 
been termed "autogenocide. '

, 1 36 

Conclusion 
The Indian policies undertaken by the United S tates during the two 

centuries since its inception appear on the surface to have been varied, even at 
times contradictory. Openly genocidal at times,  they have more often been 
garbed, however thinly, in the attire of "humanitarianism." In fact, as  the matter 
was put by Alexis de Tocqueville, the great French commentator on the early 
American experience, it would occasionally have been " impossible to destroy 
men with more respect to the laws of humanity :d 37 Always,  however, there 
was an underlying consistency in the sentiments which begat policy: to bring 
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about the total dispossession and disappearance of North America' s indigenous 
population. It was this fundamental coherence in U.S . aims,  i nvariably denied 
by responsible scholars and officials alike, which caused Adolf Hitler to ground 
his own notions of lebensraumpolitik ("politics of living space") in the U .S .  
example. I 3 8 

Nei ther Spain nor B ritain should be the models of German expan
sion,  but the Nordics of North A merica, who had ruthlessly pushed 
aside an inferior race to win for themsel ves  soil and territory for the 
future. To undertake this essential task, sometimes difficult, always 
cruel-this was Hitler ' s  versi o n  of the White Man ' s  B urden . 1 3Y 

As early as 1 784, A Briti sh observer remarked that the intent of the 
fledgling United States with regard to American Indians was that of "extirpating 
them totally from the face of the earth, men, women and children." 1 40 In 1 825,  
Secretary of State Henry Clay opined that U.S .  Indian policy should be 
predicated o n  a presumption that the "Indian race" was "destined to extinction" 
in the face of persistent expansion by "superior" Anglo-Saxon "civiliza
tion .

, , 1 4 1 During the 1 870s, General of the Army Phil Sheridan is known to have 
called repeatedly for the "complete extermination" of targeted native groups as 
a means of making the West safe for repopulation by Euroamericans . 1 42 

S ubsequent assimilationists demanded the disappearance of any survivors 
through cultural and genetic absorption by their conquerors . 1 43 Well into the 
twentieth century, Euroamerica as a whole typically referred-often hope
fll l l y-to indigenous people as "the vanishing race," decimi:llcd and ultimately 
subsumed by the far greater number of invaders who had moved in upon their 
land. 1 44 

Many of the worst U.S . practices associated with these sensibi l i tif'<; h::w", 
long since been suspended (arguably,  because their goals were accomplished) . 
Yet, large-scale and deliberate dislocation of native people from their land i s  
anything but an historical relic . Probably the most prominent current example 
is that of the Big Mountain Dine, perhaps the largest remaining enclave of 
traditionally oriented Indians in the United S tates .  Situated astride an estimated 
24 billion tons of the most acces sible low sulfur coal in North America, all 
1 3 ,000 people in the Big Mountain area are even now being forcibly expelled 
to make way for the Peabody Corporation ' s  massive shovels . There being no 
place left on the remainder of the Navajo Reservation in which to accommodate 
their  sheep-herding way of life, the refugees ,  many of them elderly, are being 
"resettled" in off-reservation towns like Flagstaff, Arizona. 1 45 Some have been 
sent to Phoenix, Denver, and Los Angeles .  All  suffer extreme trauma and other 
maladies resulting from the destruction of their community and consequent 
"transition:d46 . 

Another salient illustration is that of the Western Shoshone. Mostly 
res ident to a vast expanse of the Nevada Desert secured by their ancestors in  
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the 1 863 Treaty of Ruby Valley, the Shoshones have suffered the fate of 
becoming the "most bombed nation on earth" by virtue of the United States 
having located the maj ority of its nuclear weapons tes ting facilities in the 
southern portion of their homeland since 1 950. During the late seventies, 
despite its being unable to demonstrate that it had ever acquired valid title to 
the territory the Shoshones call Newe Segobia, the government began to move 
into the northern area as well, stating an intent to construct the MX missile 
system there . While the MX plan has by now been dropped, the Shoshones are 
still being pushed off their land, "freeing" it for use in such endeavors as nuclear 
waste dumps like the one scheduled to be built at Yucca Mountain over the next 
few years. [47 

In Alaska, where nearly 200 indigenous peoples were instantly converted 
into "village corporations" by the 1 97 1  Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 
there is a distinct possibility that the entire native population of about 22,000 

will be displaced by the demands of tourism, North Slope oil development, and 
other "developmental" enterprises by some point early in the next century. 
Already, their land base has been constricted to a complex of tiny "townships" 
and their traditional economy mostly eradicated by the impacts of commercial 
fishing, whaling, and sealing, as well as the effects of increasin� Arctic 
industrialization on regional caribou herds and other game animals .  I 8 More
over, there is a plan-apparently conceived in all seriousness-to divert the 
waterflow of the Yukon River southward all the way to the Rio Grande, an 
expedient to support continued non-Indian population growth in the arid 
regions of the "lower 48" s tates and create the agribusiness complex in the 
northern Mexican provinces of Sonora and Chihuahua envisioned in a "free 
trade agreement" proposed by the Bush administration . 1 49 It seems certain that 
no traditional indigenous society can be expected to stand up against such an 
environmental onslaught. 

Eventually, if  such processes are allowed to run their course, the prob
ability is that a "Final Solution of the Indian Question" will be achieved. The 
key to this will rest, not in an official return to the pattern o f  nineteenth-century 
massacres or emergence of some Auschwitz-style extermination center, but in 
the erosion of socio--cultural integrity and confusion of identity afflicting any 
people sUbjected to conditions of diaspora. Like water flowing from a leaking 
bucket, the last self-consciously Indian people will pass into oblivion silently, 
unnoticed and unremarked. The deaths of cultures destroyed by such means 
usually occur in this fashion, with a faint whimper rather than resistance and 
screams of agony . 

There are, perhaps,  glimmers of hope flickering upon the horizon. One 
of the more promising is the incipient International Convention on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples . Drafted over the past decade by the United Nations 
Working Group on Indigenous Populations, the instrument was due for sub
mission to the General Assembly during the summer of 1 992.  It was supposed 
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to be ratified by the latter body in October-the SOOth ann iversary of the 
Columbian expedition which unleashed the forces discussed herein. The Con
vention would at last have extended to native peoples the essential international 
legal protections enjoyed by their colonizers the world over. Unfortunately, as 
of 1 995,  i t  was st i l l  pending. 1 50 Should i t  be adhered to by this "nation of laws," 
the instrument will effectively bar the United States from completing its quietly 
ongoing dri ve to obliterate the remains of Native North America. If not-and 
the United S tates has historically demonstrated a truly remarkable tendency to 
s imply ignore those elements of international legality it finds inconvenient
the future of American Indians looks exceedingly grim. 1 5 1  
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The B l oody Wake 
of A l catraz 

Po l it ica l  Repress ion  of  the  Amer ican I nd i an 
Movement Dur i ng the 1 9 705* 

T h e  rea l i ty i s  a contin u u m  w h i c h  connects I n d i a n  f lesh s izz l i n g  over 
Pu r i tan fi res and V ietnamese flesh roast ing u nder American napa l m .  The 
rea l ity i s  the  compu l s i o n  of a s i c k  society to  r id  i tse l f  of  men l i ke N at 
Tu rner and Crazy Horse, George Jackson and R ichard Oaks, whose 
defi a n ce u ncovers the hypoc r i sy of a dec larati on affi rm i ng everyone's  
r ight  to  l i berty and l i fe.  The rea l i ty i s  a n  overwhel m i ng greed wh ich  
began wi th  the theft of a cont inent and conti n u es w ith the merc i less 
loot i n g  of every cou ntry o n  the face of the earth which lacks the stre ngth 
to defend i tse l f. 

Richard Lundstrom 

In combination with the fishing rights struggles of the Puyallup, Nisqually, 
Muckleshoot, and other nations in the Pacific Northwest from 1 965 to 1 970, 
the 1 969-7 1 occupation of Alcatraz Island by the San Francisco Bay Area' s  
Indians of All Tribes coalition ushered in a decade of uncompromising and 
intensely confrontational American Indian political acti vism. l Unprecedented 
in modern U.S.  history, the phenomenon represented by Alcatraz also marked 
the inception of a process of official repression of indigenous activists without 
contemporary North American parallel in its virulence and lethal effects . 2 

The nature of the post-Alcatraz federal response to organized agitation 
for native rights was such that by 1 979 researchers were describing it as a 
manifestation of the U.S .  government' s "continuing Indian Wars ."3 For its part, 
in internal documents intended to be secret, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI)-the primary instrument by which the government' s  policy of anti-In
dian repre s s ion was implemented-concurred with such as sessments,  

*This essay was  first published in the American Indian Culture and Research Journal, 
Vol. 1 8 , No. 4 (Winter 1 994). 
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abandoning its customary counterintelligence vernacular in favor of the termi
nology of outright counterinsurgency warfare.4 The result ,  as the U . S .  
Commission o n  Civil Rights officially conceded a t  the time, was the imposition 
of a virtual "reign of terror" upon certain of the less compliant sectors of 
indigenous society in the United States.5 

In retrospect, it may be seen that the locus of both activism and repression 
in Indian Country throughout the 1 9705 centered squarely upon one group, the 
American Indian Movement (AIM). Moreover, the crux of AIM activism 
during the ' 70s, and thus of the FB I '  s campaign to "neutralize" it,  6 can be found 
in a single locality : the Pine Ridge (Oglala Lakota) Reservation, in South 
Dakota. The purpose of the present paper, then, is to provide an overview of 
the federal counterinsurgency program against AIM on and around Pine Ridge, 
using it as a lens through which to explore the broader motives and outcomes 
attending it. Finally, conclusions will be drawn as to its implications ,  not only 
with respect to American Indians,  but concerning non-indigenous Americans 
as well . 

Background 
AIM was founded in 1968 in Minneapolis ,  by a group of urban Anishina

bes (Chippewas) including Dennis B anks, Mary Jane Wilson, Pat B allanger, 
Clyde Bellecourt, Eddie Benton Benai, and George Mitchell. Modeled loosely 
arter the Black Panther Party tor Self-Defense, established by Huey P. Newton 
and Bobby Seale in Oakland, California, two years previously, the group took 
as its first tasks the protection of the city ' s  sizable native community from a 
rRtt�rn of rampant police abuse, and the creation of prograills UIl jubs, housing, 
and education.? Within three years, the organization had grown to include 
chapters in several other cities, and had begun to shift its focus from civil rights 
issues to an agenda more specifically attuned to the conditions afflicting Native 
North America. 

What AIM discerned as the basis of the latter was not so much a matter 
of socio-economic discrimination against Indians as it was their internal 
colonization by the United States . 8 This perception accrued from the fact that, 
by 1 87 1 , when federal treaty making with native peoples was permanently 
suspended, the rights of indigenous nations to distinct, self-governing territo
ries had been recognized by the United States more than 370 times through 
treaties duly ratified by its Senate .9 Yet, during the intervening century, more 
than 90 percent of treaty-reserved native land had been expropriated by the 
federal government, in defiance of both its own constitution and international 
custom and con venti on. 10 One consequence of this was the creation of the urban 
diaspora from which AIM itself emerged; by 1 970, about half of all Indians in 
the United States had been pushed off their land altogether. 1 1  
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Within the residual archipelago of reservations-an aggregation of about 
50 million acres ,  or roughly 2.5 percent of the 48 contiguous states-indigenous 
forms of governance had been thoroughly usurped through the imposition of 
U.S . jurisdiction under the federal government' s  self-assigned prerogative of 
exercising "plenary [full and absolute] power over Indian affairs.

, , 1 2  Corre
spondingly, Indian control over what had turned out to be rather vast mineral 
resources within reservation boundaries-an estimated two-thirds of all U .S .  
"domestic" uranium deposits, a quarter of  the low sulphur coal, 2 0  percent of  
the oil and natural gas, and so  on-was essentially nonexistent. 1 3  

I t  followed that royalty rates set by  the U .S .  Bureau of  Indian Affairs 
(BIA), in its exercise of federal "trust" prerogatives vis-a-vis corporate extrac
tion of Indian mineral assets, amounted to only a fraction of what the same 
corporations would have paid had they undertaken the s ame mining operations 
in non-reservation locali ties . 14 The same princi pIe of underpayment to Indians,  
with resulting " super-profit" accrual to non-Indian business entities, prevailed 
with regard to o ther areas of economic activity handled by the Indian Bureau, 
from the leasing of reservation grazing land to various ranching interests to the 
harvesting of reservation timber by corporations such as Weyerhauser and 
Boise-Cascade. I5  S mall wonder that, by the late 1 960s, Indian radicals like 
Robert K. Thomas had begun to refer to the BIA as "the Colonial Office of the 
United States ." 16  

In  human terms, the consequence was that, as  an aggregate, American 
Indians-who, on the basis of known resources, comprised what should have 
been the single wealthiest population group in North America-constituted by 
far the most impoverished sector of U.S .  society. According Lo the federal 
government' s own data, Indians suffered, by a decisive margin, the highest rate 
of unemployment in the country, a matter correlated to their receiviny; by far 
the lowest annual and lifetime incomes of any group in the country. 7 Their 
situation also corresponded well with virtually every other statistical indicator 
of extreme poverty : a truly catastrophic rate of infant mortality and the highest 
rates of death from malnutrition, exposure, plague disease, teen suicide, and 
accidents related to alcohol abuse. The average life-expectancy of a reserva
tion-based Indian male in 1 970 was less than 45 years ; reservation-based 
Indian females could expect to live less than three years longer than their male 
counterparts ; urban Indians of either gender were living only about five years 
longer on average than their relatives on the reservations. 1 8 

AIM ' s  response to its growing apprehension of this squalid panorama 
was to initiate a campaign consciously intended to bring about the decoloniza
tion of Native North America: "Only by reestablishing our rights as sovereign 
nations,  including our right to control our own territories and resources, and 
our right to genuine self-govemance," as Dennis Banks put it in 1 97 1 ,  "can we 
hope to successfully address the conditions currently experienced by our 
people." 1 9  
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Extrapolating largely from the example of Alcatraz, the Movement 
undertook a multifaceted political strategy combining a variety of tactics. On 
the one hand, it engaged in activities designed primarily to focus media 
attention, and thus the attention of the general public ,  on Indian rights issues, 
especially those pertaining to treaty rights. On the other hand, it pursued the 
sort of direct confrontation meant to affirm those rights in practice. It also began 
to systematically reassert native cultural/spiritual traditions .20 Eventually , it 
added a component wherein the full range of indigenous rights to decoloniza
tion/self-dctermination were pursued through the United Nations venue of 
international law, custom, and convention.2 1  

In  mounting this comprehensive effort, AIM made itself a bona .fide 
National Liberation Movement, at least for a while.22 Its members consisted of 
"the shock troops of Indian sovereignty," to quote non-AIM Oglala Lakota 
activ ist  Birgil Kills Straight.23 They essentially reframed the paradigm by 
which U.S .-Indian relations are to be understood in the late twentieth century. 24 

They also suffered the worst physical repression at the hands of the United 
Statcs of any "domestic" group since the 1 890 massacre of Big Foot' s Minne
conjous by the 7th Cavalry at Wounded Knee.25 

Prelude 
AIM' s seizure of the public consciousness may in  many ways be said to 

have begun at that pomt III l YbY when Dennis Banks recruited a young Oglala 
named Russell Means to join the Movement. Instinctively imbued with what 
one critic described as a "bizarre knack for staging demonstrations that attracted 
the sort of press coverage Indians had been looking for,, ,

26 iyieans \/vias instru
mental in AIM ' s  achieving several of its earliest and most important media 
coups :  painting Plymouth Rock red before capturing the Mayflower replica on 
Thanksgiving Day 1 970, for example, and staging a "4th of July Counter-cele
bration" by occupying the Mt. Rushmore National Monument in 1 97 1 .27 

Perhaps more importantly, Means proved to be the bridge which allowed 
the Movement to establish its credibility on a reservation for the first time. In 
part, this was because when he joined AIM he brought along virtually an entire 
generation of his family-brothers Ted, B ill, and Dale, cousin Madonna 
Gilbert, and others--each of whom possessed a web of friends and acquain
tances on the Pine Ridge Reservation. It was therefore rather natural that AIM 
was called upon to "set things right" concerning the torture-murder of a 
middle-aged O�lala in the off-reservation town of Gordon, Nebraska, in late 
February 1 972. 8 As Bill Means would later recall: 

When Raymond Yellow Thunder was killed, his relati ves went first 
to the BIA, then to the FBI, and to the local police, but they got no 
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response. Severt Young B ear [Yellow Thunder's nephew and a 
friend of Ted Means] then . . .  asked AIM to come help clear up the 

case.29 

Shortly thereafter, Russell Means led a caravan of some 1 ,300 Indians 
into the small town, announcing from the steps of the courthouse that, "We ' ve 
come here today to put Gordon on the map . . .  and if justice i s  not immediately 
forthcoming, we're going to take Gordon t<ff the map." The killers , brothers 
named Melvin and Leslie Hare, were quickly arrested, and a police officer who 
had covered up for them was suspended. The Hares soon became the first whites 
in Nebraska history sent to prison for killing an Indian and "AIM's  reputation 
soared among reservation Indians . What tribal leaders had dared not do to 
protect their people, AIM had done. , ,30 

By fall , things had progressed to the point that AIM could collaborate 
with several other native rights organizations to stage the "Trail of Broken 
Treaties" caravan, bringing more than 2,000 Indians from reservations and 
urban areas across the country to Washington, DC, on the eve of the 1 972 
presidential election. The idea was to  present the incumbent chief executive, 
Richard M. Nixon, with a 20-point program redefining the nature of U.S .-In
dian relations .  The publicity attending the critical timing and location of the 
action as well as the large number of Indians involved were calculated to force 
serious responses by the administration to each point.3 1  

In the event, Interior Department officials who had earlier pledged 
logistical support to caravan participants once they arrived in the capitol 
reneged on their promises, apparently in the belief that this would cause the 
group to meekly disperse.  Instead, angry Indians promptly took over the BIA 
headquarters building on November 2, evicted its staff, and held it for several 
days. Russell Means,  in fine form, captured the front page of the nation' s  
newspapers and the six 0' c lock news by conducting a press conference i n  front 
of the building while adorned with a makeshift "war club" and a "shield" 
fashioned from a portrait of Nixon himself. 32 

Desperate to end what had become a major media embarrassment, the 
administration publicly agreed to formally reply to the 20-point program within 
a month, and to immediately provide $66,000 in transportation money, in 
exchange for a peaceful end to the occupation.33 AIM honored its part of the 
bargain, leaving the BIA building on November 9. But, explaining that "Indians 
have every right to know the details of what ' s  being done to us and to our 
property," it took with it a vast number of "confidential" files concerning BIA 
leasing practices ,  operation of the Indian Health Service (IHS), and so forth. 
The originals were returned as rapidly as they could be xeroxed, a process that 
required nearly two years to complete.34 

Technically speaking, the government also honored its end of the deal , 
providing official-and exclusively negative-responses to the 20 points 
within the specified time frame.35 At the same time, however, it initiated a 
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campaign utilizing federally subsidized Indian "leaders" in an effort to discredit 
AIM members as "irresponsible . . .  renegades, terrori sts and self-styled revo
lutionaries.

,,36 There is also a strong indication that it was at this point that the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation was instructed to launch a secret program of 
its own, one in which AIM ' s  capacity to engage in further political activities of 
the kind and effectiveness displayed in Washington was to be, in the vernacular 
of FBI counterintelligence specialists, "neutralized. ,,37 

Even as this was going on, AIM ' s  focus had shifted back to the Pine Ridge 
area. At i ssue was the January 23,  1 973, murder of a young Oglala named 
Wesley B ad Heart Bull by a white man, Darld Schmitz, in the off-reservation 
vil lage of Buffalo Gap, South Dakota. As in the Yellow Thunder case, local 
authorities had made no move to press appropriate charges against the killer. 38 

At the request of the victim' s mother, Sarah, Russell Means called for a 
demonstration at the Custer County Courthouse, in the juri sdiction in which the 
scene of the crime fell. Terming western South Dakota "the Mississippi of the 
North:,39  Dennis Banks simultaneously announced a longer-term effort to 
force the abandonment "of the anti-Indian attitudes which result in Indian-kill
ing being treated as a sort of local sport.

, ,40 

When the Custer demonstration occurred on February 6, it  followed a 
very different course than that of the protest in Gordon a year earlier. An 
anonymous call had been placed to the main regional newspaper, the Rapid City 
Journal, on the evening of February 5 .  The caller, saying he was "with AIM," 
asked that a notice canceling the action "because of bad weather" be promi
nently displayed in the paper the followin� m0rniii� . CUll�e4ueIllly , reiariveiy 
few Indians turned out for the protest.4 Those who did were met by an 
amalgamated force of police, sheriff' s deputies, state troopers , and FBI person
nel when they arrived in Custer.42 

For a while, there was a tense standoff. Then, a s heriff' s deputy manhan
dled Sarah Bad Heart Bull when she attempted to enter the courthouse. In the 
melee that followed, the courthouse was set ablaze-reportedly by a police tear 
gas canister-and the local Chamber of Commerce building burned to the 
ground. Banks, Means, and other AIM members, along with Mrs. Bad Heart 
B ull, were arrested and charged wjth riot. B anks was eventually convicted, 
sentenced to three years imprisonment, and became a fugitive ;  Sarah Bad Heart 
B ull served five months of a one-to-five-year sentence. Her son ' s  killer never 
served a day in j ail .43 

Wounded Knee 
Meanwhile, on Pine Ridge, tensions were running extraordinarily high. 

The point of contention was an escalating conflict between the tribal admini
stration headed by Richard "Dickie" Wilson, installed on the reservation with 
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federal support in 1 972, and a large body of reservation traditionals who 
objected to Wilson ' s  nepotism and other abuses of his position.44 Initially, 
Wilson ' s  opponents had sought redress of their grievances through the BlA. 
The BIA responded by providing a $62,000 grant to Wilson for purposes of 
establishing a "Tribal Ranger Group"-a paramilitary entity reporting exclu
sively to Wilson which soon began calling itself "Guardians of the Oglala 
Nation" (GOONs)-with which to physically intimidate the opposition.4J The 
reason underlying this federa1 1argesse appears to have been the government' s 
desire that Wilson sign an instrument transferring title over a portion of the 
reservation known as the Sheep Mountain Gunnery Range-secretly known to 
be rich in uranium and molybdenum-to the U.S.  Forest Service.46 

In any event, forming what was called the Oglala Sioux Civil Rights 
Organization (OSCRO) ,  the traditionals next attempted to obtain relief through 
the Justice Department and the FBI.  When this too failed to bring results, they 
set out to impeach 'V/ilson, obtaining more signatures from eligible voters on 
their petitions than had cast ballots for him in the first place. The BlA countered 
by naming Wilson himself to chair the impeachment proceedings, and the 
Justice Department dispatched a 65-member "Special Operations Group" 
(SOG: a large SWAT unit) of U.S .  Marshals to ensure that "order" was 
maintained during the travesty. Then, on the eve of the hearing, Wilson ordered 
the arrest and j ailing of several members of the tribal council he felt might vote 
for his removal . Predictably, when the impeachment tally was taken on Febru
ary 23,  1 973 ,  the tribal president was retained in office. Immediately thereafter, 
he announced a reservation-wide ban on political meetings .47 

Defying the ban, the traditionals convened a round-the-clock emergency 
meeting at Calico Hall ,  near the village of Oglala, in an effort to determine their 
next move. On February 26, a messenger was sent to the newly established AIM 
headquarters in nearby Rapid City to request that Russell Means meet with the 
Oglala elders . As one of them, Ellen Moves Camp, later put it: 

We decided we needed the American Indian Movement in here . . . .  
All of our older people from the reservation helped make that 
decision . . . .  This is what we needed, a little more push. Most of the 
reservation believes in AIM, and we' re proud to have them with us .48 

Means came on the morning of the 27th, then drove on to the village of 
Pine Ridge, seat of the reservation government, to try and negotiate some sort 
of resolution with Wilson. For his trouble, he was physically assaulted by 
GOONs in the parking lot  of the tribal administration building.49 By then, 
Dennis Banks and a number of other AIM members had arrived at Calico Hall . 
During subsequent meetings, it was decided by the elders that what was 
necessary was to draw public attention to the situation on the reservation . For 
this purpose, a 200-person AIM contingent was sent to the symbolic site of 
Wounded Knee to prepare for an early morning press conference ; a much 
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smaller group was sent back to Rapid City to notiR the media and to guide 
reporters to Wounded Knee at the appropriate time . 0 

The intended press conference never occurred because ,  by dawn, Wil
son ' s  GOON s had established roadblocks on all four routes leading into (or out 
of) the tiny hamlet. During the morning, these positions were reinforced by 
uniformed BIA police, then by elements of the Marshals '  SOG unit,  and then 
by FBI "observers ."  As this was going on, the AIM members in Wounded Knee 
began the process of arming themselves from the stores of the local Gildersleeve 
Trading Post and building defensive positions .5 1 By afternoon,  General Alex
ander Haig,  military liaison to the Nixon White House, had dispatched two 
special warfare experts-Colonel Volney Warner of the 82nd Airborne Divi
sion and Colonel Jack Potter of the Sixth Army-to the scene. 52 

Documents later subpoenaed from the Pentagon revealed Colonel 
Potter directed the employment of 1 7  APes [tank-like armored 
personnel carriers ] ,  1 30,000 rounds of M-1 6  ammunition, 41 ,000 
rounds of M-40 high explosive[s]  [for the M-79 grenade launchers 
he also provided] , as well as helicopters, Phantom jets, and person
nel. Military officers, supply sergeants, maintenance technicians, 
chemical officers, and medical teams [were provided on site J .  Three 
hundred miles to the south, at Fort C arson ,  Colorado, the Army had 
billeted a fully uniformed assault unit on twenty-four hour alert. 53 

Over the next 7 1  days, the AIM perimeter at Wounded Knee was placed 
uIIJci siege . The gWUHJ I- v v cl Wa:> DuHlcJ away [Vi lVugllly a L[Udl lel-uulc 
around the AIM position as part of the federal attempt to staunch the flow of 
supplies-food, medicine, and ammunition-backpacked in to the Wounded 
Knee defenders at night; at one point such material had to he ai rdroooed hv a 
group of supporting pilots . 54 Mo;e than 500,000 rounds of military a��unition 
were fired into AIM' s  jerry-rigged "bunkers" by federal forces, killing two 
Indians-Frank Clearwater, an Apache, and B uddy Lamont, an O g lala-and 
wounding several others .55 As many as 1 3  more people may have been killed 
by roving GOON patrols while they were trying to carry supplies through 
federal lines, and their bodies were secretly buried in remote locations around 
the reservation.56 

At first, the authorities sought to justify what was happening by claiming 
that AIM had "occupied" Wounded Knee, and that the Movement had taken 
several hostages in the process.57 When the l atter allegation was proven to be 
false, a press  ban was imposed, and official s pokespersons argued that the use 
of massive force was needed to "quell insurrection." Much was made of two 
federal casualties who were supposed to have been seriously injured by AIM 
gunfire . 58 In the end, it was Dickie Wilson who perhaps expressed matters most 
candidl y when he informed reporters that the pur

.
p ose of the entire exercise was 

to see to it that "AIM dies at Wounded Knee. " 59 
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Despite Wilson' s  sentiments-and those of FBI senior counterintelli
gence specialist Richard G. Held, expressed in a secret report prepared at the 
request of his superiors early in the siege60-an end to the s tandoff was finally 
negotiated for M ay 7, 1 97 3 .  AIM ' s  major condition, entered on behalf of the 
Pine Ridge traditionals and agreed to by government representatives, was that 
a federal commis sion would meet with the chiefs to review U . S .  compliance 
with the terms of the 1 868 Fort Laramie Treaty with the L akota, Cheyenne, and 
Arapaho Nations .6 1 The idea was to generate policy recommendations as to 
how the United S tates might bring itself into line with its treaty obligations .  A 
White House delegation did in fact meet with the elders at the home of Chief 
Frank Fools Crow, near the reservation town of Manderson, on May l 7 .  The 
delegates'  mission, however, was to stonewall all efforts at meaningful discus
sion.62 They promised a follow-up meeting on May 30, but never retumed.63 

On other fronts, the authorities were demonstrating no comparable lack 
of vigor. Before the first meeting at Fools Crows ' ,  the FBI had made 562 arrests 
of those who had been involved in defending Wounded Knee.64 Russell Means 
was in jail awaiting release on a $ 1 50,000 bond; OSCRO leader Pedro Bisson
ette was being held for $ 1 52,000; AIM leaders Stan Holder and Leonard Crow 
Dog for $32,000 and $35 ,000 respectively . Scores of others were being held 
pending the posting of lesser sums .65 By the fall of 1 973 , agents had amassed 
some 3 1 6,000 separate investigative file classifications on those who had been 
inside Wounded Knee.66 . 

This allowed federal prosecutors to obtain 1 85 indictments over the next 
several months (Means alone was charged with 37 felonies and three misde
meanors) .67 Although in 1 974 AIM and the traditionals used the 1 868 Treaty 
as a basis upon which to challenge in federal court the U.S .  government 's  
jurisdiction over Pine Ridge, the trials of the "Wounded Knee Leadership" went 
forward.68 Even after the FBI ' s  and the prosecution ' s  willingness to subvert 
the judicial process became so blatantly obvious that U.S. District Judge Fred 
Nichol was compelled to dismi ss all charges against Banks  and Means, cases 
were still pressed against Crow Dog, Holder, Carter Camp, Madonna Gilbert, 
Lorelei DeCora, and Phyllis Young.69 

Ultimately, the whole charade resulted in a paltry 1 5  convictions, all of 
them on such paltry offenses as trespass and "interference with postal inspectors 
in performance of their lawful duties. 

, ,70 Still, in the interim, the virtual entirety 
of AIM ' s  leadership was tied up in a seemingly endle s s  series of arrests, 
incarcerations,  hearings ,  and trials .  Similarly, the great bulk of the Movement' s 
fundraising and organizing capacities was diverted into posting bonds and 
mounting legal defenses for those indicted.? '  

On balance, the record suggests a distinct probability that the post
Wounded Knee prosecution s  were never seriously intended to result in 
convictions at all .  Instead, they were designed mainly to serve the time-hon
ored-and utterly illegal-expedient of "disrupting, misdirecting, destabilizing 
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or otherwise neutralizing" a politically objectionable group.72 There is official 
concurrence with this view: As army counterinsurgency specialist Volney 
Warner framed matters at the time, "AIM' s  best leaders and most militant 
members are under indictment, in jail or warrants are out for their arrest . .  . . 
IUnder these conditions] the government can win, even if nobody goes to 
[pri son ] ."n 

The Reign of Terror 
While AIM ' s  "notables" were being forced to slog their way through the 

courts, a very different form of repression was being visited upon the Move
ment ' s  rank-and-file membership and grassroots traditionals of Pine Ridge. 
During the three-year period beginning with the S iege of Wounded Knee, at 
least 69 members and supporters of AIM died violently on the reservation.74 
During the same period, nearly 350 others suffered serious physical assaults . 
Overal l ,  the situation on Pine Ridge was such that, by 1 976, the U.S .  Commis
s ion on Civil Rights was led to describe it as a "reign of terror. ,,75 

Using only documented political deaths, the yearly  murder rate on 
the Pine Ridge Reservation between March 1 ,  1 973 ,  and March 1 ,  
1 976 , was 1 70 per 1 00,000. By comparison, Detroit, the reputed 

"murder capital of the United States," had a rate of 20.2 per 100,000 
in 1 974.  The U.S . �'.'erage \\':lS 9.7 per 1 00,000 . . . . In a nation vf 200 
million persons, the murder rate comparable with that on Pine Ridge 

between 1 973 and 1 976 would have left 340,000 persons dead for 

political reasons alone in one year; 1 .32  million in three . . . .  The 
political murder rate at Pine Ridge was almost equivalent to that in 

Chile during the three years after a military coup supported by the 
United States killed President Salvador Allende.76 

Despite the fact that eyewitnesses identified the assailants in 21 of these 
homicides, the FBI-which maintains preeminent j urisdiction over major 
crimes on all American Indian reservations-was responsible for not one of the 
killers ever being convicted.77 In many cases, no active investigation of the 
murder of an AIM member or supporter was undertaken by the Bureau.78 In 
others, those associated with the victims were falsely arrested as "perpetra
tors . , ,79 

When queried by reporters in 1975 as to the reason for his office ' s  
abysmal record in investigating murders on Pine Ridge, George O'Clock, the 
agent in charge of the FBI ' s  Rapid City Resident Agency-under which the 
operational authority at the reservation falls most immediate�-replied that he 
was "too short of manpower" to assign agents to such tasks.8 O' Clock omitted 
to mention that, at the time, he had at his disposal the highest sustained ratio of 
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agents to citizens enjoyed b y  any FBI office in the history of the B ureau.8 l He 
also neglected the fact that the same agents who were too busy to look into the 
murders of AIM people appear to have had unlimited time to undertake the 
investigative activities covered in the preceding section. Plainly, O ' Clock' s pat 
"explanation" was and remains implausible. 

A far more likely scenario begins to take shape when it is considered that 
in each instance where there were eyewitness identifications of the individuals 
who had killed an AIM member or supporter, those identified were known 
GOONs.82 The FBI ' s  conspicuous inability to apprehend murderers on Pine 
Ridge may thus be located, not in the incompetence of its personnel, but in the 
nature of its relationship to the killers . In effect, the GOONs seem to have 
functioned under a more or less blanket immunity from prosecution provided 
by the FBI so long as they focused their lethal attentions upon targets selected 
by the B ureau. Put another way, the appearance is that the FBI used the GOONs 
as a surrogate force against AIM on Pine Ridge in precisely the same manner 
that Latin American death squads have been utilized by the CIA to destroy the 
opposition in countries like Guatemala, EI Salvador, and Chile.83  

The roots of the FBI/GOON connection can be traced back at  least as  far 
as April 23, 1 973,  when U.S .  Marshals Service Director Wayne Colburn, 
driving from Pine Ridge village to Wounded Knee, was stopped at what the 
Wilsonites referred to as "The Residents ' Roadblock." One of the GOONs 
manning the position, vocally disgruntled with what he called the "soft line" 
taken by the Justice Department in dealing with AIM, leveled a shotgun at the 
head of Colburn' s  passenger, Solicitor General Kent Frizzell. Colburn was 
forced to draw his own weapon before the man would desist. Angered, Colburn 
drove back to Pine Ridge and dispatched a group of his men to arrest everyone 
at the roadblock. When the marshals arrived at the Pennington County Jail in 
Rapid City with those arres ted, however, they found an FBI man waiting with 
instructions to release the GOONs immediately.84 

By this point, Dickie Wilson himself had reestablished the roadblock, 
using a fresh crew of GOONs .  Thoroughly enraged at this defiance, Colburn 
assembled another group of marshals and prepared to make arrests . Things had 
progressed to the point of a "High Noon" style showdown when a helicopter 
appeared, quickly landing on the blacktop road near the would-be combatants . 
In it was FBI counterintelligence ace Richard G. Held, who informed Colburn 
that he had received instructions "from the highest level" to ensure that no 
arrests would be made and that "the roadblock stays where it is .

, ,85 

Humiliated, and increasingly concerned for the safety of hIS own person
nel in a situation where the FBI was openly siding with a group hostile to them, 
Colburn ordered his men to disarm GOONs whenever possible .86 Strikingly, 
as the marshals impounded the sort of weaponry the Wilsonites had up until 
then been using-conventional deer rifles, World War II  surplus M-I s , shot
guns, and other firearms normally found in a rural locality-the same GOONs 
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Colburn ' s  men had disarmed began to reappear, well-stocked with ammunition 
and sporting fully automatic ,  military-issue M-1 6s . 87 

The Brewer Revelations 
It has al ways been the supposition of those aligned with AIM that the FBI 

provided such hardware to Wilson ' s  GOONs. The Bureau and its apologists, 
meanwhile, pointing to the absence of concrete evidence with which to confirm 
the allegation, have consistently denied any such connection , charging those 
referring to its probability with journalistic or scholarly "irrespons ibility . ,

,88 It 
was not until the early 1 990s, with the publication of extracts from an interview 
with former GOON commander Duane Brewer, that AIM ' s  premise was borne 
out. 89 

Not only does the one-time death squad leader make it clear that the FBI 
provided him and his men with weaponry, but with ample supplies of armor
piercing ammunition, hand grenades ,  "det cord" and other explosives, 
communications gear, and additional paraphernalia.90 Agents would drop by 
his house, Brewer maintains, to provide key bits of field intelligence which 
al lowed the GOONs to function in a more efficient manner than might other
wise have been the case. And, perhaps most importantly, agents conveyed the 
plain message that members of the death squad would enjoy virtual immunity 
from federal prosecution for anything they did, so long as it fell within the realm 
of repressing dissidents on the reservation.9 1  

Among the murders which Brewer clarifies in his interview is that of 
Jeanette Bissonette, a young woman shot to death in her car as she sat at a s top 
sign in Pine Ridge village at about one o' clock in the morning on March 27, 
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the other hand, explains on the basis of firsthand knowledge that the killing was 
" a  mistake" on the part of his execution team, which mistook Bissonette ' s  
vehicle for that of area resistance leader Ellen Moves Camp.93 

It i s  important to note, before moving ahead, that at  the time he functioned 
as a GOON leader, Duane Brewer also served as second-in--command of the 
BIA police on Pine Ridge. His boss as a policeman, Delmar Eastman-primary 
liaison between the police and the FBI-was simultaneously in charge of all 
GOON operations on the reservation.94 In total, it i s  reliably estimated that 
somewhere between one-third and one-half of all BIA police personnel on Pine 
Ridge between 1 972 and 1 976 moonlighted as GOONs.  Those who didn' t  
become directly involved actively covered for their colleagues who did, or at 
least kept their mouths shut about the situation.95 

Obviously, whatever meager hope for relief AIM and the Oglala tradi
tionals might have extended to the workings of local law enforcement quickly 
disappeared under such circumstances .96 In effect, the police were the killers, 
their crimes not only condoned but, for all practical intents and purposes, 
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commanded and controlled by the FBI .  Other federal agencies did no more than 
issue large1.f' uncirculated reports confirming that the bloodbath was in fact 
occurring.9 "Due process" on Pine Ridge during this crucial period was 
effectively nonexistent. 

The Oglala Firefight 
By the spring of 1 975 ,  with more than 40 of their number already dead, 

it had become apparent to the Pine Ridge resisters that they had been handed a 
choice of either acquiescing to the federal agenda or being annihilated. All other 
alternatives, including a 1 974 electoral effort to replace Dickie Wilson with 
AIM leader Russell Means ,  had been met by fraud, force, and unremitting 
violence?8 Those who wished to continue the struggle and survive were 
therefore compelled to adopt a posture of armed self-defense. Given that many 
of the traditionals were elderly,  and thus could not reasonably hope to accom
plish the latter on their own, AIM was asked to provide physical security for 
them. Defensive encampments were quickly established at several key loca
tions around the reservation .99 

For its part, the FBI seems to have become increasingly frustrated at the 
capacity of the dissidents to absorb punishment, and at the consequent failure 
of the Bureau ' s counterinsurgency campaign to force submission. Internal FBI 
documents suggest that the coordinators of the Pine Ridge operation had come 
to greatly desire some sensational event which might serve to justify in the 
public mind a sudden introduction onto the reservation of the kind of over
whelming force that might break the back of the resistance once and for all .  100 

Apparently selected for the staging of such a shocking event was a 
security camp set up by the Northwest AIM Group at the request  of traditional 
elders Harry and Cecilia Jumping Bull on their property, along Highway 1 8 , a 
few miles south of the village of Oglala. During the early evening of June 25, 
1 975 ,  two agents, Ron Williams and Jack Coler, escorted by a BIA policeman 
(and known GOON) named Robert Eccoffey, entered the Jumping Bull Com
pound. They claimed to be attempting to serve an arrest warrant on a 
1 7-year-old Lakota and AIM supporter named Jimmy Eagle on spurious 
charges of kidnapping and aggravated assault. W I  

Told by  residents that Eagle was no t  there and had not been seen for 
weeks, the agents and their escort left. On Highway 18,  however, the agents 
accosted three young AIM members-Mike Anderson, Norman Charles, and 
Wilfred "Wish" Draper-who were walking back to camp after taking showers 
in Oglala, drove them to the police headquarters in Pine Ridge village, and 
interrogated them for more than two hours . As the young men reported when 
they finally returned to the Jumping Bulls ' ,  no questions had been asked about 
Jimmy Eagle. Instead, the agents had wanted to know how many men of 
fighting age were in the camp, what sort of weapons they possessed, and so on. 
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Thus alerted that something bad was about to happen, the Northwest AIM 
contingent put out an urgent call for support from the local AIM community .  1 02 

At about I I  :00 a.m .  the following morning, June 26, Williams and Coler 
returned to the Jumping Bull  property. Driving past the compound of res i 
dences, they moved down into a shallow valley, stopped and exited their c ars 
in an open area, and began to fire in the general direction of the AIM encamp
ment in a treeline along White Clay Creek. 1 03 S hortly,  they began to take a 
steadily growing return fire, not only from the treeline, but from the houses 
above. At about this point, agent J. Gary Adams and BIA police officer/GOON 
Glenn Two Birds attempted to c ome to Williams'  and Coler' s aid. Unexpect
edly taking fire from the direction of the houses,  they retreated to the ditch 
beside Highway 1 8 . 1 04 

Some 1 50 SWAT-trained BIA police and FBI personnel were preposi
tioned in the immediate locale when the firefight began. This,  especially when 
taken in combination with the fact that more than 200 additional FBI SWAT 
personnel were on alert awaiting word to proceed post haste to Pine Ridge from 
Minneapol i s ,  Milwaukee, and Quantico, Virginia, raises the probability that 
Williams and Coler were actually ass igned to provoke an exchange of gunfire 
with the AIM members on the Jumping B ull land. ! Os The plan seems to have 
been that they would then be immediately supported by the introduction of 
overwhelming force, the Northwest AIM Group destroyed, and the FB I af
forded the pretext necessary to launch an outright invasion of Pine Ridge. 106 

A number of local AIM members had rallied to the call to c ome to the 
JUlII}liug Bulb' . Hcw:c, ill�lcaJ uf CIH:UUIltCliIlg tlIt: t:iglIi AIM "shuOlers" lhey 
anticipated, there were about 30, and the two agents were cut off from their 
erstwhile supporters .  107 While the B IA police, reinforced by GOONs, put up 
roadhlocks to seal off the area. and the FR f agents on hand were deployed as 

snipers , no one made a serious effort to get to Williams and Coler until 5 : 50 
p.m.  By that point, they' d  been dead for some time, along with a young Coeur 
0' Alene AIM member, Joe Stuntz Killsright, killed by FBI sniper Gerard 
Waring as he attempted to depart the compoundJ08 Aside from Kil lsright, all 
AIM participants had escaped across country. 

By nightfall, hundreds of agents equipped with everything from APCs to 
Vietnam-style Huey helicopters had begun arriving on the reservation. 109 The 
next morning, Tom Coil, an FBI "Public Information Specialis t" i mported for 
the purpose, convened a press conference in Oglala-the media was barred 
from the firefight site itself-in which he reported that the dead agents had been 
"lured into an ambush" by AIM, attacked with automatic weapons from a 
"sophisticated bunker complex," dragged wounded from their cars , stripped of 
their clothing, and then executed i n  cold blood while one of them p leaded with 
his killer(s) to spare him because he had a wife and children. Each agent,  CoIl 
asserted, had been "riddled with 1 5-20 bullets ." I 1 0  
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Every word of this was false, as ColI well knew-the FBI had been i n  
possession of both the agents ' bodies and the ground o n  which they were killed 
for nearly 1 8  hours before he made his statements-and the report was retracted 
in full by FBI Director Clarence Kelley at a press conference conducted in Los 
Angeles a week later. I I I  By then, however, a barrage of sensational media 
coverage had "sensitized" the public to the need for a virtually unrestricted 
application of force against the "mad dogs of AIM." Correspondingly, the 
Bureau was free to run air assaults and massive sweeping operations on Pine 
Ridge--complete with the wholesale use of no-knock searches and John Doe 
warrants-for the next three months.  I 1 2 By the end of that period, its mission 
had largely been accomplished. 1 1 3In the interim, on July 27, 1 975,  it  was finally 
felt, given the preoccupation of all concerned parties with the FBI ' s  literal 
invasion of Pine Ridge, that the time was right for Dickie Wilson to sign a 
memorandum transferring the Gunnery Range to the federal government; on 
January 2, 1 976,  a more formal instrument was signed and, in the spring, 
Congress passed a Public Law assuming U.S. title over thi s  portion of Oglala 
territory. 1 14 

The Case of Leonard Peltier 

It is unlikely that the FBI intended its two agents be killed during the 
Oglala Firefight. Once Coler and Williams were dead, however, the B ureau 
capitalized on their fate, not only as the medium through which to pursue its 
anti-AIM campaign with full ferocity, but as a mechanism with which to block 
an incipient congressional probe into what the FBI had been doing on Pine 
Ridge. This took the form of a sympathy play: Bureau officials pleaded that the 
"natural" emotional volatility engendered among their agents by the deaths 
made it "inopportune" to proceed with the investigation "at the present time." 
Congress responded, on July 3 , 1 975,  by postponing the s cheduling of prelirni
nary interviews, a delay which has become permanent. I 1 5  

Still, with two dead agents, i t  was crucial for the B ureau ' s  image that 
someone be brought directly to account. To fill this bill ,  four names were 
selected from the list of 30 "shooters" field investigators had concluded were 
participants in the exchange. Targeted were a pair o f  AnishinabelLakota 
cousins, Leonard Peltier and B ob Robideau, and Darrelle "Dino" Butler, a Tuni, 
the heads of Northwest AIM. Also included was Jimmy Eagle, whose name 
seems to have appeared out of expediency, since the Bureau claimed Williams 
and Coler were looking for him in the first place (all charges against him were 
later simply dropped, without investiture of discernible prosecutorial effort) . I 1 6  

Butler and Robideau, captured early on, were tried first, a s  co-defen
dants, separate from Peltier. 1 1 7 The latter, having managed to avoid arres t  in a 
trap set for him in Oregon, had found sanctuary in the remote encampment of 
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Cree leader Robert Smallboy, in northern Alberta. I 1 8  B y  the time he could be 
apprehended, extradited via a thoroughly fraudulent proceeding involving the 
pre sentation of an "eyewitness" affidavit from a psychotic Lakota woman 
named Myrtle Poor Bear to a Canadian court, and docketed i n  the United States, 
the proceedings against Peltier' s cohorts were ready to begin.  1 1 9 He was thus 
scheduled to be tried later and alone. 

During the Butler/Robideau trial, c onducted in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
during the summer of 1 976, the government' s plan to turn the defendants-and 
AIM itself-into examples of the price of resistanc e  began to unravel. Despite 
the calculated ostentation with which the FBI prepared to s ecure the judge and 
jurors from "AIM ' s  potential for violence," and despite another media blitz 
designed to convince the public that B utler and Robideau were part of a vast 
"terrori st conspiracy," the carefully selected, all-white Midwestern panel of 
jurors was unconvinced. 1 20 After William Muldrow of the U . S .  Commission 
on Ci vii Rights was called by the defense to testify regarding the FBI-fostered 
reign of terror on Pine Ridge, and Director Kelley himself was forced to admit 
under oath that he knew of nothing which might support many of the Bureau ' s  
harsher characterizations of AIM, the j ury voted t o  acquit o n  July 1 6, 1 976. 1 2 1 

The "not guilty" verdict was based on the panel members ' assessment 
that-although both defendants acknowledged firing at the agents and Ro
bideau that he had in fact hit them both I 22-they had acted in self-defense. 
Under the conditions described by credible witnesses,  j ury foreman Robert 
Bolin later recounted, "we felt that any reasonable person would have reacted 
illc 1>dlllC w ay whcn thc d2;;cub "dine in there shooting." E.:oside5, Eoliii cOiitiii
u e d ,  th e i r  p e r s o n a l  observations  o f  the b e h a v i o r  o f  g o vernmental  
representatives during the trial had convinced mos t  j ury members that " i t  was 
the government. not the defendants or their movement. which was dan2:er-
ous.

;-; 123 
-

Although the Cedar Rapids j ury had essentially determined that Coler 
and Williams had not been murdered, the FBI and federal prosecutors opted to 
proceed against Peltier. In  a pretrial conference they analyzed what had "gone 
wrong" in the ButlerlRobideau case and, in a report dated July 20, 1 976, 
concluded that among the problems encountered was the fact that the defen
dants had been allowed to present a self-defense argument and their lawyers 
allowed "to call and question witnesses" and subpoena government docu
ments. 1 24 They then removed the Peltier trial from the docket of the j udge at 
Cedar Rapids, Edward McManus ,  and reassigned it  to another, Paul Bensen, 
whom they felt would be more amenable to their view. 1 25 

When Peltier was brought to trial in Fargo, North Dakota, on March 2 1 ,  
1977,  B enson ruled virtually everything presented b y  the defense at Cedar 
Rapids, including the B utlerlRobideau trial transcript itself, inadrnissible. 1 26 

Prosecutors then presented a case against Peltier which was precisely the 
opposite of what they-and their FBI witnesses-professed to believe was true 
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in the earlier trial. 1 27 A chain of circumstantial evidence was constructed, often 
through resort to fabricated physical evidence, 1 28 perjury, 1 29 and the use of 
demonstrably suborned testimony, 1 30 to create a plausible impression among 
jurors-again all-white Midwesterners-that the defendant was guilty. 

Following a highly emotional closing presentation by Assistant Prosecu
tor Lynn Crooks, in which he waved color photos of the agents ' bloody bodies  
under the jury ' s  collecti ve nose  and graphically described the "cold-blooded
ness" with which "Leonard Peltier executed these two wounded and helpless  
human beings," they voted on April 1 8, after only six hours of deliberation, to 
convict on both counts of first-degree murder. 1 3 l Bensen then sentenced Peltier 
to serve two consecutive life-terms in prison, and he was transported straight
away to the federal "super-maximum" facility at Marion, Illinois .  1 32 

Almost immediately, an appeal was filed on the basis  of FBI misconduct 
and multiple judicial errors on B ensen ' s  part. The matter was considered by a 
three-member panel of the Eighth Circuit Court--composed of j udges William 
Webster, Donald Ross ,  and Gerald Heaney-during the spring of 1 97 8 .  Judge 
Webster wrote the opinion on behalf of his colleagues, finding that although 
the record revealed n umerous reversible errors on the part of the trial j udge, 
and many "unfortunate misj udgments" by the FBI, the conviction would be 
allowed to stand. 1 33 B y  the time the document was released, Webster was no 
longer there to answer for it. He had moved on to a new position as Director of 
the FBI. On February 1 2, 1 979, the U.S.  Supreme Court declined, without 
stating a reason, to review the lower court' s decision. 1 34 

Undeterred, Peltier' s attorneys had already filed a suit under the Freedom 
of Information Act (FOrA) to force disclosure of FBI documents withheld from 
the defense at trial . When the paperwork, more than 1 2,000 pages of investiga
tive material, was finally produced in 1 98 1 ,  they began the tedious proces s  of 
indexing and reviewing it. 1 35 Finding that the Bureau had suppressed ballistics 
reports which directly contradicted what had been presented at trial, they filed 
a second appeal in 1 982. 1 36 This led to an evidentiary , hearin g  and oral 
arguments in 1 984 during which the FBI ' s  chief ballistics expert, Evan Hodge, 
was caught in the act of perj uring himself, 1 37 and Lynn Crooks was forced to 
admit that the government "really has no idea who shot those agents. , , 1 38 

Crooks then attempted to argue that it didn ' t  matter anyway, because 
Peltier had been convicted of "aiding and abetting in the murders rather than 
of the murders themselves." l 39 This time, the circuit court panel-now com
posed of judges Heaney and Ross ,  as well as John Gibson-took nearly a year 
to deliberate . On October 1 1 , 1 986, they finally delivered an opinion holding 
that the content of Crooks' own closing argument to the jury, among many other 
factors, precluded the notion that Peltier had been tried for aiding and abetting. 
They also concluded that the circumstantial ballistics case presented by the 
prosecution at trial was hopelessly undermined by evidence available even then 
to the FBI.  140 
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Still, they refused to reverse Peltier' s conviction because "We recognize 
that there is evidence in this record of improper conduct on the part of some 
FBI agents, but we are reluctant to impute even further improprieties to them" 
by remanding the matter to trial. 1 4 1  On October 5, 1 987,  the Supreme Court 
once again refused to review the lower court' s decision. 1 42 Most recently, a 
third appeal, argued on the basis of habeas corpus-if Peltier was never tried 
for aiding and abetting, and if the original case against him no longer really 
exists, then why is he in prison?-was filed. In November 1 992, the Eighth 
Circuit, without ever really answering such questions, allowed his "conviction" 
to stand. The matter remains pending before the Supreme Court, but that august 
body is expected to once again decline to review the maHer. 

Aftermath 
The government repression of AIM during the mid-70s had the intended 

effect of blunting the movement' s cutting edge. After 1 977, things occurred in 
fits and starts rather than within a sustained drive. AIM' s core membership, 
those who were not dead or in prison, scattered to the winds, many, like 
Wounded Knee security head Stan Holder, seeking other avenues into which 
to channel their activism. 143 Others, exhausted and intimidated by the massive 
violence directed against them, "retired" altogether from active politics. 1 44 

Among the remainder, personal, political, and intertribal antagonisms, often 
�}\'i:ll,;�fbated by (he rumors spread by tederal provocateurs,  instilled a deep and 
lasting factional fragmentation. 145 

In 1 978,  Dennis Banks, occupying the unique s tatus in California of 
having been officia l ly granted sanctufu�j by one state of the union against the 
extradition demands of another, sought to bring things back together by 
organizing what he called the "Longest Walk." 146 To some extent replicating 
on foot the Trail of Broken Treaties caravan of 1972, the Walk succeeded in its 
immediate objective; the walkers made it from Alcatraz Island-selected as a 
point of departure because of the importance of the 1 969-7 1 occupation in 
forging AIM-to Washington, DC, presenting a powerful manifesto to the 
Carter Administration in July. 147 But there was no follow-up, and the momen
tum was quickly lost. 

Much hope was placed in the formation of the Leonard Peltier Defense 
Committee (LPDC) the same year, and, for a time it seemed as though it might 
serve as a kind of spark plug reenergizing the movement as a whole. 148 

However, with the February 1 2, 1 979, murder of AIM Chair John Trudell ' s  
entire family on the Duck Valley Reservation in Nevada, apparently as a 
deterrent to the effectiveness of Trudell ' s  fiery oratory, things took an opposite 
tack. 1 49 The result was the abolition of all national officer positions in AIM; 
"These titles do nothing but provide a ready-made list of  priority targets for 
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the feds," as Trudell put it at the time. 1 50 The gesture consummated a trend 
against centralization which began with the dissolution of AIM ' s  national office 
at the time Banks had gone underground in 1 975,  a fugitive from sentencing 
after his conviction on charges stemming from the Custer Courthouse confron
tation. I S I  

I n  1 979 and 1 980, large-scale "Survival Gatherings" were held outside 
Rapid City in an attempt to bring together Indian and non-Indian activists in 
collaborative opposition to uranium mining and other corporate "development" 
of the Black Hills .  1 52 An ensuing organization, the Black Hills Alliance (BHA), 
achieved momentary national prominence, but petered out after the demise of 
domestic uranium production in the early 1 980s dissolved several of the more 
pressing issues it confronted. 1 53 

Meanwhile, Russell Means, fresh out of prison, launched a related effort 
in 1 98 1 ,  occupying an 88G-acre site in the Black Hills to establish a "sustain
able, alternative, demonstration community" and "to initiate the physical 
reoccupation ofPaha Sapa by the Lakota people and our allies." The occupation 
of what was dubbed Wincanyan Zi Tiospaye (Yellow Thunder Camp) in 
memory of Raymond Yellow Thunder lasted until 1985. 154 By that point, its 
organizers had obtained what on its face was a landmark judicial opinion from 
a federal district judge; not only did the Yellow Thunder occupiers have every 
right to do what they were doing, the j udge decreed, but the Lakota-and other 
Indians as well-are entitled to view entire geographic areas such as the Black 
Hills, rather than merely specific sites within them, to be of sacred signifi
cance. ISS The emergent victory was gutted, however, by the Supreme Court' s 
controversial "G-O Road Decision" in 1 988. 1 56 

Elsewhere, an AIM security camp was established on Navajo land near 
Big Mountain, Arizona, during the mid-80s, to support the traditional Dine 
elders of that area in their resistance to forced relocation. I S7 It has been 
maintained, and, somewhat comparably, AIM contingents began to become 
involved in the early-90s in providing physical securir, to Western Shoshone 
resisters to forced removal from their land in Nevada. 1 5 Similar scenarios have 
been played out in places as diverse as northern Minnesota and Wisconsin, 
Oregon, California, Oklahoma, Illinois, Florida, Georgia, Nebraska, Alaska, 
and upstate New York. The issues confronted have been as wide-ranging as 
the localities in which they've been confronted. 

Another potential bright spot which was ultimately eclipsed was the 
International Indian Treaty Council (IITC).  Formed at the request of the Lakota 
elders in 1 974 to "carry the message of indigenous people into the community 
of nations" and to serve more generally as "AIM's  international arm," it had 
by August 1 977 gotten off to a brilliant start, playing a key role in bringing 
representatives of 98 native peoples throughout the Americas together in an 
unprecedented convocation before the United Nations Commission on Human 
Rights. This led directly to the establishment of a formal Working Group on 
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Indigenous Populations-mandated to draft a Universal Declaration of the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples for incorporation into international law by 
1 992-under the U.N. Economic and Social Council .  1 59  

Despite this remarkable early success, with the 1 9 8 1  departure of its 
original director, Cherokee acti vist Jimmie Durham, IITC began to unravel. 1 60 

By 1 986, his successors were widely perceived as using the organization ' s  
reputation as a vehicle for personal profit and prestige, aligning themselves for 
a fee with various nation-state governments against indigenous interests . 
Allegations that they were also using their de facto diplomatic status as a 
medium through which to engage in drug trafficking also abounded. Whether 
or not such suspicions were well-founded, IITC today has reduced itself to the 
stature of a small sectarian corporation, completely divorced from AIM and the 
traditional milieu which legitimated it, subsisting mainly on donations from the 
very entities it was created to oppose. 1 6 1 

The early ' 90s, with the imminence of the Columbian Quincentennial 
Celebration, presented opportunities for the revitalization of AIM. Indeed, the 
period witnessed a more or less spontaneous regeneration of autonomous AIM 
chapters in at least 1 6  localities around the country. 1 62 In Colorado, an escalat
ing series of confrontations with Columbus Day celebrants organized by the 
state AIM chapter which began in 1 989 led to the galvanizing of a coalition of 
some 50 progressive organizations ,  Indian and non-Indian alike, by 1 992. 1 63 

In Denver, the city where Columbus Day was first proclaimed an official 
holiday, Quincentennial activities were stopped in their tracks . Much the same 
process was evident in Sall Fralll;is(;o and, to a lesser extent, 10 other locations. 

Perhaps ironically, the most vicious reaction to the prospect of a resurgent 
movement came, not from the government per se, but from a small group in 
Minneapolis professing i tself to be AIM ' s  "lezitimate leadership." Ho',',' exactly 
it imagined it had attained this exalted position was a bit murky, there not having 
been an AIM general membership conference to sanction the exercise of such 
authority since 1 975.  Nonetheless ,  in July 1 993, the clique constituted itself 
under the laws of the State of Minnesota as "National-AIM, Inc . ," announced 
formation of a "National Board" and "Central Committee, "  and provided the 
address to what it described as the "AIM National Office." 1 64 Among the very 
first acts of this interesting amalgam-which proudly reported it was receiving 
$4 million per year in federal funding, and more than $3 million annually from 
corporations like Honeywell-was the issuance of letters "expelling" most of 
the rest of the movement from itself. 1 65 

A Legacy 
It may be, as John Trudell has said, that "AIM died years ago. It' s just 

that some people don ' t  know it yet." 166 Certainly, as a viable organization, the 
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evidence exhibits every indication of bearing him out. And yet there is  another 
level to thi s  reality, one which has more to do with the spirit of resistance than 
with tangible form. Whatever else may be said about what AIM was (or is) ,  it  
must be acknowledged that, as Russell Means contends: 

Before AIM, Indians were dispirited, defeated and culturally dis
solving. People were ashamed to be Indian. You didn ' t  see the young 
people wearing braids or chokers or ribbon shirts in those days . Hell, 

I didn ' t  wear ' em. People didn't  Sun Dance, they didn' t Sweat, they 

were losing their languages.  Then there was that spark at Alcatraz, 
and we took off. Man, we took a ride across this country. We put 
Indians and Indian rights smack dab in the middle of the public 

consciousness for the first time since the so-called Indian Wars. 
And, of course, we paid a heavy price for that. Some of us are still 
paying it. But now you see braids on our young people. There are 

dozens of Sun Dances every summer. You hear our languages 
spoken again in places they had almost died out. Most important, 

you find young Indians all over the place who understand that they 

don ' t  have to accept whatever sort of bullshit the dominant society 
wants to hand them, that they have the right to fight, to struggle for 

their rights , that in fact they have an obligation to s tand up on their 
hind legs and fight for their future generations, the way our ancestors 

· did. Now, I don ' t  know about you, but I call that pride in being 
Indian. And I think that ' s  a very positive change. And I think-no, 
I know-AIM had a lot to do with bringing that change about. We 

laid the groundwork for the next stage in regaining our sovereignty 
and self-determination as nations, and I 'm proud to have been a part 

of that. 167 

To the degree this is true, and much of it seems very accurate, AIM may 
be said to have succeeded in fulfilling its original agenda.  The impulse behind 
Alcatraz was carried forward into dimensions its participants could not yet 
envision. And that legacy is even now being refashioned and extended by a new 
generation, as it will be by the next, and the next. The continuity of Native North 
America' s traditional resistance to domination was reasserted by AIM in no 
uncertain terms. 168 

There are other aspects of the AIM legacy , to be sure. Perhaps the most 
crucial should be placed under the heading of "Lessons Learned." These go to 
defining the nature of the society we now inhabit, the lengths to which its 
government will go to maintain the kinds of domination AIM fought to cast off, 
and the techniques it uses in doing so. The experience of the American Indian 
Movement, especially in the mid- 1 970s, provides what amounts to a textbook 
exposition of these things.  It teaches what to expect, and, if  properly understood, 
how to overcome many of these methodologies of repression. The lessons are 
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applicable, not simply to American Indians, but to anyone whose lot in life is 
to be oppressed within the American conception of business as usual.169 

Ultimately, the gift bestowed by AIM is in part an apprehension of the 
fact that the Third World is not something "out there." It is everywhere, behind 
the facade of liberal democracy masking the substance of the United States as 
much as anywhere else. 170 It is there on every reservation in the country, in the 
teeming ghettos of Brownsville, Detroit, and Compton, in the barrios and 
migrant fields and sharecropping farms of the Deep South. 171 It is there in the 
desolation of the Appalachian coal regions. It is there in the burgeoning prison 
industry of America, warehousing by far the most incarcerated population on 
the planet. 172 

The Third World is there in the nation's ever more proliferate and 
militarized police apparatus. And it is there in the piles of corpses of those-not 
just AIM members, but Black Panthers, Brown Berets, Puerto Rican inde

pendentistas, labor organizers, civil rights workers, and many others-who 
tried to say "no" and make it stick. 173 It is there in the fate of Malcolm X and 
Fred Hampton, Mark Clark and CM Payne, Geronimo ji Jaga Pratt and 
Alejandina Torres, Susan Rosenberg and Martin Luther King, George Jackson 
and Ray Luc Lavasseur, Tim Blunk and Reyes Tijerina, Mutulu Shakur and 
Marilyn Buck, and so many others. 174 

To win, it is said, one must know one's enemy. Winning the sorts of 
struggles engaged in by the individuals and organizations just mentioned is 
unequivocally necessary if we are to effect a constructive change in the 
conditions they faced, and that we continue to face. In this, there are still many 
lessons to be drawn from the crucible of the AIM experience. These must be 
learned by all of us. They must be learned well. And soon. 
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Schmitz was charged only with second-degree manslaughter and released on h i s  own 
recognizance. 
39. Don and Jan Stevens, South Dakota: The Mississippi of the North, or Stories Jack 
Anderson Never Told You (Custer, South Dakota: self-published pamphlet, 1 977) .  
40.  More broadly, AIM's posture was a response to what it perceived as a nationwide wave 
of murders of Indians by whites .  These included not only those of Yellow Thunder and Bad 
Heart Bull, but of a 1 9-year-old Papa go named Phillip Celay by a sheriff' s deputy in 
Arizona, an Onondaga Special Forces veteran (and member of the honor guard during the 
funeral of John F. Kennedy) named Leroy Shenandoah in Philadelphia, and, on September 
20, 1 972, of Alcatraz leader Richard Oaks near San Francisco. See Ward Churchill and Jim 
Vander Wall ,  Agents of Repression: The FBI's Secret Wars Against the Black Panther Party 
uml ih" Am"r ;wf! lruliufl lvluvemem (Boston:  South End .Press, 1 ':Ill�), p. 1 23 .  
4 1 .  The individual receiving the call was  reporter Lynn Gladstone. Such calls are a standard 
FBI counterintelligence tactic used to disrupt the political organizing of targeted groups .  See 
Brian Glick, War at Home: Covert Action ARainst U.S. Activists and What We ran no A hnut 
It (Boston : South End Press, 1 989). 
42. A January 3 1 ,  1 97 3 ,  FBI teletype delineates the fact that the Bureau was already involved 
in planning the police response to the Custer demonstration. It  i s  reproduced in Ward 
Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, The COINTELPRO Papers: Documents from the FBI 's 
Secret Wars Against Dissent in the United States (Boston:  S outh End Press, 1 9 90), p. 24 1 .  
43 . Rex Weyler, op. cit. , pp. 68-69. It should also be noted that Banks was convicted in June 
1 975, and immediately went underground. Finally, in September 1 984, Banks surrendered.  
He ultimately served 1 4  months. See Ward Churchill and J im Vander Wal l ,  Agents of 
Repression, op. cit. , pp. 346-47. 
44. The average annual income on Pine Ridge at this time was about $ 1 ,000; Chery I McCall, 
"Life on Pine Ridge B leak," Colorado Daily ( 1 6  May 1 975) .  Wilson hired his brother, Jim, 
to head the tribal planning office at an annual salary of $25,000 plus $ 1 5 ,000 in "consulting 
fees"; New York Times (22 Apr. 1 975) .  Another brother, George, was hired at a salary of 
$20,000 to help the Oglalas "manage their affairs"; Wilson' s  wife was named director of 
the Reservation Head Start program at a salary of $ 1 8 ,000; his son, "Manny" (Richard, Jr.) 
was placed on the GOON ("Guardians of the Oglala Nation") payroll, along with several 
cousins and nephews; Wilson also upped his own salary from $5 ,500 per year to $ 1 5 ,500 
per year, plus lucrative consulting fees, within his first six months in oftice; Peter Matthi-
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essen, op. cit. [end. ed . 1 99 1 ] ,  p .  62. When queried about the propriety of all this, Wilson 
replied, "There ' s  n o  law against nepotism"; Editors , Voices from Wounded Knee, 1 9 73  
(Rooseveltown, NY:  A kwesasne Notes, 1 974), p. 34. 

45 . In addition to this BrA "seed money," Wilson is suspected of having misappropriated 
some $347 ,000 in federal highway improvement funds to meet GOON payrolls between 
1 972 and 1 975 .  A 1 975  General Accounting Office report indicates that the funds had been 
expended without any appreciable road repair having been done, and that the Wilsonites had 
kept no books with which to account for this mysterious situation .  Nonetheless,  the FBI 
declined to undertake a further investigation of the matter. 

46. The Gunnery Range, comprising the northwestern eighth of Pine Ridge, was an area 
"borrowed" from the Oglalas by the War Department in 1 942 as a place to train . aerial 
gunners. It was to be returned at the end of World War II, but never was. By the early ' 70s, 
the Oglala traditionals had begun to agitate heavily for its recovery . The depo�its had been 
secretly discovered in 1 97 1 ,  however, through a technologically elaborate survey and 
mapping project undertaken jointly by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) and a little-known entity cal led the National Uranium Resource Evaluation Institute 
(NURE) . At that point, the government set out to obtain permanent title over the property ; 
it' s quid pro quo with Wilson seems to have been his wi llingness to provide it .  See J. P. 
Gries, Status of Mineral Resource Information on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, S.D. 
(Washington, DC: BIA Bulletin No. 1 2, U.S .  Department of the Interior, 1 976) .  See also 
Jacqueline Huber et  aI . ,  The Gunnery Range Report (Pine Ridge, South Dakota: Office of 
the Oglala S ioux Tribal President, 1 98 1 ). 

47. Voices from Wounded Knee, op. cit. , pp. 1 7-26. 

48.  Quoted in Peter Matthiessen, op.  cit. [end. ed., 1 99 1 ] ,  p. 66. 

49. Robert B urnette and John Koster, op . cit., p .  74. 

50. The action was proposed by OSCRO leader Pedro Bissonette and endorsed by traditional 
Oglala chiefs Frank Fools Crow, Pete Catches, Ellis Chips , Edgar Red Cloud, Jake Kills 
Enemy, Morris Wounded, Severt Young Bear, and Everette Catches. See Voices from 
Wounded Knee, 1973, op. cit . ,  p. 36. 

5 1 .  Rex Weyler, op.  cit . ,  pp. 76-78 .  

52 .  One of their first actions was to meet with Colonel Vic Jackson, a subordinate of future 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) head Louis Giuffrida, brought in from 
California to "consult." Through an entity called the California Civil Disorder Management 
School, Jackson and Giuffrida had devised a pair of "multi-agency domestic counterinsur
gency scenarios" code-named "Garden Plot" and "Cable Splicer" in which the government 
was interested. There is  thus more than passing indication that what followed at Wounded 
Knee was, at least in part, a field test of these plans. See Rex Weyler, op. cit. , pp. 80-8 1 .  See 
also Ken Lawrence, The New State Repression (Chicago: International Network Against the 
New State Repression, 1 985) .  

53 .  Rex Weyler, op .  cit. , p. 83 .  The quantity of M- 1 6  ammunitio n  should actually read 1 .3 
million rounds.  The military also provided state-of-the-art communications gear, M- 1 4  
sniper rifles and ammunition, "Starlight" night vision scopes and other optical technology, 
tear gas rounds and flares for M-79 grenade launchers, and field provisions to feed the 
assembled federal forces. All of this  was in flat violation of the Posse Comitatus Act ( 1 8  
USCS § 1 385) ,  which makes i t  illegal for the government to deploy its military against "civil 
disturbances." For this reason, Colonels Warner and Potter, and the other military personnel 
they brought in, wore ci vilian clothes at Wounded Knee in an effort to hide their invol vement. 

54. Bill Zimmerman, A irlift to Wounded Knee (Chicago: Swallow Press, 1976).  
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55 .  Clearwater was mortally wounded on April 1 7 , 1 973,  and died on April 25 ;  Voices from 
Wounded Knee, 1973, op . cit., p .  1 79 .  Lamont was hit on April 27, a fter being driven from 
his bunker by tear gas . Federal gunfire then prevented medics from reaching him until he 
died from loss of blood; ibid., p. 220. 

56. Robert Burnette l ater recounted how, once the siege had ended, Justice Department 
Sol icitor General Kent Frizzell asked his assistance in searching for such graves; Robert 
B urnette and John Koster, op. cit., p. 248. See also Voices from Wounded Knee, 1973, op.  
cit . ,  p.  1 93 .  
57 .  The "hostages" were mostly elderly residents of Wounded Knee: Wilbert A.  Reigert (age 
86),  Girlie Clark (75), Clive Gildersleeve (73),  Agnes Gildersleeve (68),  Bill Cole (82),  
Mary Pike (72), and Annie Hunts Horse (78) .  Others included Guy Fritz (age 49), Jeane 
Fritz (47) ,  Adrienne Fritz ( 1 2), and Father Paul Manhart (46) . When South Dakota Senators 
George McGovern and James Abourezk went to Wounded Knee on March 2 to "bring the 
hostages out," the supposed captives announced they had no intention of leaving. Instead, 
they stated they wi shed to stay to "protect [ their 1 property from federal forces" and that they 
considered the AIM people to be the "real hostages in thi s  situation ."  See Robert Burnette 
and John Koster, op. cit . ,  pp . 227-28. 

58. The fi rst fcderal casualty was an FBI agent named Curtis Fitzpatrick, hit in the wrist by 
a spent round on March I I , 1 973.  Interestingly, with his head swathed in bandages, he was 
evacuated by helicopter before a crowd of reporters assembled to witness the event; Robert 
B urnette and John Koster, op. cit., pp. 237-38 .  The second, U.S.  Marshal Lloyd Grimm, 
was struck in the back and permanently paralyzed on March 23 .  Grimm was, however, facing 
the AIM perimeter when he was hit. The probability is  therefore that he was shot-perhaps 
unintentionally-by one of Wilson' s  GOONs, who were at the time firing from positions 
behind those of the marshals; Voices from Wounded Knee, 1973 , op.  cit . ,  p. 1 28 .  

59.  Quoted in  ibid., p. 47 . 

nO Hf'lcl W � <  simtl!tmcollsly serving as head uf tllC: FBI's  Imemai Secunty Section and as 
S pecial Agent in Charge (SAC) of the Bureau' s  Chicago Office. He had been assigned the 
latter position, in addition to his other duties, so that he might orchestrate a cover-up of the 
FBI ' s  involvement in the 1 969 murders of Illinois B lack Panther leaders Fred Hampton and 
Mark Clark. At the O! lt� .. t of the Wcunded Knee Siege, he Wit" uda(;hed from hiS SAC 
position-a very atypical circumstance-and sent to Pine Ridge in order to prepare a study 
of how the Bureau should deal with AIM "insurgents ." The result, entitled "FBI Paramilitary 
Operations in Indian Country"-in which the author argued, among o ther things, that "shoot 
to kill" orders should be made standard-is extremely significant in light of subsequent 
B ureau activities on the reservation and Held' s own role in them. ' 

6 1 .  The terms of the standdown agreement are covered in Voicesfrom Wounded Knee , 1973, 
p. 23 1 .  The full text of the treaty may be found in Charles J. Kappler, op. cit., pp. 594-96.  

62.  Federal representatives plainly obfuscated, arguing that they were precluded from 
responding to questions of treaty compliance because of Congress 's  1 87 1  suspension of 
treaty making with Indians (Title 25 USC § 7 1 ) .  As Lakota elder Matthew King rejoined, 
however, the Indians were not asking that a new treaty be negotiated. Rather, they were 
demanding that U.S. commitments under an existing treaty be honored, a matter which was 
not only possible under the 1 87 1  Act, but required by it. See Voices from Wounded Knee, 
1973, op. cit., p. 252-54. 

63 . Instead, a single Marshal was dispatched to Fools Crow's  home on the appointed date 
to deliver to those assembled there a note signed by White House Counsel Leonard Garment. 
The missive stated that "the days of treaty-making with Indians ended in  1 87 1 ,  1 02 years 
ago"; quoted in Voices from Wounded Knee, 1973, op. cit . ,  pp. 257-58 .  
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64. U.S.  House of Representatives, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights , I st Session on FBI Authorization, March 19, 24, 25; April 2 and 8, 
1981 (Washington, DC: 97th Cong. ,  2nd Sess . ,  U.S.  Government Printing Office, J 98 1 ) . 

65 . Rex Weyler, op.  cit . ,  p. 95 ;  Robert Burnette and John Koster, op.  cit . ,  p. 253 .  

66. I st Session on FBI Authorization, 1 98 1 ,  op. cit. 

67 . Ibid. Means was convicted on none of the 40 federal charges.  Instead, he was finally 
found guilty in 1 977 under South Dakota State Law of "Criminal Syndicalism" and served 
a year in the maximum security prison at Sioux Fal ls . Means was, and will remain ,  the only 
individual ever convicted under this statute; the South Dakota legislature repealed the law 
while he was imprisoned. Amnesty International was preparing to adopt him as a Prisoner 
of Conscience when he was released in 1 979; Amnesty International, Proposal for a 
Commission of Inquiry into the Effect of Domestic Intelligence Activities on Criminal Trials 
in the United States of America (New York: Amnesty International, 1 9 80). 

68 .  For excerpts from the transcripts of the "Sioux Sovereignty Hearing" conducted in 
Lincoln, Nebraska, during the fall of  1 974, see Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz, ed.,  The Great SioLlx 
Nation: Sitting in Judgement on America (New York/San Francisco: International Indian 
Treaty CouncillMoon Books, 1 977) .  

69. Tried together in the second "Leadership Trial," Crow Dog, Holder, and Camp were 
convicted of minor offenses during the spring of 1 975 . Holder and Camp went underground 
to avoid sentencing . Crow Dog was granted probation (as were his co-defendants when they 
surfaced), and then placed under charges unrelated to Wounded Knee the following 
November. Convicted and sentenced to five years, he was imprisoned first in the federal 
maximum security facil i ty at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, and then at Leavenworth, Kansas. 
The National Council of Churches and Amnesty International were preparing to adopt  him 
as a Prisoner of Conscience when he was released on parole in 1 977 .  See Rex Weyler, op. 
cit . ,  p .  1 89;  Amnesty International, op. cit. 

70. As a congressional study concluded, this was "a very low rate considering the usual rate 
of conviction in Federal Courts and the great input of resources in these cases"; 1st Session 
on FBI Authorization, 1981,  op. cit .  

7 1 .  This is a classic among the counterintelligence methodologies  utilized by the FBI .  For 
example, according to a Bureau report declassified by a Senate Select Committee in 1 975 ,  
agents in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, offered as an "example of a successful counterintelli
gence technique" their use of "any excuse for arrest" as a means o f  "neutralizing" members 
of a targeted organization, the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM) during the summer 
of 1 967. "RAM people," the document went on, "were arrested and released on bail, but 
they were re-arrested several times until they could no longer make bail ." The tactic was 
recommended for use by other FBI offices to "curtail the activities" of objectionable pol itical 
groups in their areas. Complete text of  this document will be found in Ward Churchill  and 
Jim Vander Wall ,  Agents of Repression, op. cit., pp. 45-47 . More broadly, see U.S .  Senate, 
Select Committee to S tudy Government Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, 
Final Report: Supplementary Detailed Staff Reports on Intelligence Activities and the Rights 
of Americans, Book III (Washington, DC: 94th Cong . ,  2nd Sess., U.S .  Government Printing 
Office, 1 976). 

72 .  This is the standard delineation of objectives attending the FBI ' s  domestic counterintel
ligence programs (COINTELPROs); see the document reproduced in Ward Churchil l  and 
Jim Vander Wall,  The COINTELPRO Papers, op. cit. , pp. 92-93 . 

73 . Quoted in Martin Garbus, "General Haig of Wounded Knee," The Nation (9 Nov . 1 974) . 
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74. A complete l ist of those killed and dates of death is contained in Ward Churchill and Jim 
Vander Wall ,  The COINTELPRO Papers, op. cit. , pp. 393-94 . 

75 .  The U.S .  Department of Justice, Commission on Civil Rights, Events Surrounding 
Recent Murders on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, op .  cit. 

76. B ruce Johansen and Roberto Maestas, Wasi 'chu: The Continuing Indian Wars, op. cit. , 
pp. 83-84. 

77. FBI jurisdiction on reservations accrues under the 1 885 Maj or C rimes Act (Ch. 34 1 ,  24 
Stat. 362, 385 ,  now codified at 1 8  USC 1 1 53) .  

78 .  As examples : Delphine Crow Dog, sister of AIM ' s  spiritual leader, was beaten uncon
scious and left to freeze to death in a field on November 9, 1 974; AIM member Joseph Stuntz 
Killsright was killed by a bullet to the head and apparently shot repeatedly in the torso after 
death on June 26, 1 975 .  

79.  Consider the case of the brothers Vernal and Clarence Cross,  both AIM members , who 
were stopped along the road with car trouble outs ide Pine Ridge vil lage on June 1 9, 1 973 .  
Individuals firing from a nearby field h i t  both men, killing Clarence and severely wounding 
Vernal .  Another bullet struck nine-year-old Mary Ann Little Bear, who was riding in a car 
driven by her father  and coming in the opposite direction, in the face, blinding her in one 
eye. Mr. Little Bear identified three individuals to police and FBI agents as being the 
shooters. None of the three were interrogated. Instead, authorities arrested Vernal Cross in 
the hospital, charging him with murdering Clarence (the charges were later dropped). No 
charges were ever filed in the shooting of Mary Ann Little Bear. See Rex Weyler, op. cit. , 
p . 1 06 .  

80 .  Quoted in  Bruce Johansen and Roberto Maestas, op .  cit . ,  p .  88.  Actually, O' Clock' s 
position fits into a broader Bureau policy. "When Indians complain about the lack of 
investigation and pro secution on reservation crime, they are usually told the Federal 
government does not have the resources to handle the work"; U.S .  Department of Justice, 
Ripui't uf ihe Tu,k Force on indian Matters (Washmgton, DC: U .S .  Government Printing 
Office ,  1 975) ,  pp. 42--43 . 

8 1 .  In 1 972, the Rapid City Resident Agency was staffed by three agents . This was expanded 
to I I  in March 1 973 ,  and augmented by a I O-member SW A T team <hnrrly th':'I,:,after. By 
the spring of 1 975, more than 30 agents were assigned to Rapid City on a long-term basis, 
and as many as two dozen others were steadi

'
ly coming and going while performing "special 

tasks." See Bruce Johansen and Roberto Maestas, op. cit., p. 93; the U.S .  Department of 
Justice, Report of the Task Force on Indian Matters, op. cit. , pp. 42--43 . 

82, In the Clarence Cross murder, for example, the killers were identified as John Hussman, 
Woody Richards, and Franci s  Randall, all prominent members of the GOONs. Or again, in 
the January 30, 1 976, murder of AIM supporter Byron DeSersa near the reservation hamlet 
of Wamblee, at least a dozen people identified GOONs Bi l ly  Wilson (Dickie Wilson ' s  
younger son), Charles  David Winters, Dale Janis,  and Chuck Richards a s  being among the 
killers. Indeed, the guilty parties were still on the scene when two FBI agents arrived. Yet 
the only person arrested was a witness, an elderly Cheyenne named Guy Dull Knife, because 
of the vociferousness with which he complained about the agents'  inaction . The BIA police, 
for their part, simply ordered the GOONs to leave town.  See U.S .  Commission on Civil 
Rights, American Indian Issues in South Dakota: Hearing Held in Rapid City, South Dakota, 
July 2 7-28, 1 9 78 (Washington, DC: U.S .  Government Printing Office, 1 978) ,  p. 33 .  

83 .  On the CIA ' s  relationship to Latin American death squads,  see Penny Lernoux, Cry of 
the People: United States Involvement in the Rise of Fascism, Torture, and Murder, and the 
Persecution of the Catholic Church in Latin America (New York: Doubleday, 1 980) . 
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84. Voices from Wounded Knee, 1973, op. cit. , p .  1 89.  Frizzell himself has confirmed the 
account. 

85. Voicesfrom Wounded Knee, 1973, op. cit., p. 1 90. 

86. The directive was issued on April 24, 1 97 3 .  

8 7 .  Ibid. ,  p. 2 1 3 ;  Rex Weyler, o p .  cit. , p p .  92-9 3 .  

88 .  See, for example, Athan Theoharis, "Building a Case Against the FBI," Washington Post 
(30 Oct. 1 988) .  

89. Ward Churchill, "Death Squads in America: Confessions of  a Government Terrorist," 
Yale Journal of Law and Liberation, No. 3 ( 1 992). The interview was conducted by 
independent film makers Kevin Barry McKiernan and Michelle DuBois several years earlier, 
but not released in transcript form until 1 99 1 .  

90. "Det cord" i s  detonation cord, a rope-like explosive often used b y  the U.S. mili tary to 
fashion booby traps. Brewer also makes mention of Bureau personnel introducing himself 
and other GOONs to civilian right-wingers who provided additional ordnance. 

9 1 .  Another example of this sort of thing came in the wake of the February 27, 1 975, beating 
and slashing of AIM defense attorney Roger Finzel, his client, Bernard Escamilla, and 
several associates at the Pine Ridge Airport by a group of GOONs headed by Duane Brewer 
and Dickie Wilson himself. The event being too visible to be simply ignored, Wilson was 
allowed to plead guilty to a petty offense carrying a $ 1 0  penalty in his own tribal court. 
Federal charges were then dropped on advice from the FBI-which had spent its investiga
tive time polygraphing the victims rather than their assailants-because pressing them might 
constitute "double jeopardy"; Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, Agents of Repression, 
op. cit., pp. 1 86, 428. 

92. At one point, the Bureau attempted to implicate Northwest AIM leader Leonard Peltier 
in the killing. This ploy was abandoned only when it was conclusively demonstrated that 
Peltier was in another state when the murder occurred; interview with Peltier defense 
attorney Bruce Ellison (Oct. 1 987) (tape on file). 

93.  Both Moves Camp and Bissonette drove white over dark blue Chevrolet sedans . It 
appears the killers simply mistook one for the other in the dark. The victim, who was not 
herself active in supporting AIM, was the sister of OSCRO leader Pedro Bissonette, shot to 
death under highly suspicious circumstances by BIA police officer-cum-GOON Joe Clif
ford on the night of October 1 7 ,  1 973 ;  Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, Agents of 
Repression, op.  cit. ,  pp. 200-.03 . 

94. Eastman, although a Crow, is directly related to the Dakota family of the same name, 
made famous by the writer Charles Eastman earlier in the century. Ironically, two of his 
relatives, the sisters Carole Standing Elk and Fern Matthias, purport to be AIM members i n  
California. 

95 . Ward Churchill, "Death Squads in America," op. cit., p .  96. 

96. Structurally, the appropriation of the formal apparatus of deploying force possessed by 
client states for purposes of composing death squads, long a hallmark of CIA covert 
operations in the Third World, corresponds quite well with the FBI' s use of the BIA police 
on Pine Ridge; see A. J .  Langguth, Hidden Terrors: The Truth About U.S. Police Operations 
in Latin America (New York: Pantheon Press, 1 978) ;  see also Edward S. Herman, The Real 
Terror Network: Terrorism in Fact and Propaganda (Boston: South End Press, 1 982). 

97. See, for example, the U.S. Department of Justice, Commission on Civil Rights, Events 
Surrounding Recent Murders on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, op. cit. 
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98.  In late 1 973, Means took a majority of a l l  votes cast  in  the tribal primaries .  In the 1 974 
runoff, however, Wilson retained his presidency by a 200-vote margin.  A subsequent 
investigation by the U.S.  Commission on Civil Rights revealed that 1 54 cases of voter 
fraud-non-Oglalas being allowed to vote-had occurred. A further undetermined number 
of i nvalid votes had been cast by Oglalas who did not meet tribal residency requirements . 
No record had been kept of the number of ballots printed or how and in what numbers they 
had been distributed. No poll watchers were present in  many locations, and those who were 
present at the others had been appointed by Wilson rather than an impartial third party . There 
was also significant evidence that pro-Means voters had been systematically intimidated, 
and in  some cases roughed up, by Wilsonites stationed at each polling place; U.S. Commis
sion on Civil Rights , Report of Investigation: Oglala Sioux Tribe, General Election, 1974 
(Denver: Rocky Mountain Regional Office, Oct. 1 974). Despite these official findings, the 
FBI performed no substantive investigation, and the BIA allowed the results of the election 
to stand; Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall ,  Agents of Repression, op. cit., pp. 1 90-92.  

99. As the Jumping Bulls'  daughter, Roselyn, later put it, "We asked those AIM boys to 
come help us . . .  [defend ourselves againstl Dickie Wi lson and his  goons"; quoted in  an 
unpubl ished manuscript by researcher Candy Hamilton, p. 3 (copy on file) .  

1 00.  See, for example, a memorandum from SAC Minneapolis (Joseph Trimbach) to the 
FBI Director, dated June 3, 1 975, and captioned "Law Enforcement on the Pine Ridge Indian 
Reservation," in which it is recommended that armored personnel carriers be used to assault 
AIM defensive positions. 

1 0 1 . No such warrant existed. When an arrest order was finally i ssued for Eagle on July 9, 
1 975, it was for the petty theft of a pair of used cowboy boots from a white ranch hand. 
Eagle was acquitted even of thi s  when the case was taken to trial in 1 976. Meanwhile , George 
O' Clock' s assignment of two agents to pursue an Indian teenager over so trivial an offense 
at a time when he professed to be too shorthanded to investigate the murders of AIM 
members speaks for itself; Peter Matthiessen, op. cit .  [end. ed. ,  1 99 I] ,  p. 1 73 .  

1 02 .  Ibid., p .  1 56. 

103 .  The agents fol lowed a red pickup truck, which, unbeknown st to them, was ful l  of 
dynamite, onto the property. In the valley, the truck stopped, and its occupants got out. 
Wi ll iRms and Coler also stopped �nd got out of their �ars . TlIey t.hen began firing toward 
the pickup, a direction which carried their rounds into the AIM camp, where a number of 
noncombatant women and children were situated. AIM security then began to fire back. It 
is a certainty that AIM did not initiate the firefight because, as Bob Robideau later put it, 
"Nobody in their right mind would start a gunfight, using a truckload of dynamite for cover." 
Once the agents were preoccupied, the pickup made its escape (Northwest AIM was toying 
with the idea of using the explosives to remove George Washington' s  face from the nearby 
Mt. Rushmore National Monument. ) ;  interview with Bob Robideau, May 1 990 (notes on 
file) . 

1 04. Peter Matthiessen, op. cit. [end. ed., 1 99 1 ] ,  p. 1 5 8 .  

1 0 5 .  A n  additional indicator is  that the inimitable William Janklow also seems to have been 
on alert, awaiting a call telling him things were under way. In any event, when called, 
Janklow was able to assemble a white vigilante force in  Hot S prings, S.D., and drive about 
50 miles to the Jumping Bull property, arriving there at about 1 :30 p .m.,  an elapsed time of 
approximately two hours . 

106. A further indication of preplanning by the Bureau is found in a June 27, 1 975 ,  
memorandum from R.  E. Gebhart to  Mr .  O'Donnell at FBI Headquarters. It states that 
Chicago SAClIntemal Security Chief Richard G. Held was contacted by headquarters about 
the fire fight at the Minneapolis field office at 1 2 :30 p.m. on June 26. It turns out that Held 
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had already been detached from his position in Chicago and was in Minneapoli s-under 
which the authority of the Rapid City resident agency, and hence Pine Ridge, falls-awaiting 
word to temporari ly take over from Minneapolis SAC Joseph Trimbach . The only ready 
explanation for thi s  highly unorthodox circumstance, unprecedented in Bureau history, is 
that it was expected that Held ' s  peculiar expertise in pol itical repression would be needed 
for a major operation on Pine Ridge in the immediate future; B ruce Johansen and Roberto 
Maestas, op. cit . ,  p .  95 .  

1 07 .  Peter Matthiessen, op .  cit. [end. ed., 1 99 1 ) ,  pp .  483-85 . 

1 08 .  The FBI sought to "credit" BIA police officer Gerald Hill w ith the lethal long-range 
shot to the head, fired at Killsright at about 3 p.m. ,  despite the fact that he was plainly running 
away and therefore presented no threat to law--enforcement personnel (it was also not yet 
known that Coler and Williams were dead) . However, Waring, who was with Hill at the 
time, was the trained sniper of the pair, and equipped accordingly.  In any event, several 
witnesses who viewed Killsright ' s  corpse in situ-including Assist,mt South Dakota Attor
ney General William Delaney and reporter Kevin Barry McKiernan-subsequently stated 
that it appeared to them that someone had fired a burst from an automatic into the torso from 
close range and then tried to hide the fact by putting an FBI jacket over the postmortem 
wounds ;  ibid., p. 1 83 .  

1 09 .  The agents ' standard attire was Vietnam-issue "boonie hats , j ungle fatigues, and boots . 
Their weapons were standard army M-1 6s. The whole affair was deliberately staged to 
resemble a mili tary operation in  Southeast Asia"; see the selection of photographs in Ward 
Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, Agents of Repression, op. cit. 

1 1 0. Williams and Coler had each been shot three times.  The FBI knew, from the sound of 
the rifles during the firefight if nothing else, that AIM had used no automatic weapons. 
Neither agent was stripped. There were no bunkers, but rather only a couple of old root 
cellars and tumble-down corrals, common enough in rural areas and not used as firing 
positions in any event (the Bureau would have known this because  of the absence of spent 
cartridge casings in  such locations). Far from being "lured" to the Jumping Bull property, 
they had returned after being expressly told to leave (and, in any event, they were supposed 
to be serving a warrant) . Instructively, no one in the nation' s  press corps thought to ask how, 
exactly, CoIl might happen to know either agent' s last words, since nobody from the FBI 
was present when they were ki lled; Joel D.  Weisman, "About that · Ambush '  at Wounded 
Knee," Columbia Journalism Review (Sept.-Oct. 1 975) ;  see also Ward Churchill, "Rene
gades, Terrorists and Revolutionaries," op. cit. 

I I I .  The director' s admission came during a press conference c onducted at the Century 
Plaza Hotel on July I ,  1 975,  in  conj unction with Coler ' s  and Williams' funerals.  It was 
accorded inside coverage by the press, unlike the page-one treatment given Coli ' s  original 
disinformation; Tom B ates, "The Government' s Secret War on the Indian," Oregon Times 
(Feb.-Mar. 1 976) .  

I 1 2 . Examples of the air assault technique include a 35-man raid on the property of AIM 
spiritual leader Selo B l ack Crow, near the village of Wamblee, on July 8 ,  1 975.  Crow Dog ' s  
Paradise, o n  the Rosebud Reservation, just across the l ine from Pine Ridge, was hit by 1 00 
heliborne agents on September 5 .  Meanwhile, an elderly Oglala named James Brings Yellow 
had suffered a heart attack and died when agent 1. Gary Adams suddenly kicked in his door 
during a no-knock search on July 1 2 . By August, such abuse by the FBI was so pervasive 
that even some of Wilson ' s  GOONs were demanding that the agents withdraw from the 
reservation; see Ward Churchill  and Jim Vander Wall, The COINTELPRO Papers, op. cit . ,  
pp. 268-70. 
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I 1 3 . By S eptember, i t  had become obvious to everyone that AIM lacked the military capacity 
to protect the traditionals from the level of violence being imposed by the FBI by that point. 
Hence, it began a poi nted disengagement in order to alleviate pressure on the traditionals . 
On October 1 6 , 1 ,)75,  Richard G. Held sent a memo to FBI Headquarters advising that his 
work in South Dakota was complete and that he anticipated returning to his position in 
Ch icago by October 1 8 ; a portion of this  document i s  reproduced in  ibid. ,  p .  273 . 

I 1 4 . "Me morandum of Agreement Between the Oglala Sioux Tribe of South Dakota and 
the Na t iona l Park Service of the Department of Interior to Facil itate Establishment, Devel
opment ,  Administratioll and Public Use of the Oglala Sioux Tribal Lands, Badlands National 
MonullIcnt" (Washington, DC: U.S .  Department of the Interior, 2 Jan. 1 976) .  The Act 
assum i ng t i t le  is P.L. 90-468 ( 1 976). If  there is any doubt as to whether the transfer was 
about uran i um . consider that the law was amended in 1 97 8-in the face of considerable 
protest by the trauitionals-to allow the Oglalas to recover surface use rights any time they 
dccidcd by referenuum to do so. Subsurface (mineral) rights, however, were permanently 
retai ncd by the governmcnt. Actually, the whole charade was i l legal, insofar as the still� 
b i nd i n g  1 868 Fort Laramie Treaty requires three�fourths e xpress consent of a l l  adult male 
Lakotas to val idate land transfers, not land recoveries . Such consent, obviously, was never 
oiJta i ned with respect to the Gunnery Range transfer; see Jacqueline Huber et aI . ,  The 
(JII I / I /ay Range Report, op. cit .  

1 1 5 .  The congress ional missive read: "Attached is  a letter from the Senate Select Committee 
( SSC). datcd 6�23�75 .  addressed to  [U.S .  Attorney General] Edward S .  Levi .  This letter 
an nounces the sse s intent to conduct interviews relating . . .  to our investigation at 
' Wounded Knee' and our investigation of the American Indian Movement. . . .  On 6-27�75 ,  
Patrick Shae, �lall member of the SSC, requested we hold in abeyance any action . . .  in view 
of the ki l l ing of the Agents at Pine Ridge, South Dakota." 

I 1 6 . The selection of those charged seems to have served a dual purpose: I) to "decapitate" 
one of AIM ' s  best and most cohesive security groups,  and 2 )  in  not charging participants 
rl UlIL Fil le;; Riuge, tu uiv iue (he iocais irom their sources of outside support. The window
dressing charges against J immy Eagle were explicitly dropped in order to "place the ful l  
prosecutorial weight of the government on Leonard Peltier" ; quoted in J im Messerschmidt, 
The Trial of Leonard Peltier (Boston : South End Press,  1 984) ,  p .  47 . 

1 1 7 .  Butler was apprehended at Crow Dog ' s  Paradise during the FBI ' s  massive air assault 
there on September 5 , 1 975 . Robideau was arrested in  a hospital where he was being treated 
for injuries sustained when his car exploded on the Kansas Turnpike on September 1 0; Ward 
Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, Agents of Repression, op. cit . ,  pp .  448--49. 

1 1 8 .  Acting on an informant 's  tip, the Oregon State Pol ice stopped a car and a motor home 
belonging to the actor Marlon Brando near the tow n  of Ontario on the night of November 
1 4, 1 975 . Arrested in the motor home were Kamook B anks and Anna Mae Pictou Aquash, 
who was a fugitive with minor charges against her in  S outh Dakota; arrested in the 
automobile were AIM members Russell Redner and Kenneth Loudhawk. Two men-Dennis 
B anks, a fugitive from sentencing after being convicted of i nciting the 1 972 Custer 
Courthouse "riot" in  South Dakota, and Leonard Peltier, a fugitive on several warrants , 
including one for murder in the deaths of Will iams and Coler-escaped from the motor 
home. Peltier was wounded in the process. On February 6, 1 976, acting on another 
informant' s tip, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police arrested Peltier, Frank Black Horse 
(a.k.a. ,  Frank DeLuca), and Ronald Blackman (a .k .a . ,  Ron Janvier) at S mallboy ' s  Camp, 
about 1 60 miles east of Edmunton, Alberta; Peter Matthiessen, op.  cit .  [end ed., 1 99 1 ] ,  pp .  
249�5 1 ,  272�78 .  On the outcome for Dennis B anks and the others, see Ward Churchil l ,  
"Due Process Be Damned: The Case of the Portland Four," Zeta (Jan. 1 988) .  
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1 1 9 . Poor Bear, a clinically unbalanced Oglala, was picked up for "routine questioning" by 
agents David Price and Ron Wood in February 1 976 and then held incommunicado for nearly 
two months in the Hacienda Motel, in Gordon, Nebraska. During this  time she was 
continuously threatened with dire consequences by the agents unless she "cooperated" with 
their "investigation" into the deaths of Coler and Williams. At some point ,  Price began to 
type up for her signature affidavits that incriminated Leonard Peltier. Ultimately, she signed 
three mutually exclusive "accounts";  one of them-in which Peltier is said to have been her 
boyfriend, and to have confessed to her one night in a Nebraska bar that he had killed the 
agents-was submitted in Canadian court to obtain Peltier' s extradition on June 1 8 , 1 976.  
Meanwhile, on March 29 , Price caused Poor Bear to be on the stand against Richard Marshall 
in Rapid City ,  during the OSCRO/AIM member's  state trial for ki lling Martin Montileaux.  
She testified that she was Marshall ' s  g irlfriend and that he had confessed the murder to her 
one night in a Nebraska bar. Marshall was then convicted. Federal prosecutors declined to 
introduce Poor Bear as a witness at either the ButlerlRobideau or Peltier trials, observing 
that her testimony was "worthless" due to her mental condition . S he has publicly and 
repeatedly recanted her testimony against both Peltier and Marshal!, saying she never met 
either of them in her l ife .  For years, members of the Canadian parliament have been 
demanding Peltier' s return to their j urisdiction due to the deliberate perpetration of fraud by 
U.S .  authorities in his extradition proceeding, and to block renewal of the U.S .-Canadian 
Extradition Treaty in the event that the United States fails to comply.  The Poor Bear affidavits 
are reproduced in Ward Churchill  and Jim Vander Wall, The COINTELPRO Papers, op. 
cit., pp. 288-9 1 .  On her testimony against Marshall and recantations, see Ward Churchil l  
and Jim Vander Wall ,  Agents of Repression, op. cit . ,  pp. 339-42. On the position of the 
Canadian Parliament, see, for example, "External Affairs : Canada-U.S.  Extradition 
Treaty-Case of Leonard Peltier, S tatement of Mr. James Fulton," in House of Commons 
Debate, Canada, Vol. 1 28 ,  No. 1 29 (Ottawa: 1 st Sess . ,  33rd Par. Official Report, Thurs . ,  1 7  
Apr. 1 986). 

1 20. The disinformation campaign centered on the Bureau' s  "leaks" of the so�alled Dog 
Soldier Teletypes on June 21 and 22, 1 976-in the midst of the ButlerlRobideau trial-to 
"friendly media representatives." The documents, which were never in any way substanti
ated but were nonetheless sensationally reported across the country, asserted that 2,000 AIM 
"Dog Soldiers ," acting in concert with SDS (a long--defunct white radical group) and the 
Crusade for Justice (a militant Chicano organization),  had equipped themselves with illegal 
weapons and explosives and were preparing to embark on a campaign of terrorism which 
included "killing a cop a day .. . sniping at tourists . . . burning out farmers .. . assassinating 
the Governor of South D akota ... blowing up the Fort Randall Dam" and breaking people 
out of the maximum security prison at S ioux Falls. The second teletype is  reproduced in 
Ward Churchill and Jim V ander Wall, The COINTELPRO Papers, op. cit. pp. 277-82. 

1 2 1 .  Defense attorney William Kunstler queried Kelley as to whether there was "one shred, 
one scintilla of evidence" to support the allegations made by the FBI in the Dog Soldier 
Teletypes. Kelley replied, "I know of none." Nonetheless, the FBI continued to feature AIM 
prominently in  its Domestic Terrorist Digest, distributed free of charge to state and local 
police departments nationally; ibid. , p .  276. 

1 22 .  The initial round striking both Coler and Williams was a .44 magnum. Bob Robideau 
testified that he was the only AIM member using a .44 magnum during the firefight; Bob 
Robideau interview (Nov. 1 993) ,  tape on file. 

123. Videotaped NBC interview with Robert Bolin, 1 990 (raw tape on file). 

1 24. FBI personnel in attendance at this confab were Director Kelley and Richard G. Held, 
by then promoted to the rank of Assistant Director, James B .  Adams, Richard J .  Gallagher, 
John C.  Gordon, and Herbert H. Hawkins, Jf. Representing the Justice Department were 
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prosecutor Evan Hultman and his boss, Will iam B .  Grey; memo from B .  H. Cooke to Richard 
J. Gallagher, 1 0  Aug. 1 976. 

1 25 .  McManus professes to have been "astonished" when he was removed from the Peltier 
case ; Peter Matthiessen, op. cit . [end. ed. 1 99 1 ] , p .  566 . 

1 26.  United States v. Leonard Peltier, CR-75-5 1 06- 1 , U .S .  District Court for the District 
of North Dakota, 1 977 (hereinafter referred to as Peltier Trial Transcript) . 

1 27 .  Butler and Robideau were tried on the premise that they were part of a conspiracy which 
led to a group slaying of  Will iams and Coler. Peltier was tried as the "lone gunman" who 
had caused their deaths .  Similarly, at Cedar Rapids, agent J .  Gary Adams had testified that 
the dead agents followed a red pickup onto the Jumping Bull  property ; during the Fargo 
trial, he testi fied they 'd  followed a "red and white van" belonging to Peltier. The defense 
was prevented by the judge ' s  evidentiary ruling at the outset from impeaching such 
testimony on the bas i s  of i ts contradiction to sworn testimony already entered against Butler 
and Robideau ; see Peltier Trial Transcript. op. cit . ,  and United States v. Darrelle E. Butler 
and Robert E. Robideau , CR76-1 1 ,  U .S .  District Court for the Di strict of Iowa, 1 976, for 
purposes of compari son; the matter is well analyzed in J im Messerschmidt, op. cit .  

1 28 .  No slugs were recovered from Williams' and Coler ' s  bodies, and two separate autopsies 
were inconclusive in determining the exact type of weapon from which the fatal shots were 
fired. The key piece of evidence in this respect was a .223 c aliber shell casing which the FBI 
said was ejected from the killer 's  AR- 1 5  rit1e into the open trunk of Coler' s car at the moment 
he fired one of the lethal rounds. The Bureau also claimed its ballistics investigation proved 
only one such weapon was used by AIM during the firefight. Ipso facto, whichever AIM 
member could be shown to have used an AR- 1 5  on June 26, 1 97 5 ,  would be the guilty party . 
The problem is that the cartridge casing was not found in Coler ' s  trunk when agents initially 
went over the car with fine tooth combs . Instead, it was supposedly found later, on one of 
two different days, by one of two different agents , and turned over to someone whose identity 
neither could quite recall ,  somewhere on the reservation. How the casing got from whoml'vl'r 
and wherever that was to the FBI crime lab in Washington,  DC, is, of course, equally 
mysterious . This i s  what was used to establish the "murder weapon"; Peltier Trial Transcript, 
op. cit . ,  pp. 2 1 1 4, 3 0 1 2- 1 3 , 3 1 37-3 8,  3235,  3342, 3388 .  

1 29 _  Agent Frank Coward� who d i n  not testify to  t.�is effect against Butler and RobiJt;aU, 
claimed at the Fargo trial that shortly after the estimated time of Coler ' s  and Will iams' deaths, 
he observed Leonard Peltier, who he conceded he 'd  never seen before, running away from 
their cars and carrying an AR- 1 5  rit1e. This s ighting was supposedly made through a 7x  
rit1e scope a t  a distance of  800 meters (one-half mile)  through severe atmospheric heat 
shimmers while Peltier was moving at an oblique angle to the observer. Defense tests 
demonstrated that any such identification was i mpossible, even among friends standing 
full-face and under perfect weather conditions.  In any event, this is  what was used to tie 
Peltier to the "murder weapon" ; ibid. ,  p. 1 305 . 

1 30. Seventeen-year-old Wish Draper, for instance, was strapped to a chair at the police 
station at Window Rock, Arizona, while being "interrogated" by FBI agents Charles 
Stapleton and James Doyle; he thereupon agreed to "cooperate" by testify ing against Peltier; 
ibid., pp. 1 087-098.  Seventeen-year-old Norman Brown was told by agents J .  Gary Adams 
and O. Victor Harvey during their interrogation of him that he' d "never walk this earth again" 
unless he testified in the manner they desired; ibid., pp. 4799-4804, 4842-843 . Fifteen
year-old Mike Anderson was also interrogated by Adams and Harvey. In this case, they 
offered both the carrot and the stick: to get pending charges dismissed against him if he 
testified as instructed, and to "beat the living shit" out of h im if he didn ' t ;  ibid., pp. 840-42. 
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All  three young men acknowledged under defense cross-examination that they'd lied under 
oath at the request of the FBI and federal prosecutors . 

1 3 1 .  Crooks' speech is worth quoting in part: "Apparently Special Agent Williams was killed 
first. He was shot in  the face and hand by a bullet ... probably begging for his life, and he 
was shot. The back of his head was blown off by a high powered rifle . . . .  Leonard Peltier 
then turned, as the evidence indicates, to Jack Coler lying on the ground helpless. He shoots 
him in the top of the head. Apparently feeling he hadn' t  done a good enough job, he shoots 
him again through the jaw, and his face explodes .  No shell comes out, just explodes .  The 
whole bottom of his chin is  blow out by the force of the concussion. Blood splattered against 
the side of the car"; Peltier Trial Transcript, op. cit., p .  SOI l .  

1 32 .  Peltier' s being sent directly contravenes federal Bureau of Prisons regulations restrict
ing placement in that facil ity to "incorrigibles" who have "a record of unmanageabil i ty in 
more normal penal settings." Leonard Peltier had no prior convictions and therefore no 
record, unmanageable or otherwise, of behavior in  penal settings. 

1 33 .  United States v. Peltier, 858 F.2d 3 1 4, 335 (8th Cir. 1 978) .  

1 34. United States v .  Peltier, 440 U.S.  945 , cert. denied ( 1 979). 

1 35 .  Another 6 ,000-0dd pages o f  FBI file material o n  Peltier are s till being withheld on the 
basis of "National S ecurity ." 

1 36 .  At trial , FBI ballistics expert Evan Hodge testified that the actual AR- 1 5  had been 
recovered from Bob Robideau ' s  burned---{)ut car along the Wichita Turnpike in September 
1 975 .  The weapon was so badly damaged by the fire, Hodge said, that it had been impossible 
to perform a match-comparison of firing pin tool marks by which to link it to the cartridge 
casing supposedly found in the trunk of Coler' s car. However, by removing the bolt 
mechanism from the damaged weapon and putting it in an undamaged rifle, he claimed, it 
had been possible to perform a rather less conclusive match-comparison of extractor tool 
marks, with which to tie the Wichita AR- 1 5  to the Coler car casing. Among the documents 
released under provision of the FOIA in 1 98 1  was an October 2, 1 97<:', teletype written by 
Hodge stating that he had in fact performed a firing pin test using the Wichita AR- 1 5 ,  and 
that it failed to produce a match to the crucial casing; United States v. Peltier, Motion to 
Vacate Judgement and for a New Trial, Crim. No. CR-3003, U .S .  District Court for the 
District of North Dakota, (filed 1 5  Dec. 1 982) .  The Eighth Circuit Court' s decision to allow 
the appeal to proceed, despite Judge Bensen's  rej ection of the preceding motion, is listed as 
United States v. Peltier, 73 1 F.2d 550, 555 (8th Cir. 1 984) . 

1 37 .  During the evidentiary hearing on Peltier' s second appeal, conducted in B ismark, North 
Dakota, during late October 1 984, it began to emerge that AIM members had used-and the 
FBI had known they had used-not one but several AR- 1 5 s  during the Oglala Firefight. 
This stood to destroy the "single AR- I 5" theory used to convict Peltier at trial . Moreover, 
the evidentiary chain concerning the Coler car casing was brought into question. In an effort 
to salvage the situation, Bureau ballistics chief Evan Hodge took the stand to testify that he, 
and he alone, had handled ballistics materials related to the Peltier case. Appeal attorney 
William Kunstler then queried him concerning margin  notes on the ballistics reports which 
were not his own. At that point, he retracted, admitting that a lab assistant, Joseph 
Twardowski , had also handled the evidence and worked on the reports . Kunstler asked 
whether Hodge was sure that only Twardowski and himself had had access to the materials 
and conclusions adduced from them. Hodge responded emphatically in the affirmative. 
Kunstler then pointed to yet another handwriting in the report margins and demanded a 
formal inquiry by the court. Two hours later, a det1ated Hodge was allowed by Judge Bensen 
to return to the stand and admit he'd "misspoken" once again; he really had no idea who had 
handled the evidence, adding or subtracting pieces at will . 
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1 38 .  United St{/tes v. Peltier, CR-3003 ,  Transcript of Oral Arguments Before the U.S . Eighth 
Circuit Court of Appeals, St .  Louis ,  Missouri ( 1 5  Oct. 1 985) ,  p .  1 9 . 

1 39 .  Ibid . .  p. l 8 . 

1 40.  U.S.  Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, "Appeal from the United States District of North 
Dakota in the Matter of United States v. Leonard Peltier," Crim. No. 85-5 1 92, St. Louis ,  
Missouri ( 1 1 Oct. 1 986). 

1 4 1 .  Ibid. ,  p .  1 6. 
1 42 .  The high court decli ned review despite the fact that the Eighth Circui t  dec is ion had 
created a question---deriving from a Supreme Court opinion rendered in U. S. v. Bagley (U.S .  
1 05 S .  Ct .  3375 [ 1 985 ])--of what standard of doubt must be met  before an appeals court is  
bound to remand a case to trial . The Eighth Circuit had formally conc luded that whi le the 
Peltier jury might " possibly" have reached a different verdict had the appeals evidence been 
presented to i t ,  i t  was necessary under Bagley guidelines that the j ury would "probably" 
have rendered a different verdict before remand was appropriate . Even this ludicrously 
labored reasoning collapses upon itself when it  i s  considered that, in  a s l ightly earl ier case, 
the Ni nth Circuit had remanded on the basis  that the verdict might possibly have been 
di fferent . It i s  in l arge part to resolve just  such questions of equal treatment before the law 
that the Supreme Court theoretically exists .  Yet i t  flatly refused to do its job when it  came 
to be ing involved in the Peltier case; Ward Churchi ll, "Leonard Peltier: The Ordeal 
Continues," Zeta (March 1 988) .  

1 43 .  Holder moved into secondary education and works for Indian control of their schools 
in  Kansas and Oklahoma. Others, such as Wilma Manki l ler. Ted Means,  and Twila Marti n .  
have moved i nto more mainstream venues of  tribal politics .  S t i l l  others , l ike Phyllis Young 
and Madonna (Gi lbert) Thunderhawk, have gone i n  the direction of environmental ism.  

1 44.  Examples include Jimmie Durham and John Arbuckle, both of whom now pursue-in 
dramatically different  ways--careers in the arts . 

145 .  Actually, this began very early on, as when AIM National Pres ident Carter Camp shot 
founder Clyde Bellecourt in the stomach in 1 974 over a factional dispute i nstigated by 
Bellecourt ' s  brother, Vernon. In the ensuing turmoil ,  Russell Means openly resigned from 
AIM. but  was Quickly rei nstated: s e e  Peter M3tthip��f'n , op .  cit. [end. ed .  1 99 ! ] , pp. 85 86.  
1 46 .  Ban ks was granted sanctuary by California Governor Jerry Brown in  1 977, because of 
such campaign statements by South Dakota Attorney General Will iam Janklow as "the way 
to deal with AIM leaders is a bullet i n  the head" and that, i f  elected, he would "put AIM 
leaders either in our j ails or under them." An enraged Janklow responded by threatening to 
arrange early parole for a number of South Dakota ' s  worst felons on condition they accept 
i mmediate deportation to California. During his time of "refugee status" Banks served as 
chancellor of the AIM-initiated D-Q University, near Sacramento; Rapid City Journal (7 
Apr. 1 98 1 ) . When Georgia Deukmaj ian replaced B rown as Governor of California in 1 982,  
he rescinded his predecessor' s protection of B anks. The latter then fled to the Onondaga 
Reservation in  upstate New York. Finally,  in September 1 984, lanklow signed a personal 
guarantee of his safety, and B anks surrendered. See Ward Churchil l  and Jim Vander Wall ,  
Agents of Repression, op. cit . ,  pp. 346-47 . 

1 47 .  Rebecca L. Robbins, "American Indian Self-Determination: Comparative Analysis and 
Rhetorical Criticism," Issues in Radical TherapylNew Studies on the Left, Vol. XIII, Nos . 
3--4 (Summer-Fall 1 988) .  

1 48 .  An intended offshoot of the Peltier Defense Committee, designed to expose the identity 
of whoever had murdered AIM activist Anna Mae Pictoll Aquash in execution style on Pine 
Ridge sometime in February 1 976 (at the onset, it was expected this would be members of 
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Wilson 's  GOONs), quickly col lapsed when it became apparent that AIM itself might be 
involved. I t  turned out that self-proclaimed AIM National Officer Vernon B ellecourt had 
directed security personnel during the 1 975 AIM General Membership Meeting to interro
gate Aquash as a possible FBI informant. They were, he said, to "bury her where she stands" 
if unsatisfied with her answers . The security team, composed of Northwest AIM members , 
did not act upon this instruction, instead incorporating Aquash into their own group. The 
Northwest AIM Group was rapidly decimated after the Oglala Firefight, however, and 
Aquash was left unprotected. It is i nstructive that, once her body turned up near Wamblee, 
Bellecourt was the prime mover in quashing an internal investigation of her death . For 
general background, see Johanna Brand, The Life and Death of Anna Mae A quash (Toronto: 
James Lorimer Publishers, 1 978) .  

1 49 .  Killed were Trudell ' s  wife, Tina Manning, their three children-Ricarda Star (age five ) ,  
Sunshine Karma (age three), and Eli Changing Sun (age on e)-and Tina's  mother, Leah 
Hicks Manning.  They were burned to death as they slept in the Trudel l ' s  trailer home; the 
blaze occurred less than 1 2  hours after Trudell delivered a speech in front of FBI headquarters 
during which he burned an American nag; although there was ample reason to suspect arson, 
no police or FBI investigation ensued; Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall,  ARents of 
Repression,  op . cit . ,  pp. 3 6 1 -64. 

1 50. Personal conversation with the author, 1 979. 

1 5 1 .  None of this is  to say that LPDC did not continue. It did, even while failing to fulfi ll 
many of the wider objectives set forth by its founders . In terms of service to Peltier himself, 
aside from maintaining an ongoing legal appeals effort, the LPDC is l argely responsih1e for 
the generation of more than 1 4  million petition signatures worldwide, al l of them calling for 
his retrial. It has also been instrumental in bringing about several television documentaries ,  
official inquiries into his s ituation by several foreign governments, an investigation by 
Amnesty International, and Peltier' s  receipt o f  a 1 986 human rights award from the 
government of Spain. the LPDC has also engaged in a campaign to convince President Bi ll 
Clinton to bestow clemency. 

1 52 .  Keystone to  SUll!ivai (Rapid City, South Dakota: Black Hill s Alliance, 1 (8 1 ) . 

1 5 3 .  On the U.S .  uranium industry and its impact on reservation and reservation-adj acent 
lands, see Ward Churchill ,  "Radioactive Colonization : Hidden Holocaust in Native North 
America," in Struggle for the Land: Indigenous Resistance to Genocide, Ecocide and 
Expropriation in Contemporary North America (Monroe, Maine: Common Courage Press, 
1 993),  pp. 26 1 -328 .  

1 54 .  On the occupation, see Ward Churchill, "Yellow Thunder Tiospaye: Misadventure or  
Watershed Action?" Policy Perspectives, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Spring 1 982) .  

155 .  United States v .  Means et a! . ,  Civ .  No. 8 1 -5 1 3 1 ,  U.S .  District Court for the District of 
South Dakota (9 Dec. 1 985 ) .  

1 56.  Lyng v .  Northwest Indian Cemetery Protection Association, 485 U.S .  439 ( 1 988) .  For 
further information, see Vine Deloria, Jr., "Trouble in High Places :  Erosion of American 
Indian Rights to Religious Freedom in the United States," in The State of Native America, 
op. cit. 

1 57 .  Anita Parlow, Cry, Sacred Ground: BiR Mountain, USA (Washington, DC: Christic 
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Wh ite Stu d i es 
The I nte l l ectua l  I mpe ri a l i s m of 

u . s .  H i gher E d u cati o n *  

Education shou ld  be adapted to the menta l ity, att itudes, occupat ion ,  a n d  
trad i t ions  o f  v a r i o u s  peop l es, conserv i ng as far a s  poss i b le a l l  the sou nd 
a n d  hea l thy elements in  the fabr ic of  the i r  soc ia l  l i fe. 

David Abernathy, The D i lemma of Popu l a r  Educat ion 

S i nce schoo l i ng was brought to non-Europeans as  a part of empi re . . .  i t  
was i n tegrated i nto the effort to br ing i nd i genous peoples i nto 
i m per ia l/col on i a l  structu res . . . .  After a l l , did not the Eu ropean teacher 
and the school bu i lt on the Eu ropean capita l i st mode l tra n s m it Eu ropean 
va l ues a nd norms a n d  beg i n  to transform trad i t iona l  soc ieties i nto 
"modern" ones? 

Martin Carnoy, Educat ion as Cu ltu ra l  I m per i a l i s m  

Over the past decade, the nature and adequacy of educational content has 
been a matter of increasingly vociferous debate among everyone from academ
ics to policy makers to lay preachers in the United States .  The American 
educational system as a whole has been amply demonstrated to be locked firmly 
into a paradigm of eurocentrism, not only in terms of its focus, but also its 
discernible heritage, methodologies, and conceptual structure . Among people 
of non-European cultural derivation, the kind of "learning" inculcated through 
such a model is broadly seen as insulting, degrading, and functionally subordi
native. More and more, these themes have found echoes among the more 
enlightened and progressive sectors of the dominant Euroamerican society 
itself. l 

>I< An earlier version of this essay appeared in lntegrateducation, Vol .  XIX, Nos. 1 -2 
(Winter-Spring 1 982).  
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Such sentiments are born of an ever-widening cognition that, within any 
multicultural setting, this sort of monolithic pedagogical reliance upon a single 
cultural tradition constitutes a rather transparent form of intellectual domina
tion, achievable only within the context of parallel forms of domination. Thi s  
i s  meant in preci sely the sense intended b y  David Landes when h e  observed, 
"It seems to me that one has to look at imperialism as a multifarious response 
to a common opportunity that consists simply as a disparity of power.

,,2 In this 
connection, it i s  often pointed out that while education in America has existed 
for some time, by law, as a "common opportunity ,"  its shape has all along been 
defined exclusively via the "disparity of power" exercised by members of the 
ruling Euroamerican elite .3 

Responses to this circumstance have, to date, concentrated primari ly 
upon what might be best described as a "contributionist" approach to remedy. 
This is to say they seek to bring about the inclusion of non-Europeans and/or 
non-European achievements in canonical subject matters, while leaving the 
methodological and conceptual parameters of the canon itself essentially in 
tact.4 The present essay represents an attempt to go a bit further, sketching out 
to some degree the preliminary requisites in challenging methods and concepts 
as well .  It should be noted before proceeding that while my own grounding in 
American Indian Studies leads me to anchor my various alternatives in that 
particular perspective, the principles postulated should prove readily adaptable 
to other "minority" venues. 

White Studies 
.A , cnrrently established, the university system in the Uni LcJ State� u[[er� 

l i ttle more than the presentation of "White Studies" to students, the "general 
population," and minorities alike.5 The curriculum is virtually totalizing in  its 
emphasis, not simply upon an imagined superiority of Western endeavors and 
accomplishments, but upon the notion that the currents of European thinking 
comprise the only really "natural"--or at least truly useful-formation of 
knowledge/means of perceiving reality . In the vast bulk of curriculum content, 
Europe is  not only the subject ( i .e . ,  in its conceptual mode, the very process  of 
"learning to think"), but the object (subject matter) of investigation as well. 

Consider a typical introductory level philosophy course. Students will  in 
all probability explore the works of  the ancient Greek philosophers ;6 the 
fundamentals of Cartesian logic and S pinoza; stop off for a visit with Hobbes, 
Hume, and John Locke; cover a chapter or two of Kant' s aesthetics ;  dabble a 
bit in Hegelian dialectics ; and review Nietzsche' s  assorted rantings . A good 
leftist professor may add a dash of Marx ' s  famous "inversion" of Hegel and, 
on a good day, his commentaries on the frailties of Feuerbach. In an exemplary 
class,  things will end up in the twentieth century with discussions of Schopen-
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hauer, Heidegger and Husser!, Bertrand Russell and Alfred North Whitehead, 
and perhaps an "adventurous" summarization of the existentialism of S artre 
and Camus. 

Advanced undergraduate courses typically delve into the same topics , 
with additive instruction in matters such as "Late Medieval Philosophy," 
"Monism," "Rousseau and Revolution," "The Morality of John Stuart Mill ," 
"Einstein and the Generations of Science," "The Phenomenology of Merleau
Ponty ," "Popper' s  Philosophy of Science,"  "Benjamin, Adorno, and the 
Frankfurt S chool," "Meaning and Marcuse," "StructuralismIPost-Structural
ism," or even "The Critical Theory of Jiirgen Habermas."7 Graduate work 
usually consi sts of effecting a coherent synthesis of some combination of these 
elements . 

Thus, from first-semester surveys through the PhD. ,  philosophy ma
jors-and non-maj ors fulfi lling elective requirements , for that matter-are fed 
a consistent stream of data defining and presumably reproducing Western 
thought at its highest level of refinement, as well as inculcating insight into 
what is packaged as its historical evolution and line(s) of probable future 
development. Note that this is construed, for all practical intents and purposes, 
as being representative of philosophy in toto rather than of western European 
thought per se.  

It seems reasonable to pose the question as to what consideration is 
typically accorded the non-European remainder of the human species in  such 
a format. The answer is often that course work does in fact exi st, most usually 
in the form of upper -division undergraduate "broadening" curriculum: surveys 
of "Oriental Philosophy" are not unpopular;8 "The Philosophy of B lack Africa" 
exists as a catalogue entry at a number of institutions;9 even "Native American 
Philosophical Traditions" (more casually titled "Black Elk Speaks," from 
time-ta-time) makes its appearance here and there. l O  But nothing remotely 
approaching the depth and comprehensiveness  with which Western thought is  
treated can be located in any quarter. 

Clearly, the s tudent who graduates ,  at whatever level , from a philosophy 
program constructed in this fashion-and all of them are-walks away with a 
concentrated knowledge of the European intellectual schema rather than any 
genuine appreciation of the philosophical attainments of humanity . Yet, equally 
clearly,  a degree in "Philosophy" implies, or at least should imply, the latter. 

N or is the phenomenon in any way restricted to the study of phi losophy. 
One may search the catalogues of every college and university in the country, 
and undoubtedly the search will be in vain, for the department of history which 
accords the elaborate oraVpictorial "prehistories" of American Indians anything 
approximating the weight given to the semiliterate efforts at self-justification 
scrawled by early European colonists in this hemisphere. I I Even the rich 
codigraphic records of cultures l ike the Mayas, Incas, and Mexicanos (Aztecs) 
are uniformly ignored by the "historical mainstream." Such matters are more 
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properly the purview of anthropology than of history, or so it is said by those 
representing "responsible" scholarship in the United S tates. 1 2 

As a result, most introductory courses on "American History" stiII begin 
for all  practical intents and purposes in  1 492, with only the most perfunctory 
acknowledgment that people existed in the Americas in precolumbian times . 
Predictably, any consideration accorded to precolumbian times typically re
vol ves around anthropological rather than historical preoccupations such as the 
point at which people were supposed to have first migrated across the Beringian 
Land Bridge to populate the hemisp,here, 1 3  or whether native horticulturists 
ever managed to discover fertilizer. 4 Another major classroom topic centers 
on the extent to which cannibalism may have prevailed among the proliferation 
of "nomadic Stone Age tribes" presumed to have wandered about America' s 
endless reaches ,  Rerpetually hunting and gathering their way to the margin of 
raw subsi stence . 5 Then agai n, there are the countless expositions on how few 
indigenous people there really were in North America prior to 1 500, 16  and that 
genocide is an "inappropriate" term by which to explain why there were almost 
none by 1 900 . J 7  

From there, many things begin t o  fal l  into place.  Nowhere in the modern 
American academe will one find the math course acknowledging, along with 
the importance of Archimedes and Pythagoras, the truly marvelous qualities of 
precolumbian mathematics :  that which allowed the Mayas to invent the concept 
of zero, for example, and,  absent computers,  to work with multi-digit prime 
numbers . 1 8  Nor is there mention of the Mexicano mathematics which allowed 
th at cu lture to develop � calendrical system :;cvcral dccinlal plC1-';c� l llUrt; 

accurate than that commonly used today . 1 9 And again, the rich mathematical 
understandings which went into Mesoamerica' s development of what may well 
ha ve been the world' s  most advanced system of astronomy are tvnicallv ignored 
by mainstream mathematicians and astronomers alike.2° . - . -

Similarly, departments of architecture and engineering do not teach that 
the Incas invented the suspension bridge, or that their 2,500 mile Royal 
Road-paved, leveled, graded, guttered, and complete with rest areas-was 
perhaps the world' s first genuine s u�erhighway, or that portions of it are still 
used for motorized transport in Peru. 1 No mention is made of the passive solar 
temperature control characteristics carefully designed by the Anasazi into the 
apartment complexes of their cities at Chaco Canyon, Mesa Verde, and else
where.22 Nor are students drawn to examine the incorporation of thermal mass 
into Mandan and Hidatsa construction techniques ,23" the vast north Sonoran 
i rrigation systems built by the Hohokam,24 or the implications of the fact that, 
at the time of Cortez' s  arrival, Tenochtithin (now Mexico City) accommodated 
a population of 350,000, a number making it one of the largest cities on earth, 
at least fi ve times the size of London or S eville.25 

In politic31 science, readers are invited-no, defied-to locate the course 
acknowledging, as John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and others among the U.S .  
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"Founding Fathers" did, that the form of the American Republic and the 
framing of its constitution were heavily influenced by the preexisting model of 
the Haudenosaunee (Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy of present-day New 
York and Qu6bec).26 Nor is mention made of the influence exerted by the 
workings of the "Iroquois League" in shaping the thinking of theorists such as 
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels .27 Even less discussion can be found on the 
comparably sophisticated political systems conceived and established by other 
indigenous peoples-the Creek Confederation, for example, or the Cherokees 
or Yaquis-long before the first European invader ever set foot on American 
soil.28 

, Where agriculture or the botanical sciences are concerned, one will not 
find the conventional department which wishes to "make anything special" of 
the fact that fully two-thirds of the vegetal foodstuffs now commonly con
sumed by all of humanity were under cultivation in the Americas , and nowhere 
else, in 1492.29 Also unmentioned is the hybridization by Incan scientists of 
more than 3,000 varieties of potato, 30 or the vast herbal cornucopia discovered 
and deployed by native pharmacologists long before that.3 1  In biology, pre
med, and medicine, nothing is said of the American Indian invention of surgical 
tubing and the syringe, or the fact that the Incas were successfully practicing 
brain surgery at a time when European physicians were still seeking to cure 
their patients by applying leeches to "draw off bad blood.

, ,32 

To the contrary, from matters of governance, where the Greek and Roman 
democracies are habitually cited as being the sole antecedents of "the American 
experiment,

,,33 to agriculture, with its "Irish" potatoes,  "Swis s" chocolate, 
"Italian" tomatoes,  "French" vanilla, and "English" walnuts,34 the accomplish
ments of American Indian cultures are quite simp� expropriated, recast in the 
curriculum as if they had been European in origin. 5 Concomitantly, the native 
traditions which produced such things are themselves deculturated and negated, 
consigned to the status of being "people without history.

,,36 

Such grotesque distortion is, of course, fed to indigenous students right 
along with Euroamericans,37 and by supposedly radical professors as readily 
as more conservative ones.3 8  Moreover, as was noted above, essentially the 
same set of circumstances prevails with regard to the traditions and attainments 
of all non-Western cultures.39 Overall, the situation virtually demands to be 
viewed from a perspective best articulated by Albert Memmi: 

In order for the colonizer to be a complete master, it is not enough 
for him to be so in actual fact, but he must also believe in [the colonial 
system' s] legitimacy. In order for that legitimacy to be complete, it 
is not enough for the colonized to be a slave, he must also accept his 
role. The bond between colonizer and colonized is thus destructive 
and creative. It destroys and recreates the two partners in coloniza
tion into colonizer and colonized. One is disfigured into an oppres
sor, a partial, unpatriotic and treacherous being, worrying only about 
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his privileges and their defense ; the other into an oppressed creature, 
whose development is broken and who compromises by his defeat.4o 

In effect, the intellectual sophistry which goes into arguing the "radical" 
and "conservative" content options available within the prevailing monocultu
ral paradigm, a paradigm which predictably corresponds to the culture of the 
colonizer, amounts to l ittle more than a diversionary mechanism through which 
power relations are reinforced, the status quo maintained .4 ! The monolithic 
White S tudies configuration of U.S .  higher education-a content heading 
which, unlike American Indian, Afroamerican, Asian American, and Chicano 
Studies , has yet to find its way into a single college or university catalogue
thus serves to underpin the hegemony of white supremacism in its other, more 
literal manifestations :  economic, political, military, and so on.42 

Those of non-European background are integral to such a system. While 
consciousness of their own heritages is obliterated through falsehood and 
omission, they are indoctrinated to believe that legitimacy itself is something 
derived from European tradition, a tradition which can never be truly shared 
by non-Westerners despite-or perhaps because of-their assimilation into 
eurocentrism' s doctrinal value structure. By and large, the "educated" Ameri
can Indian or black thereby becomes the aspect of "broken development" who 
"compromises [through the] defeat" of his or her people, aspiring only to serve 
the interests of the order he or she has been trained to see as his or her "natural" 
master.43 

As Frantz Fanon and others have observed long since, such psYchological 
jujitsu can never be directly admitted, much les s  articulated, by its principle 
victims. Instead, they are compelled by illusions of sanity to deny their 
circumstances and the process which induced them. Their condition subli
mated, they function as colonialism' s covert hedge against the necessity of 
perpetual engagement in more overt and costly sorts of repression against its 
colonial subjects .44 Put another way, the purpose of White Studies in this 
connection is to trick the colonized into materially supporting her/his coloni
zation through the mechanisms of hislher own thought processes .45 

There can be no reasonable or "value neutral" explanation for this 
situation. Those, regardless  of race or ethnicity, who endeavor to apologize for 
or defend its prevalence in institutions of higher education on "scholarly" 
grounds do so without a shred of honesty or academic integrity.46 Rather, 
whatever their intentions,  they define themselves as accepting of the colonial 
order. In Memmi ' s  terms, they accept the role of colonizer, which means 
"agreeing to be a . . .  usurper. To be sure, a usurper claims his place and, if need 
be, will defend it with every means at his disposal . . . .  He endeavors to falsify 
history, he rewrites laws, he would extinguish memories-anything to succeed 
in transforming his usurpation into legitimacy.

, ,47 They are, to borrow and 
s lightly modify a term, "intellectual imperialists .

, ,48 
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From the preceding observations as to what White Studies is, the extraor
dinary pervasiveness and corresponding secrecy of its practice, and the reasons 
underlying its existence, certain questions necessarily arise. For instance, the 
query might be posed as to whether a simple expansion of curriculum content 
to include material on non-Western contexts might be sufficient to redress 
matters. It follows that we should ask whether something beyond data or content 
is fundamentally at issue. Finally, there are structural considerations concerning 
how any genuinely corrective and liberatory curriculum or pedagogy might 
actually be inducted into academia. The first two questions dovetail rather 
nicely, and will be addressed in a single response. The third will be dealt with 
in the following section. 

In response to the first question, the answer must be an unequivocal "no." 
Content is ,  of course, highly important, but, in and of itself, can never be 
sufficient to offset the cumulative effects of White S tudies indoctrination. 
Non-Western content injected into the White Studies format can be-and, 
historically, has been-filtered through the lens of eurocentric conceptualiza
tion, taking on meanings entirely alien to itself along the way.49 The result i s  
inevitably the reinforcement rather than the diminishment of  colonialist hegem
ony. As Vine Deloria, Jr. , has noted relative to just one aspect of this process:  

Therein lies the meaning of the white 's  fantasy about Indians-the 
problem of the Indian image. Underneath all the conflicting images 
of the Indian one fundamental truth emerges-the white man knows 
that he is an alien and he knows that North America is Indian-and 
he will never let go of the Indian image because he thinks that by 
some clever manipulation he can achieve an authenticity that cannot 
ever be his.5o 

Plainly, more is needed than the simple introduction of raw data for 
handling within the parameters of eurocentric acceptability. The conceptual 
mode of intellectuality itself must be called into question. Perhaps a bit of 
"pictographic" communication will prove helpful in clarifying what is meant 
in this respect. The following schematic represents the manner in which two 
areas of inquiry, science and religion (spirituality), have been approached in 
the European tradition. 

__________ Reality __________ 

� � 
Science Speculative Philosophy Religion 
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In this model ,  "knowledge" is divided into discrete content areas arranged 
in a linear structure. This division is  permanent and culturally  enforced ; witness 
the Spanish Inquisition and "Scopes Monkey Trial" as but two historical 
illustrations .5 1  In the cases of science and religion (as theology), the mutual 
opposition of their core assumptions has given rise to a third category, specu
lative philosophy, which is informed by both, and, in turn, informs them. 
Speculative philosophy, in this sense at least, serves to mediate and sometimes 
synthesize the linearly isolated components, science and religion, allowing 
them to communicate and "progress ." Speculative philosophy is not, in itself, 
intended to apprehend reality, but rather to create an abstract reality in its place. 
Both religion and science, on the other hand, are, each according to its own 
internal dynamics, meant to effect a concrete understanding of and action upon 
" the real world. , ,52 

Such compartmentalization of knowledge is replicated in the departmen
talization of the eurocentric education itself. Sociology, theology, psychology, 
physiology, kinesiology, biology,  cartography,  anthropology, archaeology, 
geology, pharmacology, astronomy, agronomy. historiography, geography, 
cartography, demography-the whole vast proliferation of Western "ologies," 
"onomies" and "ographies"-are necessarily viewed as separate or at least 
separable areas of inquiry within the university. Indeed. the Western social 
structure both echoes and is echoed by the same sort of linear fragmentation, 
dividing itself into discrete organizational spheres : church. state, business ,  
family, education. art, and so forth. 53 The structure involved readily lends itself 
to-perhaps demands-th� ",nrt of hierarchic:!l ordering of things, both intel
lectually and physically, which is  most clearly manifested in racism. militarism, 
and colonial domination, class and gender oppression, and the systematic 
ravaging of the natural world. 54 

fhe obvious problems involved are greatly amplified when our schematic 
of the eurocentric intellectual paradigm is contrasted to one of non-Western, 
in this case Native American. origin.  
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Within such a conceptual model, there is really no tangible delineation 
of compartmentalized "spheres of knowledge." All components or categories 
of intellectuality (by eurocentric definition) tend to be mutual ly  and perpetually 
informing. All tend to constantly concretize the human experience of reality 
(nature) while all are simultaneously and continuously informed by that reality. 
This is the "Hoop" or "Wheel" or "Circle" of Life-an organic rather than 
synthesizing or synthetic view, holding that all things are equally and indispen
sably interrelated-which forms the core of the native worldview.55 Here, 
reality is not something "above" the human mind or being, but an integral aspect 
of the livinglknowing process itself. The mode through which native thought 
devolves is  thus inherently anti-hierarchical, incapable of manifesting the 
extreme forms of domination so pervasively evident in eurocentric tradition . 56 

The crux of the White S tudies problem, then, cannot be located amidst 
the mere omission or distortion of matters of fact, no matter how blatantly 
ignorant or culturally chauvinistic these omissions and distortions may be . Far 
more importantly ,  the system of Eurosupremacist domination depends for its 
continued maintenance and expansion, even its survival , upon the reproduction 
of its own intellectual paradigm-its approved way of thinking, seeing, under
standing, and being-to the ultimate exclusion of all others . Consequently, 
White Studies simply cannot admit to the existence of viable conceptual 
structures other than its own.57 

To introduce the facts of pre-colonial American Indian civilizations to 
the curriculum i s  to open the door to confronting the utterly different ways of 
knowing which caused such facts to be actualized in the first place.58 It is 
thoroughly appreciated in ruling circles that any widespread and genuine 
understanding of such alternatives to the intrinsic oppressiveness of eurocen
trism could well unleash a liberatory dynamic among the oppressed resulting 
in the evaporation of eurosupremacist hegemony and a c orresponding collapse 
of the entire structure of domination and elite privilege which attends it.5 9  The 
academic "battle lines" have therefore been drawn, not so much acros s  the 
tactical terrain of fact and data as along the strategic high ground of Western 
versus non-Western conceptualization. It follows that if the l atter is what 
proponents of the White Studies status quo find it most imperative to bar from 
academic inclusion, then it is precisely that area upon which those  committed 
to liberatory education must p lace our greatest emphasis .  

A Strategy to Win 
Given the scope and depth of the formal problem outlined in the preced

ing section, the question of the means through which to address  it takes on a 
crucial importance. If the obj ective in grappling with White Studies is to bring 
about conceptual-as opposed to merely contentual-inclusion of non-West-
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ern tradit ions in academia, then appropriate and effective methods must be 
em ployed. As was noted earlier, resort to inappropriate "remedies" leads only 
to co-optation and a reinforcement of White Studies as the prevailing educa
t ional norm. 

One such false direction has concerned attempts to establ ish, essentially 
Crom scratch, whole new educational institutions, even sys tems, while leaving 
the i nst itutional structure of the status quo very much in tact.60 Although 
somet imes evidencing a strong showing at the outset, these perpetually under
Cunded, understaffed, and unaccredited, "community-based"-often actually 
separatist-schools have almost universally ended up drifting and floundering 
before going out of existence altogether.6 1 Alternately,  more than a few have 
abandoned their original reason for being, accommodating themselves to the 
"standards" and other requirements of the mainstream system as an expedient 
to survival.62 Either way, the outcome has been a considerable bolstering of the 
carefu l ly  n urtured public impress ion that "the system works" while alternatives 
don ' t . 

A variation on this theme has been to establish separatist centers or 
programs , even whole departments, within existing colleges and universities. 
While this approach has alleviated to some extent (though not entirely) diffi
culties in securing funding, faculty, and accreditation, it has accomplished little 
if anything in  terms of altering the delivery of White Studies instruction in the 
broader institutional context. 63 Instead, intentionally self-contained "Ethnic 
S tudies" efforts have ended up "ghetto-ized"-that i s ,  marginalized to the point 
of isolation and left t1l1ki ne on ly to themselves �!!d the fe'.v m�jor:; they arc able 
to attract-bitter, frustrated, and stalemated.64 Worse, they serve to reinforce 
the perception, so desired by the status quo, that White S tudies is valid and 
important while non-Western subject matters are invalid and irrelevant. 

i o  effect the sort of transformation of insti tutional realities envisioned 
in this essay, it is necessary not to seek to create parallel s tructures as such, but 
instead to penetrate and subvert the existing structures themselves, both peda
gogically and canonically. The strategy is one which was once described quite 
aptly by Rudi Deutschke, the German activist/theorist ,  as amounting to a "long 
march through the insti tutions. , ,65 In this, Ethnic S tudies entities, rather than 
constituting ends in themselves, serve as "enclaves" or "staging areas" from 
which forays into the mainstream arena can be launched with ever increasing 
frequency and vitality , and to which non-Western academic guerrillas can 
withdraw when they need to rest and regroup among themselves .66 

As with any campaign of guerrilla warfare, however metaphorical, it is 
important to concentrate initially upon the opponents ' point(s) of greatest 
vulnerability. Here, three prospects for action come immediately to mind, the 
basis for each of which already exists within most university settings in a form 
readily lending itself to utilization in  undermining the rigid curricular compa...1:
mentalization and pedagogical constraints  inhering in White Studies 
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institutions. The key is to recognize and seize such tools ,  and then to apply them 
properly. 

1 )  While tenure-track faculty must almost invariably be "credentialed"
i.e . ,  hold a Ph.D.  in a Western discipline, have a few publications in the "right" 
journals, etc.-to be hired into the academy, the same isn' t necessarily true for 
guest professors, lecturers, and the like.67 Every effort can and should be 
expended by the regular faculty- "cadre," if you will--of Ethnic Studies units 
to bring in guest  instructors lacking in Western academic pedigree (the more 
conspicuously, the better) , but who are in some way exemplary of non-Western 
intellectual traditions (especially oral forms).  The initial purpose is to enhance 
cadre articulations with practical demonstrations of intellectual alternatives by 
consistently exposing students to "the real thing." Goals further on down the 
line should include incorporation of such individuals directly into the core 
faculty, and, eventually, challenging the current notion of academic credential
ing in its entirety.68 

2) There has been a good deal of interest over the past 20 years in what 
has come to be loosely termed "Interdisciplinary Studies ."  Insofar as there is a 
mainstream correspondent to the way in which American Indians and other 
non-Westerners conceive of and relate to the world, this is it. Ethnic S tudies 
practitioners would do well to push hard in the Interdisciplinary Studies arena, 
expanding it whenever and wherever possible at the direct expense of custom
ary Western disciplinary boundaries .  The object, of course, is to steep students 
in the knowledge that I].othing can be understood other than in its relationship 
to everything else; that economics, for example, can never really make sense if 
arbitrarily divorced from history, politics, sociology, and geography . Eventu
ally, the goal should be to dissolve the orthodox parameters of disciplines 
altogether, replacing them with something more akin to "areas of interest, 
inclination and emphasis ., ,69 

3) For a variety of reasons ,  virtually all colleges and universities award 
tenure to certain faculty members in more than one discipline or department. 
Ethnic Studies cadres should insist that this be the case with them. Restricting 
their tenure and rostering exclusively to Ethnic Studies is not only a certain 
recipe for leaving them in a "last hired, first fired" situation during times of 
budget exigency, it i s  a standard institutional maneuver to preserve the sanctity 
of White Studies instruction elsewhere on campus. The fact is  that an Ethnic 
Studies professor teaching American Indian or Afroamerican history is just  as 
much an historian as a specialis t  in nineteenth-century British history ; the 
Indian and the black should therefore be rostered to and tenured in History, as 
well as in Ethnic Studies .  This "foot in .the door" is important, not only in terms 
of cadre longevity and the institutional dignity such appointments s ignify 
vis-a-vis Ethnic Studies, but it also offers important advantages by w ay of 
allowing cadres to reach a greater breadth of students, participate in  departmen
tal policy formation and hiring decisions, claim additional resources, and so 
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forth .  On balance, success in this area can only enhance efforts in the two 
above?O 

The objective is to begin to develop a critical mass ,  first in given spheres 
of campuses where opportunities present themselves-later throughout the 
academy as a whole-which is eventually capable of discrediting and supplant
ing the hegemony of White Studies .  In this ,  the process can be accelerated, 
perhaps greatly, by identifying and allying with sectors of the professorate with 
whom a genuine affinity and commonality of interest may be said to exist at 
some level . These might include those from the environmental sciences who 
have achieved, or begun to achieve, a degree of serious ecological under
standing? I It might include occasional mavericks from other fields , various 
applied anthropologists,n for instance, and certain of the better and more 
engaged literary and artistic deconstructionists,73 as well as the anarchists like 
Murray Bookchin who pop up more or less randomly in a number of disci
plines?4 

By and large, however, it may well be that the largest reservoir or pool 
of potential allies will be found among the relatively many faculty who profess 
to consider themselves ,  "philosophically" at least, to be marxian in their 
orientation . This is not said because marxists tend habitual ly to see themselves 
as being in opposition to the existing order (fascists express  the same view of 
themselves ,  after all , and for equally valid reasons)?5 Nor is it because where 
it has succeeded in overthrowing capitalism marxism has amassed an especially 
sterling record where indigenous peoples are concemed?6 In fact, it has been 
argued \vith some �Ggel1cy that, in the latt�L cGunccti0n, ffia!Aist practice has 
proven even more virulently eurocentric than has capitalism in many cases?7 

Nonetheless, one i s  drawn to conclude that there may s till be a basis for 
constructive alliance, given Marx ' s  positing of dialectics-a truly nonlinear 
and relational mode of analysis and understanding-as his central methodol
ogy . That he himself consistently violated his professed method,78  and that 
subsequent generations of his adherents have proven themselves increasingly 
unable to distinguish between dialectics and such strictly linear propositions as 
cause/effect progressions,79 does not inherently invalidate the whole of his 
project or its premises . If some significant proportion of today' s  self-pro
claimed marxian intelligentsia can be convinced to actually learn and apply 
dialectical method, it stands to reason that they will finally think their way in 
to a posture not unlike that elaborated herein (that they will in the process  have 
transcended what has come be known as "marxism" is  another story) . 80 

Conclusion 
This essay presents only the barest glimpse of its subject matter. It is 

plainly, its author hopes,  not intended to be anything approximating an exhaus-
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tive or definitive exposition on its topics. To the contrary, i t  is meant only to 
act as, paraphrasing Marcuse, the archimedian point upon which false con
s c i o u s n e s s  may be breached en 'route to "a more  co mprehen s i v e  
emancipation."S l  B y  this ,  we mean not only a generalized change i n  perspective 
which leads to the abolition of eurocentrism' s legacy of colonialist, racist, 
sexist, and classist domination, but the replacement of White S tudies ' eurosu
premacism with an educational context in which we can all ,  jointly and with 
true parity, "seek to expand our knowledge of the world" in full realization that: 

The signposts point to a reconciliation of the two approaches to 
experience. Western science must reintegrate human emotions and 
intuitions into its interpretation of phenomena; [ non-Western] peo
ples must confront . . .  the effects of [Western] technology . . . .  [We 
must] come to an integrated conception of how our species came to 
be, what it has accomplished, and where it can expect to go in  the 
millennia ahead. . . .  [Then we will come to] understand as these 
traditionally opposing views seek a unity that the world of historical 
experience is far more mysterious and eventful than previously 
expected . . . .  Our next immediate task is the unification of human 
knowledge.82 

There is ,  to be sure, much work to be done, both practically and cere
brally. The struggle will be long and difficult, frustrating many times to the 
point of sheer exasperation. It will require stamina and perseverance, a prepar
edness to incur risk, often a willingness to absorb the consequences of revolt, 
whether overt or covert. Many will be required to give up or forego aspects of 
a comfort zone academic existence, both mentally and materially.83 But the 
pay-off may be found in freedom of the intellect, the pursuit of knowledge in 
a manner more proximate to truth, unfettered by the threats and constraints of  
narrow vested interest and imperial ideology. The reward, in  effect, is partici
pation in the process  of human liberation, including our own. One can only 
assume that this i s  worth the fight. 
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Let' s Tu rn Th ose 

Footp r i nts A rou n d  
There is  no argument among serious researchers that a mongolo id stock 
fi rst colon ized the New World from Asia .  Nor is  there co ntroversy about 
the fact that these cont i nenta l p ioneers used the B e r i n g  Land  Br idge that 
then con nected the Asian Far East with A l aska . 

Gerald F. Shields et al., American Jou rna l  of Genet i cs, 1 992 

The b igger the l ie, the more l i ke ly  it w i l l  be be l ieved . 

Joseph Goebbels, nazi propaganda minister, 1 937 

Tailoring the facts to fit one ' s  theory constitutes neither good science nor 
good journalism. Rather, it is intellectually dishonest and, when published for 
consumption by a mass audience, adds up to propaganda. Such is the case with 
Tim Friend' s  S eptember 22, 1 993, article in USA Today, "Genetic Detectives 
Trace the Origin of the First Americans," advancing the latest set of "proofs" 
that the Western Hemisphere was initially populated by people migrating across 
a Bering Strait land bridge from Asia. One problem with the version of this idea 
described by Friend, as with all its previous incarnations, is that it is  politically 
rather than scientifically motivated. It ignores or contradicts much available 
evidence, and it is at least tacitly racist. Since this is such a sterling example of 
what is commonly referred to as "eurocentric bias" in academia and the media, 
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i t  s e e m s  worth going i nto in some depth. To do this ,  we must first trace the 
his tory of the myth. We will then address defects in current iterations of Bering 
Strait migration orthodoxy, and draw conclusions accordingly. 

Enforcement of a Myth 
I prefer a rchaeolog ica l  dates, when  ava i l a b l e, but the a rc h aeo logy of 
Amer ica is more l i ke a batt lefi e l d  t h a n  a resea rch  top ic .  G i ven  the 
c i rcu mstances, I suppose i t  i s  rea so n a b l e  to be  caut ious .  Only i f  I were 
forced to bet, I wou ld prefer o lder  d ates .  

L uca Ca va lli-Sforza, 1 992 

C lear ly, the m a i ntenance of the "statu s  quo"  is a powerfu l force to be 
rec koned wi th .  However, the Wor l d-a n d  what we don't  k now about 
i t-wou Id  be less than i t  is today if we d i d  not a l low ou rse lves to 
c h a l lenge trad i t iona l  fou ndat ions ,  knowledge and assessments .  The 
c u rrent res i stance to ideas of change in many sc i ent i f ic  f ie lds . . .  pa ra l l e l s  
t h e  d i fficu lty faced by tu rn-of-the--centu ry Amer ican  avocat ion a l  and 
p rofess iona l  an thropo log i sts i n  [assert i ng] that  Amer ican  I nd i a n s  had an 
a utoc hthonous or ig in  i n  the Amer icas .  

A lvah M .  Hicks, 1 994 

When Thomas Jefferson first used his Notes of Vir/?inia to advance in  
1 7 8 1 what became the "Bering S trait Hypothesis" in the United States, he not 
only attributed a mysterious "origin in Asia" to American Indians,  he used 
"Biblical Time" to frame the argument. 1 By this he meant that Indians could 

� ' _ . . _ _ • _ l '  • l '  'I • 'I . . ' , .. _ _ .L 1 _  _ _ _ _ _ • 1 1  . � • ,., "!'" "!'" .  
iiu t Hav e  alTl Veu li1 HllS HeHl1spnefe IHOie Wall llllee Ul1l1elllUa earller.- nlS 

express purpose was to foster the misimpression that our coming was so recent 
that we were no more indigenous than the Europeans who were invading our 
territories. It followed, so said Jefferson, that we could therefore be no more 
possessed of "aboriginal" rights to our land than were he and the other 
invaders .3 They themselves were thereby freed from moral constraint, in their 
own minds at least, to take whatever they wanted, whenever they wanted it.4 

Although Jefferson' s  timetable never made the least scientific sense, 
mainstream anthropologists-for political, economic, and cultural reasons 
which are in hindsight easy enough to see-quickly queued up to defend it, and 
continued to do so for well over a century .S As late as the 1 940s,  the canonical 
"truth" insisted upon by anthropology' s  leading "experts"-men like Ales 
Hrdlicka, curator of the Smithsonian Institution' s  National Museum from 1 909 
to 1 94 1 -was that Indians could not have arrived in the Americas more than 
3 ,000 years ago; in  1 928, Hrdlicka even "had the boldness to decree at a meeting 
of the New York Academy . . .  that there could not have been a Paleo-Indian . ,

,6 
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[Hrdlicka ' s ]  authoritarian and negative stance on matters of early 
man-that is, an American popUlation earlier than historic Indian
was so rigorous and ably defended that for decades American 
scholars gave no serious thought to the possibility that the occupancy 
of the Americas was anything but recent-no deeper than 2,000 to 
3,000 years in time.7 

Meanwhile, anyone suggesting that Indians might have been here for 
some longer period was branded a crackpot or scholarly heretic, their evidence 
automatically dismissed as being fabricated or at least too "controversial" to be 
taken seriously. 

The first skeleton discovered in North America from deposits from 
the last glacial age, which lasted from 70,000 to 1 0,000 years ago, 
was an apparent drowning victim ( 1 93 1 ,  Minnesota Man) . The relic 
had an appearance much like present Indians, and Hrdlicka quickly 
attacked the conclusions of the excavator, Dr. A. E. Jenks of the 
University of Minnesota, claiming Jenks had merely discovered the 
recent burial of a modem Sioux Indian .8  

Similarly, the pathbreaking discoveries in southern California made 
during the 1 930s by Dr. George F. Carter, then Curator of Anthropology at the 
San Diego Museum of Man, later a geologist at Texas A&M University
among them the pair of s o-called San Diego Skulls-were laughingly 
dismissed as "Carterfacts . , ,9 It was only when the cumulative weight of evi
dence from sites near Folsom, New Mexico, and Clovis, Texas, forced the i ssue 
did the "truth" of "responsible" anthropological dating begin to be revised to 
some extent. 1 0 Even as projectile points from these two locations were found 
intermixed with, and even imbedded in, the bones of animals known to have 
been extinct since the last Ice Age-thus proving that Indians had to have been 
in North America for at least 1 0,000 years, Hrdlicka and his followers were still 
"denying everything to maintain [their] position that man could be anything,  
anything at  all, but  not  ancient in America." I I 

Finally, in 1 948, reigning dean of American anthropology Alfred L. 
Kroeber "resolved" the dispute, offering a grudging admission that Indians had 
unquestionably been present in North America for "as long as" 1 2- 1 5 ,000 
years , while , in the next breath, announcing that this was to be the new limit 
for "responsible estimates" concerning the duration of human occupancy in  
America. 1 2  

It may b e  said that in  the opinion o f  most Americanists, ethnologists 
as well as archaeologists , the first human immigrants  arrived in the 
Western Hemisphere in late Pleistocene times . The meagerly known 
Clovis ,  Folsom and similar cultures . . .  represent this early level of 
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culture . . . .  If anythi ng earlier than Clovis and Fol som existed in  
America, it has not  been found. 1 3  

Not only did Kroeber' s  canonical pronouncement conspicuously avoid 
mention of the anthropological establishment' s earlier dating "errors ," i t  was 
itself del iberately inaccurate and mis leading. Logical ly ,  the notion that people 
might have fi rst migrated across the Bering Strait into America 1 5  mi l lennia  
ago, and have been s imultaneously  living in Texas and New Mexico, made no 
sense at al l ;  in order to have been residing in these southerly locales, they would 
have necessari ly had to have crossed over the fabled land bridge at some point 
much earl ier. 14 Moreover, at the time of Kroeber' s ponti fication, a number of 
fi nds-Carter' s ,  for example--clearly pointed to southerly habitation by hu
mans thousands of years before they supposedly first arrived in Alaska. I S  

Yet, more than two decades later, champions of orthodoxy l ike the 
Uni versi ty of Arizona' s  Vance C .  Haynes were sti l l  parroting Kroeber' s l ine, 
all evidence to the contrary notwithstanding: "After 40 years of searching, l i ttle 
posi t ive evidence for earlier occupation of the New World has been found." 1 6  

During the interim, o f  course, a number of discoveries had s o  thoroughly put 
the l ie to Haynes '  assertion as to render it absurd. From 1 95 1  to 1 955 ,  for 
instance, a series of excavations by geologist Thomas E. Lee on the Sheguian
dah Reserve, on Manitoulin Island in Lake Huron, yielded materials dated at 
"30,000 years minimum" by Dr. Ernst  Antevs of Hayne s '  home institution. 1 7  

Then, in 1 956, Phil Orr, an anthropologist with the S anta B arbara Museum of 
Natural History, collected bone fragments from a s ite on southern California' s 
Sauia Rusa Island which were radlOcarbon-dated at 30,000 years. l IS  

In 1 958 ,  a bone sample found in conjunction with a Clovis projectile point 
near Lewisville, Texas, was radiocarbon-dated by scientists  from the Humble 
011 Company T _,Bhoratory at 37,000 ye�rs ; 3. subsequent test at UCLA dat�J it 
at 3 8,000 years . 19 This was followed, in 1 963,  by the discovery by geologist 
A. MacStalker of remains near Taber, Alberta, which are at least 35,000-per
haps as much as 60,OOO-years 01d.20 In 1 967, the world-renowned Louis 
Leakey-the discoverer in 1 959 of A ustralopithecines, the oldest known pro
tohuman remains (9 million years), as well as those of Homo hablis, the second 
oldest (3 million years) during the 1 960s---exarnined a skull found near Laguna 
Beach, California, by an amateur archaeologist named Howard Wilson; Leakey 
and Ranier Berger, a UCLA archaeologist and geophysici st, dated it at 1 7 ,000 
years .2 1 

And the evidence continued to pour in after Haynes '  1 969 article. 
Although Orr' s early reports on his Santa Rosa finds were, like Carter' s on San 
Diego, ridiculed by the anthropological status quo, he was eventually born out. 
In 1 977, Ranier Berger established conclusively through radiocarbon dating 
that remain s  taken from the same locality could be dated as at least 40,000 years 
old.22 By that point, Carter' s  two San Diego Skulls had also been dated by Dr. 
Jeffrey Bada, using an even more sophisticated technique based on the racemi-
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zation of aspartic acid, at 44,000 and 48,000 years respectively.23 Meanwhile, 
another 1 975 racemization test by Bada-this one of remains unearthed by 
Stanford University archaeologist Bert Garow near Sunnyvale, California, in 
1 972-had yielded a dating of 70,000 years .24 

The response of mainstream anthropologists to all this was probably best 
articulated in 1 976 by Robert Heizer, at the time nearing the end of his career 
as a Brahmin of the Anthropology Department at the University of California 
at Berkeley . The dates reported by Berger, Bada, and others were simply "too 
old," he stated unequivocally and without further investigation .25 Plainly, as an 
ordained "expert" on indigenous "prehistory," Heizer rejected the idea that his 
convenient theories should be confused by the introduction of mere facts.  
Certainly, he was not alone in holding this profoundly anti-intellectual view, 
nor did it prove to be transient. 

Even after another IS years of revelations accruing from discoveries
including the Meadowcroft site in Pennsylvania (dated at 20,000 years),26 the 
Alice Boer site in Brazil (20,000 years plus)?7 the Monte Verde site in Chile 
(30,000 years pJus),28 the Tlapacaya site near Mexico City ( 22-24,000 years) ,  29 
Old Crow and B luefish Lake sites in the Yukon (40,000 years plus),30 the dating 
of skulls found much earlier near Los Angeles (23 ,600 years)3 ! and Otavalo, 
Ecuador (30,000 years),32 the dating of a skull found in California' s Yuha 
Valley (22,000 years)33 and the so-called Black Box Skull (52,000 years) ,34 

and others-in mid- 1 992, an exhibition on Aztec culture held in celebration of 
the Columbian Quincentennial at the Denver Museum of Natural History 
included a placard proclaiming categorically that American Indians first came 
to this hemisphere "across the Bering Strait . . .  some 1 5 ,000 years ago. ,,35 

At the same time, those who have challenged convention in this respect 
by finding and publicizing physical evidence contradictory to it-Berger and 
Bada, for instance, or the independent archaeologist Jeffrey Goodman, and even 
Richard "Scotty" MacNeish, former President of the S ociety for American 
Archaeology, Director of the R. S .  Peabody Foundation for Archaeology, and 
winner of the A.  V. Kidder Award for Archaeology in 1 97 I-are consistently 
ridiculed and marginalized wherever possible.36 Nor have figures like George 
Carter ever really been rehabilitated by their "colleagues" in the discipline of 
anthropology, even long after their "ridiculous" contentions have been proven 
correct. 37 

The fact that "The Great Man," Louis Leakey-because of hi s own 
discovery of what he thought might be a 1 00,000-year-old site in the Calico 
Hills in southern California during the 1 960s-shared many of the opinions of 
dissidents like Carter and Bada towards the end of his life is  a matter carefully 
excluded from polite academic conversation.38 With the exception of a few 
arch-reactionary nay-sayers like the inimitable Vance Haynes,39 the anthro
pological establishment has opted to turn a blind eye, essentially pretending the 
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Map II 

O L D E R  S I T E S  DAT I N G S  IN S O U T H  A M E R I C A  
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Calico Hills phase of Leakey ' s  work never occurred.40 (For an overview of the 
most important sites in North and South America, see Maps I and II .)  

The Land Bridge 
Data h ave been presented on s i te after s i te w i t h  d ates a n d  geo l ogica l  
context te l l i n g  of occu pat ions [ in  Amer ica]  ear l ier  than Clovis .  

Herbert L .  Alexander, 1 978 

I sense that m ost conservat ive th i n kers, on the bas i s  of the ev idence 
reported from wide ly  separated l oca l it ies . . .  a re now w i l l i n g  to concede 
that m a n  probab ly  entered America dur ing a major i nterstad i a l  of the l ast 
G l a c i a l  Per iod (at l east 25 ,000 years ago). 

A lan Bryan, 1 978 
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With rare except ions,  no genera l a rc h a eo log ica l for m u l at ions attempt to 
weave the phenomenon presented as ev idence to the Pre-C l ov is  
content ion i nto the genera l ly acknowledged fabr ic  of wor ld  pre h i story. 

Roger Owen, 1 984 

Actually, aside from arrogance and obstinacy, there are some very sol id 
reasons for anthropology ' s  Brahmins  to have been s o  adamant in thei r  resis
tance to datings earlier than 1 3 ,000 B.C. in the Americas .  One of these concerns 
the geological realities of the Bering land bridge itself. There have in fact been 
three, and perhaps four, appearances of this phenomenon within "Human 
Time." The most recent of these began about 23 ,000 years in the past, and ended 
8,000 years ago. The one before that lasted from about 35 ,000 to 27 ,000 years 
ago. While there may have been another approximately 70,000 years back, the 
next occurrence which has definitely been established dates from a point ending 
some 1 70,000 years ago. Earl ier than that, not enough is known to say.4 1 

The problems with this are monumental .  As was noted in the preceding 
section, there were irresolvable questions of chronology already imbedded in 
Alfred Kroeber' s extremely limited acknowledgment of s ite datings .  For his 
descendants now to admit to the accuracy of datings of even 20,000 years in 
locales like Texas or southern California-given the absolute minimum time 
required for humans to have dispersed from Beringia to these l ocales under 
ideal conditions42-would be to render orthodoxy untenable. Thi s  is to say that 
they would, as a concomitant, be forced to concede that passage over the most 
recent Bering Strai t Rrlcfg� > even if they '.vere to revise their cstinla.tc:� uf Un:: 
moment for its first usage backward all the way to 23 ,000 years, cannot possibly 
account for indigenous American populations en toto. 

Noted Mexican anthropologist Jose Lorenzo has remarked upon such 
chronological dltticulties with respect to the 8 ,500--year-old Fells Cave site 
near Tierra del Fuego, at the very tip of South America. Although the dating of 
Fells Cave falls within the conventional timeframe, strictly speaking, Lorenzo 
finds it bizarre to suggest that some sense of "manifest destiny [caused its 
inhabitants] to set track records for the course from the Bering steppes to 
Patagonia. 

, ,43 

On their face, these problems might be solved, and Bering Strait ideology 
sustained, simply by abandoning the most recent land bridge in favor of the 
next older, placing the date of first entry into the hemisphere at some point 
30-35 ,000 years ago. Clearly, such a Kroeberesque maneuver would encom
pass a host of the datings which so flatly contradict convention in its present 
form. However, any such revision is blocked by meteorological considerations . 
B oth of the most recent land bridges emerged during the so-called Wisconsin 
g lacial period, which lasted from about 70,000 years ago to a point around 
1 0,000 years ago.44 During this Ice Age, acces s  routes southward from Beringia 
were completely blocked by a glacial mass up to two miles thick.45 
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Most advocates of orthodoxy have attempted to  address this dilemma by 
suggesting-based on no discernible evidence-the existence of an "ice-free 
central passage" or "corridor" through the glaciers, by which early migrants 
supposedly moved southward from Beringia, en route to dispersal across the 
continent.46 There have, to be sure, always been more than a few issues 
attending this proposition. As Knute R. Fladmark, an anthropologist at Simon 
Frasier University, has pointed out: 

If the initial population moved southward through a mid-continental 
corridor, one would expect that the oldest sites would occur c losest 
to the southern ice margin, there would be a perceptible temporal 
gradient from north to south, and that movement into peripheral 
areas such as . . .  the Pacific Coast would show a secondary temporal 
gradient with decreasing age from west to east. In fact, the available 
evidence reflects no such gradient.47 

In addition, Reid Bryson, head of the Department of Meteorology at the 
University of Wisconsin and specialist in Arctic conditions, studied the matter 
intensively during the 1 970s and found that-far from being the lush passage, 
laden with game, as proponents described it-any such corridor would have 
been even more frigid and barren than the glacial mass surrounding it: "Assum
ing the structure of Arctic air then was like Arctic air now, air moving into 
southern Alberta and the plains . . .  should have been about 200 colder after the 
corridor opened than before .

, ,48 Worse, in many ways, Bryson also concluded 
that, if the corridor ever exis ted at all, it could not have come into being until 
the very end of the Wisconsin Period. Certainly, no such passage existed at a 
point 30-35 ,000 years ago, during the very peak of the Ice Age.49 Conse
quently, no southward dispersal by land was possible during the time the second 
most recent Beringian land bridge existed. 

Some of the more thoughtful proponents of the Beringian hypothesis 
have attempted to circumvent this dilemma by facing it squarely. Fladmark, for 
example, has proposed an al ternative dispersal theory which has people cross
ing the Bering Strait and then moving southward, along both the west and east 
coasts, before turning inland at some point below the glaciers . This at least 
would certainly retire the "corridor controversy," and explain some of the 
otherwise chronologically inexplicable datings along the Atlantic Coast (the 
1 0,600-year�ld Debert site in Nova Scotia, for instance).50 What it does not 
explain is  why early migrants would have chosen to traverse the entire Arctic 
before turning southward along the eastern seaboard rather than following the 
lead of their relatives moving southward along the few more obvious routes 
down the Pacific  coastline. 

Fladmark' s  alternative dispersal theory also fails to address the question 
of how people living deep in the interior of North America at dates contempo
raneous with the initial appearances of their coastal cousins managed to get 
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there so quickly, much less why they evidenced a degree of refinement in 
material culture suggesting they ' d  been there a very long time; the Koster site 
in lllinoi s ,  to name but one i l lustration, is more than 8 ,000 years old, and is 
indicative of a long-settled agrarian civilization, living in  a substantial town 
complete with plastered walls  in its dwellings.5 1 St i l l  less does the concept 
explain how or why so many sites along the southern Atlantic Coast-the 
1 0,OOO-year-Dld Little Salt Spring, near Sarasota, Florida, comes to mind
predate by a considerable margin those in New England and eastern Canada.52 

And then there are the many, many sites which are simply too old to be 
accounted for by any of these "adj ustments."  

For the Bering Strait idea to  be  salvaged through some revision which 
might withstand geological/meteorological scrutiny, it would be necessary to 
seek recourse in the next earlier appearance of the l and bridge phenomenon, 
about 70-odd mi llennia in the past .  Moreover, given the s�rong possibil i ty that 
no such formation actually existed at that time-or at least not in any traversable 
form-what is really at issue is the next earlier verifiable Beringian Bridge, 
1 70,000 or more years ago.53 

Adoption of e ither of these alternatives would encompass virtually all of 
the older datings of s i tes and remains which are relatively well  confirmed (e.g . ,  
the S unnyvale and the B lack Box S kull) ,  and afford the kind of temporal latitude 
necessary for possible resolution of questions about how people had arrived in 
several parts of South America long before they seem to have resided in much 
of North America. Relying upon the crossing of the bridge 1 70 ,000 or so years 
ago also accommodates the oldest ann mo"t specuhtive of all d:ltir1g� of 
artifacts-those at Hueyatlaco and El Horno, Mexico ( 1 70,000 years plus),54 

for example, as well as those at Mission Valley, California ( 1 20,000 years 
plus),55 Texas Street" in San Diego (70-17 0,000 years) ,56 and at El Bosque, 
Nicaragua (70,000 years plus)S7--currently on the table. 

On the other hand, incorporation of such geological coherence and 
consistency with existing datings serves to slam Bering Strait adherents 
squarely up against another sort of chronology . Resort to even the more recent 
of the two older land bridges ,  while it might redeem the theory per se, would 
necessarily place Homo sapiens sapiens ("Modem Man") in the "New World" 
more than 20,000 years before "he" is supposed to have originated in the "Old 
World" of what is now western Europe.58 To accept the older, but more certain ,  
of the two available options would be to  destroy anthropological orthodoxy 
concerning the "ascent of man" entirely.59 Confronted with this quandary, even 
a few subscribers to convention have begun casting about for alternative 
sources of the population which s upposedly composed the original "peopling 
of the Americas.

, ,60 

Chagrined by the major flaws in the Bering route scenario, a few 
establishment archaeologists put forth alternative entry routes. The 
first serious proposal came in 1 963 from the late Dr. E. F. Greenman, 
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a highly respected anthropology professor at the Uni versity of 
Michigan and curator of the uni versity ' s  museum. A bi t  desperate 
for an explanation, Greenman argued that man reached the New 
World from Europe by canoe . . . .  Greenman (who had a detailed 
knowledge of both Paleo-Indian artifacts and the artifacts of Europe) 
was startled by the many s imilarities he discovered between Paleo
Indian and European artifacts.  This led hi m to postulate the theory 
that during Europe' s  Upper Paleol i thic cultural period (35 ,000 to 
1 2 ,000 years ago) men from France and Spain traveled to North 
America by crossing the Atlantic i n  "Beothuk," unique deep-water 
skin canoes . . . .  He proposed Newfoundland as the point of en tty , with 
subsequent migrations to the southwestern United States, including 
portions of Mexico.6 1  

More recently, there have been straight-faced sugges tions that i nitial 
migration occurred via water travel across  the Paci fic, with entry points pos i ted 
in various localities along the North American coastl ine from Brit ish Columbia 
to southern California, and at points as far southward as Peru .62 Ideas accruing 
from less "reputable" quarters have been that Indians are actually remnants of 
the pOfulations of the so-called Lost Continents of Atlantis or Lemmuria (or 
both) ,  3 that American Indians are among the "Lost  Tribes of Israel,

, ,64 that the 
migration came across the Atlantic from s ub-Saharan Africa,65 or that Indians  
are accounted for, a t  least in part, by the  arrival of extraterrestrials on earth at 
some time a few thousand years ago .66 In the end, one theory makes about as 
much sense as another smce proponents of the alleged "Polynesian Route" 
cannot account for the fact that, while places like Australia and New Guinea 
were occupied by humans as long as 50,000 years ago, Hawai ' i-the Pacific 
flfchlpe1ago most proxim�tc to the .l\.mcricas-hd.� becn iuhabited for only 
about 2,000 years .67 (For an overview of the proposed migration routes ,  see 
Map III .) 

Turning the Footprints Around 
Evidence from a n u m ber of a rc h aeo log ica l s i tes d i str i buted in the 
western part of the hem i sphere from the Yukon i nto South Amer ica now 
i nd icates a m i n imum poss i b l e  date of 40,000 years for the ear l iest entry 
of man i nto the North Ame r i c a n  cont i nent. 

Ruth Gruhn, 7 977 

G i ven a theoret ica l vacu u m  l eft by the s h a k i n g  of tra d i ti o n a l  
a rchaeo l og ica l ideas and convent ions,  we m u st seek new i deas, 
concepts, and the i r  theoret i c a l  i ntegrat i o n  w ith reference to how the  
wor ld  works, why m a n  behaves the way he does at d ifferent t i mes a n d  
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p l aces, and h ow we may u nderstand recogn ized patterns  of c hanges and 
d ivers i ty in orga n i zed h uman behavior. O n l y  to such theories m ay the 
sc ient i fi c  method be proper ly add ressed. Thus, today's c h a l lenge is in 
theory b u i l d i ng, and t h u s  far l itt le  progress has been m ade, a l though ' 
many persons have seen the c h a l lenge and accepted it .  

Lewis R. Binford, 7 984 

The fact of the matter i s  that none of this can be made to work out, nor 
will it ever. There is no evidence available to support the Bering Strait 
Hypothesis and related theories,  nor has there ever been. Quite the opposite, 
when the late German anthropologist Werner Miiller began to investigate 
Greenman ' s  contentions during the mid-1 960s, he quickly discovered that all 
evidence of shared transatlantic material cultural characteristics indicated that 
by far the oldest datings accrued from eastern Canada, not Europe .68 Intrigued, 
he examined the evidence linking western Canada and Alaska to Siberia. The 
result was the same: the datings at Old Crow and Blue Fish Lake in partiCular 
predate the oldest site in Siberia, at Lake Baikal, by at least 1 7,000 years .69 

After two decades of exhaustive study, MUller concluded that there was solid 
evidence of very early migration outward from the North American Arctic 
region into both Asia and Europe.1° 

These findings would do much to explain things which are otherwise 
currently inexplicable. For instance, there is the sudden and mysterious appear
ance-it is usually likened to an "invasion"-of Cro-Magnons in Europe 
during the Upper Paleolithic .  

One of the most hotly debated topics o f  research i n  the past decade 
has been that surrounding the first appearance in Western Eurasia of 
hominids that can be considered anatomically and culturally mod
ern. Between 50,000 and 30,000 years ago, the Neanderthals and 
Mousterian [Middle Paleolithic] industries were replaced, from the 
Near East to the Atlantic seaboard, by physically modem humans 
whose culture showed significant innovations, many of them never 
seen before on earth. These included graphic representations,  true 
blade technology, personal ornaments, complex weapon and propul
sion systems, long distance procurement of durable raw materials, 
subsistence systems based on strategically organized use of the 
landscape over the course of the year, rapid and continual techno
logical change through time, and cultural systems that vary greatly 
from region to region .?!  

The problem with thi s  formulation is that such things had been "seen 
before on earth." When one considers that the oldest known projectile points 
of the type used in Europe during this period have been consistently found in 
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North America, not in S pai n or France, the l ikel? s ource of the influx of modern 
humans to the "Old World" begins to clarify ' ? 

While the ancestral forms of the European proj ectile points have not 
been found on the Eurasian plains as prehistorians believed would 
be the case, ancestral forms for the American projectile points 
r dating from the same time 1 have been found. The Clovis point from 
Lewisville, Texas , which has been dated to over 38,000 years, shows 
that these projectile points were first invented in the Americas. The 
projectile points from geographically diverse sites such as Meadow
croft, Pennsylvania; McGee ' s  Point, Nevada; and Tlapacoya, Mex
ico, support the validity of the Lewisvi l le point. In fact, by the end 
of the Pleistocene epoch, there were a number of different point types 
and cultural traditions extant in the Americas, demonstrating that a 
great range of technological diversity had already been developed.73 

The types of points involved here clearly indicate use of "complex 
weapons systems" such as spearthrowers and bows and arrows. With regard to 
graphic representations,  there is a pictorially c arved llama bone recovered from 
a site dated at 30,000 years or more at Tequixquiac, near Mexico City,74 an 
engraved mastodon bone-also found in Mexico and directly comparable to 
the art of European Cro-Magnons--dating back at least 22,000 years ,75 and 
three massive stone carvings near Malakoff, Texas, dated at more than 30,000 
years .76 The remainder of the list, from personal ornamentation to cultural 
variation by region, is also plainly evidenced as having been present in the 
Americas at points as early as, and often much earlier than ,  was the case in 
Europe. 

The idea that modern humans in the Americas predate those in other parts 
of the world also explains why agriculture seems to have emerged here rather 
than elsewhere. Although no wild form of corn has ever been discovered
meaning it is a plant type wholly dependent upon human hybridization for its 
very existence-fossilized grains of corn pollen were identified by Elsa 
B arghoorn, a Harvard botanist, in a drill sample taken from a depth of 200 feet 
below Mexico City in 1 954. The interglacial d ate assigned to samples from that 
strata was 80,000 years .77 Grinding technologies, associated with preparation 
of vegetal foodstuffs like com, have been found in sites datin� back 20,000 or 
more years on the Scripps campus,?8 at the Alice B oer site,? and elsewhere. 
By comparison, the Old World ' s  Mesopotamian "Cradle of Civilization" in the 
Euphrates Valley-dating from the first known cultivation of wheat and rye, 
circa 7,000 B .C.-is  quite recent.80 

The same can be s aid for domestication of animal s .  While this "great leap 
towards civilization" supposedly occurred in Mesopotamia with the domesti
cating of dogs, pigs,  sheep, goats, and finally cattle over a span running from 
7,000 to 5,000 B .C . ,8 1  evidence from the Old Crow region indicates that 
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American Indians were keeping dogs many thousands of years earlier .  As 
paleontologist Brenda Beebe remarked at the time of the find, "Our most 
surprising discovery is the jaws of several domesticated dogs, some of which 
appear to be 30,000 years old. This is almost 20,000 years older than any other 
known animals anywhere in the world."82 Certainly, there have been no 
remotely comparable datings on the east Asian landmass. 83 

Even the invention of pottery, another aspect of civilization long thought 
to have occurred in Mesopotamia somewhere between 8 ,000 and 9,000 years 
ago--a premise more lately s uperseded by the discovery of 1 3,000-year-old 
pots in the Fukuki Cave and Senfukuji rock shelter, hoth on the island of 
Kyushu, Japan-may well have occurred in Peru much earlier, the concept then 
carried into the Old World by migrating Indians .84 Be that as it may, it is true, 
as Alan Bryan observed in 1 97 8 ,  that "diffusion from America to Japan would 
be just as possible as diffusion in the opposite direction.,

,85 

Indeed, such a direction of diffusion might explain why the Ainu, an 
ancient "Caucasoid genetic isolate" in northern Japan, shows a far greater 
degree of cranial similarity to the equally isolated Yauyos Indians of Peru, than 
they do to the cranial characteristics of any of their "Mongoloid" neighbors. 86 

For that matter, it would explain why both the Yauyos and the Ainu demonstrate 
a much greater similarity in cranial structure with the Norse of northern 
Scandinavia than they do with anyone else, or why, to quote physical anthro
pologist Janice Austin, "the [earliest] Paleo-Indians demonstrate population 
affinities with Caucasian [rather than Mongolian] groups .

, ,87 

It appears from [Austin' s] statistical analysis that the traditional 
anthropological classification of American Indians as a branch of the 
Asian Mongolians is all wrong. The traditional interpretation was 
highly subjective, based on the lumping together of physically 
diverse American Indian groups; it is supported by little metric data 
and no chronology . Based on the new datings and the new statistical 
data, the Paleo-Indians should be classified as proto-Caucasoids 
who evolved into various American Indian peoples, giving the 
modern-day American Indians their own racial grouping as separate 
from the Mongoloids or Caucasoids . On the other hand, European 
Cro-Magnons should be classified as a branch of the proto-Cauca
soid Paleo-Indians who evolved into what we now describe as 
modem Caucasoids . Similarly, based on the many analogies noted 
between ancient Mongolian skulls and some ancient American 
Indian skulls, the first Asians should also be classified as a branch 
of proto-Caucasoid Paleo-Indians who became Asiatic Mon
golians. 88 

This conclusion corrects certain of the persistent and perplexing "anoma
lies" detected even by such hidebound racialist anthropologists as Carlton S .  
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Coon, who has been forced to admit-without abandoning his commitment to 
orthodoxy-that overall differences in fingerprints, blood types, earwax, and 
other "genetic indicators" have served to "drive a thick wedge between Asiatic 
Mongoloids and American Indians ."89 There is also the matter of the "shovel
shaped" incisors shared by American Indians,  the Ainu, and a portion of the 
northern European population .90 

Acceptance of the growing weight of evidence that American Indians 
didn ' t  "come from somewhere else" would address a few other matters as well . 
These begin with confirmation that we are, and always have been, literally 
correct when we' ve insisted that we come from here, from this l and, that we 
are truly indiRenous to the hemisphere .9 1  And, if our Origin Stories are thus 
verified as accurate, it follows that the rest of our "legends" are deserving of 
reconsideration for being exactly what we' ve always said they are : our Histo
ries .92 A revision of the chronology of human occupancy in  the Americas 
backwards to, say, a quarter-mill ion years would, to take a salient example, 
have the effect of making the "Four Worlds" chronicle of the Hopi-a saga in 
which the people ' s  habitat i s  destroyed by volcanic fire at  one point, by flooding 
at another, and by ice at still another-entirely plausible.93 

The destruction of the Hopi ' s  third world by water may correspond 

to the inter-mountain basin dammi ng and flooding that took place 

about 25 ,000 years ago in the [San Francisco Peaks area of ArizonaJ . 

The destruction of the second world by ice could represent the glacial 

activity that took place in  the peaks approximately 1 00,000 years 

dbu. AuJ llIt: Jt:s lruction of the first world by tIre could represent the 

volcanic activity that took place in the mountains approxi mately 

250,000 years ago.94 

It is their very plauslbilitY7 however, which precludes acceptance of such 
things by the anthropological establishment, bound up as it is in the construction 
supporting the imperatives of the broader eurocentric status quo . Theirs is not 
a preoccupation with truth, knowledge, or science. Rather, it is, as it must be, 
academic subterfuge: the careful orchestration of the illusion of such virtues in 
support of the prevailing hegemony of eurosupremacism. Ideologically, and 
therefore canonically, it must be held as true that the first modern human came 
into being on the soil of Europe and that s/he was of "Caucasoid stock. 

, ,95 From 
there, it can and must be held as true that all that has been humanly worth saying, 
doing ,  or thinking was first said, done, or thought by representatives of the 
Caucasian persuasion.96 And, from there, all the classic arguments of European 
imperialism emerge, reducible for all their sophistry and variation to the basic 
proposition that being first signifies superiority and that superiority implies an 
intrinsic right to dominate the lives, lands, and resources of the "inferior:m 

To discard or abandon the Bering Strait Hypothes is ,  absent some viable 
replacement serving the same purpose, would be to jerk a cornerstone from 
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beneath the whole ideological edifice of white supremacy . Hence, the Brahmins 
of anthropology-and any who aspire to become such-have little choice but 
to continue their engagement in the theory ' s  defense, nibbling importantly at 
their pipe stems as they pronounce their deeply "respons ible" skepticism with 
regard to the valid, pontificate in their avid embrace of the ludicrous, reward 
those who toe their line while seeking to destroy the credibility and careers of 
those who deviate, striving al l  the while to indoctrinate yet another generation 
with their distortions while guarding their indefensible land bridge viciously 
and to the last gasp, even as it sags, buckles ,  and begins to sink beneath their 
feet.  

On the Matter of mtDNA 
Object iv ity i s  not a n  u nobta i na b l e  emptying of the m i nd but a 
w i l l i n g ness to abandon a set of preferences when the  world seems to 
work i n  a contrary way . . . .  Good theories i nv ite a c h a l lenge but do n ot 
b ias  the outcome . . . .  We say, i n  o u r  mytho l ogy, that o l d  theor ies  d i e  
when n ew o bservat ions dera i l  them. But  too often, i n deed I wou l d  say 
u s u a l ly ,  theor ies act as stra ightjackets to channel  observat ions toward 
the i r  s u pport and to foresta l l  data t h at m i g h t  refute them . 

Stephen Jay Could, 1 992 

Comes now geneticist Douglas Wallace and his colleagues,  the subject 
of Tim Friend' s  story in USA Today, to resuscitate the dying doctrine of Bering 
Strait migration. Their technique is to rely upon the esotericism of their topic 
and the technical nomenclature they use to describe it to mystify those who 
might otherwise be critical, all the while peddling the same old bill of goods :  
by tracing "DNA Footprints," Wallace is quoted as saying, they are demon
strating "beyond reasonable doubt" that humans did indeed move into the New 
World from the Old "as long as" 40,000 years ago (Le., across the second most 
recent Beringian land bridge). 

Although Friend carefully casts the impression that this represents a sort 
of "revolution" in anthropological thinking, it is not. Wallace is  merely engag
ing in a Kroeber-style revision of American anthropology ' s  most bedrock 
tenets . A certain amount of chronological ground is given up in order to contain 
and absorb accumulated counter-evidence, with the result that the main premise 
of the status quo-the Bering Strait hypothesis itself, and the concept of Old 
World primacy over the New which comes with it--can be not only maintained, 
but reinforced in the public mind once again. As Wallace himself has elsewhere 
announced his intellectual alignment, "Traditional anthropological analysis 
has confirmed that American Indians came from Asia . . .  across the Bering land 
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bridge when it was exposed during an epi sode of glaciation [emphasis 
added] . , ,98 His job is to prove it ,  or to create a popular appearance that he has. 

In pursuing this objective, Wallace assembled a lab team at Emory 
Uni vers ity to conduct restriction analysis sequencing maternally inherited 
genetic material in samples taken from selected groups of Asians and American 
Indians. They then catalogued the divers ity found in the mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) genome of each group in order to chart transmiss ion over time from 
one locality to the next. What the team expected to d iscover, according to its 
own published material, was evidence indicating a diffus ion of genetic traits 
from southeast Asia northwards, across Beringia and into America.99 What they 
found i nstead was precisely the opposite : four distinct mutations which are very 
rare i n  southern Asia, somewhat more common in northern and central Asia, 
and occurring at "surpri singly higher frequencies" among American Indians .  1 00 

To avert the obvious conclusion that the source of such genetic traits 
would be where they are most prevalent, a matter indicating d iffusion from 
America to Asia, Wallace ' s  team, in a performance worthy of such earlier 
exemplars of scientific racism as Morton, Coon, and Earnest Hooten, hurriedly 
cobbled up a whole new genetic theory which they dubbed "The Founder 
Effect ." 10 In this odd concoction, put together on no more discernible eviden
tiary basis than the rest of the Bering Strait theory, those Asians who supposedly 
first came to America did so in such small groups and, unlike the relatives they 
left behind, stayed so completely isolated until so recently that they experienced 
a "genetic bottleneck" which preserved their peculiar mtDNA characteris tics 
in ways which proved impo<;<;i h!e in Asia itself. 1 02 

It is this blatant display of facts tortured into conformity with reactionary 
postulation that USA Today opted to trumpet as a "radical" breakthrough in 
anthropology. And what of the mass of countervailing evidence: dating. for 
lI1stance? It is handled in kind: the Old Crow site is described as being "30,000 
years old" instead of more than 40,000; Monte Verde is treated in the same 
manner, and so on. Newer finds , such as Scotty MacNeish' s  discovery of 
40,000-plus-year-old human hair in the Pendejo Cave in New Mexico, 1 03 and 
the Pedra Furada site in Brazil ,  as old as 40,000 years , 1 04 suffer the same fate . 
Other, even more inconvenient data, such as that embodied in the existence of 
the San Diego and Black Box skulls ,  are left entirely unmentioned. 

Still less does Friend acknowledge that the conclusions drawn by the 
Wallace team are flatly contradicted by the findings of the bulk of geneticists 
involved in comparable studies of mtDNA transmission . A team headed by 
University of Utah researcher Ryk Ward, for example, studied a single tribal 
population in the Pacific Northwest, the Nuu-Chal-Nulths, and arrived at some 
rather less theoretically strained positions in a 1 99 1  study published by the 
National Academy of Science. 1 05 

Ward' s analysis shows that : 1 )  minimum estimates indicate that the 
sequence divergence (unshared lineages) in fa single) Amerindian 
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tribe is over 60% of the mitochondrial sequence diversity observed 
in major Old world groups such as Japanese or sub-Saharan Afri
cans; 2) the magnitude of the sequence difference between this 
tribe ' s  lineage clusters suggest that their origin must predate [the 
supposed] Pleistocene colonization of the Americas; and 3) "since a 
single Amerindian can maintain such intensive molecular diversity , 

it is unnecessary to presume that substantial genetic bottlenecks 
occurred during the formation of contemporary groups or, in par
ticular 'Dramatic Founding Effect' resulted in the peopling of the 
Americas ." 1 06 

Ward and his associates have also pointed out that "preliminary analysis 
of sequence data for the same mitochondrial segment from other Amerindian 
tri.bal groups indicates that a majority of tribes are as diverse as the Nuu-Chal
Nulths and that only a small subset of the lineages found in one tribe are shared 
with others ." I 07 In other words, there is substantial evidence that American 
Indians long ago achieved "mutational drift equilibrium" or "steady-state 
genetic distribution," a matter which militates strongly against Wallace ' s  
"founding effect thesis ., , 1 08 This is all the more true since, as the Wallace team ' s  
own data suggests, n o  such drift equilibrium has as yet been achieved i n  
Eurasia. 1 09 The upshot is  the s(}-called Eve Hypothesis i n  which it  is  argued 
that American Indians are responsible for their limited mtDNA commonalities 
with Asians,  and not the other way around. I 1 ° More broadly, it i s  easily arguable 
that such evidence bolsters archaeological data suggesting a rapid influx of 
humans from America into both Asia and Europe at some point around 50,000 
years ago. I I I  

All in all, then, the material produced by Douglas Wallace must be 
assigned its rightful place among the welter of anthropologicallhistorical 
myths-for instance, that North American Indians numbered "not more than a 
million nomadic Stone Age hunters and gatherers" in 1 492, 1 1 2 that most of us 
"inadvertently died of disease" after the arrival of Columbus, 1 1 3-which have 
been so persistently fabricated and utilized in pseudo-scientific support of 
Euroamerica' s overweening sense of its own intrinsic superiority and corre
sponding "manifest destiny" to dominate all it encounters . 1 1 4  His conclusions 
are not counter to those of the status quo, but rather synonymous with them. 
The extraordinarily cordial treatment extended to him by "McPaper" should, if 
nothing else, be proof enough of that. 1 I S  
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Toward a New Understanding 
Certa i n  errors a re stat ions o n  the way to truth . 

Robert Musil, 1 972 

Aside from the endemic condition of eurocentrism which presently 
afflicts both the public and academia, any notion that modern humans may have 
evolved in the Americas first, spreading eventually across Eurasia, is consid
ered problematic because of an ostensible absence in this hemisphere of a place 
from which humans might have sprung.  This  presumption i s ,  however, not 
necessarily true. To begin with, the exact nature of humanity' s  s imian ancestors 
i s  not presently known. 1 1 6 Second, even if it were ,  the evolutionary progress ion 
culminating in Homo sapiens sapiens is anythin g  but clear. For more than a 
century after the initial discovery of fossil ized European hominids in 1 856, 
canonical wisdom wrongly held that the Neanderthals were part of this chain .  1 1 7 

There is now a near consensus among students of evolutionary 
biology that the origins of our own species, Homo sapiens, is 
somehow intimately linked with the first intercontinental ancient 
hominid, Homo erectus. However, neither the transformation of 
erec'tus to sapiens nor the transformation of ancient (archaic) popu
lations of Homo sapiens to their anatomically modem successors (H 
s sapiens) are matters of agreement in this scientific fraternity . . . .  In 
fact, there is no consensus. I 1 8  

Louis Leakey, for one, believed that evolutioni sts were following the 
wrong line, and that Homo erectus represented an "evolutionary dead end" of 
the same sort as Neanderthal. I 1 9  He also felt s trongly that Homo sapiens might 
well have originated m the Americas, and he died with the expectation that 
modern human remains would eventually be discovered in thi s  hemisphere 
dating back one-half million years or more. 1 20 Although Leakey, posthu
mously , has come to be the target of frequent criticism by the anthropological 
establishment, the record amply demonstrates that he was much more often 
right than wrong, and his critics j ust the reverse.  1 2 1  

Nor does he stand alone i n  his "eccentricity . "  In  adopting his view of a 
possible "American Genesis" for humanity, Leakey joined a distinctively able 
minority of scholars running back to the s ixteenth-century priest, Bartolome 
de Las Casas , and later flowering amidst the scientism of the late nineteenth 
century . 1 22 

One such apostate was Alfred Russell Wallace ( 1 823- 1 9 1 3) .  In 
1 887, Wallace examined the evidence for early man in the New 
World, and like the German anatomist Ju\ian Kollman ( 1 834- 1 9 1 8), 
who three years earlier had made a similar survey, found not only 
considerable evidence of antiquity for available specimens, but also 
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a continuity of type through time. In an effort to explain this, Wallace 
suggested that once man had become morphologically differentiated 
from his apish kin (during the mid-Tertiary period), he remained 
physically stable. 1 23 

In the 1 880s and 1 8 90s, these pioneers were joined by Frederick Larkin, 
Charles C.  Abbott, William Henry Holmes, and, after 1 9 10, by both the eminent 
Bri ti sh naturalist Sir Arthur Keith and Florentino Ameghino, founder of Ar
gentina' s National Museum. 1 24 The 1 920s saw the addition of Charl e s  F .  
Lummis, founder of the S outhwest Museum of Archaeology, and geologist/pa
leontologist H. J. Cook to the ranks . 1 25 More recently, there have been George 
Carter, Jeffrey Goodman , the late B ruce Raemsch, and Al vah Hicks . 1 26 Scotty 
MacNeish, Paul MeHars, Lewis  Binford, B ruce MacFadden, Eric Delson, A. 
L.  Rosenberger, Christopher B .  S inger, Nelson Eldridge ,  Ian Tattersal , and a 
number of others have lately hinted that their thinking is ,  from v arious stand
points, moving in more or less the same direction. 1 27 

The work of the last six is particularly interesting insofar as they have 
been steadily chipping away at the alleged "primate barrier" preventing 
.autochthonous emergence of Homo sapiens in the Western Hemisphere. As 
MacFadden has put it ,  there is "good reason to lament the fragmentary record 
that must be used to decipher the evolution of . . .  New World primates .  I t  can 
truly be said that the paleontological record of New W orId platyrrhine s  (pre
humans] is indeed the weakest  of the lot. There are several reasons for this ,  but 
these mostly stem from the fac t  that, with the push to find human ancestors, 
emphasis has been outside S ou th America.

,, 1 28 

Ongoing assessments of Platyrrhini (ancient New World) primates 
have depicted them as unmistakable members of the order "Haplor
rhini," a monophyletic taxon encompassing both New and Old 
World anthropoids. The source for the Ecocene (55-32 million years 
ago) presence of both New and Old World primates must be an 
earlier common ancestral form. Perhaps the North American and 
European Adapidae, the earliest of the known pre-primates,  is the 
progenitor of today ' s  higher primate groups fincluding humans] . 1 29 

The question hinges,  according to Hicks, upon "what constitutes accept
able evolutionary terms for investigating the earliest archaeological remains of 
mid-Pleistocene man in the Americas. The present effort i s  to distinguish 
compatible analogies that might instigate a change in paradigm and allow u s  to 
reconsider the antiquity of the modern human anatomy and to bring in New 
W orId considerations as to whether today ' s humans were ever ' linked' to Homo 
erectus.,, 1 30 Or, to put it another way, "Could the Western Hemisphere have 
spawned its own distinct hominid form, the indigenous Native American and, 
in tum, his fully modem human contemporaries of the Old World Pleistocene 
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epoch? Does the American genesi s  perspective offer a viable alternative for 
those hypothesizing a rapid replacement [of Homo erectus i n  Europe] ?

, , 1 3 l 

The answers to such queries are surpass ingly obscure at present. While 
an American genesis  may someday be documented beyond all doubt, it is at 
least equally poss ible that the whole notion of human rnonofenesi s  will be 
proven wrong, and that some form of polygenesis occurred. 1 3 Such could be 
the interpretation of the recent finds of 90,OOO-year--old sites near the mouth 
of the Klasies River i n  southern Africa when taken in combination with the 
ev idence accruing from America. 1 33 Alternately, it  may be shown that there 
was monogenesis i n  some area of the earth other than the Western Hemisphere, 
but at some point much more remote in time than has heretofore been ac
cepted. 1 34 Whatever the truth turns out to be, it  is long past t ime for us to face 
the questions squarely and toss the dogmas of Beringia and the European origin 
of  modern man in  the historical slag heap where all such racist  propaganda 
properly belongs. 
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O n G a i  n i n g  "Mora l  
H i gh G rou n d "  

An Ode to Geo rge B u sh  a n d  
the " New Wo r l d  O rd e r" * 

Meet the new Boss, same as the o l d  Boss 

The Who, 7 969 

S ince the onset of the Gulf War, we in the United States have been sUbjected 
to a relentless chorus of babble from George Bush and his colleagues concern
ing a supposed "moral imperative" for the United States to militarily enforce 
"international law, custom, and convention" because of "a dozen United 
Nations Security Council resolutions condemning Iraq ' s  invasion, occupation, 
and annexation of Kuwait ." Iraqi President Saddam (usually pronounced 
"Sodom" by U .S .  officials) Hussein' s "naked aggression cannot stand," B ush 
has solemnly and repeatedly intoned to wild applause. Kuwait' s " territory must 
be liberated," its "legitimate government must be reinstated,"  its vast oil 
resources "returned to the rightful owners. "  Meanwhile, those Iraqi officials 
responsible for "the rape of Kuwait" should be tried for war crimes and/or 
crimes against humanity, says B ush, en route to gaining what he has taken to 
calling "the moral high ground."  The net result of "the precedent  we are now 
setting," according to the President, will be the ushering in of a "New World 
Order" predicated on "the rule of law" and, consequently, peace and civility 
among nations .  1 

*This essay originally appeared in Collateral Damage, Cynthia Peters, ed. (Boston:  
South End Press,  1 992).  
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I know, I know, this is all basic Hitler-speak. But, forget for a moment 
that it' s George Herbert Walker Bush talking. Forget that Kuwait was never a 
nation in its own right, that it was historically part of Iraq, an area stripped away 
and established as an administrative entity by British colonialists , an expedient 
to landlocking and thus controlling the much larger Iraqi territory and popula
tion to the north . Forget that the "legitimate government" under discussion is 
the harshly anti-democratic regime of an emir propped up for more than 50 
years by external neocolonial forces rather than the internal consent of the 
governed. Forget also that the actual "owners" of the oil  fields in question have 
always been a gaggle of transnational oil corporations rather than any Kuwaitis, 
even the emir. Forget all of this long enough to realize that intermingled with 
Bush ' s  barrage of blatant untruths and self-serving rhetoric is the substance of 
some genuinely worthy ideas .2 

Rather than pitching the baby out with the bath water simply because a 
fi gure as s limy as the President of the United States has articulated such 
principles, we might instead seize upon them, insisting that the U.S .  government 
actually conform its behavior to the lofty posture described by its chief 
executive. To an extent which is startling, George Bush has unintentionally 
defined the contours of what should be the agenda for American progressivism. 
In a way, all that remains for us to do is demand consistency in the application 
of George' s  postulates. Well, that and to develop the muscle necessary to see 
to it that the government follows through. Even that, however, should be no 
overwhelming problem, given the sort of public sentiment 01' George has 
whipped lip w h i l f'  proving he ' s  no wimp. 

Unquestionably, we have a right to demand that all the millions of 
flag-waving little geeks who ' ve recently turned out at George ' s  request to 
"support our troops" in their quest for victory over evil in the Great Gulf 
Crusade join us in holding the United States strictly accountable to its newly 
proclaimed "standards of human decency." After all, as any ROTC cadet or 
Daughter of the American Revolution will tell you, "That ' s what America 
s tands for."  For once, we are in a position to insist that everyone, left and right, 
rich and p oor, young and old, women and men, w hites and "minorities," 
s traights and gays ,  in the United S tates band together-on pain of otherwise 
being branded both a "reactionary asshole" and "un-american"-for a common 
glorious purpose articulated by "Our President." In such unity, we will find 
strength and righteousness .  Together, we can help George and the boys put their 
performance where their mouths have been . You bet. Anyw ay ,  let' s get on with 
it, proceeding to examine what will have to be done to mesh reality with recent 
official verbiage (set off herein by quotes) .  
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International Law, Custom, and Convention 

The President has said-"read my lips"-unequivocally that interna
tional laws "must be enforced. And they will be enforced. Period."  This is  
certainly commendable, and something we should al l  be prepared to insist  upon 
vociferously. Now that Iraq has been compelled to comply with "all relevant 
U.N. resolutions" by being battered into near oblivion through an unprece
dented application of high-tech "defensive weaponry," we progressives should 
demand that everyone who supported the Gulf War join us in calling for 
redeployment of the "force levels" evident in "Operation Desert S torm" to 
insure that certain other, much longer standing, U.N. resolutions are honored. 
Let' s start, say,  with Israel ' s  illegal occupation of Palestinian territories .  This 
Israeli conduct has been, after all, the focus of more than a few U. N. 
condemnations over the years , as has Israel' s  occupation of the southern portion 
of Lebanon .3 For that matter, there has long been a U.N. resolution equating 
zionism with racism, thereby rendering the ideology of the Israeli state illegal 
under the U. N. Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimi
nation.4 

For consistency ' s  sake, there must be a U.S.  ultimatum, comparable to 
that delivered to Iraq, ordering the Israelis to unassimilate the occupied territo
ries immediately. If there is no compliance, it must be made plain, Tel Aviv 
will be t1attened by massive air strikes, while every military installation in the 
country will be "surgically eliminated." In the event that I srael does begin an 
instantaneous withdrawal from Palestine and Lebanon, we should urge George 
to be somewhat more "magnanimous" in other respects . The people of Israel 
could, for instance, be given as long as six months to overthrow Yitzak Shamir 
and his colleagues, dissolve the totality of their state bureaucracy ,  and recon
stitute their polity on the basis of a non-zionist model. In the event they fail to 
accomplish this latter U.N. requirement, a U.S .  suspension of aid and orches
tration of comprehensive international sanctions should probably be sufficient 
to bring them around in a couple of weeks . 

Then there is the matter of South Africa.5 Its apartheid socio-political 
organization has been condemned by a series of U.N. resolutions beginning as 
far back as the early '60s .  So have its large and persistent military invasions of 
neighboring Namibia (one is a bit unclear as to whether these aggressions have 
been of the "naked" or "fully clad" varieties, but this is no time to be picky).6 

While it is true that previous U.S .  administrations have sought to bring this 
"outlaw state" into line by "quiet diplomacy" (and the infusion of both military 
technology and tremendous quantities of economic support) , there is still time 
for George Bush to "move things in the right direction.' ,7 "Diplomacy having 
failed," it' s high time we played our "military card" to "set things right." U.S.  
martial prowess ,  when committed to such "appropriate objectives," obviously 
works much more quickly and leaves fewer loose ends dangling. 
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The Pretoria government could be given six weeks to dismantle its 
mi l i tary and police apparatus, and a total of six months within which to conduct 
general elections under U.N. supervision.  Should "responsible South African 
officials" refuse, the United S tates could stipulate that a maj or amphibious 
assault will occur at Capetown within "an unspecified but short interval," 
coupled to an airmobi le invasion of the interior ( spearheaded by "the redoubt
able 82nd Ai rborne Division," and supported by "mas s i ve armored thrusts" 
from the coast) . Given the relative size of the S outh African and Israeli mili tary 
machines-as compared to "the world' s  fourth larges t  army ,

,,8 avail able to Iraq, 
but completely destroyed by the United States in just over 60 day s-it is 
reasonable that we call upon President Bush to order Secretary of War (let' s go 
back to calling this position by its right name) "Dick" Cheney to order 
middle-America' s favorite house negro, Colin Powell, to plan and initiate 
operations against both countries simultaneously.  Once we "have a schedule," 
we can "stick with our scenario," "fight on our terms," and clean up these 
offenders against international order most lickety-split .  

Of course, there are a few other U.N. res olutions o u t  there which might 
be a tad more difficult to handle. An example is the one which condemned U.S .  
mi ning o f  Nicaraguan harbors back in the mid-80s.  Others condemned the U.S .  
invasion and occupation of, and installation of  a puppet government in Grenada 
a bit  earlier.9 More recently, a resolution condemned the U . S .  invasion and 
subordination of Panama. 1 O Then there are quite a number of s uch items 
accruing from U.S . activities in Southeast Asia during the 1960s and 1 970s . 1 1  

Thes e  matters will undoubtedly prove mo"t ('mbarrass!!lg tc the rr.ultitudcs '",'lio 
lately turned out wearing yellow ribbons in  the belief that Saddam Hussein 
i nvented international aggression and was therefore s ubj ect to the first U.N. 
res olutions on record. What to do? What to do? 

Short of calling in air stnkes on Washington, D . C . ,  and ordering liquida
tion of the residents of Kansas-an idea which might prove a bit unpopular 
with the congenitally red, white and blue-blooded p opulace of that state-it is 
difficult to see how the Bush administration and "American public" might vi sit 
the s ame sort of consequences upon the United S tates they so  gleefully laid 
upon Iraq for an ugly but rather lesser aggregate of offenses.  Perhaps the 
public ' s sense of propriety-redneck America having become obsessively 
concerned with international j ustice these days-could be satisfied that justice 
was being done if George were to deliver up some sizable assortment of 
perpetrators of the above-mentioned U.S . "excesses" to stand trial before an 
appropriate international body on charges of Crimes Against the Peace, Crimes 
Against Humanity, and War Crimes.  1 2  After all, the Pre sident has suggested 
that just such a body be convened in the wake of the Gulf War.  We progressives 
might well take the lead in advising that i t  see more extensive use than Bush 
originally had in mind. 
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An International Tribunal 
The President has said-" read my lips" again-that "Saddam Hussein 

and others" should be hauled in front of an "international tribunal" to stand trial 
for the "atrocities  committed on their orders during the Iraqi occupation of 
Kuwait.

,, 1 3  Fine. Carry on. S addam and his compatriots have c omported 
themselves for some time-with ample U.S .  backing, it mus t  be added-in the 
manner of the most brutal s ort of thugs.  The world would experience no loss 
were they to take a collective trip to the gallows. The problem is ,  to p araphrase 
no less an American patriot than U.S.  Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson 
(during similar proceedings against  the nazis at Nuremberg in 1 947 ; this should 
play well with all those beer-guzzling old World War II vets down at the VFW 
and American Legion halls in Peoria), such things have legal validity only when 
the prosecutors are held to the s ame standards of accountability as the defen
dants, the victors put to the same test as the vanquished. 14  Hence, it i s  necessary 
that a few other folks, from countries other than Iraq, take their rightful places 
alongside S addam Hussein in the defendants ' dock. 

This leads us, unerringly, to the ranks of U.S .  offi cialdom itself. No 
tribunal of the sort George Bush has proposed, concentratin g  on the sorts of 
matters he has raised for its consideration, could neglect to i nclude individuals 
like Robert McNamara, architect of the U.S .  "intervention" in Indochina. Or 
William Westmoreland, the U . S .  general who concei ved the "strategy of 
attrition" his troop s  ultimately directed in genocidal fashion against the Indo
chinese population. 1 5  Or Henry Kissinger, the diseased mind behind the "secret 
bombing" of neutral Cambodia during that war, a process which itself ac
counted for thousands of victims lumped in with the tol l  extracted by Khmer 
Rouge "autogenocide" thereafter. Or Richard M. Nixon, who ordered the 
bombing of civilian targets in North Vietnam in order to attain "peace with 
honor," and whose "madman theory of diplomacy" provided the conceptual 
umbrella under which Kis singer functioned. 16 How could the l ist  of defendants 
facing the tribunal be complete without the presence of Ronald Wil son Reagan, 
the mighty "Conqueror of Grenada

,,
? 1 7  Or George Schultz and Elliot Abrams, 

kingpins of the contra campaign against Nicaragua? l S  

For that matter, h o w  could Bush' s proposed tribuna l  be  complete without 
George Bush himself numberin g  among the defendants, perhaps for his roles 
in supportin g  Roberto D'  Aubison ' s  death squads in EI Salvador, or in the 
smuggling of drugs to the youth of his own country in order to finance the 
clandestine butchery of peasants and poets abroad? 19 One would hope-and 
people of conscience will demand-that justice might prevail with regard to 
his participation in the arming of and other murderous support to petty dictators 
the world over while "serving" as Director of the CIA, Vice Pres ident, and now 
President. 20 It is hard to conceive a performance more b�fitting the charges of 
Crimes Against the Peace and C rimes Against Humanity . At least he might be 
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j udged for that implausibly denied slit trench fil led with at least some 4,000 
slaughtered ci vilians his "Operation Just Cause" soldiers left behind in Pan
ama.2 J  Surely, the President will wish to continue to "do what' s right" in his 
own case as well as the cases of his mentors, underlings ,  and opponents . And 
s urely it is incumbent upon all Americans ,  particularly those who wave their 
flags so proudly, to ensure that he does . Justice Jackson, after all, required no 
less .  

Liberating Territory, Reinstating Legitimate 
Governments 

Truth be known, George Bush ' s  recent speechifying has raised a range 
of i ssues much more fundamental than any mentioned thus far. If the swarm of 
supporters lately rallying to George ' s  posture of ensuring the sovereignty of 
small nations against the designs of larger and more powerful predator states 
are in any way sincere, there is no shortage of action items to fill  their agenda 
right here in North America. They can begin by insisting upon the honoring of 
all 400 treaties, duly ratified by the Senate and stil l  legally binding, between 
the United States and various American Indian nations presently encapsulated 
within the Uni ted States .22 This will mean, of course, that B ush will have to 
order "the immediate withdrawal" of all U . S .  forces presently occupying each 
of the Native American national territories so clearly defined in tht> trt>il.ty texts , 
altogether totaling about a third of the land area the United States now claims 
as comprising the "lower 48" states .23 

The President will also have to renounce the long-standing federal 
doctrine of exercising "truSt" prerogatives ("annexation," by any other term) 
over all Indian acreage within the United States ,24 and forego the government' s 
planned unilateral dissolution of native land title in Alaska (a move intended 
to open North Shelf oil to increased exploitation by U . S .  energy corporations) .25 

Accomplishing this will require repeal of numerous federal statutes, beginning 
with the "Major Crimes Act" of 1 885 (through which the United States 
unilaterally extended its jurisdiction over Indian Country),26 the "General 
Allotment  Act" of 1 887 (through which the United States unilaterally altered 
indigenous land tenure patterns and declared some two-thirds of the treaty
guaranteed native land base to be "surplus"),27 and the "Indian Citizenship Act" 
of 1 924 (through which the United States unilaterally imposed its citizenship 
upon native peoples, whether they liked it or not) . 28 

Once American Indian national territories have been thus liberated-in 
conformity with what may come to be known as the "Bush Doctrine" of 
international affairs-it will be necessary that he engineer a repeal of the 
"Indian Reorganization Act" of 1 934  (through which the United States unilat-
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erally imfcosed a form of governance acceptable to itself upon most native 
peoples) .  9 This will allow legitimate American Indian governments to at last 
be reinstated after more than a half-century' s outright suppression at the hands 
of the United States.  These nevv'ly reconstituted and revitalized native govern
ments, functioning with full s overeign control over all the territory to which 
they are legally entitled by international treaty agreements , will finally be able 
to utilize the resources lying within and upon their land for the benefit of their 
own people rather than for the benefit of the occupiers . As the Pre sident has 
put it, "No benefits from naked aggression. Period." 

This "restoration of resources to the rightful owners" means that about 
two-thirds of the uranium deposits the United States now considers as part of 
its own "domestic reserves" will pass from U.S. control . Along with the 
uranium will go approximatel y  one-quarter of the readily accessible low sulfur 
coal, maybe 20 percent of the oil and natural gas, such bauxite as is to be found 
within present U.S .  boundaries ,  all of the copper, most of the gold, a lot of the 
iron ore, the remaining stands of "virgin" timber, much prime grazing and 
farming acreage, the bulk of the w ater throughout the arid West, perhaps half 
the salmon and other available fish "harvests," hunting rights over vast areas, 
and a lot more.30 

There is  also a big question as to whether the United States s houldn' t  also 
pay substantial reparations for having unlawfully and immorally deprived 
native people of all these assets for so long, a matter which has induced 
incredible human suffering. Although the resources endowing American Indian 
treaty territories have always  been sufficient to make native people by far the 
wealthiest sector of the North American population, they have instead existed 
for generations as the very poorest .  According to the federal government' s own 
statistics, Indians receive the lowest per capita income of any group on the 
continent. Their unemployment rate is far and away the highest, year in, year 
out. Correspondingly, they suffer-by significant margins-the highest rates 
of malnutrition, infant mortality, death by exposure, tuberculosis ,  plague dis
ease, and teen suicide. The average life expectancy of a reservation-based 
American Indian man is presently 44.6 years ; a native woman may expect to 
Ii ve less than three years longer. 3 1  

Meanwhile, to select but one example among thousands, the Homestake 
Mining Corporation alone has taken more than $ 1 4  billion i n  gold from only 
one mine in the B lack Hills of S outh Dakota, squarely in the middle of the treaty 
territory of the Lakota Nation.32 It takes no Einstein to discern the relationship 
between this sort of wealth flowing into the economy of the U .S .  occupiers on 
the one hand, and the abject p overty of the Lakota people on the other. The 
same situation prevails throughout Indian Country. This sort of thing has been 
going on for a long time now, and it hardly seems wild-eyed to suggest that 
some very serious pay-back is long overdue. We can hardly expect, given 
George Bush ' s  continuous assertions that this is the world' s leading "nation of 
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conscience" and the general adulation he has received because of such utter
ances, that he and his admiring public will do less than "meet their j ust debts" 
and "measure up to [ theirJ moral obligations" in this regard. 

Before moving on,  it seems appropriate to observe that once the President 
and his supporters have retired the United States' "Indian problem" in a manner 
consistent with the "utmost good faith" pledged by Congress in 1 789,33  they 
will wish to act with equal swiftness to resolve a couple of other issues invol ving 
the outright U.S .  occupation of land belonging to others, the theft of their 
resources and/or usurpation of their governments . Undoubtedly, proponents of 
B ushism will wish to see him "stand tall" and order an immediate wi thdrawal 
of U .S .  troops from their permanent bases in Puerto Rico, while the people of 
that island are finally allowed to conduct whatever process they decide in order 
to determine what politico-economic relationship (if any) they wish to maintain 
with Washington, D.C.34 The same principle will certainly apply to the "U.S ." 
Virgin Islands, "American" Samoa, Guam, the Marshall I slands ,  and several 
other chunks of geography scattered around the globe.35 

American super-patriots will no doubt also wish to see Bush and his 
buddies ensure that the descendants of former Mexican nationals holding land 
grants issued by the Crown of Spain and Republic of Mexico in what are now 
the states of Texas , New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona, and California will finally 
have their property restored. After all, the federal government promised "faith
fully" to "honor and respect" these individual and group deeds under a provision 
of the 1 848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, through which the United States 
expropriated the northern half of Mexico "lid dll iht: rt:suurces therein. 36 

Between the treaty rights of Indian nations to their own territorial integrity and 
the extent of the acreage involved i n  the land grants, at least four of the states 
affected will for all practical intents and purposes cease to exisL Thf> "undeni
able skills" of "Storrnin' Norman" Schwartzkopf may well be needed if the 
provincial governments seated in Santa Fe, Denver, Phoenix,  and Sacramento 
are to be convinced to "get with the program." But, of course, no price is too 
high to pay while ensuring that "the Laws of Nations and common decency are 
adhered to." 

Advantages to Progressives 
The advantages of all this to progressivism in the United States should 

be obvious .  Progressives having never been able to articulate a viable and 
coherent agenda of their own-preferring instead to perpetually  "bear moral 
witness," combat cigarette smoke amidst the nation ' s  smog belts, and bicker 
with eternal meaninglessness among themselves about all manner of esoteric 
and irrelevant topics-it is high time a visionary leader like George Bush has 
come along to clarify our priorities and give shape to our programs. He has 
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completely crushed the false importance assigned to all those  cutesy little c arts 
most progressives have i nvariably attempted to place before their horses .  
Consequently, he has  been able to energize and organize "the masses" in  ways 
and to a degree we never have, and probably never could. All we need now is  
to tap into the dynamic he has  unleashed and help him succeed in ways he and 
most of those parroting his rhetoric have yet to i magine. 

In pursuing George' s call for occupied national territories to be liberated, 
legitimate governments restored, expropriated resources returned, and trans
gressors punished, we can begin to dissolve the American Empire from within .  
Reasserting the territoriality and sovereignty of  Native North America i s  not 
only "the right course of action" in itself; it  inherently destroys the capacity of 
the United S tates to be what it i s .  Put simply, without the resources accruin� 
from its ongoing occupation and "internal colonization" of Indian Country, 3 

the United S tates would lack the material capacity to engage in the sort of 
military aggressiveness-both overt and covert-with which it  has marked the 
second half of the twentieth century, most recently in the Persian Gulf. Thi s 
has always been the case, a fact which should long since have established a 
leading prioritization of and emphasis upon American Indian rights within the 
progressive American consciousness. Unfortunately, progressivism has always 
managed to mis s  points so basic, and so it  has  been left to the President to point 
out, albeit in  the most circuitous possible fashion, that "the First American must 
be our First Priority." For this ,  we owe him an immeasurable debt of gratitude. 

Being a first priority does not, i t  must be noted, mean being the only 
agenda item, or the last. Certain things would stem inevitably from the libera
tion of Native North America. Consider that if the U.S .  capacity to proj ect 
military force were substantially diminished through erosion of its resource 
base, so too would its ability to exert corporate neocolonial control over the 
entirety of the Third World deteriorate . Simi larly, the United States would 
rapidly lose the means by which it  maintains l iteral colonial sway over external 
territories like Puerto Rico. And internal decolonization hardly ends with 
Native America. As the U.S .  imperial potential recedes abroad, so too does its 
power to grasp the reigns of control over Afro-America, the internalized Latino 
population, recent Asian immigrants, even the S cotch- colony of Appalachia. 3 8  

Nor i s  this the end of i t .  As the phy sical reality of the U.S . status quo 
unravels,  so too does its capability to impose continuation of the hegemonic 
socia-psychological structuration markin g  its existence, even among the 
"mainstream" population. The i nstitutions of racism, sexism, classism, agism, 
homophobia, violence, and alienation which have defined American life are 
thereby opened at last to replacement by forms allowing for the actualization 
of "preferable alternatives." Now, how' s that for a "New World Order"? How' s 
that for "moral high ground" ? The seeds of s uch things really are integral to 
the notions George Bush has been voicing, regardles s  of how much to the 
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contrary he intended his remarks . All of it is possible, al l  of i t  fol lows, but it 
can only be approached on the basis of "first things first ." 

So, it' s time we progressive types paid the President his due. I t ' s time we 
got out there to show our support for the real meaning imbedded in hi s message, 
whether or not he knew or meant what he said. It ' s time we endorsed the valid 
principles underlying his script and pushed them along to their logical conclu
sions even though 01' George m ay never have conceived the "end game 
moves ."  It' s time we set out seriously to strangle this country full of conserva
ti ve jackanapes with the tissue of their own contradictions .  It ' s time we at long 
last brought things home, dealing with root causes rather than an unending 
series of grotesque symptoms. Let' s not allow ourselves to become bogged 
down in some sort of "United States Out of the Middle East Campaign," just 
as we bogged ourselves down in "United States Out of Vietnam" a quarter
century ago, and "United States Out of Central America" during the ' 80s .  The 
only meaningful thing we can pursue is getting the United States out of North 
America. Better yet, we should push it off the planet. And the hour is growing 
late . 
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Fa l se P rom i ses 
An I nd i gen i st Exam i n at ion  

of  Marx i st Theory and Practi ce* 

Su re, I ' m  a Marxi st. B ut I 've never been a b le to dec ide wh i c h  o n e  o f  
them I I i ke t h e  best: Groucho, Harpo, Zeppo, o r  Kar l .  

American Indian Movement joke, circa 1 975 

Hau, Metakuyeayasi. The greeting I have just g iven you is a Lakota phrase 
meaning, "Hello, my relatives ." Now, I ' m  not a Lakota, and I 'm not particularly 
fluent in the Lakota language, but I ask those of you who are to bear with me 
for a moment while I explore the meaning of the greeting  because I think it is 
an important point of departure for our topic : the relationship, real and potential, 
which exists between the marxist tradition on the one hand, and that of 
indigenous peoples-such as American Indians-on the other. 

Dialectics 
The operant words here are "relatives," "relationship," and, by minor 

extension, "relations ."  I have corne to understand that when Lakota people use 
the word Metakuyeayasi, they are not simply referring to their mothers and 
fathers, grandparents , aunts and uncles,  ancestors , nieces and nephews,  chil
dren, grandchildren, cousins, future generations, and all the rest of humankind. 
Oh, these relatives are certainly included, but things don ' t  stop there. Also 
involved is reference to  the ground we stand on ,  the sky above us ,  the light from 
the sun and water in the oceans, lakes,  rivers , and streams. The plants that 
populate our environment are included, as are the four-legged creatures around 

* This essay originally appeared in  Society and Nature, Vol .  I ,  No. 2 ( 1 992). 
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us, those who hop and crawl, the birds who fly, the fish who swim, the insects, 
the worms. Everything. These are all understood in the Lakota way as being 
relatives. What is conveyed in this Lakota concept is the notion of the universe 
as a relational whole, a single interactive organism in which all things, all 
beings, are active and essential parts; the whole can never be understood 
without a knowledge of the function and meaning of each of the parts, while 
the parts cannot be understood other than in the context of the whole. 

The formation of knowledge is, in such a construct, entirely dependent 
upon the active maintenance of a fully symbiotic, relational-or, more appro
priately, intelTelational-approach to understanding. This fundamental 
appreciation of things, the predicate upon which a worldview is established, is 
(I would argue) common not only to the Lakota but to all American Indian 
cultural systems. Further, it seems inherent to indigenous cultures the world 
over. At least I can say with certainty that I've looked in vain for a single 
concrete example to the contrary. 

The ancient Greeks had a term, dialitikus, the idea of which was borrowed 
from an Egyptian concept, and which I'm told the civilization of the Nile had 
itself appropriated from the people of what is now called Ethiopia, describing 
such a way of viewing things. The Greeks held this to be the superior mode of 
thinking. In modem parlance, the word at issue has become "dialectics," 
popularized in this form by the German post-theological philosopher Friedrich 
Hegel. As has so often happened in the history of European intellectualism, 
Hegel's notable career spawned a bevy of philosophical groupies. Among the 
more illustrious, or at least more industrious, of these "Young Hegelians" was 
a doctoral student named Karl Marx. 

Indeed, Marx was always clear in his student work-much of which can 
now be read in a volume titled The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 
1844-and forever after that it was the structure of "dialectical reasoning" he'd 
absorbed from Hegel that formed the foundation for his entire theoretical 
enterprise. He insisted to his dying day that this remained true despite his 
famous "inversion" of Hegel, that is: the reversal of Hegel's emphasis upon 
such "mystical" categories as "the spirit" in favor of more "pragmatic" catego
ries like "substance" and "material." 

Let us be clear at this point. The dialectical theoretical methodology 
adopted by Marx stands-at least in principle-in as stark an oppositional 
contrast, and for all the same reasons, to the predominate and predominating 
tradition of linear and non-relational European logic (exemplified by Locke, 
Hume, and Sir Isaac Newton) as do indigenous systems of knowledge. It 
follows from this that there should be a solid conceptual intersection between 
Marx, marxism, and indigenous peoples. Indeed, I myself have suggested such 
a possibility in a pair of 1982 essays, one published in the journal Integratedu
cation, and the other in an education reader produced by the American Indian 
Studies Center at UCLA. I 
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At an entirely abstract level, I remain convinced that this is in fact the 
case. There is, however, a quite substantial defect in such a thesis in any less 
rarified sense. The most lucid articulation of the problem at hand was perhaps 
offered by Michael Albert and Robin Hahnel in their book, Unorthodox 
Marxism: 

[Marxist] dialecticians have never been able to indicate exactly how 

they see dialectical relations as different from any of the more 
complicated combinations of simple cause/effect relations such as 

co--causation, cumulative causation, or simultaneous determination 
of a many variable system where no variables are identified as 

dependent or independent in advance .. . . [F]or orthodox practitioners 

[of marxian dialectics] there is only the word and a lot of "hand 

waving" about its importance.2 

A substantial case can be made that this confusion within marxism began 
with Marx himself. Having philosophically accepted and described a concep
tual framework which allowed for a holistic and fully relational apprehension 
of the universe, Marx promptly abandoned it at the level of his applied 
intellectual practice. His impetus in this regard appears to have been his desire 
to see his theoretical endeavors used, not simply as a tool of understanding, but 

as a proactive agent for societal transformation, a matter bound up in his famous 
dictum that "the purpose of philosophy is not merely to understand history, but 
to change it." Thus Marx, a priori and with no apparent questioning in the doing, 
proceeded to anchor the totality of his elaboration in the presumed primacy of 
a given relation-that sole entity which can be said to hold the capability of 
active and conscious pursuit of change, in other words, humanity-over any 

and all other relations. The marxian "dialectic" was thus unbalanced from the 
outset, skewed as a matter of faith in favor of humans. Such a disequilibrium 
is, of course, not dialectical at all. It is, however, quite specifically Eurocentric 
in its attributes, springing as it does from the late-Roman interpretation of the 
Judeo-Christian assertion of "man's" supposed responsibility to "exercise 
dominion over nature," a tradition which Marx (ironically) claimed oft and 
loudly to have "voided" in his rush to materialism. 

All of this must be contrasted to the typical indigenous practice of 
dialectics, a world view recognizing the human entity as being merely one 
relation among a myriad, each of which is entirely dependent upon all others 
for its continued existence. Far from engendering some sense of "natural" 
human dominion over other relations, the indigenous view virtually requires a 
human behavior geared to keeping humanity within nature, maintaining rela
tional balance and integrity (often called "harmony") rather than attempting to 
harness and subordinate the universe. The crux of this distinction may be 
discovered in the Judea-Christian assertion that "man was created in God's 
image," a notion which leads to the elevation of humans as a sort of surrogate 
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deity, self--empowered to transform the universe at whim. Indigenous tradition, 
on the other hand, in keeping with its truly dialectical understandings, attributes 
the inherent ordering of things, not to any given relation, but to another force 
often described as constituting a "Great Mystery," far beyond the realm of mere 
human comprehens ion. 

We may take this differentiation to a somewhat more tangible level for 
purposes of clarity .  The culmination of European tradition has been a homing
in on rationality, the innate characteri stic of the human mind lending humanity 
the capacity to disrupt the order and composition of the universe. Rationality 
is held by those of the European persuasion-marxist  and anti-marxist alike
to be the most important ("superior") relation of all ; humans, being the only 
enti ty possess ing it, are thus held ipso facto to be the superior beings of the 
universe; manifestations of rationality, whether cerebral or physical, are there
fore held to be the cardinal signifiers of virtue . 

Within indigenous traditions ,  meanwhile, rationality is more often 
viewed as being something of a "curse," a facet of humanity which must be 
consi stently leashed and controlled in order for it not to generate precisely this 
disruption. The dichotomy in outlooks could not be more pronounced. All of 
this is emphatically not to suggest that indigenous cultures are somehow 
"irrational" in their makeup (to borrow a pet epithet hurled against challengers 
by the Eurosupremacists of academia). Rather, it is to observe that, as consum
mate dialecticians, they long ago developed functional and functioning methods 
for keeping their own rationality meshed with the rest of the natural order. And 
lhi�, i ll llly v iew, is the most rational exercise of all .  

Dialectical Materialism 
In any event, having wholeheartedly accepted the European main

stream' s  anti--dialectical premise that the human relation is paramount beyond 
all others in what are termed "external relations," Marx inevitably set out to 
discover that which occupied the same preeminence among "internal relations" 
(that is, those relations comprising the nature of the human project itself). With 
perhaps equal inevitability, his inverted Hegelianism-which he dubbed "dia
lectical materialism"-led him to locate this in the need of humans to 
consciously transform one aspect of nature into another, a process  he designated 
by the term "production ." It is important to note in this regard that Marx focused 
upon what i s  arguably the most rationalized, and therefore most unique, 
characteristic of human behavior, thus establishing a mutually reinforcing 
interlock between that relation which he advanced as being most important 
externally, and that which he assigned the same importance to internally. So 
interwoven have these two relations become in the marxian mind that today we 
find marxists utilizing the terms "rationality" and "productivity" almost inter-
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changeably, and with a virtually biblical circularity of reasoning. It goes like 
this :  The ability to produce demonstrates human rationality, thereby distin
guishing humans as superior to all other external relations ,  while rationality 
(left unchecked) leads unerringly to prolific productivity, thereby establishing 
the latter as more important than any other among humans (internally).  The 
record, of course ,  can be played in reverse with equally satisfying results . 

From here, Marx was in a position to launch his general theory, laid out 
in the thousands of pages of his maj or published works--der Grundrisse. A 

Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, and the three volumes of 
das Kapital-in which he attempted to explain the full range of implications 
attendant to what he described as "the relations of production." Initially,  he was 
preoccupied with applying his c oncepts temporally, a project he tagged as 

"historical materialism," in order to assess and articulate the n ature of the 
development of society through time. Here, he theorized that the various 
relations of society-for example, ways of holding land, kinship structures ,  
systems of governance, spiritual beliefs ,  and so on-represented not a unified 

whole, but a complex of "contradictions" (in varying degrees)  to the central, 
productive relation. All history, for Marx, became a stream of conflict within 
which these contradictions were increasingly "reconciled with" (subordinated 
to) production . As such reconciliation occurred over time, various transforma
tions in socio-cultural relations correspondingly took place. Hence ,  Marx 
sketched history as a grand "progression," beginning with the "pre-his tory" of 
the "Stone Age" (the most "primitive" level of truly human existence) and 
"advancing" to the emergent capitalism of his own day. "Productive relations," 
in such a schema, determine all and everything. 

One of Marx' s theoretical heirs , the twentieth-century French structural
ist-marxist Louis Althusser, summed historical materialism up quite succinctly 
when he defined production as being the "overdetermined contradiction of all 
human history," and observed that from a marxian standpoint society would 
not, in fact could not, exist as a unified whole until the process had worked its 
way through to culmination, a point at which all other social relations s tood 
properly reconciled to the "productive mission" of humanity. In a more critical 
vein,  we might note another summation offered by Albert and Hahnel: 

[O]rthodox [marxism] doe s n ' t  stop at downgrading the importance 
of the creative aspect of h uman consciousness and the role it plays 
in historical development. According to the orthodox materialists,  
of all the different obj ective material conditions,  those having to do 
with production are always the most critical . Production is  the 
prerequisite to human existence. Productive activity is the basis for 
all other activity. Therefore, consciousness rests primarily on the 
nature of objective production relations. Cut to the bone, this is the 
essence of the orthodox materialist  [marxist] argument.3 
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It is difficult to conceive of a more economistic or deterministic ideologi
c al construction than this .  Indeed, the post-structuralist French philosopher 
Jean B audrillard has pointed out in his book, The Mirror of Production, that 
Marx never so much as offered a critique or alternative to the capitalist mode 
of political economy he claimed to oppose as he completed it, plugging its 
theoretical loopholes . This,  in turn, has caused indigenous spokespersons such 
as Russell Means to view marxism not as a potential revolutionary transforma
tion of world capitalism, but as a continuation of all of capitalism ' s  worst vices 
"in a more efficient form.' ,4 

But, to move forward, there are a number of aspects of the marxian 
general theory-concepts such as surplus value,  alienation, and domination 
among them-which might be important to explore at this j uncture . Within the 
limited space of this essay ,  however, it seems to me the most fruitful avenue of 
pursuit lies in what Marx termed "the labor theory of value." By this ,  he meant 
that value can be assigned to anything only by virtue of the quantity and quality 
of human labor-that is ,  productive, transformative effort-put into it. This 
idea carries with it several interesting sub-properties ,  most strikingly that the 
natural world holds no intrinsic value of its own. A mountain is worth nothing 
as a mountain; it only accrues value by being "developed" into its raw produc
tive materials such as ores,  or even gravel. It can hold a certain speculative 
value, and thus be bought and sold, but only with such developmental ends in 
view. Similarly, a forest holds value only in the sense that it  can be converted 
into a product known as lumber; otherwise, it is merely an obstacle to valuable, 
productive use of land through agricl l l tnrp or stock raising, etcetera (au iui�I
esting commentary on the marxian view of the land itself). Again, other species 
hold value only in terms of their utility for productive processes (such as meat, 
fur, leather, various body oils, eggs, milk, transportation in some instancps, 
even ftrtilizet) ; otherwise, they may, indeed must, be preempted and supplanted 
by the more productive use of the habitat by humans.  

This ,  no doubt, is  an extreme formulation. There have been a number of 
"mediations" of this particular trajectory by twentieth- century marxian theo
rists. Still ,  at base, the difference they offer lies more in the degree of virulence 
with which they express  the thesis rather than any essential break with it. All 
self-professing marxists, in order to be marxists at all , must s hare in the 
fundamental premise involved. And this goes for sophisticated phenomenologi
cal marxists such as Merleau-Ponty, existential marxists such as S artre, critical 
theorists such as Marcuse and Adorno, and semioticists such as Habermas , right 
along with "mechanistic vulgarians" of the leninist persuasion (a term I use to 
encompass all those who trace their theoretical foundations directly to Lenin: 
stalinists, maoists, castroites, althus serian structuralists,  and others) .  To put a 
cap on this particular point, I would offer the observation that the labor theory 
of value is the underpinning of a perspective which is about as contrary to the 
indigenous worldview as it is possible to define. 
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It goes without saying that there are other implications in this connection, 
as concerns indigenous cultures and people . Marx' s concept of value ties 
directly to his notion of history, wherein progress is defined in terms of the 
evolution of production. From this juxtaposition we may discern that agricul
tural society is  viewed as an "advance" over hunting and gathering society, 
feudalism is  an advance over simple agriculture, mercantilism is  seen as an 
advance over feudalism, and capitalism over mercantilism. Marx ' s  supposed 
"revolutionary" content comes from his projection that socialism will "inevi
tably" be the next advance over capitalism and that it, in tum, will give way to 
communism. Okay, the first key here i s  that each advance represents not only 
a quantitative/qualitative step "forward" in terms of productivity, but also a 
corresponding rearrangement of other social relations, both of which factors 
are assigned a greater degree of value than their "predecessors ." In other words, 
agricultural society is seen by marxists as being more valuable than hunting 
and gathering society, feudalism as more valuable than mere agriculture, and 
so on . The picture should be becoming clear. 

Now, there is a second facet. Marx was very straightforward in acknow
ledging that the sole cultural model upon which he was basing his theses on 
history and value was his own, that is to say European (or, more accurately, 
northwestern European) context. He even committed to paper several provisos 
stipulating that it would be inappropriate and misleading to attempt to apply 
the principles deriving from his examination of the dominant matrix in Europe 
to other, non-European contexts, each of which he (correctly) pointed out 
would have to be understood in its own terms before it could be properly 
understood vis-a.-vis Europe. With this said, however, Marx promptly violated 
his own posited methodology in this regard, offering a number of non-Euro
pean examples--of which he admittedly knew little or nothing-to illustrate 
various points he wished to make in his elaboration on the historical develop
ment of Europe. Chinese society, to name a prominent example of this ,  was 
cast (really miscast) as "Oriental feudalism," thus supposedly shedding a certain 
light on this stage of European history. "Red Indians," about whom Marx knew 
even less than he did of the Chinese, became examples of "primitive society," 
illustrating what he wanted to say about Europe' s  stone age. In this fashion, 
Marx universalized what he claimed were the primary ingredients of Anglo
Saxon-Teutonic history, extending the de facto contention that all cultures are 

subj ect  to the same essential dynamics  and, therefore, follow essentially the 
same historical progression. 

Insofar as all cultures were made to conform with the material correspon
dences of one or another moment in European history, and given that only 
Europe exhibited a "capitalist mode of production" and social organization
which Marx held to be the "highest form of social advancement" at the time he 
was writing-it follows that all non-European cultures could be seen as 
objectively lagging behind Europe. We are presented here with a s ort of 
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"universal Euro yardstick" by which we can measure with considerable preci 
s ion the relati ve ("dialectical") degree of retardation shown b y  each and every 
culture on the planet, vis-a-vi s  Europe. Simultaneously, we are able to assign, 
again with reasonable preci sion, a relatively ("dialectically") lesser value to 
each of these cultures as compared to that of Europe. We are dealing here with 
the internal relations of humanity, but in order to understand the import of such 
thinking we must bear in mind the fate assigned "inferior" (less valuable) 
external relations-mountains, trees , deer-within the marxian vision. In the 
plainest terms, marxism holds as "an immutable law of history" that all 
non-European cultures must be subsumed in what is  now called "Europeani
zation."  It is their inevitable destiny,  a matter to be accompli shed in the name 
of progres s  and "for their own good."  Again, we may detect echoes of the Jesuits 
within the "anti-spiritualist" marxian construct. 

Those who would reject such an assessment should consider the matter 
more carefully. Do not terms such as "pre-industrial" riddle the marxian 
vernacul ar whenever analysis of non-European ("primitive") culture is at 
hand ? What possible purpose does the qualifier "pre" (as opposed to, say, 
"non") serve in this connection other than to argue that such societies are in the 
process ()f becoming capitalist? And i s  this not simply another way of stating 
that they are lagging behind thos e  societies which have already become 
i ndustrialized? Or, to take another example, to what end do marxists habitually 
refer to those societies which have " failed" (refused) to even enter the produc
tive progression as being "ahistorical" or "outside of history"? Is this to suggest 
that SlIch cul tures have n o  history, or is it to say t!ictl lllt::Y have the wrong kmd 
of history, that only a certain (marxian) sense of history is true? And again :  Do 
marxists not hold that the socialist revolution will be the outcome of history for 
all humanity? Is there another sen s e  in which we can understand the term 
" world revolution" ?  Did Marx himself not proclaim-and in no uncertain 
terms-that the attainment of the "capitalist  stage of development" is an 
absolute prerequirement for the social transformation he meant when he spoke 
of the "socialist  revolution"?  I suggest that, given the only possible honest 
answers to these questions, there really are no other conclusions to be drawn 
from the corpus of marxist theory than those I am drawing here. The punch line 
is that marxism as a worldview is not only diametrically opposed to that held 
by i ndigenous peoples, it  also quite literally precludes their right to a continued 
existence as functioning socio-cultural entities .  This ,  I submit, will remain true 
despite the fact that we may legitimately disagree on the nuance and detail of 
precisely how it happens to be true . 
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Up to this point, our analysis has been restricted to the consideration of 
marxist theory . It  is one thing to say that there are problems with a set of i deas, 
and that those ideas carry unacceptable implications if they were to be put into 
practice. The "proof,"  however, is in the practice, or "praxis" if you follow the 
marxian c onception that theory and practice are a unified whole and must 
consequently be maintained in  a dialectically reciprocal and interactive state at 
all times .  Hence, i t  is  quite another matter to assert that the negative implications 
of doctrine and ideology have in fact been actualized in "the real world" and 
are thereby subj ect to concrete examination. Yet Marxism offers us exactly this 
method of substantiating our theoretical conclusions. 

To be fair, when we move into this area we are no l onger concerned with 
the totality of marxism per se. Rather, we must focus upon that s tream which 
owes a special allegiance to the legacy of Lenin. The reason for this is that all 
"marxist" revolutions ,  beginning with the one in the Soviet Union, have been 
carried out under the mantle of Lenin' s  interpretation, expansion, and revision 
of Marx. Thi s  is true for the revolutionary processes in China, Cuba, North 
Korea, Algeria, Kampuchea (Cambodia), Laos, Albania, Mozambique, An
gola, and Nicaragua. Arguably, it  is  also true for Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) , and it 
i s  certainly true for those countries brought into a marxian orbit by main force :  
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, East Germany , Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
Rumania, Bulgaria, Mongolia, Tibet, and Afghanistan. Yugoslavia represents 
a special case, but its differenti ation seems largely due to capitalist influences 
rather than that of other strains of marxism. One might go on to say that those 
self-proc laimed revolutionary marxist formations worldwide which seem 
likely to effect a seizure of state power at any point in the foreseeable future
for example, those in Namibia and EI Salvador-are all leninist i n  orientation. 
They certainly have disagreements among themselves, but this does not change 
the nature of their foundations .  There have been no non-leninist marxian 
revolutions to date, nor does it seem likely there will be in the corning decades.  

Be this  as it  may, there are again a number of aspects of marxist-leninist  
post-revolutionary practice which we might consider, for example, the appli
cation of Lenin' s concept of "the dictatorship of the proletariat," centralized 
state economic planning and the i ssue of forced labor, the imposition of rigid 
state parameters upon political discourse of all types,  and so forth. Each of these 
holds obvious and direct consequences for the populations involved, including 
whatever indigenous peoples happen to become encapsulated within one or 
another (sometimes more than one) revolutionary state. But for the purposes of 
this essay, it  is  again necessary that we limit our scope. In  this,  it seems 
appropriate that we follow the lead of Albert and Hahne! in "cutting to the 
bone ." We will therefore take up that aspect of marxist-leninist praxis which 
has led to indigenous peoples being encapsulated in revolutionary states at all .  
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In the vernacular, thi s centers upon what i s  called the "national question" (or 
"nationalities question") .  

The principle at i ssue here devolves from a concept which has come to 
be known as "the right to self�etermination of all peoples ," codified in 
international law by the United Nations during the 1 960s, but originally 
espoused by Marx and his colleague, Friedrich Engels, during the London 
Conference of the First International in 1 865 . 5 In essence, the right to self-de
termination has come to mean that each people, identifiable as such (through 
the sharing of a common language and cultural understandi ngs, system of 
governance and social regulation, and a definable territoriality within which to 
maintain a viable economy), is  inherently entitled to decide for itself whether 
or not and to what extent it wishes to merge itself culturally,  politically, 
territorially and economical ly with any other (usually larger) group. The right 
to self�eterrnination thus accords to each identifiable people on the planet the 
prerogative of (re)establ ishing and/or continuing themselves as culturally dis
tinct. terri torial ly and economically autonomous, and political ly  sovereign 
entities (as nations, in other words) .  Correspondingly, no nation has the right 
to preempt such rights on the part of another. For these reasons, the right of 
self�etermination has been linked closely with the movement toward global 
decolonization, and the resultant body of international law which has emerged 
in thi s  regard. A l l  this, to  be  sure, is very much in line with the stated aspirations 
of American Indians and other indigenous peoples around the world. 

But marxism' s handling of the right to self-determination has not fol
lowed the general developmf'nt of the concept. H:lving opened the JUUI il l  ihis 
regard, Marx and Engels adopted what seems (superficially, at least) to be a 
very curious posture . They argued that self-determining rights pertained only 
to some peoples . For instance, they were quite strong in  their assertions that thp 
Irish, who were even then waging a serious struggle to rid themselves of British 
colonization, must be supported in this effort. Similarly, Marx came out 
unequivocally in favor of the right (even the obligation) of the Poles to break 
free from Russian colonialism. On the other hand, Engels argued vociferously 
that "questions as to the right of independent national existence of those small 
relics of peoples" such as the Highland Scots (Gaels ), Welsh, Manxmen, Serbs, 
Croats,  Ruthenes ,  Slovaks, and Czechs consti tute "an absurdity.

, ,6 Marx con
curred and proceeded to openly  advocate the imposition of European 
colonialism upon the "backward peoples" of Africa, Asia, and elsewhere '? 

Such positioning may initially seem confusing, even contradictory. A 
c loser examination, however, reveals consistency with Marx ' s  broader and 
more philosophical pronouncements. The Irish and Poles had been, over the 
course of several centuries of English and Russo-German colonization (respec
tively),  sufficiently "advanced" by the experience ( that is ,  reformed in the 
image of their conquerors) to be entitled to determine their own future i n  
accordance with the "iron laws" of  historical materialism. The other peoples in 
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question, especially the tribal peoples of Africa and Asia (and one may assume 
American Indians were categorized along with these) , were not seen as  being 
comparably "developed." A continuing dose of colonization-subjugation by 
superior beings, from superior cultures-was thus prescribed to help them 
overcome their "problem." 

A second level of consideration also entered Marx' s  and Engels '  reason
ing on these matters. This concerns the notion of "economies of scale ." Marx 
held that the larger an "economic unit" became, the more rationalized and 
efficient it could be rendered .  Conversely, smaller economic units were con
sidered to be inefficient by virtue of being "irrationally" duplicative and 
redundant. The Irish and Poles were not only populous enough to be considered 
among Engels '  "great peoples," but-viewed as economic units-large enough 
to justify support in their own right, at least during a transitional phase en route 
to the consolidation of "world communism." The other peoples in question were 
not only too backward, but too small to warrant support in their quest(s) for 
freedom and independence; their only real destiny, from the marxist  perspec
tive, was therefore to be consigned to what Leon Trotsky would later call "the 
dustbin of history," totally and irrevocably subsumed within larger and more 
efficient economic units . 

The national question thus emerged for marxists as a problem in deter
mining precisely which peoples were entitled to enjoy even a transient national 
existence along the way to the "true internationalism" of world communism, 
and which should have such rights foreclosed out-of-hand. This in itself 
became quite a controversial discussion when marxism faced the issue of 
adopting tactics with which to wage its own revolutionary struggles, rather than 
simply tendering or denying support to the struggles of others. At this point, 
things become truly cynical and mercenary. 

While marxism is, as we have seen, hostile to the nationalistic a spirations 
of "marginal" peoples, it  was simultaneously perceived by many marxists that 
a certain advantage might accrue to marxian revolutionaries if they were to 
pretend to feel otherwis�. The struggles of even the smalles t  and least developed 
nationalities  might be counted upon to sap the strength of the capitalist/coloni
alist  s tatus quo while marxist  cadres went about the real business  of 
overthrowing it; in certain instances, "national minorities" might even be 
counted upon to absorb the brunt of the fighting, thus sparing marxism the 
unnecessary loss of highly trained personnel. After the revolution,  it was 
reasoned, the marxists could simply employ their political acumen to consoli
date s tate power in their own hands and revoke as "unrealistic" (even 
"counterrevolutionary") the claims to national integrity for which those of the 
minority nationalities had fought and died. It was also calculated that, once in 
power, marxism could accomplish the desired abrogation of independent 
national minority existence either rapidly or more gradually, depending upon 
the dictates of "objective conditions ." As Walker Connor has put it in his 
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definitive study of the subject, "Grand strategy was . . .  to take precedence over 
ideological purity and consistency" where the national question was con
cerned.8 

It is not that all this was agreed upon in anything resembling a harmonious 
or unanimous fashion by marxists .  To the contrary, during the period leading 
up to the Russian Revolution. the national question was the topic of an 
extremely contentious debate within the Second International . On one side was 
Rosa Luxemburg and the bulk of all delegates arguing a "purist" l ine that the 
right to self-determination does not exist in-and-of itself and should thus be 
renounced by marxism. On the other side was a rather smaller group clustered 
around Lenin. They insisted not only that marxism should view with favor any 
struggle against the status quo prior to the revolution, but that the International 
should extend any and all sorts of guarantees which might serve to stir national 
minorities into action. Towards thi s end, Lenin wrote that from the bolshevik 
perspective all nations have an absolute right to self-determination, including 
the right to total secess ion and independence from any marxi st revolutionary 
state . He also endorsed, as the party position on the national question, the 
formulation of Joseph Stalin that: 

The right to self-determination means that a nation can arrange its 
life according to its own will . It has the right to arrange its life on 
the basis of autonomy. It has the right to enter into federal relations 
with other nations. It has the right to complete secession . Nations 
are sovereign and all nations are equaL9 

Of course, as Connor points out, "Lenin . . .  made a distinction between 
the abstract right of self-determination, which is enj oyed by all nations, and 
the right to exercise that right, which evidently i s  not," at least where small or 
"marginal" popUlations are cuncemed. l O  Thus,  shortly after the bolshevik 
attainment of power came the pronouncement that, "The principle of self-de
termination must be subordinated to the principles of socialism.' o i 1 The result, 
predictably, was that of the more than 300 distinct nationalities readily observ
able in what had been the czarist Russian empire, only 28-consisting almost 
entirely of substantial and relatively Europeanized popUlation blocks such as 
the Ukranians, Armenians, Moldavians, Byelorussians ,  citizens of the Baltic 
states, etcetera-were accorded even the gesture of being designated as "repub
lics," and this only after the matter of secession had been foreclosed. The 
supposed "right to enter into federal relations with other nations" was also 
immediately circumscribed to mean only with each other and with the central 
government which, of course, was seated in the former czarist citadel at 
Moscow. Those, such as the Ukranians, who persisted in pursuing a broader 
definition of self-determination were first branded as counter-revolutionary, 
and then radically undercut through liquidation of their socio-cultural and 
political leadership during the stalinist purges of the 1 920s and 1 930s . There is  
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simply no other way in which to describe the Soviet marxist process of state 
consolidation other than as the ruthlessly forcible incorporation of all the 
various peoples conquered by the czars into a single, seamless economic polity. 
As Marx once completed the capitalist model of political-economy, so too did 
the bolsheviks complete the unification of the Great Russian empire. 

In China, the practical experience was much the same. During the 
so-called Long March of the mid-1930s, Mao Tse Tung' s  army of marxist 
insurgents traversed nearly the whole country. In the midst of this undertaking, 
they "successfully communicated the party ' s  public position [favoring] self
determination to the minorities they encountered," virtually all of whom were 
well known to be yearning for freedom from the domination of the Han 
empire. 1 2 The marxists gained considerable, perhaps decisive, support as a 
result of this tactic, but, to quote Connor: 

While thus engaged in parlaying its intermittent offers of national 
independence into necessary support for its cause, the party never 
fell prey to its own rhetoric but continued to differentiate between 
its propaganda and its more privately held commitment to maintain
ing the territorial integrity of the Chinese state. 1 3  

A s  had been the case i n  the USSR, the immediate wake o f  the Chinese 
revolution in 1 949 saw marxist language suddenly shift, abandoning terms such 
as secession and self-determination altogether. Instead, the new Chinese con
stitution was written to decry "nationalism and national chauvinism," and "the 
peoples who, during the revolution, were promised the right of political 
independence were subsequently reincorporated by force and offered the 
diminished prospect of regional autonomy., , 1 4 Only Outer Mongolia was 
accorded the s tatus of existing even in the truncated S oviet sense of being a 
republic. 

In Vietnam and Laos, leaving aside the lowland ethnic Nungs (Chinese) , 
the only peoples holding the requisites for national identity apart from the 
Vietnamese and Laotians themselves are the tribal mountain cultures--often 
referred to as "montagnards"-such as the Rhade, Krak, Bru, Bahnar, and 
h'Mong. Insofar as they are neither populous nor "advanced" enough to 
comprise promising marxian-style economic units, they were never so  much 
as offered the "courtesy" of being lied to before the revolution ; national 
self-determination for the mountain peoples was never mentioned in Ho Chi 
Minh's  agenda. Consequently, the "yards" (as they were dubbed by U.S .  
military personnel) formed their own political independence organization 
called the Front Unife Pour La Liberation des Races Opprimees (Unified Front 
for the Liberation of Oppressed Peoples) or, acronymically, FULRO during the 
eady 1 960s . The purpose of FULRO was/is to resist any Vietnamese encroach
ment upon montagnard national rights. Consequently, U.S.  Special Forces 
troopers were able to utilize the FULRO consortium to good advantage as a 
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highland mobile force interdicting the supply routes and attacking the staging 
areas of both the National Liberation Front (NLF) main force units and units 
of the regular North Vietnamese army (NV A) (both of which were viewed by 
the mountain people as threats). Much to the surprise of U .S .  mi litary advi sers, 
however, beginning in 1 964, FULRO also started using its mil itary equipment 
to fight the troops of the American�backed Saigon regime, whenever they 
entered the mountains. 1 5  

The message was plain enough. The montagnards rejected incorporation 
into any Vietnamese state, whether "capitali st" or "communist." In post�revo
lutionary Vietnam, FULRO has continued to exist, and to conduct armed 
resistance against the imposition of Vietnamese hegemony. For its part, the 
Hanoi government refuses to acknowledge either the fact of the Resistance or 
its basis .  The rather better known example of the h' Mong in Laos follows very 
much the same contours as the struggle in the south. Such a recounting could 
be continued at length, but the point should be made. In no marxist-leninist 
setting have the national rights of any small people been respected, most 
especial ly not those of land�based, indigenous ("tribal") peoples .  Their very 
right to exist as national entities has i nstead been denied as such. Always and 
everywhere, marxism-leninism has assigned i tself a practical priority leading 
directly to the incorporation, subordination, and dissolution of these peoples as 

such. This  i s  quite revealing when one considers that the term "genocide" (as 
opposed to "mass murder") was coined to express the reality of policies which 
lead not simply to the physical liquidation of groups of individuals targeted as 
belonging to an identified "ethnic, racia l . rf'l iei()1 1 5 ,  01' natio!!:!!" entity, but tG 
bring about the destruction of the entity itself, as such, through any means.  
Marxism�leninism, viewed in this way, is  a quite consciously and specifically 
genocidal doctrine, at least where indigenous cultures are concerned. 

There has been no relaxation or deviation in this circumstance during the 
1 980s . Most notably, during the 1 990s there has been the s ituation in Nicaragua 
where three Indian peoples-Miskitos ,  Sumus, and Ramas-are resisting their 
forced incorporation into yet another revolutionary state, tacitly acknowledged 
by two of its principle leaders (Daniel Ortega and Tomas Borge Martinez) to 
be guided by marxist�leninist principles . The Indian nations in question have 
historically maintained a high degree of insularity and autonomy vi s-a�vi s  
Nicaragua' s  dominant (latino) society, and they have also continued a viable 
economic life within their own territories on the Atlantic Coast. 1 6 The sole 
requirement of the Sandinista revolution has been that they be free to continue 

to do so, as an "autonomous zone"-by their own definition, and on their own 
terms-within revolutionary Nicaragua. The response of the "progressive" 
government in Managua has been that this would be impossible because such 
self-determination on the part of Indians would constitute a "state within a 
state" (precisely the sort of circumstance supposedly guaranteed in leninist 
doctrine), and because "there are no more Indians, Creoles or Latinos . . . .  [W]e 
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are all Nicaraguans now." 1 7  In other words, the Miskito, Sumu, and Rama are 
required by the revolution to cease to exist as such. 

Conclusion 
None of what has been said herein should be taken as an apology or 

defense, direct or indirect, of U.S .  (or other capi talist) state policies . American 
Indians,  first and foremost, know what the United States has done and what it ' s 
about. We' ve experienced the meaning of the United States since long before 
there were marxists around to "explain" it  to us. And we ' ve continued to 
experience i t  in ways which leave little room for confusion on the matter. That ' s  
why w e  seek change. That' s why we demand sovereignty and seJf-determina
tion. That' s why we cast about for allies and alternatives of the sort marxists 
have often claimed to be. 

The purpose of our endeavor here has thus been to examine the prospects 
for collaboration with marxism to the end that U .S .  domination will be cast out 
of our lives once and for all . In doing so, we must ask-only fools would 
not-whether marxism offers an alternative vision to that  which capitalism has 
imposed upon us .  And from the answers to this we can di scern whether marxists 
and marxism can really be the sort of allies which would, or even could, actually 
guarantee us a positive change "come the revolution." In this regard, we need 
to know exactly what is meant when a marxist "friend" such as David Muga 
assures us, as he recently did, that the solutions to our present problems lie in 
the models offered by the USSR, China, and revolutionary Nicaragua. IS The 
answers (I would say) are rather painfully evident in what has been discussed 
above. Marxism, in its present form at least, offers us far worse than nothing. 
With friends such as these, we will be truly doomed. 

So it is. But  must it be? I think not. An increasing number of thoughtful 
marxists have broken with at least the worst of marxian economism, determi
nism, and human chauvinism. Salient examples such as Albert, Hahnel, and 
Baudrillard have been mentioned or quoted herein. The German Green Move
ment, involving a number of marxists or former marxist s  like Rudi Deutschke 
and Rudolph Bahro, is  an extremely hopeful phenomenon (albeit, it has thus 
far failed spectacularly to congeal in this country). All in all, there is sufficient 
basis to suggest that at least some elements of the marxian tradition are capable 
of transcending dogma to the extent that they may possess the potential to forge 
mutually fruitful alliances with American Indians and other indigenous peoples 
(although, at the point where this becomes true, one has reason to ask whether 
they may be rightly viewed as marxists any longer). 

The key for us, it would seem to me, is to remain firm in the values and 
insights of our own traditions.  We must hold true to the dialectical under
standing embodied in the expression Metakuyeayasi and reject anything less as 
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an unbalanced and imperfect view, even a mutilation of reality . We must 
continue to pursue our traditional vis ion of a humanity within rather than upon 
the natural order. We must continue to insist ,  as an absolutely fundamental 
principle, upon the right of all peoples-each and every one, no matter how 
s mall and "primitive"-to freely select the fact and form of their ongoing 
national existence. Concomitantly, we must reject all contentions by any state 
that it has the right-for any reason-to subordinate or dissolve the inherent 
rights of any other nation. And, perhaps most important of all ,  we must choose 
our friends and allies accordingly. I submit that there' s nothing in this game 
plan which contradicts any aspect of what we' ve come to describe as "the Indian 
way."  

In conclusion, I must say that I believe such an agenda, which I call 
"indigenist," can and will attract real friends,  real allies , and offer real alterna
tives to both marxism and capitalism. What will  result, in my view, is the 
emergence of a movement predicated on the principles of what are termed "deep 
ecology ," "soft-path technology," "anarchism" (or, probably more accurately, 
"minarchism"), and global "balkanization." B ut we are now entering into a 
topic of a whole different discussion. So, with that, allow me to close. 
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a n d  a H a rd P l ace 
Left-Wi n g  Revo l ut i on ,  R i ght-Wi n g  React i o n ,  and 

th e Destru ct ion  of  I n d i ge n o u s  Peo p l es*  

Co-authored with Glenn T .  Morris 

[To get al p i cture of the Meo's s ituat ion in Laos, [the re m u st bel 
d i sc u s s ion  of the U.S .  P rogram to organ ize them to f ight for the U n ited 
States, tra pp i ng them l i ke desperate dogs and th rowing away the leash 
when they [havel lost the i r  u sefu l ness.  

Noam Chomsky and Edward S. Herman, 
The Pol it i ca l  Eco nomy of Human R ights 

As has been remarked elsewhere, it has become a hallmark of U.S . counter
insurgency/counterrevolutionary doctrine that indigenous peoples within Third 
W orId states can be manipulated to serve global anti-communist policies, 
providing a ready and on-site pool of combatants for deployment against 
progressive movements and governments . ! Typically executed by Special 
Forces and/or Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) personnel, this cynical line 
of action has repeatedly resulted in the dislocation, dis s olution, decimation, 
and, in some cases, virtual eradication of the native societies thus used. In this  
sense, the introductory observation offered by Chomsky and Herman, astute 
observers of America ' s  imperial adventures abroad, is entirely accurate.2 

For purposes of this essay ,  it will be accepted that the United States opts 
to enter into military alliances with indigenous peoples s olely on the basis of 

* This essay first appeared in Cultural Survival Quarterly, Vol. 1 1 , No. 3 (Fall 1 987) . 
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its own geopolitical needs, and never for such altruistic moti ves as "saving them 
from genocide."] To the contrary, we accept the conclusion that it is pri mari ly 
U . S .  actions and firepower which have inflicted the bulk of  all  casualties upon 
America' s erstwhile indigenous allies ,  consistently placing them in the position 
of "facing extinction as . . .  organized societies .

, ,4 However, we seek to raise the 
deeper issues of why indigenous peoples seem susceptible to recruitment by 
U . S .  low intensity warfare special ists,  and whether there might not be principles  
imbedded i n  contemporary progressive theory and practice which contribute to  
such outcomes. 

In considering these questions ,  two cases will be examined: the case of 
the "Meo" or h' Mong hill people within the c ontext of the CIA ' s  "secret w ar" 
in Laos during the 1 960s and early 1 970s, and the more recent case of the 
Miskito, S umu, and Rama Indians of eastern Nicaragua and Honduras.  Space 
l imitations preclude more than the most general contours of each illustration, 
or more than the most rudimentary analysis .  Nonetheless, the lack of literature 
on this topic demands that exploration begin.  Because of the relative topicality 
of the s ituation in Miskitia. a greater e mphasis will be placed on the detai ls of 
that particular situation. 

The Case of the h'Mong 
According to Guy Morechand, "the Hmong consider the term Mea, used 

uy tIlt; LdU, Je-HicdHiiig" (pf0bably [,e:(,aUSc; they a.ssuciate it w"1tl1 th� \'i(:tna.ili
ese word "Moi"-meaning "savage" or " subhuman"-used to describe tribal 
peoples generally), and "they have tended to avoid involvement with the 
low landers except for trade.

, ,5 Ric hard S. D. Hawkins reinforces this latter point 
by observing that the h' Mong areas of Laos,  centering upon the Plain of Jars, 
have historically been "the scene of frequent revolts against  [i .e. ,  resistance to] 
lowland control.

, ,6 (For an overview of the h ' Mong conflict area, see Map I.) 
B y  all accounts, the h ' Mong j ealously guarded their cultural integrity, 

political autonomy, and the self-sufficiency provided by an economy based 
upon "the shifting cultivation of upland rice,  maize, and opium as a c ash c rop. ,,7 
Further, "the montagnards [the French word encompassing hill peoples such as 
the h ' Mong] were neglected by the dominant Lao during the colonial period" 
(roughly 1 880-1 955), and were thereby able to maintain the full and rel atively 
untrammeled range of characteristics marking the expression of de facto 
national sovereignty in the modern era. This situation was undoubtedly facili
tated by the French colonists ' lack of interest in the Annamese highland areas 
inhabited by the h' MonN ' 

and their preference in viewing Laos as a potential 
lowland "river empire." 

It was not until military dynamics of \Vorld War I I  initiated a process of 
increasing encroachment on their territory that the h ' Mong elected to enter into 
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Map I 
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T o n k i n  

D Major h'Mong Population Concentrations, 1 960 . 1 969 

alliances with outsiders . In 1 946, this assumed the form of h' Mong leader 
Faydang' s alliance with the anti--colonialist Lao Issara exile government 
headed by Prince Phetsarath and Phaya Khommao.9 The objective of this 
particular union for the h 'Mong appears to have been a hope for a return to the 
Lao "neglect" of highland internal affairs exhibited in earlier years . A "Free 
Laos" was perceived as corresponding nicely with a "h ' Mong Free State ." A 
significant snag in this arrangement can be detected in the fact that "all the Lao 
Issara exiles shared the belief that Laos was incapable of gaining freedom 
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unassisted" ; hence, an important "minority of the Lao Issara, grouped around 
Prince Souhpanouvong, were willing to use Vietnamese support to wage an 
armed struggle for total independence from France . . .  [and] came to share the 
Viet Minh view that the war for independence i nvolved all of Indochina." 1 0  

The question became one concerning the extent t o  which the Laotian nationalist 
movement would align itself with (or subordinate itself to) Ho Chi Minh ' s  
highly centrist Viet Minh organization. 

This created a split within the Lao Issara, leading to the emergence of a 
"moderate" faction, finally headed by Prince Sou vanna Phouma, and with 
which the h' Mong were allied. Souvanna Phouma assumed power through the 
1 954 Geneva Peace Accord in exchange for the "acceptance of anti-communist 
premises and forces including the French, the Thai, and lastly the Americans ." I I  
Considering the stipulations (accurately enough) to be a blatant manifestation 
of neocolonialism, the Souphanouvong faction, now identifying i tself as the 
Pathet Lao, rejected the legitimacy of the new regime, aligned itself ever more 
c losely with the nationalist/marxist Hanoi government, and prepared to refocus 
its armed struggle against its former colleagues in Vientiane (the capital city of 
Laos) . I :!  

For what may have been obvious tactical reasons, the Pathet Lao based 
themselves squarely in the midst of h 'Mong territory, a matter which set off an 
inevitable spiral of friction between the two groups . 1 3  Worse, under a 1 95 1  
agreement granting reciprocal use of troops in "each other' s territory," the 
Pathet Lao brought in Vietnamese cadres ,  representatives of a people whose 
tracii t iomd ha l lghty disdain for al! things "Moi" had hardly cildcar"d thCill tv 
the h 'Mong. 14 Programs were quickly implemented in the "liberated" areas that 
i ncluded the strong-arm conscription ofh '  Mong youth into Pathet Lao guerrilla 
units , and the extraction of "taxes" from the villagers , usually in the form of 
tood and opium crops. is Finally, the Pathet Lao promulgated as its vision of 
the future a program which had been formulated in Vietnam in 1 950 and that 
openly called for the incorporation of "the people of all tribal groups" into the 
anticipated post-revolutionary progressive s tate and society. 1 6 Clearly, the 
h 'Mong had little option but to see these developments as an outright denial of 
their right to national sovereignty, or even autonomy, in both theory and 
practice. Consequently, the h'Mong began to actively resist as soon as the 
Pathet Lao and Vietnamese arrived in their territory . 17  

Meanwhile, "America maneuvered to pull  Laos away from neutrality" 
by integrating it into John Foster Dulles '  collective security scheme (to "con
tain" countries such as North Vietnam), and having assisted Laos with the 
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO),  the next U.S .  move was to 
s trengthen the country in order to forestall a communist  takeover: "Laos became 
the only foreign country in the world where the United S tates supported 1 00% 
of the mi l i tary budget. , , 1 8  Under such conditions , the Vientiane government 
was prodded by the United States into mounting increasing operations against 
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h'Mong territory in order to destroy the opposition' s  infrastructure, a policy 
which rapidly built h'Mong resentment of the Lao Tssara no less than against 
the Pathet Lao, and for much the same reasons .  The trend reached its head in 
1 957,  when Vientiane entered into negotiations-from which the h ' Mong were 
excluded-with the Pathet Lao concerning the "political disposition" of the 
highlands, and a possible coalition government. 1 9  Unsurprisingly, the h ' M ong, 
led by Touby Ly Fong and rejecting the presumptions of both the Left and the 
Right, aligned themselves in 1 960 with the neutralist revolt of Kong Le .20 

For its part, the United S tates pursued its principle regional policy 
objective of walling North Vietnam in from the west and, proceeding from the 
assessment that the h' Mong were "the best fighting men in all of Laos," s tarted, 
probably in 1 958 ,  to send in the first "Special Forces [which] began advising 
the scattered detachments of Meo which continued to hold mountain s trong
holds in Pathet Lao territory.

, ,2 1 The CIA, quickly realizing the potential 
effectiveness of this program, increased the number of "Special Forces White 
Star Mobile Training Teams" by the end of 1 960 and, with remarkable insight 
into the motives of the h ' Mong, began selling its "package" with promises of 
"an autonomous 'Meo S tate' in return for [the h'Mong's ]  helping '" fight the 
[communists] .

, ,22 h' Mong leader Vang Pao, with the agreement of Touby Le 
Fong, responded with a plan which "Special Forces advisors encouraged . . .  as 
the first step in building a substantial guerrilla army . '

,23 This "development 
process" was continued uninterrupted despite the 1 962 Geneva Accord for a 
Laotian cease-fire, from which the h' Mong (as with all previous negotiations) 
had been exduded.24 

As the Indochina war escalated throughout the 1 960s ,  the h ' Mong 
highlands area came to be of crucial importance to the North Vietnamese as the

' 

crux of its supply conduit (the so-called Ho Chi Minh Trail) to the south. 
Correspondingly, "the Meo outposts [were] seen as vital barriers to communist 
penetration" by U .S .  strategists, and came to be "regarded as perhaps the single 
most important American program in Laos .

, ,25 Guided by veteran CIA covert 
operative Edgar "Pops" Buell, Van Pao ' s  ground forces were coupled to U .S .  
air power, which had shifted its emphasis "from tactical to  strategic bombing" 
on the Plain of Jars at least as early as 1 966.26 The comparatively massive 
numbers of Vietnamese now operating within the highlands, and the extent of 
the devastation from the air, caused the h' Mong to fight with desperate ferocity 
for Vietnamese eviction. Caught in the cross fire between the United S tates,  
North Vietnam, and the Royal Laotian Army, the h'Mong were physically 
decimated. Buell wrote in March 1 968:  

Yang Pao has lost at  least a thousand men since Jan . 1 ,  killed alone, 
and I don' t  know how many more wounded. He' s  lost all but one of 
his commanders . . . .  A short time ago we rounded up three hundred 
fresh recruits. Thirty percent were fourteen years old or less, and ten 
of them were only ten years old. Another thirty percent were fifteen 
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and sixteen. The remaining forty percent  were thirty-five or over. 

Where were the ones in  between? I ' l l tell you, they ' re all dead . . .  and 
in a few weeks, 90 percent of [ the new recrui ts ]  w i l l  be dead.27 

Despite such sacrifices by the fighters, by 1 970, B uell was estimating 
that 250,000 of the approximately 300,000 h ' Mong had been displaced from 
their homeland . 28 Another source estimated that "of a quarter of a mil l ion Meos 
in 1 962, only a piti ful remnant of ten thousand escaped to Thailand in 1 975 .

, ,29 

Vang Pao, with a forlorn absence of genuine alternatives available to him, 
continued the struggle, with his "ultimate motive . . .  to fight for a de {acto 
autonomous Meo kingdom spreading through most of [eas tern] Laos. ")O By 
1 975 ,  with the final collapse of the U.S . mili tary adventure in Indochina and 
consolidation of the Vietnamese statist agenda, even Vang Pao was gone, 
resettled on an upland ranch in Montana, hi s people l argely  dispersed into 
squalid refugee camps along the Lao-Thai border. The culture and society for 
which they had fought so hard and suffered so much was shattered.3 1  

As Chomsky and Herman point out, at least as late as March of 1 978, 
pockets of h' Mong were still in Laos and resisting subordi nation to lowland 
authority : "a major mili tary campaign by Laotian and Vietnamese forces . . .  with 
long range artillery shelling, which was fol lowed by aerial rocketing, bombing 
and strafing" was directed at them.32 The h' Mong who continued to reside in 
Thai refugee camps-perhaps as many as 1 00,000 in 1 987 ---4::ontinued to 
maintain a s taunch loyalty to their traditional leaders, and the aspiration for a 
h ' M ong Free State. Reports that Vang Pao had directed the h ' Mong in these 
camps to regroup "lid carry uii the �ll Ugglt: [U1 their humeiand indicated that 
the ir dream of sovereignty had not been extinguished.33  

The Case of Miskitia 
Essential to an understanding of current political conditions within 

Miskitia is  a threshold recognition that the Miskito, S umu, and Rama Indian 
Nations constitute the indigenous peoples of the eastern Nicaragua-Honduras 
region, having used and occupied their territories from time immemorial . 34 (See 
Map II .)  Additionally, these native nations have staunchly and consistently 
defended their homelands from invasion and occupation, first by the S panish, 
then by the B ritish and Americans,  and now by forces of both the left and the 
right from the contemporary Nicaraguan state . A s ignificant population of 
Creoles has peacefully shared the area with the Indian s  s i nce the seventeenth 
century and, more recently, latinos from western Nicaragua have begun migrat
ing into the region. 

Despite the efforts of European-rooted colonial regimes and settler states 
to assimilate and eradicate Indian identity in Miskitia, formidable and distinct 
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Map II 
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indigenous societies, characterized by separate languages, the perpetuation of 
traditional social, cultural, and political practices, and control of a substantial 
portion of their land base continue to be maintained.35 Also significant is the 
strong animosity harbored by the Indians toward the modem descendants of 
the original Spanish invaders . Many Indians in Miskitia continue to refer 
derogatorily to Pacific-side Nicaraguans as "Spaniards," ret1ecting pri mary 
cultural and ideological rather than racial differences. A contributing factor is 
that condescension toward the Indians exists on the Pacific side, producing 
perceptions and policies which subordinate Indians as "backward" and "primi
tive," requiring "sal vation" through application of "revolutionary principles ."36 

The situation is  thus similar to that which marks relations between h ' Mongs 
and low landers in Laos. 

Cultural divergence in Nicaragua is coupled with a geographic separation 
of the Pacific side from Miskitia .  This separation facilitated Spanish/Catholic 
colonization of the Pacific area, leaving Miskitia more susceptible to the 
influence of Britain and the United States .  Most of the sources of con met in 
Miskitia today can be traced to attempts by both the Nicaraguans and the United 
States to extend hegemony over the sovereign Indian nations of the Atlantic 
Coast region. The ongoing Indian resistance is, at root, a response to those 
attempts, a circumstance which again corresponds rather well to the realities of 
Laos .  (For a view of the Atlantic Coast conflict area, see Map III . )  

The modern Indian movement in Miskitia was embodied initially in the 
organization ACARIC (Association of Agricultural Cooperatives of the Rio 
Coco), formed in 1 967 to advance demands hy Tnni:'!ns along the river fer :4 
recognized land base and freedom in agricultural production. In 1 973 ,  ACARIC 
was succeeded by ALPROMISU (Alliance Promoting Miskito and Sumu 
Development), which continued and expanded the drive for native self-deter
mination. ALPROMISU joined the emergent international movement of 
indigenous peoples in an attempt to advance the aspirations of the Indians of 
Miskitia. 37 Although catalyzed by the Indian elders of the region, the organi
zation was publicly led by a generation of Miskito s tudents studying at the 
National University in Managua, among them Brooklyn Rivera and Steadman 
Fagoth MOller (typically referred to as Steadman Fagoth). 

Although the Sandinista insurgency of the 1 970s, which overthrew the 
despotic, U.S .-backed Somoza dynasty, was fought almost entirely in Pacific 
Nicaragua, Atlantic Coast Indian support and participation existed, including 
that of the ACARIC (and afterwards by ALPROMISU) leadership. After the 
triumph of the revolution in 1 979,  the Indian leadership was optimistic that 
conditions in Miskitia would improve, and that the Sandinistas would promote 
a truly revolutionary Indian policy which would respect aboriginal land rights, 
cultural and economic autonomy, and political self-determination. 

Within three months of the Sandinista victory, however, the new govern
ment informed the ALPROMISU leaders that the Indian organization was 
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Map III 

AT L A N T I C  COA S T  CO N F L I CT A R EA O F  N I C A RAG U A ,  
1 9 8 0- 1 9 8 9  Moroclm . 

Puerto Cabezas 

incongruent with advancement of the revolution. The government believed the 
Indians should be integrated into the national revolutionary mainstream through 
mass organizations designed to promote class consciousness ,  and to minimize 
the Indians '  nationalist  disposition. 38 Only after traveling to Miskitia personally 
in 1 98 1  did Daniel Ortega, director of the revolutionary junta, concede that the 
effort to disband ALPROMISU was futile. Subsequently, a compromise was 
reached, whereby the organization would continue, but would be renamed 
(essentially merely a redesignation rather than an actual merger of the S andin
istas and ALPROMISU) MISURASATA, an acronym for Miskito, Sumu, 
Rama, and Sandinista Aslatakanka (United). Unfortunately ,  the enmity created 
within Miskitia as a consequence of the unilateral Sandinista policy that had 
been implemented, coupled with U.S .  policy designed to destabilize the Mana
gua government by any means available, led to a protracted warfare which 
continues to some extent even today. 
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Revolutionary Triumph/Indian Policy Failure 
Initially, post-revolutionary relations between the Indians and the Sand

i n i s tas were relatively amicable and cooperativ e .  The leadership of 
ALPROMISU endorsed the revolution and sought to advance indigenous 
aspirations through revolutionary channels .  Within a short time, however, 
relations began to worsen, commencing a six-year period ( 1 98 1- 1 987) which, 
as  even the Sandinistas came to admit, was replete with "excesses and mistakes" 
on the part of the government. Many of Managua' s policies during thi s time 
seem almost intended to provoke conflict with native peoples desiring self-de
termination . Among the more contentious were the following : 

• Unilateral decisions to introduce cadres of government workers and 
foreign (primarily Cuban and Soviet Bloc) advisors and technicians into 
Miskitia in an effort to "integrate fully Indians into the Sandinista Front" 
( 1 979-89) . 39 

• Implementation of literacy and medical programs which disregarded or 
ignored the needs and cultural traditions of the Indians. The regional 
literacy campaign was begun in Spanish, even though the predominant 
languages there are native and Engli sh ( 1 980-8 1 )  . 

• Unilateral natural resource exploitation policies which denied Indians 
access to much of their traditional land base and severely restricted their 
subsistence activities ( 1 979-89). 

• The arrest and imprisonment of tIll:; eULia: MiS URASAIA leadership, 
and withdrawal of recognition of the organization, which was arguably 
the only representati ve indigenous political entity in Miskitia ( 1 98 1 ) . 

• The military occupation, bUllIbing, or deliberate destruction of over half 
of all Miskito and Sumu villages in the region, and the conscription of 
Indian youth into the Nicaraguan military ( 1 980-89). 

• Forced removal of at least 10,000 Indians from their traditional lands to 
"relocation centers" in the interior of the country, and destruction of their 
villages ( 1 982-87).  

• Embargoes and blockades against native villages known to support 
self-determination ( 198 1-89) . 

• The death, disappearance, or imprisonment of hundreds of Indians at
tempting to secure an autonomous homeland for their nations ( 1 98 1-89). 

• Unilateral imposition of an "autonomy process" without adequate par
ticipation of all Indians affected, and without provisions sufficient to 
guarantee native self-determination ( 1 9 85-89). 
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Each of these elements was present in VietnameselPathet Lao policie s  
vis-a-vis the h 'Mong. Implementation o f  these subordinating "methods" led, 
directly or indirectly, to two circumstances:  1) escalation of antagonism in 
Miskitia toward the government, to the point of armed Indian opposition ; and 
2) a splintering of the Indian movement into at least three factions. 

On the first point, ani mosity between the Indians and the government 
reached such a level in early 1 98 1  that, on February 22, when the government 
arrested the MISURASATA leadership, young Indian men and women turned 
on Sandinista troops in the town of Prinzapolka, beginning the native armed 
struggle. Counter to the prevailing views of most of the Sandinistas ' interna
tional supporters, Managua' s  repression and the consequent emergence of the 
armed conflict thus began nearly a year before the United States undertook its 
covert support of the Somocista-Ied counterrevolution from Honduras .40 

On the second point, despite the release of most MISURASA T A leaders 
within a few weeks of their arres t  in 1 98 1 ,  the MISURASATA representative 
to the Nicaraguan Council of S tate, S teadman Fagoth, was detained longer, 
having been accused of serving as a government agent during the Somoza years. 
His release from incarceration was conditioned upon an agreement that he 
spend an extended period studying in Bulgaria. Although Fagoth initially 
accepted this condition, he t1ed instead to Honduras and j oined the S omocis ta, 
lending credence to the Sandinista allegations against him. Brooklyn Rivera, 
general coordinator of MISURASA T A, remained in Nicaragua after his own 
release, trying to mend the disintegrating relations between the government and 
the Indians .  Rivera immediately condemned Fagoth, and urged international 
groups to ignore him.4 1  Rivera ' s  task of i mproving relalions proved particularly 
difficult, however, as the Indian villages had become increasingly radicalized 
by the events of the preceding months. They were unwillin:¥ to make further 
compromises in their talks with Sandinista representatives .4 

Subsequently, Managua withdrew recognition ofMISURASATA, which 
had been formed with the consensus of 225 native villages throughout Miski tia. 
The government also made it clear to Rivera that if he did not renounce 
MISURASATA' s  self-determination perspective and ')oin the revolution," his 
"personal safety in Nicaragua could not be guaranteed." Taking this as a threat 
to his life, Rivera t1ed to Honduras . When he arrived there, he quickly discov
ered how well established Fagoth was with his CIAlHonduran hosts ; the 
coordinator was arrested by the Hondurans, and spent several months i n  their 
jails or under house arrest. Finally, apparently by order of the CIA, he was 
deported to Costa Rica, and was allowed to return to Honduras for the first time 
in 1 987 .43 

Immediately after arriving in Costa Rica, Rivera establi shed a brief 
alliance with Eden Pastora, the former Sandinista commander and leader of  the 
Alianza Revolucionaria Democratic (ARDE).44 MISURASATA received a 
minimal amount of material support, presumably through the CIA' s indirect 
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conduits, but the alliance soon fai led when Rivera refused to cooperate with 
the Agency . His consistent refusal to allow the CIA to dictate any of the terms 
of MIS URASAT A ' s  resi stance was to lead to serious and chronic material 
shortages for his movement throughout the period of armed struggie.45 

With the primary leaders of MISURASATA, Rivera and Fagoth, out of 
the country, the Sandinistas changed their tactics and began to negotiate land 
agreements with individual Indian communities . Eventual ly ,  Managua realized 
the futility of such an approach when applied to fiercely communitari an peoples 
who informed the government that land agreements could be reached only by 
all villages acting together.46 Therefore, in 1 985 ,  the S andinistas resorted to 
creating their own sanctioned "Indian" organization, known as MISUT AN. For 
obvious reasons, this new entity was met with almost  universal suspicion 
among Indians and ultimately establi shed itself in only a few vi l lages.  

Despite the exodus of over 20,000 Miskitos ,  Sumus, and Ramas from 
Miskitia by 1 987, Managua opted to move forward with its own design for 
"regional autonomy" in Miskitia. The Sandinista plan was touted by supporters 
of the government as "the most progressive Indian policy in the hemisphere .

, ,47 

It was also viewed as an indication that the Sandinistas had realized their past 
"errors" and were wil ling to make concessions to the Indians as proof. The plan, 
however, was all along wracked by non--cooperation and discord in the vil lages. 
A major rcason for native skepticism was that, at base,  the proposal simpl y 
advanced the Sandinista philosophy that all key decisions concerning Miskitia 
would "necessarily" fall under the purview of the central government in 
Managua. The powers left to Indian v i l l ages I I nnf'r thl:' plan amounted to no 

more than administrative and consultative functions .  According to the eventual 
"Autonomy Statute," unveiled on April 22, 1 987,  no original jurisdiction was 
vested in the Indians, other than with regard to the most  rudimentary bureau
cratic ddails.<18 

Issues such as territorial land rights remained unaddressed. Control of the 
military and police continued to be held exclusively by the central government. 
Decisions concerning natural resource exploitation within the "national eco
nomic s trategy" were left entirely in the hands of M anagua. Under the 
government' s plan, autonomy remained explicitly "regional" (rather than na
tional) , leaving serious doubts as to whether the Indians would be able to retain 
control over their traditional lands if latino immigrants , who then outnumbered 
Indians  on a regional basis ,  were allowed to exercise equal political participa
tion. In sum, Managua' s autonomy plan was little different in principle from 
Vietnamese centrist  ideology, or the 1 934 Indian Reorganization Act, used by 
the U.S .  government to politically subordinate indigenous nations within its 
borders . 

Indicative of the fact that this Sandinista posture was not the outcome of 
mere "confusion," in May of 1 987, MISURASA T A released its own autonomy 
proposal , in addition to a draft treaty of peace between the Indian nations and 
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Nicaragua. The MISURASATA plan called for significantly more control by 
native governments, and a cooperative system of decision making with the 
central government on issues such as military defense and resource develop
ment. The government refused even to respond to the MISURASATA 
initiati ve. 49 

Enter the CIA 
The CIA is no stranger to Miskitia. In 1 96 1 ,  the town of Puerto Cabezas 

was used by the Agency to launch the ill-fated Bay of Pigs assault on Cuba. 
CIA policy in Latin America suggests that it is neither timid nor particularly 
secretive in its operations in the area, especially as regards Nicaragua. 

In the case of the indigenous struggle in Miskitia, the CIA has been 
interested in manipulating Indian discontent, in much the same fashion as it 
used the h' Mong as surrogates against Hanoi, to serve its ends in countering 
and destroying Sandinismo. As Brooklyn Rivera has stated, "The CIA cowboys 
want us to be their little Indians ."50 The first motion in this direction came with 
the grooming of MISURASATA defector Steadman Fagoth in mid- 1 98 1 .  The 
conditions of support from the Agency to Fagoth were c lear: his charisma as a 
Miskito leader, and as a member of the Nicaraguan Democratic Front (FDN, 
more commonly known as the "contras"), was to be utilized to open a military 
front in Miskitia with the ultimate goal of toppling the Sandinista government. 

From 1 982 through 1 984, the CIA armed and maintained Fagoth as the 
sole Indian leader who was trusted to do the Agency' s  bidding. Correspond
ingly, he was the only indigenous leader with access to the CIA station in  
Honduras . During this period, military activity along the Rio Coco increased, 
as did reports of human rights abuses by both the Indian contras and Sandinista 
troops .5 Accounts circulated about the egomaniacal Fagoth killing anyone who 
opposed him, and mistreating his own personnel .  In late 1 984, Fagoth showed 
two U.S. Senate investigators a "hit list" of 1 2  native leaders he planned to 
assassinate. He claimed to have killed fi ve already, a matter he never recanted. 52 
Fagoth also publicly condemned Rivera for negotiating with the Sandinistas in 
1 984, and threatened to kill him and anyone else who parlayed with Managua. 
By the end of the year, such bravado had led to his removal from leadership of 
the organization, MISURA (MISURASATA without the Sandinistas), that he 
had established. He was then exiled to Miami. 

As a result, in September 1 985,  the CIA created a new Indian contra 
organization known as KISAN (an acronym derived from the Spanish for 
"Nicaraguan Coast Unity"), to be led by Wycliffe Diego, a protege of Fagoth. 53 
The CIA's  control of KISAN was complete and deliberate. Diego was on the 
Agency payroll, and no leaders of MISURASATA-especially Brooklyn 
Rivera-were allowed into Honduras to challenge his authority . Nonetheless ,  
KISAN showed signs of failure from the outset, a situation originating in  the 
CIA' s ethnocentric inability to perceive that native unity was/is predicated in 
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consensus and internal cultural integrity . The inevitable disintegration of 
KISAN occurred in 1 9 86, with an appreciable segment of i ts troops spontane
ously resurrecting MISURA (without Fagoth), and other groups beginning 
individual cease-fire negotiations with the Sandinistas .54 

With their organization deserting before their eyes, the remaining KISAN 
leaders resorted to strong-arm tactics to maintain themselves, invading refugee 
camps, kidnapping Indian teen agers, and forcing them into service.55 S uch 
methods caused some Indians to return to Nicaragua to take their chances with 
the Sandinista folicy, rather than face the abuse of their brethren in the squalor 
of the camps.s There is an obvious irony in the fact that it was exactly the same 
approach by the Pathet Lao that so greatly exacerbated tensions between them 
and the h 'Mong. 

In 1 987,  with the looming demise of KISAN, the CIA' s  operatives in 
Honduras, i n  cooperation with Colonel Eric Sanchez of the Honduran Fifth 
Battalion Headquarters , near Moroc6n, invented yet a third I ndian contra group, 
FAUCAN (derived from the Spanish for "United Armed Forces of the Atlantic 
Coast") . Their plan was again to bring the Indians under the unambiguous 
control of the CIA and Honduran mil itary, and to insure they fol lowed the 
Agency ' s  strategy in Miskitia, subsuming their own nationalist aspirations to 
a "greater good., ,57 Support for FAUCAN was even less than that evidenced 
for KISAN in its final days, with front-line troops refusing to fight for an 
organization without an Indian agenda. Even the former MISURA and KISAN 
leaders failed to support FAUCAN. One native fighter put it succinctly : "We 
left Nicaragua because the Sandinistas didn' t  want us. Now we see the gringo<;, 
who are supposed to be our all ies ,  don ' t  really  care about us either . . . [Ol ur 
interests are small compared to theirs. It seems as though they just want to use 
us ."S8 The CIA' s failures in Miskitia, including that of FAUCAN, attracted 
international attention in mid-1 987 .59 This resulted in the United States making 
two immediate changes with respect to the Indians: First, four of the five CIA 
agents working in Miskitia were reassigned to other stations, and, second, the 
State Department assumed control over policy in this connection. But it was by 
then too l ate to salvage the Indian contra effort.60 

One upshot of the State Department' s attempt to recoup the situation was 
a relaxation of the barriers preventing certain Indian leaders from entering 
Honduras for the first time in seven years. Consequently ,  from June 9- 1 4, 1 987, 
a regional gathering of all native factions (except MISUTAN) was convened 
in the village of Rus Rus .6 1 The outcome was a new, unified, indigenous 
organization called YATAMA, committed to pursuit of native self-determina
tion in its own right. Brooklyn Rivera emerged as de facto head of this 
reconfiguration, despite strong U.S .  support for the idea of a return of S teadman 
Fagoth. Rivera sti l l  unequivocally rejected subordination to U.S. authority: 

Believe me that we have been and still spend much of our time, our 
energy, our resources, fighting against or defending ourselves 
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against the Contras and CIA actions against [our 1 organization . They 
have been using their influence, their funds ,  to di vide the Indian 
people and to use our struggle for their own interests. They have been 
creating artificial organizations. They have been inventing leaders . 
They have even attempted to kill the MISURASA T A leadership. 
The damage that the Contras and the CIA have effected against the 
Indian people, against the resistance of our people, is clear.62 

On the other hand, he maintained his position of equally unequivocal 
rejection of subordination to the authority of the Sandinistas : 

One thing is certain :  Our people will continue their struggle, no 
matter the circumstances. We will continue. Many of our young 
people have given their lives for our people; they have sacrificed 
themselves.  We will continue because that is the mandate of our 
elders, that the young people should continue to struggle until they 
have liberated our land, and we can live there peacefully. Our people 
have a long history of struggle and resistance, and we do not trust 
those who attack us. So, apparently we will be forced to continue 
our struggle for a very long time.63 

Conclusion 
Although the 1 989 general election in Nicaragua averted such an outcome 

by unseating the Sandinista regime, it remained possible until that point that a 
prolonged war of attrition might have reduced the independent Indian fighters 
to a h'Mong-like dependence upon the CIA or other foreign agencies for their 
very survival . In that event, the contra war against Managua would have been 
bolstered substantially, and might have succeeded militarily.  While it  is not 
difficult to discern why the United States might have welcomed such an 
eventuality, the riddle of why the Sandinistas would allow themselves to follow 
the failed example of Vietnamese policy in this regard is  much more elusive. 
The danger such a c ourse posed to them seems plain enough, at least in 
retrospect. 

The solution to this seeming paradox resides perhaps most squarely 
within the realm of theory. Although the Sandini sta National Liberation Front 
(FSLN) purported to be "marxist-leninist" in orientation, as did the Vietnamese 
and Pathet Lao revolutionaries before them, the ideologies of all three groups 
diverged substantially from Lenin ' s  own writings. Concerning the so-called 
national question-the marxian term encompassing the self-determining aspi
rations of all "marginal" peoples such as the h 'Mong, Miskito, Sumu, and Rama 
Nations-both the Vietnamese and Sandinista prescriptions appear, in simplest 
form, to be that all "minorities" have not only the right, but indeed an obligation 
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to pursue sovereignty so long as they are colonized by a "reactionary state." 
The best route to this end, i t  i s  claimed, i s  for indigenous nations to join forces 
w i t h  "progress i ve sectors" within the colonizing society itself, in order to 
des troy the existing order.  Once encapsulated within a post-revolutionary 
"progress ive state ," however, such rights mysteriously d i s appear;  i ndigenous 
people are then duty-bound to integrate themselves i nto the society of their 
" former" colonizers . The formulation at i ssue comes, not from Lenin, but from 
Joseph Stai i n,64 and fi nds its c learest  reflection-albeit with reversed priori
t i es-in the ideology of contemporary corporate c apitalism. In either its 
capi ta l i s t  or stal in is t  variants,  when put into practice,  such an outlook has been 
shown to y ie ld an i nevitably genocidal i mpact upon indigenous peoples .6S 

Confronted with the specter of their own extinction as peoples-a pros
pect patently bound up in their forced i ncorporation i nto some "broader" or 
"do m i nant" society-indigenous nations have no real alternative but to engage 
in the most des perate sorts of res is tance, seeki ng succor and assistance (real , 
or o n l y  apparent) from whence it may come . The breadth and scale of this 
phenomenon today may be il lustrated not only in the e xamples of the h ' Mong, 
S u m u ,  M isk ito , and Rama, but by the vast proli feration of similarly motivated 
conflicts described by Bernard Nietschmann in h is  article on the topic, publi sh
ed in Cultural Survival Quarterly.66 

In contrast to the stalinist  practice and perspective adopted by both the 
Sandin i s tas and Vietnamese communi sts,  Leni n  was very outspoken in his view 
that full  rights of self-determination apply to peoples and nations in situations 
exactly l ike the h ' Mong and the Indians of Miskitia (for example. the various 
"ethnicities" indigenous to the territory claimed by the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics) .  On this theme, Leni n  wrote: 

Vi ctorious soci al ism must necessari l y  estahl i sh a f!! l l  democracy and 

consequently , not only introduce full  equality of nations, but also 
realize the right of oppressed nations to self-determination, i .e . ,  the 
right to free political separation.  Socialist  parties which did not show 
by all their activities,  both now, during the revolution, and after its 
victory, that they would liberate the enslaved nations and build up 
relations with them on the basis of free union-and free union is 
false without the right to secede-these parties would be betraying 
socialism.67 

He continues in this vein: 

The recognition of the right to secession for all ; the appraisal of each 
concrete question of secession from the point of view of removing 
all inequality, all privileges, and all exclusivenes s  . . .  [L]et us con
sider the position of an oppressor nation. Can an oppressor nation 
be free if it  oppresses other nations? It cannot .68 
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Until self-proclaimed marxist-leninist revolutionaries match their prac
tice to such principles, their brand of "progressivism" will not be preferable to 
the capitalist order they seek to replace, at least insofar as the rights of 
indigenous peoples are concerned. To the contrary, their avowed "humane 
alternative" will simply represent a continuation of the process of destruction 
of indigenous societies ushered in by early capitalism, the "same old song" so 
aptly described by American Indian Movement leader Russell Means in a 1 980 
speech.69 One need look no further than this to discover how it is  that native 
peoples are presently trapped between the "rock" of right-wing reaction and 
the "hard place" of left-wing revolution. 

In the interim, indigenous peoples have no choice but to continue to 
defend themselves, their sovereignty, and their cultural integrity, against the 
forces of both the right and the left. Toward that goal, they must continue to 
exercise the right of nations ,  forging alliances-including those which are 
temporary, desperate, or merely forced by expedience-in whatever way 
represents the least immediate threat to their existence. 
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O n  Su pport of th e 
I n d i a n Res i sta n 'ce i n  

N i caragu a 
A Statement of Pos i t ion and Pr i nc i p le* 

There appears o f  late t o  b e  considerable confusion i n  progressive circles 
concerning both the dynamics of the Atlantic Coast situation in Nicaragua and 
the nature, meaning, and implications of my own position on the matter of 
indigenous (American Indian) rights there vis-a-vis the interests of Nicara
gua' s revolutionary state . "Concern," some of it undoubtedly as sincere as it i s  
misguided, has  recently been expressed that I have "come out in  support of 
Reagan ' s  Central America policy," have "joined the Moonies," and/or "gone 
to work for the CIA." In less well-intentioned quarters, a veritable cottage 
industry has grown up in Colorado, busily "forgiving" me for having been a 
"Green Beret" (which I never was nor claimed to be),  "a writer for Soldier of 
Fortune magazine" (ditto),  and so on . Such clumsy attempts at discreditation 
would be laughable were it not that the larger issues involved are quite 
important. 

In substantial part, it seems to me, such confusion is self-induced, 
resulting mainly from a staunch refusal of much of the left to seriously discuss, 
or even consider, circumstances on the Atlantic Coast. Rather, the measure of 
political correctitude on the left has increasingly come to be the extent of one ' s  
willingnes s  t o  reduce the great complexity of the multilateral nationalist strug
gle occurring in Nicaragua to a simplistically convenient "us versus them" 
dichotomy. Hence, the Miskito, Sumu, and Rama Indian resistance organiza-

* This essay originally appeared in Akwesasne Notes, Vol. 1 8 ,  No. 5 (Autumn 1 9 86). 
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t ions  of the Atlantic Coast, such as MISURASATA, which reject the limitations 
to the ir self--determination offered by Managua are-without further ado, and 
despite the Sandinista government ' s  own protestations to the contrary-con
s i gned to the handy bracket of "Reagan-backed contras ."  Likewise, those like 
me, who have attempted to articulate the Indians ' agenda in its own right, 
pointing out the fallacies of conventional left "wisdom" in this regard, and 
i ns i s t ing that indigenous rights are more than a matter of situation ethics, have 
been automatical ly dubbed "counter-revolutionary ." 

One of the primary methods by which the latter impression has been 
created is through the "appointment," by the left, of a s ingle "spokesman" in 
the person of Russell Means to "represent" all those advocating a radical 
alternat i ve to the present Sandinista Atlantic Coast autonomy plan. In this way, 
each utterance or association undertaken by Means may be attributed to a whole 
range of individuals,  myself included, who disagree-often quite strongly
with specific aspects of  his overall posture. This  remains true although many 
of us have publicly agreed, and continue to agree, with the major thrust of his 
that Atlant ic Coast Indians have the inherent right to sovereignty. 

An important point must be made with regard to Russell Means before I 
continue :  In saying I sharply disagree with his view that "the enemies of my 
enemies are my friends" (e .g. , his recent willingness to appear on Moonie 
platforms). I do not imply a severing of relations or denouncement of him. What 
[ do mean is that he walks his road while I walk mine . And, while these roads 
often run parallel, they are different I thus categorically rej ect the left 's  present 
polemical effort to make them synonymous . For me. the ahi l i ty to rii <;;Jgree on 
particulars while working together towards a broader goal is the essence of 
alliance and the practice of the old adage about trusting your brother' s vision. 

Further, Means ' record of standing for native rights-having been repeat
cdl)" shot, ;,tabbed, beatl::n anti jailed as a result, and s till refusing to back 
down-is far too strong to be questioned by those whose interest in such matters 
has come lately and often from convenience. I will  leave it to those whose 
service to Indians has been restricted to tongue-wagging to engage in silly 
games of denunciation. When they refer to Russell Means  as a "defector," I can 
only reply that they themselves must be defective . 

In any event, I appreciate the opportunity to clarify not only my own 
position regarding Indian rights in Nicaragua, but the basic principles underly
ing this position . To begin with the principles first :  

• I am indigen ist. Although the perspective of indigenism is considerably 
deeper and more complicated, i t  wil l  suffice for the moment to note that 
I take as my analytical starting point in any consideration of the National 
Question the absolute right of indigenous peoples to exercise national 
sovereignty. In my view, no nation-state, whether capitalist or socialist, 
holds the intrinsic right to extend its sovereignty over an indigenous 
nationality .  To exert such politico-economic hegemony is, by my defi-
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nition, imperialist. I reject Marx' and Engels ' notion that colonization is 
a positive development for "retarded" societies (e.g . ,  German coloniza
tion of the Czechs being something "good" for the latter) . Of course, this 
outlook leads me into immediate cont1ict with the Soviet (stalinist) 
conception of the rights of succession and the "progressive" resolution 
to the "Belgian Thesis" on decolonization which occurred via United 
Nation Resolution 1 54 1  during the 1 960s . I do not accept the idea that 
forced incorporation of an indigenous nation into a socialist state i s  
particularly preferable to i ts  forced incorporation into a capitalist state. 
Nor do I accept the socialist practice of attempting to define indigenous 
nations out of existence, any more than I accept s uch practices under 
capitalism.  

• I a m  anti-imperialist. As I have stated repeatedly, I oppose assertions 
that the United States has a "right" to meddle in the affairs of Nicaragua. 
In the event of a U.S .  invasion of Nicaragua, I would therefore be 
prepared to fight at the side of the Sandinistas in repelling such aggres
sion. The North American shark has no right whatsoever to swallow the 
Nicaraguan fish.  By the same token, the Nicaraguan fish has no valid 
prerogative to swallow the smaller Indian fish, and I will fight with the 
Indians against the Sandinistas in the event the latter persist in their 
contention that Atlantic Coast Indian territory is "theirs." Such a position 
is entirely consistent with my oft expressed belief that the indigenous 
nations of North America are entitled to a separate, autonomous, and 
sovereign existence apart from the United States and Canada. 

• I am socialist. I offer this,  not as a subscription to marxian principles of 
centralized government and planning, but as an affirmation of my belief 
in the viability of the "primitive communism"-I accept "primitive" here 
in its original meaning, "that which is first"-of indigenous peoples. By 
my estimation, the collectivism of  traditional indigenous societies , the 
spiritual relationality (dialectics) of their worldviews, their accompany
ing ecologism and political egalitarianism are essential signposts neces
sary for the establishment of a new, just, and humane world order. I see 
indigenous nations, as discrete and ongoing entities, having a crucial role 
to play in informing the construction of revolutionary non-indigenous 
societies . Their compulsory dissolution in the name of a "progress" and 
"development" which has already proven itself worse than barren would 
be (and is)  the height of contradiction. 

From these three fundamental principles,  certain pragmatic factors of my 
political stance should be evident. For instance, far from supporting Reagan ' s  
Central America policy or any other manifestation o f  U.S .  imperialism, I 
heartily condemn it and continue to work against such things (as I have for 20 
years now) . This places among those I count as my enemies not only the CIA 
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and its related functionaries both overt and covert, but the religious right of both 
the Moonie and "moral majority" persuasions, transnational corporations, and 
the U.S .  military. I have no common ground with any of these. And, for the 
same reasons, I oppose those segments of the sectarian left which-maliciously 
or unthinkingly-adopt philosophies, outlooks, and policies which foreclose 
the rights and potentials of indigenous peoples . 

This leads me directly to the example of Nicaragua and the question of 
why my critical energies have lately been expended in this connection rather 
than in opposition to Indian policies in, say, Guatemala. The query itself sets 
up a straw man, presuming as it does that preoccupation with native rights in  
one place implies unconcern about or even support of  these rights being 
s uppressed in another. The fact is  that I ' ve had a cons iderable amount to say in 
defense of the Maya of Guatemala over the years , and I will continue to support 
them, just as I support the indigenous in any conflict with any overweening 
state . The imagined distinction is therefore a fal se one. 

It i s  also usual ly a ruse employed to divert attention from the real is sue 
at hand. The issue is  this :  Within the entire Western Hemisphere, only Nicara
gua presently offers the possibility of an acceptable resolution to the National 
Question for indigenous people . Only in Nicaragua is  there a revolution in flux 
which can be made to formally recognize the fundamental national rights of 
native peoples encapsulated within colonially demarcated borders . Only in 
Nicaragua is it currently possible to establish the benchmark for indigenous 
rights which can serve to guide future revolutionary struggles the world over. 
Only in Nicaragua. right now; hf'forf' things are "set iT'! �tone," c::m Indiar, peopk 
win their real fight, a struggle which is, after all, something more than an effort 
to achieve individual survival. No one in their right mind would contend that a 
comparable potential now exists in Guatemala or anywhere else in the Ameri
cas.  

At base, it is my sincere belief that if  the Indians of Nicaragua lose
whether by being finally subordinated to a marxian variation of colonialism' s 
"greater good" or by being subverted by left-wing intransigence into the 
waiting arms of the CIA-the Sandinista revolution and the rest of us will have 
lost as well .  My position on Indian rights in Nicaragua is thus one of hope and 
optimism, of perceiving that this revolution can succeed where all others have 
failed. I am doing my best-often in ways which perhaps seem utterly perverse 
to the more orthodox or doctrinaire-minded-to help this possibility become 
a reality. The outcome is too important to indigenous people and, I think, the 
world as a whole to accept positions which are polite ,  comfortable, and 
complacent. 

Ironically, I see the left in North America, in  its rush to trivialize, distort, 
and negate the legitimacy of the Indian autonomy issue in Nicaragua, as doing 
far more to destabilize and destroy the promise of the Sandinista revolution
and therefore to play into the hands of Ronald Reagan, George Schultz, and 
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Elliott Abrams-than anything I, Russell Means, or anyone else supporting 
MISURASATA could ever do. In foreclosing upon this genuine potential of 
Nicaragua, the left forecloses upon itself. 





The Mea n i n g 
of C h i apas 

A North Amer ican I nd igen i st View* 

When the EZLN was only a shadow, creeping through the m ist and 
darkness of the jungle, when the words "just ice, " "l iberty,"  and 
"democracy" were only that: words; barely a dream that the elders of 
our commu n i ties, true guardians of the words of our dead ancestors, had 
given us in the moment when day gives way to n i ght, when hate and 
fear began to grow in our hearts, when t here was noth i ng but 
desperation; when the times repeated themselves, with no way out, wi th 
no door, no tomorrow, when all was i nj ustice, as it was, the true 
[people] spoke, the faceless ones, the ones who go by n i ght, the ones 
who are in the jungle. 

EZLN Communique, February 26, 7994 

I have been asked to address a few remarks to the meaning of the recent armed 
insurrection of the Ejercito Zapatista Liberaci6n Nacionale (Zapatista National 
Liberation Army: EZLN, or "Zapatistas," as they are popularly known) in 
Chiapas Province, Mexico. I am happy to do so because the Chiapas revolt is 
something I take to hold a genuinely profound significance. Before beginning, 
however, I think it' s important to note that I possess no special knowledge of 
or relationship to the Zapatistas . The same holds true with regard to the 
so-called Lancandon Maya communities-actually, five distinct groups which 
are often erroneously lumped together under this rubric: Tzotzils in the high
lands, Tzeltales and Tojolabales at lower elevations, and Chols and Choltis 
down in the flatlands-from where the Zapatista fighters come. I 

* This essay was first published in Dark Night Field Notes, Nos . 3-4 (Winter-Spring 
. 1 995) .  
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My basis for speaking on the matter at all derives, I suppose, from my 
hav i ng spent the past dozen or so years involved in articulating essentially the 
same illdigenista politics by which the EZLN professes itself to be guided; that, 
along with the fact that I have been a participant in the overall struggle, 
i nc l uding some aspects of the armed s truggle, to realize these politics on behalf 
nl'  i nd igenous peoples the world over. So it ' s from a fairly general perspective 
of commonal i ty ,  affinity, and solidarity , not from a position of directly shared 
l' xperience or "insider" s tatus, that I ' l l try to contextual ize the situation in 
Ch i apas to some extent. I think it ' s both appropriate and necessary to do this 
hecause what is  happening in  southern Mexico i s  by no means an i solated 
phenomenon . To the contrary, I see it as part of a far broader process which has 
in Il lany ways come to redefine the socia-poli tical and economic landscape 
over  the years ahead. 

With that said, maybe the place to start is  with the observation that the 
Zapat i s tas have clearly endeavored to place themselves within the whole sweep 
()r American Indian resi stance to colonial domi nation which has been ongoing 
without real  interruption s ince thc first conquistador set foot in  thi s hemisphere 
more than 500 years ago.2 There are many ways of apprehending the intent of 
the EZLN to makc this linkage, but, most obviously, i t  i s  signified in the 
organization ' s  choice to identify itself with the name and spirit of Emiliano 
Zapata. undoubtedly the revolutionary figure in Mexico who is most closely 
associated with the historical assertion of native rights in that country . As the 
matter has been put elsewhere, "In the storehouse of Mexico' s political heroes,  
Zapata becomes for Ilndians 1 the nationa l i st h�ro of inn igeT10t!S rights, 3. kind 
of post-revolutionary ' saint' , a de Las Casas of thi s  century, with a gun. ,,3 

For those who don' t  know, and I suspect there are some who don' t, Zapata 
was himself an Indian-a Zapoteca, if I remember correctly-from Morelos 
Fwvillce west of Mexico CIty. During the Mexican Revolution of 1 9 1 0- 1 9 1 7 , 
he forged a powerful army composed mainly of other Indians and played a 
crucial role in bringing the rebels  to power. All the while, his position , which 
he advanced quite strongly, was that in post-revolutionary Mexico the rights 
to land and political liberty of Indians should be accorded the same dignity and 
respect as those of any other social or economic sector of the population. For 
this ,  he was assassinated in  the victorious aftermath of the Partido Revolucion
ario Institueional (PRI), the revolutionary front of which Zapata was a part, by 
his ostensible comrades-in-arms-the PRJ' s non-Indian leadership-because 
his notion that Indians possess such fundamental rights did not fit into their 
plans to "modernize" the Mexican state .4 

Insofar as the PRI turned out to be j ust  as bad a previous regimes ,  and in 
some ways even worse in terms of Indian interests, Zapata' s unflinching stance 
on behalf of his people, and the fate he suffered as a result, converted him into 
something of an icon among those who feel that Indians have been and continue 
to be wronged by Mexico' s post-revolutionary governments.5 It is therefore 
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both natural and appropriate that the EZLN seized upon the image of Zapata as 
its primary means of projecting itself to the broader pUblic. One might even 
describe their usurpation of Zapata' s  legacy, whether real or imagined, as a 
media coup of the first order. 

I would argue, however, that bound up in the insurgents ' rhetoric of 
se1f-characterization is something which goes well beyond the embrace of a 
given moment, personality, or impulse of twentieth-century Mexican revolu
tionary politics ,  no matter how important these may have been-or continue to 
be-in their own right. It is centered first and foremost, I think, in the desire of 
the Zapatistas to reclaim their own tradition, that of the Maya-virtually the 
entire composition of the EZLN is Mayan, after all-from the systematic 
misrepresentation and negation it has suffered at the hands of eurocentric 
scholarship and other forms of colonialist propaganda. The point probably 
sounds much too abstract when framed this way, so let me break it down a bit. 

As many are perhaps aware, the Maya are typically presented by "con
ventional" anthropology and historiography as being "naturally placid," even 
"docile. ,,6 If, by this ,  it means that they were/are simply a peaceful people, or 
an amalgam of peoples, the description would be rather stupid and derogatory, 
but nonetheless accurate to a considerable degree. What is meant to be con
veyed in the depiction, however, i s  nothing so backhandedly positive. Instead, 
what is  fostered is the idea that the Maya are basically unwilling or unable to 
defend themselves against whatever ravages the dominant society may wish to 
inflict upon them, that they are by individual temperament and cultural dispo
sition malleable, abusable, exploitable, and ultimately expendable whenever 
their colonizers deem it expedient-usually for reasons of profitability-to 
liquidate them in whole or in part? 

There is of course a code imbedded in this supposedly "balanced, 
objective, and scientific" portrayal of the Maya, the crux of which is that being 
Mayan equates to being little more than a "natural victim" of the colonizers 
who have overrun or who are even now overrunning them, obliterating the 
Mayan way of life for their own purposes, appropriating all that rightly belongs 
to the Mayas for their own benefit, killing to suit their fancy. For the members 
of the colonizing culture itself, the message is one of authorization and valida
tion: i t  is not only permissible but natural and inevitable to victimize the Maya, 
in more or les s  any way one sees fit, so long as "progress"-this i s  the 
euphemism used to encompass all forms of material gain accruing to the 
colonizing society-is served.8 

For the Maya-and it is important to note that through such modes as 
missionarization/Christianization and, to some extent, the "public education 
system" and mass media, the Maya, like other indigenous peoples ,  have been 
increasingly indoctrinated with the same mythologies about themselves which 
have been inculcated among their colonizers . These are the messages : "Indian
ness" and victimization are synonymous ; to be a victim of colonial oppression 
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i s  therefore both your heritage and your destiny ; to be truly consistent with 
yourself you must not only acquiesce in what is  done to you by your oppressors, 
you must-at least if you are to be prideful of your tradition-comport yourself 
in ways which facilitate colonial activities at your expense.9 The psychological 
matrix of conditioning inherent to advanced colonialism is thus seamless and 
complete : both coloni zer and colonized are assigned their wopcr roles in 
perpetuating and perfecting the structure of colonial relations. 0 

What the Zapatistas have set out to do, at least in part, i s  to kick a very 
big hole in the imperial paradigm . First, they have organized themselves in a 
manner in which the Mayas have long been said to be incapable by colonial
ism' s experts-that of an effective politico-mili tary formation. And they have 
done it the hard way, creating a stable fighting force of about 8,000 before 
init iating hosti l i ties (this is as compared to the 1 5-20,000 fielded by the 
Farabundo Marti Liberaci6n National lFMLNl in El Salvador at its peak). As 
the Mexican analyst Arturo Santamaria Gomez has observed : 

The Zapatistas are not "foquistas" lin the manner of Che Guevara] ; 
they do not advocate founding a small nucleus of armed fighters with 
the expectation of growing in  the course of confrontations with the 
state . They appear to have followed a strategy of the "cold accumu
lation of forces ( ,accumulation de fuerzas en frio' )," which was 
previously used by the Revolutionary Organization of the People i n  
Arms CORPA) in  Guatemala. ORPA, which is  now part of the 
National Revolutionary Unity of Guatemala (URGN), was founded 
in i 972 . . . and spent "seven long years of s i lent work" . . .  developing 
a guerrilla organization, one which was also made up largely of 
[Mayas] . !  I 

Second, they have successfully engaged that organization against the 
Mexican military in the provincial cities of San Cristobal and Ocosingo--an
other impossibility, according to "the experts ."  This separates the EZLN quite 
dramatically from other contemporary guerrilla efforts in Mexico, such as those 
undertaken by the non-Indians of the National Revolutionary Civic Association 
(ACNR) and the Party of the Poor CPP) between 1 967 and 1 974. As Santamaria 
Gomez has noted, the "Zapatistas constitute a novel type of armed political 
movement. They can be clearly distinguished from previous guerrillas in 
Mexico, as well as elsewhere in Latin America, in terms of their ideas and 
military practices .

, , 1 2  The results tend to speak for themselves : 

The uprising led by the EZLN is much larger, better planned and 
more extensive geographically than any other in recent times . The 
ACNR and the PP [which could muster only 50 and 200 fighters, 
respectively 1 were never in a position to consider taking over c ities 
the size of San Cri stobal (population roughly 80,000) or Ocosingo 
(about 100,000) . 1 3  
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This directly leads to the point I 'm trying to make: the Zapatis tas have 
managed to do these things in such a way as to tie them into the real history 
and tradition of the Maya rather than the racist and self-serving falsification of 
that tradition contrived by academic minions of the colonial status quo .  [ 4  The 
Zapatista method of organizing and fighting is consciously and unequivocally 
Mayan at every level :  

In  another break with the traditional model of guerrilla insurgency ,  
the EZLN h a s  apparently rejected the idea of leadership by a s ingle, 
charismatic "caudillo." In the early days of the insurrection, the 
government appeared intent on creating a principle leader by sin
gling out the commander of the EZLN' s  military operation in San 
Cristobal de Las Casas, Commandante Marcos [one of the very few 
non-Maya fighters] .  However, both Marcos and other repre
sentatives of the Zapatistas speak of [a] "committee" which makes 
decisions, rather than any individual. 1 5  

It turns out  that this committee-"council" would probably be a better 
term-is composed of representatives selected for that purpose by the residents 
of the individual villages which have committed fighters to the s truggle. I t  i s  
this form of  military administration and decision making, a form which plainly 
incorporates elements of the participatory manner of Mayan governance-a 
distinctly different proposition from other known revolutionary styles of com
mand, Zapata' s  included-which allows the EZLN to maintain that "it i s  not a 
group of guerrillas but a regular army" representing a nation in its own right. 16 

And this in turn i s  what most obviously connects the Zapatistas not to Zapata 
and the Mexican Revolution, but to Mayan tradition itself. 

How and why? The answers lie squarely in those actualities of post-in
vasion Mayan history which the colonial intelligentsia has been most anxious 
to obfuscate or dissolve. To take an example from very early on, the Mayas of 
the northern Guatemalan highlands-the locale immediately south of Chia
pas-organized themselves on the same village-by-village bas i s  as the 
Zapatistas . When the army they put together went on the offensive during the 
1630s , it possessed sufficient force to drive the recently arrived Spanish 
completely out of the area. It took nearly a half century before effective colonial 
rule could be reestablished in the area. [7 There are a number of other examples 
I could use to illustrate the theme-about 20, if memory serves. While none of 
them are on the scale of the seventeenth-century uprising, all of them have been 
effective in their own way. But the point is that the Mayan tradition is the exact 
opposite of what is taught in school or printed in the newspapers . Far from being 
passive in the face of colonial domination, the Mayas have been fighting back 
with every means at their disposal for the past 350 years . 1 8 And-witness the 
EZLN-their struggle is very much alive today. 
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Now, i t  may be that a l l  this is  a sort of "back-channel" communication 
of exemplary action bei ng used by a certain group of M ayas to talk to other 
Mayas about the nature of Mayan culture and tradition. To some extent that 
must be true since such ernie discourse ( i .e . ,  speaking from within a group ' s  
cul tural c ontext) i s  always an integral aspect of intellectual decolonization. 1 9 

The advantage to non-Mayas in seeking to penetrate the veil of popularized 
Zapata i m agery with which the EZLN has thus far shrouded i ts inner dynamics 
is  that it allows for a much better apprehension of the magnitude of the 
alternative manifested in the Chiapas revolt. Like it or not, Emil iano Zapata 
was firmly wedded to the overall complex of goals ,  aspirations, and atti tudes 
marking the Mexican revolution. Consequently,  although he was martyred by 
it .  h is  legacy can never be entirely divorced from the drive to consolidate the 
modern Mexican nation-state , an entity of the very sort which is most anti theti 
cal lo native self-determination.20 

The whole history of Mayan res i stance, on the other hand, l inks itself to 
the exac t  opposite, to the native struggle against the emergence and eventual 
hegemony of such states in this hemisphere. Put another way, the Mayan 
tradition represents an undeviating and unextinguished refusal of indigenous 
peoples to abdicate their  inherent rights, which inc lude o rganizing themselves 
socially,  culturally, and spiritually, developing and maintaining their  own forms 
of economy, regulating and governing themselves, and controlling the re
sources within their own territories ; in other words,  asserting their national 
sovereignty .2 1  Self-evidently, the motivations incorporated i nto this sort of 
""overp.i enti ,t" Of "ethnon3.tion3.1ist" outlook add up tv �ul1u;lhing very differ
ent from those at play when the objective of insurgency is to achieve a 
transformation allowing a greater degree of socio-political and economic 
equ�ty among groups within some overarching statist  structure stlch <1� Mex
ICO."'" 

At this level, I can only conclude that the Zapatista agenda must be 
sharply differentiated from that of the Mexican revolutionaries,  including 
Zapata, j ust  as it should be from the obj ectives espoused by marxian figures 
such as Che Guevara, S alvador Allende, Raul Sendic ,  and Fidel Castro, or the 
S andinis tas , Tupamaros, Sendero Luminoso, M-1 9, FMLN, and other leftist 
guerrilla organizations .23 The EZLN should be viewed, through its deliberate 
internal alignment with the spirit of the 1 630 Mayan revolt, as j oining, concep
tually and emotionally, the much broader stream of historical indigenous 
resis tance in the Americas : that of the Manaus led by Ajuri caba in B razil  during 
the mid- 1 700s, for example,24 or the Incan revolt headed by Tupac Amam i n  
the Andean highlands in 1 7 80,25 or the Araucano fighters in Argentina and the 
Mapuche revolt in Chile during the 1 870s and 1 8 80s.26 And then again there 
is the inspiration of the armed struggle of the Yaqui s  to maintain their Sonoran 
homeland free from Mexican domination, an effort that lasted well into the 
twentieth century, and which to this day has never been truly abandoned.27 
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Nor is there reason to stop at the Rio Grande. The magic l ine dividing 
Ibero from Anglo America is something contrived for the convenience of 
Euroamerican colonizers , an arrangement among themselves ;  i t  has  nothing at  
a l l  to  do with the interassociative traditions of American Indians .  Hence, the 
Zapatista phenomenon is as much an extension of the resistance of Powhatan 
or Pontiac to British imperialism as is  the example of Tupac Amaru or 
Ajuricaba.28 It has as much to do with the 1 680 Pueblo Revolt as with that of 
the Mayas a half -century before, as much to do with Tecumseh ' s  confederation 
as with the Yaquis, as much to do with Roman Nose ' s  Cheyenne Dog Soldiers 
as with the Araucafio resistance, as much to do with Sitting Bull ,  Gall, Crazy 
Horse, and the other Lakotas who destroyed Custer as with the Mapuches .29 
And, to be sure, there are many others who might be mentioned, both north and 
south of the river: Captain Jack, Seattle, Cochise and Geronimo, Satanta and 
Satank, Louis Riel, Almighty Voice, Quannah Parker, Hugo Blanco, Little 
Crow, the Redsticks , Osceola, John Ross and Nancy Ward; the l i s t  goes on and 
on . 

I submit that this is the foundation upon which the EZLN is buildi ng its 
actions-actions which, when viewed through a Euroamerican perspective, are 
inexplicable.  Theirs is a perspective developed and tempered in a worldview 
which is emphatically indigenous ,  not one that has been skewed into conformity 
with one or another variant of marxist  or neomarxist doctrine. One suspects thi s  
will remain the case regardless o f  how many non-Indian universi ty professors 
or students such as Commandante Marcos are incorporated into the ranks of 
the Zapatistas to act as liaisons to the "outer world," and why, as Salvador 
Castaneda, a former guerrilla and current director of the Center for Investiga
tions of Armed Movements, has put it, the EZLN insurgents demonstrate "an 
original conception of popular warfare rand] great support for the [native] 
population.

, ,30 

Obviously, there are many dimensions to this "Indianness" or, more 
accurately, indigenismo, discerned by Castaneda. I have touched upon only one 
aspect, that of resistance, in my commentary. In order to be thorough, it  would 
be necessary to go into the nature of the spiritual grounding evident among 
Zapatista fighters , 3 1 the atypical-from the standpoint of most insurgent theory 
and practice--concern they manifest with regard to ecology,32 the peculiar 
nature-again from the standpoint of more "classical" revolutionary ideolo
gies-of their response to economic encroachment by the Mexican state and 
the threat posed by NAFfA.33 Actually, quite a lot of cultural analysis  having 
to do with the decentralization of Mayan governmental and social forms and 
the like would also be required to provide anything close to a comprehensive 
overview of the Zapatistas ' indigenis t content. 34 And of course there isn ' t  space 
to cover all that, even if J were competent to deal with it adequately. 

In any event, I wish to carry on with the theme l '  ve been developing-that 
of native "cultures of resistance," if you will-and broaden it a little more. In 
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th is  regard, let ' s  just say that it  would be a bit too facile and s implistic to merely 
an nounce that, at their  core, the Zapatistas are a "Mayan thing" or an "Indian 
thi ng" and to let i t  go at that. Thi s  is certainly true insofar as they are Mayas 
and,  thereby, Indians .  But at another level still, and I think more importantly,  
they are conscious indigenists . Thi s  i s  the ingredient which not only completes  
the part icu lar portion of their philosophical makeup 1 ' ve been trying to reveal , 
but \vh i ch makes them truly a force to be reckoned with, not on ly  i n  Mexico, 
or Central America, or Latin America, or the Americas as a whole, but globally.  

The signi ficance of this point was perhaps best explained by  Bernard 
Nei tschmann, a cultural geographer at the University of C alifornia at Berkeley 
i n  an article publ ished in Cultural Survival Quarterly in  1 988. 35 Neitschmann 
Jid a survey of every armed conflict worthy of the name, which he could 
ide ll t i fy on the planet at the time, and he came up with some rather s tartling 
resu l ts :  of the 1 25 or so "hot wars ,"  he catalogued a full 85 percent as being 
wageJ by specific  indigenous peoples ,  or amalgamations of indigenous peo
p les ,  agai nst  one or more nation-states-capitalist, social ist, and "nonaligned" 
al i ke -which c lai med traditional nat ive terri tories as their own.  In each case, 
despite the vast range of cultural differentiation evident among the various 
i ndigenous peoples involved around the world, the crux of their agendas was 
prec i sely the same : the insurgents had taken up arms, usually against vastly 
superior forces, to assert their rights to sovereignty and self-determination 
wi thin their own defined (or definable) homelands . 36 

It i s  v ital to understand that in expressly identifying themselves as an 
i nd igen i "t nl()Vp_m �nt,  the Zapatistas have elected to link thcnl�cl v c� HUl uuiy 
with their own Mayan tradition of res is tance, or the American Indian tradition 
of resi stance more generally, but with the resistance of all indigenous peoples 
everywhere to nation-state colonization, exploitation, and domination . Hence 
the outbreak ot armed struggle in Chiapas-and the incipiently comparable 
s i tuations emerging in its wake in the Mexican provinces of Oaxaca and 
Gucrrerro37 -should be read in terms of the protracted armed struggles waged 
by the Karins against the governments of Burma and India, the Euskadi 
(Basques) against Spain, the Tamils  against Sri Lanka, the Irish against Great 
Britain, the Poli sario Front against Morocco, the West Papuans against New 
Guinea, and so on . 38 Indeed, as two of Castaneda' s  colleagues, also ex-guer
rillas, have noted, the situation in Chiapas already reflects this pattern: 'The 
war is going to be much longer than we can imagine, i t  i s  going to be a war of 
attri tion. , ,39 

So pervasive is this kind of conflict at the present historical j uncture that, 
when he analyzed it, Neitschmann concluded that it consti tutes a "Third World 
War. , ,40 From there, he went on to predict that, although the implic ations of the 
phenomenon had yet to be widely acknowledged, much less appreciated, armed 
struggle by indigenous nations agains t  subordination to nation-states would 
likely redefine the geopolitical landscape during the next generation . This  was 
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especially true, he felt, given the collapse of the Western "socialist alternative" 
to capitalist or post--capitalist domination of the world. In "real world" terms, 
this  is the essence of indigenism. And the Zapatista revolt is most definitely an 
important-I would say critical-part of it. 

Militant Indian struggles have already proven to be crucial in radical 
insurgencies throughout the hemisphere, including just across the 
border from Chiapas in Guatemala. The thought that these indige
nous struggles might become the cutting edge of multiethnic resis
tance by the victims of neoliberalism must send chills down the 
backs of strategic planners in Washington and Mexico City [and 
many other places as well] .41 

A dozen years ago, at the onset of the major conflict between the 
Sandinista government of Nicaragua and the Sumu, Rama, and Miskito peoples 
of the country ' s  Atlantic Coast region, some of us analyzed the situation as 
being one in which the Left demonstrated basically the same contempt for 
indigenous rights as the Right.42 What we said at the time was that unless the 
Sandinistas fundamentally altered their posture vis-a-vis the national rights of 
the Sumus, Ramas, and Miskitos, they would not ultimately be preferable to 
the Right so far as the Indians were concerned. And, since it was plain that the 
Sandinistas needed the support of the Indians to survive, a failure to alter their 
posture in this respect would mean that their revolution would fail. Well, the 
fact is that the government in Managua never did reach an accommodation with 
the Indians,  and the revolution failed. 

By that point, having taken a hard look at the demographic realities of 
Latin America and the ideological tenets the Left was advancing as a basis for 
revolution in those localities, we had already concluded that the attitudes 
displayed by the Sandinistas were endemic. What we said in response was that 
there aren' t  going to be any more revolutions in this hemisphere until the Left 
addresses what it calls "the National Question" with reference to indigenous 
peoples,  and in a manner which is satisfactory to those peoples themselves .43 
The Left has not done this-has in fact refused to acknowledge any real need 
to do it-with the result that there has been a dramatic ebbing of revolutionary 
potential in this hemisphere since 1 980. 

It' s true that we could get into some kind of elaborate discussion of the 
effects of the Soviet dissolution on Left revolutionary potential in the Americas , 
but I want to head that one off right now. First, whatever anyone may have 
thought of it, the USSR is gone, and any revolutionary potential it may ever 
have generated in this hemisphere went along with it. Get used to it. Second, a 
major reason for its demise was the way it-just like the Sandinistas-sup
pressed the self-determining aspirations of its "minority nationalities." So, the 
seeds of self-destruction of these sorts of leninist states-and I want to lump 
China and Vietnam into this categorization-were all along contained within 
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the supposedly revolutionary ideologies upon which they were founded.44 The 
wisdom of trying to revive something of that sort as a revolutionary motivator, 
or as a working model for social transformation, u tterly escapes me. 

In short: Left revolution, here and elsewhere, is  currently no more than 
a dead horse. It foundered on its own "internal contradictions," so to speak. 
There ' s  no point in beating it any more. What' s needed at this point is a whole 
new horse.  Now, let me tum back to Santamaria Gomez, himself a lefti st of the 
neomarxian persuasion, and in my judgment somewhat resultingly bewildered 
by the whole set of circumstances pertaining to Chiapas : 

At a time w hen the wave of revolutions i n  Central America has been 
receding, when few have believed in revolution at all, the Zapatistas 
have gone ahead and started one . . . .  It is remarkable what a powerful 
impact the EZLN has had, seemingly against all odds. They have 
done it  by defying the conventional wisdom, and they have appar
ently done it on their own . . . .  They have found w i despread sympathy 
in Mexico and abroad-not for the w ar, necessarily, but for the 
justice of their cause, and for their  passionate demand to break with 
500 years of oppression.4s 

In other words, the Zapatistas-and the indigenismo they incarnate-rep
resent the revitalization of revolutionary potential in America. Given that they 
are part of a global struggle premised in the same indigenist principles they 
manifest, they can be said equally to represent the revitalization of world 
rpvolutionary potential . At each level, they mak.e this represemation In ways 
which are not so much distinct from but antithetical to not j ust the prevailing 
capitalist  order, but the standard "oppositional" dogmas of marxism-Ieninism
maoism as well .  They do so in ways that are correcri vp to the modes of 
oppression which are intrinsic to both capital ism and i ts  Western alternatives :  
ways which finaJly and truly do lead toward self-determination for all peoples, 
no matter how small or "primitive" ; ways which really do point toward the 
dissolution of colonial structures, both external and internal; directions which, 
if pursued to their logical terminus, would actually culminate in the dismantling 
of the crushing weight of statism which the past several centuries of eurosupre
macism have imposed upon us all . 

There is much more which really needs to be said ;  for those who are 
interested in pursuing such matters further, let me recommend the final chapter 
of my book, Struggle for the Land.46 It  should c lear up a number of questions 
which the present discussion may have raised about what indigenism takes as 
its agenda, how settler populations fit into it, and other such issues . 

To conclude, let me just observe that the characteristics of Zapatismo I ' ve 
covered, in however hopscotched and cursory a fashion, are things to be 
applauded, to be supported, to be replicated whenever and wherever possible. 
In them I see a solid basis for getting beyond the theoretical/practical impasse 
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in which we presently find ourselves, for eventually discovering a bona fide 
route to liberation. It was, I suspect, from this frame of mind that Che Guevara 
once called for "two, three, many Vietnams." For my part, from a very different 
perspective perhaps, but with absolute respect for what it was he tried to do, I 
would like to call for two, three, many Chiapas revolts. 
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Generat i on s of 

Res i stan ce 
American I nd i an Poetry 

and the G host D a n ce S p i r i t* 

I want my words to be as e l oquent 
As the sou nd of a ratt le  snake. 

Jimmie Durham 

In mid- 1 979, I transcribed and edited the statements of a middle-aged Oglala 
Lakota spiritual leader named Charles Fast Horse. One of the historical/anec
dotal fragments of this process was a more or less autonomous piece I called 
simply "The Ghost Dance." The thematic concerns expressed therein, it  seems 
to me, carry with them strong if unintended implications in terms of apprehend
ing a central dynamic at play in the formation and generation of contemporary 
American Indian poetry, particularly those poetics overtly c oncerned with 
notions of resistance and identity. For this reason, it follows in its entirety . 

Always,  since the beginning of time, the people considered them
selves as a people by virtue of their relationship to the earth and the 
sky and to all living things . They were a part of life .  To express this ,  
there was the Hoop, the four directions, the wheel of life to which 
all things belong. 

When the wasfchus (whites) came, they wished to destroy all this .  
They wanted to take the earth and destroy it by digging it up and 

* An earlier version of this essay appeared in the collection Coyote Was Here: Essays on 
Contemporary Native American Literary and Political Mobilization, Bo Scholer, ed. 
(Arrhus, Denmark: SEKLOS, University of Arrhus, 1 984). 
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plowing away the grass . They wanted to destroy the beaver in order 
to make hats .  They wanted to pen the people on little islands of l and, 

cut off from the Hoop of life, made also to scratch and dig the earth. 
The black-robed preachers said that the old ways were false and that 
the people must become l ike the wasichus in all things. 

But the people knew that if  this was done, al\ life would end. So, 
there were wars to drive this evil away. But there were many, many 

wasfchus while the people were few .  The leaders were kil led: Roman 
Nose of the Cheyenne, Little Thunder of the Brme, Black Kettle, 

Iron Shirt, Left Hand, Running Antelope. Many, far too many, of the 
people died with them, and so did the four-legged ones: the buffalo, 
the deer, the beaver, the antelope, even the horses.  

Little by little, the people were pushed aside while the wasfchus dug 
away for gold in the Rockies , in Paha Sapa (the Black Hills) ,  in Idaho 

and Montana. Finally ,  the people were everywhere defeated . Every

where,  there was death and hunger, from the Comanches of the south 
to the Blackfeet in Canada. Another great leader, Tesunke Witko 

(Crazy Horse) ,  was killed-ass assinated-and the people knew the 
wasfchus would never stop until  all things lay dead. But  it  was too 

late for fighting. Even Sitting Bull  came home to die. 

Then arrived Wovoka, a prophet among the Paiute people far to the 
west. Young men were sent to learn the message he offered. It was 

this :  

If the people would retain their belief in the old ways, if they would 

(oreRo thefood a/the waslchus. if thev would danep F>r a vision ond 
not destroy themselves in hopeless battles, they would see the 

wasfchus wither like the autumn leaves. Then all the dead of the 

many wars would return to life, and all the four-leggeds would 

return, as would all the other things destroyed by the wasfchus. 

This was the Ghost Dance message of Wovoka. The people danced 

and prayed. They did not fight. But the troops came anyway .  Sitting 

Bull was murdered and the followers of Big Foot were massacred at 

Wounded Knee. Then it was over. As Black Elk said, the Hoop was 

broken. 

But now we see that what Wovoka said was true. The wasfchus are 

beginning to wither away, to choke on the gases their industry puts 

into the air, to gag on the waste they pour i nto the rivers and streams, 
to grow weak from the poisons they put into their food, to watch the 

very soil blow away beneath their plow.  
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When they are gone from power, the four-legged will return, and 
the air will be fresh again, and pure. Crazy Horse and the other 
leaders s till walk among us. The Hoop will once more be the 
container of life . . .  as it must be. 

In my experience, this oral rendering of American Indian realities goes 
directly to the heart of the matter. Rather than being a remote and curious 
phenomenon of mere anthropological or historical interest, the Ghost Dance-a 
vision born of the direst circumstances and most hopeful sentiments-is a 
continuing tradition. In fact, it might be asserted that it is integral at some 
important level to the outlook of any traditionalist Indian. 

The message of the Ghost Dance has, to be sure, evolved and changed 
since 1 890, although there are still practitioners of the original form .  In less 
than a century, i t  has spread from the plains and basin regions of its birth to 
encompass virtually all the tribal peoples of North America, and perhaps 
portions of Central and South America as well. 

Each indigenous nation which has absorbed the spirit of the Ghost Dance 
has altered it to greater or lesser degrees to fit into its own context, its own 
experience. In this way, each has made a distinct contribution to transforming 
the seminal message of W ovoka into a multifaceted complex of related and 
complimentary ideas perhaps best described in sum as a "worldview." And it 
is this world view which defines the continuing traditions of the indigenous 
peoples of this hemisphere in the contemporary setting. 

Many, perhaps most, of the peoples sharing in this perspective no longer 
refer to their way of living as being of the Ghost Dance. And, by way of strict 
definition, they are correct. Yet a certain strictness of definition goes beyond 
relevance in describing the reali ty of America. It is a white man ' s  game, 
imported from Europe, long used to semantically removing continuing genera
tions of native people from conscious existence. Besides ,  there is no need to 
announce the vision by a given name. It is simply "the way," an objective fact 
of life to its participants . 

As forms change, so too do the roles of practitioners . Ghost Dancers, per 
se, are now relatively few in number. But the dance itself was never more than 
the medium through which to express the message, a means for the people to 
communicate between one another, with the totality of relations comprising the 
natural order which each proclaimed as the Great "Spirit" or "Mystery," 
and-perhaps most important in many ways-to communicate with them
selves. Also, and not coincidentally, the dance served as a method through 
which to sharply distinguish Indians from the dominate culture which was 
acting to destroy life as it had been known, and, it is arguable, the b asis for 
viable life of any sort. 

Today, there are other means of accomplishing this ,  poetry hardly least 
among them. To the contrary, it is a medium which seems ideally suited to the 
purpose. To appreciate thi s ,  it must be borne in mind that the Ghost Dance 
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vis ion, regardless of superficial alterations, contains several ingredients which 
rest at the core of its meaning and purpose. These are, first, the summing up of 
the past as a means of recognizing and perpetuating those values and beliefs 
critical to the maintenance of native culture . Second, the articulation of an 
assessment of the "state of things" in the present. From there, a concomitant 
mode of behavior is elaborated by which to offset or negate present dangers . 
And, finally, there is a projection of the participants' culture into the future, 
both immediate and long-term. 

Clearly, poetry is an expressive vehicle capable of accommodating all 
four of these factors. Its interconnection with oral tradition is, moreover, the 
closest of all literate forms, a point not insignificant in view of the Ghost Dance 
imperative to retain tried and true and time-honored approaches to all things. 
In a sense, then, "the medium is the message" in terms of poetry ' s  provision of 
structural communicative continuity between the American Indian past, pre
sent, and future. 



F rom a Wom a n 

Wa rr i o r 
Wendy Rose's  What Happened 
When the Hopi Hit New York* 

A people is not defeated u nti l the hearts of i ts women a re on the g rou n d .  

Traditional Cheyenne saying 

As I ' ve observed elsewhere and often,  women hold a crucial position within 
the context of contemporary American Indian poetry, an altogether unusual 
circumstance in a field of endeavor marked conventionally by a pronounced 
male domination. The field of endeavor which produced Homer, Shakespeare, 
Byron, and Emerson has, historically, rigidly denied anything approaching 
equal access to those of the female gender, a situation which cannot be said to 
have truly lapsed as of this writing. 

The vitality of the female voice in modem Indian writing, especially 
poetry, cannot therefore be explained through customary modes of literary 
analysis.  Both "literature" and "aesthetics" are, after all, definitional terms 
deriving from the European tradition. What is at issue in matters of American 
Indian poetry is the bringing to bear upon the world of letters an entirely 
different, and vibrantly ongoing, cultural heritage: that of Native America itself. 

Although the various cultures indigenous to this hemisphere have always 
differed widely in things such as verbal and visual expression, there are a 
number of factors of fundamental importance which might be viewed as 
common denominators underlying what Vine Deloria, Jr. , has called the "Indian 
World view." Central to these are conceptions of the balance existing between 

* This essay originally appeared in Akwesasne Notes, Vol. 1 6, No. 1 (Mid-Win te r  1 984) . 
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and ultimate unity of all the elements of any given situation, whether this be 
the forging of ingredients composing day-to-day community life, or the 
teaching of an understanding of the interactive nature of the universe. 

A certain homage has been paid of late by non-Indians to thi s intrinsically 
Indian sense of balance and unity . For the most part, such recognition of the 
value and util ity of native thought has been accorded by practitioners of 
religious studies, the environmental sciences ,  and, to a lesser extent, physics .  
While this l imited acknowledgment is  germane and long overdue, it ultimately 
accomplishes rather little in terms of addressing the totality of i ndigenous 
philosophical conceptualization, or the resulting actualization of the bal
ance/unity principle in native life .  

Within this latter consideration l ies the nexus determining the "why" of 
the scope and magnitude of Indian women' s participation in poetics .  It is 
directly reflecti ve of the core notion that sexual differentiation, like everything 
else in the indigenous worldview, must be balanced, unified, and rendered 
harmonious . The subordination of one sex to another-such as is represented 
in Europe ' s  male domination of arts and letters-indicates an intersexual 
i mbalance which is  utterly untenable to anyone even marginally sharing in the 
traditional native perspective . 

To Indians,  a male-dominated form of social organization, a form in 
which the female vision i s  stifled, not only makes no sense, but must be seen 
as s omething unhealthy, repugnant, and as ultimately unworkable as the Euro
christian idea of a human-dominated cosmos .  Indeed, one is quickly led to 
argue that any society which predicates its organization on a permanent or 
perhaps even a temporary-subordination of one sex by the other must in the 
end prove itself incapable of achieving a balanced sort of relationship with the 
remainder of its environment. 

Those who would sift out some portion of the American Indian world
view for conceptual integration i nto a "hard science" like biology while 
retaining the gender biases of Eurocentric outlooks and attitudes in their 
s ocio-political or economic lives are thus consigning themselves to fai lure 
before they begin. The indigenous worldview-in which the balancing of the 
masculine and the feminine is an integral and indispensab le part-is itself an 
inherent unity; it cannot be effectively broken down into component parts for 
purposes of piecemeal (re)application elsewhere. 

Thi s  Native American practice of maintaining eqUilibrium and harmony 
between the sexes has been concretized in myriad way s .  Among the better 
known are the decisive political roles filled by women in the Iroquois Confed
eracy, in the arrangement of property relations among the Lakota, the kinship 
s tructure and lineage among the Cheyenne and Anishinabe, and the handling 
of spiritual matters among the Crow and Cherokee. The l ist  could be extended 
to great length by citing lesser known illustrations .  And, of course, Indian s 
never required the rhetoric of affirmative action to achieve this s ocial condition. 
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A traditional saying, variations of which are voiced within a host of native 
cultures ,  is that "the strength of a people rests among i ts women." Adherence 
to this world view precludes the paying of mere lip service to this principle. 

Suffice i t  to say that women' s  voices are and always have been of 
importance in traditional societies , no less-and in some ways perhaps more
than those of men. Nowhere is this balance manifested more dramatically than 
in the poetry coming from the current generation of Indian writers. For every 
Maurice Kenny ,  there is a Joy Harjo; for every Peter Blue Cloud, a Paula Gunn 
Allen ; for every Simon Ortiz, a Linda Hogan; for every B arney Bush or Carter 
Revard, a Les lie Silko or Mary TallMountain. Balance i s  quite tangibly 
achieved, a matter of stark contrast to the arrogance of the European tradition 
holding that thought and articulation are a more or less exclusive "male 
domain." 

In the foremost ranks of native poets , male and female, is Wendy Rose. 
A Hopi, she has been a very active poetic voice for well over a decade, 
beginning her publication of book-length collections with the 1 973 release of 
Hopi Roadrunner Dancing. There followed other books :  Long Division: A 
Tribal History ( 1 976;  reprinted in 1 98 1 ), Academic Squaw ( 1 977), Builder 
Kachina: A Home Going Cycle ( 1 979), and Lost Copper ( 1 980) . Over the years , 
she has attained a poetic stature which is virtually unassai lable, simply obliter
ating "concerns, "  fashionable among white literary critics, that her material sees 
print only by virtue of her gender and ethnicity. Hers is a powerful voice in any 
language, any context. 

Unquestionably, this is best evidenced in a tight little collection entitled 
What Happened When the Hopi Hit New York. Here, Rose displays ,  with the 
kind of mature virtuosity unmatched in her previous work, the true range of her 
abi li ty to depict the subtlety of contemporary Indian experience in America, as 
well as the character of the intercultural conflict which shapes it. The sensitivity 
and gentleness  with which she approaches many topics,  and the skill and 
toughness with which she defends her identity while critiquing encroachments 
by the dominant society, combine to make Hopi a genuine tour d' force.  In 
pieces such as "Stopover in Denver," "Indian in Iowa City ,"  "Searching for 
Indians in New Orleans," "My Red Antennae Receiving: Vermont," and 
"Ghosts : Brooklyn," she may be said to have reached her full stride as a poet. 

The release of What Happened When the Hopi Hit New York is  thus an 
event which gives cause for rejoicing in all quarters of Indian Country . More 
than any writer in recent memory, Wendy Rose has reasserted the propriety of 
the proposition that not only the strength, but the vision and stamina of a people 
lie among its women. This is a book which must be read, a voice which must 
be read, for through the book and the voice we all gain fresh and necessary 
insights into how it is  we must continue-for the sake of ourselves,  and the 
sake of our future generations.  To Wendy Rose : "Sister, thank you." 





An oth er  Vi s i o n 

of Ame r i ca 
S i mon J .  Ortiz's  From Sand Creek* 

S i m o n  speaks i n  the tongue of t ime . . . .  

Joy Harjo 

T he field of contemporary American Indian poetry is studded with luminous 
writers, among them Wendy Rose, Paula Gunn Allen, Adrian C .  Louis ,  Joy 
Harjo,  James Welch, Chrystos, Peter B lue Cloud, M aurice Kenny, Linda 
Hogan,  Duane Niatum, Elizabeth Woody, Dian Million, B arney B ush, Carter 
Revard, Mary TallMountain, Pam Colorado, Roberta Hill Whiteman, Geary 
Hobson, Bi l l  Oandasan, Leslie Marmon Silko, John Trudell . . . .  the list goes on 
and on. Without question, one of the very strongest voices to have emerged 
from this exceptionally s trong showing over the past quarter-century has been 
that of Simon J. Ortiz, the Acoma poet. 

Prior to his most recent effort, Ortiz has authored three collections of 
verse-Going for the Rain ( 1 976), A Good Journey ( 1 977), and Fight Back: 
For the Sake of the Land, For the Sake of the People ( 1 980)-as well as a 
children ' s  book entitled The People Shall Continue ( 1 977). Aside from his 
compilations, his work has appeared over the years in numerous poetry j ournals 
and poetic anthologies in exclusively native venues as well as those of mixed 
ethnicity. In whatever context, his writing has always stood out in an extraor
dinary fashion. 

Known primarily for his longer epic narratives, Ortiz has also excelled 
at short impactive s tatements . In either fonnat, he has always opted to serve in 

* This essay originally appeared in the journal New Studies on the Left (Spring-Summer. 
1 988). 
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the time-honored capacity of tribal s torytel ler/historian (a common motivating 
factor in much modern Indian poetic endeavors) ,  and to incorporate overt 
poli tical analysis into his material .  Often, he draws direct connections between 
the historical experiences of his own and other native peoples on the one hand, 
and the current quandary in which most Indians find themselves on the other. 
He has also been wont to draw clear parallels between the situation of Indians 
and the conditions suffered by other disenfranchised groups, incl uding poor 
whites, in North America. 

Ortiz ' s  political message is straightforward enough: colonialism, the 
predicate to emergence of European-style nation-states in this  hemisphere, i s  
not only ali ve and well today, its dynamic of domination has spread to  societal 
proportions,  becoming ever more prevalent, sublimated, and entrenched . In its 
most  institutionalized form, colonialism, however unconsciously it may be 
received by those bent under its yoke, has become the normative expression of 
modern American l ife. I t  follows,  according to Ortiz, that in order to be 
unburdened of colonialism-that i s ,  to desublimate and decolonize-its vic
tims . must first be made aware of the true nature and dimension of their 
oppression. The best means to this end, he concludes ,  i s  to focus their attention 
upon their commonalties of circumstance with the most deeply oppressed and 
ignored of all social sectors : Native North America. 

With the publication of From Sand Creek (Thunder' s Mouth Press,  
198 1 ), Ortiz ' s most recent book, and his first full book-length poem, the author 
has accomplished two things aesthetically. First, he has transcended an earlier 
tension bet\veen his long and short n�rr�tive ferms, revealing himself as an 
innovative and accomplished master of the epic . Second, in achieving this 
maturity , he has moved himself from his former status as a major talent among 
a welter of sometimes comparable indigenous writers to s tand alone as the poet 

laureate of Native America. This description is not applied casually in any way 
at all; his i s  quite simply, and by a fair margin, the finest book of native verse 
ever produced. 

From Sand Creek combines the various elements of its author' s approach 
to poetic communication in a single continuous tour  de force featuring a 
juxtaposing of biting prose passages on left-hand pages against bitterly brilliant 
segments of verse on the right. The emotive quality of the latter contrasts in 
eerily balanced harmony to the former, and the effect  i s  devastating. At the 
outset, for instance, Ortiz employs a dry and matter-of-fact cadence to frame 
what will follow: 

November 29, 1 864 : On that cold dawn, about 600 Southern Chey

enne and Arapaho people, two-thirds of them women and children, 
were camped on a bend of Sand Creek in southeastern Colorado. The 
people were at peace . . . .  The Reverend John Chivington and his 
Volunteers and Fort Lyons troops, numbering more than 700 heavily 
armed men, slaughtered 1 05 women and 28 men . . . . By mid-1 865 , 
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the Cheyenne and Arapaho had been driven out of Colorado Terri
tory. 

These facts have been recounted often enough, and come as no surprise 
to anyone acquainted with American history. To the contrary, their very 
redundancy has lead to a deadening of the reader to the intrinsic horror of their 
meaning; the information has long since lost whatever validity of general 
impact it may once have possessed. Hence, on the facing page Ortiz graphically 
depicts, not what has j ust been said, but its inference, the very essence of it: 

This America 
has been a burden 
of steel and mad 
death 

The lines, at first glance, might well have been penned by , say, Allen 
Ginsberg as a passage to "Howl." But here, through an intentional shifting of 
context away from symptoms such as the urban zeitgeist Ginsberg assailed in 
the fifties to the causes of such symptoms, Ortiz acquires a power and vision 
unattainable for even the best of the more topical poets . In a word, his analysis 
is  fundamentally more radical (from the Greek radix, meaning to go to the root, 
or s ource of things). With this position firmly established, he immediately 
proceeds to expose the overarching theme of his book, the basis laid in 
understanding the carnage of the past for achieving an altogether different s ort 
of future: 

but, look now, 
there are flowers 
and new grass 
and a spring wind 
rising 
from Sand Creek. 

Elsewhere, Ortiz posits with great lucidity what he takes to be the societal 
costs of a continuing default in coming to grips with the realities of Indian
white relations . On a left-hand page he notes that, "Repression works like a 
shadow, c louding memory and sometimes even to blind, and when it is on a 
national scale, it is just not good." Again, the reader might be prone to passing 
by the intensity of meaning imbedded in this sparse statement, were i t  not for 
the sudden jolt of implication Ortiz brings forth in the accompanying verse: 

In 1969 
XXXX Coloradoans 
were killed in Vietnam. 
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In 1 978 
XXX Coloradoans 
were killed on the highways. 

In 1864 
there were 110 Indians killed. 

Remember My Lai. 

In filty years, 

nobody knew 
what happened. 

It wasn 't only the Senators. 

Remember Sand Creek. 

The facts are portrayed as being related, interconnected. Fai l ure to absorb 
the sign ificance of the massacre at S and Creek, to deal w i th the outlooks and 
atti tude s which caused it to happen and which made it emblematic of 
Euroamerica' s " Winning of the West," has led consequentially to endless 
repetition. My Lai , that hideous symbol o f  the American "effort" in Southeast 
Asia, can only be understood through comprehension that it had happened 
before, at S and Creek. The reason for My Lai rests solidly in the forgetting of 
Sand Creek ; [he forgening of My Lai ieads i nevirabiy to the bombmg ot a 
mental hospital in Grenada and the MOVE house in Philadelphia, a slit trench 
filled with at least 4,000 civilian corpses in Panama, and the "Highway of 
np�th" i n  Tr:--lll p.vpn thp or::ltl l 1 t()l l C;;: hl 1 t�hpr1 n n  ()f R r�nc'h n�v,d� qn r h i l nrpn n p. �,.. 
- - - - . - - . . . . ' - ' - .1 :; -- - -- ' . .  ' - · u · - - · - · ' ·· · · ·-· -· � · .". - "- -- - ' -- · '  0 - - - - - .- - - - - - � . � - - -� , - - ... ..... ... -"' - & &  ... ... - ..... " 

Waco, Texas.  Sand Creek, in the sense Simon Ortiz deploy s the massacre, 
s ignifies the whole of an ongoing and very American process.  

Had he ended his analysis at this point,  the author' s  argument would have 
been primarily moral (albeit ,  correctly so).  He i s ,  however, much more far
reaching . As with any highly evolved s ystem of colonization, the U . S .  model 
long ago reached a point where the rank and file colonial victimizer began to 
become the victimized as well. Imperialism requires a continuously expanding 
pool of victims ; i t  ultimately cares not a whit whether these be members of 
colonized nations l ike the Cheyenne and Vietnamese, or constituents of the 
colonizing s tate itself. Thus ,  Ortiz refers to the number of citizens of Colo
rado-the entity built mos t  l i terall y  upon the blood and bones of  S and 
Creek-who died in Vietnam and the highways a century later, casualties of 
the same consumptive process which had c laimed so many native non--com

batants that morning in 1 864. 
Ultimately, the reader i s  called upon to engage, not i n  some metaphorical 

and altruistic crusade to render abstract j ustice to the long dead, but to recognize 
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and respond to a very personal and immediate jeopardy. The burned and 
mutilated remains shipped home in body bags from places like Khe Sahn and 
Plei Me were, after all, not Vietnamese or Cambodians . They were "the boy 
next door." The bodies will continue to come home, and increasingly so, Ortiz 
asserts, until those clinging to the perspectives which now sanctify America' s  
purported right t o  imperial intervention-and that, sadl y ,  i s  most of the popu
lation-are forced to cease in their presumption . The price of their arrogance 
is tremendously expensive, prohibitively so in the long run .  The chickens, to 
paraphrase Malcolm X, will just keep coming home to roost. 

This is a harsh lesson, tough enough to cast sensibilities of domination 
and repression in sharp relief. So too, the haughty national chauvinism such 
mentality engenders : 

no wonder 
they deny regret 
for the slaughter 
of their future. 
Denying eternity, it is no wonder 
they become so selflessly 
righteous. 

While comprehensible, the attitude is nonetheless u ntenable . While facts, 
both historical and contemporary, can be intellectually equivocated or denied, 
the costs attendant to the facts continue to accrue unabated. Here , Ortiz offers 
a timeless observation on the warfare which is the core of colonialist reality, 
once the glossy veneer of Manifest Destiny prevari cation has been stripped 
away: 

They were amazed 
at so much blood. 

Spurting, 
Sparkling, 

splashing, bubbling, steady 
hot arching streams. 

Red 
and bright and vivid 
unto the grassed plains. 

Steaming. 

In this passage, he could be referring equally to the agony of combat 
between the Cheyenne Dog Soldiers and the Colorado Volunteers during the 
summer of 1 864, or between troopers of the 1 st Air Cavalry Division and units 
of the People ' s  Army of Vietnam in the Ia Orang Valley during the winter of 
1 965 . Again,  this very interchangeability of setting is precisely what Ortiz 
intended, and he succeeds admirably. The same synonymic deftness is then 
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extended from Indian and Asian victims of Euroamerican "progress" to its 
white victims: 

Cold, 
it is, 
the wind lurches 
blunt and sad. 
Belowfreezing in Colorado. 
Ghosts, Indian-like 
still driven 
towards Oklahoma. 

From these white settlers, displaced and forcibly relocated ("lndian
like") by the pressures and imperatives surrounding the consolidation of 
American capital, Ortiz turns to his ultimate signifier of the experience shared 
by all who have been ground under the nailed boots of the United States : those 
mai med mil i tary veterans of all colors-crippled res idue of empire 's  cutting 
edge. used l ike toilet paper then cast aside----<.:onsigned to the dreary limbo-land 
reservations ("Indian-like," once again) of U. S .  VA hospitals where he himself 
was forced to spend an over-abundance of his life :  

o 
train and people and plains, 
look at me and the hospital 
where stricken men and broken boys 
are morrared and seaied 
into defensive walls. 0 look 
now. 

In demonstrating finally and conclusively the commonaiIty of pain and 
anguish wrought among colonial subjects, the author' s insight is at last com
pletely unveiled. He stares directly and unflinchingly into the depths of the 
pathos forming the duality of what has come to be known as "America" : on the 
one hand, a lethal, screaming insanity which, like any cancer, destroys all it 
touches ,  including, eventually, itself; on the other, a wondrous physicality of 
earth, air, and water which gives, and has always gi ven, promise of an infinitely 
different existence. His preoccupation with Indians and disabled veterans is, in 
this sense, merely the lensmatic tool with which he illuminates the nature of 
the transformative consciousness required to realize this second life-giving 
potentiali ty . 

Given that the implied, if never quite stated, objective of From Sand 
Creek is to provide an expressive vehicle upon which the sheer necessity of 
human l iberation can be articulated and understood, it  is fair to say Ortiz ' s  
project has been exceedingly ambitious .  To the extent that the book attains this 
goal, it is equally fair to suggest that it transcends its prose/poetic medium. This ,  
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of course, is the acid test as to whether a given body of verse is only very good, 
or whether it can be legitimately said to have made the leap into the rarefied 
strata of poetry which is "great." From Sand Creek must, on balance, be 
accorded the latter distinction. 

Even at that, however, the assessment seems insufficient. S uch is  the 
compelling quality of Ortiz ' s  vision that we are all but helplessly drawn into a 
wholehearted pursuit of his essential dream: 

That dream 
shall have a name 
alter all, 
and it will not be vengeful 
but wealthy with love 
and compassion 
and knowledge. 
And it will rise 
in this heart 
which is our America. 

To Simon J. Ortiz, we are obliged, collectively, to offer our sincerest 
thanks for having written From Sand Creek. And, because of the magnitude 
and nature of his achievement, we must at the same time enter a demand for 
more of the same. We are all so desperately in need of it. . .  
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B aca, A lvar Nunez Cabazza de : 43 
Bad Heart B u l l ,  S arah: 208 
B ad Heart Bull ,  Wesley : 208, 2 2 8 n  
Bada, Len : 269 
Bahnar Montagnards :  see Indigenous 

peoples (Montagnards) 
B ahro,  Rudo l p h :  325 
tlalam, Lhllam: 4 1S  

B alboa, Vasco Nunez de:  48 
Bal langer, Pat : 204 
Bangladesh:  98 
Banks, Dennis :  204-5 , 206, 108, 220-2 1 ,  

236n, 240n, 242n 
B anks, Kamook: 236n 
B arghoorn, Elsa :  2 7 8  
B arsh, Russel :  5 
B asques: see Indi genous peoples (Euskadis) 
B atista, Fulgencio:  1 46 
B audrillard, Jean : see European philosophers 
B ay of B ahia :  see B razi l  
B ay of Pigs :  3 4 1  
B ear River: see Massacres 
Bedau, Adam: 1 03-4n 
B edouins :  see Indigenous peoples 
Beebe, B renda: 279 
Belize: 43, 5 7  
Bellecourt, Clyde: 204, 240n, 242n 
B e llecourt, Vernon :  240n, 24 1 n, 242n 
Benai, Eddie B e nton: 204 
Benj amin, Walter: 247 
Bensen, Pau l :  2 1 8- 1 9  
B enton,  Sen.  Thomas Hart: 1 74 



Berger, Ranier: 268-69 
Bering Strait Land Bridge: 248, 265-86 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation: 55 
BTA: see U.S.  government 
B iafra: 1 05n 
Big Foot: 1 37, 206, 370 
B ig Mountain: 1 80, 22 1 
B inford, Lewis R . :  277 , 285 
B issonette, Jeanette : 2 1 4, 233n 
Bissonette, Pedro : 229n, 233n 
B lack Box Skul l :  269, 274, 282 
B lack Crow, Selo: 235n 
B lack Elk :  247, 370 
B lack Hills :  see South Dakota 
B lack Hills Intcrnational Survival 

Gatherings: 1 40, 22 1 
B lack Hills Land Claim: 1 22,  1 3 3-4 1 
B lack Horse, Frank: 236n 
B lack Kettle: 370 
B lack Legend, the: 59, 60 
B lack Mesa: 1 82. 1 84 
B lack Panther Party : 204, 224 
B lackfeet: see Indigenous peoples 
B lackfeet Lakotas : see Indigenous peoples 

(Lakotas) 
B lackman, Ronald: 236n 
Blanco, Hugo: 6 1 , 36 1 
B li tzer, Wolf: 306n 
Blue Cloud, Peter: 375 , 377 
B lue River: see Massacres 
B lue Water Thesis :  see United Nations.  

Resolution 1 54 1  (XV) of 
Blunk, Tim: 224 
Boers : 84, 200n 
Bohinunpa Lakotas: see Indigenous peoples 

(Lakotas) 
Boise-Cascade Corporation: 205 
Bolin, Robert: 2 1 8  
Bolivia:  56 
Bonaparte, Napoleon: 1 9 1 n  
Bonn: see Germany 
Bookchin, Murray : 256 
Borah, Woodrow: 62 
Borge Martinez, Tomas: 324 
Bororos: see Indigenous peoples 
Boston : see Massachusetts 
Bouquet, Col. Henry: 28 
Bozeman Trail :  see Wyoming 
Bradley, Sen. Bill : 1 4 1  

"Bradley Bill" of: 1 4 1 ,  1 64n 
Branch Davidians :  380 
Brando, Marlon: 236n 
Brazi l :  2 1 , 47 , 5 1 , 56, 93 , 94, 269, 282, 360 

Amazon/Amazon Basin: 2 1 , 47, 49, 54, 
5 5 , 64 ; Bay of Bahia: 44: Branco River 
Valley : 55 ;  Roriama Province: 55  

Brendan, Saint: 2 1  
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Brevfsima relacion : see Casas, B artolome de 
las 

Brewer, Duane: 2 1 4, 233n 
Brings Yellow, James :  235n 
British Columbia: see Canada 
Brown Berets : 224 
Brown, Gov. Jerry : 240n 
Brown, Norman : 238n 
BrUle Lakotas: see Indigenous peoples 

(Lakotas [Sicungu] ) 
Bryan, Alan: 27 1 , 279 
Bryson, Reid: 273 
Buchalter, Louis "Lepke" : 1 3  
Buck, Marilyn: 224 
Buell, Edgar "Pops": 33 3-34 
Buenos Aires: see Argentina 
Bulgaria: 3 1 9, 339 
Bureau of Indian Affairs : see U.S .  

government 
Burke, Ind. Comm. Charles :  1 7 8  
Burma: 8 ,  362 
Burnette, Robert: 228n, 230n 
Bush, Barney: 375, 377 
Bush, Pres.  George: 1 1 5 ,  1 89, 297-306 

"Bush Doctrine" of: 302 ;  "New World 
Order," concept of: 22, 297 , 305 

Butler, Darrelle "Dino": 2 1 7-1 8 ,  236n, 238n 
Byrnes, Sec . of  State James F. : 83 

- c -
Cable News Network (CNN): 306n 
Cabral, Pedro Alvars : 44 
Cahokia:  see Illinois 
Californ ia: 2 1 , 30, 1 34, 1 43 ,  1 68 ,  1 74-75 ,  

1 76, 204, 22 1 , 267, 268-69, 272, 276, 304 
Alcatraz Island: 203-8 , 222; Calico 
Hills :  269, 27 1 ;  Compton : 224; Laguna 
Beach: 268; Los Angeles: 1 68,  1 87 -88 ,  
2 1 7 , 269; Nati ve population of: 1 93n ;  
Oakland: 204; Round Valley:  93 ;  
Sacramento : 304; San  Diego: 7 ,  268  
(Museum of  Man: 267) ;  S an Francisco: 
1 87, 203 , 222, 228n ;  Santa Barbara 
Museum of Natural History : 268 ;  S anta 
Rosa Island: 268 ; Sunny Vale: 269 

California Civil Disorder Management 
School :  229n 

Cambodia (Kampuchea) : 2 1 , 7 8 , 90, l O i n, 
1 02n, 200n , 30 1 , 3 1 9  

Camp, Carter: 2 1 1 ,  23 I n ,  240n 
Camp Robinson : see Massacres  
Camus,  Albert: see European philosophers 
Canada: 5 ,  8 , 14, 96, 1 24, 1 30 , 1 36-37 , 1 76,  

274, 277, 35 1 , 370 
Alberta: 2 1 8 ,  273; British Columbia: 
276; James Bay: 97; Manitoulin Is land:  
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26S:  Mon trea l :  1 30 ;  Newfoundland: 
276: Nova Scotia:  27 3 ;  Parliament of: 
237n: Quehec : 1 68 , 249 ; Southgold, 
Ont.: 1 32 ; Taber, Alh.:  268 :  U . S .  
annexation p lan:-,  a n d :  1 <)3 n ;  Yukon : 
269, 276 

Canandaiga : see New York 
Carajas :  see I ndigenous peoples 
Caribbean Basin :  1 6, 2 �  
Car l i s le I ndian Schoo l :  1 94n 
Carlucci,  Frank:  227n 
Carnoy, M artin :  24:1 
Carson, Col . Christoph er "Kit":  93 

I S64 campaign of :  93  
Carter, Dr .  George F. : 267, 269, 285,  289n 
Carter, Pres.  J immy : 220 

Admini strat ion of: 220 
Casas, B arto lome de l a s :  1 6- 1 8 ,  42,  43, 2 84 ,  

3 :1 6  
Urevisilllil re/aci/Jn of: 1 7  

Castaneda, Sal vador : 3 6 1 -62 
Cas t i l ln , Bernal  Diaz de l :  60 
Castro, Fide l :  1 46 , 3 60 
Catawbas:  see Indigenous peoples 
Catches, Everette :  229n 
Catches, Pete: 229n 
Caterp i l l ar Tractor Co . :  55 
Caval l i-Sforza, Luca:  266 
Cayu gas : see Ind igenous peoples 

( Haudenosaunee ) 
Celay,  Phi l l i p :  2 2 r1 n  
Center for I n vestigation of Arn1ed 

"' ,f . ""  , 1 
I V 1U V C I I 1c:: t l L� .  �l U I 

Central  I n te l l igence Agency : see U . s ,  
government 

Charles, Norman : 2 1 5  
Chiiv" nte' · '·ee Indigenous peoples 
Cheney, Sec.  of Defense Dick: 300 
Cherokees :  see Indigenous peoples  
Cheyennes :  see  Indigenous peoples 
Chiapas: see Mexico 
Chicago: see Illinois 
Chickasaws:  see Indigenous peoples 
Chile :  43,  49, 2 1 2- 1 3 ,  269, 360 
China: 6 ,  77, 90, 3 1 9, 325, 363 

Revolution i n :  323 
Chios:  2 1 
Chippewas:  see Indigenous peoples 
Chips, Ell is :  229n 
Chiricahua Apaches:  sec Indigenous peoples  

(Apaches) 
Chivington,  Col .  John M . :  2 1 , 3 7 8  
Choctaws :  see Indigenous peoples 
Chol Mayas:  see Indigenous peoples (Mayas) 
Cholti Mayas: see Indigenous peoples 

(Mayas) 
Chomsky , Noam: 7 8 , 94, 329, 3 3 4  
Christopher Columbus: 20 

see also Columbus,  Christopher 
Chrystos :  377 
CIA:  sec Central I n te l l i gence Agency 
Ciez Leon ,  Pedro d e : 46, 48 
Cintas Largas:  see Indigenous peoples 
Clark, Girl ie :  230n 
Clark, Mark : 224, 230n 
Clauswitz, Karl  von :  7 8  
Clay , Sec , o f  S tate Henry :  I S ri  
C learwater, Frank :  2 1 0, 230n 
Cl i fford, Joe: 2 3 3 n  
C l i fford, Sec . of Defense C l ark : I O.l n  
Cl inton, Gov . George: 1 24 , 1 30, 1 3 2, 1 5711 
CNN: see Cable News Network 
Cochise:  36 1 
Coeur D '  Alenes: see Indigenous peoples 
Coh n-Bendit,  Dan i e l :  1 46 
Colburn , Wayne :  2 1 3- 1 4  
Cold War, the:  77 ,  8 3 ,  1 1 4 
Cole, B i l l :  230n 
Coler,  Jack:  2 1 5 - 1 6 , 2 I 8 ,  234-39 n 
Coli,  Tom :  2 1 6- 1 7 ,  2 3 5 n  
Collateral DaIlUlRe : 297 
Col leges and universit ies :  

Alfred :  I I ; Brow n :  3 5 5 :  D-Q : 24011 : 
Emory : 2 8 2 ;  Harvard: 63, 27 8 :  M ichigan 
State : 355 ; S i mon Fraser :  273:  S tanford :  
269 ; S yracuse:  1 27 ;  Texas  A&M: 267 : 
UCLA: 268,  3 1 2 ; University of Arizona:  
268; University of Cali  fornia at  
Berkeley: 269, 362;  University of 
California ,  Scripps Campus :  27 8 :  
ulli ve l, i lY ul Chicago; i :  L:n i vers i ry cd 
Maryland: 3 5 5 ; Uni versi ty of Michigan:  
276; University of Minnesota: 267 ; 
University of U tah : 2 8 2 ;  University of 
Wi scon s i n '  ?7'J.. 

Coll ier, Ind. Comm. Joh n :  1 29 ,  1 97 n  
Colorado: 2 1 , 222, 304, 349, 378-79, 3 8 0  

Denver: 1 87-8 8 , 304; Denver  Museum 
of Natural History : 269; Fort Carson : 2 1 0  

Colorado, Pam: 3 7 7  
Columbia:  54-5 5 ,  8 5  

Vaupes :  5 5 ;  C auca: 5 5 ;  l'vl-1 9 
Guerri l las :  360 

Columbus,  Christopher: 1 1 -23 , 27 , 28 , 4 1 ,  
48, 6 1 ,  1 0 8 , 2 8 3  

Columbus Day celebratio n s :  222, 269 
Columbus , Fernando : 1 6  
Columbus Was 1 00% PorluRliese :  20 
Colvi l le  Confederation :  see I ndigenous 

peoples 
Comanches: see Indigenous peoples 
Cominco : 55 
Commissioners o f  Indian Affairs : see U . S .  

government 
Committee to Reelect the President 

(CREEP) : see N ixon , Pre s ,  Richard M,  



Concentration camps:  200n 
Bosque Redondo: 1 1 5 ,  1 75 

Congo : 2 1  
Congress :  see U.S .  government 
Connecticut: 1 20,  1 76 
Connor, Walker: 3 2 1 -22, 323 
COliquest of Paradise, The: 1 6  
Continental Congress: see U.S.  government 
Contras: see Nicaragua 
Contribution to the Critique of Political 

Economy, A :  3 1 5 
Cook, J. H . :  285 
Cook, Sherburn F. :  62 ,  1 76 
Coon, Carlton S . :  279-80, 282 
Coronado, Francisco Vasquez: 43 
Corsica: 21 
Costa Rica: 59, 70n, 339 

Alianza Revolucionaria Democratic 
(ARDE) : 3 3 9  

Cortez (Cortes) ,  Hernan : 42, 43, 44, 5 1 , 60, 
7 1 n, 248, 260n 

Coushattas : see Indigenous peoples 
Coward, Fred: 238n  
Cozumel:  see Mexico 
Crazy Horse:  1 36 , 175 , 203 , 36 1 , 370-7 1 
Creeks : see Indigenous peoples 
Crees :  see Indigenous peoples 
Crook, Gen. George: 1 36 
Crooks. Lynn :  2 1 9 ,  239n 
Cross, Clarence:  232n 
Cross, Vernal: 232n 
Crow Dog, Leonard: 2 1 1 ,  23 1 n 
Crow Dog ' s  Paradise:  226n, 235n,  236n 
Crows : see Indigenous peoples 
Crusade for Justice: 237n 
Cuba: 70n, 1 46,  1 97n, 3 1 9, 341 
Cui bas : see Indigenous peoples 
Cultural Survival Quarterly: 329, 344, 362 
Cunas : see Indigenous peoples 
Cuomo, Gov. Mario: 1 30 
Custer County Courthouse demonstration: 

see American Indian Movement 
Custer, Lt. Col. George Armstrong: 1 35-36, 

1 6 1 n, 36 1 
Czechoslovakia: 3 1 9 

- D -
Dadrian, Vakahn N. :  78  
Dakota Terri tory: 1 75 
Dakotas : see Indigenous peoples 
Dann. Carrie :  1 45 
Dann, Mary : 1 45 
D' Aubison, Roberto: 3 0 1  
Davis, Robert: 7 6 ,  8 7 ,  9 5 ,  96 
DeCora: Lorelei :  2 1 1 
Deker, Nikolai K . :  77 

Delaney, William: 235n 
Delaware :  1 69 
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Delawares :  see Indigenous peoples 
Deloria, Vine, Jr . :  63 , 64, \ 09, 1 52n,  25 1 ,  

308n, 373 
Delson, Eric:  285 
Denmark: 8 
Denver: see Colorado 
Descartes,  Rene: see European phi losophers 
DeSersa, Byron : 232n 
Detroit: see Michigan 
Deutschke, Rudi :  254 ,  325 
Diego, Wycliffe : 341  
Dilemma oj'Popular Education, The: 245 
Dine: see Indigenous peoples 
District of Columbia (Washington,  D.C. ) :  

1 26, 1 27, 1 29 ,  1 35 ,  1 43 ,  1 8 1 , 207-8 , 220, 
300, 304, 363 

Dobyns, Henry F.: 1 62 
Doctrine of Discovery: see International law 
Dog Soldier Teletypes :  237n 
Dominican Republic: see Espanola 
Doyle, James: 238n 
Draper, Wilford "Wish": 2 1 5, 238n  
Dry Water, Sam: 242n 
DuBois, Michelle: 233n 
Dull  Knife,  Guy : 232n 
Dul les ,  John Foster: 332 
Dunbar Ortiz, Roxanne: 5 , 6 1  
DuPont Nemoirs, Pierre S amuel :  1 07 
Durant, Will :  25 8n 
Durham, Jimmie: 5 .  222 ,  226-27n, 240n, 369 

- E -

Eagle, Jimmy: 2 1 5 ,  236n 
East Germany: 3 1 9 
East Timor: see Indonesia 
Eastman, Charles:  1 37, 233n 
Eastman, Delmar: 2 1 4, 233n 
Eccoffey, Robert: 2 1 5  
Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 

1 844, The:  3 1 2  
Ecuador: 56, 269 
Eichmann,  Adolf: 83 ,  84, 1 02n 
Einstein, Albert : 247, 303 
Eisenhower, Pres .  Dwight D.: 1 86 
Ejericito Zapatista Liberaci6n Nacionale 

(EZLN):  355-65 
El Dorado : 49 
EI Mozote: see Massacres 
El S alvador: 58 ,  59, 2 1 3 ,  301 , 3 1 9, 358  

Army of: 5 8 ;  Atlacatl Battalion of: 58 ,  
70n; EI Play6n: 59; Farabundo Marti 
Liberaci6n National (FMLN): 358,  360; 
Fourteen Fami lies of: 58; Guazapa: 58 ;  
La  Cayetana: 58 ;  N ational Guard of: 58 ,  
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70n ; ORDEN: 5 8 ,  59, 70n;  San Vicente 
Province: 58 

Eldridge, Ne lson: 285 
EJ lsberg, Daniel :  1 0 3 n  
Emperor Charles V (Spain) :  7 1  n 
Engels,  Friedrich : 249, 260n , 320-2 1 ,  35 1 
England: 1 09 , 1 70 

Crown of: 2 1 , 1 09, 1 22, 1 70 ;  London :  
6 5 n ,  1 09 

Erie Rai lway Co . :  1 26 
Eri trea: see Indigenous nations 
Eritreans :  s e e  Indigenous peoples 
Escami lla, B ernard: 233n 
Espanola (Domin ican Republic/Haiti ) :  1 5 , 

1 7 , 1 8 , 20-22, 28, 48 
Eston ia :  J 1 9  
Ethiopia: 98 ,  3 1 2 
Ethnic Studies ,  concept of: 254-55 
Euphrate, Valley : 278 
Eurocentri sm, concepts of: 6, 1 8 , 23 , 35 , 6 1 ,  

1 08 , 245 , 2 5 1-53 , 257, 265, 280, 284, 
3 1 3 , .,57,  373 -74 

European philosophers :  
Theodor Adorno : 3 1 6 ; Louis Althusser: 
3 1 5 ; Jean Baudri l lard: 3 1 6, 325 ;  Albert 
Camus: 247;  Rene Descartes :  246 ; 
Ludwig Feuerbach :  246; Ji.irgen 
Habermas :  3 1 6; Georg Hegel :  246, 3 1 2 ; 
Martin Heidcgger: 247; John Hobbes :  
246; David Hume: 246; Edmund 
Husser! : 247 ; Immanuel Kant: 246, 
258n;  John Locke: 3 1 2 ; Herbert 
�.1;l;CU0�: 6, 257,  3 1  G �  �"L�lUl i,,-,c 
Merleau-Ponty: 247, 3 1 6; John Stuart 
Mil l :  247 ; Sir Isaac Newton : 3 1 2; 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau: 247 ; Jean Paul 
Sartre : 8 8 .  9. 247 . 3 1 6: Arthur 
Schopenhauer: 246; Albert Spinoza: 
246; Alfred North Whitehead: 247 

Eurosupremacism: 23 , 6 1 ,  63, 253 ,  280, 3 1 4  
White supremacism: 250, 28 1 

Euskadis: see Indigenous peoples 
Evans, Gov. John: 2 1  
Eve Hypothesis :  283 
Everett, Edward A.: 1 28 

Everett Report: 1 3 1  
Extermination camps: 

Auschwitz: 1 3 , 47, 64, 83 ,  1 89;  Sobibor: 
22; Treblinka: 22 

EZLN: see Ejercito Zapatista Liberaci6n 
Nacionale 

- F -
Fackenheim, Emil: 85 
Fagoth Muller, Steadman : 336, 339 , 340--41 ,  

342 

Falk,  Richard: 9 1 ,  92, 1 04n 
Fal len Timbers, Battle of: see Tecumseh 
Fanon,  Frantz : 5 ,  250 
Farago, Ladislas:  8 3  
Faydang:  3 3 1  
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI ) :  

203-4, 206, 208-20, 230n, 23 1 n , 232n,  
233n,  235n,  236n,  237n,  238n,  239n 

Director of: 2 1 7 ; Internal Security 
Section of: 230n;  Publ ic information 
officers of: 2 1 6 ; Rapid Ci ty Resident 
Agency of:  2 1 2 ; SWAT un its of: 2 1 6, 
232n 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 
( FEMA):  229n 

Federal Power Commiss ion : 1 29 
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) :  34 
Feuerbach, Ludwig :  see European 

philosophers 
Fight Back: 377 
FinzeL Roger:  233n 
First International : 320 
Fitzpatrick, Curti s :  230n 
Five Civi li zed Tribes: 93 
Fladmark, Knute R . :  273 
Flatheads:  see Indigenous peoples 
Fleming, Peter: 93 
Florida: 1 8 , 2 8 , 1 2 1 , 1 68, 1 70, 172-73,  1 93 n  

Evergl ades of: 1 2 1 ,  1 72 ;  Miami :  34 1 ;  
Sarasota: 274 

FMLN: see EI Salvador 
Fools Crow, Chief Frank: 2 1 1 ,  226n, 229n,  

230n 
Forbes ,  Jack: 1 1 6 
Fort B ragg: see U.S .  A rmy 
Fort Laramie Treaty Territory : see 

Indigenous nations (Lakota) 
Fort S i l l :  see Oklahoma 
Fort Sumner: see New Mexico 
Four Corners Power Plant: 1 82 ,  1 83 
Four Corners region,  United States :  1 84 
Fourth International Russell Tribunal :  54,  

55 , 8 8  
Foxes:  see Indigenous peoples 
France: 3 , 2 1 , 29 , 8 3 , 90, 1 09 , 1 1 4, 1 46,  

1 9 1 n, 276, 278 , 332 
Franja Transversal de l  Norte: 57 
Frankl in ,  Benj amin :  248 
Frederickson, George M.: 97 
Frei landers : see Indigenous peoples 
French and Indian Wars : 29 
Friend, Tim: 265, 2 8 1 -82  
Fritz, Guy: 230n 
Fritz, Jeanne : 230n 
Frizzell , Kent :  2 1 3  
From Sand Creek: 37 8-83 
Front Unife Pour La Liberation Des Races 

Opprimees (FULRO) : 3 23-24 



FSLN: see Nicaragua 

- G -

Gabon: 1 05 n  
Galeano, Eduardo : 5 , 63  
Galicia: 2 1  
Gall : 1 36, 3 6 1  
Gallagher, Richard J . :  237n 
Gandhi , Indira: 9 2  
Gandia, Enrique d e :  1 9  
Garcia, Fernando Lucas : 57 
Garment, Leonard :  227n, 230n 
Garow, Bert: 269 
Gayhead Wampanoags : see Indigenous 

peoples (Wampanoags) 
Gehlen Organization, the: l O2n 
Gemini 12 S atell i te :  1 84 
General Allotment Act: see U . S .  laws 
Genesee Co. :  1 57n 
Geneva: see Switzerland 
Geneva Accords : see I ndochina 
Genoa: see Italy 
Genocide, concept and practice o f: 1 2 , 1 3, 

22, 32, 34, 4 1 -64, 75- 1 00, l OOn, 1 85 ,  
1 99n, 200n 

Autogenocide, concept of: 1 87 
Genocide Convention: see Intemational law 
Georgia: 1 70 ,  1 73 ,  22 1 
Georgia-Pacific Railroad: 5 5  
German y :  1 2, 79, 80, 8 3 , 90, 1 1 4 , 1 1 5 

Berlin: 1 05 n ;  Bonn:  8 3 ;  Green 
Movement in :  325; Nuremberg : 2 3 ,  
80-82, 8 8 , 9 1 , 1 1 5 , 30 1 

Geronimo: 1 7 5 , 3 6 1 
Ghost Dance, the:  1 37 ,  369-72 
Giago, Tim: 242n 
Gibson, Joh n :  2 1 9  
Gignoux, Edward T . :  1 1 7 
Gilbert (Thunderhawk), Madonn a :  206, 2 1 1 ,  

240n 
Gildersleeve, Agne s :  230n 
Gildersleeve, Clive: 230n 
Ginsberg ,  Allen: 379 
Giufrida, Louis :  229n 
Goebbels,  Joseph: 265 
Guing fur the Rain : 377 
Gomez, Arturo S antamaria: 358,  364 
Good Peter: 1 24 
Go.od Journey. A: 3 7 7  
Goodman, Jeffrey : 2 6 9 ,  2 8 5  
GOONs: see Guardians of the Oglala Nation 
Gordon, John C . :  2 3 7 n  
Great B asin region,  United States :  30,  1 1 5 ,  

1 74 
Great Britain :  3 , 2 1 , 29 ,  83 ,  84, 1 1 4,  1 70, 

1 72 ,  1 88 ,  3 3 6 ,  3 6 2  
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Great Plains region,  United State s :  30, l i S 
Greece: 2 1  
Green Berets : see U . S . Army 
Green Movement :  see Germany 
Greenland: 8 
Greenman, Dr. E. F . :  274-76, 277 
Grenada: 300-30 1 , 3 8 0  
Grey, William B . :  2 3 8 n  
Grimm, Lloyd:  230n 
Grinde, Don: 63, 64. 
Gruhn, Ruth: 276 
Grundrisse, der: 3 1 5  
Guahibos : see Indigenous peoples 
Guam: 3,  1 97n,  304 
Guaranis :  see Indigenous peoples  
Guardians of  the Oglala  Nation (GOONs): 

209- 1 7 ,  228n, 230n, 232n,  2 3 3 n ,  234n,  
24 1 n, 242n 

As 'Tribal Ranger Group":  209 
Guatemala: 22, 4 3 , 45 , 5 1 , 5 7 , 64, 2 1 3 , 352,  

3 5 8 , 363 
Army of: 57; C uchumatan Highlands of: 
45 ; Panzo : 57 

Guevara, Ernesto "Che": 3 5 8 ,  3 60,  365 
Gulf & Western Corp . :  5 5  
Gulf O i l  Corp . :  54,  5 5  
Gulf War, the :  2 9 7 ,  299, 300 

Operation Desert Storm: 299 
Gunder Frank, Andre: 5 
Gunn Allen, Paula:  375 ,  3 7 7  
Guyana: 5 6  
Guzman, Nuiio Beltran de: 43 , 4 5  

- H -
Habermas ,  1tirgen :  see European 

philosophers 
Hahnel, Robin: 3 1 3 , 3 1 5 , 3 1 9, 325 
Haig, Gen. Alexander: 2 l O  
Haiti : see Espanola 
Hampton, Fred: 224, 230n 
Handy, Gen. Thomas: lO2n 
Hanford Nuclear Weapons Facility : see 

Washington 
Hanoi :  see Vietnam 
Hare, Leslie: 207 
Hare, Melvin : 207 
Ha�o, Joy : 375, 377 
Hart, Jeffrey : I I , 6 1  
Harvey, O .  Victor: 2 3 8 n  
Hassler, Peter: 60 
Haudenosaunee: see Indigenous peoples 
Hawai ' i :  3 ,  1 22, 1 69 ,  1 97n,  276 
Hawaiians: see Indigenous peoples 
Hawkins, Herbert H . :  2 3 7 n  
Hawkins, Richard S .  D . :  3 3 0  
Haynes,  Vance c. :  268-69, 2 8 7 n ,  289n ,  295n 
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Heaney,  Gerald: 2 1 9  
Hector, Michael : 5 
Hege l ,  Georg : see European phi losophers 
Hegel ianism,  concept of :  3 1 4 
Hcidegger, Martin:  see European 

phi losophers 
Heizer, Robert: 269 
Held, Richard G.: 2 1 1 , 2 1 3 , 230n, 234-35 n ,  

2 3 6 n ,  237n 
Special  report of:  230n 

Herman, Edward S. :  7 8 , 3 29 ,  334 
Hicks,  Alvah M.: 266, 285 
Hidatsa s :  see Indigenous peoples 
Hill ,  Gerald:  235n 
Hirnm ler, Heinrich :  1 2 , 1 4, 1 5 , 1 6, 1 8 
Hin maton Yalatkit (Chief Joseph) :  1 76 
Historia de Crist(iba/ Colcin: 1 9  
Hi tchen s ,  Christopher: 6 1  
Hi t ler, Adol f: 29, 76, 77 , 84, 1 8 8 ,  1 99n,  298 
h ' Mong:  see Indigenous peoples 
h ' Mong Free State : sC'e I ndigenous nations 
Ho Chi M i n h :  323 
Ho Chi  Minh Trai l :  see Indochina 
Hobbes ,  Joh n :  see European phi losophers 
Hobson, Geary: 377 
Hodge , Evan: 2 1 9 , 23 I n, 239n 
Hogan, Linda: 3 7 5 ,  377 
Holder, Stan : 2 1 1 ,  220, 23 I n ,  240n 
Hol land Land Co . :  1 25 ,  1 26, 1 2 8 
Holmes,  Will iam Hen ry :  2 8 5  
Holocau st, the : 1 1 -23 , 49 , 5 3 , 5 9 , 6 1 , 62, 76, 

80, 8 5 , 92, 94, 9 5  
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Honduras : 43 , 45 , 330, 334-45 , 346n 
Army Fifth B attalion headquarters : 342 ; 
Moroc6 n :  342 : Puerto Limpera: 347 n ;  
Rio Coco: 34 1 :  R u s  R u s :  342 

Honeywell Corp . :  222 
Hooten ,  Earnest: 282 
Hopi-Navaj o  Land Dispute: 33 ,  1 22 
Hopis :  see Indigenous peoples 
Horowitz, Irving Lou i s :  1 3 . 6 1 ,  75, 84, 85, 87 
Horseshoe B end: see Massacres 
Horton ,  Rep. Frank: 1 3 3  
Hossbach, Friedrich: 200n 
Hrdlicka, Ales: 266 
Hultman, Evan: 2 3 8 n  
Humble  Oil Co. :  268 
Hume, David : see European philosophers 
Hungary : 3 1 9  
Hunkpapa Lakotas : see Indigenous peoples 

(Lakotas) 
Hunts Horse. Annie: 230n 
Hurons :  see Indigenous peoples 
Hussein ,  Saddam: 297, 300-3 0 1  
Husserl , Edmund: see European philosophers 
Hussrnan, John: 232n 
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I A  T: see Indians o f  All  Tribes 
Ibarra, Francisco d e :  43 
IberialIberian : 1 9 . 42, 48 , 49, 50, 52, 277, 

362 
Iberoamerica:  5 3 , 5 9 , 3 6 1 
Idaho:  1 7 8 ,  3 7 0  
Idaho River Valle y :  1 76 
IITC : see A merican Indian Movement 
Il l inoi s :  

Cahokia; 2 7 ;  Chicago: 1 87,  2 3 0 n ,  2 3 5 n ,  
236n ; Marion :  2 J 9 ;  Peoria :  30 I 

Incas : see Indigenous peoples 
India: 9 8 ,  3 6 2  
Indian C i tizenship  Act: see C . S .  laws 
Indian Civil Rights Act of 1 96)1 :  see U . S .  

laws 
Indian Claims Commission:  see U . S .  

government 
Indian Health Service:  see U . S .  government 
Indian Removal Act: see U . S .  laws 
Indian Reorganization Act ( IRA) :  see U.S.  

laws 
Indian Self-Dete rmination and Educational 

Assistance Act o f  1 975 : see U.S. laws 
Indian Voices: I 
Indian Wars, the:  I 1 2, 1 1 5 ,  1 68,  1 7 1 ,  203, 

223 
B lack Hawk W ar: 1 72 ;  First Seminole 
War: 1 7 3 ,  1 9 1 n ; King Phi l ip 's  War: 2 8 ;  
R e d  Cloud ' s  War: 1 34; Round Valley 

Indiana: 1 69 
Indians of All  Tribes (IAT) : 203 
Indigenous nation s :  

Eritrea: ! ()'in:  h ' Mon� Free State : ,, 1 
334;  Karin Free State� 8, 9 8 ,  362; 
Kurdista n :  8;  Lakota Nation ( 1 868 Fort 
Laramie Treaty Territory) :  33 ,  1 33-4 1 ,  
1 7 5 , 303 ; Miskitia:  334-35,  346-47n;  
Nagaland: 8 ;  Newe Segobia ( Ruby 
Valley Treaty Territory) :  3 3 , 1 42,  1 43 ,  
1 89 

Indigenous peoples : 
Acaxees :  45 ; Aches :  5 3 , 94; Ainus: 279 , 
280;  Ajuricaba: 36 1 ;  Alabamas : 1 86 ;  
Aleuts : 1 22 ;  Algonquins:  2 8 ;  Anasazis ;  
248 ;  Apaches :  5 1 ,  2 1 0  (Chiricahua 
B and;  1 68 ,  1 75 -76;  Jicarilla Band: 1 8 1 ) ;  
Arapaho e s :  1 34, 1 7 5-76, 2 1 1 , 378-7 9 ;  
Araucafios :  5 2 ,  68n,  360-6 1 ;  
Athabascans (Dene) :  289n; Aztecs :  42, 
60, 247, 2 6 9 ;  B edouins:  9 1 ;  B l ackfeet: 
370; Bororo s :  94; C arajas:  9 3 ;  
Catawbas : 1 20, ! 55 n ,  1 86 ;  Chavantes :  
93 ; C herokees :  29,  1 1 5 ,  1 68 ,  1 70, 
1 72-73 , 1 95 n , 222, 249 , 374; 



Cheyennes: 2 1 , 9 3 , 1 34, 1 75-76, 2 1 1 ,  
3 6 1 ,  373-7 5 , 378-79, 3 80 (Dog 
Soldiers: 3 8 1 ) ;  C hickasaws :  1 72-7 3 ;  
Chippewas (Anishinabes) :  1 2 1 ,  1 7 8 ,  
204, 2 1 7 , 374; Choctaws:  1 67,  1 72-73 ,  
1 77 ,  1 86;  Cintas Largas:  9 3 ;  Coeur 
D' Alenes: 2 1 6; Colvil le Confederation: 
1 7 8 ,  1 86 ;  Comanches:  1 6 1 n, 370;  
Coushattas : 1 86 ;  Creeks (Museogees) :  
29, J 09,  1 70, 1 7 2-73 ,  1 77 249 (Red 
S ticks Group: 1 72-73, 36 1 ) ; Crees :  97 ,  
2 1 8 ; Crows: 1 7 8 ,  374; Cuibas: 54;  
Cunas : 48 ; Dakotas (S antee B and: 1 3 7 ,  
1 76 ;  Sisseton Band:  1 77 ) ;  Delawares 
(Lenni Lanapes) :  1 70, 1 74;  Dine 
(Navajos) :  3 3 , 9 3 , 97, 1 1 5 , 1 22, 1 75 ,  
1 82-84, 1 8 8, 22 1 ;  Eritreans :  9 8 ;  
Euskadis (Basque s ) :  5 ,  3 6 2 ;  Flatheads : 
1 7 8 ;  Foxes: 1 72, 1 74; Freilanders: 5 ;  
Guahibos: 5 5 ;  Guaran i s :  9 3 ;  
Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Confederacy :  
1 09, 1 22, 1 24-27, 1 2 8-29, 1 30, 1 4 8 ,  
1 57n,  1 5 8n, 249, 3 73 (Cayuga Nation:  
1 23-24, 1 26,  1 32-3 3 ;  Mohawk Nation:  
1 23 , 1 25 , 1 2 8, 1 30 , 1 68 ;  Oneida Nation :  
1 23-24, 1 26, 1 3 1 -32, 1 57n,  1 76 ;  
Onondaga Nation : 1 23-24, 1 26;  Seneca 
Nation:  1 23-24, 1 26-29, 1 3 3 ,  1 59n,  
1 60n; Tonawanda Seneca B and: 1 26 ;  
Tuscarora Nation:  1 23-24, 1 26-29,  
1 3 3 ) ;  Hawaiians :  nn; Hidatsas: 248 ;  
h ' Mongs: 94, 323-24, 329, 334, 336,  
34 1 -44, 34611 ; Hopis :  3 3 , 1 22, 280, 370,  
375 ; Hurons (Wyandotte) : 1 70, 1 74, 
1 86 ;  Incas: 43,  247-48, 249 
(Quechua-Aymara Group: 56, 6 1 ;  
Revolt of: 360; Royal road of: 248 ) ;  
Inuits : 9 8 ,  1 22 ;  Irish :  3 20-2 1 ;  Irritil las :  
45 ; Ixi l s :  57;  Jivaros :  2 1 , 5 5 ;  Kadiweus :  
9 3 ;  Kekchis: 57 ;  Kickapoos :  1 7 3-74; 
Kiowas : 1 75 ;  Klamath s :  1 86 ;  Kooris :  8 ;  
Kurds:  98 ;  Kutenai s :  1 7 8 ;  Lakotas 
( S ioux) :  33 , 1 3 3 , 1 4 1 , 1 64n, 1 75 , 204, 
206, 2 1 8 , 22 1 , 267, 3 1 1 , 3 1 2 36 1 ,  370, 
374 (Bohinunpa [Two Kettles] B and: 
1 3 7 ;  Hunkpapa Band: 1 36 ;  Ituzipco 
[ S ans Arc I Band: 1 37 ;  Minneconjou 
B and: 1 37, 206 ; Oglala B and:  1 3 6 ,  1 39 ,  
206, 208, 2 1 7, 370;  S icungu [Brule] 
B and: 370; S ihasapa [Blackfeet] B and:  
1 37) ;  Magyars : 5 ;  M ahegans :  1 76 ;  
Manaus : 5 1 ,  3 6 0 ;  Mandans :  28,  248; 
Maori s :  8 , 93 : Mapuches :  5 1 ,  56 (revolt 
of: 5 1 , 3 60-6 1 ) ;  Mayans: 22, 23, 45, 5 1 ,  
5 7 , 60, 247, 352, 3 5 5 , 357 (Chol  Group: 
3 5 5 ;  Cholti Group :  3 5 5 ;  Lancandon 
Group: 355 ; Revolt of: 360; Toj olabale 
Group: 355; Tzeltale G roup:  3 5 5 ;  
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Tzotzil Group: 3 5 5 ) ;  Menominee s :  1 26 ,  
1 86 ;  Minkafas : 5 6 ;  Miskitos :  6 ,  6 1 ,  9 9 ,  
324-25 , 330, 334, 3 3 8 , 340, 343 -44, 
346n, 349, 363 ; Mohegans :  1 20,  1 76 ;  
Montagnards :  90, 9 8  (B ahnar Grou p :  
3 2 3 ;  Rhade Group :  9 8 ) ;  Moros :  2 1 ,  9 8 ;  
Muckleshoots: 203 ; Narragansetts : 2 8 ,  
1 1 9 ;  Nez Perce : 1 76,  1 7 8 ;  Norse :  2 7 9 ;  
Nisqually s :  203 ; Nuu-Chal-Nul t h s : 
282-23 ; Osages :  1 74;  Ottawas : 1 70,  
1 86 ;  Paiutes :  1 86 , 370; Palest inian s :  1 4 ,  
9 9 ,  1 02 n ;  Passamaquoddys:  1 1 9 ,  1 5 5 n ;  
Pennobscots : 1 1 9 ;  Pend Orcil le s :  1 78 ;  
Peorias : 1 74, 1 86 ;  Pequots:  2 1 , 29 
(Mashantucket Band: 1 20 ) ;  Piegan s :  
1 7 5 ;  Potawatomis : 1 74;  Pueblo s :  5 1  
(revolt of: 5 1 , 36 1 ) ; Puraces :  54,  5 5 ;  
Puyallups: 203 ; Ramas : 6 , 6 1 ,  9 9 ,  
324-25 , 330, 334, 3 3 8, 340, 343-44, 
346n , 349, 363 ; S ammi s :  98; S auks 
(Sacs) :  172:  Schaghticokes :  1 20 ;  Scots :  
5 ;  Seminoles (Miccosukees) :  1 2 1 ,  1 56 n ,  
1 72-7 3 ,  1 92n;  Serranos : 45 ;  S hawn e e s :  
2 8 ,  1 70, 1 74:  Shoshones : 1 76, 1 89 ;  
Sikhs:  9 2 ;  Si letz: 1 86 (Tuni B and:  2 1 7) ;  
Spokanes : 1 7 8 ;  S tockbridge-Munsees :  
1 76 , 1 95 n ; Sumu s : 6, 6 1 , 99, 3 24-2 5 ,  
330, 334, 3 3 8, 340, 34)-44, 346n, 349,  
363;  Tainos : 1 5- 1 7 , 28 , 93 ;  Tami ls :  3 26 ;  
Tapiunas: 94; Tapuyas: 44; Taras c an s :  
43 ; Tepehuans: 45 ; Tohono O ' Odhams 
(Papagos) :  1 2 1; Tupis :  44; 
Wampanoags :  2 8 , 1 20 (Gayhead B an d :  
1 22 ) ;  Welsh : 5 ,  3 2lJ;  West Papuan s :  3 6 2 ;  
Western Shoshones (Newes):  3 3 ,  1 22 ,  
1 4 1 -50, 1 75 , 1 88 , 22 1 (Temoak B an d :  
1 43-44, 1 640);  Yanomamis :  2 1 , 5 5 ;  
Yaquis :  4 5 ,  5 1 ,  249, 360-6 1 ;  Yauyos : 
279;  Zapotecas : 3 5 6 ;  Zulus :  2 1 ,  9 3  

Indochina:  2 1 ,  8 8 ,  8 9 ,  30 1 ,  307n, 3 3 2-3 3 ,  
334 

Ho Chi Minh Trai l :  333;  1954 Geneva 
Peace Accords:  332; 1 960 Genev a  
Accords :  333 

Indonesia:  2 1  
East Timor: 95 

Integrateducation : 245, 3 1 2  
Internal Colonialism: 5 
Internal colonialism, concept of: 1 - 8 ,  3 0 8 n  
International Court o f  Justice: see World 

Court 
International Indian Treaty Counci l  (lITe) :  

see American Indian Movement 
International law (Laws of Nations ) :  

Convention o n  Elimination of A l l  Forms 
of Racial Discrimination : 299 ; 
Convention on Puni shment and 
Prevention of the Crime of Genocide 
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( 1 948 ) :  3 2 , 8 1 -82, 85-86, 89, 9 1 -9 2 ,  
96, l OOn ; Doctrine of Discovery : 2 9 ,  
1 08 ,  I I  I ,  1 22, 1 70 ;  Fourth Hague 
Convention: 79;  Geneva Convention on 
the R u les of War: 79; Just War, concept 
o f: 1 08 ,  1 50n; Laws of War: 8 8-89, 
20 1 n ; Nuremberg Doctrine:  8 1 ,  l OOn, 
1 03 n ,  1 1 4,  1 54 n ,  307n ("Aggressive 
War" : 1 1 4 ; "Crimes Against Humanity" :  
8 1 ,  8 8 ,  1 1 4, 3 00-30 I ;  "Crimes Agai nst 
the Peace" : 8 1 ,  1 1 4, 300; "War Crimes":  
8 1 , 3(0) : U n i versal Declaration of the 
R i gh ts o f  Indigenous Peoples: 5 ,  1 2 1 ,  
1 89 ,  1 90, 222 

I nu i ts :  see Indigenous peoples 
Iowa :  1 59 n ,  1 74, 2 I 8 

Cedar Rapids : 2 I 8, 23 8n 
I raq : 1 1 5 , 297-98, 299, 300-30 1 ,  306n,  3 8 0  
I re land (Northern) :  6 
I r i s h :  see I nd igenous peoples 
Iron S h i rt :  370 
I roq uo i s :  see I nd igenous peoples 

( H audenosaunee) 
I roquo i s  land c la ims :  1 22-33 
I rri t i l las : see Ind igenous peoples 
I s rae l :  6 ,  102n,  299 

Lost tr ibes,  myth of: 276; Tel Aviv:  299 
I ta l y :  1 8 , 1 9 , 1 68 

Genoa: 1 8 , 1 9 ,  2 1  (Banco di San 
Grigori o :  1 9) ;  Rome: 23 

Ituzipco Lakotas : see Indigenous peoples 
(Lakotas) 
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Ix i l s :  see Indigenous peoples 
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Jackson, Co!. Vic: 229n 
Jackson ,  George: 203,  224 
Jackson, Justice Robert H.:  8 1 , 30 1 ,  307n 
Jackson, Pres .  Andrew:  1 26, 1 7 2-73, 1 74,  

1 93 n  
Jackson, S e n .  Henry M . :  1 1 6 
James Bay:  see Canada 
Janis, Dale: 232n 
Janklow, Gov. William: 1 4 1 ,  234n, 240n 
Japan: 279 

Kyushu :  279 
Jefferson, Pres.  Thomas : 1 07 ,  1 09,  1 22 ,  

1 5 7 n , 1 74, 266 
Jenks, Dr. A. E . :  267 
Jenny Expedition , the: 1 6 1 n  
Jewish Defense League (JDL): 1 2 , 20 
Jicari l la Apaches:  see Indigenous peoples 

(Apaches) 

Jiminez, Marcelino: 54 
Jivaros :  see Indigenous peoples 
Johnson, Pres .  Andrew:  1 93n 
Johnson, Pres .  Lyndon B . :  9 2 ,  1 03 n  
Johnson, V .  Pres.  Richard : 1 5 8 n  
Juan Colon Was a Spanish Jew: 20 
Jumping Bull ,  Cecilia:  2 1 5- 1 6, 234n 
Jumping Bull ,  Harry : 2 1 5- 1 6, 234n 
Jumping Bull ,  Roselyn:  234n 
Just War: see International law 
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Kadiweus : see Indigenous peoples 
Kamm, Henry ,  346n 
Kampuchea: see Cambodia 
Kansas : 1 59 n ,  1 74, 1 77 ,  1 95 n ,  300 

Wichita Turnpike: 236n,  239n 
Kapital, das :  3 1 5  
Kant, Immanue l :  see European philosophers 
Karin Free S tate: see Indigenous nations 
Katyn Forest: see Massacres 
Keith, Sir Arthur: 285 
Kekchis:  see Indigenous peoples 
Kelley, Clarence :  2 1 7- 1 8 ,  237n 
Kenny, Maurice:  375, 377 
Kentucky : 1 69 ,  1 73 

Cumberland Gap: 1 07 
Kenya: 98 
Khmer Rouge: 7 7 , 7 8 , 90, 200n, 30 1 
Khommao, Phaya: 3 3 1  
Kickapoos: see Indigenous peoples 
Kidder Award for Arcnaeoiogy : 269 
Kills Enemy, Jake: 229n 
Kills Straight, Birgil :  206 
King, Dr. Martin Luther: 224 
King George III (England) : 1 09,  1 22,  1 69 

1 763 Proclamation of: 1 69 
King, Matthew :  230n 
King Philip (Spain) :  46 
Kinne, Wisner: 1 3 3 
Kinzua Dam: 1 29 
Kiowas : see Indigenous peoples 
Kissinger, Sec. of State Henry : 1 46, 3 0 1  
Klaisies River: 286 
Klamaths :  see Indigenous peoples 
Kollman, Julian: 284 
Komatsu Corp . :  55 
Kong Le: 333 
Kooris :  see Indigenous peoples 
Korea: 1 68 

North Korea:  3 1 9  
Kroeber, Alfred: 60, 6 1 ,  267-6 8 ,  272, 287n 
Kunstler, William: 237n,  239n 
Kurdistan: see Indigenous nations 
Kurds:  see Indigenous peoples 
Kutenais: see Indigenous peoples 



Kuwait: 297-9 8 , 3 00 

Lake Erie: 1 24 
Lake Huron : 268 
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Lake Ontario:  1 24, 1 3 3 
Lakota Nation :  see Indigenous nations 
Lakota Times: 242n 
Lakotas:  see Indigenous peoples 
Lamont, Lawrence "Buddy":  2 1 0  
Lancandon Mayas: see Indigenous peoples 

(Mayas) 
Landa, Bishop Diego de: 45 
Landes, David: 246 
Lansky, Meyer: 1 3  
Lao Issara: 3 3 1 -32,  3 3 3  
Laos:  94, 3 1 9, 323-24, 3 29-34, 336 

Annamese Highland area of: 330; Army 
of: 3 3 3 ;  Nationalist movement of: 332; 
Pathet Lao: 3 3 2-33 ,  339, 342, 343 ; Plain 
of Jars area:  3 30, 3 3 3 ;  Vientienne: 332 

Larkin,  Frederick: 285 
Las Vueltas : see Massacres 
Latvia: 3 1 9  
Lavasseur, Ray Luc: 224 
Laws of Nations:  see International law 
Laws of War: see International law 
Le Fong, Touby: 333  
Leakey, Louis :  268, 284 
League o/the Hau-de-no-sau-nee or 

Iroquois: 260n 
League of Nation s :  79, 1 3 8  
Lebanon: 299 

Beirut: l 03 n  
Lecter, Hannibal: 2 2  
Ledbed, Andrei :  7 7  
Lee, Thomas E. :  268 
Left Hand (Niwot) : 370 
Lernkin, Raphael: 79,  80,  1 99n 
Lemmuria, myth of: 276 
Lenin, V.  I . :  3 1 9-22, 343 , 344 
Leninism: see Marxism-leninism 
Lenni Lanape:  see Indigenous peoples 

(Delawares) 
Leonard Peltier  D efense Committee 

(LPDC): 220, 240n, 24 1 n  
Leupp, Ind. Comm. Francis E. :  1 1 6, 1 7 8  
Levi Strauss ,  Claude: 94 
Lewis,  Norman : 9 3  
Leys, Colin : 9 8  
Lincoln, Pres .  Abraham: 1 93 n  
Lipstadt, Deborah: 6 2  
Lisbon: see Portugal 
Lithuania: 3 1 9 
Little Bear, Mary Ann: 232n 
Little Thunder: 370 

Litton Industries:  55 
Livingston, John:  1 25 
Loaisa, Rodrigo de:  46, 47 
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Locke, John: see European philosophers 
Locklear, Arlinda: 1 3 1  
Long Division : 375 
Long March, the: 323 
Longest Walk, the :  see American Indian 

Movement 
Lorenzo, Jose: 272 
Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratory: 

see U.S.  government 
Los Angeles:  see California 
Los Llanitos: see Massacres 
Loudhawk, Kenneth: 236n 
Louis,  Adrian: 377 
Louisiana: 1 74 
Louisiana Purchase: 1 7 l ,  1 9 1 n  
Lummis ,  Charles F . :  285 
Lundstrom, Richard: 203 
Luxemburg, Rosa: 3 22 
Lyons, Oren: 242n 

- M -
MacFadden, Bruce:  285 
MacNeish, Richard "Scotty": 269, 282, 285, 

288n 
MacStalker, A. :  268 
Madariaga, Salvador de: 20 
Madiera: see Spain 
Madison, Pres .  James :  1 09 
Magyars : see Indigenous peoples 
Mahegans: see Indigenous peoples 
Maine: 1 1 9, 1 48 
Majorca: 2 1  
Malcolm X: 224, 3 8 1 
Manaus: see Indigenous peoples 
Mandans :  see Indigenous peoples 
Manhart, Fr. Paul :  230n 

. 

Manifest Destiny, concept of: 2, 30, 1 1 5 ,  
272, 283, 3 8 1  

Mankiller, Wilma: 240n 
Manning, Leah Hicks: 24 1 n  
Manning Trudell,  Tina: 24 1 n 
Manypenny, George: 1 36 
Maoris :  see Indigenous peoples 
Mapuches: see Indigenous peoples 
Marcos, Commandante: 359, 36 1 
Marcuse, Herbert: see European p hilosophers 
Maria, Bro .  Nectario :  20 
Marias River: see Massacres 
Marshall, Chief Justice John: 29-30, 68n, 

1 09 ,  I I I , / 1 6, 1 57 n ,  1 7 1 ,  1 9 1 n  
Marshall Is lands: 3 , 3 04 
Marshall, Richard: 237n 
Martin, Roque: 48 
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Martin,  Twi l a :  240n 
Marx, Karl : 249, 260n, 3 1 1 -23,  35 1 

Writings of: 35 1 
Marxism:  6, 6 1 ,  77-7 8 ,  l)S,  1 47, 256, 

3 1 1 -26, 3 4 3 , 345 , 3 5 2 ,  ,,60, 364 
Marxism-le n inism: 6, 324, 343 , 345, ,,64 
Maryland: 1 1 0, 1 69 
Mashantucket Peq uots : see Indigenous 

peoples ( Pequots ) 
Massachusetts : 1 20 

Boston:  1 87 ;  Cape Cod: 1 20 ;  Ma,hpee : 
1 20, 1 22 ;  PIYIllouth Rock: 206 

Massacres:  
Bear River (Idaho) :  30,  1 75 ;  B lue River 
(Nebraska) :  30,  1 75 ;  Camp Robi nson 
(Nebraska) : 30; EI Mozote (EI 
Sal vador) :  59; Horseshoe Bend 
(Alabama): 1 73 ,  1 9 1  n ;  Katyn Forest 
( Poland) :  84: Las Vueltas (EI Salvador) : 
5 9 ;  Los Llan itos (EI  Sa lvador) : 59, 70n;  
Marias R i ver (Montana) :  1 75 ;  Mystic 
(Pennsyl vania) : 29; R io Gualsi nga (EI  
Sal vador) :  59,  70n;  Rio Sampul 
( Honduras) :  59; Sand Creek (Colorado) :  
3 0 ,  1 36,  1 75 ,  3 7 8-79 ;  S appa Creek 
(Kansas) :  30; Washita River 
(Oklahoma) : 30,  1 36 ;  Wounded Knee 
(South D akota) :  2 1 , 30,  1 3 8 ,  1 75 , 206, 
370 

Matthias, Fern : 233n,  242n 
Matthiessen, Peter: 242n 
Mayans: see Indigenous peoples 
Mayfiower II  repi ica: 206 
McCloy, John 1. : 1 02n 
McGovern, Sen, George :  230n 
McKenzie, CoL Ranald: 1 36 
1\1f/� J< i ""rn '..'I n K p\fl n R !lrr,r T�1n 7. 1 -) n  
M;M,;nu� , Edw�;d :

' 2'i 8, 238� 
McNamara, Sec, of Defense Robert: 1 03 n ,  

3 0 1 
Means, Bi l l :  206, 242n 
Means, Dale: 206 
Means, Russel l :  3 2 , 1 40, 1 47 , 1 85 , 206- 1 1 ,  

2 1 5 , 22 1 -22, 3 1 6, 345, 350, 3 5 3  
Criminal syndicalism conviction of: 
23 1 n ;  Election campaign of: 234n 

Means, Ted: 206-207, 240n 
Medrano, Gen. "Chele" :  70n 
Mellars, Pau l :  285 
Memmi, Albert: 5, 249 
Menominees :  see I ndigenous peoples 
Merchant of Venice, The :  20 
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice :  see European 

philosophers 
Merritt, Edgar: 1 1 6 
Mexican Revolution:  see Mexico 
Mexico: 1 8 , 2 1 , 30, 42-5 1 , 5 7 , 6 1 , 93 , 

1 73-74, 276, 278, 304, 356, 3 5 8 , 360, 

364; Chetumal : 45 ; Chiapas Province: 
35 5-65 , 367n; Chichen I lza:  49; 
Chihuahua:  1 89 ,  3 6 7 n :  Cochua: 45 ; 
Cordoba: 45 ; Cozumel :  45 ; EZLN: 
3 5 5-65 ; Guadelaj ara: 367n;  Guerrero 
Pro v i nce:  3 6 2 ;  Gulf  of: 45 ; Jalapa: 45 ; 
Merida:  49;  Mexico City : 248, 269, 2n, 
3 6 3  3 6 7 n ;  Montejo House :  49; More los  
Provi nce : 3 6 7 n ;  National Revolutionary 
Civ ic  Association (ACNR):  3 5 8 ;  Oaxaca 
Provi nce:  3 6 2 ;  Partido Rcvolucionario 
Institutional (PRI) :  3 5 6 ;  Party of the Poor 
(PP) : 3 5 8 ;  Revol ution in: 356-5 7 ;  Racial 
mixture in: 67n; San Luis Potosi: 367 n ;  
Sonora Province:  1 68 ,  1 89 , 248;  Tabasco :  
367n;  Tenochtitl<in : 42, 44, 45,  65n, 248, 
260 n ;  Tequi xquiac : 27 8 ;  U x mal : 49;  
Veracruz: 367n; Yaqui River: 367n ;  
Yucatan Pen insula :  45 . 49, 60; Zapati stas : 
3 5 5-65 

Me xico C i ty :  see Mcxico 
Miccosukees :  see I ndigenous peoples 

(Seminoles) 
Michigan : 

Detro it :  2 1 2, 224 
Mill ,  John S tuart: see European philosophers 
Mil lape, Antonio:  5 6  
Mil l ion,  Dian:  377 
Minkafas :  see Indigenous peoples 
Minneapo l i s :  1 87 ,  204, 2 1 6. 222. 23 5n 
Minneconjou Lakotas: see I ndigenous 

peoples (Lakotas) 
lvIi[l I le�ula: 1 2 1 ,  1 74, j 7G-7/.  i 7 �), 22 i ,  222 
Mirror (}f Production, The:  3 1 6 
Miskitia :  see Indige nous nations 
M iskito s :  see Indigenous peoples 
Mi" i " i nn i  R i wr· )Q 1 1 0 I ?f\ 1 70-7 1 · · , · · · · · · · · · i · ' · · - - _ . _ - - _ . .  - . - - �  . - .. � . .  -- ' - 0 

1 72 , 1 73-74, 1 9 1 n . 208 
Mi ssouri : 1 26 , 1 7 3-74, 1 95 n  
Missouri  River:  28 ,  1 69 
MISURA: see Nicaragua 
MISURASAT A:  see Nicaragua 
MISUTAN: see Nicaragua 
Mitchell, George:  204 
Mohawk, John: 5 
Mohawks:  see Indigenous peoples 

(Haudenosaunee) 
Mohegans:  see Indigenous peoples 
Mongolia:  3 1 9 ,  323 
Monroe, Pre s ,  Jame s :  1 72 
Monroe Title and Abstract Co. :  1 33 
Montagnards:  see Indigenous peoples 
Montana:  1 34 ,  1 76, 1 7 8 ,  1 8 1 , 3 34, 370 
Montreal :  see Canada 
Moonan, Paul D . ,  SL: 1 3 3  
Moon i e s :  349, 3 5 0, 352 
Morechand, Guy:  330 
Morgan, Lewi s  Henry: 260n 



Morin, Luis Enrique: 5 4  
Morocco: 362 
Moros: see Indigenous peoples 
Morris ,  Glenn T.: 70n, 1 43 , 329 
Morton, Samuel George: 282 
Moscow: see Soviet Union 
Moves Camp, Ellen: 209, 2 1 4, 233n 
Mozambique: 98,  3 1 9  
mtDNA: 28 1 -8 8  
Muckleshoots: see Indigenous peoples 
Muga, David: 325  
Muldrow. Will iam: 2 1 8  
Muller, Steadman Fagoth : see Fagoth 

Muller, Steadman 
Muller, Werner: 277 
Muscogees: see Indigenous peoples (Creeks) 
Musil, Robert: 2 84 
Mussolini, Benito: 23 
MX missile system: see U.S. Air Force 
Myer, Ind. Comm. Dillon S . :  1 86 
Mystic :  see Massacres 
M- 1 9  Guerrillas : see Columbia 

- N -
NAFfA: see North American Free Trade 

Agreement 
Nagaland: see Indigenous nations 
Naipal, V .  S . :  5 2  
Namibia: 299, 3 1 9  
Napoleon: see Bonaparte, Napoleon 
Narragansetts :  see Indigenous peoples 
Nation, The : 6 1  
National Academy o f  Sc iences (NAS) :  

1 84-85, 282 
National Aeronautics and S pace 

Administration (NASA):  229n 
National AIM, Inc. :  222, 242n 

Central Committee of: 222, 242n; 
National B oard of: 222, 242n; National 
Office of: 222,  242n 

National Council of Churches : 23 1 n 
National Endowment for the Humanities 

(NEH): 1 1  
National Indian Youth Council (NIYC) :  1 
National Review: 1 1 , 1 6  
National Sacrifice Areas, concept of: 1 84 
National Tribal Chairmen' s  Fund: 228n 
National Uranium Resource Evaluation 

Institute (NURE) :  229n 
Navajo Nation, The: 4 
Navajo Reservation: see American Indian 

reservations 
Navajos :  see Indigenous peoples (Dine) 
Nazis/nazism: 3 , 1 1 - 1 8 , 22, 53 , 60-62, 76, 

80-84, 90, l OOn, 1 1 4- 1 5 , 1 47, 265 , 301  

Index 4 1 7  

Einsatzgruppen (ki ll ing squads) of :  22, 
64; International Jewish B anking 
Conspiracy, theory of: 20; 
Lebensraumpolitik, concept of:  1 5 , 29, 
1 1 5 , 1 88 :  Propaganda of: 265 : SS of: 1 7 .  
57, 1 02n; Third Reich of: 1 6, 22,  80, 87 ;  
Untermensch, concept of :  1 8 , 60,  80;  
Wannsee Conference of :  77 

Nebraska: 1 1 2, 1 76-77, 206-207 , 22 1 
Gordon : 206-207, 208, 227n ; Lincoln 
23 1 n  

Netherlands: 1 09 
Hague : 1 04n;  Rotterdam: 54 

Nevada: 33,  1 22, 1 3 1 -50, 1 88,  220-2 1 
Las Vegas : 1 98n ;  McGee ' s  Point: 1 8 8 ;  
Yucca Mountain :  1 46 ,  1 89, 278 

New Amsterdam: 29 
New Guinea: 276, 362 
New Hampshire :  1 69 
New Jersey: 1 1 0, 1 4 1 ,  1 69 
New Mexico: 5 1 , 1 8 1 -82, 267, 282. 289n, 

304 
Albuquerque: 1 4 1 ; Folsom: 267-68 ; 
Fort Sumner: 1 75 ;  Santa Fe: 3 04 

New University Thought: I ,  2, 6 
New World Order: see George Bush 
New York: 1 1 0, 1 22, 1 23-33,  1 68 ,  1 5 8n, 

1 70, 22 1 , 249 
Albany : 1 26-2 8 ;  Brownsvil le :  224; 
Buffalo: 1 29 ;  C anandaiga: 1 25 ;  Fort 
Oswego: 1 2 3 ;  Fort Schuyler: 1 24; Fort 
Stanwix: 1 23-25 ,  1 28-29, 1 3 1 ;  
Ganiekeh (Moss Lake) : 1 30 ;  Howland 
Game Preserve : 1 33 ;  Messena: 1 29;  
Niagara: 1 23 ;  Niagara Power Project: 
1 29;  Ovid: 1 3 3 ;  Rochester: 1 2 ; 
Salamanca: 1 29 , 1 33 ,  1 59n, 1 60n; 
Seneca River: 1 33 

New York Academy: 266 
New York Times :  346n 
New Zealand: 6 ,  8, 1 4, 97 
Newe Segobia: see Indigenous nations 
Newes: see Indigenous peoples (Western 

Shoshones) 
Newfoundland: see Canada 
Newton, Sir Isaac : see European 

philosophers 
Nez Perce: see Indigenous peoples 
Niagara Power Project: see New York 
Niatum, Duane: 377 
Nicaragua: 6, 43, 45-46, 6 1 , 99, 274, 30 1 ,  

3 1 9, 324-25 , 330, 334-35, 349-52 
Alliance Promoting Miskito and Sumu 
Development (ALPROMISU): 336-3 8 ;  
Association of Agricultural Cooperatives 
of the Rio Coco (ACARIC):  336;  
Atlantic Coast  Autonomy Plan: 350;  
Contras (Somocistas ) :  339, 343 ; Council 
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o f  State : 339:  Managua: 324, 337-38,  
340-4 1 ,  343, 350, 363:  Mil i tary of :  3 3 8 ;  
M i sk i tos ,  Sumus,  and Ramas with the 
Sand i nistas (MISURASATA) : 33 7-4 1 , 
343 , 350,  353,  347n ;  M iskitos, Sumus, 
and Ramas without the Sandinistas 
(MISURA ) : 34 1 -43 ; MISUTAN: 340, 
342: National Uni versity of:  336:  
Nicara�ua Coast Unitv (KISAN ):  
34 1 -42; N icaraguan De mocratic Front 
( FDN) :  34 1 ;  Prinsipolka:  339:  Puerto 
Cabezas :  34 1 :  Punta Gorda: 347 n ;  
Sandini sta National Liberation Front 
(FSLN): 6 , 6 1 ,  I 04n,  1 46, 324, 336-45, 
350-52, 360, 363 : Siuna:  347n: United 
A rmed Forces of the Atlantic Coast 
( FA UCA N ) :  342;  Yakalpahn i :  347 n ;  
YATAMA: 342 

Nidschillann,  Bernard : 1 45 , 344, 362 
N i le R i ver:  3 1 2  
N i sljual lys :  see Indigenous peoples 
N i x o n ,  Pres ,  Richard M , :  92,  207 ,  30 1 

Admi n i stration of: 2 10 ,  227n: 
Commi ttee to Reelect the President 
(CREEP) of: 227n 

Nkntmah, K wame: 9S 
Noriega, Manue l : 307n 
Norse :  s e e  Indigenous peoples 
North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA):  36 1 ,  367n 
North Carol ina: I 1 0, 1 73 ,  225n, 345n 
NOith Dakota: 1 77, 2 1 8  

n - " 0 _ .  "' ., " , ,.,, T"" ...... 1 r� 
U I .") 1 1 1 £l1 l\. .  "::' �' 7 1 1 ,  l · dl�U • .L. l  ';J 

NOlth Sonoran Desert region, United States :  
1 1 5 

Northwest Ordinance: see U.S .  laws 
Nn{p.I' o( Virf'inirl' ?J)n 
Nova Scotia: see Canada 
Nuremberg: see Germany 
Nuremberg Doctrine: see International law 
Nuu-Chal-Nulths :  see Indigenous peoples 
Nyerre, Jul i u s :  98 

- 0 -
Oakland: see California 
Oaks, Richard: 203 , 228n 
Oandasan, B i l l :  377 
O'Brien, Robert: 1 40, 232n,  234n 
O'Clock, George: 2 1 2- 1 3  
Ogden, David A . :  1 26 
Ogden Land Co , :  1 26-28 
Oglala Lakotas : see Indigenous peoples 

(Lakotas) 
Oglala Sioux Civil Rights Organization 

(OSCRO): 209, 229n 
Ohio:  107, 1 69,  1 70 

Ohio River: 29, 1 23 ,  1 26 ,  1 70 
Oklahoma: 1 2 1 . 1 68 ,  1 72-73 , 1 74, 1 76-7 7 ,  

1 8 1 ,  1 86 , 22 1 
Fort S i l l :  1 76;  Native population of: 1 93n 

Oneidas : see Indigenous peoples 
(Haudenosaunee) 

Onis, Luis de:  1 93 n  
Onondagas:  s e e  Indigenous peoples 

(Haudenosaunee) 
Ontario :  23 6n 
Operation Desert Storm: see Gulf War 
Opium Wars, the : 2 1  
ORDEN: see El Salvador 
Oregon: 1 34 , 1 68, 1 74-75 ,  1 �6, 2 1 7 , 22 1 
Orr, Phi l :  268 
Ortega, Daniel :  3 24, 337 
Ortiz,  S imon ], :  375, 377-83 
Osages :  see Indigenous peoples 
Ottawas :  see Indigenous peoples 
Ottoman E mpire: 7 8  
Owen, Roger: 272 

- p -
Pacific Basin :  97 
Paiutes :  see Indigenous peoples 
Palestinian s :  see Indigenous peoples 
Panafricanism: l 06 n  
Panama: 43 , 48, 57 ,  7 0 n ,  3 00, 302, 307n, 3 80 

Isthmus of: 1 93 n  
Papagos :  see Indigenous peoples 
Paraguay : 2 1 , 5 3 , 56, 94 
Passamaquoddys :  see Indigenous peoples 
Pastora, Eden :  339 
Patagonia:  see Argentina  
Pathet Lao :  see Laos 
n.-. ,, - _-. ". r"L ."": . """! '""! ,1 
1- U) 1 11...- . ,-,tu:;. ":::"..::..'-t 
PBS :  see Public Broadcasting System 
Peabody Coal Co, :  1 98n 
Peabody Foundation for Archaeology : 1 8 8 ,  

269 
Peltier, Leonard :  33, 2 1 7-20, 236n, 239n 
Pend Oreil les :  see Indigenous peoples 
Pennobscots: see Indigenous peoples 
Pennsylvania: 1 1 0, 1 23 ,  1 25 ,  1 69, 269 

Meadowcroft: 278 ; Philadelphia: 228n, 
23 1 n, 3 80 

Pentagon, the: see U,S, government (Dept. 
of Defense) 

"Pentagon Papers," the: 1 03n 
People Shall Continue, The: 377 
Peoria:  see Illinois 
Peorias : see Indigenous peoples 
Pequots : see Indigenous peoples 
Perestrello, Felipa Moniz: 20 
Persian Gulf: 1 49, 305 



Peru: 2 1 , 1 8 , 43 , 46-49, 5 1 , 6 1 , 248 , 276, 
279 

Andean region of: 46, 360; Communist 
Party of: 6 1 ;  Potosi:  46, 66n; Sendero 
Luminoso movement in: 360 

Phetsarath: 3 3 1 
Philadelphia: see Pennsylvania 
Philippine Islands : 3 ,  2 1 ,  98,  1 97n 
Piegans: see Indigenous peoples 
Pike, Mary : 230n 
Pine Ridge Reservation: see American 

Indian reservations 
Pinochet, Augusto: 56 
Pizarro, Francisco: 43, 46, 49 
Plain of Jars : !lee Laos 
Platte River Road, the : 1 34 
Platyrrhini : 285 
Plymouth Colony: 29 
Plymouth Rock: see Massa�husetts 
Plymouth Rock demonstratIOn: see 

American Indian Movement 
Poland: 2 1 , 3 1 9 
Polisario Front: 362 
Political Economy of Human Rights. The: 

329 
Ponce de Leon, Juan: 28 
Pontiac: 3 6 1  

Confederacy of: 2 1 ,  28 
Poor Bear, Myrtle :  2 1 8 , 237n 
Porter, Peter B . :  1 26 
Portugal : 20, 2 1 ,  1 09 

Crown of: 20; Lisbon: 20 
Potawatomis :  see Indigenous peoples 
Potosi: see Peru 
Potter, Col. Jack: 2 1 0, 
Powder River: 1 35 ,  1 76 
Powell, Gen. Colin: 300 
Powhatan: 36 1 
Powless, Herb: 242n 
Pratt, Geronimo j i  Jaga: 224 
Pressler, Sen . Larry: 1 4 1  
Pretoria: see South Africa 
PRl: see Mexico 
Price, David: 237n 
Prince Souhpanouvong (Laos) :  3 3 2  
Prince Souvanna Phouma (Laos) : 3 3 2  
Prisons: 

Fort Marion Military Prison (Florida) : 
1 75 ;  Leavenworth Federal Prison 
(Kansas) : 23 1 n; Lewisberg Federal 
Prison (Pennsylvania) : 23 1 n ; Marion 
Federal Prison (Illinois) :  2 1 9 ;  South 
Dakota State Prison at Sioux Falls :  23 1 n  

Protohumans: 
Australopithecines: 268 ; Cro-Magnons :  
277, 279 ; Homo habilis : 268 ; Minnesota 
Man : 267 ; Mousterians: 277;  
Neanderthals :  277, 284 
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Public Broadcasting System (PBS) :  95 
Pueblos : see Indigenous peoples 
Puerto Rico: 3, 1 97n,  224, 304-5 

Independence movement of: 224 
Puraces :  see Indigenous peoples 
Puyallups : see Indigenous peoples 

- Q -
Quebec : see Canada 
Quechua-Aymaras :  see Indigenous peoples 

(Incas) 

- R -

Raemsch, Bruce: 285 
Ralston Purina Corp . :  55 
RAM: see Revolutionary Action Movement 
Ramas:  see Indigenous peoples 
Ramos Periera, Fernando: 55 
Randall ,  Francis: 232n 
Rapid City lournal: 208 
Reagan, Pres .  Ronald: 1 02n, 1 04n, 1 20,  1 3 3 ,  

148 , 20 1 n, 30 1 ,  349-50, 35 1 -52 
Central American pol icies of: 349 ,  3 5 1 

Red Cloud, Edgar: 229n 
Redner, Russell :  236n 
Redsticks (Baton Rouge), the :  1 93n 
Rehnquist, Chief Justice Wil liam: 1 40 
Reigert, Wilbert A . :  230n 
Relocation Act: see u.S. laws 
Revard, Carter: 375 ,  377 
Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM): 

23 1 n  
Revolutionary Communist Party, USA 

(RCP) : 6 1  
Rhade Montagnards:  see Indigenous peoples 

(Montagnards) 
Rhode Island: 1 1 9 ,  1 69 
Rhodesia: see Zimbabwe 
Richards, Chuck: 232n 
Richards, Woody : 232n 
Rio Grande: 28, 49, 97, 1 74, 1 89 
Rio Gua1singa: see Massacres 
Rio Sampul :  see Massacres 
Rio Tinto Zinc Corp . :  55 
Rfos Mott, Efrain : 57 
Rivera, Brooklyn :  3 36, 339, 340-4 1 , 342, 

347n 
Robideau, Bob: 2 1 7-1 8, 234n, 236n, 237n,  

238n 
Roca, Gen. Julio : 52 
Rochester Gas and Electric Co. :  1 33 
Rocky Mountains area, United States :  1 74, 

370 
Roman Nose: 36 1 ,  370 

Dog Soldiers and: 36 1 
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Rome: see Italy 
Roosevelt, Pres. Franklin D.: 1 1 4 
Roosevelt, Pres.  Theodore: 1 07 

As New York Gov . :  1 27 
Rosas, Juan Manuel :  68n 
Rose.  VVendy : 373-75 , 3 77 
Rosebud Reservation : see American Indian 

reservations 
Rosenberg, Alfred : 1 8  
Rosenberg, Susan: 224 
Rosenberger, A. L. : 285 
Ross, Donald: 2 1 9 
Rotterdam: see Netherlands 
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques : see European 

phi losophers 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) : 

n6n 
Royal Dutch Shel l  Petroleum Corp . :  55 
Rumania:  31 9 
Running Antelope : 370 
Russel l .  Lord Bel1rand: 87, 247 
Russe l l  Tribunal : 88 ,  1 00n 
Russian Empire (Romanov Empire) :  322-23 

Revolutions against :  322 
Ryser, Rudolph c.: 1 42 

- s -

Sacramento : see California 
Sacs :  see Indigenous peoples (Sauks) 
Said, Edward: 63 
Saigon : see V ietnam 
Sails of Hope: 20 
Saint Augustine. see Augustine, Saint 
Saint Brendan, see Brendan, Saint 
Salamanca Trust Corp . :  1 29 
Sale, Kirkpalrick: 16, 1 8, 63, 64 
Sammis :  see Indigenous peoples 
San Diego: see California 
San Francisco: see California 
San Juan River: 1 83 
Sanchez, Col . Eric : 342 
Sand Creek: see Massacres 
Sandinistas: see Nicaragua 
Santa Fe: see New Mexico 
Santee Dakotas :  see Indigenous peoples 

(Dakotas) 
Sappa Creek: see Massacres 
Sartre , Jean Paul :  see European philosophers 
Satanta: 1 75 , 36 1 
Sauer, Carl 0. :  62 
Sauks: see Indigenous peoples 
Saul, John S . :  98 
Scalping, origin of: 1 94n 
Schaghticokes :  see Indigenous peoples 
Schmitz: Darld: 208, 228n 

Schopenhauer, Arthur: see European 
philosophers 

Schultz, Dutch : 1 3  
Schultz, Sec. of State George : 3 0  I .  352 
Schuyler, Gen. Phil i p :  1 70-7 1 
Schwartzkopf, Gen . Norman : 304 
Scopes Monkey Trial : 252 
Scots: see Indigenous peoples 
Second International : 322 
Seminoles: see Indigenous peoples 
Senate : see U.S .  govern ment 
Scndero Luminoso: see Peru 
Sendic, Raul: 300 
Seneca County Liberation Organization 

(SCLO) :  1 33 
Senecas: see Indigenous peoples 

(Haudenosallnee) 
Sepulveda. Francisco de: 1 8  
Sequoia :  1 73 
Serranos :  see Indigenous peoples 
Seward, Sec . of State VVi l l i am Henry : 1 93 n  
Shakur, Mlitulu :  224 
Shamir, Yitzak: 299 
Shankara : 258n 
Shawnees :  see Indigenous peoples 
Shenandoah, Leroy : 228n 
Sheridan, Gen. Phi l :  1 8 8 
Sherman, Gen. VVilliam L . :  44 
Shields, VVilliam F . :  265 
Shoshones :  see Indigenous peoples 
Siberia: 277 
Sicungu : see Indigenous peoples (Lakotasl 
Siegel, Benjamin "Bugsy" : I 3  
Sihasapa Lakolas : see Indigenous peoples 

(Lakotas) 
Sikhs:  see Indigenous peoples 
Silt..:lz.: see InJigeuous peopl�� 
Silko, Leslie Marmon :  375 ,  377 
Silva, Manuel Luciano : 20 
Simms, C.  N.: 1 27 
S inger, Christopher B . :  285  
Sioux: see Indigenous peoples (Lakotas) 
Sisseton Dakotas:  see I ndigenous peoples 

(Dakotas) 
Sitting Bul l :  \ 36-37 , 1 75 , 3 6 1 , 370 
Six, Alfred Franz: 1 02n 
Skinner, VValter J . :  1 20 
Sklar, Richard : 98 
Smallboy, Robert: 2 1 8  
S met, Fr. Jean de: 1 35 
Smithsonian Institution : 6 1 , 63 , 266 
Sobibor: see Extermin ation camps 
Society for American Archaeology: 269 
Soldier of Fortune: 349 
Somocistas: see Nicaragua 
Sumoza, Anastasio: 1 46 , 336 , 3 3 9  
South Africa: 6, 14, 3 1 , 8 5 , 97 , 299 

Capetown : 300; Pretoria :  300 



South Carolina:  1 1 0, 1 20, 1 56n, 1 86 
South Dakota: I 22,  1 39,  1 64n, 1 77 ,  204, 

208 , 303 
B adlands National Monument: 1 39 :  
Black Hill s :  1 33-4 1 ,  I 6 1 n, 22 1 ,  303,  
370; Buffalo Gap: 208;  Custer County 
Courthouse: 208, 1 48 ,  1 75 ,  1 84 ;  
Deadwood: 1 40; H o t  Springs : 234n; 
Lead: 1 40:  Mount  Rushmore National 
Monument: 206, 234n;  Pennington 
County Jai l :  2 1 3 ; Pierre : 1 40 ;  Rapid 
City: 1 40, 209- 1 0, 2 1 3 , 2 2 1 ;  Whiteclay 
Creek: 2 1 6; VVounded Knee: 209- 1 0; 
Wounded Knee Creek: 1 37 ;  Yankton:  
1 75 

Southeast Asia  Treaty Organization 
(SEATO ) :  3 3 2  

Southwest Museum of Archaeology: 2 8 5  
Soviet Union :  7 ,  1 4 , 64, 7 7 , 90, 322, 3 2 3 ,  

325, 363 
Army of: 84; Moscow: 322;  
Nationalities of :  Armenians: 7 7 ,  
Azerbaizhanis : 7 7 ,  B yelorussians:  77,  
Caucasian s :  7 7 ,  Crimean Turks:  7 7 ,  
Georgian s :  7 7 ,  Great Russians:  7 7 ,  Jews: 
77,  1 02n, Kalmyks:  77,  Moldavians:  77, 
Turkestani s :  77, Ukranians :  77,  Volga 
Germans :  77 

Spain :  3 , 1 9 , 2 1 , 1 09, 1 72, 1 88 , 276 
Crown of: 1 5 , 304; Inquisition in: 252;  
Madiera: 29 ; National Uranium 
Company of:  54;  Province of Aragon: 
2 1 :  Racial classification system of: 
50-5 1 ;  Sevi l le :  65 n  

Spanish-American VV a r :  1 97n 
Spokane,:  see Indigenous peoples 
Sri Lanka: 362 
St .  Lawrence Seaway Project: 1 29 
Stalin, Joseph:  90,  322,  3 44 
S talinism: 8 5 , 3 5 1 
S tandard Oil Group:  1 80 
Standing Bear: 1 67 
Standing Elk, Carole:  2 3 3 n, 242n 
Standing Rock Reservation :  see American 

Indian reservations 
Stannard, David E.: 44, 63, 64 
Stapleton. Charle s :  2 3 8 n  
Steiner, Stan : I 
Stevens.  Phi l :  1 4 1 ,  1 64n 
Stevens, Tom: I 5 5 n  
Sti l lman, Lulu G . :  1 2 8 
S tockbridge-Munsee s :  see Indigenous 

peoples 
Strate"ic Air Command: see U.S. Air Force 
Stren(;iUs Lite, The: 1 07 
Stroessner, Alfredo: 2 1 ,  5 3  
Stuntz, Joe Kil l sright :  2 1 6 , 235n 
Suarez, Francisco:  87 

Sully, Gen. Alfred :  1 7 5 
Summa Theologiae: 87 
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Sumus:  see Indigenous peoples 
Sun Dance, the :  1 36 ,  2 2 3 .  226n 
Surinam: 56 
Switzerland: 

Geneva: 5 ,  1 3 8  

- T -
Tabay, Julio Cesar: 54 
Tainos:  see Indigenous peoples 
TallMountain,  Mary : 3 7 5 ,  377 
Tamil s :  see Indigenous peoples 
Tanzania :  98 ,  1 0 5 n  
Tapiunas:  see Indigenous peoples 
Tapuyas:  see Indigenous peoples 
Tarascan s :  see Indigenous people s ' 
Tattersal,  Ian: 2 8 5  
Taylor, Gen . Telford: 8 1 ,  8 8 .  1 03 n  
Tecumseh: 2 9 ,  1 25 ,  1 26, 1 70, 1 7 2  

B attle o f  Fal len Timbers : 1 26;  
Confederation of :  1 72 ,  36 1 

Temoak Western S hoshones: see Indi£enous 
peoples (Western S hoshones) 

� 

Tennessee: 1 69, 1 7 3  
Tenochtitlan : see Mexico 
Tepehuans: see Indigenous peoples 
Texaco: 54,  55 
Texas : 30, 1 69 , 1 74-7 5 , 1 86, 267, 272, 304, 

1 95 n  
Clovis :  267-6 8 ;  Indian policy of: 1 94n;  
Lewisvil le :  268,  278 ; Mal akoff: 27!l ; 
Palo Duro Canyon:  1 6 1 n , Waco: 3 t)O 

Thailand: 98 , 3 3 4  
Thanksgiving celebrations :  206 
Tierra del Fuego: see Argentina 
Tijerina, Reyes Lopez: 224 
Third Reich :  see Nazis/nazism 
Thomas, Robert K.: 1 -8, 205 

Essays of: I ,  2, 6 
Tibet: 3 1 9  
Time: 77 
Tocqueville,  Alexis de: 50, 1 87 
Tohono O ' Odhams : see Indigenous peoples 
Tojolabale Mayas : see Indigenous peoples 

(Mayas) 
Toms, Domingo de S anto : 46, 49 
Tonawanda Seneca s :  see Indigenous peoples 

(Haudenosaunee) 
Torres ,  Alej andina:  224 
Trail of B roken Treaties :  see American 

Indian Movement 
Trail of Tears, the: 29,  l I S ,  1 73 
Treaty of Pari s :  1 22,  1 70 
Treblinka: see E xtermination camps 
Trimbach, Jose ph:  234n, 235 n 
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Trotsky, Leon :  32 1 
Trude l l ,  E l i  Changing Sun :  24 1 n  
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